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COIN INSCRIPTIONS AND THE ORIGINS OF WRITING IN 
PRE-ROMAN BRITAIN1 

JONATHAN WILLIAMS 

Introduction 
THE subject of  writing in pre-Roman Britain has, until recently, been the object of  curious neglect 
among archaeologists and historians. One simple reason for  this is that there is not very much of  it 
in evidence. There are no lapidary inscriptions, and only a few,  short graffiti  and other scraps of 
evidence (on which see more below). Contrast this with the situation after  the Roman conquest, 
and the overwhelming impression is that pre-Roman Britain was essentially a pre-literate society, 
and that writing was brought to Britain by the Romans. And yet there is the not inconsiderable 
corpus of  coin legends from  pre-Roman Britain which, if  allowed to do so, might seem to tell a 
rather different  story. The object of  this paper is to see what kind of  story that might be. 

It has always been a major blind-spot of  numismatists, and increasingly archaeologists too since 
they stopped reading ancient texts, that they tend not to think very much about coin legends other 
than as a key to attributing the coin to a particular tribe, city or ruler. One result of  this is that it 
seems to have gone more or less unremarked upon in most treatments of  late iron-age Britain that 
the coin legends that appear on the coins in the late first  century BC are the first,  and by far  the 
largest, body of  evidence for  the introduction of  writing into these islands and of  its uses in the 
pre-Roman period. In the standard books on iron-age Britain, the topics of  writing and literacy are 
by and large not treated at all (neither for  instance appears in the index to Barry Cunliffe's  stan-
dard work, Iron  Age Communities  of  Britain).1 To date there is only one extensive treatment in 
existence of  British iron-age coin legends as writing, in John Creighton's recent book Coins arid 
Power in Late Iron  Age Britain? More generally, it seems as if,  for  most students of  antiquity, 
writing on coins inhabits a different  functional  world from  writing on stone or other materials, or 
that it is not writing that really means anything or requires reading and interpretation, but serves 
merely as a useful  source from  which to create object taxonomies. This, certainly, is by and large 
how iron-age coin-legends have tended to be used by numismatists. The only dedicated studies of 
inscriptions on Gaulish coins are philological or linguistic in aim and tend not to consider the 
social meaning and function  of  writing on coins.4 The only detailed study of  inscriptions on 
British coins did not get very far  and has now been surpassed by recent developments in the 
reading of  certain legends.5 This paper is a step towards attempting to redress the balance away 
from  the philological and numismatic, and towards the study of  iron-age coin-inscriptions as 
writing. 

1 Thanks are due to Andrew Burnett, Colin Haselgrove, J.D. Hill, Philip de Jersey, Greg Woolf  and the editor of  this journal for 
their many helpful  comments on this paper. The standard abbreviations adopted hereafter  are as follows:  BM = R. Hobbs, British Iron 
Age Coins in the British Museum  (London, 1996); VA = R.D. Van Arsdell, Celtic  Coinage  of  Britain (London, 1989); Mack = R.P 
Mack, The  Coinage  of  Ancient Britain (3rd edn, London, 1975); RIC  = H. Mattingly et al. (eds), Roman Imperial  Coinage  (London, 
1923-); RPC = A.M. Burnett et al. (eds.), Roman Provincial  Coinage  (London-Paris, 1992); 7?/G II.l = M. Lejeune (ed.), Receuil des 
Inscriptions  Gauloises, vol. II. 1, Textes  Gallo-Etrusques,  Textes  Gallo-Latins  sur Pierre  (Paris, 1988); RIG  IV = J-B. Colbert de 
Beaulieu and B. Fischer, Receuil des Inscriptions  Gauloises, vol. IV, Les Legendes  Monetaires  (Paris, 1998); Scheers = S. Scheers, 
Traite  de Numismatique  Celtique,  vol. II, La Gaule Belgique  (Paris, 1977). 

2 B. Cunliffe,  Iron  Age Communities  in Britain (London, 1991, 3rd edn). 
3 J. Creighton, Coins and Power in Late Iron  Age Britain (Cambridge, 2000). 
4 See RIG IV. 
5 M. Mays, 'Inscriptions on British Celtic coins', NC 152 (1992), 57-82. 
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Roman and Gaulish coin legends in the second and first  centuries BC 
Most of  the legends on Gaulish and British coins consist of  abbreviated personal names. There are 
also some ethnic names, place names and magistrates' titles. This pattern is actually rather similar 
to the kinds of  legends that appear on contemporary Roman coinage in the late Republic and in 
the reign of  Augustus. These show a plethora of  often  heavily abbreviated personal names, mostly 
those of  monetary magistrates (tresviri  monetales)  under the Republic; the regular though increas-
ingly less frequent  use of  R O M A to indicate the name of  the issuing community; and, under the 
principate, the names of  the emperor and his family,  often  accompanied by various imperial titles 
and honours which increase in complexity under Augustus and his successors with the develop-
ment of  imperial titulature. This pattern, which was also accompanied by the new phenomenon of 
constantly changing designs rather than immobilized continuity, began to develop in the early sec-
ond century BC. It represented a major change in the Roman coinage tradition which had previ-
ously followed  the practice of  classical Greek city coinages, and had used coin legends simply as 
a means of  indicating the issuing authority of  the coin concerned. 

Why did this change take place? There is a whole range of  social and political reasons relating 
to the politics of  the late Republic in Rome too complex to go into here.6 The simplest explanation 
is that by the second century BC the Romans had conquered the whole of  Italy and much of  the 
rest of  the Mediterranean too and, as a consequence, there were no other major coinages in circu-
lation in their immediate vicinity. Within Cisapennine Italy at least there was really only Roman 
coinage, alone and more or less without competitors apart from  a few  cities that continued to mint 
in bronze, so there was effectively  no need to identify  it as Roman any more, either with an 
inscription or through the maintenance of  an unchanging design.7 Variety and personal expression 
in design and legend could thus flourish  on the coinage as never before. 

Then in the late first  century BC another big change occurred on Roman coins - the regular and 
named depiction of  living individuals. This began with Julius Caesar in 44 BC, shortly before  his 
death, and was quickly picked up by Brutus, his murderer, Mark Antony, and then Octavian. 
Under the emperors, the imperial name and image became more or less standard on the Roman 
coinage, though different  members of  the imperial family  might appear on the obverses, and of 
course the coins of  several different  emperors were in simultaneous circulation at any one time. 
Nevertheless, an element of  consistency in design returned to the Roman coinage which had been 
lacking for  a hundred years or so during the late Republic, albeit reverse designs continued to 
change frequently  under the emperors, a tradition that persisted until the late third century AD. 

One innovation in the style of  Roman coin legends that came into vogue in the early imperial 
period was the occasional tendency to put the emperor's name in the Latin dative case, meaning 
'to' or 'for  the emperor', as for  instance the coins of  Trajan with the obverse legend IMP 
T R A I A N O A V G etc.8 A small change perhaps, but it makes quite a difference  in Latin, so what 
does it mean? Caesar's name in the nominative, as the name of  the case itself  suggests, names the 
emperor depicted on the coin. It is in effect  a label. Put the name in the dative, and it suggests that 
the inscription and the image, and the coin itself,  are dedications to the emperor, not merely depic-
tions of  him. There was a corresponding development in imperial coin legends in the Greek East, 
with the emperor's name sometimes appearing in the honorific  accusative as well as the dedica-
tory dative and the proprietory genitive, which had been the most common case for  rendering the 
king's name in the previous era of  the Hellenistic royal coinages.9 This represents a significant 
development. After  all, who else received dedicatory inscriptions in the dative and their images 
displayed prominently in public? Who else indeed had formed  the most frequent  subject of 
Roman coin types before  the advent of  the emperors? The answer, of  course, is the gods. Indeed 

6 See A.R. Meadows and J.H.C. Williams, 'Moneta and the monuments: coinage and politics in Republican Rome'. Journal  of 
Roman Studies  91 (2001). 27-49. 

7 See A.M. Burnett, 'The currency of  Italy from  the Hannibalic War to the reign of  Augustus', AIIN  (1982), 125-37 for  an 
overview. 

8 RIC  Trajan 91 ff. 
9 For an honorific  accusative on Roman provincial coins (common also on statue dedications), cf.,  e.g., the coins of  Magnesia ad 

Sipylum for  Caligula (RPC  1.2454), with obverse legend TAION KA1IAPA IEBAITON. For the genitive on Hellenistic coinages, cf., 
e.g., the coins of  Philip II of  Macedon inscribed <t>l AinnOY, ' [a coin] of  Philip'. 
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the image of  the emperor on a coin was, sometimes at least, regarded with similar religious awe as 
the image of  a divinity. The biographer Suetonius mentions that people were denounced under 
Tiberius when found  in possession of  a coin or a ring bearing the emperor's image in a public 
latrine or a brothel.10 This was clearly regarded as a rather excessive reaction at the time, but it 
gives us some flavour  of  the powerful  religious aura potentially surrounding any representation of 
the person of  the emperor, including those on coins. 

By the early first  century AD, then, Roman coin inscriptions had developed from  merely identi-
fying  the name of  the community and the issuing magistrate in an essentially secular fashion,  into 
inscribed namings and, sometimes, dedications with heavy dynastic and religious overtones, 
owing to the nature of  the persons being named - the emperor and members of  his immediate 
family  - and the divine status that was widely attributed to them within the Roman world. 

In pre-Roman Gaul writing was certainly in use on coins and other media (graffiti  on pots, a 
few  longer texts on stone and lead), and a variety of  scripts were in circulation across the region. 
As early as the fifth  century BC, Iberian speaking communities in Mediterranean Spain and the 
Languedoc developed their own script in response to cultural contacts with Carthaginians. 
Somewhat later, possibly because of  the influence  of  the Greek city of  Massalia (Massilia in 
Latin), Greek script was in use in certain areas of  southern Gaul east of  the Rhone by the third or 
second century BC to produce what are known as Gallo-Greek inscriptions (though it is striking 
that this influence  took so long to come into effect  - up to 300 years after  the foundation  of  the 
city if  the chronology is correct). The texts from  these areas are mostly found  on excavated 
hillforts  and other kinds of  settlement sites across the region, and they often  seem to have a com-
mercial context or to represent marks of  ownership of  certain kinds of  imported goods. As Greg 
Woolf  has shown, the picture of  the adoption of  writing in this period is complex and discontinu-
ous: south-west Gaul takes it up (in certain areas for  certain purposes) earlier than the south-east, 
and it appears in two different  forms  from  two different  sources." This will be the hallmark of  the 
later spread of  writing within temperate Europe and Britain as well. 

At some point before  the Roman conquest in the early first  century BC, Gallo-Greek inscriptions 
begin to occur in temperate Europe as well, mostly graffiti  on potsherds from  a few  sites in 
Burgundy (Mont Beuvray and Alesia) and a handful  from  Manching in Bavaria.12 Roman letters 
also spread into northern Gaul, seemingly at the same time as Greek, as evidenced by their occa-
sionally mixed use on coin legends (see below). The distribution of  these alphabets through Gaul 
was, however, not evenly spread. Large areas of  Gaul are seemingly entirely anepigraphic (espe-
cially Brittany and Normandy and western Belgium).13 Greek letters are mostly restricted to 
coinages attributed to the peoples of  central and eastern Gaul and eastern Belgica, whereas the use 
of  Roman letters appears to be more widespread, penetrating into western and southern Gaul as 
well.14 There was a third alphabet in use in parts of  east-central Gaul and northern Italy, called 
Lepontic. This script, derived from  a variety of  the Etruscan alphabet, takes its name from  a 
cluster of  inscriptions written in this alphabet located in the Lepontic Alps. It may have been in 
sporadic use among the possibly Celtic speaking inhabitants of  the Italian Lakes region from  as 
early as the sixth century BC, whence its use spread over the Alps into Gaul.15 The picture of 
writing in pre-Roman Gaul is therefore  complex. There is local variation, but there is also incon-
sistency within regions, with Greek and Roman alphabets being in simultaneous circulation and 

10 Suet. Tib.  58. 
11 This account is based on that of  G.D. Woolf,  'Power and the spread of  writing in the West' in A.K. Bowman and G.D. Woolf 

(eds.), Literacy and Power in the Ancient World  (Cambridge, 1994), pp. 84-98. 
12 A chronological peg of  sorts is provided by the long-lived series of  silver coins inscribed KAAETEAOY (RIG  IV no. 92) which, 

according to the archaeological evidence, can be shown to have been in widespread circulation in eastern Gaul by the end of  the second 
century BC. For discussion, see C. Haselgrove, 'The development of  Iron Age coinage in Belgic Gaul', NC  159 (1999), 111-168, at 
p. 143 n. 149. 

13 This pattern seems to be replicated in the distribution of  Latin inscriptions in Roman Gaul. For maps, see G.D. Woolf,  Becoming 
Roman. The  Origins of  Provincial  Civilization  in Gaul (Cambridge,1998), pp. 86-7. 

14 As C.-A. Moberg, 'Quand 1'archeologie rencontre les rencontres d'alphabet ... (Quelques reflections  sur des monnaies 
epigraphes celtiques)' in Melanges  Offerts  au Docteur J.-B.  Colbert  de Beaulieu (Paris, 1987), pp. 639-649, points out at p. 642 
distribution maps for  alphabets tend to be based on the tribes to which the coinages are attributed rather than on their distribution 
patterns, which may be rather wider in extent. 

15 For the corpus of  Lepontic inscriptions, see RIG  II. 1. 
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use in certain areas. From the available evidence the overall picture seems to be that both Greek 
and Roman scripts penetrated into temperate Gaul (i.e. beyond the Roman province in the 
Mediterranean south) rather late and at about the same time, in the late second and early first  cen-
turies BC. 

The inscriptions on Gaulish coins seem to consist primarily of  Gaulish personal names, often 
abbreviated, mostly in the Gaulish nominative ending in -os.16 A few  are accompanied by ethnics 
in the singular, perhaps qualifying  the name concerned or possibly describing the coin (see 
below).17 A much smaller number of  personal names are written in the genitive, such as Q DOCI, 
though in these cases (as indeed on Roman Republican coins) it is often  difficult  to tell whether 
this is a real genitive or an abbreviated nominative termination in -ios or -ius,18 There is a handful 
of  legends mentioning ethnic names, in both Greek and Latin.19 

One rather more wordy inscription gives the name and ethnic identity of  the coin in full,  calling 
it a PVBLICOS LIXOVIO SIMISSOS. This seems to be a Gaulish rendering of  a Latin phrase meaning 
a 'public, [i.e. official]  Lexovian semis' (the Lexovii being a Gaulish people of  eastern 
Normandy). It appears together with various different  inscriptions on different  issues. One names 
two individuals together with an official  title vergobreto[s]  also known from  Caesar's De Bello 
Gallico:  C1S1AMBOS CATTOS VERGOBRETO.20 Another mentions a different  personal name, 
MAVPENNOS, complemented by what may also be an official  title AR.CANTODAN (possibly 
meaning 'silver-giver'), which also appears on other Gaulish issues.21 Both these inscriptions are 
simply Gaulish, unlike their accompaniment. Semis  is a Latin word describing a small bronze 
coin, which is what the Gaulish coin in question is.22 What then is the nature of  the legend publi-
cos lixovio[s]  simissosl Is this just bad Latin, or is it, more interestingly, a Gaulish phrase drawing 
on Latin vocabulary and ideas?23 It is certainly not just Latin, whatever it is, as it has clearly 
undergone a certain amount of  translation and transformation  before  finding  its way onto this 
Gaulish coin. This is not just a case of  one-way Romanization. There is a considerable amount of 
Gallicization as well in this inscription for  which there are no precedents on its Roman equiva-
lents. It is clearly in some degree a Gaulish innovation, in both language and content. It is also 
evidence of  the transmission and reception not merely of  Roman material culture but also of 
Roman ideas, i.e. the name of  the coin, simissos, and the notion of  coinage being public, whatever 
this may have been construed as meaning in the Gaulish context.24 

To return to the naming inscriptions on Gaulish coins, most of  them, as already mentioned, 
seem to name individuals, not communities, though there are a few  exceptions. How different  is 
this from  Roman practice at the time? Not very, is the answer. Romans were also making coins 
with individuals' names on them in the second and first  centuries BC. They may be those of  junior 
monetary magistrates, not kings or princes as we imagine the Gaulish names to be. But many of 
these Roman names belonged to people who came from  the bluest-blooded nobility of  Roman 
society, and perhaps we are wrong about some of  the names on Gaulish coins. They need not be 
kings or rulers just because their names appear on coins. Some clearly are, like Vercingetorix, the 
famous  rebel leader of  the united peoples of  Gaul against Julius Caesar in 52 BC, whose coins 

16 For the morphology of  Gaulish coin inscriptions, see RIG  IV pp. 525-8. 
17 E.g. RIG  IV no. 56: ATISIOS REMOS, and no. 232: REMO / REMO; no. 291: TVRONOS / CANTOR1X, presumably referring  to the 

Remi and the Turones, both Gaulish peoples. 
18 For Q. DOCI see RIG  IV nos 227-8. 
19 See RIG  IV pp. 526-8. 
20 RIG  IV no. 226. See Caes. BG 1.16.5 on vergobrets among the Aedui. See also no. 109 where Cisiambos's name appears on its 

own without a title on the obverse of  a 'public Lexovian semis'. 
21 RIG  IV no. 263. On arcantodan,  see L. Fleuriot, 'Noms propres ou noms de fonctions  sur quelques monnaies celtiques', in G. 

Grasmann, W. Jansen and M. Brandt (eds), Keltische  Numismatik  und Archaeologie,  part 1, (Oxford,  1984), pp. 34^42. For other 
occurrences of  arcantodan,  see RIG  TV  no. 108, where Cisiambos's name on the obverse is complemented with ARCANTODA on the 
reverse. See also RIG  IV no. 240: ROVECA ARCANTODAN, on bronze coins attributed to the Meldi in northern Gaul, and, possibly, no. 
45: ARG AMBACT on bronzes attributed to the Mediomatrici of  eastern Belgica. See also RIG  IV no. 262: SIMI[SSOS PVB]LICOS.GAL. / 
ARCANTODAN MAVPENNOS. What GAL stands for  here is uncertain 

22 These coins weigh around 6-7 g, which is about right for  a Roman semis of  the first  century BC. 
23 See Woolf,  op. cit. n. 11, p. 96 on the relationship between Gaulish and Latin languages. 
24 For the Roman coinage as public, cf.  the lex de Gallia Cisalpina,  CIL  I2 592, col II., 1. 1: 'pecunia ... signata forma  p(ublica) 

p(opulei) R(omanei)' ('money ... minted with the public type of  the Roman People'). 
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name him in the clearest of  Latin scripts.25 But the inscription ARCANDOTAN, mentioned above, 
has often  been interpreted as the title of  some sort of  monetary magistracy, and it may be that not 
all the individuals mentioned on Gaulish coins are necessarily monarchical rulers. So perhaps 
there is not such a clear difference  in kind between the name inscriptions on Gaulish coins and 
those on Roman Republican coins as might at first  be imagined. The differences  of  course become 
even less pronounced with the arrival of  Julius Caesar and the end of  the Republic. 

What are we to make of  this? Is the appearance of  Gaulish coin inscriptions naming prominent 
individuals in the early first  century BC to be viewed as a function  of  Romanization? Clearly 
there are Roman influences  on the alphabet, the orthography, and, in some cases, even in the lan-
guage in use on Gaulish coins. On the other hand, the similarity in the content of  Gaulish and 
Roman coin inscriptions - naming individuals rather than peoples - suggests not that Gaulish 
inscriptions are merely derivative of  Roman practice, but rather that both Roman and at least 
some Gaulish societies were together and simultaneously experiencing a shift  in the balance of 
power towards the kind of  powerful  individuals whose names began to appear on the coins in the 
first  century BC. 

Writing on coins in late iron-age Belgica and Britain 
What about Britain? Where does writing come from  to Britain, and can the coins tell us when it 
was first  introduced? The answer to the first  question can only be formulated  from  the coin evi-
dence. There is very little other evidence for  the active indigenous use of  writing in late pre-con-
quest Britain, apart from  a small corpus of  ceramic graffiti,  inscribed mostly on imported pottery 
and, where at all meaningful,  consisting of  names probably denoting ownership; some styli  from 
pre-conquest contexts; and an ink-pot.26 None of  these can be plausibly dated before  about 10 BC. 
The coin evidence helps push thing back a little further,  however, beginning with the Gallo-Belgic 
series, the coins from  which were mostly made on the Continent but circulated widely in south-
eastern England. 

Probably the earliest coin legends that appear in Britain consist of  a group of  single-letter 
inscriptions. On the later classes of  Gallo-Belgic E, the otherwise blank obverse shows a single 
letter 'A' (with a dropped rather than horizontal bar), while a motif  resembling an 'S \ sometimes 
reversed, also makes an appearance on the reverse (PI. 1, l).27 The joint appearance of  both these 
alphabetic design elements in the later stages of  the Gallo-Belgic uniface  series strengthens the 
case for  the 'S' being, in origin at least, a letter, rather than a random squiggle, though it may be 
that it was not being employed for  its phonetic value in this case. There is also a rare sub-class of 
Scheers's Gallo-Belgic gold quarter-staters 'au bateau' whose obverse is distinguished by the use 
of  the A-motif  on an otherwise blank field.28 

Among the earliest of  inscribed coins made in Britain is a group of  gold staters and silver coins 
25 RIG  IV no. 302; cf.  no. 233: REX ADIETVANVS; and nos 71-73, 84-5 for  the use of  the Greek word BAI1AEYX ('king') in nomi-

native and genitive forms  to complement two different  personal names. 
26 Twelve brief  pre-conquest graffiti  at Colchester, in C.F.C. Hawkes and M.R. Hull, Camulodunum.  First  Report on the 

Excavations at Colchester  1930-1939 (London, 1947), pp. 284-5; two at St Albans, King Harry Lane site, in I.M. Stead and V. Rigby, 
Verulamium.  The  King  Harry  Lane Site  (London, 1989), p. 128 fig.  55, p. 202; five  at Skeleton Green, Hertfordshire  (one of  which 
reads GRAECVS), in C.R. Partridge, Skeleton  Green. A late Iron  Age and Roman Site  (London, 1981), p. 351 and id., 'Graffiti  from 
Skeleton Green,' Britannia 13 (1982), 325-6; for  two pre-conquest styli  from  the Puckeridge-Braughing, Hertfordshire,  excavations at 
the Ermine Street site, see R.P.J. Jackson, 'The ironwork' in T.W. Potter and S.D. Trow, 'Puckeridge-Braughing, Herts.: the Ermine 
Street Excavations, 1971-1972. The Late Iron Age and Roman Settlement'. Hertfordshire  Archaeology  10 (1988), 70-8, at p. 74 nos 
55 and 57, and S.D. Trow in the same publication, pp. 156-9, at p. 159; for  a graffito  from  the Gatesbury Track site in the same area, 
see C.R. Partridge, 'Excavations at Puckeridge and Braughing, 1975-79', Hertfordshire  Archaeology  7, 28-132, at p. 117; for  a possi-
bly pre-conquest graffito  at Silchester, see M.W.C. Hassall, 'Pot graffito'  in M.J. Fulford  and J. Timby, Late Iron  Age and Roman 
Silchester.  Excavations on the site of  the Forum-Basilica,  1977, 1980-86 (London, 2000), p. 204 and, in the same volume, M.J. 
Fulford,  'Synthesis: the oppidum - latest Iron Age and earliest Roman', pp. 545-64, at p. 552; for  two pre-conquest styli  from 
Silchester, see in the same publication D. Richards, 'The ironwork', pp. 360-7, at pp. 360, 363, 367 fig.  172.139-40. For an ink-pot 
included in a burial in the as yet unpublished and probably just post-conquest Stanway site near Colchester, see P. Crummy 'Late Iron 
Age burials at Stanway, Colchester' in J. Swaddling, S.E.C. Walker, and P. Roberts (eds), Italy  in Europe: Economic Relations 
700 BC-AD 50 (London, 1995), pp. 263-5. with further  references  to other preliminary reports. 

27 Scheers no. 24, classes VI and VII for  the A-inscribed staters; classes V-VII for  'S'. See Scheers p. 338. 
28 Scheers no. 13. class VI; see Scheers pp. 299-300. 
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found  south of  the River Thames and often  attributed to Commius. On the reverse above the horse 
they have what appears to be a modified  letter 'E' either standing upright to the right or facing 
downwards, whose central bar projects out beyond the main body of  the letter and then slopes 
downwards at an angle (PI. 1, 2). There is also a series of  gold quarter-staters with the 'E' reverse 
that have the obverse 'A' motif  as well (PI. 1,3).29 Among the Danebury-type silver coins is a type 
on which the legend 'EX' appears on the obverse next to a stylized human head (PL 1,4).30 

All of  the above rather suggests that at some point towards the end of  the Gallo-Belgic E series 
and the beginning of  the British inscribed series, in the middle decades of  the first  century BC, 
individual Latin letter-forms  began to be taken up and used as elements in coin design in western 
Belgica and southern Britain. They may not have been made to be read and their function  remains 
obscure. But they show knowledge of  at least some letters in the alphabet, if  they do not yet show 
active use of  it for  writing words. 

A continental context for  this tentative take-up of  letters, if  not yet of  writing, on coins in west-
ern Belgica and south-east Britain is provided by the spread of  coin-legends within southern 
Belgica. While there is evidence that the earliest coin inscriptions in southern Belgica may date to 
before  about 60 BC, the burden of  the evidence suggests that the practice of  placing writing on 
coins did not really take off  there until the second half  of  the century.31 That Britain seems to have 
participated in this the ultimate phase of  the characteristically ad hoc and patchy spread of  writing 
into temperate Europe which began in the pre-conquest period, as well as the post-conquest 
importation of  Latin language and Roman scripts, is suggested by one or two important pieces of 
evidence from  the earliest of  British coin inscriptions that can reasonably be termed writing. 

On some Gaulish coin inscriptions there is the interesting phenomenon of  the mixing of  Greek 
and Roman letters within the same word.32 Single letters are also borrowed from  one alphabet into 
the other. This occurs in both directions but it is more common from  Greek into Latin. The Greek 
letters involved here are K, T, ©, H. X (as aspirant before's'  and't ') , C (mostly as a terminal sigma) 
and possibly OY. Only one of  these Greek letters, ©, seems to have made it over the Channel, to 
appear first  on the coins of  A00EDOMAROS (also spelt A00IIDOMAROS33) which circulated in 
the Essex-Hertfordshire  region (PI. 1, 5).34 On these coins the letter is formed  in different  ways on 
different  dies. Sometimes it is constructed from  two curved lines with or without a cross-bar, 
when it most resembles a Greek theta.  On other specimens it is clearly formed  from  a straight 
downstroke and a curve with cross-bar, when it looks more like a crossed Roman 'D'. On coins 
this form  only appears in Britain, though it does appear on the continent in stone inscriptions.35 It 
recurs in Britain on the rare East Anglian silver type attributed to the Iceni with the legend AED1C, 
and the Dobunnic and Icenian gold and silver issues inscribed ANTED (on which more below).36 

The name A00edomaros is well attested, and is paralleled by a continental issue from  Belgica 
inscribed A0IID1ACI.37 This legend also mixes © and D, and has a very Roman inscription on the 
other side, HIR IMP, which probably dates it to some time during or after  Hirtius' governorship of 

29 BM 730-57, VA 352-55 (not in Mack). See also S. Bean, The  Coinage  of  the Atrebates  ancl Regni (Oxford,  2000), pp. 115-26. 
VA at pp. 129-30 calls the obverse 'A' a digamma  (an archaic Greek letter with the phonetic value 'w'). It is more likely that the letter 
either is, or imitates the form  of,  the Latin letter 'A'. 

3(1 Cf.  in the Corieltauvian series, though rather later, what appears to be a letter 'E' on the obverse of  a recently discovered gold 
stater of  the South Ferriby type, and on the reverse of  a rare type of  Corieltauvian silver. See illustrations in the Treasure  Annual Report 
2000 (London. 2002), p. 108, Fig. 230.3 and p. 110, Fig. 236.1. 

31 Haselgrove, op. cit. n. 12, esp. pp. 147 ff.,  argues that most pre-war coinages from  Belgica were anepigraphic, legends only 
becoming widespread after  c.60 BC. See also id., 'Mediterranean influence  on southern Belgic Gaul between the fifth  and the first  cen-
turies BC' in B. Chaume, J.-P. Mohen and P. Perin (eds), Archeologie  des Celtes.  Melanges  a la Memoire  de Rene Joffroy  (Montangac, 
1999), pp. 131-44, esp. pp. 137-8. 

32 RIG  IV nos 133bis, 134, 212 (see list on p. 523). 
33 11 is an alternative for  E in Latin epigraphic script of  this period. 
34 For the gold coins inscribed with the name of  A00edomaros, see BM 2390-2415; VA 1605-46 (also including some unin-

scribed, attributed types), Mack 266-8. For the silver coins in his name, see J.H.C. Williams, 'Delete-undelete: Mack 280 and early 
British silver', NC  158 (1998), 53-61. For an example of  the bronze, see the H.R. Mossop sale, Glendining 6 November 1991, 346.5. 
illustrated on plate X. 

35 E.g. in RIG  II.1 pp. 91-8, no. L-6, an inscription from  Neris-les-Bains (Allier), in central France. 
36 For Gaulish forms  of  Greek © and Latin D on coins, see table in RIG  IV p. 12. 
37 See D.E. Evans, Gaulish Personal Names  (Oxford,  1967), pp. 56-7 on the name, and pp. 410-20 on the Gaulish ©. 
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Gaul in 45 BC, that is to more or less the same period as the coins of  ABBedomaros.38 The appear-
ance of  theta  in its various forms  in these names is not merely arbitrary borrowing or senseless 
confusion  of  alphabets. The languages spoken both in southern Britain and northern Gaul clearly 
had need of  a Greek letter within inscriptions otherwise written in Roman characters to represent a 
phonetic value not provided for  by the Roman alphabet.39 That there was some awareness on the 
Continent that the Greek and Latin scripts were different,  potentially alternative, alphabets is 
demonstrated by three types which repeat the same name in Latin and Greek letters: ROVECA / 
POOYIKA, EPIENOS (also spelt EPENVS) / EflHNOC,  SOLIMA / COA1MA.40 That they were also 
recognised as complementary to one another in the successful  rendering of  the sounds present in 
Gaulish and British names is revealed in this case by the selective borrowing of  © into a name 
otherwise written in the Latin alphabet. Though drawing on Roman and Greek scripts emanating 
ultimately from  southern Gaul, the rise of  Gallo-Latin scripts was also an indigenous development 
that created a new alphabetic convention suited to Gaulish needs. 

There is no firm  evidence attesting to the knowledge or use of  the so-called Gallo-Greek script 
in Britain, though it cannot be discounted as a possibility. The legend A00EDOMAROS is written 
in a Gallo-Latin alphabet and rendered in its un-Latinised, British form  in the same way as 
Gaulish names are rendered on continental issues. What this legend does suggest, though, is that 
certain areas of  south-east Britain participated in the consequences of  the pre- (or rather non-) 
Roman spread of  writing (on coins at least) in similar ways to, and perhaps at the same time as, 
various parts of  temperate Gaul. The attractive and plausible implication of  this is that writing 
may have come to Britain as part of  its primary diffusion  into northern Europe in the early to mid 
first  century BC, rather than solely as a reflex  of  the secondary, post-conquest diffusion  of  Latin 
language and scripts after  the conquest of  Gaul. Britain participated in this latter development as 
well, as the arrival of  Roman lettering, together with Latinised terminations for  British names, 
Latin words and epigraphic formulae  appearing on coins in the latter part of  the first  century BC 
demonstrate. But that this was not the only source for  writing in Britain is clear from  the 
ABBedomaros legend. This does not necessarily provide us with a new, higher chronology for  the 
adoption of  writing in Britain, though it opens up the distinct possibility some knowledge, and 
possibly the active use, of  writing was present in Britain at some point in the earlier part of  the 
century, even if  there is no direct evidence to prove it. 

There is, however, a fair  quantity of  evidence on the coins for  the pre-conquest presence of 
Greek letters especially within Belgica. There is a surprisingly early and fairly  passable Gallo-
Greek legend reading something like 0IOAE on gold coins from  eastern Belgic Gaul which 
Haselgrove dates to the mid to late second century BC.41 From the early first  century BC, there is 
the silver issue inscribed N1DE / AAABPOAIIOC, a legend written in a suggestive mix of  Greek and 
Latin characters, and the bronze series inscribed (according to the editors of  RIG  IV) 
AEIOY1GIIAGOC, both from  southern Belgica.42 Other candidates for  early legends in Belgica are 
the potins inscribed ArHA;4 3 the silver coins inscribed I1ENNOOYINAOC;44 and the various gen-
uine and pseudo-legends on the coins from  Villeneuve-Saint-Germain including DRim (or 

38 RIG  IV no. 13 = Scheers no. 153. class 1. RIG  IV p. 60 wrongly asserts that Hirtius was governor of  the Belgic cities (?) from  44 
and 31 BC. He in fact  died in battle as consul in 43 BC. 

39 See Evans, op. cit. n. 37, p. 419. Cf.  also RIG  IV no. 53, EC0A LIXOVIO / MAGVPE, mixing Greek and Roman letters, not hap-
hazardly but purposely to represent different  sounds. 

40 RIG  IV nos 241-2 (= Scheers no. 28), 163 (= Scheers no. 143), 267. The first  two types are Belgic, while the latter is found  in 
eastern Gaul, and they all seem to belong to the latter part of  the century. This does not of  course exclude the possibility that this 
knowledge was present in Belgica before  the conquest. Cf.  also RIG  II. 1, pp. 85-6, no. L-4A, a brief  bilingual stone inscription from 
Genouilly (Cher) in central France where the name Virilios is written out in Latin and Greek latters. together with the interesting Greek 
language inscription [ ... ]ctveowos / [ ... ]ETTOEI. ('[ ... ]aneounos made [it]'). This must be one of  the best pieces of  evidence that 
some knowledge of  the Greek language as well as of  the alphabet penetrated temperate Gaul in the first  century BC (apart from  Caes. 
BG 1.29.1 and 6.14.3 on the use of  'Graecae litterac' in Gaul). 

41 Scheers no. 34, class III C, not apparently in RIG  IV. See Haselgrove, op. cit. n. 12, pp. 129-30 for  discussion. 
42 Scheers no. 48 = RIG  IV no. 212; Scheers no. 155, class 1 = RIG  IV nos 133-4, sometimes connected with the name Diviciacus, 

mentioned by Caesar as that of  a former  king of  the Suessiones, a Gaulish people of  the southern Belgic region, who held sway over 
most of  Gaul and even a part of  Britain (BG  2.4.7). 

43 Scheers no. 185, class 1 = RIG  IV no. 14. 
44 Scheers no. 49 = RIG  IV no. 221. 
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BRirri), and DISILLA.4-1 Greek letters seem to predominate within this group but Latin letters are 
present too. The Villeneuve coins were also often  overstruck on imported earlier first-century 
types from  east and central Gaul including Q DOCI and SEQUANOIOTVOS, as well as 
KAAETEAOY, suggesting that knowledge, if  not use, of  Latin letters was probably present at least 
in southern Belgica along the Aisne Valley substantially earlier than their more widespread adop-
tion on the coinage in the later first  century BC. 

The best literary evidence for  pre-conquest knowledge of  writing in Belgica tells a possibly 
rather conflicting  story. It comes from  Caesar's De Bello Gallico,  where Caesar sends a secret 
message written in Greek (Graecis ... litteris)  to his legate Q. Cicero (younger brother of  the 
famous  orator) who is surrounded by the Nervii 'so that our plans would not be realised by the 
enemy through the interception of  the letter'. This passage suggests that, so far  as Caesar knew, 
the Nervii of  northern Belgica knew Latin and could read Latin letters, but could not read Greek, 
which is rather the reverse of  what the evidence of  the early coin legends would suggest was the 
case in southern Belgica, where Greek seems to predominate. This does not of  course exclude the 
possibility that Caesar was completely wrong, or that some familiarity  with the Greek alphabet,  as 
opposed to the language, was present among the Nervii. Caesar's letter was surely written in the 
Greek language, and was not merely using Greek letters to render Latin words. This would have 
been a bizarre and unnecessary combination for  educated Romans like Caesar and Q. Cicero who 
were entirely fluent  in reading and writing Greek.46 

Taking all of  this together, it looks as though writing, mostly in Greek letters but also to a lesser 
extent in Latin, was beginning to be used, and was therefore  already familiar,  in some areas of 
southern Belgica in the early first  century BC; while further  north Caesar's testimony seems to sug-
gest that the knowledge of  writing was acquired some time before  its first  appearance on the coins. 
In the western region of  Belgica closest to Britain, we have already noted the appearance of 
single-letter inscriptions in the middle of  the century which also presuppose some knowledge of 
writing, even though they do not necessarily prove that it was used at all extensively. All of  which 
opens up the distinct possibility that writing was not entirely unfamiliar  to at least some of  the 
inhabitants of  south-eastern Britain before  the Roman conquest, even if  it does not become preva-
lent on the coins either side of  the channel until the mid to late first  century BC. 

The coins of  A00edomaros discussed above seem typologically to belong to the latter part of  the 
century. They show affinities  to those of  Tasciovanus and Dubnovellaunos, and are conventionally, 
and reasonably, dated to about 20 BC. Even the gold coins inscribed with the name COMMIOS and 
usually (though not necessarily rightly) attributed to the Commius who appears in Caesar's De 
Bello Gallico  tend to be dated no earlier than the 30s or 20s.47 But the important point at issue here 
is not so much the date when writing first  came to Britain, as the circumstances and sources of  its 
earliest appearances. The evidence for  the use of  characteristically Gallo-Latin scripts in Britain, set 
within the context of  the Belgic evidence, suggests that writing was first  adopted within Britain not 
in the wake of,  nor solely as a consequence of,  the sudden presence of  Romans in Gaul, but as an 
outcome of  the widespread but patchy diffusion  of  the knowledge, and occasional use, of  Greek 
and Roman letters through various areas of  temperate Gaul in the early to mid first  century BC. 

45 See J. Debord, 'Une production tardive en argent de l'atelier monetaire gaulois de Villeneuve-Saint-Germain (Aisne)' in 
Melanges  offerts  au Docteur J.-B.  Colbert  de Beaulieu (Paris, 1987), pp. 235-52; with Haselgrove, op. cit. n. 12, pp. 144-5 for  the pre-
war dating to La Tene D2a (C.90-60 BC). 

46 Caes. BG 5.48.4. For more on Gaulish knowledge of  Greek letters, see BG 6.14.3 where Caesar describes the druids' use of 
litterae  Graecae for  all manner of  public and private affairs  ('in reliquis fere  rebus, publicis privatisque rationibus'), apart from  their 
sacred lore which they never write down and only commit to memory; and BG 1.29 on the tablets inscribed with Greek letters found  in 
the camp of  the Helvetii containing a catalogue of  the tribes involved in the great trek westward. On Gaulish writing further  south, see 
Strabo 4.1.5 on Gauls learning to write contracts from  the Massiliots, and Diodorus 5.28 on letters written to the dead and thrown on 
funeral  pyres. 

47 The context, attribution and chronology of  these coins is controversial. For a recent review of  the evidence, see Bean, op. cit. 
n. 29, pp. 115-26. The attempt to invent a 'Commios son of  Commios' on the basis of  a supposed reverse inscription COM COMMIOS, 
so as to dissociate these coins from  Caesar's Commius is, as yet, poorly founded.  The evidence for  this inscription is not good, consist-
ing of  BM 728 and another vanished specimen from  the same reverse die (see Bean, op. cit., pp. 117, 221 n. 130); it seems more likely 
that BM 728 simply reads COM- clockwise above the horse and -MIOS anti-clockwise in front  of  it (cf.  the similar disposition of  the 
T1NCO-MARVS legend on the early staters in his name: BM 761-5, VA 363, Mack 94), and that 'Commios son of  Commios' is a will o' 
the wisp. 
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The Roman invasion did not put a sudden stop to the story of  indigenous literacy within Gaul, 

no more indeed than it put a stop to the production of  coinage in the indigenous Gaulish tradition. 
It is clear that writing of  both Gallo-Greek and Gallo-Latin varieties continued to spread into new 
areas, or at least to find  its way onto coins, within Belgica after  the conquest. It is this develop-
ment that provides the context for  the spread of  Gallo-Latin-style writing onto the coins in Britain 
in this period. In Britain, though, the picture is made more complex by the late adoption of 
Gallo-Latin letters onto the coins, which seems to have been more or less contemporary with the 
first  appearance of  more orthodox Roman letters, and name forms,  on some of  the coins of 
Tincomarus and Tasciovanus south and north of  the Thames respectively in the late first  century 
BC. It is not possible from  the coins to identify  a period in Britain when only Gallo-Latin was in 
use on the coins, as it is in Belgica. 

Non-Roman Gallo-Latin scripts do persist in certain areas of  Britain throughout the pre-con-
quest period. In addition to the barred D's in the Icenian and Dobunnic series mentioned above, 
there is a further,  rather telling instance. The name in the recently deciphered inscription 
ESVPRASTO which appears on the obverse of  the silver coins formerly  attributed to King 
Prasutagus of  the Iceni, husband of  the more famous  Queen Boudica, and datable to the mid first 
century AD, seems to be represented on a series of  presumably more or less contemporary gold and 
silver coins of  the neighbouring Corieltauvian series as IISVPRASV or ESVPRASV, written in very 
Gallo-Latin looking letters on a thoroughly traditional, un-Romanized reverse type (on which, see 
more below).48 

There seems then to be some evidence for  the co-existence of  'indigenous' Gallo-Latin and 
newer Roman writing traditions in pre-Roman Britain as a whole, both in the letter-forms  used, 
and in the ways in which names, especially their terminations, were represented. However, within 
the two south-eastern coinage traditions either side of  the Thames associated with the dynasties of 
Commius and Tasciovanus, there is an almost exclusive preference  for  Roman styles of  lettering 
and writing, whereas the evidence for  co-existence is strongest in the peripheral traditions associ-
ated with the Iceni, Dobunni and Corieltauvi. This of  course does not mean that Gallo-Latin 
scripts were not used at all in the 'core kingdoms', merely that they were not used on coins. 
Romanization and British coin-legends 
The Romanization of  writing on British coins reveals itself  in five  ways: in the styles of  lettering 
used, in the disposition and composition of  the inscriptions, in the Latinized terminations adopted 
for  British names, in the adoption of  a Latin epigraphic convention to express filiation,  and in the 
use of  one Latin title (rex,  on the coins of  Eppillus, Verica and Cunobelin)49 These developments 
seem also to overlap with the rise of  new styles of  coin design in south-east Britain. The coins of 
the individual, probably some kind of  king, formerly  known as Tincommius, whose real name, 
Tincomarus, was restored to him only recently by the discovery of  a hoard of  gold coins from 
Alton, illustrate this change.50 

Some of  Tincomarus' early gold coins have what was then the traditional design for  a gold coin 
in southern Britain, what John Creighton calls 'serial imagery', with the abstract remains of  a 
wreathed head of  Apollo on the obverse and a similarly abstract horse on the reverse - with his 
name inscribed also on the reverse around the horse in neat, rather Roman-style lettering TINCO-
MARVS, already with a good Latin termination (Pl. 1, 6). But most of  Tincomarus's coins are con-
ceived in a quite different  manner, with what one might call rather more Roman-style motifs  and 
Roman-looking lettering as well, though not necessarily copying either designs or inscriptions on 

48 See J.H.C. Williams, 'The silver coins from  East Anglia attributed to King Prasutagus of  the Iceni — a new reading of  the 
obverse inscription', NC  160 (2000), 276-81, esp. p. 281. 

49 On the use of  rex, see Creighton, op. cit. n. 3, pp. 168-72. I see no reason to think that RICON on an issue of  gold coins in the 
name of  Tasciovanus (BM 1628; VA 1780; Mack 184) is the Celtic version of  the title rex, as is usually asserted. It seems just as likely 
that it is a personal name associated with that of  Tasciovanus like SEGO (see BM 1625; VA 1845; Mack 194) and DIAS (BM 1728; VA 
1882; Mack 192). See D.E. Evans, 'Rex Icenorum Prasutagus' in C. Tuczay, U. Hirhager, K. Lichtblau (eds.), Ir  Suit  Sprechen 
Willekomen:  grenzenlose  mediiivistik.  Festschrift  fur  Helmut  Birkhan  zum 60. Geburtstag  (Bern, 1998), pp. 99-106,where this idea is 
canvassed with approval at pp. 103-4. 

50 See C.E.A. Cheesman, 'Tincomarus Commi filius',  Britannia 29 (1998), 309-15. 
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Roman coins. The type BM 770 (VA 385; Mack 100) shows a rather fine  equestrian scene on the 
reverse with Tincomarus's name abbreviated and positioned under the horse's feet,  in the same way 
as similarly abbreviated moneyers' names often  appeared on Roman Republican denarii  (PI. 1, 7). 
The obverse displays a rather different  sort of  trend, which if  anything is rather more typical of 
developments in pre-Roman Britain in that its use of  Roman sources of  inspiration is eclectic rather 
than slavish. Here we have another abbreviated inscription in large, bold, lettering, well spaced, and 
with punctuation as well: COM • F. All very Roman-looking, an impression that is compounded by 
the fact  that the legend is written in Latin - ' C O M ' , short for  'Commi', the genitive form  of  the per-
sonal name Commius, and 'F', the standard Latin epigraphic abbreviation for  filius,  the Latin for 
'son', the whole meaning 'Son of  Commius', referring  to Tincomarus. This is good epigraphic style 
and completely new within the British context, at least in the way it is written - there is no reason 
to suppose that patronymics were not common in indigenous nomenclature as well. What is most 
un-Roman though is the way in which the inscription is displayed in large letters across the face  of 
the obverse within a tablet or cartouche. This is unprecedented in either Roman or Gaulish coinage 
traditions, though there are other possible Roman sources for  this kind of  inscription. The lettering 
used is of  the best Roman epigraphic style, while its setting within a tablet is reminiscent of  Roman 
manufacturer's  stamps, as used for  instance on bricks, glass, terra sigillata  or amphorae.51 

What the evidence of  these coins shows is that in the late first  century BC between Commius 
and his (purported?) son Tincomarus there is a profound  change in writing styles and language use, 
at least on coins in south-eastern Britain. But it is by no means a straightforward  borrowing from, 
or imitation of,  Roman precedents. The new-style inscriptions are disposed in entirely new and 
un-Roman ways across the face  of  the coin, whether within a cartouche as on the example men-
tioned above, a pattern which became popular across several other British coinage traditions, or in 
the four  quarters of  a simple cross design as on some silver coins of  Tincomarus (T-L-N-C: BM 
930-45; VA 372: PI. 1, 8), a pattern also seen in the gold and silver coins of  Tasciovanus (gold: 
BM 1641-4; VA 1690-2; Mack 152-3; silver: BM 1661-2; VA 1796; Mack 164) and the C-R-A-B 
silver coins from  Hampshire and the Isle of  Wight (BM 2788; VA 1285; Mack 371). The coins 
clearly demonstrate that Roman writing styles and conventions were being heavily drawn upon 
and were extremely influential  within pre-Roman Britain, but that they were also being creatively 
manipulated. They also reveal a fairly  thorough-going familiarity  with the culture and conventions 
of  Roman writing which facilitated  the borrowing of  conventions appropriate to one medium, for 
instance that of  lapidary and ceramic epigraphy with their characteristically large, bold lettering, 
onto another, in this case coins. The way in which the letters in the inscription T1NC on the 
obverse of  some of  Tincomarus's gold coins are formed  is simply unparallelled in the lettering-
styles on Roman Republican coins, and is far  more reminiscent of  the bold lettering on public 
monumental epigraphy or ceramic stamps. 

There are two ways of  interpreting borrowing of  this sort - either optimistically as evidence of 
conscious local creativity in the exploitation of  Roman styles of  writing, or pessimistically as 
proof  of  the inability of  the ancient Britons to recognise what a coin should look like and how 
writing should be properly used on it. Were it merely a case of  the latter we should perhaps expect 
to see bad copies of  recognisable originals, as on the early continental copies of  gold staters of 
Philip II of  Macedon which often  reproduce the reverse Greek inscription Philippou accurately, 
but just as often  allow it to degenerate into a meaningless pattern.52 But this is not what we see in 
most pre-Roman British coin inscriptions. Again, as with the Gaulish examples mentioned above, 
they are essentially homegrown creations drawing on some obvious Roman sources but reassem-
bling them in an original manner. 

The case for  an optimistic reading of  the British adaptation of  Roman themes and motifs  in pre-
Roman British coinage has recently been asserted afresh  by John Creighton. He has argued that its 

51 On which see further,  I.H.C. Williams, 'Pottery stamps, coin-designs, and writing in late iron-age Britain' in A. Cooley (ed.), 
Becoming Roman, Writing  Latin? (Journal  of  Roman Archaeology  Supplement,  forthcoming).  On stamps, see W.V. Harris (ed.), The 
Inscribed  Economy. Production  and distribution  in the Roman Empire in the light  of  instrumentum domesticum (Ann Arbor, 1993), 
esp. pp. 37-106; and G. Pucci, 'Inscribed Instrumentum  and the ancient economy' in J. Bodel (ed.), Epigraphic  Evidence.  Ancient 
History  from  Inscriptions  (London, 2001), pp. 137-53, esp. his remarks at pp. 142-5. 

52 On the Iron-age copies of  gold Philips in Belgica, see most recently Haselgrove, op. cit. n. 12, pp. 120-5. 
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apparently thorough-going Romanization in the late first  century BC is due to the presence of 
young British princes in Rome who had grown up as hostages at the court of  Augustus, and who, 
on returning home, brought back with them the visual language and symbolism of  Augustan 
Rome.53 Creighton has identified  some remarkable affinities  between new coin types appearing in 
the late first  century BC in Britain, Gaul, and the Kingdom of  Mauretania in North Africa  which he 
argues may be attributable to their shared up-bringing in Rome. Augustus certainly did entertain 
the sons of  various barbarian chiefs  in Rome precisely in order to debarbarise them and render 
them sympathetic rulers in the future,  but whether or not this is the whole explanation for  the phe-
nomenon Creighton is looking at, the pre-conquest Romanization of  British coinage, is perhaps 
open to question.54 However, one of  his observations in this connection is very persuasive. The 
rise of  the prominent advertisement, in Latin, of  dynastic connections such as the one we have just 
looked at - Tincomarus son of  Commius - on British coins is more or less contemporary with its 
appearance on Roman coinage prompted by the rise to power of  Caesar Augustus Son of  the God (Divi  filius)  as emperor of  the Roman world. Creighton suggests plausibly that 'Tincomarus 
Commi filius',  or 'Cunobelinus Tasciovani filius'  (BM 1956; VA 2091; Mack 243), are local 
reflections  of  the grand figure  of  Imperator Caesar Divi Filius.55 Dynasty-building certainly seems 
to have become an important phenomenon both inside and around the edges of  the Roman world 
in the mid to late first  century BC, and coin-types and legends are exploited in new ways to express 
the point. 

Creighton is right to argue that the imitation and borrowing of  Roman, and more specifically 
Augustan, words and motifs  referring  to dynastic claims were clearly going on in Britain. But 
whatever social changes gave rise to these apparently new expressions of  the cultivation of 
dynasty within Britain cannot be regarded as merely imitative or Romanizing. No doubt the 
increased proximity of  Roman power in Gaul after  Caesar's conquest had a transforming  effect  on 
the political landscape within at least south-eastern Britain, as it did on conquered Gaul. The 
attested flight  of  two British kings to Rome to seek help from  Augustus, as that of  Dio's Berikos  to 
Claudius, is a clear indication of  the new context within which the parochial power-struggles of 
British dynasts could, or perhaps inevitably would, be played out.56 But whether Tincomarus and 
Cunobelin saw themselves within their realms as little versions of  Augustus rather than of 
Commius or Tasciovanus seems an open question. 

If  emulative Romanization was all that was going on among the elites of  south-east Britain, we 
should perhaps expect to see more explicit expressions of  closeness with the Augustan dynasty, as 
certainly appears on the coinages of  various other kingdoms on the edge of  the Roman world like 
those of  Judea, the Crimean Bosporus and Thrace, which bear the emperor's name and portrait, 
sometimes in association with that of  the local ruler.57 Yet there is not a trace of  any of  this on the 
British coins. There are heads on British coins from  the 'North Thames' kingdom of  Tasciovanus 
and Cunobelin clearly modelled on that of  Augustus, but in no case are they labelled as such. 
Indeed they seem rather to be named for  their respective British rulers (PI. 1, 9).58 What Augustan 
language and imagery there is on the coins of  pre-Roman Britain, and there is a lot of  it as 

53 Creighton, op. cit. n. 3, chapter 4. 
54 It is a bit odd that Creighton seems not to take account of  the one piece of  hard evidence we have for  contacts between the kings 

of  Britain and Augustus, the passage in the Res Gestae in which two kings, one Dumnobellafunus]  and another whose name is only, 
and uncertainly, preserved as TIM[ ... ] (hence his long-standing identification  with Tincommius/Tincomarus), are attested as having 
visited Augustus, but as suppliants (ad  me supplices confugerunt:  RG 32), not as hostages. On the uncertainty of  the reading 'Tim ...', 
see Cheesman, op. cit. n. 50. p. 312. 

55 Creighton, op. cit. n. 3, pp. 188-93. Cf.  also the claims of  Verica and Epaticcus to Commian paternity on their coins. 
56 See n. 54 on the two British suppliant kings; and Dio 60.19.1 on Berikos. 
57 See RPC  1 for  a conspectus of  the relevant types: nos 1701-26 for  Kings of  Thrace and nos 1842-1934 for  Kings of  Bosporus, 

both of  which refer  to the Roman imperial family;  nos 4901-92 for  Judean rulers, of  whom Herod Antipas and Philip, Agrippa I and 
Agrippa II (but not Herod the Great or Herod Archelaus) made coins with imperial portraits. The rare coins of  Armenia Minor show 
Nero (nos 3839-40); while those of  Armenia show Augustus (nos 3841-44), as do those of  the Himyarites of  south Arabia (nos 
4993-98). Coins of  the Kingdoms of  Cappadocia (nos 3601-08), Commagene (nos 3845-67), Pontus (nos 3801-38) and Cilicia(nos 
3871-72) lack imperial portraits as do those of  the Nabataeans (see ibid. p. 686). For the coins of  Mauretania and Numidia, see J. 
Mazard, Corpus  Nummorum  Numidiae  Mauretaniaeque  (Paris, 1955). These coins are free  of  imperial portraits, but legends accom-
panying altar- and temple-types do refer  to Augustus and Tiberius. 

58 Cf  the silver and bronze types of  Tasciovanus. BM 1681, VA 1794, Mack 163; BM 1685, VA 1818, Mack 178; BM 1736, VA 
1814, Mack 176; and the bronzes of  Cunobelin BM 1902, VA 2083, Mack 227; BM 1968, VA 2089, Mack 242. 
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Creighton rightly shows, nowhere explicitly refers  to the Roman world beyond the shores of 
Britain, or to the person of  Augustus. The visual language of  the coins seems to suggest that 
Augustan words and symbols are not simply being mobilized as an expression of  closeness to the 
new Roman focus  of  power in the person of  Augustus. Rather it seems to point to the construction 
of  new, local focuses  around dynastic figures  such as Commius and Tasciovanus north and south 
of  the Thames respectively. Creighton is certainly onto something here, but we do not need 
Tincomarus, Verica or Cunobelin to have spent their formative  years in Rome to account for  it. 

So far  we have looked mostly at examples from  the south-eastern region, either side of  the 
Thames. But what of  coin-using regions further  afield  and the coinage traditions attributed to the 
Iceni of  East Anglia, the Corieltauvi of  the East Midlands (whose coins also circulated well into 
Yorkshire), the Dobunni of  Western England, and the Durotriges of  Dorset? In all of  these except 
the last, writing in both Gallo-Latin and Roman forms  appears on the coinage, unlike the two king-
doms either side of  the Thames, where Roman script predominates. In the Dobunnic western zone, 
the earliest coins are anepigraphic, followed  by a series of  gold and silver issues inscribed with 
abbreviated names in a style identifiable  as Gallo-Latin, with respect to the placing of  the inscrip-
tion (in the traditional manner around the edge of  a stylised, reverse horse), and the letter forms 
adopted, in particular the occasional use of  © on the coins of  ANTED, although this alternates with a 
more standard, unbarred Latin 'D' (PI. 1, 10).59 One group, the gold and silver coins of  BODVOC, 
stands out in its use of  a more obviously new (Roman) style of  lettering, together with the 
'cartouche' style on the gold and a human profile  head on the silver (PI. 1, 11 and 12).60 Perhaps 
understandably the coins inscribed BODVOC have tended to be placed at the very end of  the 
Dobunnic series, on the assumption that Romanization of  this sort was a cumulative, one-way 
process from  which there was no return, such that Gallo-Latin ANTED is inconceivable after  Roman 
BODVOC. This is clearly wrong. The BODVOC coins may be able to be placed last in the series for 
other reasons such as weight or metal-fineness,  but not just because they look more Roman. 

The same principle has been applied to the silver coins of  the Iceni formerly  attributed to 
Prasutagus which are clearly inscribed not merely with Roman-style letters but with a good Latin 
legend (though an odd one in terms of  Roman coin conventions), ESICO FECIT / SVB ESVPRASTO 
('Esico made it / under Esuprastus'), and a Roman-looking obverse head (PI. 1, 13). Their 
Romanized appearance (in particular the persuasive similarity of  the obverse head to that of  the 
young Emperor Nero on Roman coins) and the presumed historical connection with Boudica's 
Prasutagus encouraged a post-invasion date for  these coins in the AD 50S. In this instance the evi-
dence is somewhat better than it is for  the case of  BODVOC's coins. Metrology (the ESVPRASTO 
coins are noticeably lighter than other Icenian silver issues) and more abundant hoard evidence 
suggest that they are indeed very late, if  not indisputably last, in the East Anglian silver series. 
They follow  on from  a tradition of  inscribed silver coinage involving, at the start, Gallo-Latin let-
ter forms  (ANTED, the D being barred: PI. 1, 14), apparently succeeded by something of  a shift 
towards more Roman-looking styles of  inscriptional writing, involving a more even distribution 
and sizing of  the letters on the ECEN, ECE, SAENV and AESV series (PI. 1, 15).61 This apparent 
trend, however, is tempered by the rare and undatable issue inscribed with AED (barred) 1C on the 
obverse within a prominent cartouche, and ]SIA[ on the reverse under the horse (PI. 1, 16).62 The 
tablet-form  of  the inscription suggests a later style, as does the clear Roman lettering, but the 
barred 'D' also raises the possibility of  the local preservation of  Gallo-Latin forms. 

In the Corieltauvian series the newer style of  Latinate coin-inscriptions - bold letters set within 
a cartouche - was innovatively reconciled with older traditions of  coin design, the tablet being 

59 BM 3030-8, VA 1062-85, Mack 385-7. 
60 BM 3135-45, VA 1052-7, Mack 395-6. 
61 In the recent group of  finds  (probably not a single hoard) from  'South-west Norfolk'  which contains almost everything Icenian 

from  very worn Bury-type coins to three examples of  ESVPRASTO, these coins are clearly the least worn in the group and therefore 
probably the latest. For an almost up-to-date summary of  the finds  from  this site, see the listing by the author in Treasure  Annual 
Report 1998-1999 (Department for  Culture, Media and Sport, London, 2001), pp. 106-7, no. 277. See also J. Creighton, 'The decline 
and fall  of  the Icenian monetary system' in M. Mays (ed.), Celtic  Coinage.  Britain and Beyond  (Oxford,  1992), pp. 83-92, and id., 'A 
time of  change. The Iron Age to Roman monetary transition in East Anglia', Oxford  Journal  of  Archaeology  13 (1994), 325-33 for 
thoughts on Icenian hoards. 

62 A. Chadburn, 'A new Celtic coin from  East Anglia', Britannia 22 (1991), 207-8. 
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combined crosswise with the traditional obverse wreath-motif  on a number of  different  issues, 
while reverses showed an old-style inscription disposed around the edge of  a stylised, thoroughly 
non-Roman-looking horse. In this region non-Roman endings for  names seem also to have been 
preserved - so VOLISIOS, CART1VELLAVNOS and DVMNOCOVEROS - in contrast to the situation 
further  south where the change to Roman-style lettering seems also to have involved a move 
towards Roman-style name terminations, as in the case of  Tincomarus, where these are legible and 
not omitted (PI. 1,17). 

Is this merely an indication of  peripheral backwardness, an inability fully  to comprehend the 
new styles emanating from  the south-eastern core? To deal with this question, we need look no 
further  than the coins inscribed ESVPRASV (or alternatively 1ISVPRASV) from  the same region, 
already mentioned above (Pl. 1.18). What could be more 'Celtic', more indigenous in appear-
ance? Here we seem to have some local ruler naming himself  in a fairly  unreconstructed Gallo-
Latin style on his gold and silver coins with their traditional designs and letter-forms.  As a 
consequence, and also because of  their apparent weight-standard, these coins have in the past been 
dated relatively early in the Corieltauvian series, before  the more Roman-looking ones with 
obvious name-in-cartouche inscriptions, to around the turn of  the millennium.63 But this stylistic 
ordering has recently been rather upset by the discovery of  a hoard from  Silsden, West Yorkshire, 
containing six coins of  IISVPRASV together with nineteen gold staters of  Cunobelin of  all the 
principal varieties (in addition to one stater each of  Epaticcus and Volisios Dumnovellaunos). This 
association suggests a rather later date for  the coins of  ESVPRASV if  the generally accepted 
chronology of  the coins of  Cunobelin is at all correct.64 Add to this the close similarity mentioned 
above between this inscription and the name ESVPRASTO on the apparently late East Anglian 
coins, and we may be looking at a date for  the ESVPRASV coins perhaps more towards the middle 
of  the first  century AD than its beginning.65 This either suggests that all the more Roman-looking 
coins of  the Corieltauvi were made very late indeed, if  we want to maintain that Romanized coins 
must come after  traditional-looking coins - not in itself  an impossible position to take - or, what is 
perhaps more likely, that both Gallo-Roman and more Romanized styles of  writing and coin-
design were concurrent in this area the mid-first  century AD. 

This last option is supported by the connection with the Romanized East Anglian ESVPRASTO 
coins. The ESVPRASV and ESVPRASTO types look as though they come from  different  periods or 
completely different  worlds, but now they seem not to. They are probably roughly contemporary, 
and come from  adjacent regions of  Britain. Between them they reflect  different  locally-determined 
responses to a new range of  options in coin-design and writing made available in the first  century 
AD by the increased proximity of  Roman power and Roman styles. Coin designers in iron-age 
Lincolnshire (if  that is where the ESVPRASV coins were made) may have been relatively conserva-
tive compared to those elsewhere, but this is not because they were marginal bumpkins who just 
did as their fathers  did, untouched by, or resistant to, the outside world. They know of  new styles 
but do not follow  them slavishly, and instead create a new kind of  design out of  a combination of 
traditional motifs  and more recent influences.  The situation was rather different  in East Anglia. 
Here, a contemporary who was working within the context of  a rather immobilized tradition of  sil-
ver coin design, not particularly receptive to new influences  apart from  the shape of  the lettering 
under the horse which becomes rather more Roman-looking, suddenly at some point in the middle 
of  the first  century AD made the choice to innovate hugely with the ESVPRASTO type, which is in 
many ways the most Romanized of  all British coins, although, of  course, it is also very un-Roman 
in the form  and content of  the inscription. It should of  course go without saying that using Latin 
did not indicate pro-Roman sensibilities - it was, after  all, the locals from  Norfolk  who under 
Boudica burnt the new towns of  Roman Britain to the ground. 

63 Cf.  BM p. 13, fig.  3, & pp. 27-8. 
64 See 'Coin Hoards 1999', JVC 159 (1999), no. 12 for  summary and Treasure  Annual Report 1998-1999, op. cit. n. 61, pp. 103-4, 

no. 273 for  fuller  publication. 
65 Hobbs tentatively suggests a weight-standard of  '5.4 g (?)' for  the ESVPRASV staters at BM p. 28, table 8. The six examples from 

the Silsden hoard range from  4.94 to 4.55 g, suggesting a rather lower standard, which would perhaps fit  in with a rather later date for 
them in the series. 
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Writing and Romanization 
To conclude, the point at issue here is that the use of  writing in pre-Roman British iron-age soci-
eties was certainly more important and extensive than is generally allowed for  in treatments of  the 
period. The coins are more or less all that survive, though the affinities  observed in the adopted 
lettering-styles with those on lapidary and other sorts of  Roman inscriptions suggest a degree of 
knowledge of  writing on other media. There is nothing like the legends COM • F or BODVOC on 
Roman coins of  the period. The coins also suggest that the exploitation of  writing was potentially 
a lot more innovative than is usually thought; and that the process whereby influences  from  the 
continent, including writing, were picked up in Britain was far  more complex either than whole-
sale adoption or barbarous imitation. 

But what is the significance  of  all this writing and all these complex patterns? Are there any 
larger lessons to be learnt from  the patchiness and unevenness of  the distribution and development 
of  the use of  writing beyond the mere observation of  the pattern itself?  In his study of  pre-Roman 
writing in continental Europe, Woolf  has drawn a picture of  a discontinuous, drawn-out and piece-
meal process which, so far  as we can tell from  the scanty evidence, resulted in some populations 
using writing of  a variety of  different  kinds, and others not, with little apparent significance  beyond 
the purely local. This contrasts with the much quicker and more meaningful  spread of  Roman 
inscriptional writing across Gaul in the few  decades after  the conquest during the reign of 
Augustus, which effectively  displaced all previous forms  of  public writing and displayed a visible 
patterning related to the presence of  large Roman settlements and military installations.66 There are 
elements of  both of  these processes in the pre-Roman British context, and it is hard to disentangle 
them since, as argued above, the coins suggest that 'pre-Roman' writing, as evidenced in the use of 
Gallo-Latin letter forms,  appears on coins in Britain at more or less the same time as Roman 
writing, and because the former  is never entirely displaced by the latter in the pre-conquest period. 

In Britain as a whole, the precise picture may be uncertain but there are also recognisable 
patterns. The writing-using area more or less corresponds to the coin-using area, with the 
exception of  the Dorset/Durotrigian tradition. The use of  Latin scripts is concentrated on the 
coinages of  the kingdoms/traditions either side of  the Thames which seem, eventually at least, to 
opt for  them exclusively, whereas the peripheral coinages preserve Gallo-Latin forms  while also 
displaying an openness towards newer Latin styles. This pattern more or less also coincides with 
the take-up of  what might loosely be called Roman-style imagery on coins, which also seems to 
concentrate in the two 'core' coinage traditions either side of  the Thames while also being taken 
up sporadically beyond. 

The cultural difference  Woolf  draws between the pre- and post-Roman contexts of  writing is 
between a world where opting for  writing was a relatively marginal matter of  limited significance, 
and one where writing in a certain language in a certain style came as an inevitable part of  the 
Roman cultural package.67 Is this also a distinction that can be drawn between the two central 
'kingdoms' and the peripheral areas of  Britain beyond: that is, that the former  are opting for  the 
whole Roman thing, including writing, while those beyond are continuing to pick and choose, 
combining and recombining eclectically until the Roman invasion puts an end to this iron-age 
alternative? The answer seems to be that the evidence of  the coins does not quite allow us to con-
clude that the kingdoms of  south-east Britain participated fully  in the same processes of  becoming 
Roman that were in train over the Channel in Gaul during the century or so around the turn of  the 
millennium. The language and writing on their coins was changed into Latin, but the coins them-
selves were wholly unaffected  by Roman denominational structures and only tangentially influ-
enced by Roman precedent. Even the Romanizing-classicizing types on ancient British coinages 
display a considerable degree of  eclecticism and inventiveness in their use of  Roman models and, 
despite Creighton's convincing demonstration of  a thorough-going reception of  Augustan 
imagery, as a corpus they remain eccentric when viewed from  the Roman perspective.68 As 

66 Woolf,  op. cit. n. 13, pp. 82-91. 
67 Woolf,  op. cit. n. 13, p. 93. 
68 For discussion, see briefly  I.H.C. Williams, 'Imitation or Invention? A new coin of  Tasciovanus', NCirc.  105 (1998), 350-1. 
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regards the question of  the use of  writing, the lack of  clear evidence from  pre-Roman Britain, 
even in the 'core area' of  the south-east, for  the exploitation of  the full  range of  applications char-
acteristic of  Roman writing, especially monumental inscriptions on stone, militates against assimi-
lating the development of  writing there too closely to the situation in large parts of  post-conquest 
Gaul. 

Rather than the conscious business of  becoming Roman, the incompleteness of  the adoption of 
Roman practices associated with writing in pre-Roman Britain points instead to a more parochial 
cultural significance  for  this change. Tincomaras, or at least Tincomarus's die-engravers, wrote his 
name in large, Latin letters not primarily to refer  to the Roman world from  which the inspiration 
for  those letter-forms  came, but to create a sense of  difference  from  what had gone before  on local 
coins - which had mostly been uninscribed - and from  what was going on elsewhere in the region 
at around the same time in the third quarter of  the first  century BC, for  instance on the coins 
inscribed with the name of  AQQedomaros where the option in favour  of  writing was also taken, but 
writing of  a different  sort, set within the context of  a very differently  conceived series of  coin-
designs. 

On the occurrence of  Roman-style toilet instruments in late iron-age Britain and the changes in 
life-style  which they imply, J.D. Hill has written: 'We could perhaps see the adoption of  these new 
life-styles  as the development of  alternatives to existing dominant discourses and power structures 
... adopted by emergent elite groups and others, to distinguish and disembed themselves from 
existing discourses and power structures.'69 The picture he draws is of  people making deliberate 
choices in favour  of  alternative ways of  being, which involved the exploitation of  certain classes 
of  material artefact  not associated with previously established local practice. This must be right. 
Pre-conquest south-eastern British elites were not just blindly imitating the Romans, nor are they 
to be seen as consciously adopting a Roman ideology of  civilization in preference  to a learnt, and 
rejected, notion of  barbaric Britishness. There is no evidence that an awareness of  this binary 
opposition, so characteristic of  much Roman thinking, was really operative in pre-conquest 
Britain, in the ways that it was coming to be in post-conquest Gaul at the same time. This is the 
difference  that is reflected  in, and revealed by, the variant ways in which Britons and Gauls take to 
Roman writing in the late first  century BC and the early first  century AD. The option for  writing is 
just one of  those alternatives which, like toilet instruments, new (?) British elites could take, once 
the possibility had become available in its various forms  over the first  century BC. It was taken by 
some and not others, just as the option for  coinage was also taken by some and not others. Even 
by those that did take up writing, it was not exercised in all the ways it could have been, though it 
may well have been used in many contexts other than coinage now lost to us. This at best partial 
assimilation of  the Romans' so-called epigraphic habit is not an indication of  a lack of  understand-
ing on the part of  its British users, nor indeed of  any lack of  intrinsic significance.70  Rather it is an 
indication of  how writing could be significant  in iron-age Britain: as a new way of  monumentaliz-
ing the names of  powerful  individuals, and in some instances expressing their relationship, 
whether actual or merely asserted, to famous  forebears,  within the context of  a changing society. 
There was experimentation with a range of  new conceptual and material alternatives, some of 
which came from  the continent. But the people of  iron-age Britain were not simply buying whole-
sale into a foreign  culture and ideology. They were not yet becoming Roman, but they were 
becoming different  kinds of  people by exercising choices within a context of  cultural diversifica-
tion stimulated, among other factors,  by the suddenly increased proximity of  Roman things, 
styles, language, ideas, and power. 

Here is not the place to speculate on the presumably minimal extent of  literacy in pre-Roman 
Britain in the hope of  gauging thereby the nature of  monumentality on ancient British coins, nor to 
return to the now hackneyed question of  whether anyone in antiquity ever looked at coin-types 

69 J.D. Hill, '"The end of  one kind of  body and the beginning of  another kind of  body"? Toilet instruments and "Romanization" in 
southern England during the first  century AD' in A. Gwilt and C. Haselgrove (eds.), Reconstructing  Iron  Age Societies,  Oxbow 
Monograph 71 (Oxford,  1997), pp. 96-107. at p. 102. 

70 On the 'epigraphic habit', see R. MacMullen, 'The epigraphic habit in the Roman Empire', American Journal  of  Phililogy  103 
(1982), 233-46. with comment from  G.D. Woolf,  'Monumental writing and the expansion of  Roman society in the early empire'. 
Journal  of  Roman Studies  86 (1996), 22-39, at pp. 23-4. 
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and legends.71 Public commemoration of  individuals of  the sort that appears on coins or monu-
mental inscriptions surely does not consider its own function  in such instrumental terms. It does 
not necessarily require a large readership or audience in order to operate effectively  according to 
its own standards. Monumental inscriptions need not even be legible or set up in a readily accessi-
ble public place. The main point of  monumental inscriptions is simply that they are impressively 
and memorably there-,12 and further  that they successfully  evoke the memory of  the person con-
cerned, an evocation that will inevitably bring with it all the many qualities and deeds that made 
them worthy of  a monument in the first  place. In short, expressions of  monumentality such as the 
inscribing of  the names of  kings and rulers on coins can flourish  in the absence of  an already liter-
ate mass audience. The use of  coins as expressions of  personal and family  commemoration had 
been in vogue at Rome since the 130s BC, and it became particularly intense under Augustus. This 
was also one option taken up by some of  the rulers of  south-eastern Britain, with some local varia-
tions. But other obvious possibilities made available by Roman example, stone inscriptions on 
buildings in particular, were not taken up. This merely reflects  what we already know about the 
piecemeal and deliberately selective nature of  what we may still just about call the Romanization 
of  pre-Roman Britain. 

The difference  between writing in pre-Roman Britain and in the Roman world, even post-
conquest Roman Gaul, is that in Britain its use seems to have been restricted to a comparatively 
limited number of  functions  and media. Of  these we can be certain of  its use in monumental 
inscriptions on coins and in graffiti  on pottery, perhaps indicating ownership (see bibliography in 
n. 26). There may well have been other ways in which it was used, but it is unlikely that the pic-
ture of  writing as a 'special-purpose' activity in pre-Roman Britain is very wrong.73 This is, of 
course, not the same as saying that it was somehow 'primitive' in contrast to all-purpose Roman 
writing. On the most banal level what is remarkable about writing in pre-Roman Britain, in the 
light of  its significant  absence from  most accounts of  the period, is perhaps that it is there at all. 
This has been a preliminary attempt to draw attention to the significance  of  this fact,  and to stimu-
late further  discussion of  what it all might mean. 

71 On which, see first  A.H.M. Jones, 'Numismatics and history' in R.A.G. Carson and C.H.V. Sutherland (eds), Essays in Roman 
Coinage  Presented  to Harold  Mattingly  (Oxford,  1956), pp. 13-33, at pp. 14-16. On literacy in antiquity, see also W.V. Harris, Ancient 
Literacy (Cambridge, Mass., 1989). 

72 And 'there' can even a long way away and very hard to get to, like Pompey's and Augustus' inscribed monuments to their 
Spanish and Alpine victories in the Pyrenees and at La Turbie in the French Alps respectively, which were all the more memorable, and 
therefore  successful  in monumental terms, for  their inaccessible, epic positioning, expressing triumph over both faraway  peoples and 
unassailable natural obstacles. 

73 For the distinction between 'special purpose' and 'all-purpose' in the context of  money, see G. Dalton, Tribal  and Peasant 
Economies. Readings  in Economic Anthropology  (Austin, 1967). For a discussion of  writing in another context where the epigraphic 
evidence is scarce but it is likely that the use of  writing was rather more extensive than the evidence might suggest, see T.J. Cornell, 
'The tyranny of  the evidence: a discussion of  the possible uses of  literacy in Etruria and Latium in the archaic age' in J.H. Humphrey 
(ed.), Literacy in the Roman World  (Ann Arbor, 1991), pp. 7-33. 



COIN INSCRIPTIONS AND THE ORIGIN OF WRITING 
KEY TO PLATE 

1. Gallo-Belgic E stater, Scheers class VI, BM CM 1911.12-4.1 
2. Gold stater attributed to Commios, BM 730 
3. Gold quarter-stater attributed to Commios, BM CM 1878.3-5.41 
4. Silver 'Danebury type' coin inscribed EX, BM 615 
5. Gold stater of  AeGedomaros, BM 2390 
6. Gold stater of  Tincomarus, BM 765 
7. Gold stater of  Tincomarus, BM 771 
8. Silver coin of  Tincomarus, BM 931 
9. Bronze coin of  Tasciovanus, BM 1731 

10. Gold stater attributed to the Dobunni inscribed ANTED, BM 3023 
11. Gold stater attributed to the Dobunni inscribed BODVOC, BM 3139 
12. Silver coin attributed to the Dobunni inscribed BODVOC, BM 3144 
13. Silver coin attributed to the Iceni inscribed SVB ESVPRASTO, BM CM 2000.3-1.2 
14. Silver coin attributed to the Iceni inscribed ANTED, BM 3826 
15. Silver coin attributed to the Iceni inscribed ECE, BM 4464 
16. Silver coin attributed to the Iceni inscribed AEDIC, BM 4581 
17. Gold stater attributed to the Corieltauvi inscribed VOLISIOS DVMNOCOVEROS, BM 3333 
18. Gold stater attributed to the Corieltauvi inscribed IISVPRASV, BM 3296 



THE RITUAL MUTILATION OF COINS 
ON ROMANO-BRITISH SITES1 

PHILIP KIERNAN 

Introduction 
ALONG with objects such as jewellery, figurines,  models, tools and weapons, coins figure  promi-
nently in those assemblages from  ritual sites which are usually identified  as being votive offerings. 
That is to say, they were left  as gifts  to the gods to pay for  favours  expected or received.2 More 
often  than not, coins from  such sites have been studied and published as if  they had been found  in 
any other context.3 They are treated as statistics which reveal the chronology of  activity on the site 
or the pattern of  coins in local circulation. Very little, if  indeed any, attention has been given to the 
role of  coins in respect to their function  as votive offerings.  This article will address one particular 
trait which is common to both coins and other types of  votive offerings:  mutilation. 

The intentional mutilation and destruction of  objects left  within sanctuaries or other sites which are 
normally termed 'ritual' is a well documented phenomenon. Middle to Late Iron Age sanctuaries and 
deposits in northern France frequently  yield swords and shields which have been bent, twisted or bro-
ken.4 The same phenomenon is also known, although less frequently,  on British sites.3 The evolution 
of  the votive offerings  in Western Europe can be traced through the Iron age deposits of  weaponry 
through to the use of  standardised currency bars, often  themselves incomplete swords, and finally  to 
the use of  coins and model weapons and tools as well as other smaller personal objects.6 This shift 
towards more personal offerings  would have been underway long before  the Roman invasion of 
Britain. The mutilation or destruction of  objects continued to be practised with the smaller offerings  as 
well as is seen in Britain at the Uley Shrines7, Woodeaton8 and Hayling Island.9 Coins, one type of 
more personalized offering,  were no exception. Examples of  bent, scratched and otherwise mutilated 
coins are common on French sites.10 Similar examples exist in Britain but are less common. To the 
best of  my knowledge, only three British sites exist that have yielded mutilated coins. 

' This paper is based on an undergraduate dissertation written at St Andrew's University during an academic exchange from  the 
University of  Western Ontario. The exchange was made possible thanks to a scholarship from  the Canadian Robert T. Jones 
Foundation. I should like to thank all those who offered  their advice, especially Jonathan Williams of  the British Museum, Philip de 
Jersey of  the Institute of  Archaeology at Oxford,  Imogen Wellington of  the University of  Durham and Eberhard Sauer. I am also 
indebted to Cathy King of  the Ashmolean and Susan Fox of  the Roman Baths Museum who allowed me to examine the coins from 
Hayling Island and Bath. I am also very grateful  for  the patient supervision and comments of  Professor  Woolf. 

2 For fuller  introductions to the practice of  votive offerings  see G. Webster, The  British Celts  and Their  Gods Under  Rome 
(London, 1986); M. Henig, Religion in Roman Britain (London, 1984); J. Brunaux, The  Celtic  Gauls: Gods Rites and Sanctuaries 
(London, 1988); and T. Derks, Gods, Temples  and Ritual Practices  (Amsterdam, 1998). The standard work on votive practice from  the 
Neolithic to the Iron Age in western Europe remains R. Bradley, The  Passage of  Arms - An Archaeological  Analysis of  prehistoric 
hoards  and votive deposits  (Cambridge, 1990). 

3 For a discussion of  the types of  coins found  on ritual sites see R. Reece, 'Religion, Coins and Temples' in Temples,  Churches  and 
Religion in Roman Britain, edited by W. Rodwell, British Archaeological Reports, British Series, no. 77 (Oxford,  1980). Reece argues 
that the patterns of  coin finds  from  ritual sites are not significantly  different  from  those of  other sites. 

4 Derks, op. cit. n. 2 above, p. 46; Brunaux, op. cit. n. 2 above, pp. 125-7; For extensive documention on the mutilation of 
weapons at Gournay-sur-Aronde (Picardie) see A. Rapin, and J.-L. Brunaux, Gournay II  - Boucliers et Lance, Depots et Trophies, 
Revue Archeologique de Picardie (Paris, 1988), esp. pp. 77-55. A number of  mutilated weapons have also been found  at Ribemont-sur-
Ancre (Somme), J.L. Cadoux, 'L'Ossuaire Gaulois de Ribemont-sur-Ancre (Somme) Premieres Observations, Premieres Questions' 
Gallia  42 (1984), 53-78, at pp. 70 ff. 

5 Bradley, op. cit. n. 2 above, pp. 172-3. Most notably the large deposit of  Iron Age metalwork from  Llyn Cerrig Bach (Anglesey) 
but also Hayling Island, A.P. Fitzpatrick, 'The Deposition of  La Tene Iron Age Metalwork in Watery Contexts in Southern England' in 
Cunliffe  and Miles (eds.), Aspects of  the Iron  Age in Central  Southern  Britain (Oxford,  1984), pp. 178-90, at pp. 186. 

6 Bradley, op. cit. n. 2 above pp. 171 ff. 
7 For instance, model spear and bolt heads from  the shrines at Uley, M. Henig, 'Votive objects: weapons: miniature spears and Full-

Size Weapons', pp. 131-5, in A. Woodward and P. Leach (eds.), The  Uley  Shrines  - Excavation of  a Ritual Comples  on West  Hill,  Uley, 
Gloucester  (London, 1993), p. 133. Henig raises the possibility that wooden shafts  of  the real spearheads were broken before  deposition. 

8 For illustrations of  scratched miniature axes and bent miniature spears from  Woodeaton see Henig, op. cit. n. 2 above, p. 150. fig.  70. 
9 D. Briggs, C. Haselgrove and C. King, 'Iron Age and Roman coins from  Hayling Island temple', BNJ  62 (1992), 1-62, at p. 2. A 

complete report of  the excavations is in preparation. 
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The first  site is Hayling Island.11 The remains on Hayling Island, near Portsmouth in 

Hampshire, consist of  a circular Iron Age timber structure inside a square enclosure and a later 
Roman stone construction of  the same design but on a larger scale.12 The timber structure is 
thought to have stood from  the later first  century BC until the second half  of  the first  century AD.13 
The finds  at the site came largely from  the temenos, or enclosure, and included brooches and mir-
rors, horse and vehicle trappings, warrior equipment, currency bars and other objects.14 Other 
types of  finds  from  the 1976-82 excavations included bracelets and rings. A total of  165 Iron Age 
coins and 329 Roman coins dating from  the Republic to the late 4th century, were most probably 
left  as votive offerings.15  A number of  the coins from  this site were intentionally mutilated and the 
published coin report contains a brief  discussion and a list of  the mutilated coins.16 

The second site yielding mutilated coins is the Sacred Spring at Bath. The identity of  the deity 
worshipped at this site is known to have been a hybrid of  a female  British deity known as Sul and the 
Roman Minerva. Cunliffe's  1979-82 excavations included a partial excavation of  the Sacred Spring 
that was situated within the south east corner of  the temple's temenos. The Sacred Spring itself 
consisted of  a pool of  water fed  by a natural hot spring. The pool was at first  exposed to the open air 
then later covered by a Roman building which underwent a number of  changes variously restricting 
access to the spring. A large number of  objects were recovered from  the spring, most of  which were 
certainly deposited as votive offerings.  These include 130 inscribed lead curse tablets, a small ivory 
model pair of  breasts (possibly a healing offering),  bronze vessels, 17 Iron Age coins and almost 
13,000 Roman coins ranging in date from  the Republic to the late 4th century AD. Though some 
coins were found  closely grouped together and were described as such in the excavation report, the 
majority were thought to have been well mixed in the bed of  the reservoir so that no meaningful 
stratigraphic analysis was possible.17 The presence of  mutilated coins at this site is mentioned only 
once in the published report where Henig wrote of  the votive objects 'As for  deliberate  mutilation, 
"killing"  of  objects, this is seen for  the most part in the slashing of  coins though we have a section of 
a bracelet  bent into a ring'.18 A number of  the envelopes in which the coins are stored at the Bath 
archive are marked with descriptions of  mutilation but Walker's final  published list of  the coins does 
not mention it and no other published work has explored the topic of  mutilation at Bath.19 

The third instance of  mutilated coins in Britain is the most problematic. A large hoard of 
Durotrigan staters (approximately 3,000) and quarter staters (approximately 2,100) dating from 
the mid first  century BC was found  in Hampshire in 1997. A very large percentage of  these coins 
showed deliberate mutilation by slashing. Unfortunately,  the hoard was not reported and the coins 
have been broken up and sold by a number of  dealers. The exact findspot  of  the lost Hampshire 
hoard will never be known but I am informed  that it is unlikely to have come from  a temple site.20 
There is no reason to suppose that some Iron Age religious practice, including the act of  leaving 
votive offerings,  was not conducted in a natural setting which has left  no permanent mark on the 

10 G. Aubin and J. Meissonnier, 'L'usage de la monnaie sur les sites de sanctuaires de 1'Ouest de la Gaule et de la Bourgogne', 
Archeologie  Aujord'Hui  - Sanctuaires  de tradition  indigene  en Gentle Romaine. Actes du Colloque  d'Argentomagus  (Paris, 1992), 
pp. 143-52. at pp. 143-5 record Montreuil-Bellay (Maine-et-Loire), Allones (Sartlie), Juvigne (Mayenne), Aiesia (Cote d'Or), Port 
Haliguen (Morbihan) and La Villeneuve-au-Chatelot (Aube). Also. E. Sauer. The Augustan coins from  Bourbonne-les-Bains (Haute-
Marne) - a mathematical approach to dating a coin assemblage'. Revue Numismatique  vol. 154 (1999), 145-82. " See n. 9 above. 

12 Briggs et al., op. cit. n. 9 above, p. 1. 
13 Briggs et al., op. cit. n. 9 above, p. 1. 
14 M. Henig (1984) op. cit. n. 2 above, p. 22. Briggs et al., op. cit. n. 9 above. 
15 Briggs et al., op. cit. n. 9 above, p. 1. A complete stratigraphic analysis of  the find  spots is expected to appear in the forthcoming 

site report. Briggs et al., op. cit. n. 9 above, p. 1, footnote  1. 
16 I visited the Hayling Island coins, which are currently being stored in the Ashmolean. in order to view and record the mutilation 

first  hand. My own list of  mutilated coins differs  from  that of  the original report. 
17 D.R. Walker, 'The Roman Coins' in The  Temple  ofSitlis  Minerva  at Bath, Volume  2, the finds  from  the sacred  spring, edited by 

B. Cunliffe,  Oxford  University Committee for  Archaeology Monograph 16 (Oxford,  1988). p. 281. 
18 M. Henig. 'The Small Objects' in The  Temple  ofSulis  Minerva  at Bath, Volume  2, the finds  from  the sacred  spring, edited by B. 

Cunliffe,  Oxford  University Committee for  Archaeology Monograph 16 (Oxford,  1988), p. 5. 
19 I visited the Bath museum and recorded all the examples of  mutilation that I could find  amongst the coins there during my short 

stay. My survey of  the Bath coins extended from  the few  Iron Age coins to the Roman coins up to and including Vespasian as well as a 
few  specimens pulled at random from  later emperors. No doubt a fuller  examination of  the Bath coins would reveal still more examples 
of  mutilation. 

20 Philip de Jersey, personal communication, March 2000. 
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landscape. Indeed, until the relatively recent discovery of  Iron Age temples it was generally 
thought that all Iron Age ritual was conducted in such settings. Thus it is not impossible that this 
hoard represents some kind of  votive deposit left  at a sacred spot which has left  no other material 
evidence. The vast size and nature of  this hoard would make it a highly unusual find  from  a temple 
site unless it can be seen as a hoard which was missed by the temple authorities, or later plunder-
ers who removed the bulk of  the coin offerings  from  other sites. Were it not for  the deliberate 
mutilation of  the coins, which are of  very base metal, this group might be dismissed as a savings 
hoard though it should be noted that the very nature of  Iron Age and later coin hoards has been 
called into question.21 Given the dubious background of  the hoard it is perhaps best to avoid spec-
ulation about its origins. 

Mutilation of  Coins 
The very word 'mutilation' presents problems. For instance, in the Bath report Henig mentions 
that some coins were intentionally mutilated before  being thrown into the spring,22 but in the same 
report Walker, who produced the coin catalogue, comments of  the coins that ' There  was no selec-
tion for  particular  types or imperial personages, nor for  battered  or otherwise mutilated  coins'.2^ 
But since coins from  Bath clearly do show signs of  intentional mutilation (though they are not dis-
cussed or described in the catalogue), Walker must surely have meant some kind of  natural dam-
age incurred while the coin was in circulation rather than the intentional kind which is to be 
discussed here. The same problem with terminology is found  elsewhere. For example, G.C. 
Boon's catalogue of  the coins from  Chedworth Lake24 describes many of  the coins as 'defaced' 
but a closer look at his method of  describing a coin's condition reveals that what is probably 
meant is coins which have been naturally damaged. Finally, to illustrate the problem, a 19th cen-
tury cast bronze eagle exists in the Laing Art Gallery in Newcastle and is inscribed at the base 
'This  eagle was cast from  defaced  Roman coins from  the Well  of  Procolitia  for  Dr. Bruce, 
Newcastle  upon Tyne,  Dec. 1873.25 Even in 1873 it seems most unlikely that the excavators of  the 
votive deposit, now commonly known as Coventina's Well, would have been so careless as to pur-
posely destroy coins which showed signs of  intentional mutilation. Furthermore, it is difficult  to 
imagine Coventina's well yielding enough mutilated coins to produce the model eagle.26 It is more 
likely that the eagle was manufactured  from  worn coins. The problem of  semantics extends into 
the description of  mutilated coins. The Hayling Island report uses the terms 'stabbed', 'pricked', 
and 'cut' in a variable manner. Sometimes one term is used to refer  to one type of  mutilation and 
later used to describe another. In the same report some examples of  slashed coins, most notably HI 
199, are described as being 'test cut' and are not listed in the report's summary of  mutilated coins. 
For reasons which shall become apparent I regard this distinction as unfounded  and have included 
these pieces in my list. 

With the problems of  terminology aside, the very recognition of  intentionally mutilated coins is 
not always straight forward.  Exactly how can intentional mutilation be distinguished from  natural 
damage? In most cases, the distinction is quite clear but, there are occasional examples where it is 
not. It is not difficult  to imagine circumstances in which small scratches or marks could be cre-
ated. Countermarks, frequently  found  on first  century bronze coins in the Roman west, can wear 
away and leave only a straight line from  one of  the edges of  the matrix within which they were 
struck and thus give a false  impression of  an intentional slash. Even a strong line in the design 

21 For more on the debate about the possible ritual status of  hoards see M. Millet, 'Treasure: interpreting Roman Hoards', TRAC  94 
(1994), 99-106 and C. Johns, 'Romano-British Precious Metal Hoards: some comments on Martin Millett's paper', TRAC  94 (1994), 
107-17. 

22 Henig (1988), op. cit. n. 18 above, p. 5. 
23 Walker, op. cit. n. 17 above, p. 285. 
24 G. Boon, 'Roman and Later Coins' in Excavations at Chew Valley  Lake, Somerset,  edited by P. Rahtz and E. Greenfield, 

Department of  the Environment Archaeological Reports no. 8 (London, 1977), pp. 296 ff. 
25 L. Allason-Jones and B. McKay, Coventina's  Well-A  Shrine  on Hadrian's  Wall  (Hexham, 1985), pp. 104. plate XIV a and b. 
26 The number of  mutilated coins from  both Hayling Island and Bath represented a very small portion of  the total deposit. I have 

been able to make a brief  examination of  the coins from  Coventina's Well (now in the British Museum) and could detect no signs of 
mutilation. 
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itself  can be deceptive. As a rule of  thumb, during my examination of  the coins from  Bath and 
Hayling Island, only those coins which very clearly showed signs of  intentional damage were con-
sidered. This may have resulted in a reduced number of  examples of  mutilation being recorded 
and discussed in this report. It would seem that the identification  of  mutilation is somewhat sub-
jective. For instance, I did not consider Hayling Island coins nos. 179 or 196 to show clear enough 
evidence of  intentional mutilation to merit recording but they are variously described as having 
been pricked or stabbed in the Hayling Island coin catalogue. It is possible that the small scratches 
on these pieces were intentional but they are just not bold enough to convince me entirely. Based 
on my examination of  the coins from  Hayling Island and Bath I have described four  types of  muti-
lation below: slashing on the coin's surface,  cuts into the edge of  the coin, halving or portioning 
coins and bending. 

In the following  descriptions I have employed the same numbers for  the Hayling Island coins as 
found  in the published catalogue.27 For the Bath coins, where the published list does not include 
individual catalogue numbers, I have assigned my own numbers (e.g. B 4) and, in the initial 
descriptions, included the various numbering systems which appear on the coins' envelopes in the 
Bath Museum. 

Slashing on the coin's surface:  This is the most common and obvious type of  mutilation. 
Slashes were identified  as being deep straight cuts into the metal of  the coin. They are quite dis-
tinct from  naturally occurring dents and scratches which are usually shallower and consist of  bro-
ken and irregular lines. The length and number of  slashes on any given mutilated coin seems to 
vary. The slashes did seem to show a marked preference  for  the obverse of  the coin, a topic which 
shall be dealt with at greater length later on. Complete lists of  slashed coins from  Hayling Island 
and Bath are found  in Table 1 and Table 2. 

TABLE 1. Coins showing surface slashes from Hayling Island 

Hayling  Island  Description of  Coin Description of  Slashing 

HI 132 
HI 152 
HI 166 (P1.2) 
HI 168 (PI .2) 

HI 175 

HI 199 (P1.2) 

HI 201 

HI 211 

Iron Age, Nervii, post conquest silver unit of ATEVLA VLATOS, 
plated, 1.26 g 

Iron Age, Eastern Gaul, Lingones, V® plated quinarius,75-50 B C 

Roman republican JE  as, halved, worn blank, 200-82 BC 

Roman republican /E  as, halved, also worn blank, 200-82 BC 

Roman republican /R, imitation denarius, plated, Q. Caecilius, 
o. bust of Pietas left, r. Q C M P, elephant, C. 374/1, c.81 BC 

Augustus, Spain, /R denarius, o. bust of Octavian left, 

r. altar inscr. FORTRED / CAES.AVG / S.P.Q.R. RIC 54a C.20-16 BC 

Augustus, plated imitation, /R denarius, Lugdunum, o. bust left. 
CAESAR. AVGVSTVS D1VI F PATER PATRIAE", r. C L CAESARES 
AVGVSTI F COS DESIG PRINC 1VVVENT, RIC 208, c.7-6 BC 

/R plated Tiberian imitation denarius, Lugdunum, o. Tl CAESAR 
DIV1 AVG F AVGVSTVS, r. PONTIF MAXIM figure seated left, 
with staff  in right hand and nike in left. cf. RIC 26, C . A D 36 

o. over ear and cheek of left 
facing bust 

Long slash on o. right across coin 

Small slash near edge 

Slashed three times, slashes run 
perpendicular to the line of halving 

o. just on mouth and field in front 

o. large slash from edge of laurels, 
over the ear to just under eye. 
Described in catalogue as 'test cut' 

o. light scratches in field just in 
front  of neck. Much thinner lines 
than all other examples. Done 
with pin? 

o. slashed in field in front  of nose, 
possibly again in field in front  of 
forehead but could be natural, r. 
small slash on head of seated fig-
ure and larger one from staff 
across chest to nike 

Not included but mentioned in Briggs el al., HI 179 ('pricked'), HI 188 ('stabbed' - listed here as side-cut, see below.), HI 196 
('pricked'). 

27 Briggs et. al., op. cit. n. 9 above. 
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TABLE 2. Coins showing surface slashes from Bath. 

Bath Identification 
B l . 2/6, 1979:2 

Description of  coin 
Augustus, JE  as, altar of Lugdunum, copy, A D 9-14 

Description of  Slashing 
o. large slash from edge, at 1:30, 
to chin of bust 

o. small diagonal cut over laurels B 2 . SF 1622, BMC 244. Nero, JE  as, A D 54-68 
6/31 (PI. 2) 

B 3 , SF 1055 Nero, /E  as, c/m on neck on o. r. worn blank, A D 54-68 r. two slashes at odd angles in centre 

B 4 , 111,8/78 Vespasian, JE  as (?) almost completely worn flat, 
altar type, A D 69-79 

B 5 . 93, SF132, RBS 79 Vespasian, JE  as, altar type, A D 69-79 
(P1.2) 

B6, 111, 162 (PI. 3) 

B7, 192 (PI. 3) 

B8, 224, V I 

B9, s(or 5).4, V I 

BIO, SF 374; IX, 
RBS 79 (PI. 3) 

Vespasian, IE  as, A D 69-79 

Vespasian/Titus dupondius, A D 69-81 

Vespasian/Titus dupondius, A D 69-81 

Domitian as caesar, AR denarius, o. bust left, r. ? 
A D 69-79 

Trajan, sestertius,  RIC  663, A D 116-17 

Numerous slashes on both o. and r. 
mixed in with some quite natural 
looking damage. 

o. large slash across coin behind 
bust, another from edge at 6:00 
across neck 

o. two small diagonal slashes over 
laurels 

o. large diagonal slash over bust 

o. small slash from edge, at 11:30 
to before bust 

o. 3 slashes, one behind bust, one 
vertically on neck, next diagonally 
in field in front  of bust. r. large 
slash from centre to edge 

o. small slash on neck 

First number (in bold) in the identification  column has been assigned by me, the remainder is taken from  the coins' envelopes in the 
Bath archive. 

A large percentage of  the staters from  the lost Durotrigan Hampshire hoard showed one or 
more parallel cuts over the laurel wreath on the obverse.28 The obverse design is an abstract 
head of  Apollo facing  right while the reverse features  a disjointed horse. The coins, Van 
Arsdell's number 1235-1, date between 58 and 45 BC. The quarter staters are Van Arsdell's 
number 1260 and show plain patterns on both sides. It is not known if  these also show signs of 
mutilation as well. 
Cuts into edge of  coin: A significant  number of  coins from  both Bath and Hayling Island show 
intentional damage on their edges. This varies from  a small slash on the edge to a large cut pene-
trating the flan  of  the coin up to half  a centimetre in length. There is relatively little danger of  mis-
taking this type of  mutilation with natural flan  cracks which are more jagged and irregular. 
Presumably the thickness of  each cut was dictated by the thickness of  the knife  or sharp edge 
used, but there are some slashes which give the impression of  having been done with scissors, or 
in one case, HI 211, with pliers. The coins from  Hayling Island and Bath showing edge cuts are 
listed in Table 3. 
Halved or 'portioned' coins: A number of  coins from  Hayling Island (no examples are found  at 
Bath) have been intentionally cut in half  or some other fraction.  Some coins which had been 
halved were cut clean across the flan  while others were cut almost completely across and then bro-
ken at the remaining connecting metal near the edge, see HI 166 (PI. 2). Still more seem to have 
been crudely broken, see illustration of  HI 168 (PI. 2). Halved coins are a well known phenome-
non and there is little doubt that in some instances the intention of  halving was to create small 
change - a practice which will be discussed at greater length later on. A list of  halved and por-
tioned coins from  Bath and Hayling Island is found  in Table 4. 

28 Philip de Jersey, personal communication, 2 March 2000. 
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TABLE 3. Coins from Hayling Island and Bath showing cuts into edge of coin. 

Hayling  Island  Description of  Coin Description of  Edge  Cut 
Iron Age, early uninscribed base silver unit. 

Iron Age, Belgic Gaul, Suessiones A plated stater, post 52 B C 

Iron Age, Eastern Gaul, Lingones, plated quinarius C.75-50 B C 

(P1.3) Republican imitation, /R plated denarius, o. S C bearded bust 1., 
r. Q ATO BALB PR nike in quadriga left, C 364 / lc, c.83-82 BC 

Republican imitation, plated denarius, J. Caesar o. pontifical 
implements, r. CAESAR elephant, C 443, c.49/48 B C 

Republican imitation, plated denarius, Octavian, o. IMP 
CAESAR D1VI F 111 V1R ITER R P C, bust, r. DIVO IVL COS 
ITER ET TER DES1G, temple, C 540/2, C.36 BC 

/41 plated Tiberian imitation denarius, Lugdunum, cf.  RIC  26 o. 
Tl CAESAR DIVI AVG F AVGVSTVS, r. PONTIF MAXIM 
figure seated, with staff  in right hand and nike in left,  C . A D 36 

HI 39 
HI 124 
HI 152 
HI 174 
HI 182 

HI 188 

HI 211 

Bath 
B 2 1 , group 1, Vespasian, dupondius, RIC 753 (b), A D 77-78 
8/42 (Pl. 4) 

B8, 224, V I 

B22, 242 
(Pl- 4) 

Vespasian/Titus, dupondius, A D 69-81 

Vespasian/Titus, dupondius, A D 69-81 

Edge chisel cut 

Single cut in side above horse on r. 

Multiple stabs at rim 

Pie shaped cut at 5:00, below front  of 
neck on o., in front  of quadriga on r. 

Small slash at 12:00 above elephant 

Very small slash at 1:00 from 
Octavian's bust 

Rectangular piece cut from edge 
behind bust, in front  of seated figure, 
removing some of legend on o. Looks 
like it has been done with pliers 

Large cut extending from 1:00 well 
into the bust of Vespasian, on r. cut 
only enters field 

Pie shaped cut at 5:00 on o. 

Pie shaped cut at 5:00 and thin cut 
into bust at 11:00 on o., very similar 
to B8 but two cuts 

A sestertius of  Marcus Aurelius on display at Bath has a pie shaped cut at 5:00 on the obverse and is described as having been test cut 
by the accompanying text. 

Bent coins: A few  of  the Roman and Iron Age coins from  Hayling Island and one Iron Age coin 
from  Bath showed signs of  having been intentionally bent, either drastically or by having one 
edge turned up slightly. This type of  damage needs no great amount of  description here but should 
be acknowledged. The Hayling Island coins are, Iron Age: An otherwise unknown thin silver coin 
(HI 12) and a silver plated unit inscribed ATEVLA VLATOS struck in the 40s-30s BC (HI 132) and 
Roman: Two Claudian imitation asses (HI 228 and HI 235). The single coin from  Bath was an 
uninscribed silver unit of  the Dobunni.29 
Hammered coins: Two Iron Age early uninscribed silver units (HI 8 and HI 39) and a 
Republican denarius (HI 185) are described by Briggs et al. as having been hammered either on 
the sides or on the edges. Though this is a plausible method of  mutilating coins it does not seem to 
be highly pronounced on these coins. Until more obvious examples of  this practice can be found, 
for  instance a coin which has been hammered into double its surface  area, it is advisable to dis-
miss this sort of  damage as intentional. 
Individual examples showing multiple types of  mutilation: As will be observed from  the above 
lists of  coins, more than one type of  mutilation is sometimes present on any given piece. For con-
venience, these pieces are listed below: 

H I 3 9 - edge cut, hammered. 
H I 1 3 2 - surface slashed, bent. 
H I 1 5 2 - surface slashed, edge cuts. 
H I 1 6 6 - surface slashed and halved. 
H I 1 6 8 - surface slashed and halved. 
H I 1 8 5 - halved and hammered. 
H I 2 1 1 - surface slashed, edge cut. 
B 8 - surface slashed, edge cut. 

29 L. Sellwood, 'The Celtic Coins' in The  Temple  of  Sulis  Minerva  at Bath. Volume  2. the finds  from  the sacred  spring, edited by B. 
Cunliffe,  Oxford  University Committee for  Archaeology Monograph 16 (Oxford,  1988), coin no. 8. p. 280. 
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TABLE 4. Halved and Portioned Coins from Hayling Island 

Hayling  Island  Description of  Coin 
H I 7 1 Iron Age, British, South Coast, British O, N  quarter stater 

VA 143-1, 50-45 BC 

H I 7 4 Iron Age, South West, British B, VA 1205, 65-58 B C 

H I 1 0 3 Iron Age, North of Thames, Whaddon Chase type, British L, 
N  plated stater, VA 1493-1, 45-40 B C 

H I 1 3 5 Iron Age, Armorica, Baiocasses, billon stater, 50's B C and later 

H I 1 5 1 Iron Age, Western/Central  Gaul, /R plated silver unit, 0.61 g, 
50's - early 40's B C 

HI 166-169 Republican JE  asses, mostly worn flat, c.200-82 BC 

H I 1 7 0 Republican JE  as, worn flat, c.200-82 B C 

H I 1 8 5 Republican /R plated denarius, r. Venus and Cupid, o. two 
conjugate busts right, c.46 BC 

H I 1 9 2 Augustus JE  as. Nemausus, RPC 524, c.9-3 BC 

H I 1 9 5 Augustus/Tiberius  JE  as, Lugdunum, r. altar, A D 9-14 

HI 198 (PI.4) Augustus, ^R denarius, o. bust right, r. trophy, c.29-27 BC 

H I 2 6 1 Flavian, JE  as, illegible, AD 69-96 

HI 263 (P1.4) Vespasian, /R plated denarius, o. bust left, r. prow and star, 
C.AD 77-78 

HI 293 (P1.4) Septimius Severus, JR.  plated denarius, Rome. o. bust right, 
r. Hercules, C.AD 193-211 

HI 463 Uncertain, /R plated denarius, 29 B C - A D 96 

H I 3 6 2 , H I 4 3 6 , Various 4th century nummi, C.AD 330-402 
HI 451, HI 494 

Description of  Halving 
Halved 

Quarter segment 

Halved 

Halved 

Halved 

All halved 

Segment one third of coin 
removed 

Halved 

Halved 

Halved 

Cut in half along vertical 
axis but cut stops and 
breaks off  at a 90 degree 
angle towards top of coin 

Halved 

Described as 'broken in 
such a way as to leave the 
imperial portait intact'30 

Described as 'broken; 
part of breakage seems 
intentional'31 

Halved 

All halved 

Theories on Mutilation 
The reasons for  the mutilation of  coins on ritual Gallic sites were recently discussed in an article 
by Aubin and Meissonnier. Their article, which is the only work I am aware of  which discusses 
coin mutilation in detail, presents three different  theories to explain mutilation. They are termed 
the monetary, the political and the religious.32 Aubin and Meissonier conclude in favour  of  the 
religious theory, but a further  examination of  their discussion of  the three theories is of  interest. 

The monetary theory argues that the cuts and slashes on coins were made to test whether or not 
the coin was a plated forgery.33  Indeed, the bankers' marks on Republican denarii as well as cuts on 
coins in general are often  rightly explained by just such theories. Aubin and Meissonnier comment 
that the presence of  repeated cuts and slashes on a single coin would then have been unjustified  and 
would have reduced the acceptability of  the coin in question.34 This is not, however, a satisfactory 
refutation  of  the monetary theory. Certain examples of  plated coins from  Hayling Island show 
slashes and side cuts which do not penetrate the silver plating of  the coin. There is no reason why 

30 Briggs et al., op. cit. n. 9 above, p. 24. 
31 Briggs et al., op. cit. n. 9 above, p. 24. 
32 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 144. 
33 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 144. 
34 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 144. 
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someone might not have wanted to test for  himself  rather than trust the older test marks on the coin 
or to test more than once, doubting his first  efforts.  Nor is it too much to suppose that ancient forg-
ers placed false  test marks on their products. A modem analogy is found  in the numerous Chinese 
bankers' chops (often  dozens on a single coin) which appear on the crown sized coins that circu-
lated in the far  east from  the mid 19th to early 20th centuries. The argument of  Briggs et al. that the 
mutilation of  the Iron Age coins from  Hayling Island must have been religious since most of  the 
mutilated coins are clearly genuine35 is also problematic since the plated coins may well have 
appeared good when they were in circulation. Perfectly  good ancient coins exist with bankers' 
marks and test cuts so there is no reason to suppose that the inhabitants of  Roman Britain were not 
justified  in being suspicious of  their coins. Their argument that the absence of  bankers' marks and 
other official  stamps on the Roman coins at Hayling Island, which are common on other British 
sites, is a sign of  ritual mutilation is stronger but needs to be reinforced  with statistical evidence.36 

More convincing evidence to contradict the monetary theory of  coin mutilation does exist. 
First, the presence of  mutilated coins only on ritual sites and their seeming absence on non ritual 
sites is of  the utmost importance and would seem to suggest a non secular explanation for  the 
treatment of  the coins. Second, the fact  that mutilation appears on even the smallest denomina-
tions of  non precious metal coins, including the halved asses at Hayling Island, would suggest that 
the purpose of  the mutilation was not to test the metal of  the coin. Though lead and iron plated 
examples of  copper coins do exist,37 and a few  were found  at Hayling Island and Bath,38 they 
seem to be rare. While Boon commented that plated aes coins are common39 from  the Julio 
Claudian and Flavian period, of  the examples he cites, only five  are in Britain and only three of 
these have a provenance.40 Moreover, the earliest of  these coins is of  Antoninus Pius and thus out 
of  the date range of  the coins discussed here (see below). Struck or cast lightweight copies from 
around the time of  Claudius are extremely common41 and must have been far  more profitable  to 
produce than the plated coins. Furthermore, it is difficult  to believe that the difference  in value 
between lead, iron and bronze was so great as to make such copies worthwhile. Pliny the Elder 
gives the value of  a pound of  pure lead at seven denarii,42 that is 112 asses, or 1232 g of  coined 
copper.43 If  we assume that a counterfeit  lead as has the same volume as a genuine copper one, we 
find  that the weight of  a counterfeit  lead as is 13.93 g44 with a metal value of  4.77 asses. At this 
price, lead counterfeits  would have been very unprofitable.45  I have been unable to find  a price for 
iron but because of  its high melting point it was certainly much harder to work with than any lead 
alloy and the production of  copper plated iron counterfeits  must have been very labour intensive. 
Also, if  the intention of  mutilation was to test for  counterfeit  coins, ought we not also to see an 
increased focus  on the larger aes denominations rather than the low value small assesl Table 7 
below fails  to show any such tendency. Is it possible that these copper-plated coins somehow 

35 Briggs et al., op. cit. n. 9 above, p. 2. 
36 Briggs et at., op. cit. n. 9 above, p. 2. 
37 G.C. Boon, 'Counterfeit  Coins in Roman Britain' in Coins and the Archaeologist,  edited by J. Casey and R. Reece (2nd edn, 

London, 198S), pp. 102-88, at pp.106 and 112-13. 
38 HI 205 and 264. Walker, op. cit. n. 17 above, p. 324, nos 35-8, plate XLI, all are late 2nd cent AD. 
39 A change from  his earlier stance: G.C. Boon, Two  Plated  Roman Coins from  Silchester,  N(C6  11 (1951), 132-3. ' ... it would 

appear that the plated coins could never have been common - a suggestion supported by the fact  that the British Museum collections to 
not contain any similar to the Silchester examples.' 

40 Boon, op. cit. n. 37 above, p. 154, nil. 63 and 64 lists examples of  iron and lead plated aes. The British coins with findspots  are: 
a sestertius (?) of  Antoninus Pius from  Caerleon; a sestertius of  Faustina from  the river Coin (Colchester); a sestertius of  Severus 
Alexander from  the Gare Hoard (Cornwall). The two specimens without findspots  are from  the Silchester museum and are a sestertius 
and dupondius of  Gordian III. 

41 R. Reece, Coinage  in Roman Britain (London, 1987), p. 16; C. King. 'Roman Copies' in C. King and D. Wigg (eds), Coin Finds 
and Coin Use  in the Roman World,  the 13th Oxford  Symposium on Coinage  and Monetary  History,  (Berlin. 1993), p. 239. 

42 Pliny, Historiae  Naturalis  34.48.161. 
43 It seems likely that the value of  coined copper was higher than scrap. An inscription on the base of  a bronze statue from 

Linconshire, Boon, op. cit. n. 37 above, pp. 112-13. fig.  5 and RIB  I no. 272, dated to the mid 2nd century AD suggests a price of 
uncoined bronze of  three denarii per pound, making the counterfeits  even less profitable. 

44 This assumes the genuine and counterfeit  coins have the densities of  pure lead and copper (ie. 8.96 g/cm3 and 11.35 g/cm3). 
Since both genuine and counterfeits  coins are alloys, their exact density will certainly bc different.  Moreover the layer of  copper is not 
taken into account. 

45 It should be noted that the price of  lead may well have been less in Britain since Pliny speaks of  its occurrence in great abun-
dance there. Pliny, Historiae  Naturalis  34.49.164. 
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served a ritual function  themselves? Both iron and lead are noted for  their magical properties: the 
one being magnetic and the other being the preferred  medium of  curse tablets.46 More extensive 
research into the nature of  plated aes counterfeits  is clearly needed. 

The political theory outlined by Aubin and Meissonnier47 comments that the marks of  mutilation 
on coins from  various sites in France principally affect  the bust and as such are gestures of  frustration 
aimed at the authority of  the emperor. The proponents of  the political theory then go on to seek rea-
sons for  political discontent within the regions in which the mutilated coins were discovered such as a 
local uprising. As Aubin and Meissonnier are quick to point out, the individual reasons for  these sym-
bolic lashings out against the authority of  Rome are reliant on textual references  which cannot always 
be verified  by other evidence within the archaeological record.48 More seriously, mutilation is known 
on both native Gallic and Roman coins in France49 and on British, Gallic and Roman coins in Britain. 
Also, if  these marks do represent an attack on the authority of  Rome, they surely would have made the 
mutilated coin difficult,  if  not impossible, to use as currency and would have provided only a very 
small amount of  satisfaction  in return.50 Finally, it has been noted that a number of  the countermarks 
which were struck by Roman officials,  in Gaul and on the Rhine most frequently  by military com-
manders, were often  placed over the bust of  the emperor.51 Surely this would not have been a cause 
for  the emperor to be outraged nor the intention of  the countermarkers to disfigure  their leader. 

Though the individual reasons for  the slashes which appear over the obverses of  coins may be 
questioned, it may not be unreasonable to look for  a certain sensitivity to the images on the coins 
by their mutilators. The concentration of  slashes on the bust itself  may not necessarily be of  politi-
cal importance, but may show that there was something inherent in the symbolism of  the bust on a 
coin which was undesirable. The slashes which occur on the lost Hampshire hoard all occur over 
the laurel wreath worn by Apollo. More examples of  slashes which could be interpreted as focus-
ing on the emperor's wreath are seen on two coins from  Bath (B2 and B6, Pis 2-3). Is it then pos-
sible that the offence  caused by the bust on the coin was not so much a result of  the emperor's 
political power but of  the symbolic honour signified  in the laurel wreath? If  so, the mutilation of 
his image could be seen as a denial of  his honorary status (or even his divinity?) and a recognition 
of  the superiority of  the god or goddess to whom the coin offering  was being made. Aubin and 
Meissonnier suggest that the mutilation of  the bust of  Augustus on certain asses was intended to 
protect the image of  an altar on the reverse rather than deface  the image of  the emperor.52 The 
British evidence seems to support this idea since no examples of  a defaced  altar can be seen on 
mutilated coins of  the same type from  either Bath or Hayling Island (HI 199, PI. 2; Bl, B4, B5, 
PI. 2). However, they go on to note that a variety of  forms  of  mutilation can be seen, either within 
a particular site or from  one site to another.53 At both Hayling Island and Bath, a marked tendency 
to mutilate the obverse is seen and can be summarized in the table below: 

TABLE 5. Location of surface slashes 

Location of  Surface  Slashes  Hayling  Island Bath 
obverse only 
reverse only 
both obverse and reverse 
uncertain 
Total 

4 (H I 132,175,199, 201) 
1 (HI 152) 
1 (HI 211) 
2 (HI 166,168) 

7 (B l , 2, 5, 6, 7,10) 
1 (B3 c/m on obv) 
2 (B4, 9) 
0 
10 

The one coin with damage on the reverse only from  Hayling Island was a Gallic piece, HI 
152, which depicts a bust to the left  on the obverse. The Bath coin, B3, was already counter-

46 John G. Gager, Curse  Tablets  and Binding  Spells  from  the Ancient World  (Oxford,  1992), pp. 3-4. 
47 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, pp. 144-5. 
48 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 145. 
49 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 145. 
50 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 145. 
51 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 145. 
52 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 145. 
53 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, pp. 147-8. 
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marked over the bust on the obverse with the letters SPQR, presumably on the Rhine, and perhaps 
this was the reason the mutilator chose to scratch the reverse instead. But some of  the coins 
which have been recorded as having been slashed on the obverse also seem to show an effort  to 
avoid the bust itself  (cf.  B5, PI. 2) and no coins seem to have slashes which aim directly at the 
area of  the bust where the most prominent features  of  the face  are, that is the mouth, the nose and 
the eyes. In considering the mutilation of  the busts, the possibilty of  damnatio  memoriae ought to 
be raised.54 Although clear examples of  the practice are known on provincial issues of  the 
Roman East, it can be quickly dismissed here as there are only three coins of  emperors who suf-
fered  the damnatio  memoriae (B2 and B3 both of  Nero and B9 of  Domitian) compared to seven 
coins of  emperors who did not. The same ambivalence has been observed on French sites.55 
Moreover, the small mark on the laurels of  Nero in B2 is far  less severe treatment than that 
received by the popular Augustus (HI 199) and Trajan (BIO). Nor do the slashes on any coin 
seem to focus  on the actual features,  i.e. nose, eyes and mouth, of  the coins as is sometimes seen 
on the sculptural busts of  emperors who received damnatio  memoriae. The possibility that the 
obverse bust was chosen for  mutilation simply because it was the highest part of  relief  on the 
coin ought to be taken into consideration. 

The third explanation presented by Aubin and Meissonnier is the religious.36 This theory states 
that coins were mutilated in order to remove them from  secular usage and to perpetually ensure their 
status as gifts.57  Mutilated coins could be spotted in circulation. Did sanctuary officials  leave the 
mutilated coins in offerings  after  having removed the unmutilated ones and put them back into circu-
lation? This is certainly a possiblity but, for  reasons which shall be discussed later on, it seems 
unlikely that the intention of  the mutilation was to remove the coin from  circulation. There are two 
strong points to back this theory. First, there is the analogy which can be drawn with intentionally 
destroyed weapons and other objects within Gallo-Roman sanctuaries58 and the presence of  simi-
larly mutilated objects in British sanctuaries.59 A factor  which neither the political or monetary theo-
ries take into account. Second, in Britain at least, there is the seemingly exclusive presence of 
mutilated coins at sites which are known to have been cult locations and their absence on other types 
of  sites. The religious theory certainly presents the most satisfying  explanation for  the presence of 
mutilated coins at religious sites though it is by no means impossible that all three of  the theories 
may be applicable for  any given coin. The discovery of  numerous mutilated coins on secular sites 
and a thorough demonstration that plated aes coins were counterfeits  would cast serious doubt on the 
religious theory, although the analogy between mutilated coins and objects would still stand. 

The Origins of  the Practice of  Mutilation 
While Aubin and Meissonnier's discussion of  Gallic mutilation is important, it should be noted 
that geographically the practice of  mutilation was far  more restricted in Britain than in Gaul. The 
fact  that all three of  the sources of  mutilated coins in Britain are located in the south is probably 
significant.  The most notable northern site which does not yield mutilated coins is the votive 
deposit from  Coventina's Well on Hadrian's wall. Since the site is closely associated with military 
activity, it is a strong point against the army being the medium by which idea of  mutilation trav-
elled. It is of  equal importance, however, that there are other temple sites in southern Britain, 
notably Uley,60Nettleton61 and Lydney Park62 which do not report having yielded mutilated coins. 

It is also worth noting that a number of  the coins from  Hayling Island, both Iron Age and 
Roman, were produced in Gaul. The halved sestertius of  Nemausus (HI 192) is one of  the muti-

54 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 145. 
55 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 145. 
56 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, pp. 145-6. 
57 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 146. 
5S Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 146. See also n. 37 above. 
59 See p. IB above. 
60 A. Woodward and P. Leach (eds), op. cit. n. 7 above. 
61 W. Wedlake, The  Excavation of  the Shrine  of  Apollo at Nettleton,  Wiltshire,  1956-1971.  Report of  the Research Committee of 

the Society of  Antiquaries no. 40 (London. 1982). 
62 R.E.M. Wheeler and T. Wheeler, Report on the Excavations of  the Prehistoric,  Roman and Post-Roman Site  in Lydney Park, 

Gloucestershire,  Report of  the Research Committee of  the Society of  Antiquaries no. 9 (London, 1932). 
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lated examples. A number of  Claudian imitations found  at Bath are also thought to have been 
produced in Gaul and the counterstamp BON on an Augustan as from  Bath was almost certainly 
applied in the Rhine region.63 The presence of  these coins at Hayling Island suggests that they 
were either brought to Britain before  the conquest through trade or that they came with the 
invaders. Moreover, the pre-invasion local rulers of  the area in which Hayling Island is situated 
have known historical ties to the continent and Rome.64 The Gallic coins found  at Hayling 
Island, the political connections of  the region, the geographical restriction of  coins showing 
mutilation and the high frequency  of  mutilation at ritual sites in France all point to the introduc-
tion of  a Gallic or continental practice into Britain. It is also possible that coins were mutilated 
by Gaulish troops or civil servants stationed at Bath or in the vicinity of  Hayling Island. Bath 
was visited by a diverse range of  peoples for  the curative powers of  the springs and it may have 
been a sort of  retirement spot for  veterans and wounded soldiers. Tombstone inscriptions testify 
to the presence of  soldiers of  Gaulish backgrounds.65 The future  discovery of  similarly muti-
lated coins at more northern ritual sites in Britain might suggest that this practice was a more 
universal phenomenon. The very practice of  dropping coins into certain zones of  sanctuaries 
may have been the result of  Roman influence  on native Gallic and British societies66 so the dis-
covery of  similarly mutilated coins on Italian sites might also radically alter the picture. 

The Chronology of  Mutilation 
The number of  coins mutilated at both sites is small. There are 32 coins from  Hayling Island (not 
including the four  halved fourth  century minimi) out of  495 making some 6.46% of  the total. It 
should be stressed that not all of  the very many coins from  Bath were surveyed but the 13 mutilated 
specimens found  make up only 0.001% of  the 12, 615 coins recovered. Even if  a further  survey were 
to multiply the number of  mutilated specimens by ten, they would still not make up 1% of  the whole 
deposit. Thus it seems likely that the total number of  mutilated coins from  any given site will be low. 
The halved fourth  century nummi, HI 362, 436, 451 and 494 ought not to be seen as the chronologi-
cal end of  mutilation as they were probably halved to reduce them to the size of  the late barbaric imi-
tations which circulated in late Roman Britain and not for  any ritual puipose at all. If  the unmutilated 
coins which fall  outside the time periods of  the latest examples of  mutilation are eliminated, we find 
that the percentage at Hayling Island doubles to 11.28% and at Bath to 0.67% (see Table 6 below). 

At Hayling Island, the majority of  coins showing mutilation were minted in the earliest periods 
of  coins recovered from  the site. The graph below (Fig. 1) shows the total of  all coins of  each type 
(ie. Roman, Gaulish, British) found  at the site and the number of  mutilated coins of  the same type 
up to the final  period (AD 193-222) after  which no further  examples of  mutilation are to be found. 
The time divisions used are those used in the Hayling Island report.67 While the periods prior to 
AD 41 are inapplicable to Roman coins, they are necessary for  the Iron Age coins and should not 
be viewed as entirely useless since they allow for  some division of  the numerous earlier Roman 
and Republican coins, albeit artificially.  For instance, it can be seen that 7 of  the 16 Roman coins 

TABLE 6. Mutilated Coins from Bath. 

Reece's  Period Total  Coins Mutilated  Coins % Mutilated  Coins 
Up to AD 41 23 2 8.70 
41-54 44 0 0.00 
54-68 116 2 1.72 
69-96 865 8 0.92 
96-117 891 1 0.11 
Total 1939 13 0.67 

63 Walker, op. cit. n. 17 above, p. 285. 
64 Briggs et al., op. cit. n. 9 above, pp. 3-5. 
65 B. Cunliffe,  Roman Bath Discovered  (London, 1984), pp. 81 ff. 
66 Brunaux, op. cit. n. 2 above, pp. 92-3. 
67 See Briggs et al., op. cit. n. 9 above, pp. 35-7. 
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Muti lated and Non Mutilated Coins from Hayling Island 
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Fig. 1. Mutilated and Non Multilated Coins from  Hayling Island 

struck before  60 BC were mutilated although this ratio is similar in the coins from  the other three 
groups of  the pre-invasion period. The majority of  the coins mutilated at Hayling Island were 
Roman (13.68%, or 21 out of  117 coins) closely followed  by the Gaulish issues (12.20%, or 5 out 
of  41 coins.) British coins made up the smallest portion of  mutilated coins (3%, or 3 out of  99 
coins). If  the Roman coins from  periods prior to the invasion are all grouped together, we find  that 
36.36% of  them are mutilated. To what extent, if  at all, Iron Age coins circulated in Britain after 
the Roman conquest seems to be an unsettled question and the mutilated Iron Age coins from 
Hayling Island can probably be safely  slotted into that same pre-invasion period,68 unless it can be 
shown that Iron Age coins were specially hoarded up in the Roman period for  ritual use. At Bath 
also, the largest portion of  mutilated coins comes from  the pre invasion period as is shown in 
Table 6. These patterns would strongly support the suggestions of  the Hayling Island Report that 
the practice of  mutilation was at its height before  and immediately after  the invasion.69 

It is important to note however that the time periods into which the coins are divided show the 
dates in which they were produced and need not necessarily be the same as the date they were lost. 
The high degree of  wear on the halved Republican sestertii (HI 166-170) and the strangely broken 
denarius of  Septimius Severus (HI 293) both serve as reminders of  the possibility that mutilated 
coins may have been deposited at much later dates. At both Bath and Hayling Island there is a rela-
tively high number of  mutilated coins from  the period 69-96 and these coins could easily have 
been deposited in the mid second century. Many of  the coins from  Bath are in such a worn state that 
they had clearly been in circulation for  a long time before  being deposited. While the corrosive 
nature of  the spring has been commented on,70 the presence of  coins in excellent condition suggests 
that the wear was not entirely the fault  of  the water. A beautifully  preserved sestertius of  Marcus 
Aurelius on display at Bath, and thus unavailable for  proper examination, shows a distinct edge cut 
and is described by the accompanying text as having a 'clipped edge.' Thus a full  examination of 
the coins from  Bath may well reveal more mutilated coins from  later periods and it may not be 
unreasonable to argue that mutilation extended as far  as the mid 2nd century or later.71 However, 

l. 68 R. Reece, Roman Coins from  140 Sites  in Britain, Cotswold Studies 4 (Cirencester, 1991), p. 
69 Briggs et ai., op. cit. n. 9 above, p. 2. 
70 Walker, op. cit. n. 17 above. 
71 The author has also recently seen a bronze imitation of  a coin of  Postumus of  the victory advancing type, from  a recently 

acquired hoard of  323 coins, almost all of  Postumus, in the Romische-Germanisches Museum in Cologne (acc. No. 2000.40.123), 
which shows three large cuts radiating out from  a central point on the obverse. 
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the lack of  any mutilated coins between AD 96 and 193 is an excellent reason to limit the practice to 
the 1st century although isolated examples do break that barrier as the graph reveals. 

It is difficult  to gauge whether or not there was any particular preference  in mutilating different 
types or denominations. For instance, if  we consider the mutilated coins from  Bath up to the Flavian 
period, we find  that asses are the most commonly mutilated type of  coin. However, when expressed 
as a percentage of  the entire number of  asses from  that period we find  that the amount is not particu-
larly higher than that of  any other denomination, see Table 7 below. A more extensive study of  muti-
lated denominations that incorporated a larger number of  coins from  a more diverse group of  sites 
would be needed to show a tendency towards the mutilation of  a particular denomination. 

TABLE 7. Mutilated Coins from Bath up to the Flavians. 

Total  Mutilated 
Type  Examples from  Bath Totals  from  Bath Percentage 

as 6 588 1.02 
dupondius 4 386 1.04 
sestertius 0 48 0.00 
denarius 1 28 3.57 

The Forms of  Mutilation 
The form  taken by mutilation is not unimportant. A detailed study of  mutilated coins in Britain 
and Gaul would likely reveal chronological patterns in the types of  mutilation employed. An 
examination of  the types of  mutilation applied to other objects would be essential in a further 
study of  coin mutilation. Even looking at the few  examples of  mutilated coins from  Britain which 
are discussed here it is possible to draw a few  simple conclusions. 

Bent coins, at least at Hayling Island, are found  primarily amongst the earlier Iron Age coins with 
the two stray Roman pieces being Claudian. Bending seems to be one of  the most common methods 
of  mutilating votive weaponry. A twisted silver model spear72 found  at Uley is a typical example and 
numerous other examples of  twisted iron weapons and tools can be seen on display in the new 
Romano-British galleries at the British Museum. The only other object described in the Bath cata-
logue as mutilated, which is not a coin, is a segment of  bracelet that has been bent into a ring.73 

Slashing seems to occur largely on the later pieces. Only two of  the Iron Age pieces from 
Hayling Island were slashed and there is no reason to suppose that the earlier Republican coins 
were not still in circulation at the time of  the invasion. There is, as of  yet, no proof  that Roman 
coins entered Britain, via trade or any other means, prior to the invasion.74 The evidence from 
Hayling Island has suggested that mutilation, in all its forms,  was at a peak shortly before  and 
after  the invasion75, but the evidence from  Bath, where slashed coins of  Vespasian and Domitian 
are known, suggests that coins were slashed even longer. Slashing is also seen on the blades of 
miniature models of  axes from  temple sites in Britain.76 Like the coins, these model axes fall  later 
in the tradition of  votive offerings. 

Halved coins present an interesting problem. There is no doubt that coins were sometimes halved 
for  the purpose of  making change. Halving occurred in two separate and unrelated instances, the 
first  in the late 1st century BC, probably in the 20s, and the second in the 30s AD.77 Halved 
Republican asses (such as HI 160-170) circulated in the Roman West and are strongly associated 
with military sites in Gaul, but they were not a part of  the British currency system and it has been 
suggested that they were imported into Britain prior to the invasion and served some kind of  ritual 

72 Henig (1972), op. cit. n. 7 above, p. 131, no. 5, fig.  111. 
73 Henig (1988), op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 21, no. 39, fig.  13. 
74 Reece (1987), op. cit. n. 41 above, pp. 13 ff. 
75 Briggs et at, op. cit. n. 9 above, p. 2. 
76 Henig (1984). op. cit. n. 2 above, p. 149, fig.  70. 
77 T. Buttrey, 'Halved Coins, The Augustan Reform,  and Horace, Odes 1.3', American Journal  of  Archaeology,  no. 76 (1972), 

31-48, at p. 46. 
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function  at Hayling Island.78 Certainly their highly worn condition would suggest that these coins 
had been in circulation for  a long period before  being lost. Thus HI 166-169 were probably halved 
in order to create semises but HI 170 which consists of  two thirds of  an as is harder to explain since 
it is difficult  to imagine how such a unit would have fitted  into the late Republican currency system. 
The coins HI 192, HI 195 and HI 261 were probably halved for  monetary reasons as well as the 
fourth  century bronzes.79 It has also been suggested that halved coins were used for  symbolic pur-
poses in ancient society, such as friendship  tokens,80 and this may be of  importance here. 

It has been argued by Briggs et al. that HI 263 (PL 4) has been broken in such a way so as to 
leave the portrait of  Vespasian intact but arguments that coins were broken in order to preserve 
a particular part of  the design are difficult  to sustain. The examples of  halved coins from 
Hayling Island variously show both the face  and the back of  the head of  the emperor. The same 
argument which has been made for  HI 263 (PI. 4) could also be made for  HI 293 (PI. 4) which 
preserves the face  of  the emperor much better. However, in both instances it could equally be 
argued that the intention of  the breakage was to preserve elements of  the reverse designs. The 
star and the prow of  the galley on HI 263 and Hercules on HI 293. A final  caution is provided 
by HI 198 which preserves neither the bust of  Octavian nor the trophy on the reverse particu-
larly well. The portions of  designs left  could even be the result of  how the coin cracked when 
pressure was applied to a cut made half  way across the flan.  Incidentally, it is easy to see good 
arguments for  preserving any part of  a design. The trophy on HI 198 could be seen as represen-
tative of  earlier offerings  of  war booty, the star on HI 263 could be said to have had some astro-
nomical significance81  and the image of  Hercules on HI 293 could be said to have been offered 
for  his connection with a deity worshipped at Hayling Island. The point illustrated here is that 
one must be cautious when making such interpretations. Until proof  can be provided that the 
ancients preferred  certain images on coins used as offerings  then it is dangerous to speculate. 

A collection of  33 gemstones, a number of  which are damaged, were found  together in the late 
19th century in an outflow  drain at Bath and may be somewhat analogous to the broken and halved 
coins from  Hayling Island. These carved gemstones, which are dated to the second half  of  the first 
century AD are thought to come from  the same workshop.82 While it is possible that the gems were 
lost from  the rings of  bathers it is argued by Henig that they represent an offering  made by a local 
gem cutter of  various pieces from  his stock.83 The condition of  the gems varies from  being broken 
and worn to the pristine. The breakage of  these gems is not consistent with the type of  breakage 
incurred during manufacture  and Henig argues that the worn and damaged specimens had been 
returned to their manufacturer  to be reset.84 But if  they had been returned to be reset then what 
business had the gem cutter in throwing them into the spring as a personal offering?  Furthermore, 
was this gemcutter so vain as to only reset examples of  his own work? If  these gems do represent a 
bag thrown into the spring by a local gemcutter then the possibility that some of  them were inten-
tionally broken as a form  of  ritual mutilation ought not to be overlooked. Certainly a number of  the 
specimens have been broken into shapes very similar to the coins from  Hayling Island. 

The Authors of  Mutilation 
The identity of  the individual who mutilated the coins may have varied from  site to site. Aubin and 
Meissonnier have commented that mutilation from  one particular Gallic site, La Villeneuve-au-
Chatelot, is so uniform  as to give the impression that it was the work of  one individual in charge of 
mutilating coins.85 At neither Bath nor Hayling Island can any striking uniformity  be seen in the 
mutilation, apart of  course from  the tendency to abuse the obverse. B8 and B22 (PL 4) are similar 

78 Briggs et ci!.. op. cit. n. 9 above, p. 54. 
79 See above under chronology. 
80 Buttrey, op. cit. n. 77 above, pp. 31-2. 
81 Brunaux, op. cit. n. 2 above, p. 91, mentions the significance  of  astral symbols on early Celtic coins in votive deposits. 
82 Henig (1988), op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 27. 
83 Henig (1988), op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 28. 
84 Henig (1988), op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 27. 
85 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 146. 
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however, in that both show a slash starting at the edge or an edge cut and another slash or edge cut 
in a diagonal line across from  the first  on the opposite edge of  the coin. The mutilation of  weaponry 
within some Iron Age sanctuaries is believed to have occurred after  the weaponry had been left  on 
display for  some time and before  it was buried in pits within the temenos.86 It is possible that the 
Hayling Island coins were mutilated after  most of  the entire offering  had been recovered by the 
temple officials  and returned to circulation. But at Bath it is certain that the coins were mutilated 
before  being thrown into the Sacred Spring and this is probably true for  Hayling Island as well. The 
possibility that only genuine coins were taken for  use by the temple officials  after  their display 
would explain the high percentage of  plated coins at Hayling Island since they would have been 
discarded upon discovery. But, as I have attempted to show, the coins were not mutilated in order to 
test their genuineness. If  good coins were collected by temple officials  they were presumably 
melted down for  their metal content since their mutilation prevented them from  being put back into 
circulation. If  it cannot be accepted that the temple officials  recovered coins from  the offerings  for 
the melting pot then later plundering of  the site might explain the absence of  a large number of 
good coins at Hayling Island.87 The difference  between mutilating a coin (or any other offering  for 
that matter) before  it is deposited and mutilating it after  a period of  display should perhaps be con-
sidered in light of  the shift  from  communal to personal offerings  in the evolution of  votive practice. 

The Purpose of  Mutilation 
If  we are correct in assuming that coin mutilation was performed  on ritual sites for  essentially reli-
gious reasons then this practice is best examined in reference  to theories on the mutilation of  other 
votive objects. Brunaux states that the ritual destruction of  objects has a connection both to the 
worship of  chthonic deities and to funerary  rites.88 The first  since the destroyed objects were 
buried and as such thought to feed  the earth and the second as destroyed objects were thought to 
be dispatched to the realm of  the dead. He argues that they were not destroyed as a form  of 
delayed sacrifice  since their rusted state would have made them third rate sacrifices.89  Brunaux's 
arguments are convincing for  the large earlier communal types of  sacrifices  but less so for  the later 
personal variety. Webster has used the term 'ritual  killing'  for  the mutilation of  votive offerings 
and states that the process made the objects acceptable as sacrifices.90 

The status of  votive offerings  as equivalents to animal sacrifices  is not implausible since they 
would have been buried side by side with the remains of  animals in the temenos. Aubin and 
Meissonneir comment that the purpose of  the mutilation on coins was to ensure the coin's perpetu-
ity as a gift  and render it useless within the secular world,91 but the coins from  the Sacred Spring at 
Bath were certainly ensured this perpetual status without the need for  mutilation. Furthermore, 
there was nothing to prevent mutilated coins from  being melted down and thus returned to secular 
use. If  such an interpretation is to stand then the act of  mutilating in order to remove the coin from 
circulation must have been necessary as a symbolic rather than a functional  action. It is perhaps 
better to view mutilation as an action without any real utilitarian purpose. 

Conclusions 
In the above discussion it has been consistently argued that the purpose of  mutilation was reli-
gious. Although the monetary and political theories do have merit and there is the possibility that 

86 Brunaux, op. cit. n. 2 above, pp. 126-7. 
87 Henig (1984), op. cit. n. 2 above, pp. 22-3 has suggested that the high proportion of  plated coins at Hayling Island represents a 

kind of  temple money and Webster, op. cit. n. 2 above, p. 123, has suggested much the same thing about the fourth  century minimissimi 
citing Lydney Park as an example. Neither suggestion is particularly convincing since the production of  such temple money would 
almost certainly result in the dominance of  particular type of  coin being found.  Webster's suggestion has also been largely refuted  by 
Brickstock in his study of  4th century copies. See R. Brickstock, Copies of  the Fel  Temp  Reparatio Coinage  in Britain. British 
Archaeological Reports. British Series, no. 176 (Oxford,  1987). 

88 Brunaux, op. cit. n. 2 above, pp. 126-7. 
89 Brunaux, op. cit. n. 2 above, p. 127. 
9(1 Webster , op. cit. n. 2 above, p. 122. 
91 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 146. 
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coins were sometimes mutilated for  all three reasons or a combination thereof,  neither the mone-
tary nor the political theory explain the seemingly exclusive presence of  mutilated coins on ritual 
sites. Nor can they cut the link which exists between coins and other types of  votive objects which 
have been mutilated in a similar manner. 

Given the geographical find  spots of  mutilated coins in Britain and the presence of  Gallic coins 
or coins with strong continental associations, i.e. the halved republican asses at Hayling Island 
and the Claudian imitations at Bath, it seems probable that the practice of  mutilating coins used as 
votive offerings  was introduced into Britain from  Gaul and the Rhine region. The similarities 
between the Hayling Island and Gaulish sites, as well as the known political connections with 
Gaul of  the local rulers is also important. Though it has been argued by Briggs et al. that the prac-
tice of  mutilation was most common in the years immediately following  the invasion, the coins 
from  Bath suggest that the practice may have continued as late as the middle of  the second century 
AD or even later. 

The different  types of  mutilation employed on coins, whether it be surface  slashing, cuts into 
the edge of  the coin, bending or halving, is not unimportant. An evolution of  the different  forms  of 
mutilation of  coins could probably be established if  they are studied with respect to other muti-
lated votive objects such as swords, tools and models. The manner in which some types of  mutila-
tion were employed did sometimes follow  a pattern in regards to the design of  the coin as is 
demonstrated by the high proportion of  mutilated obverses at Bath. This particular pattern is mir-
rored in continental finds  as is demonstrated by a hoard of  asses of  Lugdunum of  Augustus and 
Tiberius found  at Alesia in Cote d'Or.92 As seen in the discussion of  the halved coins from 
Hayling Island, however, one must be careful  not to speculate wildly about the significance  of  the 
images on the coins. For the moment, the very recognition that some sensitivity was felt  towards 
the images on coins is a profound  enough statement. If  it is true that attention was paid to the type 
of  image mutilated then it would not be unreasonable to expect the types of  coins used as votive 
offerings  were selectively biased as well. A more detailed study of  the reverse types used as votive 
offerings  is needed. 

While deposits of  weapons within Iron Age sanctuaries were not mutilated until they had rusted 
after  years of  display, it would seem that the mutilation of  coins occurred before  their deposition. 
This is proved by the presence of  mutilated coins at Bath which could not have been mutilated 
after  they were thrown into the Sacred Spring. Whether the coins were mutilated by temple offi-
cials or the individual making the offering  is still uncertain but given the variety of  types of  muti-
lation seen at Bath and Hayling Island the latter possibility is the more attractive. It seems 
improbable that the intention of  mutilation was to mark dedicated coins from  ordinary ones and so 
prevent their return to circulation. The reasons why coins were mutilated is best explained by 
theories concerning the mutilation of  weapons and the sacrifice  of  animals which are topics 
worthy of  a study in their own right. I would like to suggest that the ritual mutilation of  coins be 
added to such discussions. 

Aubin and Meissonnier argued that mutilated coins dispersed over ritual sites fell  into the cate-
gory of  offerings  rather than coins which would have been used within the temple for  ordinary 
purposes of  trade.93 The presence of  mutilated coins in the accumulation of  coins from  Sacred 
Spring at Bath, an unquestionably votive deposit, confirms  this theory. It also supports their con-
tention that the presence of  mutilated coins is a strong indicator of  a ritual site where other evi-
dence of  ritual activity is lacking.94 What they have argued for  Gallic sites can now also be 
applied to British sites and mutilated coins found  in Britain can be seen as indicators of  a ritual 
site here as well. The greater frequency  of  mutilated coins on French sites than British ones has 
resulted in a greater sensitivity on the part of  French archaeologists towards mutilated coins. Now 
that the existence of  mutilated coins has been demonstrated on British sites, future  study may pro-
duce further  examples. 

92 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 144. 
93 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, pp. 143^4. 
94 Aubin and Meissonnier, op. cit. n. 10 above, p. 148. 



'AS EASY AS A, B, C': THE MINT-PLACES OF EARLY SCEATTA 
TYPES IN THE SOUTH-EAST 

D.M. METCALF 

FORTY years ago in the pages of  this Journal Stuart Rigold, in a paper of  exceptional attainment, 
created the perspectives which still govern our understanding of  the early sceatta coinages, minted 
in the late seventh and early eighth centuries.1 He drew attention to the eclectic design of  the 
sceatta type which, although it was not quite the earliest English coinage in silver, he thought of  as 
the true beginning of  the sceattas, and which he labelled Series A. It amalgamated elements taken 
over from  several of  the preceding issues, in base gold and silver, which it replaced. Grave-finds 
in east Kent, and also occasionally further  afield,  e.g. across the Thames estuary on the coast of 
Essex, show another early type of  completely different  design, Series B, occurring in association 
with A. Rigold's instinct was that east Kent was the monetary gateway to seventh- and early 
eighth-century England, where the spreading use of  coinage was in some sense driven by contacts 
with Merovingian Gaul, using the short sea crossings across the Straits of  Dover. His original 
thought, therefore,  based largely on the grave-finds,  and hardly at all on single finds,  of  which 
very few  had been reported by 1960, was that both Series A and B were the coinage of  the reign of 
King Wihtred of  Kent (691-725), and that they were east Kentish issues, closely associated with 
the centre of  political power of  the kings of  Kent, at Canterbury. The consistently pure silver of 
the coins, and the pattern of  using more than one reverse die with each obverse, both reinforce  the 
impression of  an official  coinage. Upwards of  60 obverse dies were used in Series A, and substan-
tially more in Series B. 

Rigold's chronology has been pushed back, in line with a revised estimate of  the t.p.q. of  the 
Cimiez hoard,2 to allow for  the fact  that Series A was already old and falling  out of  circulation 
when the Aston Rowant hoard was concealed. Also, it has been suggested that Canterbury is not 
the only possibility as a mint-place in east Kent. The coins might have been struck a few  miles 
further  east, in one or more of  the wics adjacent to the Wantsum Channel, such as Sandwich. That 
would match the analogy of  Winchester and Hamwic, the former  the royal and episcopal seat, the 
latter the commercial centre. The Isle of  Thanet was still - just - an island. Ships coming from  the 
continent could almost certainly still sail through the Wantsum Channel at high tide, avoiding the 
navigational hazards of  sailing round the North Foreland. As well as this short cut into the Thames 
estuary, the east Kentish area included landfalls  at Dover and Folkestone, and perhaps also further 
west, at the salter (and small wic!) of  Sandtun  (West Hythe). From there, the line of  the Roman 
road, Stone Street, ran more or less due north to Canterbury. The sceattas so far  reported from 
Sandtun are nearly all of  the secondary phase. 

The idea that two quite different  types of  primary sceattas were produced concurrently in east 
Kent does not much commend itself,  even though there is no difficulty  in suggesting more than 
one potential mint-place. The broader picture from  England as a whole, including the secondary 
phase, seems to be that each wic or other mint-place tended to keep to its own distinctive type or 
cluster of  related types. (Rigold, noting that Type A2 was appreciably heavier than Bl (1.27 g, cf. 
1.23 g), toyed with the thought that they were both Kentish and circulated together like half-
crowns and florins;  but this was not a felicitous  idea.3) Series A and B are likely to have been the 
issues of  separate mints: but where? Were they even both from  Kent? The writer suggested in 
1993 that they belong south and north of  the Thames estuary respectively, with a presumption that 

1 S.E. Rigold, 'The two primary series of  sceattas'. BNJ  30 (1960-1), 6-53. 
2 P. Grierson and M.A.S. Blackburn, in MF.C,  vol. 1, at p. 142. 
3 The metrology of  Series B strongly suggests that Rigold's Type BIB is earlier than BIA. See D.M. Metcalf,  Thrymsas  and Sceattas  in 

the Ashmolean Museum,  Oxford,  3 vols. (1993-4), at pp. 100-1. 
4 Ibid., at pp. 95 and 102-4. 
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Series A was from  east Kent and Series B from  London.4 Series C, which replaces the legend 
'TIC' of  Series A with the runic aepa, but is otherwise almost identical (at least in the earlier Type 
CI), would seem to follow  on directly from  A, if  one can safely  judge from  the close similarities 
of  style. The coins signed in runes by the moneyer Pada, which preceded A, will perhaps also 
belong to the same mint-place, although they are only one of  the types echoed in A's eclectic 
design. Series Pa is so varied, typologically, that one should not completely exclude the idea that it 
was produced at more than one mint. It is less open to doubt that Series Va, the 'Vanimundus' 
types, were produced at the same mint-place as the coins of  Series B, which at first  (types BX and 
BI) have garbled Vanimundus legends. So we seem to have two sequences, namely (Pa) - A - CI 
- C2, and Va - BX - BI - BII. But some of  the continuities between the types are not altogether 
beyond debate. The single finds  show that Series A and B as a whole were both in use indiscrimi-
nately both north and south of  the Thames; and it has been suggested that Series C might be a 
clever copy of  A, originating in East Anglia. Another hypothesis might be that Type C2, which is 
rather different  in style, was East Anglian, while CI was Kentish. All hypotheses such as these are 
in principle testable,  from  the accumulating information  of  single finds.  Distribution-patterns of 
single finds  are capable of  providing evidence of  the most unassailable kind. 

The first  and main point that needs to be established is whether Series A was relatively more 
plentiful  in the currency of  Kent, and B in Essex. Given a reasonably clear differentiation,  one 
might think that this would go a long way towards proving that A was minted in Kent while B 
was minted north of  the Thames. We should be alert to the possibility, however, that a difference 
in the distribution-patterns for  A and B might be partly chronological, if  B continued in issue for 
longer than A (which it did), at a time when monetary circulation was expanding from  the south-
east outwards.5 The proportions of  single finds  of  the two series are best measured against the 
total for  the primary phase, rather than for  the primary and secondary phases combined, for  simi-
lar chronological reasons. The primary phase has been taken to include all the types present in 
the Aston Rowant hoard, plus Aldfrith,  plus Series W if  in good silver, plus coins of  Pada and 
'Vanimundus' if  in silver rather than base gold, plus (debateably) the '^Ethiliraed' porcupines, 
about which more will be said below. One could simply compare the single finds  from  Kent and 
Essex respectively, but it seemed possible that the data might yield more information  if  broken 
down into rather smaller regions. As a first  approximation, therefore,  four  regions were defined. 
East Kent and west Kent were treated separately. Between 688 and 694 they were politically sep-
arate, west Kent being ruled by Suaebhard, a prince from  Essex, as a client of  the Mercian king 
iEthelred, while east Kent was ruled first  by Oswine (also imposed by ^Ethelred), and then by the 
Kentish king Wihtred, who in due course regained control of  the whole kingdom.6 Suaebhard and 
Oswine apparently exercised a kind of  joint rule, in so far  as they acknowledged each other's 
charters.7 The boundary between east and west Kent, for  the purpose of  mapping the single finds, 
has been taken to be the same as the boundary between the dioceses of  Canterbury and 
Rochester, which is doubtless ancient, and may well preserve, in some detail, an old political 
boundary.8 When he had regained control, in 695, Wihtred promulgated his law-code at Bearsted, 
which lies on this boundary. 

Essex was also split into two for  purposes of  numismatic analysis. Because the Thames estuary 
was used by shipping to and from  London, with obvious opportunities for  coinage to enter the 
kingdom at various landfalls  along the coast, the (modern) county was provisionally divided into 
estuarine Essex, and north Essex, arbitrarily separated by the boundary between the National Grid 
100 km squares TL and TQ. If  coastwise shipping had an influence  on the composition of  the local 
currency in any way, this division should serve to pick up the difference.  London has been 
included with estuarine Essex, even though it belonged to the Middle Saxon province, and tended 
to be under Kentish or Mercian rather than East Saxon domination for  much of  the period with 
which we are concerned. 

5 Compare the maps for  Series A and B in Thtymsas  and Sceattas,  vol. 1, at pp. 89 and 103. 
6 K.P. Witney, The  Kingdom  of  Kent  (1982), p' 195. 
7 B.A.E. Yorke, 'Joint kingship in Kent, c.560-785', Archaeologia  Cantiana  99 (1983), 1-20. 
8 N. Brooks, 'The creation and early structure of  the kingdom of  Kent', in The  Origins of  Anglo-Saxon  Kingdoms,  ed. S. Bassett 

(Leicester, 1989), pp. 54-74. at pp. 68-9. 
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A data-base of  single finds  (omitting hoards and grave-finds)  now comprises some 225 primary 

sceattas, divided between east Kent (119), west Kent (31), estuarine Essex with London (42), and 
north Essex (33). (See the Appendix.) These sub-totals include finds  from  Reculver (with the 
north coast of  Thanet) (22 primary sceattas), Canterbury (8), Hollingbourne (9), and London (15), 
and in Essex, East Tilbury (14). Some of  the numbers are too small for  comfort,  statistically; but 
otherwise their main systematic defect  is that a number of  porcupines have had to be omitted, 
because it is not on record whether they were primary or secondary varieties. So the true total for 
east Kent might be up to c.l25. This uncertainty will not affect  the argument. 

In the four  regions of  the south-east that have been defined  above, the proportions of  the early 
south-eastern sceatta types (as a proportion of  primary sceattas) are: 

Pa 
A 
B 
C 

EKent 
4 / 1 1 9 = 3 % 

19/119= 1 6 % 

24/119 = 2 0 % 

14/119= 1 2 % 

WKent 
3/31 = 1 0 % 

10/31 = 3 2 % 

4/31 = 1 3 % 

3/31 = 1 0 % 

London, EstEss 
2/42 = 5 % 

4/42= 1 0 % 

10/42 = 2 4 % 

5/42 = 1 2 % 

NEss 
0/33= 0 % 

3/33= 9 % 

9/33 = 2 7 % 

4/33= 1 2 % 

From the percentages in the table it is very clear that there is indeed a tendency for  A to be rela-
tively more plentiful  in Kent, and B north of  the Thames. This can perhaps be appreciated more 
readily if  the same information  is presented as a diagram (Fig. 1) The ratio or relationship between 
A and B is what attracts the eye. In Essex, B amounts to 70-75 per cent of  (A + B), whereas in 
Kent B is only 30-55 per cent of  (A + B). 

% 
30 H 

2 0 -

1 0 -
Pa Pa Pa A 

EAST  KENT  WEST  KENT EST.  ESSEX  NORTH  ESSEX 
Fig. 1. 

One should perhaps just add that in other regions of  England, further  afield,  the proportions of 
Series A and B decline, as one would expect. Thus in East Anglia Series A makes up 10 per cent of 
the single finds  of  the primary phase, cf.  20 per cent (on average) in Kent; and B makes up 16 per 
cent, cf.  25 per cent in Essex. 

The coins of  Rigold's two opening series were used together, and mingled in circulation, as the 
hoards (West Hougham, Aston Rowant) and grave-finds  all illustrate. From their mints of  origin, 
wherever they were, they entered a 'money-go-round' in Kent, London and Essex. The table of 
statistics, above, makes that clear. The south-east, as a region, had an integrated monetary system 
in the primary phase of  the sceattas. Nevertheless, the coins did not mingle in circulation so com-
pletely as to obliterate all differences  between the currencies of  Kent and Essex. 

The motor of  this very lively monetary circulation was doubtless, to a large extent, trade. When, 
in c.679, King Hlothere of  Kent gained (at the minimum) a footing  in London, he maintained a 
royal hall there, with a port-reeve to look after  the affairs  of  Kentish folk  trading there. Barbara 
Yorke has pointed out that two charters, granted in 733 and 734 respectively, refer  back probably 
to the time of  Hlothere. The earlier of  the charters grants to Mildred, abbess of  Minster, the remis-
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sion of  toll on one ship a year in the port of  London. The second charter makes a similar conces-
sion to the bishop of  Rochester. Both charters evidently confirm  a privilege of  long standing, 
using the same form  of  words: 'many, not without cause, seek to have things which are known to 
have been conferred  on them confirmed  in a document'. (Archbishop Theodore of  Tarsus, who 
arrived in Canterbury in 669, was influential  in introducing written charters for  land grants, etc.) 

Coins of  Series A and B were also used further  afield,  in East Anglia, Mercia and Wessex, but 
the find-evidence  from  those kingdoms is in principle very unlikely to help us to discover where-
abouts, within Kent and Essex, they were minted. As with the rather notorious question of  sceattas 
minted at Hedeby and Ribe in Jutland, where the evidence of  finds  from  Sweden, however plenti-
ful,  has virtually no bearing on the attribution of  the coins as between the two wics in their home 
territory of  Denmark,9 similarly in England the problem of  locating the mint-places of  Series A 
and B within the south-east has to be solved using the evidence from  the south-east. We have 
already assembled good evidence that the mints are to be sought south and north of  the Thames 
respectively, in so far  as the currencies of  Kent and Essex show somewhat different  ratios between 
A and B. This is the most important perspective on monetary circulation in the south-east in the 
primary phase. 

But the glaring anomaly in the data as presented in the table above lies in the statistics from 
west Kent, and it will be rewarding to explore the discrepancy thoroughly. Not only is Series A 
relatively more plentiful  there than anywhere else, as also is Series Pa, but Series B is conversely 
less plentiful  than anywhere else in the south-east. (See the diagram above.) The normal explana-
tion would be that Series A was nowhere more plentiful  than in its region of  origin, which the sta-
tistics appear to narrow down from  Kent to west Kent. Within west Kent the obvious mint-place 
would be Rochester. Can this be? It seems a counter-intuitive hypothesis, when the majority of 
single finds,  as well as of  the hoards and grave-finds,  are from  east Kent, which had been the 
archaeologically rich and wealthy part of  Kent since the sixth century,10 and which in the anarchy 
of  the years 685-94 was the citadel of  Kentish independence. Rigold assumed that the Kentish 
mint was at Canterbury, for  obvious reasons. We may as well spell out one more obvious reason. 
The ninth-century mint of  Rochester (which could be expected, by the way, to have antecedents), 
produced only about five  per cent of  the English coinage, while Canterbury produced 35 per 
cent." The relative importance of  mint-places can change, of  course, but this would be a big dis-
crepancy to overturn. 

Before  we contemplate challenging the received wisdom, let us ask: is the information  derived 
from  the single finds  reliable? - or, more specifically,  is it reliable evidence for  the general conclu-
sions just essayed? That depends heavily on the recorded primary sceattas from  Kent and Essex 
approximating to a random sample in respect of  the varieties reported. The answer would seem to be 
that the data-base is technically satisfactory.  There is no reason, for  example, to imagine that in west 
Kent, but not in east Kent, detectorists reported finds  of  Series A more assiduously than they 
reported Series B. And the numbers from  which the percentages are derived, while admittedly some 
of  them are smaller than one could wish, and subject therefore  to relatively larger margins of  statisti-
cal variability, are unlikely to be yielding ratios so erratic that the general conclusion is unsafe. 

But perhaps we have arrived at an answer that has been to some degree predetermined by the 
way that the regions have been defined?  (To anticipate: this will turn out to be so.) For example, 
could the proportion of  Series A in west Kent be high because it was minted in London? (But 
where then was Series B minted?) If  one looked at the coins of  Pada in isolation (10 per cent in 
west Kent, 3 per cent in east Kent), again one might wonder about London as a possible mint-
place: two finds  from  London itself,  one from  Lambeth, one from  Southfleet  (just south of 
Gravesend), and one from  Cobham. 

9 D.M. Metcalf,  'Viking-Age numismatics, 2. Coinage in the Northern Lands in Merovingian and Carolingian times', NC  156 (1996), 
399-428, especially at pp. 416-19. 

10 S.C. Hawkes, 'Anglo-Saxon Kent, c.425-725' in Archaeology  in Kent  to AD 1500. In  Memory  of  Stuart  Eborall  Rigold,  P.E. Leach 
(ed.) (1982), at pp. 64-78; T. Tatton-Brown, 'Canterbury and the early medieval towns of  Kent', ibid., pp. 79-83. 

" D.M. Metcalf,  'The monetary economy of  ninth-century England south of  the Humber: a topographical analysis', in Kings,  Currency 
and Alliances,  M.A.S. Blackburn and D.N. Dumville (eds) (Woodbridge, 1998), pp. 167-97, Table 2 at p. 183 and Fig. 8 at p. 184. 
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Could the coins of  Series A have been minted in Canterbury, but be more plentiful  in west Kent 

because they were spent there? A regression profile  for  the ninth-century mints of  Rochester and 
London has been published, showing that their coins were relatively even more plentiful  in the 
distant Cotswolds than in Rochester and London respectively and their immediate vicinities: those 
mints had a long-distance function  connected with trade.12 Could something analogous explain 
the west Kentish data? No plausible commercial context for  a net transfer  of  money from 
Canterbury to Rochester suggests itself. 

Or again, is the grouping of  the coins by their series a potential source of  confusion?  The obvi-
ous question is whether Type BI, with its garbled 'Vanimundus' legend, and BII, usually with a 
crosslet in front  of  the bird, and usually reading just VAVAVA, are in fact  sequential from  the 
same mint. If  they were not, might it not make our statistics deceptive? Fortunately, it is quite easy 
to distinguish between Types BI and BII, so the proportions at least, among the reported finds, 
should be fairly  reliable.11 In the diagram, above, BI and BII are shown separated by a dividing 
line on the bar for  B (BX plus BI below, BII above). One can see that the proportions are, within 
statistical limits (only two properly identified  coins from  west Kent!) and within the limits of 
accuracy of  reporting, similar for  all four  regions, ergo, there is no reason to think that BII might 
be from  some other mint-place, for  example, an imitative coinage from  the Rhine mouths area 
which might be expected to generate a different  distribution pattern. The hoards and grave finds 
imply that BII is later in date than BI, and that conclusion is strengthened by the general contrast, 
in that respect, between the single finds  and the hoards, etc. In the Southend-on-Sea grave-find 
and in Aston Rowant, BII predominates over BI.14 The single finds  reflect  more fully  an earlier 
phase. (But if  BII is later, that makes it possible but not necessary that it should be from  the same 
mint-place as BI. Only the matching distribution-pattern is evidence for  the identity of  mint-
place.) BII is possibly a little more plentiful  in west Kent than in the other three regions; and the 
riff-raff  of  imitations, BI,D-G, etc., are possibly more common in Essex than in Kent. But that 
does not overturn any conclusions. 

Series A3 was almost certainly already in production before  BII was introduced;15 and Series B 
undoubtedly continued in production longer than A: one would judge that it was still being minted 
alongside C. We should therefore  be alert to the possibility, already mentioned, that a difference  in 
the distribution-patterns of  A and B might be partly chronological. The fairer  comparison might be 
between A and BI. If  the reader will refer  back again the diagram, he will see that this in no way 
disposes of  the anomaly of  west Kent. 

Similarly one should, just as a precaution, check that A2 and A3 occur in similar ratios to each 
other, in all four  regions (even though it seems reasonably clear that they are sequential); and like-
wise with CI and C2, where it is less clear. 

Again, could we have distorted the answers by deciding to exclude grave-finds?  This hesitation is 
prompted particularly by the coins of  Pada from  east Kent. There are two from  a grave at Sarre, and 
two more from  a grave at Dover. These would bring the total from  east Kent up from  four  to eight. 
But the percentage would still only be six per cent and if,  in fairness,  we included all the grave-finds 
of  Series A, B, and C, the total of  119 would rise to such an extent that 6 per cent would fall  back to 
c.4 per cent. And although there are no Padas from  Essex, there are two from  yet another grave in 
Ipswich (the Buttermarket cemetery), two other finds  from  Ipswich, two from  Barham, and no fewer 
than five  from  Coddenham, all in the Gipping valley. It's enough to make one ask oneself  whether 
the Padas could have originated in Suffolk.  To hold onto the whole picture, however, they were 
spreading into a vacuum so far  as silver coinage in East Anglia was concerned; in the early days they 
were not in competition with other sceatta types (the very scarce coins of  'Vanimundus' excepted) 
and their London/Suffolk/East  Kent distribution pattern should accordingly be viewed cautiously. 

12 Metcalf,  'The monetary economy", at pp. 194 and 195. 
" BII, 3 and cognate dies are problematic. 
14 The proportions of  BI to BII are, in Aston Rowant, 5:8, and in Southend, 0:2. Compare the earlier grave-finds  of  Finglesham (5:0) 

and Barham (3:0). In spite of  the statistically too small numbers involved, we may venture to conclude that BII had not yet been introduced 
when Finglesham and Barham were deposited. Yet both already include A3. 

15 See the preceding footnote. 
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Later, it was to become usual for  grave-finds  to comprise eight or even 20 coins. It seems that 

two was also a conventional number, in an earlier and perhaps less affluent  phase. 
By applying the same acid test, namely by examining the relative frequency  of  regional occur-

rence of  Series C and B (as we did with A and B), we might hope to gain some indication whether C 
is a Kentish continuation of  A, or whether it is (as has been suggested) perhaps East Anglian.16 The 
virtual absence of  R1 from  the south-east single finds,  and its occurrence further  north, makes it clear 
enough that it, at least, is East Anglian. I have pointed out elsewhere that C and R1 have different 
distribution-patterns within East Anglia.17 Regression analysis shows R1 focussed  in the Gipping 
valley, and with some coastal penetration of  north-central Norfolk,  whereas C is altogether more dif-
fused  in East Anglia, and tended to enter west Suffolk,  presumably from  further  to the south-west. If 
Types C and Rl-2 had been produced at the same mint-place in East Anglia, one would have 
expected them to show a similar distribution-pattern within East Anglia.  This is not the case. The 
ratio of  C to B, in the table above (and in the diagram), shows less of  a dramatic contrast between 
Kent and Essex than does A to B, but C is still relatively more plentiful  south of  the Thames - 0.61 
in Kent, and 0.47 in Essex. The regional pattern in thus very much the same as for  A/B, including the 
anomalously high figure  of  0.75 in west Kent, although the contrasts generally are less pronounced. 

Type CZ is, so far,  strictly a south-of-Thames  type. Perhaps it was an early issue of  coinage in 
Surrey, imitating the current type (C) then being struck in the neighbouring Kentish kingdom. This 
too can be taken as an argument that Series C belongs to Kent; but one should not push it too hard. 

A degree of  blurring is introduced into the foregoing  arguments by the prevalence of  imitation 
in Series C, and by the insufficient  description of  several of  the specimens on the list of  single 
finds  from  the south-east. Some of  the 'imitative' coins could, in principle, be official  issues from 
the regular mint-place, in spite of  their poor style. Others are arguably from  further  north (i.e. 
north of  the Thames);18 but it lies in the nature of  imitations that they are not necessarily or even 
probably all from  one mint-place. If  one attempted to strip out all the imitative and insufficiently 
described coins and to recalculate the ratios, the exercise would be to some extent subjective, and 
the numbers involved would become pitifully  small, and subject to such wide margins of  statisti-
cal uncertainty that the gain in clarity would be nugatory. The moral is the usual one, that it is not 
enough to publish single finds  of  sceattas simply by reference  to their series. The detail is crucial, 
and a good photograph is almost always desirable. 

The boundaries of  our south-eastern region are, on the south and west, rather clear-cut in the 
primary phase. Although there are some coins from  Holmedale, along the southern foot  of  the 
North Downs, there are none from  the Weald; and Surrey is also an empty quarter in the primary 
phase. The west Kentish finds  belong to a fairly  narrow corridor, the line of  the Roman Watling 
Street, leading to only one important monetary destination: London. Beyond that, of  course, lay 
Mercia. Northwards, between Essex and Suffolk,  there was a forested  zone which was a barrier to 
contacts. The only other zone of  contact was in the Hastings region, where Kent and Sussex came 
into rivalry. King Hlothere in 685 was killed in battle against the South Saxons; and it was almost 
certainly through this same southern land-gateway into Kent that King Caedwalla of  Wessex 
invaded the country in 686 and again in 687. 

To return to west Kent: there is quite a little cluster of  single finds  just to the west of  Rochester 
- at Shorne, two primary sceattas, both of  Series A, a Pada at Cobham, among three finds  from 
there, a Pada at Southfleet,  an A from  the Isle of  Grain, and two primaries, both A, from 
Gravesend. Finds reported as being from  Rochester itself  include just one primary (Series F) 
while from  'near Rochester' there is another Pada among two or three primaries. A couple of  finds 
from  Cliffe  bring the total of  primary sceattas at the itemized places to 14 or 15, which include 
three Padas and five  of  Series A. This is quite an impressive proportion, a little higher, over all, 
than for  west Kent as a whole: regression analysis would certainly point to Rochester, rather than 
London, (if  that were the choice) as the focus  for  the two series. 

16 
17 

18 
M.A.S. Blackburn in MEC  vol 1, p. 166. 
D.M. Metcalf,  'Determining the mint-attribution of  East Anglian sceattas through regression analysis', BNJ  70 (2000), 1-11. 
Metcalf,  Thrymsas and Sceattas, at pp. 110-12, 114-16. 
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One's reluctance to believe the rather clear evidence of  the table of  statistics arises partly 

from  an underlying unwillingness to envisage that Rochester was more important as a mint-
place than Canterbury, and from  problems in trying to imagine a commercial need for  a mint at 
Rochester. Canterbury, of  course, has been much more extentively excavated than has 
Rochester. One's unease may arise also from  a sense that the quality of  manufacture  of  the 
coins, the scale of  their production (as evidenced by the die-ratios), and their presumption of 
political superiority (as evidenced by the eclectic design of  Series A) all point us towards a 
political initiative by a powerful  ruler. Rochester does not seem to fit  the bill; but perhaps that is 
because of  Rigold's continuing influence  on our thinking. King Hlothere, to whose reign much 
of  Series Pa and A are likely to belong, could presumably have exercised his royal power in 
Rochester as well as at Canterbury. That would not be true, however, in the years when the 
kingdom was jointly ruled, or when it was divided. 

We have spent some time and effort  in considering whether the evidence of  the single finds 
for  an unexpected pattern in west Kent is reliable, without so far  finding  any obvious system-
atic defects  which would cast doubt on the prima-facie  reading that Series Pa, A and C were 
minted there rather than in east Kent. At the same time we have noted that this is a counter-
intuitive and that both numismatically and historically it is an unwelcome conclusion. The 
numerical analysis has been made on the assumption of  a level playing field.  The idea that the 
patterns may be distorted by political considerations, e.g. that the stray finds  from  west Kent 
include a significant  proportion of  coins lost in the face  of  adversity during the years 688-94, 
and thus behaving more like hoards than accidental losses, can be briskly disposed of.  Series A 
would have to have been the only type in issue, Series B not yet having been introduced, to 
generate the very unusual A/B ratio which we have calculated. While it cannot be categorically 
proved that Type BX was introduced before  694, the hypothesis of  A as the sole type seems 
extravagant. Again, if  it were true, the balance of  A2/A3 would probably be different  from 
elsewhere, with an undue proportion of  early coins of  Series A, namely A2. There is no sign 
that this is so. (We have seen, above, that A3 was almost certainly in issue before  BII was 
introduced; but the evidence of  the available grave-finds  does not serve to define  the chrono-
logical relationship of  A2 and BI at all exactly.) Moreover, the west Kentish anomaly is 
repeated three times, for  Series Pa, A, and C, and this seems a telling aspect of  the evidence, in 
that it precludes any one-off  event, e.g. an epidemic, as the context for  unusually numerous 
coin losses. 

Another extravagant hypothesis, mooted above, would be to give Series A to London, 
thereby leaving Series B without any obvious home. London's commercial importance, 
already by the late seventh century, is not in doubt. As well as Bede's well-known comment, 
there is charter evidence which gives us a glimpse of  long-distance trade. The general historian 
may conclude that the case for  London as a mint-place hardly needs to be debated; but if  one 
wishes to stay close to the evidence of  the single finds  it has to be said that Series B looks dis-
tinctly more plentiful  in Essex than in London, in spite of  quite extensive excavation in the 
Aldwich area. The political status of  London in the relevant period is intriguing. It belonged 
historically to the Middle Saxon province, which by this time was under Mercian rather than 
East Saxon influence,  but the Kentish rulers (as we have seen) were apparently able to main-
tain a presence there, at least under Hlothere (n.b. the Padas from  London and nearby) and 
again in the 730s. 

The single finds  of  thrymsas and sceattas from  London can be divided into two: nos I-XXXV 
are older and miscellaneous finds,  while XXXVI-LVII are coins from  controlled excavations in 
the West End since 1985 - the finds  from  the area of  Strand and Aldwich, which reflect  the com-
mercial activity of  Lundenwic.  The latter are an impeccable random sample, of  guaranteed 
integrity, while the earlier finds  are less well documented. The latter include only one coin of 
Series B, among five  primary sceattas; the earlier finds,  three among ten. Thirty-three per cent is 
higher than any of  the figures  for  B in our table of  statistics. That should perhaps cause us to ask 
questions about the date when Lundenwic  rose to importance, in relation to the chronology of  the 
sceattas - and about the mint-place within the London area of  Series B, assuming that it belongs 
to London. 
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Map 1 Localities where primary sceattas have been found. The number from each locality, i f there was more than one 
coin, is shown. Hoards and grave-finds are excluded. 

Series B was a very large and prolonged issue, and there is no obvious other mint-place for  it 
than London, except, conceivably, Colchester (where a thrymsa of  Vanimundus has been found). 
The only other place that comes to mind as at all possible is East Tilbury, but that seems to be 
ruled out, because the 13 primary single finds  include three or four  of  Series A and C, but none of 
B other than one specimen of  BIIIA. The best that can be made of  a poor case for  East Tilbury (a 
monastic site?) is that near-by Mucking has yielded four  primary sceattas, namely three of  Type 
BX from  the floor  of  the excavated griibenhaus, and one other, again of  Series B. 

The title of  this paper, 'As easy as A, B, C \ is intended to be tongue-in-cheek, and the reader 
should by now be able to see why. The three series mingled freely  in circulation over a shared area 
(and also far  beyond Kent and Essex), which means that the task of  localizing their mint-places 
depends on identifying  trends rather than shatp-edged contrasts. And, as we have insisted, it is the 
evidence from  within the south-eastern  region which is paramount. But the answer to which the 
table of  statistics of  the single finds  seems to point is not easily believable, as regards Rochester. 
Imitation (some of  it very skilful),  insufficiently  detailed reporting of  some finds,  and small num-
bers with their attendant statistical imprecision further  blur the outlines of  what seems to be a 
regional pattern that does not fit  at all neatly into historical expectation. 

Having followed  what seemed like a scientifically  rigorous method, by examining the statistics 
cautiously from  every angle, it only remains to pull the rug out from  under the whole approach. 
As hinted above, the flaw  in the methodology turns out to have lain in the way the data were 
grouped into four  regions (east and west Kent, estuarine and northern Essex). Let us turn, there-
fore,  to more refined  and more detailed methods of  topographical investigation. The percentages 
for  east Kent conceal local variations. These are brought out by regression analysis.19 Map 1, 

19 The method is explained and exemplified  in D.M. Metcalf,  'Variations in the composition of  the currency at different  places in 
England', in The  Archaeology  of  Inland  Markets,  Fairs  and 'Productive  Sites'  C.650-850.T.  Pestell and K. Ulmschneider(eds) (forthcoming). 
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covering east Kent and the Rochester area, shows the find-spots  and the numbers of  primary 
sceattas from  each locality (one each unless otherwise stated). Map 2 picks out the finds  of 
Series Pa, A and C, again with numbers, and adds percentage values based, at each locality, on 
a gathering circle with radius 8.75 km, or area 240 km squared. The size of  the circle is shown 
in the corner of  the map. The percentage values as calculated in this way are around 40 per 
cent in the Rochester region — but they are perhaps even higher, at around 45 per cent, in the 
Canterbury region. Everywhere else in east Kent, the figure  is lower than it is just around 
Canterbury, and that brings the average down to below the figure  for  Rochester. That is what 
threw us off  the scent. For London, the corresponding figure  would be about 30 per cent, as it 
is, also, for  the Channel ports. Along the Wantsum Channel they are around 25 per cent, while 
in the Isle of  Thanet and in the hinterland of  Deal they fall  below 20 per cent (consult Map 2). 
If  we remember the wide empty areas in the south of  the county, with no stray finds  of  primary 
sceattas, it seems clear that traffic  along the Dover/Folkestone-Canterbury-London route was 
the dominating context for  monetary circulation. Series Pa - A - C are relatively as plentiful  at 
one end of  the route as at the other. That is contrary to the patterns normally revealed by 
regression analysis, of  a decline in market share as one goes further  away from  the point of 
origin of  a type. 

Regression analysis is, in fact,  not the ideal tool with which to analyse the Kentish finds, 
because it presupposes the uniform  diffusion  of  coinage through the countryside. At least we 
can see that that happened only to a limited extent in Kent, where the routeways from  the 
Channel ports to Canterbury, and from  Canterbury to Rochester and on to London were where 
the money was. 

Map 2 Regression analysis for  Series Pa, A and C (combined). Base-map: finds of primary sceattas. 
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The model sketched above includes the little word 'perhaps' - perhaps c.45 per cent in the 

Canterbury region. That is because of  some uncertainty about the productive site 'near 
Canterbury'. Here, four  primary sceattas have been reported, of  Series Pa, A, A and C, plus an 
undescribed porcupine which may have been either primary or secondary. Following the rules of 
engagement, the proportion for  the productive site is 100 per cent (but in any case 80 per cent or 
more). With only four  (or five)  finds,  this could be a statistical aberration, of  course; but what can 
we do other than operate with the data that are available (while hoping, always, for  more). Could 
the productive site be a wic, where Series Pa, A, and C were in fact  minted - like Hamwic,  the 
home of  Series H? One recalls the contrast between Winchester and Hamwic.  For the city of 
Canterbury itself,  where extensive and varied excavations by the Canterbury Archaeological Trust 
have built up a corpus of  sceatta finds  which offers  utterly reliable evidence, the corresponding 
proportion is three out of  eight, or 38 per cent. 

It is not in the public domain where the productive site is. Bonser, who published the finds  in 
question, noted that 'the names of  the sites mentioned here are a compromise, usually agreed 
with finders;  near enough to give a usefully  general area, far  enough not to disclose the loca-
tion.'20 One has to say that for  present purposes the compromise would, unfortunately,  be a 
rather frustrating  obstacle to deciding the location of  the east Kentish mint. The writer had won-
dered whether Sandwich was meant, even though that was not really 'near Canterbury'. Other 
students have, evidently, been well aware of  the location of  the site, although without any help 
from  Mr Bonser, who is (quite rightly) the soul of  discretion. Mr Derek Chick has kindly 
advised me, from  local knowledge, that it is at Fordwich, just two miles east of  Canterbury, and 
on the southern side of  the River Stour. Two responsible finders  began to discover coins in 
1984, and continued into the late 1980s, when the two large fields  which were yielding sceattas 
were taken out of  traditional farming,  e.g. for  set-aside. Since then, it has not been possible to 
add to the list of  known finds  on any scale. Full investigation would probably confirm  that 
Fordwich was the wic, or one could almost say the commercial suburbium, of  Canterbury. 
Sandwich would have fallen  outside the gathering circle centred on Canterbury, resulting in 
decidedly lower percentages for  the Canterbury area. Fordwich is, of  course, easily within it, 
and helps to generate the high percentages seen on Map 2. If  the available data are a fair  indica-
tion, one should conclude that the 'productive site', rather than Canterbury itself,  was the mint-
place. We have to try to imagine a much larger total of  sceatta finds,  if  circumstances for 
searching had continued to be favourable.  If  we knew of  only four  finds  from  Hamwic, how 
could we imagine the distinctive emphasis on Series H, revealed by excavation? At the produc-
tive site, the proportion of  Series Pa - A - C is high; at Minster-in-Thanet and Reculver (always 
to be understood as including the north coast of  Thanet) the percentages are lower. All routes, it 
seems, led through Canterbury; and the pattern of  currency in Kent was dominated by the long-
distance routes, across the Channel and towards London. To be able to assert that much on the 
evidence of  the regression analysis is by no means purely negative, in establishing the character 
of  monetary affairs.  On Map 2, the contours based on the percentages have been sketched in on 
the basis of  that general understanding. 

The idea that Rochester was the mint-place of  Series A can now be dismissed, in favour  of  rein-
stating the historically more obvious choice, Canterbury - or rather, Fordwich. The only limiting 
factor  on the evidence for  this statement lies with the too-small total of  primary sceattas which the 
Fordwich site has so far  yielded. 

A final  backward glance: figures  of  around 40 per cent at Rochester are, after  all, almost as high 
as in the Canterbury region. Could Series A, etc., have been minted at both places? Could Types 
A2 and A3, for  example, be from  different  mints? The evidence which makes that very unlikely 
has already been discussed in connection with Fig. 1. It is in principle possible that the classifica-
tion is defective,  in the sense that some individual dies have been, as it were, pushed in with A2 or 
A3 in spite of  small but significant  differences  of  style. There is no reason, in fact,  to think that 

M. Bonser, 'Fifteen  years of  coin finds  from  productive sites'. The  Yorkshire  Numismatist  3 (1997), 39-45, at p. 40. 
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this might have happened. The easiest way to check on it would be to trawl through the finds  from 
west Kent for  stylistically unusual specimens. But one cannot make a list of  the individual dies of 
Series A found  in west Kent, because the coins have been published only summarily. This illus-
trates the point, that a find-record  which merely says 'Series A' is not enough: a photo good 
enough for  die-identification  is needed. 

We turn, next, to the AUthilirced.  runic porcupines. The difficult  questions of  their date and 
attribution are inter-connected. Rigold dismissed any notion that they were Mercian, on 
grounds of  chronology. Now that the dating has all been shifted  back, the rejection is not quite 
so easy. It is tempting to give them, after  all, to King iEthelred of  Mercia (674-704), and to 
think that he may have been imitating the signed coins of  King Aldfrith  of  Northumbria. We 
have seen that he was involved in Kentish affairs,  as the overlord of  both Suaebhard and 
Oswine. The ^Ethilirseds were unrepresented in the Aston Rowant hoard, but is that because 
their issue post-dates the hoard, or because (like Series A) they were already old and had 
largely fallen  out of  circulation? Statistically one would in that case expect fewer  specimens in 
the hoard than there were of  Series A - of  which there were only three. Their absence if  early 
is unremarkable. Their absence from  the large West Hougham hoard is, however, more difficult 
to explain, if  they are early. Other inconclusive arguments also favour  the later option, i.e. that 
they belong right at the end of  the primary phase. There was one in the Woodham Walter 
hoard, for  example, and three from  the plundered 'North of  England' site (??Flixborough) 
where they seem to have been in association with Series G and early J. Their alloy (two speci-
mens analysed, 86-88 per cent 'silver') would be distinctly sub-standard for  early in the pri-
mary phase. And, of  course, they have to be later in origin than their porcupine prototype 
(c.695?). 

Map 3 Finds of the ^ithiliraed type. Base-map: finds of primary sceattas. 
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arguments. There are now no fewer  than eight single finds  of  the Jithilirasd porcupines from  east 
Kent, but none so far  from  west Kent, none from  London, and only one from  Essex. That the 
yEthibreeds are east Kentish seems obvious. Moreover, if  they were nearly half  as plentiful  in east 
Kent as finds  of  Series A, the quantities in which they were originally issued were presumably 
considerable. (Note that this argument is not affected  by possible differences  in average die-out-
put between the types compared.) Their absence from  the grave-finds,  and from  the West 
Hougham hoard, takes on extra force  from  the quantities involved, and thus becomes an addi-
tional argument against an early date. The eight finds  are from  Canterbury, Fordwich, Minster-in-
Thanet, Reculver, St Peters, Eastry, West Hythe (Sandtun)  and Stone-next-Faversham (Map 3). 
The national distribution includes a further  four  finds  from  Norfolk  and one from  Suffolk  (but 
only one from  Mercia!), thus an easterly pattern. As to whose coins they were, the only official 
candidates would seem to be the archbishop of  Canterbury, or the abbot of  St Augustine's (who 
is mentioned in the Grateley decrees, where Canterbury had four  royal moneyers, Rochester had 
three moneyers, the archbishop had two, and the abbot had one). Some students may prefer  to 
entertain the idea that ^Ethelraed was a free-lance  moneyer, although the quantities issued make 
that thesis difficult. 

Given that 19 coins of  Series A from  east Kent are matched by ten single finds  from  the 
Rochester area and beyond, the eight iEthilirasds in east Kent should have been matched by about 
four,  cf.  none so far  - which is too close to the margins of  statistical significance  for  comfort.  But 
assuming for  the moment that the facts  are not misleading, why should this be? One's instinct is 
that monetary circulation slowed down and became more local for  a few  years around the end of 
the primary phase, but this would be difficult  to demonstrate. 

The writer has recently argued that the joint coinage of  Archbishop Ecgberht with King 
Eadberht of  Northumbria was sometimes used by the archbishop to give financial  support to out-
lying churches in his province.21 It crossed his mind to wonder whether the archbishop of 
Canterbury might have acted similarly. That could perhaps have generated a distribution-pattern 
that was inexplicable in a straightforwardly  commercial context, as it does in Northumbria. The 
only interesting evidence from  Kent concerns the iEthilirad from  Stone-next-Faversham, a rela-
tively empty area of  the finds  map, and probably eccentric to the distribution-pattern for  the type. 
The coin comes from  the excavations of  a Roman mausoleum converted to a Christian chapel - as 
does a Series W, far  from  its West Saxon home, to which a special explanation might also apply. 

Finally, how do the grave-finds  from  Kent and Essex fit  in with the arguments that have 
been sketched? It is intriguing that they so rarely contain porcupines alongside Series A, B 
and C. The question arises whether this can really be because they were deposited before  por-
cupines were struck (i.e. before  c.695?) or (alternatively) before  they reached south-east 
England in any numbers (but surely there would be little delay). The King's Lynn find,  of  20 
coins, conjecturally a grave-find,  is late primary in date, but it already contains three conti-
nental runics (Series D) and four  porcupines, of  which one is secondary. The association of 
these coins in a single find  may be taken as secure.22 The problem is sharpened by the evi-
dence of  the single finds  from  the south-east: we now know that primary porcupines make up 
close to a quarter of  all the primary sceattas. A more detailed examination of  their distribution 
in Kent shows that they are not, for  example, significantly  coastal, and that they show no 
obvious local concentrations. 

The relative chronology of  the grave-finds  has been assessed on the basis of  the dwindling pro-
portion of  Series A and the appearance of  C, particularly C2, and of  BII. It is virtually certain that 
porcupines had been reaching England in quantity for  some time before  the deposit of  the 
Southend grave-find.  Hoards, such as Aston Rowant (concealed before  the end of  the primary 
phase) and another from  the Rodings, apparently concealed at much the same date, show a mixed 

21 D.M. Metcalf.  'Financial support for  the church: a perspective on the uses of  money in seventh- and eighth-century Northumbria' 
(forthcoming). 

22 Metcalf,  Thrymsas and Sceattas, at pp. 176 f„  185 and 230, where the secondary porcupine is illustrated. 
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currency in which continental coins were plentiful.  Were the porcupines and continental runics 
deemed somehow unsuitable for  funerary  use? Did the Anglo-Saxons, like Rupert Brooke, dream 
of  an English heaven? 

So much for  the primary sceattas. An obvious supplementary enquiry, at this point, is to 
ask whether the secondary sceattas found  in Kent can help our understanding of  the primaries 
by revealing the same (or different)  sorts of  patterns in east and west Kent. Were any second-
ary sceatta types relatively more plentiful  in west Kent than in east Kent? How do the assem-
blages from  the two parts of  Kent compare with what is found  in London, from  the secondary 
phase? This enquiry is unfortunately  not yet fully  viable, because only 16 single finds  of  the 
secondary phase are on record from  west Kent (compared with 116 from  east Kent). 
Percentage values are therefore  subject to unacceptably wide margins of  uncertainty. That 
said, there are no types that offer  themselves, even provisionally, as candidates for  a 
Rochester attribution. 

It is reasonably clear that foreign  sceattas (secondary porcupines and Wodan/monsters) make 
up a significantly  larger proportion of  the currency in east Kent than they do in west Kent or in 
London. Series K, Types 32a, 33, and 42 are clearly east Kentish. Series V is almost certainly 
east Kentish, as is Series M. London shows its East Saxon connections by the prominence of 
Series S, which is otherwise quite localized in Essex. Series N and U both appear to be more 
plentiful  in east Kent than in west Kent or London.23 The assemblage from  west Kent is, in short, 
rather miscellaneous. 

Map 4 Regression analysis for  Series K, Types 32a, 33 and 42 (together). Base-map: finds of secondary sceattas. The 
gathering circle is the same as for  Fig. 2. 

23 But let us remember that there are only 16 finds  from  west Kent. The political dimensions of  the problem of  localizing Series U, Type 23d 
are discussed inconclusively in Thiymsas  and Sceattas,  at pp. 554-62. The reader may wish to scan those pages with Rochester now in mind. 
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The beginnings of  the secondary phase in the south-east should perhaps be seen in the context 

of  King Wihtred's consolidation of  power. Rigold quoted the annal, from  the bilingual Canterbury 
chronicle, s.v. 725, 'Obitus Wihtredi  gloriosi  regis Cantiae\  It must have been Wihtred, and his 
archbishop Berhtwald (693-731), who, very early in the secondary phase (c.715?) were obses-
sively interested in coin types showing wolves (Series V, and K, Types 32, 33 and 42). There may 
be an element of  anti-Mercian typology here. As regards the chronology, the Garton-on-the-Wolds 
grave find,  from  the East Riding of  Yorkshire, offers  an early context for  Type 32. Metal analyses 
suggest that Series K, Types 18/20 come later. That little cluster of  types is far  less well repre-
sented in east Kent than are Types 32-33-42. A regression analysis of  these three types is shown 
in Map 4. It differs  from  Map 2, interestingly, in being very localized in east Kent, and in having 
its focus  not in Canterbury but at Reculver and, perhaps, along the Wantsum Channel. Although 
more finds  would be welcome (as always!), the contrast between the two maps seems to be clear 
enough. Whatever the mint-place may have been in the primary phase, it looks as if  it was differ-
ent at the beginning of  the secondary phase. Had minting been transferred,  with the introduction 
of  Series K, from  the productive site 'near Canterbury' to some other wic? - or is the contrast 
between the maps the result of  contraction to a more localized monetary circulation? There is only 
one specimen of  Series K from  the city of  Canterbury itself,  and none from  the productive site, 
where admittedly only four  or five  secondary sceattas have been reported. The site did not disap-
pear from  monetary history in the early eighth century, as the rich haul of  coins of  Offa  testifies. 

The three east Kentish types of  Series K turn up further  afield  throughout much of  eastern 
England; money may well have left  east Kent by sea, carried northwards along Englands's east 
coast by shipping - as far,  for  example, as Garton-on-the-Wolds. (Likewise the /Ethilirads from 
Humberside: it is extremely probable that they were carried there by sea.) Trade may have shifted 
from  the Canterbury-London route, more towards the east coast maritime route. But the outliers 
should not influence  our assessment of  monetary circulation within Kent. 

The dramatic change in iconography at the beginning of  the secondary phase is, meanwhile, 
self-evident.  There seems to be a gulf  between the primary and secondary phases - and perhaps a 
break of  a few  years when minting was in abeyance in England. Typologically the yEthiliraed type 
looks to belong on the earlier side of  that gulf.  Perhaps some of  the minting arrangements changed 
too. A similar suspicion has been voiced about the mint-places of  the sceattas from  East Anglia,24 
where continuity between the primary and secondary phases, whether of  iconography or mint-
places, is by no means apparent. 

To sum up: this paper has argued, on the basis of  distribution-patterns of  single finds,  and of 
contrasts within and between those patterns, that the mint-place of  Series Pa, A and C is to be 
sought in Kent, and of  Series B north of  the Thames. Regression analysis supports an attribution 
of  the Kentish Series Pa, A and C to the Canterbury area, and closer consideration suggests a 
nearby wic. The pronounced and repeated emphasis on west Kent, in the distribution patterns of 
Pa, A, and C, seems to be a misleading feature  of  the statistics if  they are handled regionally. But 
even using regression analysis the Rochester area has almost as high a proportion of  Pa - A - C as 
the Canterbury area. That is on the assumption, favourable  to a Canterbury attribution, that the 
mint was within a gathering circle centred on Canterbury. 

On general historical grounds, London is the most plausible place of  origin for  Series B; but it 
remains a problem that B is not particularly plentiful  among the single finds  from  London, taken 
as a whole. That may be because the mint was not yet located in the Aldwich area, where modern 
excavation has been concentrated, but this is not a particularly convincing excuse. As regards 
Series C, the balance of  the East Anglian evidence is against its belonging to that province. 
Finally, the jEthiliraed porcupines show a pronouncedly east Kentish distribution, with no exten-
sion to west Kent (although this last point rests on rather slender statistical evidence). They may 
have been struck late in the primary phase by a moneyer of  that name working as a free-lance  or, 
more probably, for  the archbishop of  Canterbury. The find  from  Stone-next-Faversham may be a 
special case. 

24 Metcalf,  'East Anglia', BNJ  70 (2000). 
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Another very restricted east Kentish distribution is seen in Series K, Types 32a, 33 and 42. 

These seem to have been minted not at the 'productive site near Canterbury', but somewhere fur-
ther east, perhaps on the Wantsum Channel. Many more single finds  will be welcome, and it is 
important that all  sceattas, even of  common types, should be reported, because conclusions about 
monetary circulation are dependent on the randomness of  the sample. 

Attributing Series A, B and C is not easy. Until we have reliable evidence of  their mints of  ori-
gin, any attempt to interpret them for  monetary history will be insufficiently  tethered to the 
numismatic facts.  The distribution-maps strongly suggest that long-distance trade was the domi-
nant context for  the use of  the primary sceattas in Kent. By the end of  the primary phase, how-
ever, the currency shows clear signs of  becoming more localized. Comparing one 
distribution-map with another can provide strong evidence, which discounts many of  the defects 
and uncertainties of  the data-base. In the rigorous senses that have been codified  by the 'hard' 
social sciences, Anglo-Saxon monetary history needs to be based on quantified  hypotheses, 
which are refutable,  and the facts  need to be made fully  available in such a way that they can be 
revised and up-dated systematically. 

Evidence from  other regions does not help much. When sceattas from  the south-eastern mints 
were carried beyond the south-eastern region, they become second-hand evidence for  mint-attri-
bution. A topographical analysis of  the single finds  from  Kent, Essex, and London may not yet 
provide us with clear answers on points of  detail, but, difficult  as the arguments for  attribution are, 
it has privileged status. 

APPENDIX: SUMMARY LIST OF SINGLE FINDS OF PRIMARY SCEATTAS 
FROM THE SOUTH-EAST 

(This list is extracted from the data-base which the writer hopes to publish in a planned volume on monetary circulation 
in the seventh and eighth centuries.) 

East Kent 
Barham, E. Birchington, D/8. Bredgar, D/2c. Broadstairs, BX. Brook, C(imit). Canterbury and area. Pa, B, B, B, C, 
A3/C1, iEthiliraed, E; productive site 'near Canterbury', Pa, A, A, C. Chartham, B. Chestfield, A. Cliffsend,  E. Coldred, 
E, F. Dover, B, Vernus, F. Eastry, B, B, C, BZ, iEthilirasd, E. Folkestone, B, C. Fordwich, A, ,<Ethiliraed. Great 
Mongeham. B, Saroaldo, E. Ham, B. Hartlip, E. Hoath, E. Hollingboume. A, A, A, B, B, B, C, E (two or more?). Hythe, 
E. Isle of Sheppey, F. Kent, A, BX. Kingston, D/2c. Langdon Cliff,  BZ. Little Mongeham, E. Milton Regis, W. Minster-
in-Thanet, B, C, C, ^Ethiliraed, Saroaldo, D/8, E. Monkton, E. Ozengell, Merovingian denier. Petham, A. Preston, B. 
Ramsgate, B, B i l l A. Reculver, etc., A, A, A, A, B, B, C, C, ^Ethilirad, BIIIA, D/2c, D/8, D/8, E, E, E, E, E, E, E, 
Merovingian deniers (2). Richborough, A, A, C. Ringwould, A, B. Ripple, A. St Peters, j&hilirasd. Sandwich, BX, B. 
Stone-next-Faversham, jEthiliraed. Sutton, C. Thumham, B, F, D/2c. Warehorne, A. West Hythe (Sandtun),  C, 
^Ethiliraed. Whitfield, BZ. Whitstable, A, B. Wickhambreux, E. Woodnesborough, Aldfrith,  D/8Z, E. Wye, Pa, C. (Total, 
119) 

West  Kent  --d' 
Cliffe,  D/2c, E. Cobham, Pa, Vernus, D/8, E. Dartford,  B. Dunton Green, Merovingian denier. Farnborough, A, C, C. 
Farningham, A, B, B. Gravesend, A. A. Higham, F. Horton Kirby, A, A, D/8. Ightam, D/8. Isle of Grain, A. Kent, north-
west, C. Rochester, Pa, F, D/8. Shorne, A, A. Southfleet,  Pa. Swanley, A, B. (Total, 31) 

Essex, estuarine 
Biilericay, C, F. Bowers Gifford,  E. Clacton, A, B. Cranham, BX, B i l l A. Crays Hill, Saroaldo. East Tilbury, A, A, A/C, 
C, ^thilirasd, Saroaldo, BIIIA, D/2c, D/2c, D/8, D/8, D/8, E, E. London, Pa, Pa, A, B, B, B, B, C, C, F, D/2c, D/8, D/8, 
D/8Z, E. Mucking, BX, BX, BX, B. Orsett, D/2c. (Total, 42) 

Essex, northern 
Ashdon, Vernus. Chelmsford,  B. B, F, Vernus, C/R. Colchester, A, D/8, E. Essex, mid, B, D, D, E. Essex, north, A, B, C. 
Essex, north-west, A. Fingringhoe, A/C, F, E. Great Dunmow, D/2c. Great Oakley, D/2c. Halstead, E. Heybridge, D/8. 
Langford,  B. Langham, Saroaldo. Leaden Roding, D/8. Little Oakley, B. Saffron  Walden, C. Southminster, B, B, B, C. 
(Total, 33) 
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IT was a great honour to have been invited to deliver the Linecar Lecture for  2001, but at the same 
time it seemed a truly daunting undertaking for  one who is not a numismatist by training or pro-
fession.  It is true, however, that I have devoted much of  the last thirty years to researching the 
Viking-age silver hoards from  Britain and Ireland, but always from  the point of  view of  an archae-
ologist - an archaeologist who himself  excavates not buried treasure, but the contents of  museums 
and antiquarian archives. So I decided that a progress report on my hoard studies to date might 
form  a suitable introduction to my paper - to set the scene for  my chosen topic.1 

In truth, I came upon this subject by chance for,  when I graduated from  Cambridge in 1968, it 
was my idea that I should undertake research under the supervision of  David Wilson, at University 
College London, on the pagan Norse graves of  Scotland. But, at first,  he would have none of  this 
from  someone hitherto unknown to him - someone whom he thought might be 'just another 
Cambridge dilettante'! The true test would be for  me to spend a preliminary year studying in 
Norway, and so I set off  for  the Universities of  Bergen and Oslo. 

In Bergen I had the good fortune  to be taught by the late Egil Bakka, who introduced me to the 
study of  Viking antiquities as no one else in Norway could have done at that time, before  moving 
on to Oslo for  the second semester. If  1968/69 was a strange year to find  oneself  in comparative 
northern isolation, detached for  the greater part from  the events of  the 'student revolution', it was 
nevertheless an excellent one during which to be studying archaeology in Norway. For, in those 
days, a graduate student was given keys to museum stores and trusted to work there alone. Now, 
in Oslo for  instance, even a professional  archaeologist can expect to study only such objects as 
have been requested by him or her in advance of  their visit. 

In other words, it is no longer possible in the twenty-first  century (for  reasons that numismatists 
will readily appreciate) for  a young person, as I was then, to gain the experience of  handling large 
quantities of  archaeological material at first  hand, or of  getting the opportunity to poke around the 
backs of  shelves and drawers in search of  unrecorded or unrecognised artefacts.  I had the good 
fortune  therefore  to belong to one of  the last generations of  such students who were able to enjoy 
unrestricted access to archaeological material in major museums, including - in my case - gold 
and silver. There are many in these museums to whom I owe a great debt of  gratitude - and varied 
have been my adventures with showcases, safes  and alarm systems which are perhaps best 
recalled on some other occasion! 

When at the Bergen Museum, I was first  required by Egil Bakka to master the basics of  Viking 
weapons, before  being moved on to brooches in their many varieties. Requiring, at that time, some 
material to work on for  the purpose of  submitting an essay for  the Wallenberg Prize of  the 
University of  Cambridge, my attention was drawn to one particular group of  brooches that derives 
its form  from  the so-called 'thistle-brooch' of  ninth-century Irish origin - a brooch type that 
achieved its most florid  expression during the tenth century after  its adoption by the Viking 
settlers in the Irish Sea region. The 'thistle-brooch' was elaborated in order to display the greatest 
possible quantity of  silver, for  obvious reasons of  prestige - and this newly-acquired fashion  was 
carried back to Norway. There it was not only produced in silver, but was also imitated by those 
without access to sufficient  of  the precious metal in bronze and even iron; these copies were, however, 

1 This paper retains much of  the nature of  my lecture as delivered, on 23 October 2001, but with various improvements suggested 
by Marion Archibald, Mark Blackburn and Hugh Pagan, both in discussion and in the form  of  comments on my draft  text for  publica-
tion which was also read for  me by Sir David Wilson; I am most grateful  to all of  them for  their help and advice, but any remaining 
misunderstandings or errors are naturally my own. Notes and references  have been kept to the necessary minimum. 
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often  tinned so as to give them the appearance of  their silver prototypes. At the same time, the 
silver brooches were themselves available to be cut up into fragments  as required to make small 
payments, by weight, in the bullion economy in which the greater part of  Scandinavia operated 
during the ninth and tenth centuries.2 

This new interest in silver brooches, and thus in the hoards of  which many form  part, brought 
about a change of  plan on my return to UCL. Viking-age silver became the subject of  my Ph.D. 
research, still - most fortunately  for  me - supervised by the then Professor  David Wilson, 
although the thesis was never to be finished.  This was in part at any rate because I was fortunate  to 
be appointed to my first  post after  two years - as an Assistant Lecturer at University College 
Dublin, where I was able to commence serious research on the Irish hoard material. 

Viking-age silver hoards from  Britain and Ireland: progress to publication 
To live and work in Ireland at the beginning of  the 1970s was to experience the 'Troubles', includ-
ing the occasion of  standing in the crowd, in Merrion Square, while the British Embassy was 
being burned down in the aftermath  of  'Bloody Sunday'. Moving in these shifting  political 
spheres was the late Michael Dolley, then of  the Queen's University of  Belfast.  Dolley of  course 
dominated Irish hoard studies, and I consider myself  fortunate  indeed to have benefited  from  that, 
most generous, side of  his character which put the free  exchange of  information  first  and foremost 
in academic life.  There were of  course occasional schemes and conspiracies, including an unfor-
tunate occasion in 1976 when he inveigled me into meeting, in his company, the notorious metal-
detecting priests from  Navan in order to view some of  their illegal finds  which happened to 
include two silver hoards.3 This did not go down at all well with the authorities in Dublin who 
somehow received an anonymous report of  our clerical tea-party! 

Although the Norwegian archaeologist, Johannes B0e, had catalogued the Viking-age silver 
from  Ireland in 1926, the eventual publication (in 1940) really only amounted to a preliminary 
listing of  this material.4 The field  remained wide open for  more detailed research and for  some 
attempt at its analysis. It soon became evident that the antiquarian papers held by the Royal Irish 
Academy offered  a mine of  information  for  the re-provenancing of  material which had passed 
through the hands of  nineteenth-century dealers and collectors, as well as for  finds  no longer 
known to exist. This research brought considerable new light to bear on our knowledge of  the 
non-numismatic material in particular, given that such work had previously been focussed,  under 
Dolley's energetic aegis, on coin hoards and the coins themselves. Its main results were sum-
marised in my paper on 'The Viking-age silver hoards of  Ireland', delivered to the Seventh Viking 
Congress, held in Dublin in 1973.5 

The study of  the Irish hoards and single-finds  of  Viking-age gold and silver is now happily in 
the hands of  John Sheehan, at University College Cork, who has written much already on this sub-
ject - and has his corpus volume in preparation. 

Well before  I returned to London, in 1973, to embark upon my academic career at UCL, I had 
not surprisingly come to realise the exceptional importance of  the great Cuerdale hoard, found  in 
1840, near Preston in Lancashire, for  not only the research on Viking-age silver artefacts  in which 
I was then primarily engaged, but also for  the study of  the circulation of  bullion in the Irish Sea 
region during the period leading up to its deposition at the beginning of  the tenth century (c.905). 
Once again based in London, I was able to take the opportunity of  working on the mass of  unpub-

2 The following  three papers derive from  these brooch studies: 'Some Viking-age penannular brooches from  Scotland and the ori-
gins of  the "thistle-brooch"', in A. O'Connor and D.V. Clarke (eds), From  the Stone  Age to the 'Forty-Five  (Edinburgh, 1983), 
pp. 310-23; 'Western influences  on penannular brooches and ringed pins', in G. Arwidsson, Birka  11:1. Systematische  Analvsen der 
Graberfunde  (Stockholm, 1984), pp. 31-8; and 'Western penannular brooches and their Viking Age copies in Norway: a new classifi-
cation', in J. Knirk (ed.). Proceedings  of  the Tenth  Viking  Congress:  Larkollen,  Norway,  1985 (Oslo, 1987), pp. 231-46. 

3 These two coinless hoards, from  crannogs near Miltown, Co. Cavan, and near Oldcastle, Co. Meath, are now in the possession of 
the National Museum of  Ireland, although they remain unpublished. 

4 Johs. B0e, 'Norse antiquities in Ireland', in H. Shetelig (ed.), Viking  Antiquities in Great Britain and Ireland  (Oslo, 1940), Part 
III, pp. 99-136. 

5 'The Viking-age silver hoards of  Ireland', in B. Almqvist and D. Greene (eds). Proceedings  of  the Seventh  Viking  Congress, 
Dublin. 1973 (Dublin, 1976), pp. 39-74. 
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lished manuscript material relating to its discovery and dispersal contained in the archives of  the 
Duchy of  Lancaster, as well as getting to grips with the extant non-numismatic material from  the 
hoard itself.  This has been a major undertaking given that it amounts to nearly 1,200 pieces, now 
in twelve different  collections, of  which fewer  than a couple of  hundred have ever been published 
(and those mostly back in 1847).6 

To have been working on the Cuerdale hoard during the late 1970s and early 1980s naturally 
brought me into close collaboration with the late Christopher Blunt who showed me every kind-
ness and hospitality in this connection. Our mutual interest in the intricacies of  antiquarian records 
and sale-catalogues resulted in some memorable weekends spent at Ramsbury. 

The first  fruits  of  my research on the Cuerdale hoard were extracted from  me by Michael 
Metcalf  for  the Tenth Oxford  Symposium on Coinage and Monetary History, that on Coinage  in 
Ninth-Century  Northumbria,  which was published in 1987,7 shortly before  Susan Kruse, my 
then Ph.D. student, completed her thesis on the Viking  Age Silver  Ingots  from  England  and 
Wales  and their Economic Implications  (1988). Not long afterwards,  in 1990, I organised an 
exhibition for  Liverpool Museum, entitled A Silver  Saga:  Viking  Treasure  from  the North  West, 
in celebration of  the 150th anniversary of  the hoard's discovery. The associated conference  gave 
rise to a volume of  proceedings published in 1992, but nothing much new has since been heard 
from  me on the subject of  Cuerdale.8 However, my mission was never abandoned, the material 
having merely been laid down while other work was in progress, and it is to be hoped that in the 
meantime that it may have matured gradually and that the final  outcome may prove all the better 
for  the delay. 

In fact,  I have been able to spend much time recently back at work on the preparation of  my 
long 'forthcoming'  volume on The  Cuerdale  Hoard  and related  Viking-age  Silver  and Gold,  from 
Britain and Ireland,  in the British Museum,  which should finally  provide the first  full  catalogue of 
all this non-numismatic material,9 much of  which, besides Cuerdale, was acquired during the 
nineteenth century and has never appeared in print - or at least not to anything approaching 
modern standards of  publication. 

The work undertaken by me during my fallow  Cuerdale period, on the archaeology of  the 
Viking-age silver hoards from  Britain and Ireland, resulted at least in the publication of  my cata-
logue, for  the National Museums of  Scotland, of  The  Viking-Age  Gold  and Silver  of  Scotland  (AD 
850-1100), in 1995 - a project which had its roots in a Chalmers Jervise Prize Essay for  the 
Society of  Antiquaries of  Scotland, twenty years earlier.10 

The occasion of  the Ninth Viking Congress held on the Isle of  Man, in 1981, provided me with 
the opportunity of  bringing together the Manx hoard material.11 This was a somewhat tricky 
undertaking because it was the period of  Dolley's life  when he had developed into something of  a 
Manx nationalist, and his interpretations of  several finds  from  the Island were somewhat coloured 
by this factor.  I therefore  tried hard to steer a careful  line of  comment and criticism, not wishing to 
antagonise my old mentor. This is work to be revisited, as it will be in part for  my British Museum 
catalogue, but more particularly I look forward  to collaborating with Kristen Bornholdt in her cur-
rent re-evaluation and completion of  Dolley's pioneering work on the Manx hoards and the 
evidence for  there having been a tenth-century Hiberno-Manx mint.12 

6 E. Hawkins, 'An account of  coins and treasure found  in Cuerdale', Archaeological  Journal  4 (1847), 1-48 and 189-99; A. Bj0rn 
and H. Shetelig, 'Viking antiquities in England", in Shetelig (ed.). Part IV, figs  9-12. 

7 'Some archaeological reflections  on the Cuerdale hoard', in D.M. Metcalf  (ed.). Coinage  in Ninth-Century  Northumbria  (British 
Archaeological Reports, British Series 180, 1987), pp. 329-44. 

8 'The Cuerdale hoard: a Viking and Victorian treasure' and 'The Cuerdale hoard: comparisons and context', in J. Graham-
Campbell (ed.). Viking  Treasure  from  the North  West:  The  Cuerdale  Hoard  in its Context  (National Museums and Galleries on 
Merseyside Occasional Papers, Liverpool Museum 5, 1992), pp. 1-14 and 107-15; but see also now "The northern hoards: from 
Cuerdale to Bossall/Flaxton'. in N.J. Higham and D.H. Hill (eds), Edward  the Elder,  899-924 (London, 2001), pp. 212-29. 

9 The coins, on the other hand, appear in due course in several of  the British Museum's parallel volumes to the SCBI  series. 
10 'The Viking-age silver and gold hoards of  Scandinavian character from  Scotland', Proceedings  of  the Society  of  Antiquaries of 

Scotland  107 (1975-6). 114-35. 
11 'The Viking-age silver hoards of  the Isle of  Man', in C. Fell et al. (eds). The  Viking  Age in the Isle  of  Man  (London, 1983), 

pp. 53-80. 
12 K. Bornholdt, 'Myth or mint? The evidence for  a Viking-age coinage from  the Isle of  Man', in P.J. Davey (ed.). Recent 

Archaeological  Research on the Isle  of  Man  (British Archaeological Reports, British Series 278, 1999). pp. 199-218. 
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As far  as the few  Viking-age hoards from  Wales are concerned, there is of  course George 

Boon's (1986) volume to turn to,13 although Mark Redknap's recent excavations at Llanbedrgoch 
on Anglesey, in collaboration with the metal-detecting activities of  local enthusiasts, have brought 
to light coins, hack-silver and weights that form  an important new body of  evidence for  the nature 
of  the silver economy in the Irish Sea region during that part of  the Viking Age which saw the 
deposition of  the Cuerdale hoard itself.14 

Finally, there is the matter of  the 'Viking-type' mixed hoards from  north-west England and the 
northern Danelaw. I have discussed the Bossall/Flaxton hoard in so far  as it is now possible from 
an archaeological standpoint, in the (1993) Festschrift  for  Philip Rahtz,15 and the other major 
Yorkshire mixed hoard - that from  Goldsborough - will, for  obvious reasons, find  its place in my 
British Museum catalogue.16 Of  the other northern finds,  it seems to me that there is one above all 
that is in need of  re-publication: the Castle Esplanade, Chester (1950) hoard, deposited c.965. Its 
substantial non-numismatic contents (146 pieces, the majority of  which are ingots) have not 
received more than cursory discussion in print since they were first  published by the Roman 
archaeologist, the late Graham Webster, in 1953.17 It is my belief,  however, that this Chester hoard 
would now benefit  from  a total re-evaluation by both Viking-age archaeologists and numismatists. 
I do, however, understand that there will be an up-to-date discussion of  the hoard from  a numis-
matic point of  view in the introduction to the forthcoming  second SCBI  volume on the Anglo-
Saxon and Norman coins in the Grosvenor Museum, Chester. 

The dual economy of  the Danelaw 
Turning now to the matter of  the dual economy of  the Danelaw (or at any rate to its begin-
nings), I am clearly stepping into the shoes of  Mark Blackburn who has been developing this 
particular topic during the last few  years. Anything that I may have to contribute is genuinely 
indebted to him, both for  sending me copies of  papers in progress to publication and for  news 
and illustrations of  recent discoveries. That I have chosen to concentrate on the bullion aspects 
of  this subject arises naturally enough from  my background, as described above. How may my 
own data-collection and analysis of  ornaments and bullion contribute to the development of 
his own research? So, let me begin with a summary of  Blackburn's current hypothesis in his 
own words:18 

'The coinage is one of  the few  direct contemporary sources of  evidence from  the 50 or so years of 
Scandinavian rule over the Danelaw (in the period 880-927). It indicates how in this formative  period 
before  the development of  a distinctive Anglo-Scandinavian culture, Scandinavian practices co-
existed or vied with local Anglian ones. Thus one sees two distinct economies in operation: on the one 
hand the new vibrant Danelaw coinages - well managed despite their poor literacy - were seeking to 
establish a classic West European managed currency, while on the other a typical North European 
bullion economy persisted in some sections of  the community even beyond the reconquest of  the 
region by Edward the Elder and Athelstan.' 

13 G.C. Boon, Welsh  Hoards,  1979-1981 (Cardiff,  1986). 
14 Summarised in M. Redknap, Vikings  in Wales:  An Archaeological  Quest (Cardiff,  2000). 
15 'A "vital" Yorkshire Viking hoard revisited', in M. Carver (ed.), In  Search  of  Cult:  Archaeological  Investigations  in Honour  of 

Philip Rahtz (University of  York Archaeological Papers, Woodbridge, 1993), pp. 79-84. 
16 In the meantime, for  brief  accounts, see Graham-Campbell, as in n. 8 (1992), p. 112, fig.  9.5, and (2001), pp. 217-18. 
17 G. Webster, 'A Saxon treasure hoard found  at Chester, 1950', Antiquaries Journal  33 (1953), 22-32; see also C.N. Moore, Coin 

Hoards  2 (1976), 113, no. 444. The silver content of  sixty-two of  the Chester ingots has, however, been analysed and discussed by S.E. 
Kruse and J. Tate, 'XRF analyses of  Viking Age silver ingots', Proceedings  of  the Society  of  Antiquaries of  Scotland  122 (1992), 
295-328, esp. pp. 318-19 and 32.1-2. 

18 Quoted from  the abstract of  his paper on 'The monetary economy in the Danelaw under Scandinavian control, 880-927', pre-
pared for  a joint British Museum/Institute of  Archaeology, UCL, Symposium (May, 2000) on the 'Silver Economy in the Viking Age'. 
Also discussed by him in his papers, 'Expansion and control: aspects of  Anglo-Scandinavian minting south of  the Humber', in J. 
Graham-Campbell et al. (eds), Vikings  and the Danelaw (Oxford,  2001), pp. 125-42, esp. pp. 134-5, and 'The coinage of 
Scandinavian York', in R. Hall (ed.), Anglo-Scandinavian  York  (York, forthcoming). 
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Before  turning to the evidence for  the bullion economy, it is worth pointing out, from  an 

archaeological and art-historical perspective, that the statement that this was happening 'before 
the development of  a distinctive Anglo-Scandinavian culture', might be modified  to 'during the 
development' because it is during this same period that we can, indeed, recognise just such a 
development taking place in the widespread adoption in the Northern Danelaw of  carved stone 
monuments, as memorials to local landholders and others, as also in the adaptation of  Anglo-
Saxon ornamental metalwork, such as disc brooches and strap-ends, to Scandinavian taste.19 

One of  the most intriguing aspects of  research into the use of  bullion in ninth- and tenth-cen-
tury England in recent years has been the development of  the study of  test-marks on coins 
(largely by Marion Archibald),20 and those on ornaments, ingots and hack-silver by myself.  The 
testing of  coins was by bending or by pecking the flat  surface,  with edge-cutting only rarely 
encountered (although cutting on a ridge created by bending a coin is quite usual), whereas the 
testing of  non-numismatic silver was normally by edge-cutting, which I refer  to as 'nicking'. The 
distinction is, of  course, that pecking is undertaken with the point of  a blade, which raises 'a 
small sprue of  silver', whereas nicking involves making a small cut with the blade itself.21  It is a 
matter of  ongoing concern for  numismatists and archaeologists alike to attempt to resolve the 
questions as to why, when and where this concern with silver testing was initiated, as well as the 
different  techniques employed. 

Leaving aside the existence of  occasional test-marks on coin-finds  in England from  the seventh 
and early eighth centuries - and, indeed, those on the angled edges of  the larger of  the two ingots 
in the Sutton Hoo purse - as detailed in print by Archibald,22 we need to note her observation 
that:23 

'In the century following  the restoration of  a fine-silver  coinage in the form  of  the broader, thinner, 
pennies early in the reign of  Offa  (757—96) hoard coins and site finds  from  the British Isles continue 
to be flat  and unmarked. No coin hoard deposited in the late eighth century in England has been 
recorded, but coins of  this period, plausibly associated with a late-sixteenth or early-seventeenth cen-
tury find,  which reached the British Museum via the Cotton collection, do not display any test-marks.' 
There is still no evidence for  any regular use of  test-marks on coins in England by the mid-ninth 

century, for  as she notes:24 
'The Middle Temple hoard, whose non-recovery is convincingly explained as a consequence of  the 
Danish descent on London in 842, is composed of  flat,  unpecked coins and presumptively belonged to 
one of  its citizens.' 
As yet therefore  there are no signs of  bending or pecking; but what of  edge-cutting or nicking? 

Here the archaeologist has something to offer  because of  one small, but vital piece of  evidence 
from  the hoard found  at Kirkoswald, in Cumberland, the coins from  which consist exclusively of 
Northumbrian stycas with the result that its date of  deposition can only be established, somewhat 
generally, as the 850s or 860s. But, in addition to its coins, it contains one exceptionally fine,  fili-
gree-decorated silver ornament. 

In 1990,1 pointed out that this magnificent  trefoil  ornament25 

19 For a general introduction to Anglo-Scandinavian sculpture, see R.N. Bailey. Viking  Age Sculpture  in Northern  England 
(London, 1980); and for  aspects of  the ornamental metalwork, see C. Paterson, 'The finds',  in K. Leahy and C. Paterson, 'New light on 
the Viking presence in Lincolnshire: the artefactual  evidence', in Graham-Campbell et at. (eds), as in n. 18, pp. 181 -202, at pp. 191-9. 

20 M.M. Archibald, 'Pecking and bending: the evidence of  British finds',  in K. Jonsson and B. Maimer (eds), Sigtuna  Papers. 
Proceedings  of  the Sigtuna  Symposium on Viking-Age  Coinage,  1-4 June  1989 (Stockholm, 1990), pp. 11-24. 

21 I am grateful  to Mark Blackburn for  pointing out to me that numismatists are accustomed to using the term 'nick' in the sense of 
'groove', for  deliberate scratches on the surface  of  a coin (e.g. in the Swedish Corpus  Nummorum  Saeculorum  series), as opposed to 
my usage of  'nick' in the sense of  'slit', for  which see 'Nicking and pecking (an excursus)', in J. Graham-Campbell, The  Viking-Age 
Gold  and Silver  of  Scotland  (AD  850-1100) (Edinburgh, 1995), p. 33. 

22 Archibald, as in n. 20, p. 11. 
23 Archibald, as in n. 20, p. 12; in connection with Offa  hoards, I am grateful  to Marion Archibald for  the information  that 'the 

coins coming up at Aiskew, Yorks., are clearly a hoard - no pecks'. 
24 Archibald, as in n. 20, p. 12. 
25 Graham-Campbell, as in 11. 8, p. 107. 
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'contains within one of  its armpits a deep nick in the edge of  its base-plate, a cut characteristic of  the 
type used in Scandinavian silver-testing. This feature  ... indicates that the object had fallen  into Norse 
hands so that it is reasonable to interpret Kirkoswald as a 'Viking' hoard, although consisting solely of 
Anglo-Saxon material.' 
This interpretation is necessarily speculative, but the fact  remains that there is the one deep, 

angled, edge-nick - of  classic type. 
Moving chronologically forwards,  but returning southwards, there is relevant hoard evidence 

that can, with varying degrees of  confidence,  be associated with the activities of  the Danish army, 
which had invaded England in 865, in the years between 870 and 875. 

A convenient starting-point would have been 870-1 when the so-called 'Great Army' used 'the 
royal vill' of  Reading as their winter-camp, if  only the coins from  the hoard seemingly buried 
then, 'in a coffin'  in St Mary's churchyard, were available for  study. So we must follow  the Army 
to London, which it entered in the autumn of  871 to spend the winter, when it received immense 
tribute from  the Anglo-Saxons, at least partly in cash. Several hoards seem to have been deposited 
in this connection, during the year 871-2, but there are two substantial finds  deserving particular 
attention: Gravesend, on the Kent coast (buried perhaps in 871); and Croydon, Surrey (perhaps 
from  872). Both of  these hoards were amongst those discussed by Nicholas Brooks and myself  in 
our joint paper for  the Dolley Festschrift,  back in 1986, but which we have recently updated for 
inclusion in a volume of  Brooks' collected papers which was published in 2000.26 

Our (unchanged) conclusion was that the Gravesend hoard is problematic as to 'whether it be 
deemed a Viking or an English treasure', for  its only piece of  metalwork other than coins is a 
silver pendant cross, with central glass setting, of  Anglo-Saxon manufacture;  it has some 
scratched decoration, but shows no definite  sign of  test-marks. The composition of  its coins was 
used by us to argue against it having been a local currency hoard, for  these consist of  a mixture of 
pennies from  Mercia (428), Wessex (61) and East Anglia (49), together with a single denier of 
Louis the Pious - a mixture that could represent the accumulated treasure of  a member of  the 
Great Army, together with a single piece of  loot. On the other hand, as Hugh Pagan has pointed 
out to me (in correspondence), it could equally well have been a local currency hoard, given that 
all the coins 'are likely to have been struck within easy range of  the Thames estuary ... Bearing in 
mind the likelihood that Gravesend was at that date a trading port, to which vessels from  London 
would have put in, I see no reason at all to suppose that whoever put the hoard together would 
necessarily have been a Viking'. 

There is, however, one additional argument for  it possibly having been a Viking treasure, 
given Archibald's observation that 'its coins have been systematically bent, if  only slightly', with 
the inference  that this hoard 'of  tested coins had passed through Danish hands'.27 Unless the 
slight bending was in this case somehow accidental, rather than deliberate, it is of  particular 
significance  because it would then mean that Gravesend is the earliest such Viking-age hoard on 
record from  England. 

The Croydon hoard presents an even more interesting picture, given that it is the earliest 
Viking-age hoard on record from  England to contain, in addition to some 250 coins, three 
complete ingots and five  pieces of  hack-silver (one of  which is a cut ingot fragment).  The coins 
consist of  a similar mixture to Gravesend, those recorded being from  Mercia (94), Wessex (56) 
and East Anglia (24), together with seven Carolingian deniers; in addition, however, there are 
three Kufic  dirhems. On numismatic grounds therefore,  this has every appearance of  having been 
a truly Viking treasure, an interpretation supported by the presence of  the ingots, together with 
hacksilver of  Scandinavian origin (three of  the fragments  having been cut from  spiral-rings, most 

2(' N.P. Brooks and J.A. Graham-Campbell, 'Reflections  on the Viking-age silver hoard from  Croydon, Surrey', in M.A.S. 
Blackburn (ed.), Anglo-Saxon  Monetary  History:  Essays in Memory  of  Michael  Dolley  (Leicester, 1986), pp. 91-110; reprinted with 
revisions and a new appendix by J. Graham-Campbell, 'On the non-numismatic silver in the Croydon (Whitehorse) hoard, Surrey', in 
N. Brooks, Communities  and Warfare,  700-1400 (London, 2000), pp. 69-92. Detailed page references  to the two versions of  this arti-
cle are not given for  the discussion that follows. 

27 Archibald, as in n. 20, p. 14. 
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likely of  Danish manufacture  - in imitation of  those imported into the Baltic region from  Russia -
with the arm-ring fragment  representing a Danish prototype for  what was to develop in Ireland 
into the distinctive Hiberno-Viking arm-ring). 

According to Archibald: 'The English Lunette pennies and Carolingian deniers present are flat 
and without test-marks but the Kufic  dirhems, no longer extant but the earliest known from 
Britain, were edge-cut.'28 On the other hand, Blackburn has pointed out 'that the single Croydon 
denier now extant has two fine  parallel scratches on the reverse face,  which may be Viking test-
marks'.29 Be that as it may, the edge-cutting of  the Kufic  dirhems is duplicated on some of  the 
hack-silver, although interestingly enough not on any of  the three complete ingots. This suggests 
that they could well have been late additions to this treasure, particularly given that the one ingot 
fragment  has a dozen nicks and the flat  arm-ring fragment  has ten. 

It would not have been surprising therefore  if  the result of  their silver analysis had been to 
demonstrate that the complete ingots had been made from  English pennies, but not apparently so. 
Susan Kruse has commented that: 'the general high levels of  silver in the Croydon ingots make 
these alloys distinct from  those of  contemporary Anglo-Saxon coins' (that is to say the silver con-
tent of  the ingots falls  between 85 and 92%). It is also of  interest to note that the larger of  the two 
ingots now in the Ashmolean has an unusually high gold and tin content, one explanation for 
which might of  course be that its source was silver-gilt ornamental metalwork.30 

The evidence of  the Croydon hoard thus demonstrates a Danish background for  the edge-cut-
ting of  coins and the related nicking of  hack-silver, operating within a bullion economy, with the 
Gravesend hoard perhaps providing the earliest evidence in England for  the use of  bending to test 
coin - but without a peck in sight! 

On leaving London, the Great Army moved north to York, but for  a winter-camp its leaders 
chose to leave Northumbria for  Torksey in Lincolnshire. The use of  Torksey for  this winter-camp 
in 872-3 brings its first  mention in written sources, but there can be no doubt that this site was 
chosen because of  its key strategic location. Torksey is located on the River Trent, on an important 
trade-route controlling access to Lincoln, some 15 km to the south-east. In consequence, as a 
multi-functional  site, situated on a boundary, Torksey was an obvious choice for  a Viking base. 

By May 2000 Mark Blackburn knew of  at least fifty  early medieval coins from  Torksey result-
ing from  the activity of  metal-detectorists working across several different  fields.31  A few  of  these 
are eighth- and early ninth-century finds,  indicative of  the pre-Viking activity at Torksey, but the 
majority date from  the mid-ninth century, including five  silver pennies from  862-75. Most inter-
estingly, there are thirteen cut fragments  of  Kufic  dirhems, some of  which are tested by 'nicking' 
(but not by pecking).32 These come from  across three metal-detected fields  and so represent a 
series of  different  losses - more than are known from  any such site in Britain. As a result, 
Blackburn suggests that they will have been in active use at Torksey during the period of  its 
Viking occupation, alongside a selection of  gold and silver bullion (to be considered below), in 
connection with a large number of  lead and copper-alloy weights, including a remarkable concen-
tration of  the polyhedral type well known from  Scandinavia. 

The study of  Viking-age weights may be left  to others,33 but it is relevant to observe that the 
frequency  with which they are being discovered by metal-detectorists quite widely within the 
Danelaw is to some extent matched in Denmark where, until the advent of  metal-detecting, finds 
of  weights had been largely confined  to proto-urban or urban sites, such as Hedeby. It is also 

28 Archibald, as in n. 20, p. 14. 
29 Quoted from  Brooks and Graham-Campbell, as in n. 26, note 49. 
30 Kruse and Tate, as in n. 17. pp. 302-4. 
31 For Torksey. its coins, weights and bullion, see M. Blackburn, 'Finds from  the Anglo-Scandinavian site of  Torksey, 

Lincolnshire', in B. Paszkiewicz (ed.), Moneta  Medicevalis:  studia  numizmatyczne i historyczne ofiarowane  Profesorowi  Stanislawowi 
Suchodolskiemu  w 65. rocznice urodzin  (Warsaw, 2002), pp. 89-101; and M. Blackburn. 'Gold in England during the Viking Age', in J. 
Graham-Campbell and G. Williams (eds). Silver  Economy in the Viking  Age, forthcoming. 

32 'Nicking' is used here in the numismatic sense, as described in n. 21. 
33 S.E. Kruse, 'Late Saxon balances and weights from  England'. Medieval  Archaeology  36 (1992), 67-95; M.M. Archibald, 'Two 

ninth-century Viking weights found  near Kingston. Dorset'. BNJ  68 (1998), 11-20; G. Williams, 'Anglo-Saxon and Viking coin 
weights'. BNJ69  (1999). 19-36. 
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worth pointing out that one should not be too quick to assume that the presence of  weights on a 
site is necessarily indicative of  buying and selling in a bullion economy, given that weights would 
also have been needed by metalworkers to control their alloys, just as the production of  ingots was 
an essential pre-requisite for  the manufacture  of  various types of  prestige ornaments in the form  of 
rings made from  rods or from  flat  bands. 

Some of  the Torksey bullion has been described by Blackburn as follows: 
'Torksey has produced several pieces of  bullion of  typical Viking fabric.  Two small cut terminals of 
silver ingots and a cut section of  gold rod found  close together are evidently an associated group (now 
in the Fitzwilliam Museum). A group of  nine larger pieces of  cut ingots and ornaments, including two 
in gold, were not reported before  being dispersed in the trade in 1995. No details are known of  their 
find  circumstances, but it seems likely that they represent all or part of  a hoard. Independently 
recorded from  Torksey, and perhaps separate finds,  are a cut piece from  a spectacular Irish decorated 
brooch of  the 8th/9th century, and a portion of  a decorated gilt-bronze pinhead.' 
Since this was written, the Fitzwilliam has acquired some further  items of  Torksey bullion, 

including another gold rod fragment  and a piece cut from  a heavy silver arm-ring of  polygonal 
section. 

I am most grateful  to Kevin Leahy of  Scunthoipe Museum for  further  details concerning the 
hypothetical hoard of  nine pieces, which he was in fact  able to photograph in 1995. This is a 
particularly interesting group from  my point of  view because its silver component is strikingly 
similar to the bullion component of  the Croydon hoard, buried perhaps only some months earlier. 

The Torksey silver bullion consists of:  one complete ingot, four  ingot terminal fragments,  a 
piece of  spiral ring and a piece of  a prototype Hiberno-Viking arm-ring. A truly remarkable coin-
cidence one might have thought, if  were not for  the documented movements of  the Great Army. 
But at Torksey, there is the added bonus of  a terminal cut from  a gold ingot and a fragment  of  gold 
arm-ring of  octagonal section, bringing the total of  Viking-age gold fragments  now known from 
Torksey to four.  Between Kevin Leahy and Mark Blackburn, I think I know of  three or four 
further  silver ingot fragments  with Torksey provenances, thus bringing the current total of  silver 
pieces (other than coins) to sixteen or seventeen. Without personal examination, I am obviously 
unable to comment on test-marks, other than to observe that one ingot fragment  drawn by Leahy 
has clearly been nicked, recalling the tested dirhems - and thus, once again, the similarity between 
the Croydon and Torksey finds  in the testing of  both dirhems and hack-silver. 

By way of  conclusion about the Torksey material, Blackburn has written that: 'These finds  of 
bullion are quite exceptional, for  such ingots and cut metal work are only rarely found  in the 
Southern Danelaw.' The Torksey finds  are indeed 'quite exceptional', but the Danelaw material is 
ever increasing, both South and North. 

Before  following  in the Great Army's footsteps  from  Torksey to Repton, there is one further 
category of  fragmentary  metalwork, which has been metal-detected at Torksey, that needs to be 
mentioned, consisting of  broken pieces of  silver-gilt and gilt-bronze ornaments (the most diagnos-
tic of  which are of  eighth-century Anglo-Saxon workmanship), all clearly destined for  the 
crucible. Thus, there is evidence for  fine  metalworking having taken place at Torksey, a fact  that 
should recall my previous caveat that weights and ingots can be indicative of  metalworking activ-
ity as well as of  a bullion economy. 

Towards the end of  873, having exacted tribute from  the Mercians, the Great Army moved 
westwards to Repton, in Derbyshire, where they defeated  King Burgred and established them-
selves for  the winter in the monastic buildings, throwing up a rampart that incorporated the Anglo-
Saxon church as its gatehouse. This we know of  from  the Biddies' remarkably productive 
excavations that also revealed pagan Scandinavian graves attributable to the period of  the 873-4 
winter-camp, most notably the well-known mass-burial, in what is now the Vicarage Garden, 
which produced five  pennies.34 A further  five  pennies were found  in Grave 529, adjacent to the 

34 See now, M. Biddle and B. Kj0lbye-Biddle, 'Repton and the "great heathen army", 873-4', in Graham-Campbell et al. (eds), as 
in n. 18. pp. 45-96. 
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church and Archibald reports that these 'two small groups of  Lunette pennies and cut halfpennies 
[are] despite their Viking context ... flat  and not pecked',35 despite the poor quality of  their silver 
(or perhaps because of  it?). 

There are, naturally enough, no equivalent finds  of  Kufic  dirhems, ingots and hack-silver from 
Repton to those from  Torksey because very different  areas of  these two winter-camps have been 
investigated (and in different  ways). But what the Repton excavations have demonstrated is not 
just the lack of  test-marking on two distinct groups of  Anglo-Saxon coins, but something of  the 
manner in which members of  the Great Army might put their gold and silver to use. For, along 
with the coins in Grave 529, there was deposited a gold finger-ring,  making it the earliest Viking 
hoard from  Britain to contain a complete Scandinavian-style ornament. 

In working towards the completion of  my British Museum catalogue, I have been endeavouring 
to list all the Scandinavian-style gold finger-rings  now known from  England and have reached the 
unexpected total (yet to be confirmed)  of  thirty-eight. By 'Scandinavian style', in this context, I 
mean those gold finger-rings  made from  twisted or plaited rods, together with those consisting of 
bands with stamped ornament, for  such can be readily differentiated  from  the gold finger-rings 
favoured  by the Anglo-Saxon aristocracy during the mid-ninth century. Now, it is certainly true 
that many of  my thirty-eight, or so, rings found  in England do, in fact,  date from  the Late Viking 
Period because, or so it seems to me, the wearing of  elaborate gold finger-rings  constructed from 
plaited (as opposed to twisted) rods was a fashion  introduced from  Denmark during the reign of 
Cnut (or thereabouts), even if  the simpler twisted variety continued in use until the twelfth 
century.36 

Returning to Repton, the Viking warrior burial known as Grave 511 contained a silver Thor's 
hammer pendant. Until recently, the only such definite  Thor's hammer known from  England was 
that which formed  part of  the Cuerdale hoard,37 but once again listing for  the British Museum cat-
alogue I find  that no fewer  than eight examples have now been recorded, of  which over half  have 
been found  in the Southern Danelaw. 

So let us consider the Danelaw distribution of  gold ingots and gold ornament fragments.38  We 
have already seen how at Torksey four  pieces of  hack-gold have been recorded, in the form  of 
three ring fragments  and the cut terminal of  an ingot. As Blackburn has observed, there is only one 
complete, Viking-age, gold ingot known from  a coin-dated hoard in Britain and Ireland: that is the 
example from  the hoard deposited on Iona. most probably in 986. There is also, from  the 
Hebrides, a gold hoard that is perhaps more relevant to the Torksey material in that it consists, not 
only of  six and a half  finger-rings,  but also two ingot terminal fragments  and a piece of  gold rod. I 
have inteipreted this as 'the stock-in-trade of  a goldsmith', and so I wonder very much whether 
the manufacture  of  gold finger-rings  might not have been one of  the activities carried out at 
Torksey. 

As far  as the current distribution of  gold ingots known from  England is concerned, there is 
inevitably a problem, particularly if  they are single-finds,  of  deciding their date. But, for  now, I 
propose to take an all-inclusive interpretation of  this material and suppose that all such finds  (until 
proved otherwise) are indeed of  Viking-age date. So, in addition to the Torksey fragment,  we can 
list both a complete ingot recently excavated in Norwich and another complete ingot that is a 
single-find  from  Fenstanton in Norfolk,  as well as a fragment  from  near Gainsborough in 
Lincolnshire. In addition, there is one further  fragment  with at least a claim to be of  Viking-age 
date: from  Swavesey, in Cambridgeshire. 

So, surprisingly enough, all the finds  so far  known of  potentially Viking-age gold ingots (and 
their fragments)  are from  the Southern Danelaw. The situation with regards to single-finds  of 
silver ingots and hack-silver is inevitably more complicated - and certainly more balanced. 

35 Archibald, as in n. 20, p. 14. 
36 'The gold finger-ring  from  a burial in St Aldate's Street, Oxford'.  Oxoniensia 53 (1988), 263-6. 
37 Hawkins, as in n. 6, fig.  85; there is a possible Thor's hammer pendant in the Goldsborough, Yorks., hoard, published by D.M. 

Wilson. 'An unpublished fragment  from  the Goldsborough hoard'. Antiquaries Journal  37 (1957), 72-3, but this may well have been 
intended for  a cross (cf.  Graham-Campbell, as in n. 8, 'Northern hoards', p. 217) and is thus not included in my total of  eight. 

38 For details see Blackburn, as in n. 31, 'Gold in England'. 
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On leaving Repton, the Great Army split into two, going their individual ways to conquer and 

settle - in the process of  which they successfully  put paid, as it were, to the Northumbrian and 
East Anglian coinages. 

So we come, finally,  to the introduction of  pecking: that distinctive form  of  test-marking coins 
which appears to have no background in Scandinavia, witness the testing of  the Kufic  coins and 
hack-silver associated with the Great Army. It is agreed by both Archibald and Blackburn that the 
earliest hoard known from  Britain to contain pecked coins is that from  Stamford,  deposited about 
890, closely followed  by the Ashdon hoard from  Essex, deposited c. 895.39 So we have clear 
evidence that this was a practice well known in the Southern Danelaw by the 890s, that is during 
the decade after  the beginnings of  their new coinage, but this in itself  does not reveal why, when 
or where pecking was instigated.40 Such, for  now, remains matter for  speculation, requiring com-
pletion of  Archibald's study of  the Cuerdale coins - as well as further  work on the Scandinavian 
background for  ornament/ingot testing.41 

There are, however, no ingots or hack-silver in either of  these two hoards, as is also the case 
with the more recent find  of  a hoard at Thurcaston, near Leicester, deposited c.925, which consists 
of  a mixture of  ten Anglo-Scandinavian and Anglo-Saxon coins, together with two cut pieces of 
Samanid dirhems, recently arrived from  central Asia.42 As Blackburn has noted: 'The hoard is 
striking for  its mixed composition, as it contains both English and Viking issues, which were on 
different  weight standards, and two pieces of  dirhem which were simply bullion.'43 In other 
words, here is evidence that 'a bullion economy still operated in some sections of  society in the 
Danelaw as late as the 920s'.44 

I would suggest, however, that the Thurcaston hoard may just as likely be indicative of  some-
one newly arrived from  an area where a bullion economy was definitely  still active - such as the 
Irish Sea region - and who either had yet to get their monetary affairs  in order or were simply 
expecting to return home. As even Blackburn admits: 'We cannot be sure that the hoard was 
assembled locally, for  it could have been the purse of  a passing traveller'.45 

My analogy in the Northern Danelaw would be the Goldsborough hoard from  Yorkshire, 
deposited c.920, which Blackburn agrees with me was most probably brought intact from  Ireland 
or north-west England (and thus tells us nothing about the economy in the area in which it was 
deposited) 46 His evidence for  a dual economy having persisted into the 920s in the Northern 
Danelaw thus hinges on the Bossall/Flaxton hoard, deposited c.927, which clearly contained a 
substantial bullion element (even if  only one arm-ring actually survives).47 To what extent then, 
does this single hoard really stand up against the far  more extensive evidence for  the existence 
by then of  'a managed currency' in York and its hinterland? This is, however (as pointed out to 
me by Mark Blackburn), to ignore the evidence of  single-finds,  and he is clearly right to high-
light the potential significance  of  the latest such pecked example known to him, 'a Sword St 
Peter coin of  the 920s found  near Louth, Lines'.48 

39 Archibald, as in n. 20, p. 14; M. Blackburn, 'The Ashton hoard and the currency of  the southern Danelaw', BNJ  59 (1989), 
13-38, and in 'Expansion and control', as in n. 18. 

40 I am grateful  to Hugh Pagan for  his comment (in correspondence): 'What is annoying is that we have not yet got a hoard 
deposited between 875 and 890 which would tell us whether pecking of  the coinage by Vikings commenced with Aelfred's  reform  of 
the coinage or whether it did not start until a decade or so later (the only substantial hoard within this period is a hoard of  Londonia 
Monogram coins from  the City of  London, and this seems to have largely comprised runs of  uncirculated die-duplicates fresh  from  the 
London mint).' 

41 In the meantime, see M.M. Archibald, 'The evidence of  pecking on coins from  the Cuerdale hoard', in Graham-Campbell and 
Williams (eds), in n. 31, forthcoming. 

42 M. Blackburn, 'A Viking hoard from  Thurcaston, Leics.: preliminary report', NC  161 (2001), 349-52. 
43 Blackburn, as in n. 18, 'Expansion and control', p. 137. 
44 Blackburn, as in n. 42, p. 350. 
45 Blackburn, as in n. 18, 'Expansion and control', p. 137. 
46 See note 16. 
47 See note 15. 
48 Blackburn, as in n. 18, 'Expansion and control', p. 135; M.A.S. Blackburn and M.J. Bonser, 'Single finds  of  Anglo-Saxon and 

Norman coins - 3 ' , BNJ  56 (1986), 64-101, no. 113. 
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Conclusion 
To conclude, there is very clear evidence for  the introduction of  a bullion economy by the Great 
Army in the 860s that will have continued in use longer in the Northern than in the Southern 
Danelaw, given the decade's difference  in the introduction of  the new coinages. But for  how long 
did a genuinely 'dual economy' operate - as opposed to the occasional use of  material exchanged 
by money-weight rather than by the use of  coin accepted by tale? I am not sure that I am yet con-
vinced that it was still well established as late as the 920s anywhere in the Danelaw (given the 
existence of  the vibrant bullion economy, so close by, in the Irish Sea region), but I remain open 
to persuasion! 



COIN-BROOCHES OF EDWARD THE CONFESSOR AND WILLIAM I 
GARETH WILLIAMS 

Two very similar objects were sent separately to the British Museum in 2000 and 2001. Each was 
a coin of  Edward the Confessor  which had been gilded on the reverse, and had had a pin and 
catchplate attached to the obverse, the overall effect  being to turn the coins into brooches, each of 
which displayed a form  of  stylised cross. Both coins were metal detector finds,  and were sent to 
the British Museum for  examination under the terms of  the Treasure Act (1996). One, discovered 
near Winchester in August 2000, was a penny of  the Expanding Cross type, of  the moneyer Brand 
of  Winchester. The other, discovered in the parish of  Great Bedwyn, Wiltshire, was of  the 
Sovereign type,1 of  the moneyer ^Elfsige  of  London. Although single coin finds  are not normally 
considered Treasure under the terms of  the Act, single items of  Anglo-Saxon jewellery normally 
are, unless they contain less than ten per cent of  precious metal. Since the coins had been modified 
into brooches, they were considered as items of  jewellery, and both were declared Treasure by 
HM coroners for  the respective areas. 

Photographs of  a similar brooch, also utilising a coin of  the Expanding Cross type, had been sent 
to the British Museum earlier in the year, and examining three such similar objects within a short 
period prompted a wider study. In 1990, Paul Robinson published a similar brooch found  at 
Edington in Wiltshire, made from  a penny of  the Pyramids type, of  the moneyer Sasbode (or possibly 
Sigebode) of  Salisbury. In his publication of  the brooch, he noted the existence of  four  other similar 
pieces, all made from  coins of  the later types of  Edward the Confessor  (1042-66) or the early types 
of  William 1 (1066-87), and he discussed the five  coins as a group.2 Since then, the number of 
recorded objects of  this type and period has more than trebled, and although many of  the brooches 
have been published individually, it seems worthwhile to publish the group as a whole. 

Coin-brooches of  similar construction are known from  Anglo-Saxon England from  the ninth-cen-
tury onwards. At the time of  writing, the Corpus of  Early Medieval Coin Finds database records one 
of  Beornwulf  of  Mercia, one of  Edward the Elder, two of  jESelraed II and one of  Har5acnut,3 and 
similar brooches are also known intermittently under William II and Henry I, but the cluster of  eight-
een examples from  the third quarter of  the eleventh century provides a more focussed  group to study. 

Coin-brooches of  Edward the Confessor  and William I 
1 Provenance: Alfriston,  Sussex. 

Ruler/ type: Edward the Confessor,  Expanding Cross. 
Mint: Gloucester. 
Moneyer: Leofnoth. 
Obverse: Illegible. 
Reverse: +L[E]OFENO-E)ONG[LE]P[L] 
Gilded: Yes. 
Visible face: Reverse. 
Disposition: Not recorded. 

Acknowledgements:  I am grateful  to Paul Robinson of  Devizes Museum for  useful  discussion of,  and references  to, some of  the 
finds;  to Mark Blackburn of  the Fitzwilliam Museum, Ian Friel of  Chichester District Museum and John Clark of  the Museum of 
London for  providing photographs and information;  and to Marion Archibald, Mark Blackburn, Barrie Cook, Paul Robinson and Susan 
Youngs for  commenting on the paper in draft.  Any mistakes which remain are, as ever, my own. 

1 This type is known variously as Sovereign, Sovereign/Martlets and Sovereign/Eagles. I use the simpler Sovereign, since the rep-
resentations of  the birds in the quarters of  the reverse cross do not permit a great degree of  ornithological accuracy. Indeed, on the basis 
of  this particular example, the birds somewhat resemble pelicans, but I do not intend to propose renaming the type Sovereign/Pelicans. 

- P. Robinson, 'Two Medieval Coin Brooches from  Wiltshire', Wiltshire  Archaeological  and Natural  History  Magazine  83 (1990), 
208-10. 

3 EMC  2001.1240; EMC  1994. 0193; EMC  1993. 0294; EMC  1998. 0201; EMC  2000.0152. The Corpus of  Early Medieval Coin 
Finds database is accessible via the internet at www.medievalcoins.org. 

http://www.medievalcoins.org
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Comments: Only part of the brooch fitting remains. This is a copper alloy catchplate, attached to the coin by two 

copper alloy rivets. The coin was pierced for  two further  rivets, and it seems likely by comparison 
with other brooches in the group that these attached a separate support for  a hinged pin, which would 
presumably also have been made of copper alloy. The brooch was cracked prior to its discovery. 

References:  Rudling, R., 'A Saxon Coin-brooch from Alfriston',  Sussex Archaeological  Collections,  126 (1988), 
241; Robinson, 'Two medieval coin brooches'; EMC  1998.0204. 

Illustration: In Rudling,'A Saxon Coin-brooch'. 

2 Provenance: Trowbridge, Wiltshire. 
Ruler/ type: Edward the Confessor,  Expanding Cross. 
Mint: London. 
Moneyer: Eadwig? 
Obverse: +EDPHRD:" R[ ]ER.. 
Reverse: +EPHONLVNDENEEE 
Gilded: Yes. 
Visible face: Reverse. 
Disposition: Trowbridge Museum. 
Comments: Silver pin fastened to the wide end of a tapering silver plate extending across the whole width of 

the coin, secured by a rivet at each end. A catch plate was attached with the same rivet at the nar-
row end of the tapering plate, but only the base of this survives. The moneyer's name is slightly 
problematic. The moneyer Ewi or iEwi appears at London on a number of coins of Edward and 
William I. In particular, there are at least three different  reverse dies in his name in the Expanding 
Cross type, including this one, the next item in this list, and a die represented by BMC  ii, p. 407, 
no. 925, and by SCBI  1: 870, although the die was modified at some point, since the B M example 
has pellets in two arms of the cross, while the example in the Fitzwilliam does not. Each of the 
reverse dies has peculiarities in the inscription, which do not encourage confidence in the accuracy 
of the name form. Michael Metcalf accepts the name as it stands, as Ewi or Epi.4 However, Olof 
von Feilitzen suggested that the name could represent an otherwise unrecorded name-form Eawig, 
or a blundered or curtailed version of Eadwig, a known London moneyer under Edward and both 
William I and I I ,5 and the B M example is listed as Eadwig in the trays.  BMC  suggests the further 
possibility that it might represent Eadwine (also a known London moneyer under Edward and 
William) which would fit with the form  EPI 11 on the next coin in this list. Freeman allows for  the 
possibility that it could represent either Eadwig or Eadwine, but notes that the existence of a mon-
eyer at Hertford  using forms of 'EPI' to the exlusion of Eadwig or Eadwine, and therefore  suggests 
that this moneyer should perhaps be regarded as distinct from both Eadwig and Eadwine.6 

Whatever the name represents, it is notable that within this small group of brooches, two utilised 
coins of the same moneyer and the same type. 

References:  Robinson, P., 'Coins, Jetons and Tokens', in Excavations in Trowbridge,  Wiltshire,  1977 and 
1986-1988: The Prehistoric, Saxon and Saxo-Norman Settlements and the Anarchy Period Castle, by 
A.H. Graham & S.M. Davies, (Wessex Archaeological Report no. 2) (1993), pp. 78-9; EMC 
2000.0144. 

Illustration: In Robinson, 'Coins, Jetons and Tokens'. 

3 Provenance: 
Ruler/ type: 
Mint: 
Moneyer: 
Obverse: 
Reverse: 
Gilded: 
Visible face: 
Disposition: 
Comments: 

References: 
Illustration: 

Unrecorded. 
Edward the Confessor,  Expanding Cross. 
London. 
Eadwig? 
+EDP.[ ]/ ,R.DR[ ]X 
+EPI!lONNLVNDVN[E]: 
Yes. 
Reverse. 
Not recorded. 
Photos sent to BM by Mr P.D. Spencer of The  Searcher  magazine, in March 2000. Both the pin 
attachment and the catchplate are missing, with only the bases for  each of these surviving. Both pin 
and catchplate were attached to two separate plates, each of which was riveted to the coin. For the 
moneyer's name, see previous entry. 
P.D. Spencer, 'Valuation Desk', The  Searcher,  Issue 179, July 2000, p. 9. 
In Spencer, 'Valuation Desk'. 

4 D.M. Metcalf,  An Atlas of  AngloSaxon and Norman Coin Finds 9731086 (London: Royal Numismatic Society and Ashmolean 
Museum, 1998), p. 269. 

5 O. Von Feilitzen, 'Notes on the personal names on the coins', in C.E. Blunt et al., University  Collection,  Reading:  Anglo-Saxon 
and Norman  Coins, Sylloge  of  Coins of  the British Isles  11 (1969), pp. 9-14. 

6 A. Freeman, The  Monever  and the Mint  in the reign of  Edward  the Confessor,  1042-1066,  BAR British Series 145 (1985), 
p. 157. 
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4 Provenance: 

Ruler/ type: 
Mint: 
Moneyer: 
Obverse: 
Reverse: 
Gilded: 
Visible face: 
Disposition: 
Comments: 

References: 
Illustration: 

Walpole St Peter, Norfolk. 
Edward the Confessor,  Expanding Cross. 
London. 
Godwine. 
+EDPE/RDREX 
+GODPINEONLVNDENI 
No. 
Reverse. 
Not recorded. 
The coin is broken into two fragments.  A single straight bar with catchplate running across the whole 
diameter of the coin was attached with two rivets, set in a short distance from either end. The pin also 
survives, but the mechanism for  attaching it to the plate is broken. Material of pin and plate are not 
recorded. 
Coin register 226, BNJ  64, 1994; EMC  1994.0226. 
BNJ  64, PI. 20, no. 226, and on EMC  website. 

5 Provenance: 
Ruler/ type: 
Mint: 
Moneyer: 
Obverse: 
Reverse: 
Gilded: 
Visible face: 
Disposition: 
Comments: 

References: 
Illustration: 

Near Winchester. 
Edward the Confessor,  Expanding Cross. 
Winchester. 
Brand. 
[+E]DDRE/XANG 
[+]BRAND[ON]PINCES[T:] 
Yes. 
Reverse. 
Winchester Museums Service. 
The coin was struck from the same dies as BM 1998, 11-1, 458, from the Appledore hoard. The 
brooch attachment is a hinged pin and a separate catchplate, both of which appear to be made of sil-
ver, and each of which has a base plate attached to the coin with two rivets. 

Plate 5,1. 
6 Provenance: 

Ruler/ type: 
Mint: 
Moneyer: 
Obverse: 
Reverse: 
Gilded: 
Visible face: 
Disposition: 
Comments: 

References: 
Illustration: 

Unrecorded. 
Edward the Confessor,  Pointed Helmet. 
Chester. 
Alcsige? 
+ E[ ] 
+AL[ ]EONL[El]CC 
Yes. 
Reverse. 
Unrecorded. 
A large fragment  of the brooch is missing, leaving around two thirds of the coin. The brooch fitting 
had separate attachments for  the hinged pin and catchplate, each probably mounted with two rivets, 
but the catchplate fitting was attached to the missing fragment.  The hinged attachment for  the pin sur-
vives, and is made of silver, but the pin itself has been lost. 
Shown at the BM, June 1990. 
Plate 5, 2. This illustration is taken from a polaroid and is therefore  not of the highest quality. 

7 Provenance: 
Ruler/ type: 
Mint: 
Moneyer: 
Obverse: 
Reverse: 
Gilded: 
Visible face: 
Disposition: 
Comments: 

References: 
Illustration: 

Winchester, Hampshire. 
Edward the Confessor,  Pointed Helmet. 
Uncertain, possibly Winchester. 
jElfwine. 
[ ]ED[ ]DRE[ ] 
+/E[ ]PlNEON[P][ ]N 
Yes. 
Reverse. 
Unrecorded. 
The brooch fittings are made of silver, and are of the standard two-piece variety, with the hinge 
attachment and the catchplate each attached to the coin with two rivets. Only the fragment  of the pin 
within the hinge attachment has survived. The mint is uncertain, as it is partially obscured by one of 
the rivets, and the quality of the surviving photograph is poor. 
Shown at the BM, 15.2.1994. 
Plate 5, 3. This illustration is taken from a polaroid and is therefore  not of the highest quality. 
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Provenance: 
Ruler/ type: 
Mint: 
Moneyer: 
Obverse: 
Reverse: 
Gilded: 
Visible face: 
Disposition: 
Comments: 

References: 

Illustration: 

Provenance: 
Ruler/ type: 
Mint: 
Moneyer: 
Obverse: 
Reverse: 
Gilded: 
Visible face: 
Disposition: 
Comments: 

References: 
Illustration: 

10 Provenance: 
Ruler/ type: 
Mint: 
Moneyer: 
Obverse: 
Reverse: 
Gilded: 
Visible face: 
Disposition: 
Comments: 
References: 
Illustration: 

11 Provenance: 
Ruler/ type: 
Mint: 
Moneyer: 
Obverse: 
Reverse: 
Gilded: 
Visible face: 
Disposition: 

Hose, Leicestershire. 
Edward the Confessor,  Pointed Helmet. 
Winchester. 
Godwine. 
+EDPER./DREX 
+GODPINEONPI[ ]: 
No. 
Reverse. 
Unrecorded. 
The brooch attachment appears to have been a single bar attached by two rivets, slightly inset from 
either end, although only the rivets themselves, which appear to be made of silver, have survived. The 
finder noted that there was a lump of green corrosion (possibly copper) on the obverse which disinte-
grated during cleaning, and Blackburn and Bonser surmise that this may indicate that the pin and 
mount were made of bronze rather than silver. 
M.A.S. Blackburn and M. Bonser, 'Single Finds of Anglo-Saxon and Norman Coins - 2', BNJ  55 
(1985), pp. 5578, coin no. 31; EMC  1985.0031. 

In Blackburn and Bonser, 'Single Finds', PI. 2, no. 31 and on EMC  website. 

Unrecorded. 
Edward the Confessor,  Pointed Helmet, AAAA variety (N826/1). 
Oxford. 
Hergod. 
+EADV/ERDR[C]EX 
+H/ERGODONOX:ENE: 
Yes. 
Reverse. 
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. 
The sale catalogue entry for  this object is misleading on several accounts. It suggests that it is an imi-
tation coin, and that the reverse inscription is a blundered copy of a Taunton coin, presumably on the 
basis that the reverse design variety is only recorded by North for  Taunton, whereas this is a genuine, 
perfectly  legible and literate coin of Oxford.  Noting that the coin has been cracked and repaired, the 
catalogue suggests that this is a 'contemporary Saxon' repair, although undertaken with a modern 
adhesive. The brooch fitting has a separate hinged pin and catchplate, both made of silver, and each 
attached to the coin with two rivets. This variety of the Pointed Helmet type is extremely rare, with 
only three other examples recorded, although mules using the same obverse dies are also known.7 

Bonhams Sale Catalogue, 12 September 1996. lot 231. 
Plate 5, 4 and 7. 
Hadstock, Essex. 
Edward the Confessor,  Sovereign. 
Cambridge. 
Eadward. 
EDPARD R ANGLO 
+EADPAR[ JNGRANT 
Yes. 
Reverse. 
Not recorded. 
Traces of mounting are recorded on the obverse, but the details of these are not recorded. 
EMC  2001.1298; Coin Register  2001, no. 83. 
Plate 42, 83. 
Avebury, Wiltshire. 
Edward the Confessor,  Sovereign. 
Exeter. 
Lifinc. 
Not recorded. 
+LIUNUCONEXECUTE 
Yes. 
Reverse. 
Not recorded. 

7 A more detailed discussion of  this variety and its mules is to be published by Mark Blackburn. 
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Comments: 

References: 
Illustration: 

Found in garden near Avebury, Wiltshire and shown briefly  to Paul Robinson at Devizes Museum in 
1991. The present whereabouts of the coin are unknown. Details of the type and material of the 
brooch fitting are not recorded. 
Devizes Museum Day Book 1662. 
Not available. 

12 Provenance: 
Ruler/ type: 
Mint: 
Moneyer: 
Obverse: 
Reverse: 
Gilded: 
Visible face: 
Disposition: 
Comments: 

References: 
Illustration: 

13 Provenance: 
Ruler/ type: 
Mint: 
Moneyer: 
Obverse: 
Reverse: 
Gilded: 
Visible face: 
Disposition: 
Comments: 

References: 
Illustration: 

Great Bedwyn, Wiltshire. 
Edward the Confessor,  Sovereign. 
London. 
jElfsige. 
[ ]REXAN[ JO 
+/€L[F]S[lG]EONLVN[D]E: 
Yes. 
Reverse. 
British Museum, in process of acquisition. 
The brooch attachments are of the typical hinged pin and separate catchplate type, both apparently 
made of silver. Each was attached to the coin with two rivets. The pin itself is missing, although the 
other attachments remain. 

Pl. 5, 5. 
Edington, Wiltshire. 
Edward the Confessor,  Pyramids. 
London. 
Saebode or Sigebode. 
+EADPARDREXA 
+S1EBODEONSERB 
Yes. 
Reverse. 
Devizes Museum. 
The brooch attachments have a separate pin fitting and catchplate, both made of silver. The pin fitting 
and the catchplate were attached to the coin with two rivets each, but the fittings are longer and thinner, 
and the rivets smaller, than on most of the comparable fittings. Another distinction is that instead of the 
end of the pin looping around a bar supported between two uprights, the pin fitting is a single plate, 
pierced so that the pin could be looped through. The pin itself is missing, as is part of the catchplate. 
Robinson, 'Two Medieval Coin-brooches'; EMC  1981.5001. 
In Robinson, 'Two Medieval Coin-brooches' and on EMC  website. 

14 Provenance: 
Ruler/ type: 
Mint: 
Moneyer: 
Obverse: 
Reverse: 
Gilded: 
Visible face: 
Disposition: 
Comments: 

References: 

Illustration: 

Billingsgate, London. 
William I, Profile/  Cross Fleury. 
London. 
Wulfgar. 
LJILLEUMVSRLJ 
+PVLGARONLVDAO 
No. 
Reverse. 
Not recorded. 
Discovered in the spoil from excavations at Billingsgate, and shown at the Museum of London. The 
brooch attachments are a separate hinged pin and catchplate, both made of copper. Unlike most of the 
other comparable fittings, both the pin attachment and the catchplate appear to have been soldered to 
the coin rather than rivetted. 
P. Stott, 'Saxon and Norman Coins from London', in Aspects of  Saxon and Norman  London: II:  Finds 
and Environmental  Evidence,  edited by A. Vince (London, 1991), pp. 300-1, 315-16; EMC 
1991.0304. 
In Stott, 'Saxon and Norman Coins, p. 316, and on EMC  website. 

15 Provenance: Chichester, West Sussex. 
Ruler/ type: 
Mint: 
Moneyer: 
Obverse: 
Reverse: 
Gilded: 
Visible face: 

William I, Bonnet. 
Oxford. 
vEthelwine. 
Illegible. 
[+] IEGLP[N]ONOXEN 
Yes. 
Reverse. 
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Disposition: Chichester District Museum. 
Comments: The brooch attachments are a separate hinged pin and catchplate, both made of silver, each of 

which is attached to the coin with two rivets. The catchplate has survived intact, as has the pin, but 
the hinge attachment has been lost. The brooch was discovered during excavations in the north-
west quadrant of Chichester in 1974. The coin itself has been been repaired and heavily conserved, 
and the repairs obscure some detail on the obverse. It appears that the obverse may have been 
gilded, although more lightly than the reverse, but this colouration may be a by-product of the con-
servation process. 

References:  R. Lintott, 'The Roman and Post-Roman Coins', in A. Down, Chichester  Excavations  III, Chichester 
1978, pp. 331-40, at p. 140; Robinson, 'Two Medieval Coin-brooches'; A.J.H. Gunstone, South-
Eastern  Museums.  Ancient British, Anglo-Saxon,  and later  coins to 1279, Sylloge of Coins of the 
British Isles 42 (1992), coin no. 1735 (not illustrated). 

Illustration: Not available. 

16 Provenance: 
Ruler/ type: 
Mint: 
Moneyer: 
Obverse: 
Reverse: 
Gilded: 
Visible face: 
Disposition: 
Comments: 

References: 
Illustration: 

West Walton. 
William I, Canopy. 
Thetford. 
Probably Osbeorn or Otbeorn (Authbjorn). 
Illegible. 
[ ]RII[ ]OTFO 
No. 
Reverse. 
Not recorded. 
The coin itself is fragmentary,  and all that is visible of the brooch attachment is the remains of a cop-
per alloy mount riveted through the centre of the coin, and running across the diameter of the coin. It 
would appear from this that the brooch attachment was of the type with hinged pin and catchplate 
attached to a single bar. 
EMC  1991.5008. 
On EMC  website. 

17 Provenance: 
Ruler/ type: 
Mint: 
Moneyer: 
Obverse: 
Reverse: 
Gilded: 
Visible face: 
Disposition: 
Comments: 

References: 
Illustration: 

Unrecorded. 
William I, Two Sceptres. 
Winchester. 
Godwine. 
+PI[]LEM[ ]N 
+GODPINEONPINCS 
Yes. 
Reverse. 
Fitzwilliam Museum. 
Struck from the same dies as SCBI  12, 76. The coin itself is chipped. The brooch fastening, made of 
silver, is of the type with separate hinged pin and catchplate, each attached with two silver rivets. Part 
of the pin attachment survives, but the pin is lost, as is the catchplate, although one surviving rivet 
and a hole for  the other show where it was attached. 
Fitzwilliam Museum accession entry CM 18-1999. 
Plate 5, 6. 

18 Provenance: 
Ruler/ type: 
Mint: 
Moneyer: 
Obverse: 
Reverse: 
Gilded: 
Visible face: 
Disposition: 
Comments: 

References: 

Illustration: 

Marlowe, Canterbury. 
William I, Two Stars. 
Sandwich. 
jElfgaet. 
Not recorded. 
+ 1ELFGTONSANDI 
Yes. 
Reverse. 
Unrecorded. 
Found in excavations at Marlowe car park, Canterbury. The brooch fittings are lost, although scrape 
marks show where they were attached. Since there are scrape marks on either side of the king's 
head, this implies that the fitting was of a two-part type, with separate mounts for  hinged pin and 
catchplate. However, since no rivets are recorded, it seems likely that these were soldered on, con-
trary to the normal pattern. 
K. Blockley, M. Blockley, P. Blockley, S.S. Frere & S. Stow, The  Archaeology  of  Canterbury,  Vol. V, 
Excavations in the Marlowe  Car Park  and Surrounding  Areas. Part  II:  The  Finds  (Canterbury, 1995), 
p. 950, no. 6.1. 
No illustration available. 
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Another possible example, found  at West Rudham in Norfolk,  is recorded in the Coin Register 

for  1996, no. 268 (EMC  1996.0268). The coin itself  is of  indeterminate date, and has tentatively 
been assigned to the eleventh century. It has been made into a brooch by attaching a copper alloy 
bar, held in place by a single rivet through the centre. Unlike the other coin-brooches under dis-
cussion, the coin had a bronze plate clamped across the front.  The fragmentary  condition of  the 
object makes the original size and shape of  this plate unclear, but it certainly covered a substantial 
portion of  the coin. The appearance of  the brooch would thus have been very different  from  the 
main group under discussion, and since the dating is also imprecise, it seems best to regard it as 
distinct from  the main group. 

Another brooch which may well be closely related to, but distinct from,  the main group is one 
from  the 1989 Vintry excavations in London. Two other similar brooches were found  in the Vintry 
excavations, both based on coin types of  Henry I, but the one of  interest here is one which imitates 
the Expanding Cross type of  Edward the Confessor,  the type most heavily represented in the 
group under discussion here. Unlike the main group, which all utilise genuine coins, the brooch is 
a piece of  brassy coloured base metal, with the design pressed separately into each side from  the 
same reverse die or mould. The design copies the reverse of  an Expanding Cross penny of  the 
moneyer Outhgrim (Au3grim) of  Lincoln, but it is clear from  the crude letters and blundered leg-
end that this is not the product of  an official  die. The legend reads: +ODCrRIWONLINCOL. Traces 
of  solder show where the brooch fittings  were attached, and the brooch may have been silvered or 
tinned, which would have enhanced its resemblance to a genuine coin, although the brassy metal 
of  the brooch itself  may imitate the gilded finish  of  the genuine coin-brooches.8 It seems reason-
able to interpret this as a cheaper version of  the main type of  brooch under discussion, apparently 
produced at the time when the greatest quantity of  these brooches was produced, and presumably 
responding to whatever stimulated the growth of  this particular fashion  in brooches. The brooches 
using blundered coins of  'EPI' of  London (nos. 2 and 3) may perhaps fit  between the Vintry 
brooch, with its pseudo coin, and those which utilise coins struck from  official  dies. 

The Corpus of  Early Medieval Coin Finds database also records a number of  coins from  this 
period which are pierced for  suspension. Once again there appears to be a higher concentration of 
these in the reigns of  Edward and William than in the Anglo-Saxon and Norman periods as a 
whole. However, none of  these have any recorded signs of  gilding, the piercings show little stylis-
tic unity, and in most cases there is nothing to indicate which side would have been visible. The 
author therefore  has no intention of  discussing them in detail, but would merely note their exis-
tence as another form  of  coin jewellery prevalent at the same time. 

Fabric and fittings 
Of  the eighteen examples listed, fourteen  are gilded and four  are not, suggesting that gilding was 
more common than not, which reverses the situation as noted by Robinson in 1993.9 Gilding is 
characteristically limited to the display side, although it often  extends over the edges of  the 
brooch, while the find  from  Chichester may possibly have been gilded on both sides. The gilding 
often  extends over the rivet heads, indicating that the gilding was normally applied after  the coin 
had already been transformed  into a brooch. Chronologically there is a greater tendency for  the 
brooches to be gilded in the earlier types and not in the later types. However, the numbers are too 
small to draw firm  statistical conclusions, and all that we can say with any certainty is that both 
gilded and ungilded brooches were produced throughout the period as a whole. It may possibly be 
significant  that all but one of  the finds  from  south of  the Thames were gilded, while all but one of 
the finds  from  north of  the Thames were ungilded, but this may also be reading too much into too 
little evidence. The relationship between mint and gilding is completely inconclusive, since both 
London and Winchester have both gilded and ungilded examples. 

8 Full publication of  the three coin-brooches, together with other numismatic material from  Vintry, is awaited. The information 
here is based on information  from  Marion Archibald, for  which the author is grateful. 

9 Robinson, 'Coins, notes and jetons', as in reference  to Trowbridge brooch (no. 2). 
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All the brooch fittings  which survive combined a simple pin with a curved catchplate. They 
fall  into two main categories. These do not, however, support a clear pattern either chrono-
logically or geographically. One type (nos 4, 8, 16) has a single baseplate, usually attached to the 
coin with two rivets, with a hinged pin attachment at one end and the catchplate at the other (Fig. 
la and PL 5, 7). The other (nos 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17), which is more common, has 
a hinged pin at one edge of  the coin, and the catchplate diametrically opposite, with each of  the 
fittings  normally attached with two rivets (Fig. lb). Within this type there appears to be a dis-
tinction between hinge attachments in which the support for  the hinge is made of  a single piece 
of  metal and those in which it is made of  two, but too few  details have been recorded to make 
statistical comparisons possible. A variant of  this form,  seen only on the brooch from  Edington 
(no. 13), has a single pierced plate to hold the pin, rather than a bar between two uprights (Fig. 
lc). Where the material of  the fittings  is recorded, the majority appear to be silver (nos 2, 5, 6, 7, 
9, 12, 13, 15, 17), but fittings  of  bronze or copper (nos. 1, (8), 14, 16) do not seem to have been 
particularly unusual. 

Chronological and geographical distribution 
It is generally accepted that there was a substantial recoinage every few  years in late Anglo-Saxon 
and Norman England, and that a major purpose of  this was to increase royal revenue through the 
king's share of  the income of  individual moneyers, although opinions differ  on exactly how this 
system functioned,  the extent to which it was regular, and the extent to which individual coin 
types can be precisely dated.10 It is not unlikely, given the frequent  recoinage, that the coins were 
current when they were used for  brooches. However, the existence of  a number of  multi-type 
hoards of  the third quarter of  the eleventh century must act as a warning against assuming that all 
coins were melted down when they were no longer current. One might also argue that, assuming 
the existence of  a premium on the exchange of  obsolete and current coin, it would make sense to 
make brooches from  obsolete coins rather than current ones. 

In either case, the coin types used ranged from  the early 1050s to the mid-1070s, and it seems 
reasonable to assume that all the brooches were manufactured  in the period c. 1050-75, or perhaps 
a little later. Within that period, it is notable that twelve of  the recorded examples date from  the 
first  three types represented and five  of  them from  a single type (see Fig. 2). Once again, it would 
be dangerous to exclude the possibility that this simply reflects  chance survival, but within the 
small total group, this concentration appears significant.  If  this is a genuine concentration within 
the broader group, it may reflect  the adoption of  this style of  jewellery in reasonably large quanti-
ties in the early to mid-1050s, and the continuation of  the style on a smaller scale for  the next 
twenty years or so. 

111 For discussion of  this issue, see I. Stewart. 'Coinage and Recoinage after  Edgar's Reform'  in Studies  in Lute Anglo-Saxon 
Coinage,  edited by K. Jonsson, Numismatiska  Meddelanden  35 (1990), pp. 455-85, and the further  references  given there. 
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Fig. 2. 

Of  the fourteen  recorded provenances, four  came from  Wiltshire, two each from  Hampshire, 
Norfolk  and Sussex, and one each from  Essex, Kent, Leicestershire and London. A total of  five 
brooches utilised coins of  London moneyers, three (possibly four)  used coins of  Winchester, two 
of  Oxford,  and one each of  Cambridge, Chester, Exeter, Gloucester, Sandwich, Salisbury and 
Thetford.  Since all of  the Wiltshire finds  were recorded by one museum curator, the apparent 
prevalence of  finds  from  that area may reflect  success in encouraging people to report finds,  or the 
curator's numismatic interests, rather than a particular local trend in jewellery. The overall spread 
of  objects of  this type suggests that coin-brooches were in use across much of  England, at least 
into the Midlands. It is interesting to note that there are as yet no recorded finds  from  either 
Lincolnshire or north of  the Humber, nor do any of  the brooches utilise genuine coins of  Lincoln 
or York,11 despite the fact  that both were major mints, and both Lincolnshire and Yorkshire see a 
significant  number of  reported finds  in general. However, one must once again be cautious about 
drawing conclusions on the basis of  such limited evidence. 

Robinson noted that the brooch from  Edington (no. 13 above) was made from  a coin struck by a 
Salisbury moneyer, and inferred  from  this that the brooch was made by a goldsmith working in 
south Wiltshire. He also noted a parallel with another coin of  the Expanding Cross type found  at 
Aldboume in Wiltshire. This had been gilded and pierced for  use as a pendant, possibly for  use in 
a larger piece of  jewellery, and also involved a local coin, since that brooch was made from  a coin 
struck by the Malmesbury moneyer Ealdwi(g). From this he inferred  a second goldsmith produc-
ing coin-jewellery in north Wiltshire.12 However, correlation between mint and findspot  is not typ-
ical of  the group as a whole. Apart from  the Edington brooch, only three of  the brooches were 
certainly made from  local coins: the brooch from  Billingsgate (no. 14) used a London penny, the 
West Walton (Norfolk)  brooch (no. 16) used a penny of  Thetford  and the brooch from  near 
Winchester (no. 5) used a Winchester penny. A second find  from  Winchester (no. 7) may also have 
used a Winchester penny but the reading of  the mint inscription is uncertain, and the author has 

11 The Vintry brooch used an irregular die in the name of  a genuine Lincoln moneyer, but since this was irregular, there is no guar-
antee that it was actually produced in Lincoln. 

12 Robinson, 'Two Medieval Coin Brooches', as in n. 2, p. 209. For the Aldbourne find,  see M.A.S. Blackburn and M. Bonser, 
'Single Finds of  Anglo-Saxon and Norman Coins - 2', BNJ  55 (1985), 55-78, coin no. 1; EMC  1985.0001. 
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been unable to match the dies. A slightly less local coin was used for  the Avebury brooch (no. 11), 
but this can be interpreted at least as a 'regional' coin, since coins of  Exeter are common in 
Wiltshire.13 The find  (no. 10) from  Hadstock (Essex) can also be interpreted as a 'regional' coin, 
since the brooch incorporated a coin from  Cambridge. The find  from  Marlowe, Canterbury (no. 
18), can also be broadly interpreted as a local find,  since it used a coin of  Sandwich, although 
Canterbury itself  was both the most local mint and the dominant mint for  the surrounding area. 
Apart from  the finds  using local coins, it is notable that altogether there were five  brooches using 
London coins and three (or possibly four)  using Winchester coins. Thus the overall pattern 
includes a substantial proportion of  coins from  major mints, a slightly smaller proportion of  coins 
from  mints comparatively local to where the brooches were deposited, and a smaller proportion 
with no correlation, or no recorded provenance. This broadly reflects  the circulation of  currency as 
a whole, with a predominance of  coins from  major mints, and a lesser tendency towards the use of 
fairly  local coins, but some circulation right across the country. The only brooch which goes at all 
against the general trend of  the currency is the one from  Alfriston,  Sussex (no. 1), which used a 
coin of  Gloucester, which was a minor mint some distance away, and which runs contrary to the 
trend of  an east to west drift  identified  by Metcalf.14  However, a single coin going against the 
trend is not particularly problematic, and it seems reasonable to assume that in general the coins 
selected for  use in the brooches reflected  the currency as a whole. 

The minor variations in construction technique suggest a lack of  centralised standardisation, 
and, considering this together with the geographical distribution, it is probable, although not sus-
ceptible to proof,  that the brooches were independently produced around the country. The one 
piece of  evidence which might seem to run contrary to this is the existence of  two brooches (nos. 
2 and 3), both gilded, using coins of  the same type issued by the same, comparatively rare mon-
eyer. This might point to them being produced in the same workshop, although it should be noted 
that the two brooches have different  types of  brooch fittings,  which argues against mass produc-
tion. However, as the coins were not struck from  the same dies, and were presumably therefore 
issued a short period apart, it is also possible that the brooches were made at different  times, in 
which case the minor difference  in the type of  brooch fitting  may be less significant.15  It is even 
possible, given the assumption that the role of  moneyer was sometimes undertaken by individuals 
who also worked as goldsmiths or silversmiths, that the moneyer 'EP1' was responsible for  the con-
struction of  the brooches as well as the original coins. Again, however, this is a hypothesis which 
is not susceptible to proof. 

Appearance and function 
There is nothing in the form  of  the brooches to indicate whether they were intended to be worn 
by men or women or both. Given both the small size of  the coins themselves and of  the brooch 
fittings,  it seems likely that their purpose was decorative or symbolic rather than functional,  as 
they would probably have been too lightweight to have been effective  in fastening  clothes. In the 
event that their purpose was symbolic, they should perhaps be regarded as badges rather than 
brooches, but the term brooch has been used throughout this article to avoid confusion,  since 
such items have traditionally been referred  to as coin-brooches. It is immediately striking that all 
the recorded examples from  this particular period show the reverse, and that the reverse design 
of  all the coins features  some sort of  cross as the main feature.  It may or may not be significant 
that, although the style of  brooch straddles the Norman Conquest, no example has yet been found 
which utilises a coin of  Harold II, the one coin type from  this period which does not feature  a 
cross in the reverse design. 

13 Paul Robinson, peri. comm. 
14 For general patterns of  circulation in this period, see Metcalf,  Atlas,  as in n. 4, passim. 
15 Both the brooch from  Hose (no. 8) and the unprovenanced brooch (no. 16) were issued in the name of  Godwine of  Winchester, 

and it is just conceivable that the same individual may have been involved in both cases. However, since no coins were issued in the 
name of  Godwine in the last types of  Edward or the earliest types of  William, and since the name itself  is a common one, it is more 
likely that two different  moneyers of  the same name were involved, although there may have been some form  of  familial  relationship. 
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The cross obviously suggests a link with Christianity, and Robinson notes a broader tendency to 

reflect  Christianity in Anglo-Saxon coin-related jewellery,16 but it is difficult  to see a link between 
this group of  brooches and any particular movement or religious change within the English 
Church. It is true that the concentration of  brooches using the Expanding Cross type coincides 
with the advancement of  the Norman Robert of  Jumieges to the archbishopric of  Canterbury, and 
of  another Norman, the royal clerk William, to replace him at London, and that this style of 
brooch continued to be produced after  the Norman Conquest. However, although Edward's prefer-
ment of  Norman churchmen is documented in contemporary accounts, there is nothing in the writ-
ten sources to suggest that this was linked with any major changes either in the patronage or the 
ecclesiastical practices of  the English Church.17 

The apparent popularity of  this type of  jewellery in the early 1050s might possibly also be 
linked with some sort of  political symbolism. That period saw major conflicts  between Edward 
himself,  a faction  of  Norman 'favourites'  and the powerful  houses of  Godwine of  Wessex and 
Leofric  of  Mercia.18 However, it is hard to see how any of  the political factions  of  the early 1050s 
could have inspired a fashion  which continued after  the Norman favourites  were expelled, Edward 
himself  died, and the power of  both Wessex and Mercia were crushed in the aftermath  of  the 
Norman Conquest, unless the use of  such brooches or badges began as an expression of  political 
affiliation  but continued purely as a fashion.  Furthermore, the symbolism of  the cross is strongly 
associated with Christianity, but not obviously with any of  the political factions,  and so while the 
possibility of  political symbolism should not be ignored, it can probably be discounted. It there-
fore  remains unclear whether the particular popularity of  this type of  coin-brooch c. 1050-75 sim-
ply reflects  a temporary fashion  in religious jewellery, or whether it provides evidence for  an 
otherwise unrecorded religious movement or activity of  indeterminate nature. 

KEY TO PLATE 
1. Edward the Confessor,  Expanding Cross, Brand of  Winchester, © Trustees of  the British 

Museum. 
2. Edward the Confessor,  Pointed Helmet, probably Alcsige of  Chester, © Trustees of  the British 

Museum. 
3. Edward the Confessor,  Pointed Helmet, /Elfwme,  possibly of  Winchester, © Trustees of  the 

British Museum. 
4. Edward the Confessor,  Pointed Helmet, Hergod of  Oxford,  © The Fitzwilliam Museum. 
5. Edward the Confessor,  Sovereign, /Elfsige  of  London, © Trustees of  the British Museum. 
6. William I, Two Sceptres, Godwine of  Winchester, © The Fitzwilliam Museum. 
7. Detail of  hinge attachment, Edward the Confessor,  Pointed Helmet, Hergod of  Oxford,  © The 

Fitzwilliam Museum. 

16 Robinson, 'Two Medieval Coin Brooches', as in n. 2, p. 209. 
17 F. Barlow, Edward  the Confessor,  2nd edn (London and New Haven, 1997), pp. 85-9, 179-80; N. Higham, The  Death of  Anglo-

Saxon England  (Stroud, 1997), pp. 121-3. 
18 Barlow, Edward  the Confessor,  as in n. 17, pp. 96-126; Higham, Anglo-Saxon  England,  as in n. 17, pp. 128-37. For a brief  dis-

cussion of  the possible impact of  these political changes on the coinage, see G.Williams, 'A Hoard of  "Expanding Cross" Pennies from 
Appledore: Preliminary Report', SNC  106, no. 4 (May 1998), 152-4. 



THE LION COINAGE OF ROBERT EARL OF GLOUCESTER 
AND WILLIAM EARL OF GLOUCESTER 

MARION M. ARCHIBALD 
A major coinage of  previously unknown lion type for  Robert Earl of  Gloucester, 1121/22-1147, 
and his son William Earl of  Gloucester, 1147-83, came to light in a hoard found  between 1993 
and 1994 by Martin Bricknell, detecting with permission at Wadswick Farm, Box, on the west-
ern border of  Wiltshire (ST 83506895). Mr Bricknell took the first  group of  his finds  to Dr Paul 
Robinson of  the Devizes Museum who recognised their importance at once, reading one of  the 
few  clean coins as Robert Earl of  Gloucester of  the Trowbridge mint (no. 37). Mr Bricknell sub-
sequently devoted many hours to retrieving as many coins and fragments  as possible from  the 
widely distributed hoard.1 The coins were taken to the British Museum where they were cleaned 
and conserved by Celestine Enderly. Superficially,  the coins appeared to be in good condition 
but recent breaks showed that, internally, they were reduced to a powdery silver oxide held 
together by the surface  patination. It was therefore  decided to seal the surface  of  the coins (by a 
reversible process) to increase their strength. The then-current treasure trove procedures were 
followed  before  all the coins found  a place in public collections as indicated in the List of 
Coins. The complete contents of  the hoard will be published in the context of  related finds  in a 
forthcoming  number of  the British Museum's series English  Medieval  Coin Hoards,  but the 
exceptional importance of  the lion coins both for  numismatics and heraldic studies, and for  the 
administration of  the Angevin-held areas of  western England, makes it desirable that informa-
tion on them should be made available in advance of  this wider discussion.2 The present paper 
is confined  to the lion issue and is not concerned, except incidentally, with other coins which 
are attributed to the Earls of  Gloucester.3 

The find  has usually been called the Box hoard after  the nearest modern town but the discov-
ery was made on an unscheduled area of  the deserted village of  Hazelbury. At the time of  the 
hoard's deposition, Hazelbury manor was part of  the honour of  Wallingford  held by one of  the 
leading magnates of  the Angevin party, Brien Fitz Count (died about 1147-51) by right of  his 
wife,  Matilda. The adjacent property of  Bocza (Box) was among those confirmed  by Empress 
Matilda in 1144 to another of  her prominent supporters, Humphrey de Bohun (died before 
Michaelmas 1165).4 

Acknowledgements'.  I am grateful  first  and foremost  to the finder  Martin Bricknell for  his efforts  and care in the recovery of  the 
coins; to Dr Paul Robinson for  much helpful  advice in their administration and study; to my former  colleagues Celestine Enderly and 
Michael Cowell for  their scientific  work on the coins and to Stephen Dodd for  making the best of  them in the photographs. I am grate-
ful  also to Joe Bispham, the late George Boon, Michelle Brown, Professor  David Crouch, John Goodall, T.A. Heslop, Professor 
Edmund King and Ann Payne who have discussed various aspects with me. Joe Bispham, David Crouch and Paul Robinson have 
kindly read this paper but the identifications  and commentary, and any misinterpretations in both, remain my own responsibility. 

1 The hoard comprised a total of  104 coins or fragments:  lion type, 62; and provisional totals: Matilda, 20; Stephen, 12; Henri of 
Neubourg, 1; others, mostly uncertain Angevin and baronial, 9. A further  damaged penny of  Earl William was published in BNJ  70 
(2000), CR 133 (numbered 134 on pi. 35) found  'near Wimborne, Dorset. M/D find,  March 2000'. It is from  the same reverse die as 
Box hoard coin no. 61. 

2 The coins were being unearthed just as the third edition of  J.J. North, English  Hammered  Coinage,  Vol. 1, Early  Anglo-Saxon  to 
Henry  III  c.600-1272  (London, 1994), was going to press; while it was possible to insert some preliminary details, the account given 
there is inevitably incomplete. 

3 One coin was previously identified  as possibly of  Earl Robert (R.P. Mack, 'Stephen and the Anarchy 1135-1154', BNJ  35 (1966). 
94-5, no. 269). Typologically similar to Stephen BMC  2. it reads [ ]VND:ON:[ ]ERE. North 1994 (no. 944) interpreted it, almost certainly 
correctly, as Simund of  Leicester and attributed it to Robert of  Beaumont, Earl of  Leicester, but pace his footnote  (p. 215, 440a) the 
discovery of  the present coins, in my view, makes it less likely that the coin can be attributed to Robert, Earl of  Gloucester. The later 
coins attributed to William, Earl of  Gloucester, are listed in Mack 1966, 83-4, nos 262-8; individual attributions cannot be discussed 
here. In early numismatic works other coins including those of  Robert de Stuteville (Mack nos 227-8) were wrongly given to Robert of 
Gloucester. 

4 H.A. Cronne, R.H.C. Davis and H.W.C. Davis (eds), Regesta Regum Anglo-Normannorum  1066-1154,  Vol III (London. 1968), 
p. 40 no. 111. 
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Types and inscriptions 
The lion coins are listed below and all except a few  of  the multiple die-duplicates are illustrated 
on Plates 6 and 7. The numbers in the list are used for  reference  in this discussion and on the 
plates. There are 62 lion coins from  the hoard: 44 in the name of  Earl Robert (36 pennies and 
eight cut-halfpennies),  seven of  Earl William (four  pennies and three cut-halfpennies)  and eleven 
with illiterate obverses (nine pennies and two cut-halfpennies)  probably produced just after  Earl 
Robert's death. The obverse type is a lion with pellets (generally trefoils)  in the field  contained 
within an inner circle of  which the three main varieties are shown in Fig. 1 (minor details vary 
from  die to die): lion 1 is passant to dexter with facing  head and linear tail; lion 2 is passant gar-
dant to dexter with facing  head and detailed features  including a feathered  tail; lion 3 is a plainer 
version of  lion 2 with linear tail. Lions 4 and 5 (not illustrated on Fig. 1) are present only on 
irregular dies: lion 4 (no. 42) is otherwise illegible but has its front  legs breaking through the 
inner circle and lion 5 (no. 55), is a crudely-drawn version of  lion 2 facing  to the left.  Of  the reg-
ular varieties, lions 1, 2 and 3 are used for  Earl Robert, and only lion 3 for  Earl William and on 
those with illiterate legends. There are no die-links to establish the order of  the lion types but as 
lion 3 is used for  Earl William it must be the latest of  his father's  types, and since it is unlikely 
that the passant type interrupted the passant gardant varieties, lion 1 is therefore  the earliest fol-
lowed by 2 and then 3. 

Fig. 1. 

A lion type, but with a profile  head, is found  on the coins attributed to Eustace Fitz John.5 On 
the one coin which bears his name and patronymic (Mack no. 225) the lion is rather contorted but 
appears to be just passant, while on the other die of  different  style with Eustace alone (Mack 
no. 226) the lion is passant gardant and resembles those on the Gloucester coins. The reverses too 
have a certain likeness. The stylistic similarity is, however, likely to be one of  period and common 
technique rather than evidence of  a direct die-cutting connection. (Lions found  elsewhere are also 
close parallels e.g. the lion passant gardant with profile  head which is one of  the stamps used on 
the leather cover of  the Codex  Wintoniensis  produced c.1150.6) Seaby has made a good case for 
relating the die-cutting of  the York group, to which the Eustace coins belong, to issues from 
Flanders.7 They are traditionally dated to the period following  the capture of  Stephen at Lincoln in 
1141, in which case they probably precede the introduction of  Earl Robert's coinage, but some 
have preferred  a later date. In any case, there is unlikely to be a direct connection as Earl Robert's 
coin-type is clearly derived from  his seal. 

5 Mack, op. cit. note 3. pp. 80-3, nos 225-6. 
6 M. Biddle (ed), Winchester  in the Early  Middle  Ages, Winchester Studies 1 (Oxford,  1976), Pl. VIII and for  detail of  the stamp, 

Pl. X, 17. 
7 P.J. Seaby, 'Some coins of  Stephen and Eustace and the related issues of  Western Flanders' in N.J. Mayhew (ed.), Coinage  in the 

Low Countries  (800-1500),  BAR International Series 54 (1979), 49-53. 
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The earliest lion on the coins is closely similar to the lion passant with facing  head used on the 

Gloucester seal. All surviving wax impressions are in the name of  Earl William (Fig. 2) but it has been 
suggested that it may have been made originally for  Earl Robert as it bears his preferred  title of  consul 
rather than that of  comes normally used by his son.8 To the numismatic eye, the contrast between the 
large straggling letters of  WILLELIT1 and the smaller, neater letters of  the rest of  the inscription leaves no 
doubt that it had been recut on the matrix by a less expert hand over the original name which could, 
reasonably, only be Robert's. A lion was an unusual choice for  a baronial seal at this time and is here a 
reference  to Earl Robert's lineage as the son, albeit illegitimate, of  Henry I.9 The branch against which 
the lion is set underlines the allusion to his ancestry cf.  Isaiah 11, i, 'And there shall come forth  a rod 
out of  the stem of  Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of  his roots'. The use of  a lion on the coins of 
Earl Robert followed  by those of  his son Earl William support the interpretation of  a hereditary use of 
the lion device. The branch is omitted from  the coins probably because of  then small size. 

The reverse type is a cross pommee superimposed on a cross fleur-de-lysee  over a saltire pom-
mee in the varieties shown in Fig. 1 (again minor details vary from  die to die). Of  these, reverses 1 
(with long-armed saltire) and 2 (with short-armed saltire) are substantive, with the others being 
essentially uncommon variants of  reverse 1. Varieties 1-4 are used on coins of  Earl Robert, but 
Earl William's are confined  to reverse 2 except for  no. 62 which uses reverse 5. The illiterate 
obverse die used on nos. 45-50 is paired with an illiterate die of  reverse 5, and also on nos 51 and 
53 with a recut version of  it, reverse 6 (neither found  elsewhere), as well as with two literate 
reverses using reverse 2. The substantive reverse varieties nos. 1 and 2 are, like the different  lions 
on the obverse, found  across a range of  mints and moneyers. It is clear that the dies were - emer-
gencies apart - being made in one place, presumptively at Bristol, and distributed as required to 
other mints. There are die-links between coins of  the same moneyer but no die-links between 
moneyers at the same mint or between mints. With the present limited evidence, it is not possible 
to know whether the absence of  some varieties at particular mints or the representation of  a mint 
in only one phase is significant. 

8 R.B. Patterson (ed.), Earldom  of  Gloucester  Charters  (Oxford,  1973), pp. 23-4 and pi. XXXI. The best surviving example of  the 
wax seal, in the National Library of  Wales, is reproduced here, with kind permission, from  a photograph supplied by the library. 

9 P.D.A. Harvey and A. McGuinness, A Guide to British Medieval  Seals  (London, 1996), p. 43; Patterson, op. cit. note 8, p. 24. 
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The legends on most dies appear to have been made with the help of  punches in the usual 

metropolitan manner but incorporate a greater amount of  engraving than is usual on dies made 
in the Fitz Ottos' London workshop, m is a distinctive cursive letter not found  in the contem-
porary royal coinage but used on the Cross-and-Crosslets coinage of  Henry II and also on the 
Gloucester seal. C is generally square, although occasionally for  both Earl Robert and Earl 
William it is round (nos 11 and 61); H can be a capital or a lower-case letter; N can be barred 
transversely or horizontally; S usually lies horizontally on its face  or back. Letters may be 
inverted or retrograde and in one case the whole reverse inscription is retrograde (no. 32). The 
size and spacing of  the letters are inconsistent. Contraction marks are used, especially on early 
dies and stops may be single, double or absent but their presence or otherwise is often  uncer-
tain. There are many extraneous marks among the letters, and guide-lines drawn to assist in 
spacing the legends are visible on some coins. The latter can take various forms  including 
quite prominent vertical lines so care has to be taken to avoid reading them as additional let-
ters or parts of  letters e.g. in the CV mint signature of  nos 22-31, and among the letters of  the 
illiterate inscriptions on nos 45-54, or as decorative additions to letters like the round C of 
GLOC on no. 11. Occasionally radial lines used in setting out the reverse cross are visible (no. 
32). Several groups of  die-duplicates provide welcome help in deciphering the legends and 
there are a number of  useful  pointers: initial crosses on the reverse are consistently aligned on 
one of  the ends of  the main cross fleur-de-lysee  and Earl Robert's are plain or minimally pattee 
while Earl William's are, where visible, invariably potent with distinctive bars at the end of  the 
cross-arms. 

Coins of  Earl Robert 
The obverse inscription on Earl Robert's lion coins at its fullest  reads unequivocally 
+ROB'-COM'-GLOC'-, Rob[ertus] com[es] Glo[u]c[estrie], On some, generally later, dies the final 
C and some or all of  the punctuation is lost. The title of  earl is translated into the Latin of  the leg-
end as comes, not the grand and archaic form  consul favoured  by Earl Robert in his own charters 
and seal, and generally used by his supporters and clients when referring  to him. The inscription 
on the counterseal (an antique gem, not illustrated) used with most surviving specimens of  the 
Gloucester seal in Earl William's name is +AQVILA SV' ET CVSTOS COMIT1S (I am the eagle 
and guardian of  the earl).10 With the title comes this signet could have been new for  Earl 
William, but counterseals also are known to have been inherited," so it too may have belonged 
originally to Earl Robert and would not have required alteration to serve for  his son. It is as 
comes that Earl Robert features  in Matilda's charters. He perhaps used this title on his coins 
because he was minting coins, not by usurpation of  the regal prerogative or even on the basis of 
the traditional coinage rights of  an English earl, but because Empress Matilda had specifically 
granted them to him. We shall return later to the possible extent of  this grant. 

Earl Robert's lion coins are from  the following  mints located on the map (Fig. 3). 

10 An example of  the counterseal is illustrated in Patterson, op. cit. note 8, pi. XXXI (b). 
11 Counterseals and their hereditary use are discussed by Harvey and McGuinness, op. cit. note 9, pp. 58-9 and T.A. Heslop, 

'Seals' in English  Romanesque Art 1066-1200,  Hayward Gallery exhibition catalogue (London, 1984), p. 308 no. 345. The counterseal 
used by Earl William was adapted for  his daughter Countess Isabel with the legend suitably recut to read ' D'NE MEE ' instead of 
the inappropriate COMITIS (Patterson, op. cit. note 8, p. 24). 
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Bristol 
Bristol was the third city in England after  London and York but was described by a contemporary as 
'almost the richest city of  all in the country, receiving merchandise by sailing ships from  lands near 
and far'.12  It was the caput of  Earl Robert's honour of  Gloucester (given him by Henry I with its 
heiress Matilda Fitz Hamon as his wife),  and the chief  Angevin base held against Stephen without 
interruption from  1138 until the end of  the Civil War. Earl Robert had been granted Bristol castle by 
his father  and the revenue from  the town, based on tenures held there since the time of  his father-in-
law, constituted the largest item in the earl's income.13 With twenty-one coins (nos 1-21), it is the 
commonest mint of  the lion issue. There are three moneyers, the usual complement working at any 
one time during the reigns of  Henry I and Stephen: Farthegn (two coins), Iordan (fourteen  coins) and 
Rodbert (five  coins). Farthegn and Iordan had earlier worked for  Stephen, and Iordan and Rodbert for 
Matilda at the mint. With the presence of  known Bristol moneyers and a clear mint signature from 
BR1TO to BRI, there are no problems of  attribution. It is from  Bristol that the only coins of  the earliest 
lion 1 type derive: one die used by Iordan and one by Rodbert. Eight coins from  Iordan's die are pres-
ent, paired with two reverses. This high representation may be due partly to other fortuitous  factors, 
but the continued use of  Iordan's obverse die after  it had developed a severe flaw  (compare nos 8 and 
5) suggests that output was high. The regular Bristol coins were struck from  a total of  seven obverse 
dies and seven reverse dies, all in pairs except for  the obverse of  Iordan just mentioned and a reverse 
of  Rodbert used with two lion 2 obverses. An additional regular reverse die of  Rodbert in a very worn 
state used with an illiterate obverse (no. 55) was probably also struck at Bristol. 

12 K.R. Potter, ed. and trans., with R.H.C. Davis, Gesta Stephani  (Oxford,  1976), pp. 56-7. 
13 Patterson, op. cit. note 8. pp. 3-4. 
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It is always risky to seek to identify  moneyers in the written record, but a coincidence of 

names at Bristol is striking. One of  the Bristol moneyers for  Henry I between types XI and XV 
was Herthig or Herthinc (OE Hearding) who is not recorded thereafter.  Rodbert, unknown 
before,  is a moneyer for  Matilda and now Robert of  Gloucester. This suggests that the moneyer 
Rodbert may have been the wealthy reeve of  Bristol, Robert Fitz Harding (dead by 1171) whom 
Earl Robert enfeoffed  with Bedminster and from  whom Earl William borrowed 60 marks. His 
minting connections are confirmed  by the unusual grant of  a mint with his own moneyer (moneta 
cum proprio monetario suo) in the charter to him by Henry of  Anjou in November 1153(?) con-
cerning Berkeley.14 Robert Fitz Harding claimed Scandinavian blood and decent from  the Danish 
kings so some of  the earlier Bristol moneyers with ON names may have belonged to the same 
family.  Reeves, who were financial  officials,  are likely to have been involved in the coinage else-
where also.15 

Castle  Combe 
There are ten die-duplicates of  Earl Robert's lion type with the mint signature CV with a contrac-
tion mark through the right-hand limb of  the V (nos 22-31). There appears to be an upright in less 
high relief  close after  the letter C but this is just one of  the drafting  lines for  the legend and is not 
part of  the mint-signature (clear on no. 22). A number of  possible places beginning with C (and 
even 1) held by the Angevins at this time were considered, but, taking the common meaning of 
such a contraction as the omission of  a final  M, the mint signature is read most straight-forwardly 
as 'Cum', a compact way of  denoting Castle Combe.16 Although it does not feature  in surviving 
accounts of  the Civil War, Combe Castle, Wiltshire, occupied an important strategic position 
defending  the approach to Bristol from  the east and there are remains of  a large castle.17 The pres-
ence of  multiple die-duplicates in the hoard suggests (although it does not require) that the mint is 
not far  distant from  the findspot,  and Castle Combe would suit this admirably being 9 km 
(between five  and six miles) north of  Box. The moneyer Durling (Deorling) is no help in identify-
ing the mint. In the form  Derling the name is recorded in Henry I BMC XIV at Huntingdon, but 
that was held at this time by Stephen. It is also found  at Wareham for  Henry I intermittently 
between BMC V and BMC XIV, but different  moneyers worked there for  Stephen and Matilda. 
The Anglo-Saxon name is unusual at this late date and a younger member of  the original Wareham 
moneyer's family  may have been recruited to serve in the new mint. 

Marlborough 
The castle at Marlborough, Wiltshire, dominated the junction of  two important routes, east-
west between Bath and London (both held for  Stephen) and north-south between Cirencester 
and Salisbury. It was the principal base of  the Angevin military leader John Fitz Gilbert, 
Matilda's marshall, who was characterised by the other side as 'that scion of  hell and root of 
all evil'.18 There is only one lion coin of  this mint, with the later lion 3 obverse (no. 32). 
Marlborough had not been a royal mint since the reign of  William II but the retrograde mint 
signature is the unequivocal IT1VLEBV. The moneyer's name appears to begin with R (not retro-
grade) but the vestiges of  the letters before  ON are not clear and so the identification  of  the 
moneyer has to remain open. 

14 Bedminster, Somerset, charter: Patterson, op. cit. note 8, p. 171, no. 219, Robert paid 500 marks, the equivalent of  80,000 pence; 
re the borrowed money, ibid., p. 29, no. 72; Berkeley, Gloucestershire, charter, Regesta,  op. cit. note 4, p. 118, no. 310. Robert had a 
brother called Iordan, and his sons included Iordan and David (Regesta,  op. cit. note 4, p. 117, no. 309). Although these are the names 
of  moneyers, there is no specific  evidence that these persons had any hand in the coinage. 

15 For this period, Boon suggests that the moneyer Willelm at Cardiff  is probably to be identified  with the local reeve in G.C. 
Boon, Welsh  Hoards  1979-81 (Cardiff,  1986), Part II, Coed-y-Wenallt, pp. 37-82 at p. 49. 

16 One example is the early-twelfth  century seal of  Westminster Abbey which reads S1GILLV with an identical contraction mark 
through the V to denote the omitted M (Heslop, op. cit. note 11, p. 311, no. 351). 

17 D. Renn, Norman  Castles  in Britain (London, 1968), p. 115. 
18 Gesta Stephani,  op. cit. note 10, pp. 168-9. 
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Salisbury 
The castle of  Salisbury (Old Sarum), Wiltshire, was held for  the Angevins at this period despite 
campaigning in the area by Stephen and his son. It was the castle of  Patrick, created Earl of 
Salisbury by Matilda at some time between 1141 and 1147. The castellan until his death in 1143 
was his brother William. There are four  lion coins certainly of  this mint, by two moneyers 
Lefwine  and Wilhelm from  three obverse dies and three reverses dies, one pair for  Lefwine  and 
two for  Wilhelm. On the coin of  Lefwine  (no. 33) the mint signature SA: can, at this time and gen-
eral area, be attributed confidently  to Salisbury. The last letter of  the other moneyer's name, 
Wilheld, is certainly a capital D (no. 34). This was perhaps the result of  a misinterpretation of  a 
round m on the die-cutter's instructions as a lower case d which he converted into a capital to 
match the other letters of  the inscription. Two die-duplicates read (when combined) 
+WILhELD:ON:SVL, with V for  A as on the Marlborough coin (no. 32). On a cut-halfpenny  from 
different  dies (no. 36) the legible letters on the reverse are - ILhE -. As no other moneyer's name 
Willem in this series is spelt with an h, this coin can be identified  with this mint and moneyer. 
Trowbridge 
Trowbridge, Wiltshire, was the site of  an important Angevin castle situated 12 km (seven and a 
half  miles) from  Stephen's stronghold at Bath, and commanding routes south east to Salisbury and 
south to Shaftesbury  and Wareham. The castle was held by Matilda's supporter Humphrey de 
Bohun, whose father  (also Humphrey) had acquired the honour of  Trowbridge on his marriage 
with Matilda, daughter of  Edward sheriff  of  Salisbury. He also held Box, the adjacent manor to 
Hazelbury where the hoard was found.  There is no doubt about the attribution of  the three coins 
(nos. 37-39) to Trowbridge as the mint signature is TROB. All are by the moneyer Salide and share 
the same obverse die paired with two reverses. On no. 37 the obverse die is fresh  but on nos. 38 
and 39 it is considerably worn and, at first  sight, may appear to be a different  die. (What seems 
like an X before  the lion's head is just pellets joined by flaws.)  Its later condition suggests that this 
die had struck a large number of  coins. No. 43 may be another coin of  this mint and moneyer but 
the attribution remains uncertain (see discussion in that section below). 

A Wiltshire  mint 
A small fragment  of  a cut-halfpenny  (no. 40) reads HV with traces of  the right side of  possibly the 
initial cross before  them. This is probably another coin of  the Wiltshire moneyer Hubert otherwise 
represented here only for  Earl William (no. 57). 

Uncertain  mints 
All the obverse and reverse dies of  the coins from  uncertain mints are different  from  each other 
and from  those of  the coins with identifiable  mints; a few  tiny fragments  are too small for  die-
comparisons to be conclusive. The reverse of  no. 41 ends ON in large wide letters followed  by a 
pellet and a final  upright. The mint could thus begin with an I, or the 1 could theoretically be only 
the first  upright of  another letter, but this was not a common practice on contemporary dies. 
Looked at closely, the upright has short horizontals, pointing to the left  at the top and to the right 
at the base so, bearing in mind the short horizontals on the C of  the CV signature (no. 22), this let-
ter might be Z intended for  S. The moneyer's name seems to start with an A and have a W around 
the middle and the spacing suggests it might be Aldwine, perhaps here with an intersyllabic E, 
Aide wine. This name is known at Salisbury for  Henry I in type XIV and, although many money-
ers were sacked after  that type, some do appear later. This coin may thus be of  Salisbury, but it is 
best left  for  the moment among the uncertains. The cut-halfpenny  with the lion's front  legs break-
ing the inner circle (no. 42) has a moneyer's name clearly beginning with an A followed  by the 
base of  an L or E but nothing else is legible. This could be another coin by the moneyer of  the pre-
vious one but it is from  a different  die and other names are possible. 
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The reverse of  no. 43 reads [ ]AVID[ ]. For the moneyer, the choice is between Salide, striking 

the lion type at Trowbridge, and David, a name otherwise unrepresented in this issue. Looking 
first  at the case for  Salide, there might be a lower horizontal after  the D indicating an E but it is 
very doubtful.  The V for  L is difficult,  but may be a die-cutter's misreading of  an unusual name, 
and the L in the Marlborough signature on no. 32 has the limbs at an acute angle although not 
positioned as a V. The reverse 4 used here (its only occurrence) is characterised by four  unusually 
large pellets at the ends of  the long-armed saltires which may have been added at a secondary 
stage to a die basically of  reverse 3, rather than being an original feature,  and reverse 3 is known 
among the present lion coins only for  Salide (no. 39). (These pellets are exactly the same size as 
the undoubtedly additional pellet on the obverse of  no. 61 and reverse of  no. 58. Their significance 
is unknown.) Turning to the other candidate, a David is recorded at Bedford,  briefly  in Angevin 
hands in the 1140s, for  Stephen BMC VII, but this moneyer is likely to be the person of  the name 
who worked for  the king at several mints in East Anglia in this type and also earlier during the 
period the lion coins were being issued. He may therefore  be ruled out. One of  the putative Bristol 
moneyer Robert Fitz Harding's family  was named David although there is no evidence to connect 
him with minting activity.19 On balance, it seems preferable  to identify  the moneyer with Salide 
and Trowbridge rather than to create an otherwise unrecorded moneyer and possibly mint, but 
there is sufficient  doubt about the reading for  the coin to be left  among the uncertains. An incom-
plete and almost blank cut-halfpenny  (no. 44) is attributed to Earl Robert on the basis of  the plain 
reverse cross faintly  visible, but none of  the letters of  either inscription can be read. 

Mint  organisation  and representation  under  Earl  Robert 
The coins demonstrate that the lion issue was being organised as well as made in the efficient 
English royal manner. Earl Robert had not only inherited the expertise of  established moneyers 
and local officials,  but he had personal experience of  the organisation of  royal revenues from  hav-
ing been in charge (with Brien Fitz Count) of  the major treasury audit of  1128-9.20 This extensive 
coinage illuminates the Gesta Stephani's  disparaging but revealing comment on Earl Robert's 
refusal  to bail out his nephew in 1147, 'huddled like a miser over his money bags'.21 Although this 
coinage was extensive, it was issued over a period of  over four  years (see 'Dating' below) and was 
probably, like most earlier medieval coinages, essentially intermittent in character. 

Earl Robert's mints, as currently represented, are confined  to Bristol and Wiltshire and there may 
have been further  moneyers, and possibly mints, in that county producing coins for  him.22 It is 
notable that no coins are known from  mints in some of  his personal lands known to have issued 
coins earlier and later e.g. Gloucester and his honour of  Glamorgan, or for  other Angevin-held 
towns which had had productive mints before  the start of  the civil war e.g. Exeter. One possible 
view of  the evidence is that the Box hoard is simply unrepresentative, its contents drawn largely 
from  its own hinterland and the strong Trowbridge presence perhaps explained by the manor adja-
cent to the findspot  being held by its castellan. As there is evidence of  considerable localisation in 
currency patterns in England at this time, other issues from  elsewhere for  Earl Robert may await 
discovery. Alternatively, the earl's coins may really have been relatively restricted in their area of 
issue. The Box hoard included several earlier coins from  South Wales, and might have been 
expected to contain some of  Earl Robert's if  they had been produced there in any quantity. The dis-
tribution of  the lion coins (taking into account the Wareham coin of  Earl William) is a corridor from 

19 See note 14. 
20 J.A. Green, The  Government of  England  under  Henry  I  (Cambridge Studies in Medieval Life  and Thought 4th ser., v.3) 

(Cambridge, 1986), pp. 47 and 93. 
21 Gesta Stephani,  op. cit. note 12, pp. 206-7 
22 D.F. Allen, A Catalogue  of  Coins in the British Museum.  The  Cross-and-crosslets  ('Tealby')  type of  Henry  II  (London, 1951), 

pp. clix-clx and clxv-clxvi, discusses the entry in the Pipe Roll of  5 Henry II (1158-9) under Nova  Placita  for  Wiltshire which lists the 
debts of  six moneyers Ivo. Wille'lm, Reginald, Hubert, Wineman and Alured. Their mints are not given. Of  these names only Wineman 
and Willelm (if  it is the same person) appear as moneyers of  Stephen. Hubert is one of  Earl William's moneyers (no. 57) and possibly 
also for  Earl Robert (no. 40), so others of  the named moneyers may also have worked for  the Angevins. The William of  the list could 
be one of  them and, as Allen says, need not be the moneyer who worked for  Henry II at Wilton. 
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'sea to sea' but does not include mints in Somerset, Devon or Cornwall and certainly does not cover 
'half  of  England' as the chronicler described Earl Robert's dominion.23 Another important factor 
influencing  the location of  minting places was military requirements. While there was no doubt a 
commercial and fiscal  element in the motivation towards issuing coins, particularly at Bristol, the 
other mints were in places with strategically important castles in the area where military activity 
was focussed  at this time. The striking of  the coins in these cases probably took place within the 
castles which could be held against the enemy rather than in the towns which could be independ-
ently sacked. The new mints of  Castle Combe and Trowbridge were just such places, while the 
reopened Marlborough and long-established Salisbury (Old Sarum) were similar key fortresses  in 
the centre of  the warfare.  While the chronicler may have ignored the official  central authority 
behind some at least of  such coinages, large issues of  coins from  castles were a reality.24 It is clear 
that their coins were needed principally to pay troops and finance  the rest of  the war effort. 

Earl Robert appears to have been exercising Matilda's coinage prerogative on the same basis as 
he was carrying out administrative and military duties on her behalf.  There is no formal  documen-
tary evidence, but coins in Matilda's name cease with the introduction of  the earl's and the first 
issue of  the lion coins coincides with Earl Robert's assumption of  the direction of  affairs  in the 
English Angevin lands. The restricted representation in the Box hoard is either fortuitous  or, more 
likely, a demonstration that at this juncture the coinage was largely not pro bono publico but for 
military purposes. If  the lion issue was in its intention an Angevin national coinage why did 
Robert, the loyal supporter, not continue to mint in the Empress's name? However it came about, 
he did not do so and there could be no more graphic and widely disseminated demonstration of 
where power now lay. Before  opting for  this model, it ought at least to be considered whether Earl 
Robert's part in the coinage was more limited in extent. Was it initially an ad hoc arrangement to 
cope with the military need for  coin in a particular area, or did the Empress perhaps grant similar 
rights in coinage, in the manner of  the German emperor and the French king, to others among her 
earls (Baldwin de Redvers of  Devon for  example) whose local issues from  this time are not yet 
extant? In the light of  the lion coins it is perhaps unwise to say so, but formal  arrangements along 
these lines seem unlikely at this time, although unofficial  issues cannot be ruled out. Some of  Earl 
Robert's coins were produced at several places in Wiltshire which was not part of  his personal 
earldom or honours. The local lord was Patrick, Earl of  Salisbury, also a supporter of  Matilda, to 
whom coins have been uncertainly attributed, but one is from  the Winterslow hoard and they are 
almost certainly later.25 Earl Robert appears to have been aiming to get rid of  small local emis-
sions, issued earlier on whatever authority, throughout the area he controlled and to put the 
coinage back onto a proper state footing  as he had known it under his father  Henry I. The Box 
hoard suggests that he succeeded as there are apparently no 'new' issues by minor barons not 
already represented in the Wenallt find.  He may even have hoped that when his sister or his 
nephew finally  came into their own he might retain for  himself  and his heirs a fief  whose inde-
pendent coinage would be the visible sign of  its considerable autonomy such as he knew 
Normandy and Anjou enjoyed under the French crown. When reunification  eventually happened 
he was dead and his son, powerful  as he was, no match for  Henry II. 

Group with illiterate  legends 
Ten coins of  the lion type (nos 45-54) share the same obverse die which reads cumulatively 
+NTVHL-IVLVTNVN, reading as N all letters where a central bar is inclined, and H where it is 
not. Six of  them share the same reverse 5 die (nos 45-50) with the inscription 
+VTHNOIL-IVI-LIIVI (last L uncertain). Coins from  the same obverse die (nos 51-53) appear to 
have a different  type of  cross design (reverse 6) but the reverse inscription is identical in every 

23 Gesta Stephani,  op. cit. note 12, pp. 148-51. 
24 RG. Walsh and M.J. Kennedy, edd. and trans., William  of  Newburgh.  The  Histoiy  of  English  Affairs,  Book 1, Chapter 22, 

pp. 98-9, 'in England there were in a sense as many kings, or rather tyrants, as there were lords of  castles. Each minted his own 
coinage ... '. 

25 Mack, op. cit. note 3, p. 96, no. 271. The attribution and date cannot be discussed here. 
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respect so it would seem that the central area of  the original die has been touched up, most 
noticeably the arms of  the main cross fleur-de-lysee  have been strengthened. This suggests, as 
elsewhere in the lion series noted above, that the dies were being heavily used. These inscrip-
tions make no sense as they stand nor do they do so with alternative interpretations of  individ-
ual letters or reading them retrograde. The letters H, 1, L, N, T and V are permutated on both 
obverse and reverse, and although the inscriptions are different,  they are closely similar. These 
two legends thus seem to have been nonsense from  the start, rather than having devolved from 
some literate exemplar. The same obverse die is used with a regular reverse die of  the moneyer 
WILLITl with an illegible mint signature (no. 54). The only other coin in the present group with 
the name contracted in this way is the coin of  Earl William (no. 60) which has the initial P of  a 
surname or title following,  certainly not present here. This coin has no mint signature. The lion 
3 on the obverse of  nos. 45-54 is rougher in style than those of  Earl Robert's coins and the 
inscriptions are engraved without the use of  punches (lettering clear on no. 51). They have not 
been analysed but the average weight of  complete specimens is 1.05 g which is the best of  the 
entire lion issue (see 'Metallurgy' below). This suggests that, while these coins are irregular, 
they are not fraudulent  but were struck as an emergency issue by the moneyer Willm. The illit-
erate obverse die was more worn when it was used with the Willm reverse (the flaw  between the 
lion's tail and head is more developed) so the illiterate dies were first  used as a pair, with the 
more vulnerable reverse die later recut to prolong its useful  life  until, beyond repair, it was 
replaced by an old, regular, reverse die. The place of  this issue in the lion sequence is suggested 
by that fact  that the lion 3 is the latest type and that the initial crosses on the illiterate dies are of 
the Earl Robert type not that of  his son. 

Another coin seems to belong to this phase. The coin with a retrograde lion obverse (no. 55) 
has a legend composed of  a succession of  Vs and pellets and is certainly irregular and not made 
by the official  die-cutters. It is paired with a regular literate reverse die, this time of  Rodbert, in a 
very worn state. The mint name is illegible but is no doubt Bristol. This die is different  from  the 
Rodbert die also of  reverse 2 paired with an early Earl Robert obverse with lion 1 (nos. 17 and 
18). The coin weighs only 0.77 g but, as there is only one specimen, it is difficult  to be sure 
whether this low weight was typical. Although well below the average for  the lion series in gen-
eral, some intact regular coins can also be around this weight (no. 23: 0.73 g, no. 34: 0.78 g and 
no. 38: 0.74 g). While it would be possible to envisage a siege situation where an emergency 
issue of  coins was required, these coins were probably struck by the moneyers named on the 
reverse dies at two different  places, one of  them Bristol which was never under siege at this time. 
This suggests that the emergency which prompted their production was one which affected  both 
places and, given the likely chronological position of  the dies, the most likely time was a short 
period immediately following  Earl Robert's death on 31 October 1147. There is no information 
on the circumstances of  Earl William's succession but it may be that his right to strike coins was 
not automatic but required a specific  grant by the Empress who remained in England for  a few 
more months. 

Coins of  Earl William 
Seven lion coins (nos 56-62), four  pennies and three cut-halfpennies  (with no die-identities 
among them) read on the obverse simply WILLELMVS. The absence of  a title is no bar to attribut-
ing these coins to William after  his accession as Earl of  Gloucester as later coins of  his, of  a 
type shared with the future  Henry II and probably struck in the early 1150s, also bear only his 
name.26 A deterioration in the style of  the lion and in the lettering of  the dies, as well as other 
chronological indicators discussed above also suggest that these coins followed  Earl Robert's 
death. Earl William's lion coins were issued for  a shorter time than those of  his father  (see 
'Dating' below) and, although again the group in Box may not be representative, probably on a 
lesser scale. 

26 Mack, op. cit. note 3, p. 94, Type 3, nos 264-8. 
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Wareham 
One small fragment  (no. 56) provides the only mint of  Earl William certainly identifiable.  The let-
ters WA before  the reverse initial cross indicate Wareham, Dorset. This was William's base which 
he held securely after  it was won back for  him by his father  late in 1142. It was important as the 
port of  entry and departure in communications with Normandy. Nothing of  the moneyer's name 
appears on the coin. 
A Wiltshire  mint 

The legend on the coin of  the moneyer Hubert (no. 57) stops short after  ON, a mint signature 
absent from  the die. The moneyer's name is not known on regular coins of  Stephen or later, but is 
found  on one of  the coins in his name with a rosette of  pellets before  the face  but the mint signa-
ture is illegible. As Mack remarks, where the mints of  coins with this feature  are legible, they were 
at sometime in Angevin-held territory.27 It is possible that a fragment  of  one of  Earl Robert's coins 
was also by this moneyer (no. 40). In the Pipe Roll of  5 Henry II (1158-9) under Nova  Placita  for 
Wiltshire, Hubert the moneyer rendered an account of  40s, and his debt was paid off  in 7 Henry II 
(1161-2).28 The entries do not specify  the particular mints within the county at which the money-
ers had worked, but Hubert may be confidently  located in Wiltshire. 

Uncertain  mints 
The moneyer's name on no. 58 starts clearly Wl followed  by a less clear L and the inscription ends 
with an S on its face.  This last letter is unlikely to be the mint signature as there appears to be a 
faint  E around the middle of  the blank area which suggests that the legend reads WILLELMVS, pre-
sumably a moneyer and not just an echo the obverse. There is a large additional pellet on the 
reverse, similar in appearance to a pellet on the obverse of  no. 61 and to the four  large pellets on 
the reverse of  no. 43. A cut-halfpenny  (no. 59) is by a moneyer Will[elm] with room for  a mint 
signature although it is not legible. No. 60 is also by a moneyer William but the spacing suggests 
the name is in a shortened form  (Willm?) as the legend ends :P • OM- with no mint signature. The 
colon before  the P suggests that this is the initial of  a surname or similar. The only other coin pres-
ent with the contracted name Willm (a die with the Earl Robert type of  initial cross) is one of 
those from  the illiterate obverse die (no. 54). There is certainly no P after  it and the mint signature 
is illegible. It is not possible to say how many Williams were involved; one of  them may be Earl 
Robert's moneyer at Salisbury (nos 34-6) but there is no direct evidence for  this. All that is visible 
on the reverse of  the cut-halfpenny  no. 62 is a clear PRE followed  by the upper and lower serifs  of 
a following  upright. This sequence is not obviously any part of  a likely moneyer or mint name. As 
the moneyer of  no. 60, probably Will[el]m, has an initial P following  his name, there is possibly a 
connection with this coin. One solution is to read the letters on both as the beginning of  the title 
preceptor  (governor), the medieval Latin form  of  the classical praeceptor.  This is one of  the titles 
of  a castellan e.g. William, brother of  Patrick Earl of  Salibury was identified  as civitatis 
Saresbiriae  praeceptor  eo tempore et municeps (at that time governor and castellan of  the town of 
Salisbury).29 Unless this is an old die of  Earl Robert's time, he is ruled out since he died in 1143, 
but a successor at Salisbury or another castle seems likely. If  this reading is accepted it vindicates 
in a sense the remark of  William of  Newburgh about the lords of  castles each minting his own 
coinage.30 Coin no. 60 and the coin in private hands are from  the same reverse die but, even 
together, they do not provide an intelligible reading: A or H[ ]CV[ ]IO\ The letter after  the V is pos-
sibly an R and there is room for  another before  the IO. The inscription may once again not be the 
usual name/mint formula.  This coin has a large pellet by the lion's tail on the obverse. 

27 Mack, op. cit. n. 3, p. 182, no. 182 (BMC  237). 
28 See note 22. 
29 Gesta Stephani,  op. cit. n. 12, pp. 148-9 s.a. 1143. 
30 See note 24. 
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The rather limited overlap between the minting places of  the two earls could be more apparent 

than real due to the small numbers of  Earl William's coins, few  of  which can be identified.  The 
absence of  the old guard Bristol moneyers striking so plentifully  for  his father  is probably more 
significant.  His issues may have been concentrated on his base at Wareham, because his greatest 
need for  coin was there, but until more legible coins appear, this can be only speculation. A possi-
ble change of  focus  also raises the question of  where Earl William's dies were cut. They are a little 
more devolved than his father's  but still of  the same basic style, so they could have continued to 
be made in Bristol, or the die-cutter(s) could have travelled elsewhere as required. 

Summary of  the lion issue 
The lion coins are thus currently known of  the following  mints and moneyers: 

Earl  Robert 
Bristol Farthegn (2), Iordan (14), Rodbert (5) 
Castle Combe Durling (10) 
Marlborough R[ ] (1) 
Salisbury Lefwine  (1), Wilhelm (3) 
Trowbridge Salide (3) 
Wiltshire mint Hu[bert?] (1) 
Uncertain Aldewine (?) (1), A[ ] (1), Salide or David(l), uncertain(l) 
Group with illiterate  obverse legends 
Uncertain illiterate legend (9), Will[el]m (1) 
Bristol Rodbert (1) 
Earl  William 
Wareham Uncertain (1) 
Mint in Wiltshire Hubert (1) 
Uncertain A[ ] (1), Willem (2), Willem P (1), - PRE- (1) 

The 62 lion coins in the present corpus represent at least the following:  six mints and twelve 
moneyers from  23 obverse and 26 reverse dies. These are certainly minimum figures.  There is no 
way of  knowing whether the dies were used to capacity but in a number of  instances heavy use 
can be demonstrated. In view of  the uncertainties of  the evidence, no realistic estimate of  the 
likely total for  the lion coinage can be made, but it was clearly issued on a substantial scale. 

Metrology 
The average weights of  the coins (from  intact pennies only) with the numbers involved in brackets 
are: 

All lion coins (35) 
Earl  Robert: 
Bristol (12) 
Castle Combe (5) 
Malmesbury (1) 
Salisbury (4 probable) 
Trowbridge (2) 
Illiterate/ Willem (6) 
Illiterate/Rodbert (1) 
Earl William (4) 
The average weights of  the lion coins are fairly  consistent although there is considerable indi-

vidual variation. The main mint, Bristol, has the highest weight of  Earl Robert's coins and the illit-
erate group are the best of  all. Earl William's coins are also high, but their edge over his father's 
may just be fortuitous,  as a result of  the low numbers. Corrosion has affected  the weights so it is 
useful  to compare these results with the weights of  other coins in the hoard whose currency 

g gr-
0.98 15.1 
1.01 15.6 
0.96 14.8 
0.97 14.9 
0.89 13.7 
0.89 13.7 
1.05 16.2 
0.77 11.8 
1.04 16.0 

1.01/15.6 
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weight is established from  other sources. The Matildas in the hoard weigh on average just under 
the lion coins at 0.96 g (14.8 gr), probably because they had been in circulation longer. Her coins 
in good condition from  other sources weigh about 1.10 g (16.9 gr), considerably below Stephen's 
English coins of  type I which have an average currency weight of  about 1.42 g (21.9 gr), down 
from  a nominal weight of  22\ gr (1.46 g). It can therefore  be concluded that the lion coins were 
struck to the same lower weight standard which had been established by Matilda. Four of  the 
coins were analysed for  treasure trove purposes by M.R. Cowell of  the British Museum Research 
Laboratory: Earl Robert of  Castle Combe (no. 29), 93% silver; Marlborough, R[ ] (no. 32), 
81%; Salisbury, Wilheld (no. 34), 77%; and Earl William, Willm P (no. 60), 94%. It thus appears 
that the earls' monetary silver standard was set at traditional English sterling level but, while some 
of  their moneyers met it, others were falling  seriously below it. 

The Matilda coins analysed by Dr Peter Northover for  the National Museum of  Wales, princi-
pally from  the Wenallt hoard, showed that they generally matched the traditional English silver 
standard although some just failed  to reach 90% fine.31  The one Matilda coin from  the Box hoard 
so far  analysed was 93% silver which supports this, but a wider range of  her coins and the lion 
issue need to be investigated. The Earl William coin no. 60 of  good silver and reasonable 
(Angevin) weight was worth in bullion terms about 74% of  Stephen's coins of  average currency 
weight (21.9 gr), but the Salisbury coin of  Earl Robert (no. 34) which was of  poorer silver and low 
(Angevin) weight was worth only 46% of  Stephen's coins. In such circumstances Stephen's better 
coins would have been a target for  culling but a few  survived in the Box hoard alongside the 
Angevin issues of  Matilda and the earls. Some of  the bullion may have come from  non-numis-
matic sources and booty but it is likely that much was extracted by Earl Robert's heavy taxation.32 
Any old English money which this contained would be increased in face  value by at least a quarter 
on re-coining into the Earl's lion coins. If  he insisted on blanch payments, as followed  his audit of 
the English treasury in 1128-9, he would have made another profit  on some of  his own coin when 
it came back to him. 

Dating 
The terminus post quern for  the start of  Earl Robert's coinage is provided by the Wenallt hoard 
from  South Wales, dated about 1142, which represented the same range of  types present in Box 
with the exception of  the lion coins. It included Bristol coins of  Matilda, and might have been 
expected to contain a few  of  Earl Robert's coins from  this mint if  they had already been in produc-
tion. It is therefore  likely that Earl Robert's issues did not begin until after  his return to England 
from  a visit to Normandy at the end of  1142. His increasing role in the administration of  the 
Angevin area at this time is confirmed  by the Gesta Stephani's  long account of  the events of  1143 
which does not allude to the Empress Matilda once; it is the 'Robert Earl of  Gloucester and his 
supporters' (my italics) who are mentioned, and it is he who is identified  as the leader of  the 
Angevin party and directing its affairs.33  The lion coinage thus probably began in 1143, issued 
first  in Bristol only (if  the present material is representative) using the lion passant type, and then 
extended, on the introduction of  the new passant gardant lion type, to other mints. The lion coins 
in Earl William's name probably began shortly after  he acceded to the title on his father's  death in 
1147. Other coins in his name (not present in Box) with a facing  bust between two stars, issued in 
parallel with coins of  Duke Henry (the future  Henry II), were probably produced after  the latter's 
return to England in January 1153. There are further  coins attributed to Earl William whose pre-
cise dating is uncertain, but which certainly fall  between the two other issues.34 Both these post-
Box issues of  Earl William occurred in the 1802 Winterslow, Wiltshire, hoard along with coins of 

31 Boon, op. cit. note 15, pp. 59-60 
32 Gesta Stephani,  op. cit. note 12, pp. 150-1, s.a. 1143, 'This Lordship of  his the earl [Robert] greatly adorned by restoring peace 

and quietness everywhere, except that in building his castles he exacted forced  labour from  all and, whenever he had to fight  the 
enemy, demanded everyone's help either by sending knights or by paying scutage.' 

33 Gesta Stephani,  op. cit. note 12. pp. 144-65. 
34 Mack, op. cit. note 3, pp. 93-4, no. 262. 
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Stephen types 1-3. Although this hoard was deposited in Wiltshire, the lion issue was not repre-
sented which suggests that its currency had ceased some time previously. A date of  c.1149 is sug-
gested for  the end of  the production of  the lion coins with an effective  end to their circulation soon 
afterwards.  The lion coinage thus probably lasted around six years, over four  years for  Earl Robert 
and less than two for  Earl William. 

Conclusions 
Until its discovery, it would not have been credited that an English coinage of  such scale and 
significance  could have remained totally unknown to numismatic science until the end of  the 
twentieth century. It has, however, revolutionised our understanding of  the role of  coinage in 
Angevin England at this time. The replacement of  a coinage in Matilda's name by one in Earl 
Robert's officially  introduced an element of  continental practice into the English coinage system 
while its traditional mint and moneyer basis was retained. Statements in the chronicles about the 
coinage, while undoubtedly exaggerated, are nearer the truth in some areas than would readily 
have been accepted before  the discovery of  the Box hoard. The significance  of  the lion coinage 
extends beyond numismatics. The choice of  a lion type for  his coins by Earl Robert and its con-
tinuance by his son provide sound new evidence for  the early hereditary use of  a lion device in the 
English royal line. The change from  a lion passant to a lion passant gardant on the coins in the 
mid-1140s marks the first  appearance in a royal context of  the type which was eventually to 
become substantive in the arms of  England. The organisation and scale of  the coinage demonstrate 
the financial  sophistication of  English Angevin administration under the earls of  Gloucester. It 
supports the view that in this area, as in others, the Angevin part of  England was being run as a 
fully  operational separate state along similar lines to the royal government in London. Above all it 
underlines the achievement of  Robert Earl of  Gloucester and epitomises the dominant position he 
occupied in the mid-1140s. 

LIST OF COINS 
The second column denotes the form  of  lion type/cross type as numbered in Fig 1 or as described. Coins illustrated on 
Plates 6 and 7 (all listed except some of  the multiple die-duplicates) are denoted by an asterisk. Letters of  the inscrip-
tions, whether wholly or partially visible, whose interpretation is considered to be certain or likely are recorded in the 
nearest appropriate Roman or lower case type. Punctuation and marks of  contraction are shown as far  as they can be 
seen, but these may not fully  represent the die. Illegible letters and punctuation are indicated by empty square brackets. 
All die-identities are noted; where illegible letters or punctuation can be supplied by die-duplicates they are given 
within the square brackets of  the first  of  the duplicates so that the fullest  available details of  the die may be recorded in 
one place. All coins are pennies (or fragments  of  pennies) unless noted as cut-halfpennies  (id).  The weights in grammes 
are given in the right-hand column. Notes on damage are standardised as 'chipped' or 'fragment(s)'.  All coins are in the 
British Museum unless noted otherwise. Further possible but uncertain attributions are discussed in the main text above. 
Robert, Earl of  Gloucester (1121/2-1147) 
BRISTOL 
1* Faretein 

(Farthegn) 3/2 +RO[ ]C-G]LO 
Same dies as next [+] F ARETE IN-O] N-BR1 ] 1.05 

2 * +[ ]GLO 
Same dies as last 

+F[ ]ON-BRl 1.07 
3 * Iordan 1/1 +ROB-CO[ITl-GL]OC-

Same dies as next 
+IOR[ - ]AN[ - N:BR]I- 0.93 

4. [ ]OITl-GL[ JO-GLO[ ] uncertain 1.01 
double struck double struck chipped 
Same dies as last 

chipped 
5.* +ROB-CO [ IOC-

Same dies as last 
+IO[ ]N:BR1- 1.06 

chipped 
6. [ ]COm-GLOC-

Same dies as last 
+IO[ ] Devizes 0.86 

chipped 

35 Mack, op. cit. n. 3, p. 102. 
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7. id [ ]B.C[ ] 

Same dies as last, 
same obv. die as next 

+[ ] rest illegible 0.42 
frags. 

8 * 1/2 +R[OB-C]OITl -GLOC-
round-backed C 
Same obv. die as last, 
same dies as next 

+IO[ lAM-ON-BRI 0.92 

9. [ ]ROB[ ]m-GL[ ] 
Same dies as last 

[ ]"BR[ 3 Devizes 0.81 
bent 

10.* +RO[ ]com [ ] 
Same dies as last 

+ l[ ]ON-B[ ] Devizes 0.87 
chipped 

11* 2/1 +ROB [-C] O [m-GL] OC 
Same dies as next 

[ ] ANION- [BR - ] 1.03 
12.* +ROB[ ]G[ ]C 

Same dies as last 
[ ]A[]-ON[] Devizes 1.08 

13.* id +RO[ ]COITl[ ]L[ ] 
Same dies as last 

[ ]ON-BR[ ] Devizes 0.48 
14.* 3/2 [+]ROB'CO[m]-GLOC ] 

Same dies as next 
[- R - ]AN:[ON:B]RIT 1.02 

15.* +RO[ ]GLOC 
Same dies as last, 
edge torn not cut 

[ ]R[ ]AN:ON:BRI[] 0.95 

16.* [ ]m]-GL[ ] 
Same dies as last 

[ ]ON-BRI[ ] Cambridge 1.10 
17.*Rodbert 1/2 +R0B'-[C]0[m-G]L0G 

Same dies as next 
+RODB'-ON:BRI- 1.03 

18.* []OB'-COtIl[ ] 
Same dies as last 

+R[ ]l- Devizes 0.93 
19.* 2/1 []ROB-COITl-[ ] + [ ]-ON'BRlTO 

Same rev. die as next 
1.01 
chipped 20.* [+RO ]GLOG 

Same dies as next 
Legend almost illegible 
Same rev. die as last 1.02 

21.* id +RO[ ] 
Same dies as last 

+R[ ] 0 0.41 

CASTLE COMBE 
22.*Durling 2/1 [+RO]B'COITl':GLOG +DVR[LI ]GON-CV' 0.93 

(Deorling) Same dies as nos. 23-31 frags. 
23. [ ]COITl'-GLO[ ] +DVRL[ ]N-CV' 0.73 

bent, chipped 
24. +[ ]OITl'-GLO[ ] +DVRLI[ ] 0.99 
25.* +ROB'COnV-GLO[ ] +DVRL[ ]G-ON-CV' 0.88 
The following,  nos 26-31, are die-duplicates of  nos 22-25: 
26. Glasgow, 0.92 chipped; 27.* Devizes, 0.93; 28. Cambridge, 1.01; 29. Cardiff,  1.01; 30. Devizes, frag.  0.48 g; 
31.* Devizes, cut-halfpenny  0.47 g. 
MARLBOROUGH 
32.*R[ ] 3/2 +RO[ ]m-RGLOC 

+R[ ]:ONITlVlEBV: 0.97 
Legend and most letters 
retrograde 

SALISBURY 
33.*Lefwine(?)  3/2 
34.*Wilheld 3/2 

(Wilhelm) 
35.* 
36.* id 
TROWBRIDGE 
37.*Salide 2/2 

+ROB':COmGL[ ] 
+ROB-COITl[ 1LOC 
Same dies as next 
+ROB-COITl[ ] 
Same dies as last 
+[ ]OC: 

+ROB'-CO[m]GLO 
Same obv. die as next 

+LE[ JE-ON-SA: 
letter after  LE possibly F 
[ ]WIL]hELD:ON:SVL 
possibly reads SVL 
[ ]WILhE[ ]ON[ ] 
[ ]HhE[ ] 

S]AUDE-ONTRO[ 

0.89 
0.78 
0.83 
0.48 

1.04 
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38.* [ ]OB-COtTlGL[ ] [ ]SALIDE[ ]0[ ] Devizes 0.74 

Same obv. die as last, 
same dies as next 

39.* 2/3 id [ ]ROB'COM[ ] +SALID[ ]OB 0.52 
Same dies as last 

WILTSHIRE MINT 
40.*Hubert(?) 3?/? id 1 ]OC[ ] +HV[ ] 0.18 

frag. 
UNCERTAIN MINTS 
41.* Aide wine? 2/2 [ ]R[ ]B:COIT)[ ] +A[ ]W[ ]ON-l (or S?) 1.06 
42.*A 4/2 id 1 ]C[ ] +A[ ] 0.47 

Lion's front  legs break 
inner circle 

43.*David or 2/4 [ ]GLO [ ]AVID[ ] 0.76 
Salide rev. 3 with 4 large pellets added chipped 

44. Uncertain 3?/2? id [ ]LOC [ ] Devizes 0.42 
Traces of  uncertain letters chipped 

ILLITERATE OBVERSES 
45.*Uncertain 3/5 [+]NTVHL-IV[LVTNVN] +VTHN[OIL-IVI-L]DVI 1.07 

Initial cross at 5 o'clock. 
same dies as nos 46-50, rev. same state as nos 46-50 
same obv. as nos 46-54 

46.* +NTVHL[ ] +VTH[ ]DVI 0.99 
Same dies as no. 45 

47. [ ]HL[ ] 1 ]VNT[ ] 0.62 
Same dies as no. 45 frags. 

48. id +N[ ]VN [ ]VNT 0.27 
Same dies as no. 45 frags. 

49. id [ ]HL[ ] 1 1VI[ 1 0.18 
Same dies as no. 45 frag. 

50* [ ]NTVHL-[ ]VT[] [ ]NOILMVl-L[ ] 1.11 
Same dies as no. 45 rev. die worn 

51.* 3/6 [ ]VHL-IVLVTN[ ] +VTHNOILI-[ ]V1 1.08 
Same obv. die as no. 45 rev. die of  nos 51-3 recut 

52* +NTVHL-IV[ ] +VTHNO[] Cambridge 0.96 
Same dies as no. 51 chipped 

53.* [ ]VHL-1[V]LVTNV[ ] +VT[ ]DVI Devizes 0.99 
Same dies as no. 51 

54.*Will[e]m 3/2 +NTVHL-IV[ ]V[ ] +WILLm-ON[ ] 1.08 
Same obv. die as nos. 45-53 chipped 

55.*Rodbt 5/2 [ H-V-l-VI-• • 1 •-IVC[ ] 1 ]ODB[ ] 0.77 
(Rodbert) Lion to left 

William, Earl of  Gloucester 1147-83 
WAREHAM 
56.*Uncertain ?/2 id ®W[ ] »[ ]WA 0.15 

frag. 
WILTSHIRE MINT 
57.*Hubert 3/2 *WILLE[ ]mvs *HV[ ]RT-ON 1.06 
UNCERTAIN MINTS 
5 8.* Willem 3/2 [ ]WILLE[ ] ®WI[ ]E[ ]S 1.02 

large pellet in 2nd 
numismatic quarter. 

59.*Willem 3/2 id 1 ]ILL1[ ] [ ]WILL[ ] 0.51 
60.*Willm P 3/2 ®WILL[ ]LIT1VS: *WILL[ ]:P-OM- 1.05 

(Willem P) N transversely barred 
61.* A (? 3/2 ®WIL[ ]S- [®]A[ ]CV[R(?) lO-] 1.02 Large pellet by lion's tail areas in brackets from  same 

rev. die, CR 2000, 133 (134 
on pi. 35) 

62.*Uncertain 3/5 id  *[ ]VS [ ]PRE[ ] 0.46 



ROSE RYALS OF JAMES I, 1605-17 
LORD STEWARTBY 

COINS of  James I and Charles I are frequently  struck from  dies with altered mintmarks. This is 
particularly true of  gold coins and the larger silver, dies for  which were often  only in intermittent 
use and, being more expensive to make, could be reused, if  still serviceable, in a later period with 
the old mark overpunched. A series that abundantly exemplifies  this process is that of  the rose 
ryals of  the second coinage of  James I. The complexity of  the design of  these large coins would 
have encouraged economy in the use of  existing dies. Among 59 specimens in the sample exam-
ined, only five  obverse and eleven reverse dies have been noted, although they are found  with 
eleven different  mintmarks. No systematic attempt has been made to trace all examples of  this 
coinage, but those listed include all those in the British Museum, the National Museums of 
Scotland, the Ashmolean, Fitzwilliam and Hunterian Museums, and major private collections such 
as Lingford,  Lockett, Schneider, etc. I am grateful  to Dr Cook, Mr Holmes, Dr Mayhew, Dr Allen 
and Dr Bateson for  information  about specimens in the public collections and to Mr. Woodhead 
about those in the Schneider collection. I have not in general attempted to include other examples, 
which have passed through the saleroom in recent years, since some of  them may be the same 
specimens as are listed here from  earlier collections. I am, however, much indebted to Mr Nigel 
Davies for  helpful  comment and in particular for  drawing my attention to four  coins in Spink sales 
which are of  die-combinations not otherwise noted and which have therefore  been added to the 
lists. 

The rose ryal of  James I was the Stuart equivalent of  the late Tudor sovereign. It first  appears in 
the second coinage, introduced in 1604. The king is enthroned, with orb and sceptre, and a 
portcullis at his feet,  within a tressure of  small arcs pointed with trefoils.  The inscription is 
lACOBVS.D'.G'.MAG'.BRIT'./FRAN'.ET.HlBER'.REX. On the reverse is the shield of  Great Britain 
upon a Tudor rose, surrounded by the same legend as on Mary's and Elizabeth's sovereigns: 
A.D(omi)NO'.FACTVM.EST.ISTVD.ET.EST.MLRAB'(ile).IN.OCVLIS.N(ost)RIS. 

The verdicts of  the pyx trials of  the period record the respective sums tested of  standard gold 
(23 ct 3s gr), crown gold (22 ct.) and silver1. One piece was put in the pyx for  every fifteen  pounds 
of  gold coined. The sum tested in each category was an aggregate of  the different  coins and does 
not therefore  indicate the volume of  output of  any individual denomination. Nevertheless, there is 
a degree of  correspondence between the numbers of  surviving rose ryals and the pyx records for 
different  mintmarks. Until 1612 the standard gold denominations tested consisted of  rose ryals 
(30s.), spur ryals (15s.) and angels (10s.), although spur ryals are not listed for  mintmark grapes 
and the entries for  key and bell record angels only. Angelets (5s.) are first  mentioned for  mintmark 
tower. There are two clear discrepancies between the existence of  rose ryals and the denomina-
tions listed for  the pyx. The pyx for  mintmark key only mentions angels, but three rose ryals with 
this mark are extant. The pyx for  mintmark cinquefoil,  with which two rose ryals are known, 
refers  only to the spur ryal, angel and angelet, but since the amount tested is omitted the entry may 
have been incomplete in other respects. Also, the spur ryal is known with mintmark book even 
though it is not listed in the pyx. More positively, the pyx total for  standard gold with mintmark 
rose is much the highest, as is the number of  specimens of  the rose ryal with this mark. Low sur-
vival of  rose ryals coincides with low pyx totals in the cases of  grapes, tun and book. For other 
marks the correspondence is less obvious: coronet's pyx total is much greater than that for  mullet, 
tower or trefoil,  but it has fewer  survivors than any of  the three. Conversely, mullet has the highest 

1 H. Symonds, 'The Mint-Marks and Denominations of  the Coinage of  James I as Disclosed by the Trials of  the Pyx ...', BNJ  IX 
(1912), 207-27. 
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number of  examples after  rose against a low pyx total. Some of  these anomalies must be the result 
of  fluctuation  in the numbers of  other denominations struck (particularly angels), but others are 
presumably due to the accident of  survival, exaggerated by the small numbers involved. 

In Table 1 the denominations are listed according to their original values, but these were 
increased by ten per cent in 1612. As a result the amounts of  gold tested from  1613 onwards are 
not divisible by five  shillings, but must be abated by one eleventh to provide amounts equivalent 
to those for  1606-12, thus: tower £6, trefoil  £4, tun and book each £4 5s. 

TABLE 1. Pyx trials of  standard gold. 1606-17. 
Standard Rose rvals 

Mintmark Trial  date gold  tested Denominations Listed 
Rose 10.7.06 £23 10s. 30s., 15s., 10s. 17 
Escallop 30.6.07 £15 5s. 30s., 15s., 10s. 9 
Grapes 11.11.07 £4 30s.,10s. 3 
Coronet 17.5.09 £12 5s. 30s., 15s., 10s. 4 
Key 11.5.10 £2 10s. 3 
Bell 9.5.11 £1 10s. 10s. 0 
Mullet 22.5.12 £5 15s. 30s., 15s., 10s. 8 
Tower 28.4.13 £6 12s. 30s., 15s., 10s„ 5s. 6 
Trefoil 20.10.13 £4 8s. 30s., 15s., 10s„ 5s. 5 
Cinquefoil 17.5.15 - 15s.,10s.. 5s. 2 
Tun 15.11.16 £4 13s. 6d. 30s., 10s., 5s. 1 
Book 23.8.17 £4 13s. 6d. 30s., 10s„ 5s. 1 

Obverse dies 
All obverse dies except the last (E), which reads BR1, have the same inscription, with BRIT. Apart 
from  the mintmark, the most useful  features  for  identifying  dies are the sceptre and the tressure of 
small arcs in relation to elements of  the design, especially the tops of  the pillars and the portcullis 
below the king's feet.  Most of  the specimens noted are either from  die A, with four  different 
marks, or die C, with five  marks. Die D has only been noted in two combinations, and die E in 
one. 
A. Marks rose, escallop, grapes and tun. Sceptre points to right foot  of  X. A small spot by top of  right chain of 

portcullis; left  chain close to cusp. 
B. Marks rose, escallop and grapes. Sceptre points to stop after  REX. Left  chain of  portcullis closer to cusp than right 

chain. 
C. Marks coronet, mullet, tower, trefoil  and cinquefoil.  Sceptre to left  foot  of  X. Left  and right chains of  portcullis close 

to cusps. 
D Mark key (over coronet). Sceptre to middle of  X. Right chain closer to cusp than left  chain. 
E. Mark book only. BRI. Coarse work. Portcullis tilted. Large 'teeth' in beaded circle. 

Reverse dies 
All reverse dies except j (OCV) read OCVLIS. The simplest means of  identifying  dies is the rela-
tionship of  the sepals of  the rose to the letters of  the inscription. Because of  their greater number, 
reverse dies were less frequently  altered than obverses. The fact  that two dies (b and m) are noted 
here each from  a single example is a reminder that other reverse dies, as yet unrecorded, may have 
been used. 
a. Mark rose only. Sepals point to S of  first  EST and to stop after  ET. 
b. Mark rose only. Sepals to E of  first  EST and to T of  ET. 
c. Mark rose only. Sepals to E of  first  EST and to stop after  ET. 
d. Marks rose and escallop. Sepals to E of  first  EST and to E of  ET. Low stop after  NRIS. 
e. Marks escallop and grapes. Sepal points between E and T of  ET; last sepal points to S of  OCVLIS. Mark to right of 

Scottish arms. 
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g. Mark coronet only. Sepals to second upright of  M in FACTVM and to upright of  E in ET. 
f.  Mark mullet only. Sepals to E of  first  EST and to middle of  E in ET. Flaw lines on die from  edge of  shield. 
h. Mark key (over coronet). Sepals to stop after  FACTVM and to right side of  E in ET. 
m. Mark key (over coronet). Sepals to M of  FACTVM and B of  MIRAB. 
j. Marks tower, trefoil  and cinquefoil.  OCV. 
k. Marks tun (over another mark?) and book. Sepal to D of  ISTVD. Cramped inscription (e.g. at NRIS). 

Die-Combinations 
There follow  a table and a list of  the combinations of  obverse and reverse dies (and their mint-
marks), with the number of  examples noted here of  each. There could be some duplication in the 
entries but, if  so, probably very little. Out of  59 coins listed, two obverse dies, A (24 coins) and C 
(25) account for  nearly five  times as many coins as the other three obverses, B (6), D (3) and E 
(1). Die A was the dominant obverse in 1605-7 (rose to grapes) and was still available to be 
revived at a very late stage in the series with mintmark tun (1615/16). The only intrusion into A's 
use for  the first  three marks was by B. The other prolific  obverse die, C, assumed the leading role 
from  A with the advent of  mintmark coronet and, in a manner not dissimilar to that of  A, its cur-
rency of  up to eight years (1607-15) was interrupted only by one short-lived die (D with mintmark 
key). Of  the eleven reverse dies noted, j (13 coins), e (10) and c (9) score highest; of  these, c is 
one of  four  with mintmark rose, e is found  with both escallop and grapes (accounting for  all the 
known specimens with the latter mark), while j is the sole die of  all recorded coins with mint-
marks tower, trefoil  and cinquefoil.  The other eight reverse dies are listed from  only 27 coins. 
Apart from  the fact  that mintmark key is not recorded in the pyx, the three coins from  dies D/h 
and D/m are of  interest in that the key appears to be punched over coronet on both sides, but no 
example is known from  any of  the three dies with the original mark. Reverse f,  with mullet over 
coronet, is also a die unrecorded in its unaltered state. When coronet was replaced, it was the other 
obverse die, C, already used with coronet, which was altered to mullet, and in due course C was 
again altered, successively, to tower, trefoil  and cinquefoil,  while D is not seen again. The last two 
dies, E and k, are of  coarser work than their predecessors, and are probably by a different 
engraver. There is no obvious explanation for  the extreme disparities in the output of  different 
obverse and reverse dies other than the physical condition of  the implements (not necessarily the 
die-face),  which in some cases may have suffered  damage at an early stage sufficient  to prevent 
their continued use. 

TABLE 2. Rose ryal die-combinations. 
Obverse Dies Number  of 

Reverse specimens 
Dies A B C D E noted 

a Rose 3 
b Rose 1 
c Rose 9 
d Rose 3 

Rose 1 
Escallop 1 

Escallop 1 
e Escallop 4 

Escallop 3 
Grapes 2 

Grapes 1 
h 
m 
f 
j 

Tun 
Totals 24 

Coronet 

Mullet 
Tower 
Trefoil 
Cinquefoil 

25 

Key 
Key 

Book 

6 
5 
2 1 1 

59 
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Mm.  rose, 1605-6. 
A/a BM 1 (Brooke, English  Coins, pi. XLIII, 6 = Grueber, Handbook,  538); Schneider 6 (ex Carter); Bridgewater 72. 
A/b Parsons 63. 
A/c Lingford  880; Ryan 359 ex Montagu ex Addington etc.; Drabble 165; BM 2 (ex Clarke-Thornhill); Ashmolean 

(Knight); Ashmolean (Christ Church); Fitzwilliam (Henderson 1933); Fitzwilliam (Young 1936); Hunterian 
(Coats 1171). 

A/d Lockett 2071 ex Evans; Vaughan Morgan 63; NMS (ex Lindsay Carnegie). 
B/d Spink sale 32 (30 Nov.-l Dec. 1983), lot 320. 
Mm.  escallop, 1606-7. 
Add  Escallop over rose both sides. Cunningham 371. 
AIt  Escallop over rose on obv.; rev. unaltered. Lockett 2072; Lockett 3312 (ex .Richardson ex Shepherd etc.); Talbot 

Ready 620; BM 4. 
B/d Escallop over rose both sides. Ashmolean (Bodley). 
B/e Escallop over escallop over rose on obv.; rev. unaltered. BM 3 (North, EHC,  75); Spink sale 22 (15-16 June 

1982), lot 991; Spink sale 38(10-11 Oct. 1984), lot 17. 

Mm.  grapes, 1607. 
A/e Grapes over escallop over rose on obv.; grapes over escallop on rev. Schneider 7 (ex Lockett 4108); BM 5. 
B/e Grapes over escallop over rose on obv.; grapes over escallop on rev. Spink sale 4 (22 Feb. 1979), lot 788 (cata-

logued as mm. escallop). 

Mm.  coronet, 1607-9. 

C/g Unaltered dies. Schneider 8 (Glendining 14.4.1961); BM 6; Fitzwilliam; Hunterian (Hunter). 

Mm.  key, 1609-10. 
D/h Key over coronet both sides. Lockett 3313; BM 7. 
D/m Key over coronet both sides. Lingford  885. 

Mm.  bell, 1610-11: none struck. 

Mm.  mullet,  1611-12. 
C/f  Mullet over coronet both sides. Lockett 2073; Lingford  886; Schneider 9; BM 8; BM 9; Ashmolean (Gambier-

Parry); Fitzwilliam (Smart 1930); Fitzwilliam (St John's). 
Mm.  tower, 1612-13. 
C/j Tower over mullet over coronet on obv.; rev. unaltered. Lockett 4400; Lingford  887; Schneider 10; BM10; BM 

11; Fitzwilliam (Young). 

Mm.  trefoil,  1613. 
C/j Trefoil  over tower over mullet over coronet on obv.; rev. trefoil  over tower. Lockett 2074; Lingford  888; BM 12; 

BM 13; Fitzwilliam (Young). . 

Mm.  cinquefoil,  1613-15. 
C/j Cinquefoil  over trefoil  over tower over mullet over coronet on obv.; cinquefoil  over trefoil  over tower on rev. 

Lockett 2075; Ryan 363. 

Mm.  tun, 1615-16. 
A/k Tun over grapes over escallop over rose on obv.; rev. unaltered? BM 14. 

Mm.  book, 1616-17. 
E/k Unaltered obv. (?); book over tun on rev. Lingford  889. 



FOUR SEVENTEENTH CENTURY COIN HOARDS 
FROM CONGLETON, CHESHIRE. 

MARGARET WARHURST 
WITH CONTRIBUTIONS BY ROBERT PHILPOTT. SUSAN NICHOLSON AND JULIE EDWARDS 

Introduction 
FOUR pottery vessels, each containing silver coins, were found  in April and May 1992 on the 
outskirts of  Congleton, which is situated in southwest Cheshire close to the border with 
Staffordshire.  The hoards were found  by metal detector users in a steep natural bank forming 
the western side of  the valley of  the Howty Brook and were promptly reported to the Cheshire 
Coroner's office  by the finders,  Keith Pay, Donald Oxley and Philip Broadley, all local resi-
dents. The face  value of  the four  hoards was £ 1 7 2 85. and the total of  coins found  (3 ,409) repre-
sents one of  the largest finds  from  the seventeenth century ever recorded in this country (there 
were 5 , 0 9 8 silver coins in the Middleham Hoard found  in 1993). What really marks the 
Congleton Hoards out, however, is the amount of  historical information  that has been discov-
ered relating to their possible owner (Appendix 1). 

In August 1992 Cheshire County Council's Principal Archaeologist, Adrian Tindall, commis-
sioned research from  the Field Archaeology section of  the National Museums & Galleries on 
Merseyside to place the hoards in their historical and archaeological context.1 Robert Philpott 
carried out the field  survey (see below) and produced an unpublished report incoiporating Susan 
Nicholson's documentary research (summarised in Appendix 1). Julie Edwards of  Chester 
Archaeological Service prepared a report on the pottery vessels (Appendix 2), and the author 
undertook the identification  of  the coins.2 An inquest was held in Congleton on 26 February 1993 
at which the coins were declared to be treasure trove. The hoards were subsequently acquired by 
the Cheshire Museums Service based in Northwich, thanks to grant aid from  the Museums and 
Galleries Commission/Victoria and Albert Museum Local Museums Purchase Fund. The pottery 
containers were kindly donated to Cheshire Museums by John Barber, the owner of  the field  in 
which they were found. 

The hoards were contained in pots that appear to have been deliberately inserted into the side 
and near the top of  a steep ten metre high valley bank at a depth of  around 450 mm. For a 
detailed discussion of  the pots by Julie Edwards please see Appendix 2. A number of  features 
link the pots together. Two of  the pots (Hoards 3 and 4) were almost touching and may represent 
a single deposit; Hoard 1 was about 2.5 metres away, and Hoard 2 was about 24.5 metres to the 
north. Two of  the hoard pots (Hoards 1 and 3) were almost identical. The pots used for  Hoards 2 
and 4 were both bottles, sealed using pieces of  lead, and deposited on their sides. All four  pots 
have been dated to the late seventeenth or early eighteenth century. All four  are relatively 
uncommon for  this period in the northwest, and the sets of  initials on two of  them are uncommon 
on wares of  this type. 

Acknowledgements:  I am grateful  to the following:  Gwyneth Jones, Ruth MeKew and Cheshire County Council for  permission to 
study and publish the coins; Peter Alebon, Chester City Council Archaeological Service, for  drawing the pots; Edward Besly, National 
Museum of  Wales, for  help, advice and much patience; Barrie Cook, The British Museum; Julie Edwards, Chester City Council 
Archaeological Service for  Appendix 2; Chris Johnson, Cheshire County Council for  photographing the coins; Susan Nicholson and 
Rob Philpott of  the National Museums & Galleries on Merseyside for  the research, Appendix 1 and the coin graphs: Maureen Smith of 
the National Museums & Galleries on Merseyside for  producing the tables; Adrian Tindall and Jill Collens of  Environmental Planning, 
Cheshire County Council, for  advice and supplying the pottery drawings; Lynn Fewster, Jon Marrow, Sandy Campbell and Julie Vint 
for  help in identifying  and cataloguing the coins, and Catrina Appleby for  weighing them. 

1 R.A. Philpott. Coin Hoards  from  Priesty Fields,  Congleton:  Survey  and Documentary Research, unpublished report, National 
Museums & Galleries on Merseyside (1992). 

- Full listings of  the hoards, along with detailed reports on the pottery, the field  survey and the documentary research are held in 
the County Sites and Monuments Record, record number CSMR 2373. 
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As the containers were lidded or sealed with lead all the coins were clean, with the majority in a 

stable condition when found  and only a few  requiring conservation. There is reason to believe (see 
below) that the four  hoards form  a group deposited by the same individual in the second half  of  the 
seventeenth century, before  1675. The earliest coins in the hoards date from  the reign of  Edward VI, 
while the most recent were halfcrowns  of  Charles II dated 1670. As is usual many of  the sixteenth 
century coins were very worn and/or clipped, in stark contrast to one halfcrown  of  1670 which still 
retained its mint bloom. There were fourteen  coins from  Royalist Civil War mints, eight Scottish 
coins, one from  Ireland and a counterfeit  Charles I shilling. The denominations range from  crowns to 
sixpences but were mainly shillings and sixpences dating from  the reigns of  Elizabeth I and James I. 

Hoard  1: 1,144 coins with a face  value of  £41  5s. 
England Philip & Mary Shillings (6) 

Elizabeth I Shillings (216) 
James I Halfcrown  (1) Shillings (81) 
Charles I Tower Halfcrowns  (20) Shillings (119) 

Hoard  2: 791 coins with a face  value of  £40 
England Philip & Mary Shilling (1) 

Elizabeth I Shillings (106) 
James I Halfcrowns  (5) Shillings (128) 
Charles I Tower Halfcrowns  (68) Shillings (169) 

Oxford Halfcrowns  (3) 
Exeter Halfcrowns  (2) 
W, SA, etc Halfcrown  (1) 

Charles II Halfcrowns  (12) Shillings (4) 
Milled Halfcrowns  (6) 

Scotland James I Thirty Shillings (3) Twelve Shillings i 
Charles I 

Hoard  3: 833 coins with a face  value of  £64  19s. 6d. 
England Edward VI Shillings (3) 

Philip & Mary Shilling (1) 
Elizabeth I Shillings (105) 
James I Halfcrowns  (7) Shillings (65) 
Charles I Tower Halfcrowns  (354) Shillings (4) 

Oxford Halfcrowns  (3) 
Bristol Halfcrowns  (2) 
Exeter Halfcrowns  (2) 

Charles H Halfcrowns  (4) 
Milled Crowns (7) Halfcrowns  (4) 

Scotland James I Thirty Shillings (1) 
Charles I Thirty Shillings (2) 

Ireland Charles I Lords Justices 
Crown (1) 

Sixpences (629) 
Sixpences (71) 
Sixpence (1) 

Sixpences(231) 
Sixpences(46) 
Sixpences (4) 

Hoard  4: 641 coins with a face  value of  £26  3s. 6d. 
England Edward VI 

Philip & Mary 
Elizabeth I 
James I 
Charles I Tower 

Aberystwyth 
Oxford 

Halfcrowns  (17) 

Counterfeit 
'Charles I' 
Charles II 

Six Shillings (1) 

Sixpences(231) 
Sixpences (36) 
Sixpence (1) 

Shilling (1) 
Shillings (65) 
Shillings (40) 
Shillings (221) 
Shillings (3) 
Shilling (1) 
Shilling (1) 
Shillings (6) 

Sixpences (2) 
Sixpences(225) 
Sixpences (30) 
Sixpences (28) 
Sixpence (1) 
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Summary of  the Field Survey 
A topographical survey of  the area was carried out in August and September 1992 to identify  the 
precise location of  each hoard and record any relict features  in the landscape, including trackways, 
field  boundaries and earthworks. The general topography is likely to have altered little since the 
seventeenth century because the valley slope is too steep for  the ground ever to have been culti-
vated or occupied. The findspots  are not readily overlooked and, if  it was as densely wooded then 
as it is now, the coins could have been buried or examined without fear  of  being seen. An initial 
visit with two of  the finders,  Keith Pay and Donald Oxley, located the precise findspots  of  the four 
hoards, still visible as small patches of  disturbed ground. Without archaeological excavation it 
was not possible to determine whether the pots were placed in separate pits dug by hand or were 
placed within existing natural cavities such as rabbit burrows, of  which many exist in the bank 
today. 

Summary of  the Documentary Evidence 
A study of  published and unpublished documentary and cartographic evidence relating to the site 
was carried out to identify  landholdings in the area during the latter half  of  the seventeenth cen-
tury.3 The aim was to try to clarify  the circumstances under which the hoards were deposited, and 
the identity and motivation of  those responsible. This study has established that the field  in which 
the hoards were found  was known as Shawfield  from  as early as 1342. The owner of  the field  at 
the time the hoards were deposited is indicated by the inventory of  a John Walker dated 24 April 
1675. He may also have owned the coins. The initials J:CW on the pot from  Hoard 2 may be his 
and those of  his wife:  such vessels were sometimes given as personalised gifts.  John Walker, a 
skinner by profession,  was a prominent member of  Congleton Town Council, three times mayor, 
an ardent Royalist, and one of  the wealthiest people in the town. The 1675 inventory, for  example, 
valued his goods at £453 Is. 8d. If  the coins did belong to one person it was to someone very well 
off  like John Walker. In his will dated 29 March 1675 he was described as 'aged and declining of 
health in body', so it may be that he died without telling anyone of  the locations of  the hoards. 

At least one coin from  each of  the hoards has the letter 'W' scratched on it, which may help link 
all of  them to John Walker despite the initials 'FR' which the pot from  Hoard 4 bears. The dates of 
all the coins deposited fall  within his lifetime,  the latest dating to five  years before  his death in 
1675. The different  initials on the Hoard 2 and Hoard 4 bottles may suggest different  owners, 
although they may also indicate re-use of  the vessels, a payment to the landowner by a third party, 
or even a deposit for  safe  keeping. It seems likely, however, that all four  hoards were the property 
of  a single individual or family. 

Discussion of  the Coins and their Deposition 
The composition of  the four  hoards is broadly typical of  the patterns of  coin circulation and 
hoards of  the period 1640 to 1670 in England and Wales, with large numbers of  well-circulated 
sixpences and shillings of  Elizabeth I and James I, increasing numbers of  relatively unworn 
halfcrowns  from  the 1640s onwards, and a few  Scottish coins (five  in Hoard 2 and three in Hoard 
3). Many of  the sixteenth and early seventeenth century coins are clipped. A considerable number 
are also very worn and have been bent or scratched, presumably to check on their silver content 
(but see below for  further  discussion on this aspect). 

There are no coins from  the period 1649 to 1660 in the deposit, which is not surprising consid-
ering the 1661 recall of  Commonwealth issues, and the royalist allegiance of  John Walker, who 
was probably the owner of  the hoards. There are only forty-three  coins of  Charles II's reign. Of 
these six from  Hoard 2 and eleven from  Hoard 3 are of  the 'milled' coinage and date between 
1662 and 1670. Three factors  probably contribute to this: the large amounts of  silver minted 

3 For a detailed discussion of  this historical research please see Appendix 1. 
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between 1551 and 1649 which remained legal tender until the great recoinage of  1696, the 
remoteness of  Congleton from  the royal mint in London, and the likely date(s) of  deposition of  the 
hoards (i.e. before  1675). 

As usual in hoards deposited in the seventeenth century, the bulk of  coins are from  the Tower 
mint (99 per cent). The following  die-cutting legend errors were noted: HI on a shilling of 
Elizabeth I (Hoard 1, 54); PSVI on a sixpence of  Elizabeth I (Hoard 1, 811); SEPRAT on a sixpence 
of  James I (Hoard 1, 1003); DGG MAR on a shilling of  Charles I (Hoard 4, 467); CHH11STO 
AVSPI1C on a shilling of  Charles I (Hoard 4, 587). Five sixpences of  1562 had Z for  2 (Hoard 3, 
122-3 and Hoard 4, 77-9); two sixpences of  1572 had 2 inverted (Hoard 2, 187 and Hoard 3, 
210). Nine examples of  altered dies were noted: three sixpences were overstruck 8 on 1567 (Hoard 
1, 370-2); a sixpence 4 on 1575 (Hoard 4, 183); two shillings of  Charles I had a sun privy mark 
struck over an eye on the obverse (Hoard 4, 556-7) and one had a sun privy mark struck over an 
eye on the reverse (Hoard 4, 558). Hoard 1 includes two sixpences (484-5) dated 1569 with the 
castle privy mark (1570-2). 

The hoards included a few  interesting and rare coins. Hoard 3 includes the first  recorded exam-
ple of  'Ormonde Money' from  an English hoard.4This issue was made legal tender in England and 
Wales in 1643. Their local circulation in Cheshire probably resulted from  the advent of  Anglo-
Irish troops. John Walker came into contact with some of  these at the siege of  Nantwich in 
January 1643/4. As well as the four  coins from  the Aberystwyth mint in Hoard 4 (three shillings 
and a sixpence), there are eight Tower mint coins bearing feathers  to denote use of  silver mined in 
Wales. Hoard 2 has a halfcrown  (privy mark Trefoil)  and a shilling (privy mark Thistle) of  James 
I, and a shilling of  Charles I (privy mark Castle). Hoard 3 has two halfcrowns  of  James I (privy 
marks Thistle and Lis respectively), and a shilling of  Charles I (privy mark Cross Calvary). Hoard 
4 has a shilling of  James I (privy mark Trefoil)  and one of  Charles I (privy mark Crown). Two 
West Country halfcrowns  from  Hoard 3 have both been attributed to Exeter.5 There are six 
halfcrowns  and five  shillings of  Charles I from  the four  hoards with the sceptre initial mark of 
1646-9, all showing considerable signs of  wear. 

Scratchings have been noted on a number of  the coins from  all four  hoards (9 per cent). The 
majority occur on shillings (83 per cent), on obverse (82 per cent), and on coins of  Elizabeth I (69 
per cent). Most of  the marks consist of  only single or random lines, and can be interpreted,for 
example, as checking on the silver content. There may be other reasons behind some of  the marks, 
however, as they are not confined  to very worn coins, old coins, or those outside the normal 
weight range.6 Some of  the marks are very worn and difficult  to decipher and a few  consist of 
doodles, but others appear to be specific  letters such as 'W'/'M', 'R' or 'H'. The obverses of  19 
coins, and the reverse of  one, are marked with what appears to be a 'W' (Hoard 1 has 9, Hoard 2 
has 1, Hoard 3 has 2 and Hoard 4 has 8). These vary in size and neatness of  execution. A shilling 
of  Elizabeth I (Hoard 1, 174) has two small, neat 'W's. A shilling of  Charles I (Hoard 4, 395) has a 
'W' and an 'A'. A halfcrown  of  Charles I (Hoard 2, 596) has a neat 'RF'. In contrast a crudely 
scratched 'RF' was noted on a shilling of  James I (Hoard 3, 372). Another shilling of  James I from 
the same hoard carries a roughly scratched 'RC' (Hoard 3, 352). 

Of  thirty eight coins noted as pierced, all are either sixpences or shillings, and twenty one are 
from  Hoard 1. There are twenty two sixpences, twenty of  Elizabeth I and two of  James I, and six-
teen shillings, ten of  Elizabeth I, three of  James I and three of  Charles I. Twenty three different 
privy marks are represented, with the majority (15) occurring only once. However, eight coins 
have various forms  of  a cross as privy mark and six have a coronet or crown. The piercings them-
selves vary from  apparently randomly placed and relatively large, crude holes to tiny, neat pin-
pricks which respect the design of  the coin. A shilling of  Elizabeth I from  Hoard 1 has two small 
piercings placed within the central area of  the flan  just clear of  the beading. 

4 For a discussion of  the Lords Justices issue of  1643 and the first  recorded Welsh find  see E. Besly, Coins and Medals  of  the 
English  Civil  War  (London, 1990), p. 87; and E. Besly, 'A Civil War Hoard from  Tregwynt, Pembrokeshire,' BNJ  68 (1998), p. 125 . 

5 By Edward Besly, pers. comm. 
6 Coins were used until relatively recently to protect a table top when cutting slots in legal documents for  threading a sealing, 

Edward Besly, pers. comm. 
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Only one forgery  was noted in the hoards. This suggests that considerable care was exercised 

in the selection of  the coins deposited. Two examples of  this forgery  from  the same dies were 
included in the 1645 Penybryn (Ruabon) hoard.7 The latest coin from  Hoard 1 dates to 1646-9 
but is so well worn that deposition around that time (Charles I was executed in 1649) is 
unlikely. The hoard is dominated by sixpences and shillings with a particularly high proportion 
of  sixpences from  the reign of  Elizabeth I and has virtually no halfcrowns,  but it may be that for 
some reason the newer high value coins were deliberately excluded from  the assemblage, giv-
ing an artificially  early closing date. The hoard could have been put together when sixteenth 
century silver returned to general circulation after  the Civil War fighting  stopped8 or the bulk 
was assembled before  1642 and topped up in the period after  1646-9 with 30 coins (£2 3s. 6d.). 
However, in view of  the close similarity between the Hoard 1 and 3 jars, Hoard 1 may have 
been buried somewhat later at around 1670, the time when Hoard 3 appears to have been 
buried. The two jars clearly form  a pair and the chances of  two virtually identical containers 
being used as hoard containers over twenty years apart appear rather unlikely. One of  the find-
ers, Mr Pay, observed in relation to Hoard 3 that some larger coins, including some of  the latest 
in the hoard, had been inserted at the top of  the vessel.9 While this may indicate that coins were 
added as they became available, it could equally have resulted from  careful  counting out of  the 
exact sum into piles by denomination. Hoard 3 is the only one of  the four  to include crowns and 
also contains a high proportion of  halfcrowns.  A possible separation of  the larger denominations 
from  the smaller has been suggested for  two Civil War hoard pots found  at Wyke, West 
Yorkshire with closing dates of  1643-4 and 1647-9 respectively.10 The latest coins in both 
Hoards 2 and 3 date to 1670 and, since a halfcrown  in each retains its mint bloom, it is likely 
they were deposited in, or shortly after,  1670. Virtually all the coins would have been in general 
circulation in the early years of  Charles II. All four  hoards fall  within the lifetime  of  John 
Walker, and the latest two within five  years of  his death in 1675. 

Hoards 2, 3 and 4 most probably represent the concealment of  private wealth in a secluded 
place. Hoard 1 may represent the same or have been concealed to prevent its seizure by the 
Commonwealth. Hoards 1, 2 and 3 are nearly rounded sums, unlikely to happen by chance, and 
may, therefore,  represent payments in coin. Hoard 4, however, appears to contain a more ran-
dom accumulation of  coins of  a non specific  amount. The presence of  four  separate, though 
clearly related, deposits of  coins buried in domestic pots makes it more likely that the hoards 
are part of  the same individual's private wealth. The risk involved in burying separate caches of 
coins on land belonging to someone else makes it likely that the landowner was either the 
depositor, or that he was involved in the deposition. In addition, as discussed above, a number 
of  features  link the four  hoard pots, adding weight to the likelihood that the same person owned 
or deposited them. The documentary research identifies  John Walker of  Congleton as owner of 
the land where the coins were concealed and, therefore,  the most likely depositor of  the hoards. 

7 G.C. Boon, 'A Civil War hoard from  the Ruabon neighbourhood and its royalist coins,' Bulletin  of  the Board  of  Celtic  Studies, 
29(1) (1981), 368-71. 

8 E. Besly, 'A Civil War Hoard from  Tregwynt, Pembrokeshire', BNJ  68 (1998), 119-36. 
9 Philpott, as n. 1, p. 3. 
10 E. Besly, English  Civil  War  Coin Hoards,  BM Occasional Paper 51 (1987). 
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SCHEDULE OF THE CONGLETON COIN HOARDS11 

Pot 1 Pot 2 Pot 3 Pot 4 
ENGLAND (3400) 
Edward VI (5) 
Shillings  N.  1937 
Sixpences N.1938 
Philip & Mary (9) 
Shillings  N.  1967 

N.1968 

Y (1549-51) 
Tun (1551-3) 
Tun (1551-3) 

1554 
1554-8 
Undated 
1555 

Elizabeth I (1,808) 
Shillings,  First  Issue,  N.1985  (188) 

Lis (1558-60) 
Cross crosslet (1560-1) 
Martlet (1560-1) 
Uncertain (1558-61) 

Shillings,  Third  Issue,  N.2014  (304) 
Bell (1582-3) 
A (1582-4) 
Escallop (1584-6) 
Crescent/escallop (1584-90) 
Crescent (1589-90) 
Hand (1589-92) 
Tun (1591-4) 
Tun/woolpack (1591-6) 
Woolpack/tun (1591-6) 
Woolpack (1594-6) 
Key (1595-8) 
Anchor (1597-1600) 
1 (1601-2) 
2(1602-3) 
Uncertain (1583-1603) 

Sixpences, Second  Issue,  N.1997  (993) 
Pheon: 1561 

: 1562 
: 1563 
: 1564 
: 1565 
: ? 

Rose: 1565 
: 1566 
• 7 

Portcullis 1566 
1567 
9 

Lion: 1566 
:1567 

3 
48 
50 

7 
20 
23 
4 
5 

12 

13 
2 1 
8 

18 1 
18 
12 
4 

18 
6 

14 
12 
2 1 

24 1 
2 
5 

12 

3 
9 

12 

2 
11 
8 
3 
5 
6 

19 1 
2 

13 
6 
2 
2 

4 
12 
22 1 
4 
9 
11 

6 
16 

7 
2 1 
2 
6 1 

10 
6 1 
3 
5 

3 
11 

3 1 
10 

10 

1 
2 
2 

11 References:  N = J.J. North, English  Hammered  Coinage  Volume  2, 3rd Edition (1991); Seaby = P. Seaby and P.F. Purvey, Standard 
Catalogue  of  British  Coins,  Volume  2: Coins  of  Scotland,  Ireland  & the Islands  (1984): Brooker = J.J. North & P.J. Morley, Sylloge  of 
Coins  of  the British  Isles,  33: The  John  G. Brooker Collection,  Coins  of  Charles  I  (1984); Lockett = The  R.C.  Lockelt  Collection, 
Glendining  sale catalogue,  1955-74; Allen = D. Allen, 'The "Weymouth" and "Salisbury" mints of  Charles I', BNJ  23 (1938-41). 
96-118. 
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Coronet: 1567 

1568 
1569 
156? 
1570 
? 

Castle: 1569 
1570 
1571 
1572 

Ermine: 1572 
1573 

j ? 

Acorn: 1573 
1 574 
? 

Eglantine: 1574 
1575 
1576 
1577 
1578 
? 

Plain cross: 1578 
1579 
157? 
1580 

: 7 
Long cross: 1580 

1581 
? 

Sword: 1582 
: ? 

Uncertain: 1567 
156? 
1570 
1571 
1572 
1573 
157? 
1580 
1581 
1582 
1561-82 

Sixpences, Third  Issue,  N.2015  (323) 

Bell 1582 
1583 
9 

Pot 1 
16 
59 
36 

3 
15 
2 
2 
6 

18 1 
26 
10 
3 

16 
4 1 

22 
20 

3 1 

21 
9 
4 
8 
3 

13 

A: 1583 13 
: 1584 17 

Escallop 1584 4 
1585 8 
1586 3 
? 1 

Crescent 1587 6 
1588 1 
1589 8 

Hand: 1590 5 
: 1591 3 
: 1592 3 

Tun: 1591 2 
: 1592 5 
: 1593 8 
: 1594 1 

Pot 2 
10 
7 

10 

6 
5 

17 
3 
3 
2 
9 

17 
3 
3 

Pot 3 
5 

10 
17 

Pot' 

13 

19 
7 
6 
2 
6 

12 
3 
1 1 

14 
5 

7 
11 
17 
3 1 

7 
7 
5 
2 1 
7 

12 

2 
3 
3 
4 
2 
4 1 

2 
4 
2 1 1 
7 
5 
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Pot 1 Pot 2 Pot 3 Pot 4 

Woolpack: 1594 4 1 5 2 
: 1595 - 4 2 1 
: 1596 
. 9 

1 - 2 -

Key: 1595 1 3 1 
: 1596 5 10 2 1 
: 1598 1 _ _ _ 

Anchor: 1599 - - _ 1 
Cypher: 1600 - 2 1 -

: 1601 - 3 - — 

1: 1601 2 - - 3 
: 1602 2 - - 2 
; ? 1 _ — _ 

2: 1602 11 - 3 3 ? - 1 
Uncertain: 1584 1 

: 1602 2 
: 1583-1603 1 1 

James I (510) 
Halfcrowns,  Third  Coinage  (13) 

N.2122  Thistle (1621-3) 1 1 Lis (1623-4) - 1 
Trefoil  (1624) 

Lis (1623-4) 
Trefoil  (1624) 

2 1 7 (1603-25) - - 1 
N.2123  Thistle (1621-3) " " 1 

1 
Shillings,  First  Coinage  (82) 

N.2072  Thistle (1603-4) 
?(1603-4) 

N.2072/73  Thistle (1603-4) " f 
N.2073  Thistle (1603-4) 

Lis (1604) 
7(1603-4) 

Shillings,  Second  coinage (195) 
N.2099  Lis (1604-5) 

Rose (1605-6) 
N.2100  Rose (1605-6) 

Escallop (1606-7) 
Grapes (1607) 
Coronet (1607-9) 
7(1604-19) 

N.2101  Coronet (1607-9) 
Key (1609-10) 
Bell (1610-1) 
Mullet (1611-2) 
Trefoil  (1613) _ 1 1 -
Cinquefoil  ( 1 6 1 { 
Tun (1615-6) 9 
7(1604-19) 

Shillings,  Third  Coinage  (37)  ^ j 
N.2124  Rose (1620-1) "i 3 2 1 

Thistle (1621-3) 7 3 3 3 
Lis (1623-4) _ "l 4 2 
Trefoil  (1624) , 
7(1619-25) i 

N.2125  Thistle (1621-3) I 
Trefoil  (1624) 

9 12 2 8 
15 9 10 3 1 2 
9 19 7 6 
5 10 3 1 

10 18 8 2 
9 11 8 3 
- 6 - 1 

1 2 3 3 1 
3 15 4 4 2 1 

2 - 1 1 2 1 
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Sixpences, First  Coinage  (64) 
N.  2074 Thistle 1603 
N.2074/5  1603 ? 
N.2075  Thistle 1603 

1604 
Lis 1604 
? 1604 

Sixpences, Second  Coinage  (99) 
N.  2102 Lis 1604 

1605 
? 1605 
Rose 1605 
7 7 

N.2102/3  Rose 1605 
N.2103  Rose 1605 

1606 
71606 

Escallop 1606 
1607 

Grapes 1607 
Coronet 1607 

1608 
1609 
7 

Key 1609 
Mullet 1610 
Tower 1612 
Trefoil  1613 
Cinquefoil  1614 

Sixpences, Third  Coinage  (20) 
N.2126  Rose 1620 

1621 
Thistle 1621 

1622 
Lis 1623 

1624 
Trefoil  1624 

Charles I, Tower Mint (1,006) 
Halfcrowns  (459) 

Pot 1 
6 
7 

2 
7 1 

11 
4 
6 

4 

Pot 2 
2 

4 
1 

Pot 3 
3 
3 
1 
5 

Pot < 

N.2201  Lis - - 2 
N.2202 - - 1 
N.2205  Plume - 2 1 
N.2207  Harp - - 6 

Portcullis - - 6 
N.2209  Bell - 1 6 

Crown - 3 17 
Tun 1 5 24 

N.2211  Crown 1 - -

Tun 1 2 1 
Anchor 2 2 12 
Triangle 1 1 7 
Star - 3 3 

N.2212  Triangle 1 4 21 
N.2213  (P) 2 6 24 

(R) 4 7 42 
(P) or (R) - - 4 
Eye 1 2 27 
Eye/sun - - 1 
Sun 2 10 36 
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N.2214  Star 
Triangle in circle 
(P) 
(?) 

N.2215  Sun 
Sceptre 

N.2209-13  ? 
Shillings  (513) 

N.2216  Lis 
Cross calvary 

N.2217 
N.2218 
N.2220  Castle 
N.2221  Plume 

Rose 
N.2223  Harp 

Portcullis 
N.2225  Bell 

Crown 
Tun 
? 

N.2226  Crown 
N.2227  Tun 
N.2228 
N.2229 

Anchor 
Triangle 

N.  2229/30  Anchor 
N.2230 

Triangle 
N.2230/31 
N.2231 

Star 
Triangle in circle 

N.  2231/32  ? 
N.2232  (P) 

(R) 
(P) or (R) 
Eye 
Sun over eye 
Sun 

N.2233 
Sceptre 

N.2233/34  ? 
N.2234 

Sixpences (34) 
N.2235  Lis 1625 

Cross calvary 1626 
N.2236  Castle 1627 
N.2238  Plume 
N.2230  Portcullis 
N.2241  Bell 

Crown 
Tun 

N.2242/43 
N.2243 
N.2244  Anchor 

Triangle 
N.2245 

Pot 1 
2 

2 

1 

2 
7 

18 
16 

7 
6 
4 

12 
12 

Pot 2 
16 

3 
1 
3 1 

1 
2 
4 
6 

12 
14 
19 

1 
4 1 

10 
2 

13 
8 

31 
4 
5 

14 
3 
3 

Pot 3 
15 
67 

5 
19 
5 
2 

2 
1 

101 
Pot 4 

4 1 

1 1 
9 
8 

11 
11 
18 
2 1 
2 
5 
1 

19 

16 
14 
21 
12 
11 
10 

1 
23 

6 1 1 1 

2 
5 

15 
1 
2 1 
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Pot 1 Pot 2 Pot 3 Charles I, Royalist Issues (18) 

ABERYSTWYTH (4) 

Shillings,  N.2329  1638-42: cf.  Brooker749 
cf.  Brooker 750 
Double struck 

Sixpence, N.2333,  cf.  Brooker 759 
OXFORD (7) 

Halfcrowns:  N.2413,  cf.  Brooker 883,1643 
N.2415,  cf.  Lockett 4199,1643 
N.  ? cf.  Brooker 908,1644 

Brooker 907,1644 
cf.  Brooker 919, ? 

Shilling:  N.2440,  Brooker 924/926 
BRISTOL (2) 

Halfcrowns:  cf.  N.2484 
cf.  N.2488 

EXETER (4) 

Halfcrowns,  N.2550,  Besly J16 
N.2553,  Besly Kl l 
N.2555,  Besly K19 
N.2564,  Besly K30 

1 (12.93g) 
1 (14.76g) 
1 (14.77g) 

1 (14.39g) 
1 (14.06g) 

2 (14.56g & 
14.64g) 

1 (14.65g) 

1 (14.92g) 
1 (14.60g) 

1 (14.60g) 

1 (15.03g) 

Pot 4 

1 (5.90g) 
1 (5.67g) 
1 (5.67g) 
1 (2.94g) 

(5.85g) 

'W' & 'SA' (1) 
Halfcrown,  Allen F29 (same obv die as Brooker 1156A-57) -
Irregular issue/forgery  (1) 
Shilling,  Brooker 1194 
Charles II (43) 
Third Hammered Issue 1660-2 (26) 
Halfcrowns  -
Shillings  -
Milled Coinage 1662-1685 (17) 
Crowns  1662 (rose under bust) -

1663 
1664 
1666 

Halfcrowns  1663 -
1664 
1668 
1669 
1670 

IRELAND (1) 
Charles I 
Lord Justices ('Ormonde money') 1643-4 

1 (14.52g) 

12 
4 
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Pot 1 Pot 2 Pot 3 1 

103 
Pot 4 

Crown,  Seaby 6544 - -
SCOTLAND (8) 
James VI 
30 Shillings,  Seaby 5503 1 

Seaby 5504 - 2 1 -
12 Shillings,  Seaby 5506 - 1 - -
Charles I 
30 Shillings,  First  coinage, 1625-34, Seaby 5541 - - 2 
6 Shillings,  First  coinage, thistle,  1625, Seaby 5543 — 1 - -
Summary of  Weights 
The figures  follow  the format  developed by Besly12: for  each denomination, three figures  give the 
average weight in grammes, the number of  coins (in brackets), and the percentage of  the standard 
in use from  1601 represented by the average weight. 
ENGLAND 

Tower Hoard  1 Hoard  2 Hoard  3 Hoard  4 
Edward VI Sixpences 

Shillings 4.71 (3)78.2 2.56 (2) 85 
Philip & Mary Shillings 5.51 (6)91.5 5.52 (1)91.6 5.14 (1)85.3 5.70 (1)94.7 
Elizabeth 1558-61 Shillings 5.34 (102) 88.7 5.49 (25)91.2 5.39 (39) 89.5 5.38 (22) 89.4 
1561-82 Sixpences 2.58 (510) 85.7 2.64(151) 87.7 2.62 (178) 87 2.60(161) 86.4 
1582-1603 Sixpences 2.64(133) 87.7 2.70 (80) 89.7 2.65 (53) 88 2.69 (64) 89.3 

Shillings 5.54(114) 92 5.65 (81)93.8 5.62 (66) 93.3 5.59 (43) 92.8 
James I Sixpences 2.67 (71)88.7 2.72 (46) 90.4 2.67 (36) 88.7 2.57 (30) 85.4 

Shillings 5.58 (81)92.7 5.61 (129) 93.2 5.55 (65) 92.2 5.53 (40)91.9 
Halfcrowns 14.48 (1)96.2 14.67 (1)97.5 14.40 (7) 95.7 

Charles I Lys-Tun Sixpences 2.79 (1)92.7 2.69 (3) 89.3 2.85 (1)94.7 2.84 (24) 94.4 
Shillings 5.80 (49) 96.3 5.80 (69) 96.3 5.34 (3) 88.7 5.76 (68) 95.7 
Halfcrowns 13.95 (3) 92.7 14.62 (13) 97.1 14.74 (64) 97.9 14.76 (2) 98.1 

Anchor-Star Sixpences 2.87 (1)95.3 2.90 (4) 96.3 
Shillings 5.81 (49) 96.5 5.85 (33) 97.2 5.97 (56) 99.2 
Halfcrowns 14.34 (4) 95.3 14.68 (10) 97.5 14.77 (58) 98.1 14.90 (2) 99 

Triangle-in-circle Shillings 5.85 (31)97.2 
Halfcrowns 14.90 (2) 99 14.67 (16) 97.5 14.67 (4) 97.5 

(P)-(R) Shillings 5.72 (13) 95 5.63 (9) 93.5 5.85 (21)97.2 
Halfcrowns 14.48 (6) 96.5 14.53 (13) 96.5 14.74 (70) 97.9 14.96 (4) 99.4 

Eye-Sceptre Shillings 5.88 (8) 97.7 5.83 (27) 96.8 6.51 (1)108 5.82 (40) 96.7 
Halfcrowns 14.53 (3) 96.5 14.61 (15) 97.1 14.65 (88) 97.3 14.48 (3) 96.2 

Charles II Shillings 
Halfcrowns 

6.00 
14.91 

(4) 99.7 
(12) 99.1 14.98 (4) 99.5 5.88 (6) 97.9 

Aberystwyth 
Charles I Sixpence 

Shillings 
2.94 
5.78 

(1)97.4 
(3) 96 

Charles  I  Royalist Issues Oxford Shilling 
Halfcrowns 14.15 (3) 94 14.62 (3) 97.1 5.85 (1)97.2 

Bristol Halfcrown 14.76 (2) 98.1 
Exeter Halfcrowns 14.23 (2) 94.6 14.35 (2) 95.3 
'W' & 'SA' Halfcrown 14.62 (1)97.1 
Irregular  Issue 
Charles I Shilling 4.95 (1)82.2 

12 See Besly, as n. 10. 
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Hoard  1 Hoard  2 Hoard  3 Hoard  4 

SCOTLAND 
James VI 12 Shillings 

30 Shillings 
30 Shillings 
6 Shillings 

5.76 (1) 95.7 
14.51 (3) 96.4 12.78 (1) 84.9 Charles I 14.72 (2) 97.8 
2.79 (1)92.7 

IRELAND 
Lord Justices 
('Ormonde Money') Crown 29.22 (1) 97.1 

APPENDIX 1: HISTORICAL RESEARCH13 

ROBERT PHILPOTT AND SUSAN NICHOLSON 
Map and Documentary Evidence14 
Examination of  the historic documents and maps for  the area in which the coins were deposited has revealed patchy 
and incomplete information  from  the present day back to the seventeenth century about the ownership and layout of 
the land where the hoards were found.  The Tithe Award map shows that all the findspots  lie in the eastern margin of 
a plot that in 1843 was called Upper Shaw Field. That this was an early clearance, probably from  woodland on the 
township margin, is suggested by the occurrence of  the name Shawfield  as early as 1342.15 The earliest cartographic 
evidence for  the layout and ownership of  the fields  is provided by a 1775 survey where they are named as 
Shawfields. 

There is one piece of  crucial evidence for  the owner of  the land in the mid-seventeenth century. The inventory of  one 
John Walker drawn up on 24 April 1675 after  his death, but not proved until 10 April 1676, contains a reference  to 'In corn 
upon the ground, in Shaw Feild [j/c] £2-00-00'. Walker made a will on 29 March 1675 when he was 'aged and declining of 
health in body', and his death occurred between then and 24 April. The particular interest of  this reference  is that it provides 
a link between the known landowner of  the land where the coins were deposited and the initials J  : C W on one of  the vessels. 

It has not been possible to discover the name of  John Walker's wife;  there is no record of  his marriage, either 
because his wife  came from  another parish or because the registers were defective  at this period. In the period 1642 
to 1660 no christenings, weddings or burials took place in the chapels in Congleton because of  plague and the Civil 
War16, although a few  entries were made retrospectively in the Parish Registers. Cicely, John's eldest daughter 
according to his will of  1675, is probably to be identified  with the Cicely christened 17 January 1640/1, while the 
John baptised 26 May 1631 may be his eldest son. If  Walker followed  the custom of  bestowing family  forenames  on 
his daughters as well as his sons (there being a long succession of  John Walkers!), then it is possible that Cicely was 
named after  her mother, John's wife.  This would fit  neatly with the C of  the initials on the pot. However, confirma-
tion of  this is required. 

Further slight corroboration of  the identity of  the owner may be suggested by the 'W' graffito  on some of  the coins in 
Hoard 4. The coins may have been marked as an indication of  ownership. 

13 Grateful  thanks are due to Mr A.J. Condliffe,  editor of  the Congleton  Chronicle  for  his kindness in making the 1775 Survey 
available. Thanks are due also to Alexandra March and Peter Wright who kindly drew various sources to our attention. 

14 A Sitn'ey  and Valuation  of  all the Lands, Houses  and Tenements  of  the Township  of  Congleton  made and taken  in the year 7775; 
P.P. Burdett's Map  of  Cheshire,  (1777); 1882 First edition 6" Ordnance Survey map, Cheshire sheet LI; 1873 First edition 25" Ordnance 
Survey Cheshire sheets LI.1,2,5,6. The following  sources were consulted at the Cheshire Record Office:  1818 Map of  the Borough & 
Lordship of  Congleton copied by J. Moorhouse (Cheshire RO: D4552/1); 1843 Tithe Map & Apportionment (CRO: EDT 123/1 and 2); 
Land Tax Congleton 1778-1832 (MF 208/19 & 20); Astbury Baptisms etc., 1572-1641; Will & Inventory of  George Ford, 1646/7; 
Will & Inventory of  George Ford, Mercer, 1666/7; Will of  Henry Faulkner, Yeoman, 1803; Admon. & Inventory of  John Whittaker, 
Clerk, 1689; Will of  John Wright, Husbandman of  Astbury, 1683; Will & Inventory of  John Hobson, Tanner, 1667; Admon. & 
Inventory of  John Hobson, 1686; Admon. & Inventory of  Robert Hobson, Tanner, 1702/3; Will of  Francis Hobson of  Eaton, Yeoman, 
1771; Will & Inventory of  John Walker, Alderman, 1568; Will & Inventory of  John Walker (no occupation), 1604; Admon. & 
Inventory of  John Walker, Carrier, 1616; Will & Inventory of  John Walker, Gentleman, 1676; Admon. & Inventory of  John Walker, 
Alderman 1689. 

15 J.B. Blake, ' Medieval Congleton' in W.B. Stephens (ed.) History  of  Congleton  (1970), pp. 18-44. 
16 J.E.G. Cartlidge, H. Barlow and E. Hitchens, Newbokl  Astbury and its Histoiy  (1915), pp. 107-8. 
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John Walker (died 1675) 
Documents provide some evidence for  the life  and status of  John Walker. He belonged to a prominent family  in 
Congleton who had, since the mid-sixteenth century, played an important role in the town's affairs.  An antecedent (pos-
sibly his great-grandfather),  also John (I), was an alderman who died in 1568 and conceivably the same man was mayor 
in 1520-1.17 His son, John II, died in 1604, leaving the estate, which included £11 in gold and silver and a quantity of 
land and livestock, to his son, John III. This latter John III was himself  a person of  substance; the inventory on his death 
in 1616 totalled £203 4s. 10d. 

John Walker IV who owned Shaw Field on his death in 1675 was, like his forebears,  an important member of  the 
town elite. He had been mayor in 1634-5, 1640-1 and again, after  the Restoration, in 1661-2. One of  eight alder-
men of  the borough by 1637, Walker was one of  the important Royalist aldermen who had been excluded during the 
Commonwealth period. He was ordered to return to the council within weeks of  the king's restoration. A skinner by 
profession  he had been compounded as a Royalist for  disaffection  to the parliament in 1645, resulting in a fine  of 
£37; he pleaded concession due to his wife  and seven children. The Royalist Composition Papers indicate that he 
had raised a company of  men in Congleton to relieve the siege of  Nantwich by Parliamentarians in January 1643/4, 
and that he had borne arms in Congleton for  the Royalist cause, as well as joining with the enemy on Knutsford 
Heath, where he had also borne arms.18 Walker was one of  the wealthiest men in Congleton. The Congleton poll tax 
of  1660 was levied on the townspeople according to their ability to pay. Walker was one of  only twelve men who 
paid 10J or more out of  a total of  506 inhabitants who qualified  for  contributions; this indicates an ability to 'dis-
pend in lands, leases, money, stock' and so on over £25 per annum. Walker was sufficiently  affluent  to lend £20 to 
the Corporation for  relief  of  the poor during the severe plague that struck the town in 1641-2.19 On his death, an 
inventory valued his goods at the very considerable sum of  £453 Is. 8d., including £240 in money owing and 
bonds. His inventory indicates that, in common with many townspeople in the seventeenth century, he was a part-
time farmer  as well as a skinner. 

The scale of  Walker's wealth can be measured against other rich merchants of  Congleton in the seventeenth century, 
as reflected  in the inventories taken at their deaths. John Hobson, a tanner and mayor in 1660-1, left  household goods 
valued at £96, including professional  tools worth £10. George Ford (died 1666), mercer and mayor in 1660, had £121 in 
stock and another £65 in household goods. Alexander Green, a tanner, (died 1667) left  goods valued at £268, while John 
Rode (died 1640), alderman and farmer,  left  £86.20 

The largest source of  income for  the borough of  Congleton was the mills. In a good year, such as 1684, these might 
raise nearly £47 in one quarter but more typical were amounts ranging between £25 and £35 a quarter. In the 1660s the 
annual salary of  Congleton's schoolmaster was £16 and its minister £25.21 

The troubled circumstances in Congleton in the period immediately after  the Civil War provide a suitable context 
for  the burial of  private wealth. The uncertainty and social disorder is well exemplified  by the story that the mayor of 
Congleton was taken prisoner by Parliamentary supporters among the officers  of  Macclesfield  who were quartered in 
the town. The same men also broke open the study of  a William Drakeford,  'an eminent professor,  Clearke, and a gent 
of  greate imployment in Congleton' (taken from  an examination of  witnesses at Gawsworth in 1657).22 The town 
council was divided into two factions,  and Royalists such as Walker, were subjected to fines  and sequestrations for 
their royalist sympathies. The town suffered  with others the additional taxation and levies of  the crown and later of 
parliament23, and the wealthy such as Walker may have been led to conceal their wealth rather than see it fall  into the 
hands of  their opponents. By the 1660s and 1670s, when Hoards 2, 3 and 4 (and possibly Hoard 1 as well) were 
buried, there is no evidence of  civil strife.  Instead it is likely that the secluded valley side had by then proved itself  a 
convenient safe  place for  the substantial quantities of  coin that on occasion passed into Walker's hands. Ultimately, 
however, he was unable to recover them through death, infirmity  or carelessness. 

17 R. Head, Congleton  - Past and Present  (1887). 
18 See Head, as n. 17. 
19 W.B. Stephens and N. Fuidge, 'Tudor and Stuart Congleton" in W.B. Stephens (ed.). History  of  Congleton  (1970), pp. 45-81. 
20 See Stephens and Fuidge, as n. 19. 
21 See Stephens and Fuidge, as n. 19. 
22 See Head, as n. 17. 
23 See Stephens and Fuidge, as n. 19. 
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APPENDIX 2: THE CONGLETON HOARD POTS24 

JULIE EDWARDS 
Introduction 
This report describes the four  pottery vessels used as containers for  the Congleton coin hoards. The group consists of 
two jars, each with a lid, a jug and a bottle. All are in wares and forms  generally datable to the late seventeenth century 
or first  half  of  the eighteenth century. 

Hoard  1 pot (CSMR  2373/1) 
Description 
Fragments of  a black-glazed ware jar with a lid; rim diameter = 100 mm, base diameter = 127 mm, height = 132 mm 
without the lid, 165 mm with lid in place. 

A rounded jar with a small vertical strap handle at the shoulder. The vessel has a flat-topped  slightly everted rim with 
a short neck above a wide rounded body that curves down into a slightly flaring  rounded foot;  the base is flat.  The jar 
has a flanged  lid, which is conical in shape with an upwards flaring  flange  above the rim and a knop handle. It has been 
thrown and then trimmed, probably by turning on the wheel, to fit  the rim of  the jar. The vessel was smashed on removal 
from  the ground but most of  the pieces seem to have been retrieved except part of  the handle. 

The outside of  the lid and both surfaces  of  the jar are covered by a thick black glossy glaze. The glaze has run down 
the outside of  the vessel and gathered as drips underneath the base. 

The jar has several faults  that appear to have been made during its manufacture.  There are depressions in either side 
of  the body, probably caused by the vessel being lifted  off  the wheel or moved while the clay was still soft.  A crack in 
the rim has been covered by glaze. A crack also runs through one side of  the base and a little way up the vessel wall, it is 
noticeably wide inside the base despite being covered in glaze. The lid appears to have stuck to something in the kiln as 
there is a large 'blob' of  glaze on its underside. The scars of  four  kiln spacers/separators can be seen in the glaze under 
the base. Scratched into the unglazed surface  of  the base are two parallel lines made before  the pot was fired. 

The vessel has been highly fired  resulting in a fabric  that is hard and dark red in colour, although the unglazed areas 
under the base vary from  dark red to purple. The fabric  is fine  and sandy with inclusions of  dark red iron-rich pellets, 
occasional dark red iron rich rock fragments  and fragments  of  white quartz and sandstone. It is comparable to the fabric 
of  wares found  in Chester. 

Fig. 2: Hoard 1 pot (1:4). 

Discussion 
Black-glazed wares were produced over a wide area from  the early seventeenth century onwards.25 In the northwest of 
Britain the ware was produced at Buckley, North Wales and Prescot, Lancashire (historic county boundary) as well as 
in Staffordshire,  where clays with similar firing  properties occur.26 Similar forms  were made at each place, so it is 
difficult  to assign a provenance to blackwares found  away from  kiln sites and it is usually only possible to give a fairly 
broad date-range. 

24 Thanks are due to David Barker who kindly read and commented on this report. 
25 P.C.D. Brears, The  English  Country  Pottery,  Its  History  and Techniques  (1971), p. 37. 
26 P.J. Davey, 'Further Observations on a post medieval kiln group from  Pinfold'  in B. Vyner & S. Wrathmell (eds), Studies  in 

medieval  and later  pottery  in Wales  presented  to J.M.  Lewis (1987), pp. 98-103. 

CATALOGUE 
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The lidded jar form  is unusual in black-glazed wares, but is very similar to Staffordshire  slipware honey pots dated to 

the late seventeenth century/early eighteenth century.27 However, a smaller but similarly shaped black glazed jar, with-
out a lid, has been found  in a pit group dated c.1660-90 in Chester.28 A narrower slip decorated jar with the same type 
of  lid was also found  at Brookhill, Buckley but dated c.1640-60.29 Early types of  Staffordshire  slipware honey pot/jar 
have been found  in a group at Burslem dated 1640-7030 but these differ  in details of  form  and size from  this black-
glazed jar. On this evidence it would seem appropriate to suggest a date in the second half  of  the seventeenth century or 
possibly the early seventeenth century for  this vessel. 
Hoard  3 pot (CSMR  2373/3) 

Black-glazed ware jar with a lid; rim diameter = 127 mm, base diameter = 125 mm, height = 138 mm, 173 mm with the 
lid in place. The vessel is complete although the lid is broken in half  and chipped. 

A rounded jar with one small vertical strap handle set high on the shoulder, the vessel is very similar although not 
identical to CSMR 2373/1. The jar has a short slightly everted rim and a rounded body that narrows towards a flat  base 
without a foot.  The flanged  lid differs  only slightly in shape from  the lid of  vessel CSMR 2373/1 by having a rounded, 
instead of  a flattened,  knop handle. It has been thrown and turned to fit  the rim of  the jar. A thick black glossy lead glaze 
covers the interior and exterior of  the jar; the glaze has run down to form  large drips underneath the edge of  the base so 
making the base uneven. The lid has only been glazed on the outside but much of  this has worn away. 

As with the Hoard 1 pot (CSMR 2373/1) the jar has several faults  that probably occurred during the manufacturing 
process. There is a crack in the rim, a second one runs along one side of  the body and the base is partly cracked through. 
In each case the faults  are covered by glaze, suggesting that they occurred during or before  firing.  The scars of  three 
evenly spaced kiln spacers can be seen in the glaze underneath the base. 

The jar is made of  a medium hard fine  red sandy fabric  containing dark red iron-rich pellets, occasional dark red 
iron-rich rock fragments  and fragments  of  white quartz and sandstone. The fabric  is similar to that of  CSMR 2373/1 and 
thus also comparable to that of  black-glazed wares found  in Chester. 

Fig. 3: Hoard 3 pot (1:4). 

Discussion 
As for  Hoard 1 pot (2373/1). 
Hoard  4 pot (CSMR  2373/4) 
Description 
Jug in a buff  ware with a streaked/mottled glaze; base diameter = 69 mm, remaining height = 155 mm. 

The vessel has a rounded slightly pear-shaped body with a narrow neck that has broken away just above the join with 
the body. The base of  a single strap handle remains applied to the shoulder of  the vessel; the handle probably broke at 
the same time as the neck. The foot  is rounded and flaring  and the base slightly kicked. 

27 E. Gooder, 'The finds  from  the cellar of  the Old Hall, Temple Balsall, Warwickshire', Post-Medieval  Archaeology  18 (1984), 
p. 206 fig.  30, 223; and a vessel in Stoke-on-Trent Museum no. 2P31. 

28 From the 1974 unpublished Crook Street excavations. 
29 A. Amery and P.J. Davey, 'Post medieval pottery from  Brookhill, Buckley, Clywd' in Medieval  and Later Pottery  in Wales,  2 

(1979), p. 60 fig.  5,31. 
30 J.H. Kelly, 'Post-medieval pottery from  Newcastle St, Burslem Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs  SJ867498', City  of  Stoke-on-Trent 

Museum  Archaeological  Society  Report 8 (1975), pp. 18-19, nos 11.14 & 16. 
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On the front  of  the vessel, just above the girth, the letters 'FR' surmounted by a dot have been applied in a dark (red?) 

coloured slip which appears black under the glaze. 
The interior and exterior surfaces  are glazed but on the exterior the glaze stops short of  the foot.  Externally the glaze 

is heavily streaked or mottled in a darker brown probably due to manganese or iron being added to the glaze.31 The gen-
eral term for  wares of  this type is taken from  the glaze ie mottled ware. On the inside the glaze is slightly speckled and 
has flaked  away in places. 

The vessel is made of  a hard sandy buff  fabric  with black and red iron rich inclusions, short streaks and lenses of 
iron-rich compounds and hard creamy white unidentified  inclusions. It compares well with the fabrics  of  wares of  this 
type found  in Chester. 

The top of  the vessel has been sealed with a roughly rectangular piece of  lead that has been pushed down around the 
stump of  the neck to form  a crude lid. 

Fig. 4: Hoard 4 pot (1:4). 

Discussion 
Mottled wares were produced in a variety of  places in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In Staffordshire 
there is evidence for  production c.1680 at a kiln site in Hanley.32 It appears to have been popular until the middle of  the 
18th century (ibid) although it has been found  in domestic assemblages of  the second half  of  the eighteenth century, for 
example in a large pit group of  c.1775 from  Stafford.33  The ware is referred  to in a late seventeenth century account of 
pottery production suggesting that the ware may have been produced as early as the 1670s.34 Mottled ware was also pro-
duced at Buckley, Clwyd where it is placed in the later phase of  activity at the Brookhill site c.1690-1720.35 Prescot is 
another source: these wares appeared there in the late seventeenth century.36 

Mottled wares were made in a variety of  forms  but jugs/bottles do not appear to be common, although fragments  are 
occasionally found  e.g. in Staffordshire  at Burslem37 and Hanley.38 In Cheshire jugs/bottles have been published from 
Beeston Castle39 and they have also been found  on various sites in Chester. The form  is similar to the Rhenish 
stoneware bottles/jugs of  the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries which were copied in a variety of  wares, most 
obviously in London stoneware of  the late seventeenth century but also in tin-glazed ware and various types of  earthen-
ware.40 The letters on the front  of  the vessel probably represent the owners' or possibly the maker's initials. The initials 
or names of  the owners or royalty are common on slip-decorated and tin-glazed ware vessels from  the early seventeenth 

31 R.A. Philpott, 'Mottled Ware' in P.J. Davey & R. McNeil (eds), 'Excavations in South Castle Street, Liverpool 1976 & 1977', 
Journal  of  the Merseyside  Archaeological  Society  4 (1985), p. 54. 

32 J.H. Kelly & S.J. Greaves, 'The excavation of  a kiln base in Old Hall Street, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs  SJ885475', City  of 
Stoke-on-Trent  Museums  Archaeological  Society  Report 6 (1974), p. 3. 

33 M.J. Kershaw, 'An 18th century pit group from  Stafford',  Staffordshire  Archaeological  Studies  4 (1987), 60-85. 
34 See Philpott, as n. 31, p. 52. 
35 See Amery and Davey, as n. 29, p. 81. 
36 R. Philpott & P.J. Davey, 'Sampling excavations in Prescot, 1983-4 sites 6-26', Journal  of  the Merseyside  Archaeological 

Society  5 (1989), p. 47. 
37 S.J. Greaves, 'A post-medieval excavation in Woodbank Street, Burslem, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs  SJ866497', City  of  Stoke-on-

Trent  Museum  Archaeological  Society  Report 10, (1976), p. 30 fig.  9, 63. 
38 See Kelly and Greaves, as n. 32, p. 21, fig.  8,61. 
39 P .Noake, 'The post-medieval pottery' in P. Ellis (ed.), Beeston Castle,  Cheshire,  excavations by Laurence Keen  & Peter Hough 

1968-85 (1993), p. 208, fig.  144, 234-5. 
40 For examples see L. Lipski & M. Archer, Dated  English  Delftware  (1984), pp. 305-38; and C. Piatt & R. Coleman-Smith, 

Excavations in Medieval  Southampton  1953-1969, 2; The  Finds,  (1975), p. 104, nos 663 & 668. 
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century. Such inscriptions were sometimes used in conjunction with dates to commemorate a particular occasion, e.g. a 
marriage, christening or coronation, and the vessels may have been given as gifts  (see CSMR 2373/2). Royal initials 
also appear as stamps from  1700 and were used on mottled glazed mugs as ale-measure marks.41 A second initial 'R' is 
an abbreviation of  'Rex' or 'Regina' when preceded by the initial of  the reigning monarch. In this case, however, 'R' is 
unlikely to indicate the monarch. Mottled ware vessels with slip decoration are not common and few  bottles or jugs with 
slip-trailed inscriptions are known. One jug inscribed 'CR' has been found  in Chester42 in a late seventeenth century 
group. A similarly shaped bottle to the Congleton example with slip-trailed initials has also been found  in Nottingham;43 
the material with which it was found  is dated c. 1650-1730. 

The bottle is, therefore,  in a ware manufactured  over a wide area of  the northwest in the late seventeenth century and 
first  half  of  the eighteenth century. The bottle/jug form  does not seem to be a common one in this ware but where it does 
occur it is in deposits with the same general date range as other more common products of  the ware. It is difficult  to rec-
oncile the date of  the latest coins contained in this pot (i.e. 1662) with the known documentary and excavated evidence 
for  its date of  production and use (i.e. not earlier than the 1670s). Given this wide discrepancy in date and the different 
character of  the hoard contained in this pot it seems inadvisable to use it to infer  an earlier date for  the pot. However, the 
facts  that Hoards 2 and 3 appear to have been deposited close to 1670 and that Hoard 4 was buried very close to Hoard 3 
may indicate that mottled wares were being used at this time and, therefore,  somewhat earlier than present archaeologi-
cal evidence might suggest. 
Hoard  2 pot (CSMR  2373/2) 

Earthenware bottle with a slightly marbled appearance and three letters written in trailed slip; base diameter varies 
between 104 mm-98 mm; remaining height = 168 mm. 

A roughly biconical-shaped bottle with a narrow cylindrical neck that has been broken away just above the join with 
the body. An incised line just below the base of  the neck gives the effect  of  a cordon around the neck/body join and soft-
ens the quite sharp angle with the neck. There appears to have been no handle although it is possible that a handle may 
have been set high on the neck. One side of  the body is dented at the girth. The damaged area is well covered by glaze, 
which is not disturbed, suggesting that the damage occurred before  the pot was glazed and placed in the kiln for  firing. 
The rounded slightly splayed foot  is uneven and rather crudely finished.  There are also nicks and scratches in the sur-
face  of  the clay just above the foot.  The base is slightly kicked. 

Three letters have been applied in white slip at the shoulder of  the vessel - an T and a 'C' separated by two dots and 
surmounted by a 'W'. The 'I' has been crossed through the centre with a short horizontal line. Part of  the letter 'C' has 
fallen  away. The lettering appears yellow under the glaze. The vessel is glazed inside and out but this has been unevenly 
applied so that some areas are sparsely covered. The glaze stops short of  the foot  but some has dribbled down to beneath 
the base. In places the glaze is badly crazed or totally worn away. 

The vessel is made of  a hard red firing  clay within which are streaks and lenses of  a darker red iron-rich clay as well 
as streaks and pellets of  white clay. The coloured streaks in the clay give the glazed surface  of  the vessel a marbled 
appearance similar to agate ware. 

Fragments of  lead found  with the bottle suggest that it had a similar lead cover to the Hoard 4 pot (CSMR 2373/4). 

Fig. 5: Hoard 2 pot (1:4). 

41 M. Bimson, 'The significance  of  'ale-measure' marks'. Post Medieval  Archaeology  4 (1970). pp. 165-6. 
43 From an unpublished watching brief  in Weaver Street, 1994. 
43 R.C. Alvey, 'A cesspit excavation at 26-28 High Pavement, Nottingham', Transactions  of  the Thornton  Society  (1973). p. 62, 

Description 

fig.  6,10. 
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Discussion 
One way of  creating pottery with a marbled appearance is to mix clays of  differing  colours by layering and folding  them 
together before  throwing the pottery. The products of  this technique are known as 'agate' ware. However, this bottle is 
altogether coarser in fabric  and finish  than the finely  made and often  decorative agate wares produced on a large scale from 
the mid eighteenth century in Staffordshire  and elsewhere. Different  clays are also mixed together in order to achieve a 
better consistency for  throwing or firing.  Potters at Buckley, Prescot and also in Staffordshire  often  mixed red and white 
clays together for  this reason. Depending on how well the clays were mixed this could result in a marbled or streaked clay 
fabric.  The variegated surface  this process produced was usually concealed by the use of  slips or coloured glazes but under 
a clear colourless glaze, as in this case, a marbled appearance could be achieved. It is difficult,  however, to point to a 
precise provenance for  the vessel because such wares may have been produced over a wide area. The shape of  the bottle 
suggests a date in the 17th century. Agate type wares appear to have been produced c. 1690-1720 at Buckley44 while 
vessels in mixed red and white firing  clays occur on sites in Chester in the second half  of  the 17th century. 

The three letters on the front  of  the pot are its most intriguing aspect and they probably relate to the owner of  the ves-
sel. The 'W' represents the surname and the lower letters the forenames  of  the owner and his wife,  or perhaps just the 
owner. In the seventeenth/eighteenth century a crossed T was sometimes used to represent either a capital ']' or 'I'.45 
Similarly shaped bottles/jugs with initials have occurred elsewhere (see no 2373/4 above). The function  of  these vessels 
is unclear. Wine bottles and jugs occur in tin-glazed ware often  bearing inscriptions including dates, initials and the con-
tents of  the bottle. It has been suggested that these were made as Christmas or New Year gifts  'among the less prosper-
ous folk'  and were given containing wine which was expensive and thus often  only affordable  in small amounts.46 The 
personalised container enhanced the gift.  This bottle may have served a similar purpose on a slightly humbler scale. It is 
possible that the initials may refer  to the maker47 although it would seem unlikely given the prominent position of  the 
lettering on the vessel. 

The vessel is thus of  a ware probably produced in the midlands or northwest Britain in the late 17lh or 18th centuries. 
As the bottle contained a coin of  1670 in mint condition, and if  the initials 'ICW' are those of  John Walker, the 
landowner, this would suggest that the bottle was made before  his death in 1675 and buried close to 1670; there is noth-
ing about the vessel to refute  this suggestion. 
General Discussion 
The four  vessels can be broadly dated to the late seventeenth century/first  half  eighteenth century on form  and fabric 
type. They are wares that were common to several areas of  northwest England and North Wales. None of  the vessels is 
particularly finely  made, being either poorly finished  or with faults  such as cracks and dented sides. However, although 
imperfect,  all the vessels would have been functional  as containers and suitable for  household use, but it is also possible 
that they had been discarded as seconds. The initials on the jug and the bottle suggest that they have been specifically 
made, in particular the one with initials matching that of  the landowner John Walker. The jug and bottle had been bro-
ken before  burial. This may have been accidental but may have been done purposely in order to make a larger opening 
through which to put the coins, the top of  the necks being too narrow to take some of  the coins. Considering the broad 
date ranges assigned to the wares and forms  represented by the vessels, the coin hoards may be expected to provide a 
clearer indication of  when these particular vessels were in use. This may be applicable to Hoards 2 and 3 that contain 
coins in mint condition dated 1670. However, the two earlier hoards pose questions for  which there are no clear 
answers. The pot containing Hoard 1 is in a very similar jar to that containing Hoard 3 yet the latest coin was substan-
tially earlier, which would suggest that either this precise type of  pot was being made for  a long period of  time, or that 
the Hoard 3 pot was over 20 years old when it was buried. Hoard 4 also contains coins with an earlier closing date but 
the pot is of  a type generally regarded to be later in date. As this hoard was buried very close to Hoard 3 it could be 
speculated that the coins were stored elsewhere before  being placed in the pots. 

If,  as the evidence suggests, the hoards belonged to John Walker and were buried in his lifetime,  they can all be 
placed somewhere between 1670 and 1675, implying the pots were in use at that time. If  this is correct, it provides a 
clearer indication of  when these types of  wares and forms  were in use than has hitherto existed. 

KEY TO PLATE 8 
1. Ormonde Crown, 3:833 
2. Charles I halfcrown,  'W' & 'SA' mints, 2:769 
3. Charles I shilling, Oxford  mint, 4:634 
4. Charles I halfcrown,  Exeter mint, 2:523 
5. Charles I halfcrown,  Exeter mint,3:814 
6. Elizabeth I shilling, 1:174 
7. Elizabeth I shilling, 1:195 
8. James I shilling, 3:352 
9. Charles I shilling, 2:596 

10. Charles I shilling, 4:395 
44 See Amery and Davey, as n. 29, p. 81. 
45 For examples see R.G. Cooper, English  Slipware  Dishes 1650 
46 See Lipski and Archer, as n. 40, p. 307. 
47 L. Allason-Jones, 'The Inscriptions on Donyatt Pottery', in R 

Pottery  (1988), p. 381. 

-/§50(1968), pis. 117, 194 and 196. 
. Coleman-Smith & T. Pearson (eds), Excavations in the Donyatt 
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COIN-WEIGHTS MADE BY THE FOUNDERS 
NORMAN BIGGS 

Introduction 
THERE is ample documentary evidence about the activities of  the Worshipful  Company of 
Founders in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,1 but when Geoffrey  Wills wrote his book2 
on Copper and Brass in 1968, he was right in saying that there were few  artefacts  that could be 
attributed to individual members of  the Company. However, since 1968 there have been important 
advances in our knowledge about one of  the founders'  main products, the 'trade weights' used for 
commercial transactions. Also, it has been possible to identify  a significant  number of  individual 
founders  who produced coin-weights at the end of  the seventeenth century. The names of  these 
founders  correspond to initials that also appear on bullion weights and trade weights, and hence 
we can identify  the makers of  these items too. A full  list of  the makers and the relevant items is 
given in an Appendix. 

The named coin-weights have a distinctive style, examples of  which occur up to the 1750s. 
Recognition of  this 'Founders style' provides insights into the development of  the weight-making 
trade in general, and the evidence discussed here also throws some light on the monetary history 
of  the period. 

The Founders 
As is well-known, from  about 1588 onwards the Founders Company had the right to check all 
'brazen' weights used in London. Most of  these weights were trade weights made of  what we now 
call bronze, and they were denominated in the averdepois system, which was used for  weighing 
all goods except coins and bullion. The weights were stamped with marks signifying  the authority 
of  the crown and the city,3 as well as a ewer, the mark of  the Company itself.  A few  weights from 
the time of  Elizabeth also have marks that may be the initials of  their makers, but it is still too 
early to draw any conclusions about them. 

There is firmer  evidence about makers' marks from  the Commonwealth period. At this time the 
Founders Company continued to exercise its functions  regarding the stamping of  weights, the 
royal mark being replaced by the shield of  St George. In the records of  the Company for  1657 
there is an order that every member of  the Company making weights should mark them with 'his 
own proper stampe'.4 Some trade weights with the Commonwealth marks also have a mark 
stamped on the rim, resembling a small tree or bush, and it is reasonable to conclude that this is 
indeed a maker's mark (PI. 9, 1). Similar, but more clearly attributable, marks are found  on later 
weights, and these will be discussed in due course. 

Coin-weights 
In fact,  the truly significant  evidence about individual weight-makers comes from  towards the end 
of  the seventeenth century, and it relates to coin-weights, not to trade weights. These weights were 

Acknowledgements:  The author wishes to thank Paul and Bente Withers for  helpful  comments, Gary Batz and Geoff  Newell for 
information  about the marks on bullion weights and trade weights. 

1 W.M. Williams, Annals of  the Worshipful  Company of  Founders  (London, privately printed, 1867); G. Parsloe, Wardens' 
Accounts of  the Worshipful  Company of  Founders  1497-1681  (London, Athlone Press, 1964); G. Hadley, Citizens  and Founders 
(London, Phillimore, 1976). 

2 G. Wills, The  Book of  Copper  and Brass (London, Country Life,  1968). 
3 N.L. Biggs, English  Weights:  an illustrated  survey (Egham, White House Publications, 1992); M. Stevenson, Weight  Stamping 

(London, Founders Company, 1991). 
4 Williams, as in n. 1. p. 114. 
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made of  brass, rather than bronze. The introduction of  milled guineas after  the Restoration had, to 
some extent, provided a stable gold coinage, and the weighing of  coins had declined. 
Consequently weights bearing the portraits of  Charles II and James II are very scarce. However, 
gold coins that have circulated for  twenty years or more usually show significant  signs of  wear, so 
it is no surprise to find  that coin-weights from  the reign of  William and Mary are more numerous, 
and there is a veritable explosion in the reign of  William. These weights have the royal portrait on 
the obverse, as had been customary in earlier times, but the reverse type is new, comprising a 
crown superimposed on crossed sceptres, with the legend 1 GV1NEA W or f  GVINEA W below 
(PI. 9, 2). The central thesis presented here is that this form  of  words characterises coin-weights 
made by members of  the Founders Company. 

Contemporary with the weights for  checking the current English gold coins, there are 
weights bearing the portrait of  Louis XIIII on the obverse and, on the reverse, three fleurs-de-
lis with the inscription 1 PISTOL W or \ PISTOL W (PI. 9, 3). The name 'pistol' (frequently 
spelled 'pistole') was the vernacular term for  a foreign  gold coin. In this case the portrait of 
Louis and the mass of  6.75 grams imply that the relevant coin is the French Louis d'or, minted 
from  about 1640 onwards. A similar Spanish coin also circulated in England at this time, and 
the weights could have been used for  checking that too. There are numerous contemporary ref-
erences to the influx  of  these coins, for  example in the State Papers for  1697."' At that time the 
government did not understand why it was happening, or what to do about it. Bishop Burnet 
thought it was a plot by the French to influence  Parliament's decision about the succession.6 
Eventually some sense was introduced when Newton caused careful  assays to be made and 
determined the correct value of  the pistole in relation to the guinea.7 Since the value officially 
proclaimed was less than the value accepted by custom, large numbers of  pistoles were sold as 
bullion and coined into guineas. 

The first  coin-weights that are relevant to the present inquiry are those that have the initials AG 
or WH as part of  the design on the obverse, alongside the head of  the king, William III or Louis 
XIIII (PI. 9, 4-5). The initials occur thus on weights for  guineas, half-guineas,  pistoles and half-
pistoles, and it is practically certain that they refer  to the founders  Anthony Giles and William 
Hayward. The justification  for  this identification  is that these names appear in full  on related 
coin-weights, which will be discussed next. In addition, the initials DB have been recorded on 
weights for  the guinea and half-guinea  only (PI. 9, 6). At one time it was thought that these ini-
tials might stand for  Daniel Brattle, but currently the more likely candidate is a founder, 
Doughton Bridges. 

The fact  that underpins the argument being presented here is that the names of  Thomas 
Garrat, Anthony Giles, William Hayward, Samuel Kerison, Richard Litchfeild,  Thomas Peirson, 
John Plat, and John Wade, appear in full  on coin-weights for  guineas and pistoles (PI. 9, 7-10). 
All these names also occur in the records of  the Founders Company,8 and further  confirmation 
of  this link is provided by the fact  that most of  the weights are stamped with the ewer mark. 
This mark does not occur on earlier types of  coin-weights. (References  to individual weights 
are given in the Appendix, in the form  W i l l i , indicating number 1111 in the standard catalogue 
of  Withers.9) 

It is likely that the initialled types pre-date the types where the name is given in full.  One sug-
gestion is that the types with the name on the obverse were introduced after  the accession of 
Anne in 1702, because it was easier to make a die with lettering instead of  a portrait.10 
Investigation of  the die-links noted in Withers may help to resolve this point.11 What is clear is 
that the initials correspond to the names, and the names correspond to individual founders  who 
can be firmly  identified.  It will now be shown that this correspondence can be extended to other 
types of  weights. 

5 Calendar  of  State  Papers (Domestic),  William  III  1697  (London, HMSO, 1927). See pp. 240, 248, 252-3, 415. 
6 G. Burnet, Histoiy  of  His  Own Time  (Oxford,  University Press, 1833). Volume 4, p. 474. 
7 J. Craig, Newton  at the Mint  (Cambridge, University Press, 1946). 
8 C. Webb, London Apprentices, Volume  21 Founders'  Company 1643-1800 (London, Society of  Genealogists, 1998). 
9 P. and B. Withers. British Coin-Weights  (Llanfyllin,  Galata, 1993). 
10 N.L. Biggs, 'English Coin-Weights 6', Equilibrium  (1987), 1040^-6. 
11 Withers, as in n. 9, pp. 110-12. 
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Bullion weights 
Another class of  weights that can be linked to individual founders  through the marks stamped on 
them are the bullion weights used to check the mass of  gold and silver items. The traditional form 
of  bullion weight, as used by goldsmiths, was a small square piece of  brass marked with a number 
of  annulets to indicate its denomination. Such weights were described by Badcock in 1677,12 and 
they are fairly  common. They often  have a small iion' stamped on them, indicating an association 
(now thought to be unofficial)  with the Goldsmiths' Company. 

The bullion weights specifically  associated with the Founders Company are quite different. 
They are round, not square, and they are usually stamped with a ewer. As they are not mentioned 
by Badcock, it is tempting to suggest that they came into use in the 1680s and 1690s. In fact,  the 
form  of  some of  these weights strongly supports that suggestion. 

It is possible to distinguish two series of  these weights.'3 First there are those with the denomi-
nation indicated by symbols of  the form  D XX, indicating twenty pennyweights. Other recorded 
denominations are D X, D 1111, and D II. These weights served the same purpose as the traditional 
pennyweights described by Badcock, and were probably used mainly by goldsmiths. Secondly, 
and very confusingly,  there are weights denominated in 'currency' values, such as XXX D. The 
mass of  these pieces shows clearly that XXX D stands for  the correct mass of  thirty pence of  the 
current silver coinage. At the official  rating of  5s. 2d. per ounce troy, this is 232 grains, about 15 
grams. (Thirty pennyweights  would be 720 grains, about 46 grams.) It is this second series that 
links firmly  with the monetary conditions of  the 1690s, when the silver coin in circulation was 
very worn, a situation which eventually led to a major recoinage.14 As well as the goldsmiths, 
many people in business and trade must have been in the habit of  weighing the silver coins offered 
to them in payment. A weight marked XXX D, for  example, would have been used to ensure that a 
payment of  thirty pence (or half-a-crown)  contained the correct amount of  silver, rather than silver 
coins whose face  value was thirty pence but which were seriously underweight. Other denomina-
tions in this series are VI D (sixpence), XII D (a shilling), and V S (a crown). 

Weights of  both series have been recorded with initials stamped on them, and in several cases 
these initials correspond to the initials of  the founders  who put their names on coin-weights. Thus 
the initials AG, IW, RL, WH must surely stand for  Anthony Giles, John Wade, Richard Litchfeild, 
and William Hayward (PL 9, 11-14). The initials TG, DB, and IA probably stand for  Thomas 
Garrat, Doughton Bridges, and John Apthorpe. The initials II and IL have also been recorded. 

A few  of  these bullion weights have additional countermarks that raise interesting questions. 
One such countermark is the rampant lion, which may indicate a Scottish connection (PI. 9, 15). 
Following the Act of  Union in 1707 the English weights and measures were supposed to be used 
in Scotland, and it may be conjectured that a rampant lion stamped on a pennyweight was 
intended to make it more acceptable to the Scots. In fact,  not all the Scottish goldsmiths adopted 
the English troy weight-system; some of  them were still using a traditional Scottish unit, the drop, 
much later in the eighteenth century.13 Other recorded countermarks are a fleur-de-lis  and a 
cinquefoil:  the significance  of  these marks is unknown. 

Trade weights 
It will be recalled that our account of  makers' marks began with a small tree stamped on the rim of 
trade weights in the Commonwealth period. This mark is also recorded on weights from  the reign 
of  Charles II, and another pictorial mark, resembling a bunch of  grapes (some call it a strawberry) 
appears on weights of  James II. From the Charles II period there are also weights with the initials 

12 W.G. Badcock, A New  Touch-stone  for  Gold  and Silver  Wares  (London. 1677). (Reprinted: Shannon. Irish Universities Press 
1970). 

" N.L. Biggs, Bullion Weights:  an outline catalogue  (Egham. White House Publications, 1995). 
14 M.H. Li, The  Great Recoinage of  1696-9  (London, Wcidenfeld  and Nicholson. 1963). See Chapter 3: Monetary Conditions on 

the Eve of  the Recoinage. 
15 A.D.C. Simpson. 'Coins weighed by the drop'. Equilibrium  (1996), 2068-72. 
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AG stamped on the rim, presumably referring  to the Anthony Giles who was Renter Warden of  the 
Company in 1679. The same initials AG have been recorded on the rims of  weights made in sub-
sequent reigns, and it is likely that some of  them refer  to his son, the second Anthony Giles, who 
was freed  in 1690, Master of  the Company in 1717, and died in the 1730s (PI. 9,16). 

Several other initials have been recorded on trade weights from  the reigns of  James II through 
to George II. DB and WH clearly correspond to founders  who can be identified  from  the evidence 
given above - Doughton Bridges and William Hayward - and it is possible to make a good guess 
that EI is Emmanuel Jacombe. These marks occur only on the larger weights, four  ounces and 
above, and they are often  very faint,  even on weights that are otherwise in good condition. 
Hitherto nothing has been written about them, so it is quite possible that many more will now 
come to light. 

The troubles of  the Founders Company 
The period in question was a troubled one for  the Founders Company. Many details are given 
by Hadley,16 and only the major points will be reviewed here. Before  the accession of  James II 
in 1685 the Company had been forced  to accept a new Master, whose loyalty to the crown could 
be guaranteed. This seems to have split the membership into factions,  and many of  the leading 
working founders  were excluded from  the livery. The affairs  of  the Company fell  into the hands 
of  people who were either dishonest or incompetent. Eventually, in 1697, the Court of 
Aldermen of  the City of  London ordered a full-scale  inquiry into the company's affairs.  The 
report of  this inquiry contains a sorry tale of  mismanagement and corruption: the Court of 
Assistants was composed chiefly  of  'unskilful  men', the late Master was a rogue, many weights 
had been stamped without being properly examined, and the late Clerk 'hath been guilty of 
many enormous practices'. 

However, it appears that these troubles did not affect  the business activities of  the majority of 
working founders,  who were able to pursue their profitable  trade without reference  to the 
Company. Occasionally they might be asked to fill  one of  the posts in the official  hierarchy, but 
they could not be forced  to accept. For example, it is recorded that both Samuel Kerison and 
John Apthorpe refused  to be Stewards in 1697, although Richard Litchfeild  did accept the post a 
year later.17 

There is some evidence that the number of  weights stamped by the Founders increased after  the 
enquiry of  1697,18 although it took several years for  the Company to sort out its problems. 
Subsequently three of  the founders  identified  by name on coin-weights became Master: William 
Hayward (1712), John Wade (1716), and Anthony Giles (1717). This suggests that working 
founders  were once more taking a leading role in the affairs  of  the Company. 

As has been mentioned, the Withers' catalogue contains a study of  the die-links among the 
named coin-weights, and between these weights and the (much more numerous) anonymous 
ones.19 The conclusion is that many of  them were produced in three workshops, two of  them fairly 
large. The significant  point is that, as early as 1700, some of  the weights produced by the founders 
were being made in jointly operated workshops. Even though apprentices were bound to individ-
ual masters, it is possible that the 'mass-production' aspects of  the trade were better served by 
larger groupings. The apprenticeship system regulated by the Company provided the mechanism 
for  transmission of  practical knowledge and, despite many abuses (some of  which were discov-
ered by the inquiry of  1697), it continued to operate until the nineteenth century. However, it 
appears that the influence  of  the Company over the commercial practices of  its members was 
already weakening by the start of  the eighteenth century. 

16 Hadley, as in n. 1, Chapter 10. 
17 Williams, as in n. 1. p. 129. 
18 Stevenson, as in n. 3, p. 6. 
19 Withers, as in n. 9, pp. 110-12. 
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In fact,  it is unlikely that the Company could have enforced  a complete monopoly of  weight-

making, because what happened outside London was not under their control. Even within the city 
the Armourers and Braziers also had interests in the metalworking trade. So it is not a complete 
surprise to find  a few  coin-weights from  the William III period that do not totally conform  to the 
Founders style. For example, there are very rare weights bearing the name James Hickes, whose 
name has not been located in the records of  the Founders Company. It is possible therefore  that 
Hickes was not a founder,  although he made his weights in a loose imitation of  their style. 

Later weights in the Founders style 
The need for  coin-weights gradually declined during the reigns of  Anne and George I, largely 
because of  the stringent measures introduced by Newton in his time at the Mint, and no weights 
are known with the portrait of  George I. In the reign of  George II the condition of  the currency 
became a problem once more, and there are several types with his portrait. In particular there is 
one group of  rather dumpy weights (W1415-1425), in which the reverse has the Founders style 
of  inscription, I GUINEA W (PI .9, 17). The use of  the rounded U in place of  the V is consistent 
with the general usage of  the time. The belief  that these weights were produced by the founders 
is reinforced  by the existence of  a mule (W1170) that combines a Louis XIIII WH obverse with a 
I GUINEA W reverse. Presumably the old obverse die was brought into use as an emergency 
measure. 

However, it should be noted that the George II weights do not bear the names or initials of 
founders,  or the ewer countermark. Possibly this is because they were distributed, not by the 
founders  themselves, but by scalemakers, many of  whom were members of  the Blacksmiths 
Company. In fact,  it was customary for  the label in a scale box to claim that the scalemaker 
'makes and sells all kinds of  scales and weights'. At the lowest level, this could be interpreted as 
meaning that the scalemaker made the scales and sold the weights. But the scalemakers certainly 
liked to give the impression that the accuracy of  the weights was their concern, and it is possible 
that they bought weights roughly finished  from  the founders,  and made fine  adjustments before 
selling them. Further evidence on this point will be considered below. 

By the second quarter of  the eighteenth century foreign  gold coins were once again circulating 
widely in England, but now they were Portuguese rather than French. A group of  'dumpy' coin-
weights (W1430-1458) with I MOIDORE W on the reverse are clearly parallel with the George II 
guinea weights mentioned above (PI. 9, 18). The moidore was a gold coin that passed (in the 
1740s) for  27 shillings, together with the half-moidore  (13s. 6d.) and quarter-moidore (6s. 9d.). 
These coins seem to have been prevalent in the West of  England as far  back as 1714.20 A second 
series of  Portuguese gold coins also circulated, the multiples and fractions  of  the 'joe' or 
johannes, which passed for  36 shillings. Thus, by the middle of  the eighteenth century there were 
many gold coins in circulation, and the weighing of  coins became almost a necessity. There are 
many 'long sets' of  coin-weights bearing denominations from  £3:12s. down to 4s. 6d. One type 
of  long set is clearly in the Founders style, since the weights have an inscription of  the form  36 
SHILLINGS W on one side (PI. 9, 19). The other side has several different  forms  (W1790-1793). 
This suggests that the Founders continued to make coin-weights in response to the conditions of 
the time, and that these weights were sold mainly by the scalemakers. 

However, by the mid-1740s the established order was being threatened. The inevitable result of 
the increased demand for  coin-weights and scales was that new sources of  supply appeared. In 
particular, the engraver and medallist John Kirk produced a fine  series of  weights, much to the 
annoyance of  the established trade. The columns of  the Daily Advertiser  and the London Evening 
Post for  the years around 1750 resound with claims and counter-claims between Kirk and Samuel 
Read, who had one of  the largest scalemaking businesses of  the day. Read had assisted the Royal 

20 A.R. Hall and L. Tilling (eds), The  Correspondence  of  Isaac  Newton,  Vol. 6 (Cambridge, University Press, 1976). See items 
1095, 1095a, 1098. 
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Society in its studies of  weights and measures in 1742/3,21 and clearly considered himself  to be an 
authority on the matter. In his advertisements he claimed that the weights sold by scalemakers 
were superior to Kirk's, because they were made according to official  standards. Kirk retorted 
(correctly) that there were no official  standards for  the weights of  foreign  coins, adding that 'the 
making of  these weights [ ... ] was never their talent but always the occupation of  the Founders, 
of  whom they still purchase them.' 22 

The evidence reviewed above suggests that the great majority of  coin-weights produced around 
1700, including those with no name or initials, were made by members of  the Founders Company. 
The Founders subsequently produced weights of  a similar type in the reign of  George II, but their 
share of  the market had begun to decline by the middle of  the eighteenth century. 

KEY TO PLATE 
1 4 ounce trade weight with Founders marks for  the Commonwealth period, stamped on the rim 

with a small tree or bush. 
2 Typical guinea weight, William III (W1182). 
3 Typical pistole weight, bust of  Louis XIV (W1298). 
4 Initials AG on obverse of  guinea weight (W1155) 
5 Initials WH on obverse of  guinea weight (W1163). 
6 Initials DB on obverse of  guinea weight (W1172). 
7 WILLIAM HAYWARD guinea weight (W1122). 
8 ANTONY GILES guinea weight (W1116). 
9 RICHARD LICHFEILD guinea weight (W1137). 

10 JN WADE pistole weight (W1152). 
11 10 pennyweight bullion weight stamped AG. 
12 10 pennyweight bullion weight stamped IW. 
13 4 pennyweight bullion weight stamped RL. 
14 5 shillings bullion weight stamped WH. 
15 10 pennyweight bullion weight stamped with a lion rampant. 
16 4 ounce trade weight with Founders marks for  George I period, stamped on the rim with the 
initials AG. 
17 Guinea weight in the Founders style, George II (W1419). 
18 Moidore weight, (W1432). 
19 Johannes (36 shillings) weight (W1793b). 

21 (Anon.), 'An account of  the proportions of  the English and French measures and weights', Phil. Trans.  Royal Society,  vol. 
xxxxii (1742-3), 185-8. 

22 Daily Advertiser,  Number 5633, 30 January 1749. 
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APPENDIX 

This is a list of  names and initials that appear on weights dating from  around 1700. The names are followed  by refer-
ences to the weights associated with them and some biographical information.  Numbers in the form  W999 refer  to the 
Withers corpus (as in n.12), and SM999 to T. Sheppard and J.F. Musham, Money  Scales  and Weights,  London, Spink 1975. 

1. Names  firmly  identified 
Thomas Garrat [Garatt, Garrett] 
Name:  W1112  (guinea),  Will3  (half-guinea),  SM89  (pistole,  whereabouts currently  unknown). 
Initials:  TG  and ewer on 12-pence bullion weight (Simmons  Auction, 9/7/1993,  W1369). 
Son of  Thomas Garrat, Old, Northamptonshire, yeoman. Bound to Daniel Houghton 7 May 1683, date of  freedom  not 
known. Master of:  John Cooper (1693). 
Anthony Giles [Gilles, Gyles] 
Name:  WI  116-19 (full  set), with ewer cmks. 
Initials:  AG on W1555-6I  (full  set, with several varieties); stamped  on rim of  trade  weights from  the reigns of  Charles 
II  to George II. 
Anthony Giles I, founder:  livery 1668/69, renter warden 1679/80, master of  Henry Warren (1669), Henry Soden (1676), 
Walter Pagan (1683), and others. The earlier marks on the rim of  trade weights must denote this Anthony. His son, 
Anthony Giles II was bound to his father  16 April 1683, made free  in April 1690. Master of:  Thomas Dawkins (1690), 
Emmanuel Jacombe (1693), Thomas Norfolk  (1698), Abraham Bishop (1700),  Joseph Cook (1705), Henry Edgar 
(1708), Henry Hous (1712), Marriott Stopes (1718), John Cooke (1719), Freelove Odell (1722), John Holmes (t.o. from 
another master 1726), John Milburne (1726, t.o. to another master 1732), Thomas Finch (1729), George Johnston 
(1731, t.o. to another master 1737), Thomas Cartwright (1733). 
Master of  the Company 1717. Probably d.1737. 
William Hayward [Haywood] 
Name:  coin-weights WI122-25  (full  set), with ewer cmks. 
Initials:  WH  on W1163-70  (full  set, with varieties); WH  and ewer stamped  on five-shilling  bullion weight (W1370);  WH 
on rim of  lib bronze weight,  William  and Mary. 
Not recorded as an apprentice in the Founders Company (possibly a brazier). Master of:  Thomas Parratt (1696), Thomas 
Grantam (1704). Master of  the Company 1712. 
Samuel Kerison 
Name:  SamL  Kerison  Fecit  on W1131  (guinea),  W1132  (half-guinea),  W1135  (half  pistole), with ewer cmks. 
Initials:  SK  as part of  die struck  design  on W1133  (pistole)  and W1134  (half-pistole),  with ewer cmks. 
Son of  John Kerison, Shocklach, Cheshire, gentleman. Bound to Daniel Houghton, 3 Aug. 1680, made free:  5 Aug 
1687. Master of:  Thomas Poynter (1692), George Griffith  (1694), Thomas Price (1701), Edmund Williams (1704), 
William Ford (1707), William Branch (1719), Elisha Sad (1724). In 1697 Kerison was deprived of  his status as a livery-
man for  refusing  to act as Steward of  the Company. 
Richard Litchfeild  [Litchfield] 
Name:  Richard  Litchfeild  Fecit  with ewer cmk, on WI137-40  (full  set). 
Initials:  RL (under  a small star) and ewer stamped  on 4dwt. 
Date of  binding unknown, made free  13 Dec 1688. Master of:  John Awood (t.o. from  another master 1689), George 
Tapper (1690), William Reade (1693), Thomas Powers (1696), Richard Row (1701), Charles Peter (c 1701/2), John 
Parslow (1708),John Jones (1709 t.o. to another master 1712).Steward of  the Company 1698. Probably died c.1712. 
Thomas Peirson [Pearson, Pereson] 
Name:  On W1142  (guinea),  the only example of  this name known. 
Son of  William Peirson, Derby, tailor. Bound to Abel Hodges 1 April 1683, date of  freedom  unknown. Master of: 
George Werden (1691), John Pearson (1693), Samuel Govar (1694), Osmond Hunton (1697). 
John Plat [Piatt] 
Name:  On W1147  (half-guinea),  WI148  (pistole);  a guinea (SM81)  was sold  in Simmons Auction 18/2/1994. 
Son of  William Plat, Swallowfield,  Berkshire. Bound to John Apthorpe 4 June 1688, made free  5 Aug 1695. Master of: 
William Jones (1696), James Hartop (1704), Edwin Grant (1715), Thomas Fitchew (1722). Fitchew was turned over to 
another master on 25 October 1725, which may indicate that Plat died around that time. 
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John Wade 
Name:  On W1150-3  (full  set), with ewer cmks. 
Initials:  IW  and ewer stamped  on set of  bullion weights (W1365-68);  IW  and ewer stamped  on lOdwt. 
Son of  Philip Wade, citizen and draper. Bound to Thomas Gold 29 Sept 1677, made free  8 Feb 1685. Master of: 
Christopher Morrison (t.o. from  another master 1689), John Houlden (1692), John Snoxell (1694), Michael Masters 
(1699), Daniel Rayner (1700), John Wheeler (1704), Corbettt Dodd (1707), Richard Gilbert (1713). Thomas Elwick (1718) 
and Richard Wood (1720) are recorded as bound to John Wadejnr. Master of  the Company 1716. Probably d. 1717/8. 

2. Initials  only, probably Founders 
IA 
Initials:  IA  and ewer stamped  on thirty-penny  bullion weight. 
Possibly John Apthorpe [Abthorpe], son of  Stephen Apthoipe, Gamlingay, Cambridge, who was bound to Thomas 
Cockin 10 Nov 1677.Master of:  John Plat (1688) and several others. 
DB 
Initials:  DB as part of  die-struck  design  on W1172  (guinea)  and W1173  (half-guinea);  DB and ewer stamped  on 2dwt 
(two  examples). 
At one time it was thought that the initials might stand for  Daniel Brattle, a member of  a family  with connections at the 
Royal Mint, but this now seems unlikely, since Brattle was not a Founder. The only Founder with these initials at the 
relevant period was Doughton (or Downton) Bridges, son of  George Bridges of  Waltham Holy Cross, Essex, yeoman. 
He was bound to Daniel Houghton on 25 July 1671. Houghton was Master of  the Company 1679/80 and, significantly, 
he was the apprentice-master of  Thomas Garrat and Samuel Kerison. Withers suggest that the initials DB may be from  a 
die that originally read DH. In 1706 Bridges was accused of  complicity in the unauthorised removal of  the Company's 
books. He accepted the charge but claimed that it was a mistake, and was punished by being disbarred from  office  (not a 
very worrying prospect). 
EI 
Initials:  EI  stamped  on rim of  lib and 2lb bronze weights,  George II. 
One strong possibility is Emmanuel Jacombe [Jacomb], son of  Nathaniel Jacombe of  Glen Parva, Leicestershire, bound 
to Anthony Giles 7 August 1693. He was master of  Josiah Jacombe, not his son but possibly a nephew (1729). His son 
Samuel was bound to his widow Elizabeth in 1739, so the initials could be hers. 
II 
Initials:  II  (surmounted  by a small crown) and ewer on 4-pennyweight. 
There are two serious candidates for  these initials, (i) Josiah Jacombe, son of  Josiah Jacombe of  Southwark, bound to 
Emmanuel Jacombe 7 April 1729. (ii) John Jones, son of  John Jones of  Stepney, bound to Richard Litchfeild  17 October 
1709, turned over to another master in 1712. He was master of  William Wase (1718), Joseph Denton (1719) and Henry 
Aynsley (1721). 
IL 
Initials:  IL  and ewer on 20-pennyweight and 10-pennyweight. 
There are about six possible candidates for  these initials. 

3. Uncertain  names and initials, possibly not Founders 
James Hickes 
Name:  on W1128  (half-guinea)  and W1129  (pistole).  Sheppard  and Musham  (p.171)  mention a guinea weight in the 
Morten  collection,  the fate  of  which is not known. 
There is no one of  this name in the Founders' records, and there is no ewer stamped on the weights. The style of  the 
weights is different  from  those produced by the Founders: the king's head is on the obverse, with the denomination and 
name of  Hickes on the reverse. 

RG (or RC) 
Initials:  RG in small cartouche stamped  on 3dwt,  with rampant lion but no ewer. 
Possibly Richard Gilbert, bound to John Wade 7 Sept 1713. On the other hand, the weight with these initials is an 
unusual one and may be of  Scottish manufacture. 
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JOHN STUBBS JORDEN, DIE-SINKER AND MEDALLIST 
D.W. DYKES 

THE student of  eighteenth-century trade tokens tends a garden, still unkempt and little cultivated 
in a serious way since the magisterial work of  Richard Dalton and Samuel Henry Hamer the best 
part of  ninety years ago.1 While the continuing popularity among collectors of  what contempo-
raries called 'provincial coins' has called forth  a plethora of  secondary writings, largely derived 
from  Victorian works, frequently  unsourced and often  inaccurate, it is only in comparatively 
recent years that they have begun to be subject to scholarly examination.2 And there are, still, 
many dank corners in the garden that require cutting back to let in light, numismatic, historical 
and economic, to reveal the true nature of  the flora  hidden by the existing profusion  of  under-
growth. The modern labourer's work is, of  course, not made easier by the perplexing character of 
the flora  itself  and the obscurity of  the early plant-breeders responsible for  it. The short point is -
abandoning this gardening analogy, no doubt to your relief  - that the tokens themselves are not 
the most tractable of  material, produced, as they were, for  a variety of  different  purposes which 
defies  orthodox numismatic arrangement while their die-sinkers and manufacturers  are elusive 
and, as I have said before,  almost beyond history. Yet without knowing something about the 
makers of  tokens, their connections and intentions, one cannot really come to grips with the 
tokens themselves. 

John Stubbs Jorden, the die-sinker and, on Charles Pye's authority, token manufacturer  as 
well, is typical of  his kind. While he is, perhaps, not quite as obscure as some, his personal his-
tory is still ill defined  and continues to defy  any coherent delineation, especially in the period of 
most interest to the numismatist. Of  his early life  we know simply that he was born at 
Wombourn, a few  miles south-west of  Wolverhampton in Staffordshire,  on 4 March 1774, the 
only son of  a William Jorden and his wife  Anne.3 William Jorden - the youngest of  four  broth-
ers - had himself  been born at Wombourn in 1747, and was a member of  a long-standing family 
of  ironmasters working Heath Forge in Wombourn and Grange Furnace in the adjacent village 
of  Penn as well as having, at one time, iron-making interests in Shropshire and Worcestershire.4 
The family  was also involved in the early development of  the iron industry in south Wales and 
William's father,  Richard, had been co-proprietor with a neighbouring, if  more affluent,  west 

Note:  This paper, to which footnotes  have been added, is a slightly expanded version of  the second part of  my 2001 Presidential 
Address incorporating some material from  a lecture given to the Society in 1997. 

1 R. Dalton and S.H. Hamer, The  Provincial  Token-Coinage  of  the 18th Century  (Privately printed in 14 parts 1910-18) [hereafter 
referred  to as D&H] remains the essential reference  for  the eighteenth-century token despite its increasingly apparent idiosyncratic 
arrangement and its inclusion of  extraneous numismatic material. It is now most accessible in Allan Davisson's excellent reprints of 
1990 and 1996 (Cold Spring, Minnesota, 1990 and 1996) although the collotype illustrations of  the original are necessary for  serious 
study. The work on which D&H based their classifications  - James Atkins's, The  Tradesmen's  Tokens  of  the Eighteenth  Century 
(London, 1892) - continues to be useful,  especially for  its index of  edge readings. 

2 R.T. Samuel's articles, published anonymously in The  Bazaar, Exchange and Mart  between 1880 and 1889, and summarising the 
data then available to an enthusiastic Victorian collector, are valuable but need to be treated with care. Samuel's lapses have been com-
pounded by their uncritical adoption by later and more accessible writers. Arthur W. Waters' notes in NCirc  at the turn of  the nineteenth 
century, mostly incorporated into his later works, may still be studied with profit  if  some caution. 

Of  recently published work the importance of  the following  must be stressed: R.H. Thompson, 'The Dies of  Thomas Spence 
(1750-1814)', BNJ  38 (1969), 126-62; 40 (1971), 136-8; T. Stainton, 'John Milton, medallist, 1759-1805', BNJ  53 (1983), 133-59; 
and the papers on the token-making activities of  Matthew Boulton contributed by David Vice and Richard Doty respectively to Formal 
and The  'Conder'  Token  Collector's  Journal,  an overview of  the latter being given in Richard Doty, The  Soho Mint  and the 
Industrialization  of  Money  (London, 1998), pp. 297-339. 

3 Wombourn parish baptismal register, Staffordshire  Archive Service F3710/1/2. A sister, Mary, was born at Wombourn on 22 June 
1777: ibid. (F3710/1/3). See also n. 36 below. 

4 William Jorden was baptised at Wombourn on 8 August 1747: Staffordshire  Archive Service. By that year, and probably earlier, 
the family  had taken over Grange Furnace (Laurence Ince, The  Knight  Family  and the British Iron  Industry  (Solihull 1991), p. 117). 
The Jordens were operating Grange Furnace at least as early as 1733: information  from  Wolverhampton Archives and Local Studies. 

I am very grateful  to Mr Peter King of  Stourbridge for  information  and source material relating to the iron-making activities of  the 
Jordens in the Midlands and south Wales (see also nn. 5, 6 and 37 below). 
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Midlands ironmaster, Francis Homfray,  in a forge  and furnace  at Melin Griffith  a few  miles 
north of  Cardiff  on the road to Merthyr in the 1750s and '60s. The Jordens' association with 
Melin Griffith  ended in scandal in 1767, culminating in the imprisonment of  one of  William's 
brothers and the insolvency of  the other.5 Although bankruptcy followed,  the Staffordshire 
operation was unaffected  and William Jorden, we know from  correspondence with Boulton and 
Fothergill, was still at Grange Furnace with another brother in 1769. The run-down of  the char-
coal-fired  furnace  industry, however, took its toll of  Grange in 1772 although the Jordens con-
tinued at Heath Forge until sometime between 1781 and 1783. But by the latter year William 
Jorden seems to have left  the area. Walter, the brother arrested for  debt in 1767, had gone much 
earlier to start a new life  in Canada.6 

Apart from  this family  background, sketchy in itself,  nothing is known of  John Stubbs Jorden 
until he first  surfaces  in a numismatic context in 1792. The collector, William Robert Hay, 
recorded, in his annotated copy of  the Virtuoso's  Companion, that the 'End of  Pain. Rev. 
Pandora's Breeches' token [page 8 - 3 1 (D&H: Middlesex 829)] was 'Executed as a Joke by 
Messrs. Jourden & Hancock. The Head of  Priestley by Hancock. The die on which Pandoras [sic] 
Breeches were sunk having broke after  a few  impressions were struck off,  they executed an''. Rev. 
as in N°. 30' (D&H: Middlesex 830).7 

Fig. 1. Hancock and Jorden's 'End of  Pain' Tokens [D&H: Middlesex 829 and 830]. They are distinguished from 
later, unconnected 'End of  Pain' tokens by their border of  pointing hands and pellets. Hancock's characteristic profile  of 
Priestley forms  the head of  the snake on the reverse of  Middlesex 829.The developing crack in the reverse die of 
Middlesex 829 is already obvious on the specimen illustrated.8 

5 Professor  William Rees (Industry  before  the Industrial  Revolution  (Cardiff,  1968), I, p. 302) refers  to a lease of  Melin Griffith 
forge  to 'Richard Jordan (sic] and Francis Humfrey  [sic]' in 1749. In 1752 a lease of  the works was granted to Richard Jorden of  Heath 
Forge (Glamorgan Record Office  D/D Mat. 256), and, seemingly, other leases in 1754 and 1760 (Edgar L Chappell, Historic 
Melingriffith  (Cardiff,  1995), p. 30). In 1765 Melin Griffith  had passed to Richard Jorden's sons Thomas and Walter (Chappell. p.31) 
who apparently established a tinplate works there (Rees, p. 303). According to Rees (p. 303) one of  the sons [Walter] absconded in 
February 1767 leaving a debt of  £1,000 but was arrested in Bristol and imprisoned on another charge. Both brothers were bankrupted 
later that year (Aris's  Birmingham Gazette,  13 April and 1 June 1767). 

6 Birmingham City Archives, Matthew Boulton Papers, 240/190 (19 December 1769). The advertised sale of  Grange Furnace in 
1772 probably marked its closure (Aris's  Birmingham Gazette,  26 October 1772). William Jorden was still at Heath Forge in 1781 but 
had apparently gone by 1783 (Staffordshire  Record Office,  Land Tax Assessment, Wombourn). In February 1769 Walter Jorden, by 
then back at Heath Forge, was advertising for  'a keeper for  a charcoal furnace  in that country' [Canada] (Aris's  Birmingham Gazette, 
13 February 1769). 

7 I am indebted to Mr Robert Thompson, present owner of  Hay's copy of  [M. Denton and T. Prattent], The  Virtuoso's  Companion 
(London, 1795-7), for  the above transcript. The transcripts of  this and other passages given by S.H. Hamer in 'Notes on some interest-
ing token books and their original owner', NCirc  XI (1903), 6048-56, are inaccurate; those in Peter [Preston-] Morley, 'An Annotated 
Copy of  'Virtuoso's Companion", Token  Corresponding  Society  Bulletin,  Vols 1 (1971-3), 2 (1973^1), passim, are much more reliable 
and I am grateful  to him for  a complete set of  photocopies of  his articles. 

8 The Hancock/Jorden 'End of  Pain' varieties are distinguished by their borders of  pointing hands and pellets; Hay's association of 
the pieces with Hancock and Jorden is reinforced  by the use of  contemporary HancockWestwood impressed blanks: 'Worswick of 
Lancaster' for  Middlesex 829 and the 'Salop Woollen Manufactory'  for  Middlesex 830. Dies without the 'hands' border are later copies 
and are to be associated with Spence and Skidmore. 
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Hay says that the Hancock/Jorden version of  the 'Pandora's Breeches' tokens 'may be considered 

one of,  if  not the first  of  the Political Tokens' struck to commemorate an attempt to fire  the House of 
Commons on 9 May 1792.9 The token must have been issued within a few  months of  the actual event 
because Miss Banks had acquired her specimen of  'Pandora's Breeches' by February 1793.10 Jorden 
was, thus, evidently associated with John Gregory Hancock, the Birmingham die-sinker, by 1792/93. 
Hay makes the point elsewhere that Jorden had 'learnt the Art' of  die-sinking from  Hancock.11 That 
he had been apprenticed to Hancock for  some years, probably since 1788, seems to be bome out by 
the testimony of  Thomas Attwood Digges, an American with English business interests, who, at this 
time, was charged by Thomas Jefferson,  the American Secretary of  State, with enquiring into the 
coining of  American pattern cents in Birmingham (D&H: Middlesex 1049-50). Overcoming a num-
ber of  hurdles - 'They were close and secret as to who the diesinker was, where coind &ca' - Digges 
discovered, in the spring of  1793, that they had been manufactured  'at Mr. Obediah Westwoods (a 
considerable maker of  these kinds of  money), and that his die Sinker Mr Jn° Gregory Hancock (one of 
the first  in this place 'tho with the Character of  a dissipated man) and a prentice Lad Jn°. Jordan, very 
Clever in that line, had executed them, & still hold the dies. This Lad Jordan, has two years of  His 
time to serve, wishes much to go to America, but I suppose his time would be worth 200£'.12 

I have already discussed the relationship between Hancock and the Westwood brothers and the 
coining consortium that Hancock and John Westwood operated between 1789 and Westwood's 
death in 1792, an arrangement afterwards  continued with the latter's brother Obadiah.13 The 
Westwoods' coining operations left  a lot to be desired and Hancock, himself,  was certainly not 
above reproach. It was, thus, in a milieu of  arguable respectability, and from  the earliest days of 
general token production, that Jorden's apprenticeship and that of  his exact contemporary, young 
John Westwood, were undertaken. But whatever might be said about Hancock's character he was a 
master of  pre-eminent artistry and both Jorden and young Westwood were ready and adept pupils. 

As Digges made clear in his report to Thomas Jefferson,  Jorden would have completed his time 
in 1795 when he would have been twenty-one. A year later, Hay again, this time in his copy of  the 
1795 edition of  Charles Pye's Provincial  Copper  Coins or Tokens,  noted that among the principal 
die-sinkers were 'Wyon of  Birmingham, Hancock of  the same place, under whom Jourden learnt 
the Art & Mainwaring'. Hay also records, though, that, in the September of  1796, he was actually 
in Birmingham, no doubt for  discussions with Kempson about the manufacture  of  his Buxton 
token (D&H: Derbyshire 1-3). During his visit, when he met Charles Pye and Jorden, he heard 
that 'Mainwaring was dead - one W. Lutwyche then living at the top of  Temple Street had bought 
his dies - Hancock had given up the Business as had Jourden who had gone into a Manufactory 
for  patent Window Frames, and lived at N°. 11 Great Charles Street', close by Obadiah 
Westwood's coffin-furniture  workshops.14 

9 The episode is described in The  Gentleman's  Magazine  XX (June 1792), 476: 'Wednesday  9 [May], About eight o'clock in the 
evening it was discovered that an attempt had been made to set the House of  Commons on fire.  This discovery was made by a man who 
lives under the House, who, smelling something burning, caused a search to be made, when, over a water-closet, nearly under the 
House, they found  a hole broken in the cieling [JIC], and a pair of  old worsted breeches on fire,  between the laths and plaister of  the 
joysts, stuffed  with combustible matter. The breeches being made of  wool did not blaze, so that it is imagined the intention was. that 
the fire  should break out late at night, that the destruction of  the House might be inevitable. The hole that was made in the cieling [sic] 
could not be seen by the people coming in or out, as it was inside the casing that covered the pipes of  the water-closet. But, providen-
tially, before  the laths caught fire,  the discovery was made, or in all probability both Houses of  Parliament, with the whole of 
Westminster-hall, the Court of  Requests, and all the adjacent buildings, would have fallen  victims to the flames,  which from  the quan-
tity and dryness of  the timber in this ancient and magnificent  structure, would have been extremely rapid. Who the incendiaries are, 
remains at present a secret, but time we trust will bring them to view.' 

10 9 February 1793: R.H. Thompson, as in n. 2, 146. 
11 Seen. 14 below. 
12 Thomas Afttwood]  Digges to Thomas Jefferson,  10 March 1793: Thomas Jefferson  Papers, Library of  Congress. I am grateful  to 

Mr James H. Hutson, Chief  of  the Manuscripts Division, Library of  Congress, for  a copy of  this letter and that referred  to in n. 13 below. 
13 D.W. Dykes, 'John Gregory Hancock and the Westwood Brothers: An Eighteenth-Century Token Consortium', BNJ  69 (1999), 

173-86. The Westwoods' activities were, however, no worse than many other coiners in Birmingham, a town where Digges found  'a 
variety of  money coining practices .... highly disgraceful,  I think, to the Parties, to the Country and its Laws': Digges to Thomas 
Pinckney [American Minister in London], 6 April 1793: Thomas Jefferson  Papers, as in n. 12. 

14 Hay appears to have obtained this latter information  direct from  Jorden. The transcript is taken from  the interleaved flyleaf  of 
Hay's annotated copy of  Charles Pye's Provincial  Copper  Coins or Tokens  issued between the Years  1787 and 1796  (Birmingham, 
1795) [hereafter  referred  to as 'Pye - 1795'] now in the possession of  the writer. 
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Unfortunately,  we cannot tell exactly when Jorden embarked on his new business venture. No 

local directories were published between 1792 and 1797 and he is not listed in such a medium 
until his appearance as a 'manufacturer  of  Iron Window-frames'  in Pye's Birmingham Directory 
published in the February of  the latter year.15 Since Pye was gathering material for  his directory 
through a personal canvass of  the town during the later months of  1796 the entry serves only to 
confirm  Hay's note.16 

There is good reason to believe, however, that the Hancock/Westwood consortium came to an 
end in the spring of  1795. The last newly-contracted provincial coins produced by the firm  - the 
last credited by Pye to Hancock as both die-sinker and manufacturer  - are the Thames and Severn 
Canal halfpenny  (D&H: Gloucestershire 59, 60-1) and James Burton's 'Foundling Fields' half-
penny (D&H: Middlesex 303-5a) of  that year, the former  an especially fine  piece of  work and the 
latter an elegantly designed coin spoilt by being badly struck on thin blanks. Both these pieces 
appear in Thomas Spence's Coin Collector's  Companion published in May 1795, which gives us a 
terminus ante quem for  their production.17 

Fig. 2. The last tokens of  the Hancock/Westwood Consortium: the halfpennies  of  the Thames and Severn Canal 
Company and James Burton, the Bloomsbury building developer. [D&H: Gloucestershire 60 and Middlesex 305]. 

Significantly,  Spence's catalogue also includes the 'Sise Lane' halfpenny  (D&H: Middlesex 
294-a) for  the London printers and pocket-book makers, Thomas and Robert Davidson. If  the 
information  given in Pye's Provincial  Coins and Tokens  of  1801 is correct, this token was manu-
factured  from  Hancock dies by the Birmingham copper roller, Thomas Dobbs; a new arrangement 
hinting strongly that Hancock's association with Obadiah Westwood had been dissolved by this 
time.18 It was never to be resumed and from  1795 until 1803 - apart from  a single contract for  his 
old master, Matthew Boulton in 1802 - Hancock, as far  as we know, concentrated on medallic 
work for  Peter Kempson. 

Fig. 3. The Halfpenny  of  the cousins Thomas and Robert Davidson, Printers and Pocket-Book Makers of  Sise Lane, 
London, struck by Thomas Dobbs from  dies by Hancock. [D&H: Middlesex 295]. 

15 Pye's  Birmingham Directory  for...  1797  (Birmingham, 1797), p. 41. 
16 For Charles Pye's directories and a brief  biography see Benjamin Walker, 'Birmingham Directories', Birmingham 

Archaeological  Society  Transactions  LVIII (1934, published 1937), 18-21. See also Jane E. Norton, Guide to the National  and 
Provincial  Directories  of  England  and Wales,  excluding  London, published  before  1856 (London, 1984 (corrected ed.)), pp. 185-7. 

17 T[homas] Spence, The  Coin Collector's  Companion (London, 1795), pp. 19 (no. 126) and 45 (no. 304). 
18 Spence, as in n. 17, p. 42 (no. 293); p. 12 and Charles Pye, Provincial  Coins and Tokens  issued from  the Year  1787 to the Year 

1801 (Birmingham and London, 1801) [hereafter  referred  to as 'Pye - 1801'], plate 28, no. 9. 
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All this, the presumed closure of  the Hancock/Westwood consortium, the completion of 

Jorden's articles, and Hay's remarks in his copy of  'Pye - 1795' confirmed  by the Birmingham 
Directory  of  1797, suggest that Jorden, if  he did operate on his own account as a die-sinker of 
tokens, did so for  little more than a year.19 This is a timescale broadly supported by the exiguous 
nature of  the token production credited to him in 'Pye - 1801': six contracts in all - for  'Jorden, 
sen[ior]' (1795); the London scale-makers, Meymott and Son (1795); an unidentified  London 
issuer, Peter Anderson (1795); an equally unknown John Webb of  Newton, said by James Conder 
in his Arrangement  of  Provincial  Coins to be one of  the Warwickshire villages of  this name 
(1796);20 the Coventry antiquary, Thomas Sharp (1797); and the London jewellers, Presbury and 
Son (not dated but likely to be very late, if,  indeed, these tokens are by Jorden). 

None of  Jorden's 1795 tokens is listed in the early catalogues put out by John Hammond or 
Thomas Spence in the May of  that year, but his 'Glamorgan Halfpenny'  (D&H: Glamorganshire 3) 
does appear in one of  the plates of  'Pye - 1795', first  published in part form  on 1 August 1795. It is 
reasonable to suppose that this token was the first  of  Jorden's independent productions and was 
manufactured  in the early summer of  1795. It was followed  soon after  by the 'Meymott' halfpenny, 
which was first  illustrated in a plate of  the Virtuoso's  Companion put out on 14 January 1796, and 
which shared for  its obverse the same basic figure  punch of  'Britannia' used for  the 'Glamorgan 
Halfpenny'.21  Of  Jorden's oeuvre only the 'Glamorgan' and the 'Meymott' halfpennies  were, 
according to 'Pye - 1801', struck in any quantity: of  the former  a ton, perhaps 100,000 tokens -
which may well be an overestimate - and of  the latter a hundredweight, round about 5,000 pieces.22 
In most cases Jorden was singularly unsuccessful  with his dies and produced only a handful  of 
actual coins. But he was also, of  course, unlucky in his generation. By the time he was able to ven-
ture out on his own the large-scale production of  'industrial' tokens had virtually run its course, 
while, within the year, the cut-throat competition for  lesser provincial coin contracts, especially 
between the leading Birmingham manufacturers,  Peter Kempson and William Lutwyche, was also 
beginning to peter out: as Charles Shephard, a keen observer of  the token scene, recognised, by the 
early part of  1796 'the rage of  coining was considerably abated'.23 In any case, however short term 
Kempson's and Lutwyche's commanding positions might be, with established die-sinkers like 
Thomas Wyon and Roger Dixon contracted to them, there was little space for  any new Birmingham 
engraver, just out of  apprenticeship. Despite his consummate skill, there were few  crumbs for 
Jorden to pick up which doubtless explains why, after  his immediate flush  of  work, his production 
of  tokens was so limited and he was quickly persuaded to concentrate on another business. 

Jorden's new venture, however, does not seem to have curtailed his die-sinking activities com-
pletely. He more than kept his hand in with Thomas Sharp's Coventry halfpenny  dated '1797' and a 
commemorative medal known to have been executed in 1798. Nevertheless, as the local trade directo-
ries tell us, his prime concern after  1796 was the manufacture  of  patent window frames.  And he was 
to continue in various permutations of  this business, either alone in Great Charles Street or, from 
about 1800 in partnership with members of  the Timmins family  in Mount Street, St Paul's, until about 
1818. By then he had returned to Great Charles Street and set up on his own account again as a 'patent 
metallic hot house manufacturer'  both there and at Camden Hill. Clearly of  an inventive turn of  mind 
he obtained patents for  the glazing of  hothouses and for  dealing with the problem of  condensation. He 
finally  disappeared from  the directories in 1825 as a 'metallic hot house maker' at Hockley.24 

|l) That Jorden did have a short-lived career on his own account as a die-sinker only seems to be implied by Hay's observations in 
September 1796 (see p. 121 and n. 14 above). 

2(1 James Conder, An Arrangement  of  Provincial  Coins, Tokens,  and Medalets  issued in Great Britain, Ireland,  and the Colonies,  ... 
(Ipswich, 1798), p. 171. 

21 'Pye - 1795', plate 34; Virtuoso's  Companion. Volume 2, p. 52. The 'Meymott' halfpenny  is not illustrated in 'Pye - 1795' 
which ceased its part publication on 1 August 1795. 

22 'Pye- 1801', pp. 11 and 13. 
23 C[harles] Sh[ephard], 'Essays on the Provincial Halfpennies';  'Essay II - The History of  the Modern Provincial Halfpennies', 

The  Gentleman's  Magazine  (1798), I. 120. 
24 See, inter alia, Pye, as inn. 15; Chapman's  Birmingham Directory  (1800), p. 48; Wrightson's  New  Triennial  Directory  (1818), 

p. 75; Wrightson's  Triennial  Directory  (1821), p. 74, and (1825), p. 85. Since 'Campden Hill' is in the 'Hockley' district the entries 
may well relate to the same location. Jorden's patents were awarded in 1811 (no: 3478) and in 1814 (no: 3814). 

The Timmins family  of  Mount Street were button, buckle and spoon makers. 
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At this stage it would be appropriate to examine the tokens credited to Jorden in 'Pye - 1801' in 

more detail, taking them in what would appear to be their chronological order. 

'The Glamorgan Halfpenny'  - 1795 ('Pye -1801', Plate 21, 2 and 3; D&H: Glamorganshire 
l-3c): 

Fig. 4. The substantive issue of  the 'Glamorgan Halfpenny'.  [D&H: Glamorganshire 3]. 

The 'Glamorgan Halfpenny'  is unique among eighteenth-century tokens in having its legends in 
the Welsh language: 'JESTYN • AP • GWRGAN • TYWYSOG • MORGANWG • 1091 ' [Jestyn ap 
Gwrgan, Prince of  Morganwg] and 'Y • BRENHIN • AR • GYFRAITH' [The King and the Law].25 
What is of  further  special interest is that of  the two distinct issues of  the token, the substantive 
version (D&H: Glamorganshire 3) is struck in a four-segmented  collar with a raised edge 
inscription - 'GLAMORGAN HALFPENNY' with horizontally disposed leaves. I know of  no other 
token maker who used raised letter edging for  his productions. Dal ton and Hamer identified  four 
different  varieties of  the token based on the number of  edge leaves, two, three, four  or none 
while a single leaved variety was also noted by Atkins.These varieties may result from  more than 
one pair of  edging strips being used but it is possible that the differing  number of  leaves on some 
specimens was caused by a misalignment or slipping of  the edging strips. This is an impression 
that I have gained from  examining a number of  specimens, but many of  those that I have seen 
with three leaves seem to have been meant to have this particular edge. A variation in the number 
of  edge leaves thus may have been designed to distinguish different  batches of  flans  although 
misalignment or slippage of  the edging strips may have confounded  the intention in some cases. 
Interestingly, 'Pye - 1795' (plate 34, 3, 1 August 1795) illustrates a plain edge while the 
Virtuoso's  Companion (Volume 2, p. 52, 14 January 1796) illustrates one with four  leaves as does 
'Pye-1801'(plate 2, no. 3).26 

Measuring 29 mm in diameter, it is struck, on average, to a weight standard in excess of  10 g. 
'Pye - 1801' tells us that a ton of  these tokens was made but, as I have already indicated, I have 
reservations about this figure  because although the token was intended for  circulation and, from 
the evidence of  finds,  clearly did circulate in south Wales, it is relatively scarce today. 

23 The Welsh of  the legends, pace D&H, Part XI: Anglesey and Wales (1915), p. xii, is correct except for  the omission of  the apos-
trophe between the reverse 'A' and 'R' [ac yr (and the) = a'r], 

26 D&H: Glamorganshire 3 (2 leaves), also struck in silver; 3a (3 leaves); 3b (four  leaves); 3c (plain - but 'no leaves' may be 
meant). 3c is the rarest issue of  the series; Atkins, as n. 1, p. 290 



Fig. 5. The special issue of  the 'Glamorgan Halfpenny'.  [D&H: Glamorganshire 1], A die flaw  is already becoming 
visible to the right of  the obverse coronet on the specimen illustrated. 

JOHN STUBBS JORDEN, DIE-SINKER AND MEDALLIST 

'Pye - 1801' notes a separate, very rare, issue of  the token (plate 21, 2; D&H: Glamorganshire 1) 
the dies of  which, he says, broke resulting in the manufacture  of  only a few  specimens; in Pye's 
day examples of  the type were selling for  as much as 10/6d. apiece. They were struck in a plain 
collar, again with a diameter of  29 mm, and, weighing an average 13.9 g, were probably intended 
as private tokens or presentation pieces, although, strangely enough, while the ordinary version 
was made in silver these were not struck in a precious metal. Listing this type before  the substan-
tive version in his 1801 catalogue Pye created the impression that it was a prior issue and subse-
quent writers including Samuel followed  him in this belief.  In fact,  as Dalton and Hamer pointed 
out, it was produced after  the substantive version.27 Both its obverse and reverse dies were those 
used for  the substantive version, softened  and reworked to create, inter alia, a more elaborate 
coronet for  Jestyn ap Gwrgan and to refashion  the reverse pedestal, removing the crown (but with 
vestiges of  its cross still being apparent).This striking is not listed in any contemporary catalogue 
prior to 'Pye - 1801'. It did not find  its way into James Conder's reasonably comprehensive 
Arrangement  of  1798 while Miss Banks, who was by no means backward in sniffing  out new 
issues, did not acquire her specimen until 14 November 1801.28 It is conceivable, therefore,  that 
the piece is late and quite distinct from  the issue of  the substantive halfpenny  in 1795. 

John Storrie, a former  curator of  the one-time Cardiff  Museum, writing in the Western  Mail  in 
January 1897, argued that the 'Glamorgan Halfpenny'  was 'made at the Soho Works, 
Birmingham, to the order of  a number of  iron and coal masters in Glamorgan for  necessary 
change, and from  the meeting at which they were ordered having been held at Caerphilly they 
were sometimes called 'Caerphilly Halfpence'.  The first  order of  100,000 was delivered to the 
order of  a Mr Tait, Mr Crawshay and Mr Homfray  [i.e. the Merthyr ironmasters William Taitt of 
Dowlais (1745-1815), Richard Crawshay of  Cyfarthfa  (1739-1810) and Samuel Homfray  of 
Penydarren (1763-1822)]'.29 

Unhappily, despite its positive ring, no concrete proof  has ever been forthcoming  to support 
Storrie's unsourced contention which, made a century after  the event, is, in any case, not without 
material flaw.  It is patently wrong, for  instance, in its reference  to Soho.30 Prima facie,  it is at vari-
ance, too, with the informed  contemporary evidence of  Hay who, in his copy of  the Virtuoso's 
Companion, tells us that 'This [token] was executed by Jourden of  Birmingham for  his father  [my 
italics] - a tradesman at [37'c] Glamorgan - it was regularly passed in payment there, tho' it does 
not puiport to be payable by any real party.' Hay's attribution was independently supported by 
another, and equally trustworthy contemporary source, for  Miss Banks records that the issuer of 

27 D&H, as in n. 25, p. xi. 
28 [Sarah Sophia Banks], Ms. Catalogue of  Coin Collection. VI - Tokens, p. 124. Miss Banks may, of  course, have first  become 

aware of  the token through its publication in 'Pye - 1801'. 
29 Western  Mail,  6 January 1897, p. 7. Storrie's reference  to 'Caerphilly Halfpence',  the local name for  the tokens, as deriving from 

an ironmasters' meeting at 'Caerphilly' does not ring true and, as Mr Robert Thompson once suggested to the writer, probably rests on 
a tale devised to explain away a pre-existing name. More realistically the name might have gained popularity from  the tokens having 
been issued in Caerphilly or having circulated in Caerphilly Hundred, which included Merthyr. 

30 There is no evidence that Jorden had any connection with Soho and his tokens are definitely  not products of  Boulton's mint. The 
'Glamorgan Token", in fabrication  and style, is much more akin to the better products of  the HancockAVestwood coinery. 
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the 'Glamorgan Halfpenny'  was a 'William Jorden. Swansea'.31 From these scraps of  evidence 
one might conclude that the token was issued in Swansea by a tradesman such as John Voss, who 
put out one of  the most elegant halfpennies  of  the series in 1795 (D&H: Glamorganshire 4).32 But 
Miss Banks' note may not have been contemporaneous with the initial issue of  the 'Glamorgan 
Halfpenny'  and, while a few  stray specimens did circulate in the town, it is significant  that George 
Grant Francis, the Swansea antiquary and, from  an early age an assiduous token collector with an 
intimate knowledge of  his birthplace, seemed to have no inkling of  Jorden's token being a local 
issue.33 

Nevertheless, there is a candidate, a William Jorden who was a familiar  figure  in Swansea at 
the turn of  the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries when the town aspired to be the Brighton of 
Wales. Unfortunately,  no local reference  to him can be found  before  1798 but his presence in 
Swansea then defies  explanation. In 1800, however, he becomes less shadowy for  in that year 
he took over 'Burrows House', part of  an elegant terrace of  Georgian houses in the best part of 
the town. This, in tandem with a business as an auctioneer, he ran as a fashionable  set of  lodg-
ings (introducing into his establishment a warm sea-water and shower bath) until his death in 
1814 at the age of  61.34 

Fig. 6. A View of  the Burrows, Swansea showing Burrows House at the extreme right of  the central terrace of  houses. 
[Detail from  'PORT and BAY of  SWANSEA Glamorganshire', engraving by Thomas Rothwell, 1792, Reproduced by 
courtesy of  the Royal Institution of  South Wales, Swansea].35 

31 Hay, as in n.7, pp. 52 - 206; [Sarah Sophia Banks], as in n. 28. 
Samuel (as in n. 2, 8 August 1883, 150-1), for  no better reason than that the name appeared in contemporary directories, associated 

the issuer with 'a John Jorden (or Jordan) who carried on business as a licensed victualler in Weaman Street, Birmingham' though he 
admitted that 'we have no evidence of  the fact'.  Surprisingly, Samuel's 'kite' was taken up by D&H despite Hamer's previous publica-
tion of  Hay's note in NCirc,  as in n. 7, 6052. 

32 John Voss's halfpenny,  although inscribed with the date '1796', was circulating by 1795: Miss Banks acquired her specimen on 
14 October 1795 ([Sarah Sophia Banks], as in n. 28, p. 124); the token was illustrated in the Virtuoso's  Companion (p. 31) on 
2 November 1795. 

33 Col. [George] Grant Francis, The  Smelting  of  Copper  in the Swansea District  (London and Manchester, 1881), p. 163. There is 
no record of  Jorden in the Universal  British Directory,  the only directory of  the period covering south Wales (1796). 

34 Land Tax return, Swansea 1798 (assessed at Is. 6d. for  a tenancy in the High Street 'above the Gate'): West Glamorgan Record 
Office,  LTA ST. Some of  Jorden's business activities in Swansea are recorded in the local newspaper, The  Cambrian',  e.g. 3 March 
1805; 3 August 1805; 2 August 1806; 25 April 1807; 13 June 1812. Jorden died in Bristol on 4 July 1814 (The  Cambrian 16 July 1814 
and Felix  Farley's  Bristol  Journal,  9 July 1814). I am grateful  to Mrs Marilyn Jones of  The  Cambrian  Index Project for  copies of  The 
Cambrian  entries. 

35 I am indebted to Mr Bernard Morris, a former  President of  the Royal Institution of  South Wales, for  confirming  the location of 
Burrows House in Rothwell's engraving and informing  me of  its demolition in 1901 to make way for  the still existing Swansea 
Harbour Trust offices. 
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That this William Jorden is the former  Staffordshire  ironmaster and father  of  John Stubbs 

Jorden brooks no argument.36 Yet does his re-emergence in Swansea a generation later remove any 
possible justification  for  Storrie's statement about the Merthyr ironmasters? Although, in those 
days, Merthyr was a world away from  the west Glamorgan seaport such concrete evidence as we 
have about Jorden's movements in south Wales relate only to the early nineteenth century and we 
thus have a gap in his life  between the early 1780s and 1798. There is an answer that might 
resolve the apparently unbridgeable gulf  between contemporary evidence and Storrie's statement, 
but it is an answer based entirely on surmise. 

In September 1782 Francis Homfray,  Richard Jorden's former  associate at Melin Griffith, 
took a lease of  the Cyfarthfa  Forge and boring mill at Merthyr Tydfil  for  his sons Jeremiah and 
Samuel. Shortly afterwards  the sons arrived with a group of  skilled workers from  the west 
Midlands. It could well be that William Jorden was among the party for  the young Homfrays 
would have needed an experienced forge  manager and this may well have provided an oppor-
tunity for  a trusted neighbour who had lost his forge  and had some knowledge of  industrial 
south Wales.37 After  a year or so the Homfrays  moved on to establish the adjacent Penydarren 
ironworks at Merthyr, Cyfarthfa  being taken over in 1786 by Richard Crawshay who turned it 
into the largest single ironworks in Britain. If  William Jorden was involved in these develop-
ments in some way - and the suggestion is admittedly speculative - it is not implausible to 
think of  him as issuing the 'Glamorgan Halfpenny'  or procuring it from  his son for  Storrie's 
consortium of  ironmasters to provide small change in a rapidly growing but relatively remote 
industrial area. 

There are other considerations that support Storrie's attribution of  the token to the Merthyr 
area. The iconography of  the token - and even, it might be argued, its use of  the Welsh language 
- would have been more appropriate to the uplands of  east Glamorgan than to Swansea in the 
west of  the county.38 Furthermore, the token's 'anonymity', the quantity supposedly struck and 
the fact  it is not infrequently  found  in a worn condition suggest that, in contradistinction to the 
Voss halfpenny,  for  example, it was intended to serve as an 'industrial' token rather than the issue 
of  an urban shopkeeper in a town already well provided with small change. Merthyr, with little 
existing urban infrastructure,  had, after  all, seen its population mushroom some nine or tenfold  in 
thirty years and exhibited all the classic economic needs of  a developing but remote industrial 
area.39 It is not without interest, too, that, although they were a fractious  trio and frequently  at 
loggerheads, Crawshay, Taitt and Homfray  could occasionally try to act in concert as they did, 
for  instance, over the establishment - abortive, as it turned out - of  an 'ironmasters' bank' at 
Merthyr in the spring of  1791.40 

36 From a Harborne property transaction: Birmingham City Archives: Edwards, Bigwood and Mathews 60/6lb; and the marriage 
of  his daughter Mary to Bissell Harvey at Swansea, 16 January 1805: St Mary's, Swansea, parish register. West Glamorgan Record 
Office  and The  Cambrian,  19 January 1805 (see also n. 61 below). 

37 Dictionaiy of  Welsh  Biography (London 1959), pp. 363-4; Laurence Ince, The  South  Wales  Iron  Industry  1750-1885 (Solihull, 
1993), pp. 76-7; comment from  Mr Peter King (as in n. 4). 

38 Jestyn ap Gwrgan, a shadowy figure,  is recognised as the last independent native ruler of  Morgannwg before  it was overrun by 
the Normans in the 1090s. Morgannwg lay east of  the river Neath and did not include Swansea, while Jestyn's defence  of  his domain -
reflected  in the traditional, but probably erroneous, date '1091'- is associated in folk  legend with the uplands to the west of  Merthyr. 
He would have been an appropriate 'local' hero for  depiction on a token circulating in that area but much less recognisable in the 
Swansea of  the 1790s. For Jestyn ap Gwrgan, see Dictionaiy of  Welsh  Biography, as in n. 37, p. 408. 

The Welsh legends of  the 'Glamorgan Halfpenny'  would have appealed, too, to the large numbers of  migrants from  predominantly 
Welsh-speaking rural parts of  Wales flocking  to the booming, comparatively high-waged, east Glamorgan iron industry. 

39 Merthyr in the 1790s, apart from  the presumed issue of  the 'Glamorgan Halfpenny',  would have been strangely bereft  of  any 
token money put out by the iron works. Swansea, contrariwise, was well served with copper tokens, in the main those associated with 
the copper firms  operating in the Swansea Valley. 

40 Chris Evans, The  Letterbook  of  Richard  Crawshay 1788-1797  (Cardiff,  1990), pp. 98-102. Dr Evans kindly drew my attention 
to the bank project and Richard Crawshay's letterbook in the Gwent Record Office.  Richard Crawshay's son William and Samuel 
Homfray  each later issued tokens of  their own (Merthyr shilling, 1801 (W.J. Davis, The  Nineteenth  Century  Token  Coinage  (London 
1904): Glamorgan 1) and Tredegar Iron Company (TIC) penny, 1812 (Davis: Not Local 40)). 
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London - Meymott & Son - 1795 ('Pye - 1801', Plate 32,1 and 2; D&H: Middlesex 375-9): 

Fig. 7. The Halfpenny  of  the London Scalemakers, Meymott & Son. [D&H: Middlesex 378], 

This halfpenny  (29 mm in diameter), one of  the finest  of  Jorden's productions - Hay was moved 
to describe it as 'nearly the finest  Executed of  Tradesmens Tickets'41 - and weighing on average 
10.33 g, was produced for  the London firm  of  scale-makers, Meymott and Son with premises, as 
the token's edge inscription tells us, at 64 Bishopsgate Within on the corner of  Wormwood Street. 
Clement Meymott, the principal of  the firm,  was, appropriately enough, a member of  the 
Blacksmiths' Company and, rather surprisingly, his son, Samuel, a member of  the Vintners' 
Company by servitude; a reflection,  perhaps, of  a striving after  status or of  an early intention of 
entering another trade.42 

There are three substantive strikings of  the halfpenny,  two of  which were manufactured  in lim-
ited quantities, in the first  instance (D&H: Middlesex 377) because the die broke which is evi-
dent from  extant specimens; the second (D&H: Middlesex 379) is to me a suspect piece and from 
its state probably a late striking. With the exception of  one rare variety of  the first  type, all were 
struck in a collar, the edge inscription ('CORNER OF WORMWOOD STREET BISHOPSGATE X') 
where applicable being in raised letters. Versions were also struck in gold - a unique proof  -, sil-
ver and white metal as well as copper, those in precious metal presumably being intended as 
presentation pieces. 43 

Unfinished  trials exist of  the obverse die demonstrating clearly the basic figure  punch used by 
Jorden on both the Meymott token and on what was likely to have been Jorden's initial venture, 
the 'Glamorgan Halfpenny'.  C. Wilson Peck suggested that Jorden had acquired the punch or 
'unfinished  die', as he calls it, from  Jean-Pierre Droz [DH 8] altering small details in the drapery 
to complete it for  his Meymott obverses and his 'Glamorgan Halfpenny'  reverses.44 Close com-
parison of  the details of  the trial pieces makes it clear that this was not the case and since 
Kiichler was still using Droz's punch in 1795 one must conclude that Jorden did not have access 
to it although he presumably did copy a Droz or Kiichler pattern halfpenny  of  1790 or 1795 to 
create his punch. 

Although it may reflect  no more than seasonal residence at a fashionable  local resort it is of  interest that Taitt frequently  stayed at 
Jorden's 'Burrows House' in the early years of  the nineteenth century: Elizabeth Havill, 'William Taitt 1748-1815', Transactions  of  the 
Honourable  Society  of  Cymmrodorion,  1983, p. 98. 

41 Hay, as in n." 7, p. 52- 07. 
42 Guildhall Library Ms. 2885/1, 3 July 1766: Ms. 15212/2, 1 June 1785. 
4-1 Thomas Sharp, A Catalogue  of  Provincial  Copper  Coins, Tokens,  Tickets  and Medalets  ... in the Collection  of  Sir  George 

Chetwynd  ... (London, 1834), p. 66, states that the unique gold version of  D&H: Middlesex 378, then in the Chetwynd collection and 
now in the British Museum, was struck for  Mr [Clement] Meymott. 

44 C. Wilson Peck, English  Copper,  Tin  and Bronze Coins in the British Museum  1558-1958 (2nd edn, London. 1964), pp. 248-49 
and plate 17. 



Fig. 8. Jorden's trials for  the ' Meymott' Halfpenny.  [Reproduced from  D&H, p. 139: Middlesex 375 and 376] 
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Fig. 9. The Private Halfpennies  of  Peter Anderson. [D&H: Middlesex 248 and 249; 249 © The British Museum], 

By the end of  January 1796, when Samuel Birchall's Provincial  Copper  Coins and Tokens  was 
published, an obverse (D&H: Middlesex 378) and a reverse die (D&H: Middlesex 377) had been 
made available, probably through the Meymotts themselves, to William Williams, the St Martin's 
Lane coiner, who produced a number of  mules in combination with his own dies.45 

London - Peter Anderson - 1795 ('Pye - 1801', Plate 27, 8 and 9; D&H: Middlesex 247-9a): 

Peter Anderson is not listed in contemporary London directories and has never been identified  but 
he could perhaps have been associated with any one of  a number of  City mercantile firms  of  the 
period carrying his surname. Hamer plausibly suggested that, because of  the very limited number 
of  tokens struck, they were intended as a private issue. Again 29 mm in diameter, their fine  work-
manship and their heavy weight (averaging 14.50 g) support this view although 'Pye - 1801' 
makes the point that the dies broke during the second substantive striking.46 

Only one pair of  dies was made. After  trials in white metal and copper (D&H: Middlesex 
247-7a) were struck the obverse die was altered slightly (D&H: Middlesex 248-8b). After  a few 
tokens were made in the new format  both dies were changed more materially (D&H: Middlesex 
249-a) and, as 'Pye - 1801' tells us, then broke after  eight new impressions were taken. The latter 
have the City motto - DOMINE DIRIGE NOS - added above the obverse shield with the reverse 
monogram ornamented, the improved design being unhappily marred by Jorden's apparent unfa-
miliarity with Latin or carelessness. 

Jorden departed from  his previous edging practice with this issue for  the edge legends - 'PAYABLE 
AT THE HOUSE OF PETER ANDERSON LONDON' or in some instances with 'LONDON' omitted - were 
impressed on blanks that were subsequently struck in a bi-segmented collar. It is at least of  passing 
interest in this context that, according to Arthur W. Waters, the contemporary collector Thomas 
Woodward of  Bungay attributed the token to Hancock in his copy of  Conder's Arrangement47 

45 Samuel Birchall, A Descriptive List of  the Provincial  Copper  Coins or Tokens  issued between the Years  1786 and 1796  (Leeds, 
1796), Appendix, p. 130: nos 227 and 228 (D&H: Middlesex 380 and 385). D&H: Middlesex 380 to 388 are all Williams's pieces die-
linking with specimens listed on D&H, Part IV: Middlesex (1912), 181. 

46 S.H. Hamer, 'Notes on the Private Tokens, Their Issuers and Die-Sinkers'. BNJ  1 (1903-4). p. 303; 'Pye-1801', p. 12. 
47 Arthur W. Waters, Notes  respecting  the Eighteenth  Century  Token  Coinage  of  Middlesex  (Leamington Spa, 1906), p. 13. 
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Newton - John Webb - 1796 ('Pye - 1801', Plate 38,4; D&H: Warwickshire 317): 

Fig. 10. John Webb's Halfpenny.  [D&H: Warwickshire 317], 

According to 'Pye - 1801', the dies of  John Webb's token broke after  the striking of  some four 
dozen pieces and the 'order was never completed, Mr Jorden having about this time gone into 
another business'.48 

James Conder's location of  'Newton' to Warwickshire was accepted by Thomas Sharp - himself 
a Warwickshire man - but has been challenged by modern authorities although no satisfactory 
alternative has been suggested 49 Newtown in Montgomeryshire is a possibility but attempts to 
associate the name Webb with this Welsh woollen manufacturing  centre have so far  been unavail-
ing. But the halfpenny  is anomalous on other grounds. It has the appearance of  being a private 
token; it is heavy (14.30 g), of  29 mm diameter and seems, prima facie,  to have been struck in a 
plain collar. Atkins and Dalton and Hamer say so.50 Close inspection of  a number of  specimens, 
however, suggests that the token has not been struck in a collar but that the edge has been tooled to 
give that impression. The obverse is quite elegant; I have not yet identified  the crest or the arms -
Gules, a Chevron Argent between three Plates - which are probably fictitious  but the reverse is 
hardly inspirational. The halfpenny  remains an enigma. 

Coventry - Thomas Sharp - 1797 ('Pye - 1801', Plate 5 and 6; D&H: Warwickshire 307-14): 

Fig. 11. The Private Token of  Thomas Sharp, 1797. [D&H: Warwickshire 312 © The British Museum]. 

Thomas Sharp, the issuer of  this private token, was a Coventry hatter and a local antiquarian author 
of  some note.51 Together with two fellow  townsmen - one of  whom, John Nickson, put out a private 
token in 1799 (D&H: Warwickshire 303-6) - Sharp commissioned a series of  local views from  a 
Coventry drawing master, Henry Jeayes, and other artists for  a projected edition of  Dugdale's 
Antiquities of  Warwickshire.  This was never published but nineteen of  Jeayes' views were made avail-

48 'Pye-1801' , p. 15. 
49 Conder, as in n. 20, p. 171; Sharp, as in n. 43, p. 98. 
5n Atkins, as in n. 1, p. 227; D&H: Warwickshire 317. 
51 For Thomas Sharp, see The  Gentleman's  Magazine  (1841), II, pp. 436-8; William George Fretton, 'Memoir of  Thomas Sharp' 

in Fretton's edition of  Thomas Sharp, Illustrative  Papers on the History  and Antiquities of  the City  of  Coventiy  (Coventry 1871), 
pp. ix-xv; DNB. 
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able to Thomas Wyon for  Kempson's series of  Coventry tokens in 1797.52 From his youth Sharp col-
lected coins and built up a cabinet of  provincial coins. In 1834 he produced his catalogue of  the token 
collection formed  by Sir George Chetwynd of  Grendon Hall in Warwickshire, which included a large 
number of  Sharp pieces and on which Shaip's numismatic reputation is largely based. 

Fig. 12. Thomas Sharp (1770-1841). [From an engraving by Mrs Dawson Turner after  a drawing by John Sell 
Cotman, 1823]. 

According to 'Pye - 1801' four  dozen of  Sharp's private token (D&H: Warwickshire 312) were 
struck but only after  the first  attempt (D&H: Warwickshire 3 1 0 - 6 impressions) had been 
rejected. Sharp elaborates on this saying that this was because of  the false  perspective of  the 
depiction of  his house - 'Peeping Tom's House' in Smithson Street - on the reverse die.53 A 
Jeayes view may have served as the original from  which the street scene was taken but if  it ever 
existed it is now lost and our only clue to a prototype is an engraving of  1799 after  Rowlandson. 

Fig. 13. 'Peeping Tom's House', Coventry 1799. [From a tinted engraving after  Thomas Rowlandson, reproduced by 
courtesy of  the Herbert Art Gallery, Coventry: © Richard Sadler]. 

52 Fretton, as in n. 51, p. x; Ronald Aquilla Clarke, Illustrating  a City:  Edward  Rudge  and Art in Coventry,  c. 1760-1830 
(Coventry, 1992), pp. 6-7. 

I am indebted to Mr Clarke for  further  comment on the 'Great Coventry Art Commission' and for  drawing my attention to the 
engraving of  'Peeping Tom's House', which, through his good offices,  is reproduced in fig.  13. 

53 Sharp, as in n. 43, p. 97. 
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The obverse of  the token is of  interest too, the female  figure  represented bearing a startling 

resemblance to that on the obverse of  the Davidsons' 'Sise Lane' halfpenny  (Fig. 3 above). This 
is the heaviest of  Jorden's tokens and, weighing on average 15.75 g, is struck with raised edge 
lettering. Trials exist in white metal and copper in varying stages of  completion and the substan-
tive issue of  the token (29 mm in diameter) was struck in silver as well as copper. 

It is somewhat surprising, bearing in mind Sharp's involvement with Wyon and Kempson over 
the Coventry 'Buildings' series of  tokens at this time, that he did not commission his own half-
penny from  them in 1797. Conceivably they were too busy although it may be that Jorden's 
engagement predated the 'Buildings' series and that its seemingly drawn out production caused 
Sharp to look elsewhere. More prosaically the change of  contractor may simply have reflected 
the production requirements of  a much larger commercial scheme. Sharp's halfpennies  are cer-
tainly rare; 'Pye - 1801' notes that four  dozen of  the final  version (D&H: Warwickshire 312) 
were struck, specimens fetching  as much as 15/6d. in his day.54 

London - Charles Presbury & Son - n. d. ('Pye - 1801', Plate 33,7; D&H: Middlesex 464): 

Fig. 14. The Shop Ticket of  Charles Presbury & Co. [D&H: Middlesex 464], 

Charles Presbury & Co. was a firm  of  manufacturing  jewellers and hardwaremen at 9 New 
Street, Covent Garden and if  'Pye - 1801' had not associated this trade ticket with Jorden it is 
virtually inconceivable that his name would have been attached to such a piece of  shoddy 
workmanship. 

The obverse die is a Wyon production previously used by Kempson for  the halfpennies  of 
Dally and Son of  Chichester (D&H: Sussex 15-17) with reverses dated 1794 and 1795. The 
die was also used in the manufacture  of  an undated mule (D&H: Norfolk  9) related to the 
'Blofield  Cavalry', Norfolk  halfpennies  which Waters attributed to Lutwyche but which are 
surely also Kempson productions. The 'Blofield  Cavalry' tokens show the same 'tuning fork' 
flaw  close to the 'E' of  'ELIZABETH' that developed during its initial 'Chichester' striking and is 
quite evident in its new incarnation for  'Presbury'. Comparison of  the three 'Queen Elizabeth' 
obverses indicates that they were used in the order 'Chichester', 'Blofield'  and finally 
'Presbury'; there are, for  instance, developing flaws  or rust marks on the latter two which are 
absent from  'Chichester' but most pronounced on 'Presbury'. The 'Blofield  Cavalry' 'Queen 
Elizabeth' die pairs with the obverse die of  the substantive 'Blofield  Cavalry' halfpenny 
(D&H: Norfolk  6) which is properly associated with a reverse dated 1796; and it is first  cata-
logued in the Virtuoso's Companion in April 1797. The 'Presbury' halfpenny  appears in no 
contemporary catalogue before  James Conder's Arrangement  of  Provincial  Coins of  August 
1798. Miss Banks is unfortunately  of  little help here because her date of  acquisition is as late 
as July 1799 but its presumed date of  production must conceivably lie sometime between late 
1796 and 1798.55 

54 'Pye-1801', p. 9. 
55 A.W. Waters, Notes  on Eighteenth  Century  Tokens  (London, 1955); Conder, as in n. 20, p. 94; [Sarah Sophia Banks], as in n. 28 

(11 July 1799). 
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If  the obverse suggests a cutting of  corners to produce a cheap product the reverse makes this 

all too clear by the die-sinker's obvious reworking of  a botched die. Close examination of  the 
reverse shows the vestiges of  an original first  line of  the legend running obliquely underneath the 
sprig of  leaves. It comes as little surprise to learn from  'Pye - 1801' that Presbury countermanded 
his order after  about three-dozen tokens were struck. All in all the halfpenny  is hardly worthy of  a 
die-sinker of  the calibre of  Jorden and one must ask whether it is, in fact,  a Jorden production. 
What we know about its antecedents points to Kempson's workshop and this association is rein-
forced  by its flan  which, edged with an impressed London inscription ('PAYABLE IN LONDON + . 
+ . + . x .'), is one used by Kempson elsewhere.56 

This, of  course, leads us to the question as to whether Jorden actually manufactured  the tokens 
attributed to him. Charles Pye is quite clear on this point; to him Jorden was responsible for  the 
dies and manufacture  of  all six. Four of  the tokens, those for  Meymott - despite the later and sepa-
rate use of  an obverse die by Williams - Anderson, Webb and Sharp, bear out Pye's observation 
for  they do not link with anything else and point to the operation of  a small, discrete workshop. 
The 'Glamorgan Halfpenny',  on the other hand, has some peculiar features  that might suggest 
some continued involvement with the HancockAVestwood coinery. There is, according to Dalton 
and Hamer, at least one 'Brimscombe Port' halfpenny  struck on a 'Glamorgan Halfpenny'-edged 
blank (D&H: Gloucestershire 60a) and a 'Glamorgan Halfpenny'  reverse proof  that has apparently 
been struck incusely with the obverse punch of  a 'Brimscombe Port' halfpenny  (D&H: 
Glamorganshire 2). These are obviously aberrant pieces that are probably most easily explained 
away simply by Jorden's continued possession of  some discarded 'Brimscombe Port' flans  and 
punches, but they might just indicate the striking of  Jorden's only largish scale - and first  - con-
tract by his erstwhile employers. 

The 'Presbury' halfpenny  is the one real anomaly and links in with Kempson too closely for 
comfort.  It is probably very late in the series, perhaps, as we have suggested, as late as 1798. It 
could well be a Kempson production but the likelihood is that it was a comparatively trivial con-
tract passed on by an overstretched manufacturer  to an under-employed workshop with an already 
available obverse die. One's instinct, therefore,  is to suggest that with the faintly  possible excep-
tion of  the substantive version of  the 'Glamorgan Halfpenny'  all Jorden's tokens were fabricated 
in his own workshop.37 

The 'Presbury' halfpenny  is the last token that we can in any way credit to Jorden but it was 
not his final  numismatic venture of  the eighteenth century. On 4 June 1798 - the King's birthday 
- colours were presented to the Loyal Birmingham Light Horse Volunteers and the Birmingham 
Loyal Association on Birmingham Heath in the presence of  a crowd of  upward of  fifty  thousand 
enthusiastic onlookers who were remarkable for  their 'peaceful,  respectful  and exemplary con-
duct'. 58 On the morning of  the great event a notice appeared in Aris's  Birmingham Gazette  to 
advertise Jorden's striking of  a commemorative medal. 

56 'Pye _ 1801', p. 14. For edge readings see Atkins, as in n. 1, passim. Pye, of  course, credits lorden as one of  his informants. 
57 Leonard Forrer in his Biographical  Dictionary of  Medallists  (London, 1902-30, III (1907)), p. 86 muddies the water further.  He 

says that Jorden was the die-sinker responsible for  a 'Lichfield,  1D and J'-', 1797-1800'. These must be the late (1800) private penny of 
Richard Wright (D&H: Staffordshire  2) and the 'Dr. Johnson' halfpennies  (D&H: Staffordshire  18 and 19) struck in late 1795 or very 
early in 1796 (D&H: Staffordshire  18 is illustrated in the Virtuoso's  Companion (p. 71) on [17] March 1796). Forrer does not justify  his 
attribution and, while no die-sinker is credited with the 'Johnson' pieces, the obverse of  the penny is clearly signed by Hancock and 
both it and the halfpennies  were manufactured  by Kempson. 

58 Aris's  Birmingham Gazette,  11 June 1798 
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P R E S E N T A T I O N O F T H E C O L O U R S . 

TO commemorate this Event, a MEDAL is ftruck  from  an approved De%n (by BAKBEII) and dedicated to the Inhabitants of  the Town of  Bir-mingham, and in a more efpeeial  Manner to the I.OVAL 
ASSOCIATIONS o f  CAVALRY a n d INFANTRY-, By the Public's obedient Servant, J. S JORDEN. As the Public at large may be accommodated, the Medals are of  Silver, Bronze, and Copper, either adapted as Regalias, or for  the Cabinet; and by Per-million, the Beadles of  St. Philip's will attend with them on the Parade, in Ncw-ftrect,  to deliver them to the Gentlemen of  the Corps j and in the Field to tliofe  Ladies and Gentlemen who may be defirous  of  poffefling them. The Medals, in either Metal, may be had after  this Day, at Mcffrs.  Richards, Higb-ftrect. 

Mr.  JORDEN  has had the Honour  to receive an Order  for  a Gold  Medal  for  each of  the LADIES cwho ha-vc worked  tlx Colours,  which are to be pre-fented  to them by the Totrtt,  and will be zoom on the Occafton. 
Birmingham, June 4, 1798. 

Fig. 15. Advertisement in Arts's  Birmingham Gazette  for  Jorden's 'Loyal Associations'Medal. [Reproduced by cour-
tesy of  Birmingham City Library]. 

There are two distinct contenders for  the advertised medal; one suggested by Laurence Brown 
in British Historical  Medals  (BHM: 459) and one by W.J. Davis in his Token  Coinage  of 
Warwickshire  (Davis: 46; D&H: Warwickshire 29).59 The former  is the correct identification. 
There are extant versions of  this in white metal, copper, silver, and copper-gilt, the latter, very 
rare, presumably being the 'gold' mentioned in the advertisement as being presented to the young 
ladies who worked the embroidery of  the colours, pupils of  the academies of  Mrs Wyatt of 
Birmingham Heath and Mrs Pope and Mrs Eves of  The Crescent, Birmingham.60 

Fig. 16. Jorden's 'Loyal Associations' Medal, 1798 [BHM: 459], 

The medal was designed by Joseph Barber, a local artist and Birmingham drawing master.61 
Under the plinth, on the reverse, the legend "JORDEN FECIT ET DEDICAVIT', stresses Jorden's respon-
sibility for  the medal and its making. It is a fine  piece of  work, 41 mm in diameter, and one wonders 
whether Jorden himself  had the capacity to strike, as well as engrave it, himself.  This is certainly the 
inwardness of  Jorden's advertisement; but is the reality of  the matter that Jorden was the principal of 
a venture that was actually contracted out for  manufacture  to someone who was specialising in the 
production of  medals at this time, someone like Kempson, for  instance, who was currently employing 
Hancock in medallic work? The problem of  the 'Presbury' halfpenny  gives one pause for  thought 

59 Laurence Brown, British Historical  Medals  1760-1960,  Volume I (London, 1980), p. 112; W.J. Davis, The  Token  Coinage  of 
Warwickshire  (Birmingham, 1895), p. 8. 

60 Mrs. Eves was the author of  a popular pedagogic work, The  Grammatical  Play-Thing  or Winter  Evening's  Recreation for  Young 
Ladies from  Four  to Twelve  Years  Old,  and issued various 'merit' medals at her school (e.g. D&H: Warwickshire 124 and Baldwin's 
Auctions Catalogue,  19 (4 May 1999), lot 536). 

61 Barber was also responsible for  the design of  the 'colours': Aril's Birmingham Gazette,  11 June 1798. He is not to be identified 
with the early nineteenth-century medallist of  that name. 
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and the word 'FECIT' may not necessarily be intended to be translated literally. All we can say is that 
this medal is the only such piece that can be positively attributed to John Stubbs Jorden as an engraver. 

But what of  the piece listed by Davis? This is a very rare copper medallion, 33 mm in diameter, 
showing a perspective of  the presentation scene on its obverse and on the reverse the gruesome sight 
of  a large group of  men hanging on a row of  gibbets with the legend 'End of  BUNEPART and the 
French Army'. It is obviously reminiscent of  the 'End of  Pain' halfpennies  with which I began this 
address and implies the hand of  Hancock, the head of  the first  hanging man being that of  Hancock's 
bete noir, Priestley. Perhaps Jorden was involved with his old master in the perpetration of  another 
'anti-Priestley joke' though it is hard to imagine that he would be concerned with this populist propa-
ganda piece at the same time as he was promoting his own 'official'  commemorative medal; more 
likely one might look to the involvement of  young John Westwood. 

Fig. 17. The 'unofficial'  'Loyal Associations' Medallion [D&H: Warwickshire 29J. 

The 'official'  'Loyal Associations' Medal is the last numismatic production that we can posi-
tively associate with Jorden. As I have said, we know that he remained in business in Birmingham 
until round about 1825. About 1803 he had married Eliza Harvey, the daughter of  Samuel Harvey, 
a Unitarian sword-cutler, and younger sister of  the Bissell Harvey who married Mary Jorden in 
Swansea two years later. By Eliza he had two sons, John William and Henry, but Eliza died at the 
age of  thirty-nine in 1821. In 1831, however, Arthur and Edwin, sons of  John Stubbs Jorden and 
his wife  Eliza, were baptised as adults in Handsworth parish church. What is peculiar about this 
event is that there is good reason to believe that these new names were conferred  on the already 
christened John William and Henry.62 Why this public rejection of  names held for  a quarter of  a 
century or more? Was it simply some personal reflection  of  the current mood of  medieval romanti-
cism? Was Jorden himself  around to express an opinion? Other than this baptismal entry Jorden 
seems to be lost to us. In 1831 Jorden would have been fifty-seven.  So far  I have been unable to 
discover any burial entry in the Birmingham area or post-1837 death registration in England or 
Wales. Did he, I wonder, achieve his youthful  ambition and emigrate to the United States or fol-
low the uncle who had set up the iron founding  business in Canada? 

Or did he cross a lesser sea and go to Ireland? There is at least a hint of  this. W G Strickland, in 
his Dictionary of  Irish  Artists,  refers  to a Royal Hibernian Academy exhibition in 1828 of  two 
'models in composition' of  Daniel O'Connell and the Duke of  York by a J.S. Jorden, who may, of 
course, not be John Stubbs. Replicas of  the 'Daniel O'Connell' were issued and, one, a small pro-
file  medallion, signed, was in the National Museum of  Ireland in 1913.63 The National Museum 
has not so far  confirmed  that it is still in its collections. It is not listed in British Historical  Medals 
and there is no example in the British Museum. It is as much a mystery as the fate  of  Jorden him-
self.  If  he was still working as a medallist in 1828 I find  it difficult  to believe that he had completely 
put aside medal making in the thirty years since the presentation of  colours on Birmingham Heath. 
Yet there is no concrete evidence that he had not. Perhaps Strickland was in error; on the other hand 
a critical examination of  the many unsigned medals of  the early nineteenth century, especially some 
of  those still credited to Hancock after  his death in 1805, might prove to be a productive exercise. 

62 St Paul's parish, Birmingham, baptismal register, 19 December 1804 and 17 September 1806; burial register, 20 March 1821 and 
Aris's  Birmingham Gazette,  19 March 1821; burial register August 1835; Handsworth parish baptismal register, 27 November 1831; 
Birmingham City Library. No documentary evidence has yet been found  to establish the date or whereabouts of  Jorden's marriage. 

63 W.G. Strickland, A Dictionary of  Irish  Artists  (1913), I, p. xx. 
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Preface 
THIS paper arose from  my conviction that a study, identifying  the coin tickets written by notable 
collectors from  the past and by major dealers in the British hammered series, would be both inter-
esting and valuable. The ability to recognise such writing mainly resides in the expertise of  those, 
particularly long-standing dealers, through whose hands large numbers of  coins have passed over 
the years. Because this skill is largely unrecorded it is in danger of  being lost with the passing of 
those possessing it. This was brought home to me with the recent loss of  Douglas Mitchell of 
Baldwin who, at the time of  his death, was the most senior member of  the Society, and of  Patrick 
Finn who for  forty  years had pursued a distinguished career as a professional  numismatist and 
coin dealer.1 Accordingly, I approached Peter Mitchell who readily agreed to contribute his unri-
valled ability to recognise coin tickets, garnered from  forty-eight  years of  experience at 
Baldwin's. I also approached Hugh Pagan who most generously offered  to draw upon his exten-
sive researches into the activities and backgrounds of  notable collectors to provide biographical 
details of  those to be included in the study. Without these vital contributions this paper could not 
have been written. The great debt owed by the authors to others is recorded in the acknowledge-
ments below. 

R.J.E. 
Scope of  the study 
This paper is devoted to the British hammered series and the authors hope that it will encourage 
experts in other series - such as milled coins and tokens - to carry out a similar study. The paper 
sets out to identify  and illustrate the tickets written in the hands of  notable deceased collectors and 
the personnel of  leading UK-based dealers in the series, and to provide biographical notes on the 
collectors and dealers represented. 

The paper makes no pretence at completeness. The collectors included are those considered by 
the authors as 'major' and who were no longer living at the end of  2001. Where notable collec-
tions have been donated to or acquired by museums in their entirety - such as those of  William 
Hunter and Sarah Sophia Banks - they have been excluded regardless of  importance, for  exam-
ples of  their tickets (if  they exist) will not come into the hands of  later collectors. Beyond this, the 
authors freely  recognise that through misjudgement or oversight certain collections may have 
been omitted which others consider have a persuasive claim to be represented. 
Acknowledgements:  This paper would not have been possible without the enthusiastic co-operation of  many persons. In the museum 
world thanks are due to John Allan (Exeter), Dr Martin Allen (Fitzwilliam), Marion Archibald (formerly  of  British Museum). Donal 
Bateson (Glasgow), Dr Simon Beal (Liverpool), Edward Besly (Cardiff),  Dr Mark Blackburn (Fitzwilliam), Frank Caldwell 
(Tamworth), Dr Barrie Cook (British Museum), Adam Daubney (Lincoln), Dr John Davies (Norwich), Dr Geoffrey  Denford 
(Winchester), Dominic Farr (Stafford),  Nicholas Holmes (Edinburgh), Ann Inscker (Nottingham), Dr Nicholas Mayhew (Ashmolean). 
Stephen Nye (Rochester), Dan Robinson (Chester), Roger Shelley (Derby), David Symons (Birmingham), Catherine Walling 
(Hastings), Sarah Wear (Warwick), and Stephen Whittle (Blackburn); amongst those in (or associated with) the numismatic trade, past 
and present, Edward Baldwin, Lloyd Bennett, Lawrence Brown, Garry Charman, Peter Clayton, Thomas Curtis, Paul Dawson, 
Christopher Denton, Linda Finn, Brian Grover, Robert Ilsley, Christopher Martin, Eric McFadden, Stephen Mitchell, Peter Preston-
Morley, Simon Porter, Mark Rasmussen, Alan Rayner, Colin Rumney, Douglas Saville, Mark Senior, Robert Sharman, Michael Sharp, 
May Sinclair, Nigel Tooley, Michael Trennery, Michael Vosper and Paul Withers; and amongst numismatists. Dr Christopher Challis, 
William Clarke, Robert Grayburn, John Hartridge, William Lean, Robert Thompson and Peter Woodhead. 

Special thanks are due to Richard Varnham of  Vale Coins and Terence Robertson, who generously made available their own albums 
of  tickets, the former  compiled with the help of  Christopher Comber; to Ian, Lord Stewartby for  help with and providing tickets for 
Scottish collectors, to Jenny Eaglen who typed the introduction, and to Dr Barrie Cook, Jeffrey  North and Stewart Lyon, for  supplying 
the material for  Plates 11, 10 and 12, and 13 respectively. The authors take sole responsibility for  errors of  commission or omission to 
which such a potentially boundless study is inexorably prone. 

1 For an obituary of  Douglas Mitchell, see NCirc,  April 2000, 54, and of  Patrick Finn, NCirc  (December, 2000), 318-19. 
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Amongst the dealers some select themselves for  inclusion as household names in the numis-

matic world. For others, the normal yardstick has been whether the firm  or individual is or has 
been in the habit of  issuing printed lists of  coins for  sale. Plate 10 reproduces two pages of 
Daniels' copy of  Verity's catalogue of  1881, before  Daniels became a dealer. 

From the Plates it will be clear that the authors have not always been able to find  examples of 
tickets in the chosen collectors' (or dealers') handwriting. This may be through mischance or 
because such tickets no longer exist or never did. In a few  instances, when the authors are uncer-
tain of  the attribution of  handwriting, this is made clear in the biographical notes and a question 
mark has been placed after  the name of  the collector or dealer in the actual plates. Hopefully,  an 
outcome of  this paper will be to lead others to resolve these uncertainties. 

Relevance of  coin tickets 
Coin tickets are part of  a coin's identity and pedigree. A coin that has passed through one or more 
important collections is intrinsically more interesting - and potentially more valuable - than a 
similar coin of  unknown background. 

Nowadays, the increased price of  coins and the ease of  photographic reproduction have led to 
the widespread illustration of  all but the commonest coins offered  through dealers' lists and auc-
tion catalogues. This helps in establishing the lineage of  a coin and may enable the collector or 
scholar to determine if  separate references  to seemingly identical coins do indeed refer  to the same 
coins or not. The answer to this question is of  value to the dealer and collector in assessing rarity 
and to the scholar in attempting to draw conclusions from  the study of  surviving coins. 

Individual coins now considered important enough to be fully  described and illustrated were often, 
in the past, grouped together in a lot or batch with, perhaps, the odd one or even none being illus-
trated. This is seen, for  example, not only in the great Montagu and Murdoch sales a century ago but 
even as late as the Lockett sales between 1955 and 1961.2 Added to this, the coin descriptions in auc-
tion catalogues were often  rudimentary and the transcription of  legends unreliable or incorrect. Indeed 
not all modern cataloguing is immune from  this canker. The survival of  tickets may help to detect 
such inaccuracies as well as avoiding double counting of  individual coins when studying survival and 
output. As a general rule, no coin should be treated as having a distinct and certain existence unless 
the coin itself  or adequate illustrations, photographs, rubbings or casts of  it are available to endorse its 
separate identity. With such strict criteria, knowledge of  lineage through tickets may help to elucidate 
if  a coin known by description alone is to be presumed unaccounted for,  or is to be identified  with a 
coin known today. There must be concern that increasing use of  the website by dealers to describe and 
illustrate coins on offer  may result in a less permanent record of  such offerings  being accessible. 

Use of  tickets 
In the modern world, coins began to be collected and housed in cabinets from  the Renaissance 
onwards. The earliest collectors were princely laymen and ecclesiastics in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries.3 The spread of  antiquarian study in the eighteenth century led to a wider range of 
collectors whose interest extended beyond the Greek and Roman periods and medals. During the 
nineteenth century the expansion of  interest continued, stimulated by the discovery of  hoards and 
more sophisticated attempts to classify  the surviving coins. Both the collecting and study of 
British hammered coins presented a satisfying  challenge. From the biographical summaries in this 
paper it will be apparent that from  late in the nineteenth century dedicated coin collectors were to 
be found  from  many walks of  life.  The cost of  coins in those days meant that it was possible for 
someone of  relatively modest means to amass an impressive collection which only the very 
wealthy could hope to match today. 

2 A photographic record of  Lockett's English coins to the end of  the Long Cross issue and his Scottish coins is. in fact,  in the British 
Museum, and Baldwin photographed all those not illustrated. 

-1 See Ian Carradice and Martin Price, Coinage  in the Creek  World  (London, 1988), p. 10; Philip Grierson, Numismatics  (London, 
1975), p. 185. 
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It is uncertain when the first  coin tickets came to be used. Although square tickets occur, they 

are mostly round, to fit  circular recesses in cabinet trays. The Browne Willis collection at the 
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford,  is housed in mid-eighteenth century cabinets with circular recesses. 
The tickets, which are roughly hand-cut, are written in a contemporary hand although whether that 
of  Browne Willis or of  an eighteenth century curator, after  the coins were donated to the univer-
sity, is not known. They are, however, the earliest which the authors have so far  encountered in the 
British hammered series (see Fig. I).4 

Fig. 1. Eighteenth century tickets accompanying ex Browne Willis coins at the Ashmolean Museum. 

It is probable that a number of  early collectors kept handlists of  their coins rather than making 
out tickets. This appears to be so with William Hunter, whose coins passed to Glasgow in 1807s 
and with Sarah Sophia Banks, whose collection passed to the British Museum in 18186. She kept 
a somewhat untidy register of  acquisitions and two manuscript catalogues also exist. The latter of 
these, annotated later by the British Museum, appears to be in her own hand (Plate 11). The 
drawback of  catalogues is their inflexibility  and this obviously stimulated the use of  tickets. This 
drawback was overcome by such collectors as Morrieson (who also used tickets) by employing 
an album into which hand written strips could be inserted, a system marketed by the Kalamazoo 
Company before  the invention of  word processing (Plate 12). 

Doubtless, the publication of  detailed classifications  of  coins in the hammered series would 
also have encouraged the use of  tickets, to record more esoteric distinctions not apparent with-
out careful  scrutiny of  a coin or exceptional powers of  memory. Hawkins published a first  edi-
tion of  The  Silver  Coins of  England  in 1841, shortly after  the third edition of  Ruding's Annals7 
Further editions, by Hawkins' grandson R.L. Kenyon, followed  in 1876 and 1887. Meanwhile, 
in 1846, Hildebrand published his Anglosachsiska  Mynt,  of  which the definitive,  augmented 
edition in use to this day appeared in 1881.8 In 1887 Burns' Coinage  of  Scotland  appeared in 
three volumes9 and, the same year, Keary's Catalogue  of  Anglo-Saxon  Coins in the British 
Museum  in two volumes.10 This was followed  in 1916 by Brooke's catalogue of  the Norman 
Kings.11 His later, more general work on English  Coins classified  the issues he described and 
for  a time was widely used for  reference  purposes, as Hawkins ('Hks') had been previously.12 
More recently, of  course, apart from  BMC  numbering, the numeration given in the Seaby 
Catalogue  of  British Coins, now published by Spink,13 and in North's English  Hammered 
Coinage14  have been popular, particularly with some dealers. It is nowadays most unusual for  a 
coin of  any consequence to be offered  by a dealer without a ticket, although not necessarily 
accompanied by any earlier tickets. 

4 SCBI  Ashmolean, Anglo-Saxon Pennies (London, 1967), pp. xiii-xiv. 
5 SCBI  Hunterian and Coats Collections, University of  Glasgow (London, 1961), I, p. xii. 
6 SCBI  British Museum, Anglo-Saxon Coins (London, 1986), V, p. xi. 
7 Revd Rogers Ruding, Annals of  the Coinage  of  Great Britain & its Dependencies,  3rd edn, 3 vols (London, 1840). 
8 Bror Emil Hildebrand, Anglosachsiska  Mynt  (Stockholm, 1881). 
9 E. Burns, The  Coinage  of  Scotland,  3 vols (Edinburgh, 1887). 
10 Charles Francis Keary, A Catalogue  of  English  Coins in the British Museum,  Anglo-Saxon  Series,  edited by Reginald Stuart 

Poole, 2 vols (London, 1887). 
" George Cyril Brooke, A Catalogue  of  Coins in the British Museum,  the Norman  Kings,  2 vols (London, 1916). 
12 George C. Brooke, English  Coins (London, 1932). 
13 Spink, Standard  Catalogue  of  British Coins, Coins of  England  and the United  Kingdom,  37th edn (London, 2002). 
14 J.J. North, English  Hammered  Coinage,  3rd edn, I (London, 1994), II (London, 1991). 



COIN TICKETS IN THE BRITISH HAMMERED SERIES 139 Reflecting  this late nineteenth century upsurge in their use, Edgar Lincoln, a relative of  the fam-
ily that ran W.S. Lincoln and Son, was offering  tickets for  sale in at least four  sizes in the 1890s at 
6d. per 100 (Fig. 2). In the 1930s B.A. Seaby Ltd was also offering  tickets in four  sizes, from 
'crown' (1.55") to 'sixpenny' (0.87") in white, mottled grey ('silurian') and 'a few  colours', 
besides mahogany cabinets tantalisingly priced between £1 and £16 each. During the Second 
World War their range extended to six sizes (1.55"-0.75") and by the 1950s nine sizes were avail-
able from  11" to I", but only in white. Currently, Collectors Gallery, Shrewsbury, offer  acid/sulphur 
free  tickets in white and tickets in blue, green, pink and yellow in 37, 29 and 24 mm sizes, retail-
ing between £1.85 and £1.45 per hundred. Tickets of  unusual dimensions are designed for  ease of 
handling in tray recesses; for  example, if  inch diameter tickets for  1 inch recesses. 

Fig. 2. Samples of tickets offered  by Edgar Lincoln in the 1890s. 

In addition to tickets, dealers have long been accustomed to use plain or printed coin envelopes, 
mainly as a receptacle when coins are being passed over to a client. These envelopes often  contain 
little or no information  on the contents. A number of  collectors choose to house their coins in 
envelopes rather than cabinets. Unless this is simply to save space the envelopes usually bear the 
details which would otherwise have appeared on tickets. The most notable adherent to this system 
is Emery May Norweb, whose envelopes were personalised with a printed illustration of  a spider 
in its web on the envelope flap  (see Plate 25, C58-1). 

Retention of  tickets 
Apart from  the use of  envelopes, even in the twentieth century not all significant  collectors wrote 
out their own tickets. Arnot appears to be an example of  this. 

Although not all tickets have equal interest, and some may be worthless, as a general principle 
none should be discarded, but kept with, or referenced  back to, the coin it purports to describe. 
Sometimes collectors withhold their tickets on sale of  their coins, perhaps fearing  their detrimen-
tal influence  on realisable values, especially when the dates and cost of  purchase are recorded. 
This is undoubtedly an irrational perception. Some dealers and auction houses also do not pass on 
tickets with coins sold, whether as a business practice, or to conform  to a vendor's wishes. It is the 
authors' belief  that no tickets accompanied the numerous Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins auc-
tioned from  RW.R Carlyon-Britton's collection in three sales between 1913 and 1918 and the 
same may be suspected of  some other collections for  which no tickets have come to light, such as 
those formed  by Roth and Wheeler. Following the Lockett sale, purchasers were given the option 
to have his tickets and any accompanying older tickets, but only some purchasers seem to have 
chosen this option and many tickets must have been scrapped. 

The authors have failed  to find  as many relevant tickets as expected at a number of  museums 
holding coins previously owned by some of  the most distinguished collectors. This may, however, 
result from  the museums' policy to substitute rather than to add their own tickets when acquiring 
coins. A number of  museums have had their collections re-ticketed at some time in the past, 

^EDfiWUHCOLH  v 7 
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whereupon the earlier tickets have either been discarded or set aside and subsequently mislaid. By 
and large, museums are a disappointing source of  old tickets, except where they have acquired a 
collection in its entirety. Tickets of  collections acquired by the major dealers and subsequently 
dispersed by them appear to have had a happier fate. 

Casualties may also arise because an original ticket is too large for  the recipient cabinet of  the 
collector or museum, resulting in the ticket being cut down or separated from  its coin. In the 
British Museum coloured tickets signify  either an empty recess or an absent coin. Consequently, 
coloured tickets are either cut up or, again, separated from  the corresponding coins. 

From the foregoing  it will be apparent that private collections are the most important source of 
interesting tickets, especially as collectors are less prone to discard any that accompany their 
acquisitions. The authors suspect that many interesting tickets reside in private collections of 
which they are unaware. 

Illustrations 
Where it has not been possible to identify  tickets of  collectors included in this study, this is noted 
in the biographical summaries. For Rashleigh and Verity, helpful  examples of  their handwriting 
are illustrated (Plates 13 and 1415) as an aid if  any of  their tickets come to light. The illustrations 
are mostly of  tickets describing coins in the British hammered series but, where none has been 
found,  ticketing from  other series by the sought-after  hand has been used rather than have no illus-
tration. All illustrations are reproduced life  size and when information  in the eponymous hand is 
found  on both sides of  a ticket each is shown. The main side of  the ticket, usually referring  to the 
reign/type/ mint/ moneyer/inscription is referred  to as the obverse (O) and the secondary side, 
usually referring  to source/date of  acquisition/price/price code, as the reverse (R). 

Where the card used is other than white or cream the actual colours are noted in the biographi-
cal section. Similarly, the use of  black ink should be assumed unless otherwise stated in the 
description of  the ticket. The ticket diameters encountered are recorded both in inches and mil-
limetres. Any distinctive or idiosyncratic features  of  ticketing are also noted where this may help 
with identification.  Photostat equipment has been used for  the illustrations, selecting a setting 
which shows the handwriting most clearly. In consequence, the toning may not faithfully  reflect  in 
monochrome the shade of  the coloured tickets as recorded in the biographical section. It would 
obviously be misguided to assume that because a ticket of  a particular size and colour has been 
found  and illustrated of  a collector's or dealer's handwriting, all tickets in that hand were of  the 
same size(s) and/or colour(s). 

The plate number is given as the last item under each biographical entry and the plates include 
both the reference  number and surname, elaborated when confusion  would otherwise occur; e.g. 
'PWP CARLYON-BRITTON'and 'R CARLYON-BRITTON'. The names of  personnel operating 
under dealers are shown after  the dealers' name, e.g. 'SEABY - Peter Seaby', 'DAWSON (Paul)'. 

Where possible, more than one example is illustrated of  each hand. This helps either to confirm 
the style of  ticketing, or to point to changes occurring over time. Handwriting often  alters - for  the 
worse - with advancing years. 
Biographical details 
Under each entry brief  biographical details have been included, indicating, for  individual collectors, 
the general scope of  their interest and the timing and mode of  disposal of  their collection(s). Some 
collections have surprising elements. The authors came across a ticket written by Pridmore for  a coin 
of  iEthelred II, presumably acquired before  he began to specialise in the Commonwealth series. 

Although many collectors have sold a number of  coins in the course of  their collecting careers 
or exchanged them with other collectors, the distinction between collectors and dealers is usually 
obvious. However, Ready was a full-time  dealer in Greek and Roman coins but seems to have 
formed  a collection of  British coins as a hobby. In contrast, Wells, whilst notionally a collector, 
appears to have derived significant  income from  dealing in coins and tokens. 

15 Extract of  letter from  J. Verity to H.W. Thorburn, dated 25 March 1899. 
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For auctioned coins further  information  may be gathered from  British Numismatic  Auction 

Catalogues,  1710-1984, by Harrington E. Manville and Terence J. Robertson (London, 1986) 
and, more particularly, from  the actual sale catalogues. Additional biographical information  can 
often  be found  in obituaries, papers and anniversary articles published in the BNJ,  Spink's 
Numismatic  Circular  and Seaby's late, lamented Coin and Medal  Bulletin. 

Aids to identification 
When trying to identify  a ticket the dominant feature  is the style of  writing, but other attributes 
may be helpful,  such as size or colour of  ticket, layout of  wording, colour(s) of  ink, type of  infor-
mation included and on which side of  the ticket. 

Collectors, whether from  choice or availability, have tended to use mottled grey, or more likely 
white/cream card. The former  is supposed to have had the advantage of  not becoming soiled look-
ing. Raymond Carlyon-Britton tickets are known in blue and Winstanley in red, but both favoured 
grey as the normal colour. Dealers are more likely to use colours, Lincoln having chosen a slate 
blue, although white tickets are not unknown, Spink a range of  colours related to the purchase 
price of  the coins described and Seaby a range of  colours defining  the basis on which the coins 
described were being offered  (see under biographical notes). Baldwin, in contrast, have always 
used white or cream card. Osborne placed a coloured flash  in the upper segment of  his tickets to 
distinguish the mints he collected. Few collectors have been frugal  enough to make their own tick-
ets, Doubleday contributing one such example. 

Layout can best be appreciated from  studying the plates. Lord Grantley was unusual in writing 
somewhat untidy conventional tickets and others more neatly in which the details form  a rectan-
gle in the field  of  the ticket (Plate 21, C35-1). The use of  capital or lower case letters in the regal 
titles tend to conform  to a pattern, and the use or not of  underlining can be indicative. King uses 
a wavy line under his heading and the dealer C.J. Martin a straight line in red. These yardsticks 
have to be used with other clues, however, because absolute consistency is not to be expected 
and the layout may be modified  over the years or to accommodate information  on different  series 
of  hammered coins. 

Mostly black and, quite commonly, blue ink is used. Tickets dating before  about 1950 will have 
been written with a dip-in or fountain  pen, or, for  the best results, a mapping pen. Amongst the most 
elegant and immediately recognisable tickets are those of  Evans, Doubleday and Mack and those 
attributed to Maish. P.W.P Carlyon-Britton favoured  red ink, De Vore sometimes used green and 
Winstanley often  wrote in pencil. In recent years the trend has been to use ball-point pens or even 
fine  felt-tips.  Elmore Jones latterly favoured  the ball-point, using red to highlight significant  features. 

A ticket may contain valuable chronological information.  Thus, on a ticket written by a single 
hand, 'ex Lockett' or 'Lockett 2839' means that the ticket will not have been written by Lockett 
himself  and must, in the latter instance, post-date the sale referred  to. However, if  the attribution 
referred  to has been added in a distinctive hand from  that of  the original ticket the possibility 
arises that the original ticket may, in the example given, have been written by Lockett. Sometimes 
attributions can create uncertainty. One of  a run of  'Maish' tickets showing the source of  the coins 
on the reverse (e.g. 'W.C. Pearson, 1876'), reads 'Maish —1898'. If  that annotation records an 
acquisition from  Maish all of  his tickets would have to be re-attributed. However, if  the entry sim-
ply means that Maish acquired a coin in 1898 from  a source not otherwise worth noting, the attri-
bution remains. The authors have adopted the second construction, but the issue is not beyond 
doubt. 

The inclusion of  references  to standard works may also help in determining the dates of  tickets. 
For example, a Hawkins ('Hks') reference  is likely to mean that the ticket was written before  pub-
lication of  the relevant BMC catalogue, whereas Brooke ('Br') references  must post-date early 
1932, and so forth. 

If  a ticket is suspected to be that of  a particular collector, apart from  comparing any illustrations 
in this paper, the next step should be to consult any sales catalogues or dealers lists of  the collec-
tion, to establish if  a coin answering the description was offered  for  sale. Broadly, the 'Maish' 
tickets pass that test. 
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Some tickets are very easy to identify.  The fine  penmanship of  such as Evans, Doubleday and 

Mack have already been mentioned. Doubleday has two hands, one resembling copperplate and a 
later, more italic in style, but both unmistakably from  the same writer. Equally distinctive are 
scruffily  written tickets, as exemplified  by Helen Farquhar (surprising in a lady of  her times and 
upbringing) and by Demosthenes Mangakis. When the layout and/or style are less distinctive, 
peculiarities in the formation  of  letters should be looked for.  Some collectors have rather similar 
handwriting: for  example, Walters and Ryan. Lockett employs a sloping hand with some lower 
case letters written separately and others joined together. Handwriting also tends to reflect  the 
period in which it was written. Lingford's  upright rounded style could not be confused  with a 
nineteenth century hand, although he was born in 1891. As a general rule modern penmen are less 
meticulous than their predecessors. 

Dealers' tickets will normally be priced or cost coded on the obverse, whereas collectors tend to 
record such details on the reverse. If  the writing of  the price or cost code (in ink or pencil) is dis-
tinctive the dealer may be pricing an earlier ticket rather than his own. The price may also give 
some clue about the date when it was priced - and maybe written. Seaby had the habit of  showing 
the acquisition year and cost as an equation; thus -35. Baldwin often  include an annotation such as 
'ex 873' or 'shown to 873'. This refers  to a coin bought from  or shown to their customer 873.16 
Coins from  Spink may show the NCirc  number, and small stock identification  tickets with a price 
and NCirc  number sometimes find  their way into private hands. 

Many tickets contain later annotations, sometimes in more than one hand. Such graffiti  are usu-
ally immediately recognisable and may provide helpful  clues to the identity of  the originator of 
the ticket and the hands through which it has subsequently passed. Plate 27, C71-1 shows a 
Walters ticket which has been annotated by Helen Farquhar as the purchaser from  his 1913 sale. 

The authors hope that this paper will prompt collectors to look out and attempt to identify  old, 
unattributed tickets in their collections. In particular, if  tickets are found  of  collectors for  whom no 
example has been included in this study, details would be gratefully  received by 
Dr R J . Eaglen 
c/o A.H. Baldwin and Sons Ltd 
11 Adelphi Terrace 
London 
WC2N 6BJ. 

HAMMERED COINS OF THE BRITISH ISLES: COLLECTORS, DEALERS AND THEIR COIN TICKETS 

COLLECTORS 
(COl) Argyll, 15th Duke of,  Niall Diarmid Campbell (1872-1949). Inveraray Castle, Argyllshire, and 63 Pall Mall, 
London SW1. Not FRNS or BNS. Collection of Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins purchased by Spink after  his death (the 
first  coins from it appear in the November 1952 issue of NCirc,  without the Duke's name being mentioned). Rather 
unexpectedly for  a duke, he seems not to have gone for  expensive rarities, but to have prefened to form a numerically 
large collection of cheaper coins. It also appears that he only became interested in coins relatively late in life ; most of 
his coins were acquired in the later 1930s and 1940s, chiefly from dealers' stock and lists, although Baldwin's records 
show that he was allotted their customer bidding number 422 at the 1939 Drabble sale. 

Tickets: i f in. (24 mm). Neat, rounded hand. O: 'Hild' and BMC  references  at top. R: condition, purchase price and 
source at bottom. P l . 15, COl -1 , 2. 

(C02) Arnot, Axel John ('Peter') (1917-94). Airline pilot with BEA and BOAC to retirement.  Lived in London. BNS 
1977-94. Collection of Anglo-Saxon coins sold Buckland Dix & Webb 21 Mar 1995, 364 lots. Coins seem to have 
been acquired mid 1970s onwards, mainly from Dolphin Coins. 

Tickets: none identified. 

(C03) Ashley, W.E. Of Gomershall, near Leeds, Yorkshire. Occupation not known. Not FRNS or BNS. Specialist col-
lection of coins of Charles I purchased by Spink 1969. 

Tickets: 1ft in. (40 mm). Beige ticket, faded black ink. PI. 15, C03-1. 

16 A number written and encircled in red is also likely to signify  a coin shown by Baldwin to a numbered customer. 
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(C04) Bagnall, Albert Edward (1877-1966). 3 Castle Road, Shipley, Yorks. Of firm Alfred  Bagnall & Sons, Shipley, 
industrial painters and decorators. BNS 1922-66, FRNS 1945-66. Collector of Anglo-Saxon, Norman and later ham-
mered coins. Collection sold to Spink 1964. 

Tickets: | in. (22 mm). Uneven and crudely composed ticket. R: source, date of purchase, price code, and weight. P I . 15, 
C04-1 . 

(C05) Bearman, Thomas (1846-1921). Melbourne House, 8 Tudor Road, Hackney, London. Baker and confectioner. 
NSL/FRNS 1896-1921, BNS 1904-21. Collection purchased by Baldwin in 1922 (Anglo-Saxon, Norman, later ham-
mered English, Scottish). 

Tickets: % in. (22 mm). Elegant and informative,  with distinctive individually formed letters, often with serifs.  R: source 
and date of purchase. PI. 15, C05- l ,2 . 
(C06) Bird, Dr Brian (1913-93). Psychologist, Cleveland, Ohio, USA. BNS 1965-85. Friend of Mrs Emery May 
Norweb (qv). Collection of Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins sold by Glendining/Spink 20 Nov 1974, 300 lots. 

Tickets: none identified. 

(C07) Bliss, Thomas (d.1914). Successive home addresses in North London and Ealing, Middlesex. Occupation not 
certainly known, but perhaps of firm H.J. Bliss & Sons, auctioneers, 106 Cheapside, London EC. NSL/FRNS 
1882-1914, BNS 1913-14. Collection of Anglo-Saxon, Norman, later English hammered and milled coins sold Sotheby 
22-24 Mar, 15-19 May 1916, 1031 lots. 

Tickets: none identified. He is said to have kept his coins in chemists' pill-boxes, and may therefore  have described 
them on the lids of the boxes, making tickets less necessary. 

(C08) Blunt, Christopher Evelyn (1904-87). Merchant banker with successive London firms,  home address 
Ramsbury, Wilts. FRNS 1923-87, BNS 1933-87. Collection now in Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge (but some coins 
formerly  in his possession may be encountered). Note that apart from the collection he himself formed,  he received as a 
legacy from J.S. Shirley-Fox (qv) both Shirley-Fox's own general collection of English hammered coins and the type 
collection of Edwardian pence formed by the Fox brothers while they were devising their classification. 

Tickets: 1 in. (25 mm). They are in tiny handwriting, record inscriptions precisely, and may include other information 
and comment on O and/or R. P I . 1 5 , C 0 8 - l , 2 . 

(C09) Brand, John David (1931-90). Chartered accountant, home address 5 Ridley Road, Rochester, Kent. BNS 
1960-90, FRNS 1963-90. Collection, mainly of Short Cross series but including other coins of Rochester mint and 18th 
century Kentish tokens, acquired from him by Baldwin in his lifetime. 

Tickets: i f in. (24 mm), J in. (22 mm). Sparingly written. R: year, source and price of purchase recorded in one line at 
top. PI. 15, C09- l ,2 . 
(C10) Brettell, Robert Patrick Vernon (1907-98). Police officer  with Devon Constabulary. BNS 1942-98, FRNS 
1964-76. Collection of coins of Exeter mint and of Civil War issues of Devon sold Glendining 28 Oct 1970, lots 
1-406 ; coins of Barnstaple mint sold Glendining 18 Jun 1975, lots 407-29 ; coins of Totnes and Lydford mints, sold 
Glendining 8 Mar 1990, lots 430-502. 

Tickets: in. (27 mm), 1 in. (25mm). Grey. Bold, evenly written in blue and black ink, using capital letters. O: inscription 
between horizontal lines. R: source, date of purchase, and possibly price code and reference  (e.g. 'Hild'). P I . 16, C10-l,2. 

(Cll) Brigg, Matthew Alfred  (d.1937). Carlinghow, Batley, Yorks. BNS 1910-37. Occupation not certainly known, 
but perhaps connected with firm Brigg & Sons (Batley) Ltd, woollen manufacturers.  Collection of English and colonial 
coins sold Glendining 23-25 May 1939, 721 lots ; a further  sale of English and Irish silver and copper coins Glendining 
12 Jul 1943, 232 lots. On both occasions the coins were sold as the property of 'A North Country Collector'. 

Tickets: none identified. 

(C12) Brooker, John Godfrey  (c.1928-86). Schoolmaster (with private means), various London addresses. BNS 1963 
- still 1971. Collector of coins of Charles I (published SCBI  Brooker), also of English milled gold. Collection largely 
purchased by him from Spink, and sold back to Spink from 1978 onwards. 

Tickets: l j in. (48 mm), l j in. (32 mm). Unmistakeable, with tall, stylish lettering of even thickness, usually written in 
blue ink. P I . 16, C12 - l ,2. 

(C13) Brushfield,  Archibald Nadauld (1870-1960). Medical practitioner,  various addresses. BNS 1915-49. His main 
interest lay in the British colonial series, but his Anglo-Saxon and English hammered coins were sold as part of a 470-lot 
sale of his coins at Glendining 2-3 May 1929, and his Scottish and Irish coins were sold Glendining 28 Mar 1940, 420 lots. 

Tickets: none identified. 
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(C14) Bruun, Lars Emil (1852-1923). 101 Gothersgade, Copenhagen, Denmark. NSL/FRNS 1896-1923, BNS 
1904-22 (or until death). Collection of Ancient British, Anglo-Saxon, English, Scottish and Colonial coins sold Sotheby 
18-22 May 1925, 965 lots. Other coins given by him to National Museum, Copenhagen, and his specialist collection of 
coins of Cnut is on deposit in Frederiksborg  Castle, Denmark (see SCBI  Copenhagen). 

Tickets: none identified. 

(C15) Burstal, Edward (1879-1967). Medical practitioner,  46 Lansdowne Road, Bournemouth, Hampshire. BNS 
1942-67. Collection of Greek, Ancient British, Anglo-Saxon, Norman and later English coins sold Glendining, 15 May 
1968, 543 lots, and his collection of English hammered gold coins formed part of a Glendining sale of 15 Oct 1984. 
Collection of English milled silver coins sold to Seaby in 1957 (listed SCMB  Aug 1957), another portion sold to Spink. 
He needs to be distinguished from his father  Edward Kynaston Burstal (1851-1938), civil engineer (MICE), 
NSL/FRNS 1881-1924, BNS 1910 - still 1922, whose collection of a similar character was sold Sotheby 6-7 Nov 
1912, 250 lots. 

Tickets: 1} in. (32 mm), J in. (22 mm). In blue or black ink on grey card. Regal titles in separate lower case letters, backs 
of uprights curving to form serifs.  Other details in connected handwriting. R: variable source details. PI. 16, C15-l,2 
(C16) Carlyon-Britton, Philip William Poole (1863-1938). Solicitor, various London addresses to 1919, subsequently 
of Eversfield,  Fishboume, Chichester, Sussex. NSL/FRNS 1894-1938, BNS 1903-38. Collection of Ancient British, 
Romano-British, Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins sold Sotheby 17-21 Nov 1913, 20-24 Nov 1916, 11-13 Nov 1918, 
1975 consecutively numbered lots. His remaining coins in these series were sold by him in 1919 to Spink, who offered 
them in NCirc,  without Carlyon-Britton's name being mentioned. Carlyon-Britton had previously disposed of his collec-
tion of English hammered coins of reigns subsequent to Stephen, the silver coins being sold Sotheby 1 Nov 1900, 157 
lots, and the gold coins being sold anonymously, as the property of 'a gentleman relinquishing collection of the series', 
Sotheby 30 Nov 1905, 120 lots. 

A further  collection of 800 English hammered gold coins made by Carlyon-Britton, perhaps in collaboration with his son 
Raymond, was acquired by Seaby and offered  in SCMB  1937 onwards. Although the coins in the sales of 1913-18 seem to 
have been sold without tickets, various tickets of his survive accompanying coins disposed of in other circumstances. 

Tickets: in. (37 mm), 1 in. (25mm), i f in. (24 mm). Often written in red ink rather than black. Very neat, slightly 
sloping capital letters and connected lower case lettering in a flowing copper-plate hand. PI. 17, C16-l,2. PI. 17, 
C16-3, is probably a ticket of his for  a coin passed to his son Raymond Carlyon-Britton (qv), with a RCB reference 
added in blue ink. 

(C17) Carlyon-Britton, Raymond Carlyon (1893-1960). Son of above, independent means, addresses as father  to 
1938, afterwards  living at successive addresses in Westgate, Chichester. BNS 1911-60, FRNS 1923-60. His first  collec-
tion (Edward I-Charles II) was sold Sotheby 17-18 Oct 1921, 368 lots, and collections respectively of hammered and of 
milled coins were sold by him to Seaby in 1940 and 1942, each doubtless containing some coins inherited from his 
father.  After  a serious failure of his health in the late 1940s, a much larger collection, mainly of English hammered coins 
but including Anglo-Saxon coins of Sussex mints and Scottish coins, was sold for  him on commission by Seaby through 
SCMB  1949, commencing in the issue for  May, the tickets for  the coins being largely written by C.A.Whitton (qv). 
Carlyon-Britton retained his Irish collection (later acquired en bloc by the Ulster Museum), and, his health subsequently 
improving, he made a final, even larger collection of English hammered coins ; a portion of this was offered  in SCMB  in 
1959, and the residue was sold through Seaby after  his death. 

Tickets: 1ft in. (40 mm). Grey card, written in now faded blue ink. Details in capital letters with regal title and/or mint 
underlined. PI.17, C17-3 ; 1 in. (25mm). Grey card, written in black ink, less neat than his father's  hand. PI. 17, C17-1; 
i f in. (20 mm). Startlingly blue card, written in blue ink. PI. 17, C17-2. Tickets from his last collection are normally 
easy to identify because they carry a stamped Seaby stock number, as on ticket CI7-2,3. Another indicative sign of his 
tickets generally is that they often carry cabinet reference  numbers, e.g. 'No.IX, 655' as on ticket C17-3. 

(C18) Carter, Ernest Christison (1865-1950). Medical practitioner,  The Elms, Forty Hill, Enfield, Middlesex. BNS 
1906-50. Collection of English hammered coins purchased by Baldwin in 1950. He should be distinguished from his 
elder brother, Albert Thomas Carter CBE KC DCL (1861-1946), an academic lawyer, who bequeathed a collection of 
English hammered and milled gold to Christ Church, Oxford (now on deposit with Ashmolean Museum). 

Tickets: 1{ in. (32 mm). May be off-white  with blueish flecks. Extensive use of lower case letters, also initial capital let-
ters written with a flourish.  PI. 18, C18-l,2. 
(C19) Clarke-Thornhill, Thomas Bryan (1857-1934). Diplomatic Service, independent means. Lived in London. BNS 
1912-34. By his will the British Musem was allowed first  choice from his very large collection of English, colonial and for-
eign coins. The residue was sold Glendining 24-28 May 1937 and 13-14 Jun 1938, 1307 consecutively numbered lots in all. 

Tickets: none identified. He may have used envelopes instead. PI. 18, C19-1, shows an example, measuring I f X I f in. 
(35 X 35 mm). Written in a very small, elegantly executed hand. The lower case letters tend to be connected in groups 
of two to four  letters. 
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(C20) Cochran-Patrick, Robert William (1842-97). Landowner, Member of Parliament. NSL 1871-97. Collection of 
Scottish coins sold Sotheby 30 Mar 1936, 357 lots ; Scottish medals sold Sotheby 8 Nov 1949, 139 lots; residue sold 
Sotheby 9 Dec 1957. 

Tickets: f in. (22 mm). Black or brownish ink on cream paper or card. Numbers at top of O may be in red or purple, as 
may some other wording. P I . 1 8 , C20 - l ,2 . 

(C21) Cooper, Frederick Renad (1902-85). Chartered accountant with ICI Ltd, successive home addresses in Marlow, 
Buckinghamshire, and Shalbourne, Wiltshire. BNS 1959-63, 1964-80. His specialist collection of crowns Elizabeth 
I-Charles I was sold Glendining 8 Nov 1978, 145 lots, as the property of 'A West Country Collector'. His coins of 
Charles I I had been sold, also anonymously, at Glendining 24 Oct 1973, 222 lots. Other portions of his collection of 
later English hammered and milled coins formed part of Glendining sales of 17-18 Nov 1971, 25 Oct 1972, and 10 Apr 
1974 ; while his coins of the Oxford and Shrewsbury mints of Charles I were sold to Baldwin and his coins of Edward 
VI to Spink. 

Tickets: I f in. (41 mm). Blue ink. Writing mainly in connected lower case, sloping to right. Appears fluently and rap-
idly executed. PI. 18, C21-1. 
(C22) Crompton-Roberts, Charles Montagu (1865-1931). Landowner, Drybridge, Monmouth, and 52 Mount Street, 
London WI . NSL/FRNS 1886—1931.The core of his impressive collection of Ancient British, Anglo-Saxon and later 
English hammered coins seems to have been purchased for  him on commission by Messrs Lincoln at the Montagu and 
Nunn sales in 1895-6. The collection was acquired by Spink and offered  in NCirc  over the years 1920-1, commencing 
in the issue for  July-August 1920, without Crompton-Roberts'  name initially being mentioned. 

Tickets: none identified. 

(C23) Dakers, Capt. Colin Hugh (d.1942). Colonial civil servant, Chinese Protectorate,  Kuala Lumpur, Malaya. BNS 
1933-42. The collection of Scottish and other British hammered coins formed by Capt. Dakers and by his father,  Hugh 
John Dakers (1863-1945), a retired schoolmaster living in St Albans, Hertfordshire,  BNS 1930-45, FRNS 1934^15, 
was sold Glendining 8-9 Oct 1946, 579 lots. 

Tickets: i f in. (24 mm). Small connected writing with initial capital letters only. Foreshortened underlining of regal title. 
R: blank. PI. 19, C23-1. 
(C24) Davidson, James (1896-1985). Of Linton Muir, West Linton, Peebles-shire, Scotland. Consultant pathologist, 
Edinburgh Southern Hospitals, previously Director, Metropolitan Police Laboratory, Hendon, Middlesex. BNS 
1937-85, FRNS 1970-85. Specialist collection of Scottish coins sold by him to Spink 1980. 

Tickets: l j in. (32 mm). Ball-point pen. Fairly neat, with detailed description on O and source, date, etc., on R. Lower 
case letters written separately. PI. 19, C24-1. 
(C25) De Vore, Weber. Occupation not known. Various addresses in Philadelphia, USA. BNS 1949-62, FRNS 
1955-62. Collector of English hammered and later coins, who made extensive purchases through Seaby at the L.A. 
Lawrence sales. Collection purchased by Baldwin c. 1960. Numismatic books sold Glendining 27 Nov 1963, lots 
398-441. 

Tickets: i f in. (24 mm), f in. (19 mm). Green or blue ink. Compact details, mainly in lower case, separate letters. O: 
often collection reference  at top, purchase details at bottom. R: may record pedigree, often a US one. P I . 1 9 , C25 - l ,2. 

(C26) Doubleday, Gordon Vincent (1914-93). Fruit grower, successive addresses in Essex. BNS 1946-93, FRNS 
1949-82. Collection of English hammered and milled gold sold Glendining 20 Nov 1961, 373 lots ; specialist collection 
of coins of Edward III sold Glendining 7-8 Jun 1972, 673 lots ; Anglo-Saxon coins sold Glendining/Baldwin 6 Oct 
1987, 637 lots ; Norman and Plantagenet coins, Glendining/Baldwin 8 Jun 1988, 457 lots. 

Tickets: ig in. (24 mm), ig in. (20 mm). Two styles of writing: tiny, neat copper-plate, with regal title underlined ( P I . 1 9 , 
C26-1, a hand-cut ticket, as R shows) ; and an equally neat italic hand, with collection reference  above horizontal line 
on O and R blank (P1.19, C26-2). 
(C27) Drabble, Gilbert Creswick (1875-1939). Breeder of fox terriers,  Los Altos, Sandown, Isle of Wight (previously 
in business in Argentina). FRNS 1919-39, BNS 1930-9. Collection of Ancient British, Romano-British, Anglo-Saxon, 
English. Scottish, and Hampshire and Isle of Wight tokens, sold Glendining 4-6 Jul 1939 and 13-14 Dec 1943, 1219 
consecutively numbered lots. Balance of collection purchased by Baldwin (Roman coins and a comprehensive collec-
tion of numismatic items carrying representations of dogs). 

Tickets: i f in. (24 mm). O: sparse details. R: word 'weight' or 'wt.', with figure in 'grs.' (grains). PI. 19, C27-l,2. 

(C28) Elmore Jones, Francis ('Dick') (1898-1982). Chartered surveyor, home addresses in Finchley and 
Twickenham. BNS 1938-82, FRNS 1953-82. Anglo-Saxon coins sold Glendining 12-13 May 1971, Norman and 
Plantagenet coins to 1351 sold Glendining 13 Apr 1983, 10 Apr 1984 and 7 Oct 1986, 1911 consecutively numbered 
lots in all. Numerous other Norman coins acquired by the British Museum from his executors. His collection had been 
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stolen in 1966, and although all but about ten coins were recovered, their original tickets were lost and few provenances 
therefore  preserved. 

Tickets: Is in. (29 mm.), i f in. (24 mm). Early tickets written with a fountain pen in blue ink ( P l . 19, C28-1). Later tick-
ets in a distinctive hand, with flourishes to the capital letters used apart from inscriptions, written in black ball-point pen 
with annotations in red ( P I . 20, C28-2A, where 'B.M.C. and 'P.T.O.' are in red). Occasionally additional comments 
are written on deep yellow tickets ( P l . 20, C28-2B). 

Elmore Jones often wrote tickets for  coins inspected by him at Baldwin, or for  coins shown to him by other collec-
tors, and the majority of surviving tickets written by him are of this character,  P I . 19, C28-1 being an example. 

(C29) Evans, Sir John (1823-1908). Paper manufacturer,  firm John Dickinson & Co., Nash Mills, Hemel Hempstead, 
Herts., latterly living at Britwell, Berkhamsted, Herts. NSL/FRNS 1849-1908. Large collection of Anglo-Saxon, 
Norman and later English hammered coins. A sale was intended and the plates for  the sale catalogue were printed, but 
the sale was then aborted because Spink, who had lined up the US banker John Pietpont Morgan (1837-1913) as a 
prospective buyer for  the best coins in the collection, bought the collection as a whole. After  Morgan had selected what 
he wanted from the collection, Spink disposed of the rest of the coins partly to P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton privately and 
partly through NCirc,  commencing in the monthly issue for  June 1910. Following Morgan's death, his portion of the 
Evans collection was offered  to the British Museum, which acquired from Morgan's son in 1915 whatever it needed, but 
there was a residue of the Morgan portion not wanted by the Museum and the bulk of this was then acquired by R.C. 
Lockett. A final less interesting residue, presumably not supposed to be of any significant commercial value in 1908, 
remained in the possession of Sir Arthur Evans, Sir John's son, and was ultimately given to the Ashmolean Museum, 
Oxford (see SCBI  Oxford). 

Tickets: f in. (19 mm). Outstandingly neat and even writing in capitals, with several underlinings ( P l . 20, C29 - l ,2). The 
old ink numbers often found on R, as here, are the intended lot numbers in the sale which should have taken place after 
Evans's death. 

Evans's tickets seem to have been the first  to record as a matter of routine the coin's hoard provenance (e.g. 'York', 
indicating the Bishophill hoard of coins of Edward the Confessor),  place of finding or acquisition (e.g. 'Sweden'), or 
other material provenance (e.g. 'Montagu'), written at top of O. 

(C30) Farquhar, Miss Helen Laura (1859-1953). Independent means, successively living at 11 Belgrave Square, 
London SW, and 6 Lowndes Street, London SW. BNS 1903-53, FRNS 1904-53. Collection of English coins, commem-
orative medals and badges of Charles I, etc., sold Glendining 25 Apr 1955, 312 lots, as the property of 'A Deceased 
Lady Collector'. 

Tickets: l f t in. (37 mm), l j in. (29 mm). Stone coloured tickets written in a bold, untidy hand. R: source, date of acqui-
sition, and sometimes purchase price. P l . 20, C30-l,2. She also wrote comments of her own on acquired tickets (see P l . 
27, C71-1, for  a comment written on a Walters ticket). 

(C31) Firth, Charles Joseph (1903-60). Plumber, living at Mount View, 46 King Street, Hoyland, Bamsley, Yorkshire. 
BNS 1950-9, FRNS 1955-9. Collection of Anglo-Saxon and English hammered coins acquired by Spink in 1967 (some of 
these seem to have been offered  in Spink Auction Sale 1, and others may possibly have appeared in Spink Auction Sale 6). 

Tickets: none identified. 

(C32, C33) Fox (afterwards  Shirley-Fox), John Shirley (1860-1939). Portrait  painter, successive addresses in 
London, Marlborough and Bath. BNS 1907-39, FRNS 1913-39. Collection of English hammered coins bequeathed by 
him to Christopher Blunt (qv). It incorporated the type collection of Edwardian pence formed by him and by his brother 
Harry Bertram Earle Fox (1863-1920), a journalist, NSL/FRNS 1891-1920, BNS 1907-20, while working on their 
classification of the Edwardian penny series. 

Tickets: J.S. Fox 1ft in. (30 mm). In a scratchy, untidy hand. Pl. 21, C32-1. H.B.E. Fox l j in. (29 mm). O: economi-
cally worded. R: source and purchase price at top. P l . 21, C33-1 (with R annotated by Blunt). 

(C34) Gantz, Revd William Lewis (1873-1940). Anglican clergyman, intermittently beneficed (evidently had some 
private means). BNS 1903-11, 1929-32, FRNS 1912-40. First collection purchased by Seaby in 1926. A further  large 
general collection sold Glendining 27-30 May 1941, 23-27 Jun 1941, 2237 consecutively numbered lots, his Anglo-
Saxon, English, and Scottish coins being offered  in the sale of 23-27 June. He dealt somewhat, and other coins passed 
through his hands which were not part of the collection sold in 1926 and do not feature  in the 1941 Glendining sales. 

Tickets: none identified. 

(C35) Grantley, 5th Baron, John Richard Brinsley Norton (1855-1943). Landowner, latterly living at Weeke Manor, 
Winchester, Hampshire. NSL/FRNS 1891-1943, BNS 1903-43. Very large general collection sold by Glendining in 
eleven parts between 29-30 Nov 1943 and 26-7 Apr 1944, 4636 consecutively numbered lots, of which the relevant parts 
for  the collector of British hammered coins are parts 1-5 (lots 1-2064). He had disposed of some other coins as a young 
collector in a Sotheby sale of 31 Jul 1894, but the suggestion in an annotated copy of a Sotheby sale catalogue of 6-7 Apr 
1899 that he was the 'well-known amateur' whose Anglo-Saxon coins feature  in that sale seems to be unfounded. 
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Tickets: l i in. (32 mm). Some tickets are on thin white paper, O displaying in capital letters, the reign, mint/type, and 
moneyer, written respectively vertically upwards, horizontally across and vertically downwards, while R gives the 
source, date of acquisition and purchase price code (PI. 21, C35-1). Later tickets are written in a conventional layout on 
mottled stone coloured card predominantly in lower case, with extensive details on O, R again giving source (and pedi-
gree where known) and purchase price code (PI. 21, C35-2), not always as neatly as on this particular example. 

(C36) Hall, Henry Piatt (1863-1949). Director and Chairman, Piatt Bros & Co Ltd, textile machinists, Oldham, Lanes. 
Living at Toravon, Wemeth, Oldham, to retirement 1924, afterwards  at Pentreheylin Hall, Llanymynech, 
Montgomeryshire. NSL/FRNS 1899-1949, BNS 1919-49. Greek, Roman and Byzantine coins sold by Glendining 
19-21 Jul 1950, 16-21 Nov 1950, 2328 consecutively numbered lots, but the English part of the collection, scheduled 
for  sale 26-27 Jul 1950, 423 lots, was sold en bloc to Spink after  the catalogue was printed but before the sale could 
take place. 

Tickets: I f in. (41 mm). Shallow, thin copper-plate handwriting, mainly in lower case. R gives source and price paid. 
Examples known written in black ink and in pencil. PI. 21, C36-1. 
(C37) Hanham, Sir John Ludlow, Bart. (1898-1955). Landowner, Dorset, also barrister.  BNS 1944-55. Collection 
sold by private treaty to Baldwin in 1973 (Baldwin hold his manuscript catalogues). The collection included some fine 
Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins from the Grantley sale. 

Tickets: J in. (22 mm). Small, neat, rounded hand, using mapping pen. Regal title not fully underlined. O gives source, 
pedigree and purchase price. R: blank. PI. 21, C37-1. 
(C38) Hird, Horace (1899-1973). 'Steeplejack' (as his visiting card stated). Alderman, Bradford  City Council, and 
Lord Mayor Bradford.  FRNS 1943-73, BNS 1944- still 1971. Dispersals in his lifetime included a gift of Scottish ham-
mered gold to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford,  a series of gifts of his duplicates in various series to the University of 
Leeds, and a sale of his English gold coins at Glendining, 30 May 1961, 100 lots. His remaining collection, comprising 
Scottish hammered gold, and an English series including siege pieces and Yorkshire 17th century trade tokens, was sold 
Glendining/Spink 6 Mar 1974, 338 lots. 

Tickets: 1ft in. (39 mm), 1| in. (32 mm), l i in. (29mm), 1 in. (25mm), i in (22mm), i f in. (20mm). May be in blue ink. 
Economically worded, using capital letters with underlinings and descriptive matter in connected lower case. May state 
weight on O or R and provenance on R, but R is usually blank. P I . 2 1 , C 3 8 - 1 (note idiosyncratic stop between JAMES 
and I; '9.04 gm' is not in Hird's hand). 

(C39) Huth, Reginald F. (1853-1926). Occupation not certainly known, but the Huth family were financiers in the City 
of London. 32 Phillimore Gardens, Kensington, London . NSL/FRNS 1897-1911, BNS 1906 - still 1922. His English, 
Scottish, Irish and Colonial coins were sold Sotheby 4-7 Apr 1927, 738 lots. 

Tickets: | in. (22 mm.). Neat fluent copper-plate hand, with thin upright strokes. PI. 21, C39-1. The ticket is for  a plat-
inum example of the series of milled patterns commissioned by Huth himself, and the suggestion that Huth personally 
wrote it is conjectural. 

(C40) Jacob, Kenneth Allen (d.1995). 32 Gilbert Road, Cambridge. Tailor and schools outfitter.  FRNS 1946-95, BNS 
1946-93. Also a philatelist. Collection sold Baldwin 11 Oct 1995, 95 lots ; 2 May 1996, lots 1-124 (Roman, Greek, 
etc), 390^449 (lots 406^-9 were his specialist collection of coins of Cambridge mint), 460-94 (other English ham-
mered and milled coins), 1100-1117 (numismatic books). 

Tickets', l i in. (32 mm). Compact, even, upright lettering with widespread use of capitals, e.g. ' E X ' and 'GRM'. P I . 2 2 , 
C40-1A. Supplementary tickets may occur with additional matter in lower case handwriting. PI. 22, C40-1B. 
(C41) Johnstone, (Edmund) Angus (1901-71). Medical practitioner,  Manchester (at one time amateur skating cham-
pion of Great Britain). BNS 1944-71. Collection of English hammered and milled coins purchased by Baldwin after  his 
death. 
Tickets: 1 in. (25 mm). Small, connected handwriting with scant wording. R: a code, source and purchase price may be 
recorded. PI. 22, C41-1. 
(C42) King, Horace Herbert (1890-1976). Of Brookside, North Chapel, Petworth, Sussex, latterly of Undershaw 
Hotel, Hindhead, Surrey. Director, PS. King & Co., local government and parliamentary publishers, Great Smith Street, 
London SW1. BNS 1909-76, FRNS 1954-76. Collection was of around 450 coins, mainly in EF condition and of 
Sussex mints. Of these 211 were acquired by the British Museum and the remainder were purchased by Baldwin. 
Baldwin subsequently sold most of the coins of Sussex mints not required by the British Museum to Humphrey Lestocq 
Gilbert (1919-84), actor (children's TV etc), and these formed the basis of the collection of 'Coins of Sussex Mints' 
subsequently sold by Glendining/Baldwin 14 Oct 1985, 209 lots (see preface of catalogue for  some additional details). 

Tickets: 1 in. (25 mm), i f in. (24 mm). Clear but unsophisticated writing, using separate letters in lower case for  descrip-
tive matter. Underlining may be straight or wavy. R: blank. PI. 22, C42-l,2. 
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(C43) Lavers, Stanley Gordon (d.1957). Of Kismet, Woodland Way, Highcliffe,  Hampshire. Occupation not known. 
Not BNS or FRNS. Collection of English hammered coins, with special emphasis on Elizabeth 1, purchased by 
Baldwin. 

Tickets: Is in. (29 mm), J in. (22 mm). Neat, sparingly worded tickets, with lines below regal title and other information. 
R: source/pedigree,  and price paid. PI. 22, C43-l,2. 
(C44) Lawrence, Laurie Asher (1857-1949). Of 44 Belsize Square, London NW3, from 1909, previously living at 
other addresses in Belsize Park area. Ear nose and throat surgeon (FRCS). NSL/FRNS 1885-1949, BNS 1903-49. 
First collection sold Sotheby 24-27 February 1903, 686 lots (Lawrence sold to Lord Grantley, just before this sale 
took place, any Anglo-Saxon or Norman coins of his that Grantley wanted, and this is why there are various coins with 
Lawrence provenances in the Grantley sale which derive from Lawrence's first  collection but which do not feature  in 
the 1903 sale). Final collection sold Glendining in a series of sales between 17 May 1950 and 28 Nov 1951, the 
English coins being offered  in four  parts 17 May 1950, 14 Mar 1951, 11 Jul 1951, 28 Nov 1951, 1429 consecutively 
numbered lots. The British Museum had already acquired a selection of English hammered coins from the final collec-
tion before the 1950 sale took place, but through some mishap these coins were not formally  accessioned by the 
British Museum until the 1980s. 

Tickets: l l in. (29 mm), J in. (22mm). Uneven and untidy writing, either using capital letters or lower case connected 
lettering. R: hoard source, where known, or blank. PI. 22, C44-l,2. 
(C45) Lawson, W.J. Of Rothes, Scotland. Occupation not known. Not BNS or FRNS. Collection sold Glendining 
19-20 Jul 1954, 496 lots (including a specialist collection of coins of William I). 

Tickets: 1 in. (25 mm), f in. (22 mm). Probably written with a mapping pen. O has ornamental regal title and may show 
lines used to keep wording parallel. R may show BMC numbers, pedigree, source, rarity, condition, and/or purchase 
price. PI.23, C45-l,2. 
(C46) Lingford,  Herbert Muschamp (1891-1950). Of Lancelands, Cotherstone, near Barnard Castle, co. Durham. 
Baking powder manufacturer  (and Quaker), who committed suicide. BNS 1933-50. Coins sold Glendining 24-26 Oct 
1950, 20-21 Jun 1951, 1314 consecutively numbered lots. Residue of his extensive collection purchased by Baldwin 
1951. 

Tickets: l i in. (32 mm), lA in. (31 mm). Neat, rounded, upright hand, similar to, but larger than, that of Sir John 
Hanham (qv). Blue ink, accession numbers within circles. R shows source/pedigree,  date of acquisition and price code. 
PI. 23, C46-l,2. 
(C47) Lockett, Richard Cyril (1873-1950). Chairman, William & John Lockett Ltd, shipowners, Liverpool. Living 
from 1922 onwards at 58 Cadogan Place, London SW1 (previously at Clonterbrook, St Anne's Road, Aigburth, 
Liverpool). BNS 1905-50, FRNS 1907-50. His great collection was sold by Glendining in thirteen parts between 6-9 
Jun 1955 and 17 September 1961, the relevant parts to the collector of British hammered coins being the five English 
parts, 4607 consecutively numbered lots, and the two Scottish parts, 968 consecutively numbered lots. A selection of 
Anglo-Saxon, English and Scottish coins acquired from these sales by his son Gerald Derek Lockett (1909-93), largely 
at the sale of the fourth  English part, 26-27 Apr 1960, were reoffered  by Glendining at the Clonterbrook Trust sale, 7 
Jun 1974, 362 lots. 

Tickets: 1ft in. (30 mm), lg in. (29 mm). Sloping, somewhat ornamented hand, with a mixture of separate and connected 
letters. R may include source and/or other comment, and tickets may show signs of foxing at edge. PI. 23, C47-l,2 . On 
the examples illustrated Lockett lot numbers have been added by Baldwin. 

(C48) Mack, Cdr. Richard Paston (1901-74). Officer  in Royal Navy. Of West House, Droxford,  Hampshire. BNS 
1947-74, FRNS 1955-74. Collection of Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins (all published in SCBI  Mack except for  a 
handful of very late acquisitions) sold in joint Glendining/Spink sales 18 Nov 1975, 290 lots, and 23 Mar 1977, 359 
lots. The residue of the collection not included in these sales, or bought in at these sales, was subsequently put 
through NCirc. 
Tickets: 1 in. (25 mm). Exemplary ticketing, with slightly sloping, even lettering. Mint in capital letters. R: may include 
supplementary information  in addition to source, date of acquisition and purchase price. Tickets may carry SCBI  Mack 
numbers in red ball-point or in pencil. Some have been scored through on O with a diagonal line or tick in green or in 
black. PI. 23, C48-l,2. 
(C49) Maish, Walter Machado. Chemist, home address Blenheim House, Cotham Brow, Bristol. BNS 1903-18. 
Collection of Anglo-Saxon, English, Scottish, Irish and Anglo-Gallic coins sold Sotheby 25-27 March 1918, 569 lots. 

Tickets: in. (29 mm). Probably the finest for  coins of the British hammered series (although for  their attribution to 
Maish see Introduction, p. 1 4 1 ) . Mottled grey-green card. O: collection number at top, regal title in ornate lettering, with 
other details written with a mapping pen above parallel lines ruled in pencil, traces of which may be visible, and weight 
in grains at bottom. R: source at top and other variable information  below. PI. 24, C49-l,2. 
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(C50) Mangakis (afterwards  Bersi-Mangakis), Demosthenes (1914-99). Advertising and marketing executive, vari-
ous London addresses (but retired to Greece by mid 1970s). BNS 1945 - c. 1963, FRNS 1954-72. Collection purchased 
by Spink 1969. 

Tickets: 1 in. (25 mm). Casually written tickets in black ink or ball-point. R : blank or acquisition reference  and date. 
PI. 24, C50-l,2. 
(C51) Montagu, Hyman (c. 1845-95). Solicitor, various London addresses. NSL 1882-95. His very large collection seems 
to have been in a constant state of flux during his lifetime, during which various sales of duplicates took place, but its final 
composition is well recorded in the catalogues of eight sales held by Sotheby between 18-23 Nov 1895 and 16 Nov 1897 
(Montagu's Roman and Byzantine gold coins were sold separately in a Rollin and Feuardent sale, Paris, 20-28 April 
1896). Five of these featured British coins (18-23 Nov 1895, 857 lots; 11-16 May 1896, 857 lots; 13-20 Nov 1896, 988 
lots; 15-17 Jul 1897, 373 lots ; 16-20 Nov 1897, 737 lots), and another sale contained Montagu's British historical medals 
(24-29 May 1897, 862 lots). The coins that were passed in the sales of 1895-7, mostly forgeries,  were inherited by his 
grandson Maj. Ronald Montagu Simon (1901-71), member BNS 1915-31, and surfaced again in the 1950s. 

Tickets: none identified. 

(C52) Morrieson, Lieut.-Col. Henry Walters (1857-1933). Army officer,  living at 42 Beaufort  Gardens, London SW3 
from 1904. NSL/FRNS 1879-91, 1896-1933, BNS 1903-33. Collection sold Sotheby 20-24 Nov 1933, 1195 lots. 

Tickets: § in. (22 mm), i f in. (20 mm). Pale or mottled gray. Hand either upright or sloping. R notes source, acquisition 
date, and, where relevant, lot number, in separate, lower case lettering. Tickets may be foxed at edges. PI. 24, C52-l,2. 
For an example of his manuscript cataloguing see P I . 1 2 . 

(C53) Mossop, Henry Richard (1919-88). Farmer, living at Greenleaves, Marshchapel, near Grimsby, Lines. BNS 
1959-88, FRNS 1961-88. Collection of Ancient British coins sold Glendining 6 Nov 1991, 348 lots. Collection of coins 
of Lincoln mint sold by him to Baldwin in 1967, the majority of which were acquired at the time from Baldwin by Sir 
Francis Hill, and are now part of the Hill collection in Lincoln City and County Museum (published SCBI  Lincolnshire 
Museums). His coins of the Stamford  mint were sold by him to Seaby, but many of these were subsequently also 
acquired by Baldwin, for  Sir Francis Hill. 

Tickets: J in. (22 mm). Carelessly written with dark blue ball-point pen. PI. 24, C53-1. 

(C54) Murdoch, John Gloag (1830-1902). Piano manufacturer  and religious publisher. NSL 1885-1902. An extensive 
purchaser at the Montagu sales of 1895-7. Large collection sold in eight sales by Sotheby between 31 Mar-4 Apr 1903 
and 14-16 Dec 1904, Anglo-Saxon, Norman and later English hammered coins being offered  in part 1 (772 lots) and at 
the beginning of part 3 (919 lots), Scottish in part 2 (406 lots) and Irish and tokens in part 7 (254 lots). 

Tickets: I f in. (20 mm), | in. (19 mm). Small, carefully  executed hand. O: reproduces obverse and reverse inscriptions, mint 
name and other comment, including source, e.g. Montagu, in connected lower case lettering. R: blank. PI. 24, C54-l,2. 
(C55, C56) Murray, Lieut.-Col. John Kenneth Ronald ('Jock') (1910-86) and Murray, Mrs. Joan Elizabeth 
Lowther (1917-96). Of 13 Homecroft  Drive, Uckington, Cheltenham, Gloucs. GCHQ employees. Lieut.-Col. Murray, 
FRNS 1967-86, BNS (hon) 1983-6, formed an initial collection of English gold, sold Glendining 1 Oct 1952, 218 lots. 
He and his wife Joan, BNS 1965-96, then formed a joint specialist collection of Scottish hammered and milled coins, of 
which the larger part was sold by Spink, 29 Apr 1987, 462 lots. Mrs Murray retained the coins of James I - IV, with some 
related material, until her death in 1996 ; some of these were then acquired privately, and the residue was sold by 
Baldwin 9 May 2001, lots 1863-1983. 

Tickets: 1 Is in. (29 mm). Jock Murray Ball-point pen, using capital letters in coin's description. PI. 24, C55-1 (writing 
on R perhaps in his wife's hand ?). Joan Murray Fine ball-point pen, with a mixture of capital and lower case con-
nected lettering. O has weight at bottom, R blank. PI. 24, C56-1. 
(C57) Naish, S.R. Address and occupation not known. Not FRNS or BNS. Collection of English hammered coins pur-
chased by Seaby and offered  in SCMB  Nov and Dec 1945. 

Tickets: 1 in. (25 mm), f in. (16 mm). Written in capital letters with dates of reign on O, and an unusual code, running 
vertically downwards, on R. PI. 25, C57-l,2. 
(C58) Norweb, Mrs Emery May Holden (1895-1984). Of Cleveland, Ohio, USA. FRNS 1954-79 (her husband was a 
BNS member 1954-83 and her father,  Albert Fairchild Holden, had been a BNS member 1908-13). Splendid collection 
of Anglo-Saxon, English hammered and milled coins, etc., sold Spink 13 Jun 1985, 13 Nov 1985, 19 Nov 1986, 17 Jun 
1987, 1921 consecutively numbered lots. The Anglo-Saxon coins had been published in her lifetime in SCBI  Norweb, 
with some subsequent acquisitions in SCBI  American Collections. 

Tickets: none. Instead, she used 2 in. X 2 in. (51 X 51 mm) coin envelopes in white and blue, with a spider in its web 
emblem in green on the back flap. Typed details on front;  with collection reference  number. North number and rarity in 
red. PI. 25, C58-1. 
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(C59) Osborne, Bernard Roy (1913-1990). Pharmacist, Clare, Suffolk.  BNS 1951-90, FRNS 1953-90. Collection 
sold by Glendining/Baldwin 23 Apr 1991, 412 lots (chief strengths coins of Suffolk  mints and coins of Charles I). His 
collection of coins of the Bury St Edmunds mint had already been sold privately in 1983. 

Tickets: 1 in. (25 mm). Clear but unevenly written tickets using capital letters. Coloured flashes across top of O high-
light tickets for  coins of Bury St Edmunds (pink), Ipswich (yellow), and Sudbury (green). R shows source, acquisition 
date and purchase price. Pl. 25, C59-l,2. 
(C60) Parsons, Harry Alexander (1876-1952). Post Office  employee. Various addresses in London and the Home 
Counties. BNS 1903-50, NSL/FRNS 1903-52. First collection sold Glendining 28 Oct-1 Nov 1929, 906 lots. Final col-
lection sold Glendining 11-13 May 1954, 1060 lots. Numerous other coins passed through his hands during his collect-
ing lifetime, for  he, like Revd W.L. Gantz (qv), was something of a dealer. 

Tickets: 1 in. (25 mm), 1 in. (22 mm). Small, spiky, neatish but not very legible italic hand. O: assessment of condition 
and rarity at bottom. R: scant information,  such as price code at bottom. Pl. 25, C60-l,2. 
(C61) Parsons, Owen Frederic (1911-86). Electrical contractor in business at 49 Westgate Street, Gloucester, home 
address Boundary Cottage, Churchdown Road, Hucclecote, Gloucs. BNS 1946-86, RNS 1957-86. Choice collection 
sold Baldwin Auctions 27 May 1997, 340 lots (of which 108 hammered). 

Tickets: l i in. (32 mm). Mixture of capital and lower case connected lettering. O: details of reign and North number (in 
blue ink). R: source, acquisition date, purchase price code. Pl. 26, C61-1. 
(C62) Rashleigh, Jonathan (1820-1905). Landowner, Menabilly, Cornwall (house later owned by Daphne Du Maurier 
and the locale of some of her novels). NSL/FRNS 1848-1905. The Rashleigh family collection sold by Sotheby, 21 Jun 
- 1 Jul 1909, 1185 lots, as the property of Evelyn William Rashleigh (1850-1926), was essentially the creation of 
Jonathan Rashleigh, although it included an older element inherited from Philip Rashleigh MP (1729-1811). The collec-
tion sold by Glendining at three sales in 1953 as the property of John Cosmo Stuart Rashleigh MD (1872-1961), 
Jonathan Rashleigh's grandson, was an entirely new collection made by Dr Rashleigh. 

Tickets: none identified, but i f any existed they would have been written by Jonathan Rashleigh, and an example of his 
handwriting is illustrated Pl. 13. 

(C63) Reynolds, Henry Muskett. Of Silver Birches, Kirkley Park Road, Lowestoft,  Suffolk.  Occupation not known. 
BNS 1903 - still 1946. Collection of Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins sold Sotheby 4 May 1914, 116 lots ; a further  por-
tion was part of a Sotheby sale 5-6 Jun 1919. A collection of 131 coins of the Norwich mint and a collection of Norfolk 
seventeenth-century tokens were given by him to Norwich Castle Museum 1935 (see SCBI  East Anglian Museums). 

Tickets: 1 in. (25 mm). These, accompanying his coins in Norwich Castle Museum and presumably written by him, are 
clearly written, with slightly inclining capital letters, and extensive underlining. Weight at bottom of O. R carries price 
paid in pencil, or possibly reference  in ink at top. Pl. 26, C63-l,2. 
(C64) Roth, Bernard Mathias Simon (1852-1915). Orthopaedic surgeon (FRCS), successively in London and 
Brighton. Son-in-law of the Liberal politician John Bright. NSL/FRNS 1896-1915, BNS 1903-15. Collection sold 
Sotheby 19 Jul 1917, 379 lots, and 14 Oct 1918, 603 lots, the latter sale including his Scottish, Hiberno-Norse and Irish 
coins. He seems to have acquired from Walter Jonathan Andrew (1859-1934), NSL 1882-1903, BNS 1903-34, much of 
Andrew's specialist collection of coins of the reign of Stephen. 

Tickets: none identified. 

(C65) Ryan, Valentine John Eustace (1882-1947). Landowner, Ireland, latterly living successively in Switzerland, the 
Channel Islands and London. BNS 1903-C.1921, FRNS 1919-47. Coins sold by Glendining in five sales between 
28-30 Jun 1950 and 2 Apr 1952, the British hammered coins featuring in sales of 28-30 Jun 1950 and 22-24 Jan 1952, 
1377 consecutively numbered lots. 

Tickets: l j in. (32 mm), I f in. (30 mm), 1 in. (25 mm), | in. (22 mm), i f in. (20 mm). Mottled grey or white card. Well 
spaced, sloping lettering, mainly in lower case. Hooked tops to uprights, not dissimilar to those on tickets written by 
F.A. Walters (qv). P l . 26, C65 - l ,2 (first  ticket is foxed, second on grey card). 

(C66) Schneider, Herbert (1914-89). Of 10 Place Leopold, Antwerp, Belgium. BNS 1947-89, FRNS 1953-89. The 
collection proper remains in his family's possession, but a number of his coins have appeared on the market as a result 
of upgrading. Others were stolen in 1962 and may reappear, although it would be surprising i f these were still with his 
tickets (see BNJ  30 (1962), 365-7, and plates XXIV, XXV). 

Tickets: l i in. (29 mm). Details in capital letters using red or blue ball-point pen. Source and acquisition date may be 
shown on O or R. P l . 26, C66 - 1 (written in red, with words NOT NOW IN COLLECTION in black). 

(C67) Snellenburg, Harry H., jr. Of 1446 Gunpowder Road, Rydal, Pennsylvania, USA. Occupation not known. BNS 
1958 - still 1965. His collection of English coins, formed in the 1950s and early 1960s from Lockett and other major 
sales, was purchased by Spink 1965. 
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Tickets: in. (32 mm). Blue ink on pale green card. In business-like, connected, lower-case hand. Collection reference 
and classification above regal title. P I . 27, C67-1. 

(C68) Strauss, Ronald (1907-90). Senior partner, Strauss Turnbull, stockbrokers,  London. Not FRNS or BNS. 
Collection of British gold coins, largely deriving from purchases at the Lockett sales and at a few other major sales in 
the 1960s and early 1970s, sold Sotheby 26 May 1994, 264 lots (of these, lots 46-141 were English and Scottish ham-
mered gold). 

Tickets: I f in. (35 mm). Slate blue, with stark descriptions in capital letters. PI. 27, C68-1. 
(C69) Symonds, Henry (1859-1933). Barrister,  successive addresses in Birmingham, London, and the West Country. 
NSL/FRNS 1885-1900, 1909-33, BNS 1909- still 1919. Collection of Anglo-Saxon, Norman and later English ham-
mered coins sold Glendining 26 Sep 1975, 139 lots (of which lots 1-44 were Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins of mints 
in South-West England). His collection of Greek and Roman coins formed part of Glendining sales of 3-4 Oct 1973 and 
26 May 1982. 

Tickets: 1 in. (25 mm). O: connected copper-plate hand, with type reference  at bottom. R: weight and reverse inscrip-
tions. PI. 27, C69-l,2. 
(C70) Taffs,  Herbert William (1870-1955). Clerical officer,  War Office  and Royal Almonry. Various addresses in 
South-East London. NSL/FRNS 1896-1955, BNS 1903-55. Collection sold Glendining 21-23 Nov 1956, 927 lots. His 
collection is alleged to have benefited from his role in vetting donations of coins to Red Cross charity sales during the 
Second World War. 

Tickets: none identified. 

(C71) Walters, Frederick Arthur (1849-1931). Architect, with successive London office  addresses, also home address 
St Mildred's, Temple Ewell, Dover, Kent. NSL/FRNS 1897-1931, BNS 1910-31. First collection sold Sotheby 
26-30 May 1913, 680 lots. Final collection sold Sotheby 24-27 Oct 1932, 751 lots. He should not be confused with the 
contemporary collector Charles A. Watters, NSL/FRNS 1901-35, BNS 1903-27, whose coins were sold by Glendining 
at two sales in 1917. 

Tickets: l i in. (38 mm). Writing somewhat similar to that of V.J.E. Ryan (qv), but tops of uprights with more angular, 
less hook-shaped, serifs.  P I . 2 7 , C 7 1 - 1 (this ticket has been annotated on O and R by Helen Farquhar (qv)). 

(C72) Webb, Henry (1809-94). Solicitor, office  at 11 Argyll Street, London, W„ and home address Redstone Manor, 
Redhill, Surrey. NSL 1872-94 (uncle of Percy Henry Webb, subsequently President RNS). Collection of English ham-
mered and milled coins sold Sotheby 9-14 Jul 1894, 870 lots, and 25-27 Jul 1895, 442 lots. An earlier sale of duplicates 
had taken place at Sotheby 6-7 Aug 1885, 273 lots. Webb had acquired by private treaty in the mid 1880s the important 
collection of English hammered coins formed by John Frederick Neck (c.  1835-1910), NSL/FRNS 1864-1910. 

Tickets: l i X l j in. (32 X 32 mm), octagonal. P I . 2 7 , C 7 2 - 1 (illustrated and suggested to be in Webb's own hand, 
Bonham 18 Jul 2000, lot 381 ; the ticket must have been preserved by Lockett, a later owner of the coin described 
(Lockett 2034)). 

(C73) Wells, William Charles (1870-1949). Originally from Northampton, subsequently living successively at Le 
Chalet, East Lane, Wembley, Middlesex, and Le Chalet, Brook Road, South Benfleet, Essex. BNS 1903-49. Ostensibly 
he had some non-numismatic employment, but much of his income came from dealing. Various disposals in his lifetime, 
remaining collection, forgeries,  etc., purchased by Baldwin after  his death (Peter Mitchell remembers that he was sent 
out of the room when the estate was discussed !). 

Tickets: t ! in. (24 mm). Cost code on O. PI. 28, C73-1. His clear, round handwriting is also evidenced by his annotation 
on the R of a 5 in. ticket written by the dealer J.H. Daniels (qv). PI. 28, C73-2. 
(C74) Wheeler, Ernest Henry (1876-1933). Printer of race cards, 56 Caledonian Road, London N l . BNS 1917-33, 
FRNS 1920-33. In addition to the coins of his sold in a Sotheby sale of 12-14 March 1930, 599 lots, further  portions of 
his collection were offered  by Seaby in lists dated 6 Feb 1931 and 17 Apr 1931. Other coins may well have passed 
through his hands, for  he is believed to have dealt as well as collected. 

Tickets: none identified. 

(C75) Whitton, Cuthbert Alexander (d. 1950). Schoolmaster, Newcastle under Lyme High School, Staffordshire  (but 
retired early owing to ill-health). FRNS 1937-50, BNS 1937-50. Collection of English hammered gold, with some 
hammered silver and coins in other series, sold Glendining 5 Oct 1943. Specialist collection of English hammered silver 
purchased by Seaby after  his death, and offered  in SCMB  from June 1950 onwards. 

Tickets: lg in. (29 mm), 1 in. (22mm). Small, flowing writing. P I . 28, C75-1, 2 (tickets written on behalf of Seaby for 
Raymond Carlyon-Britton's collection sold by them in 1949). 
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(C76) Willis, Fred (1889-1978). Of firm F. Willis & Co., Hall Street Works, West Bromwich, Staffordshire,  steel man-
ufacturers.  Not BNS or FRNS. Collection of English silver hammered and milled coins Edward Ill-Elizabeth I I sold 
Glendining 5 Jun 1991, 457 lots, and 7 Oct 1991, 844 lots. 

Tickets: i f in. (20 mm), hand cut. Regal title abbreviated. O gives source and price. P I . 2 8 , C 7 6 - 1 (attribution to Willis 
suggested but not definitely established). 

(C77) Winstanley, Edgar Joseph (1892-1977). Dentist. Living at 32 Belsize Grove, NW3, to 1958, then retired to 117 
Beach Street, Deal, Kent. BNS 1939-77, FRNS 1945-59. His specialist collection of 583 gold and silver coins of Henry 
VI I was purchased from him in 1963 by Herbert Schneider and given by Schneider to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 
(coins published in SCBI  Oxford,  Henry VII). Remainder of his collection of English hammered coins purchased from 
him by Baldwin reign by reign over a period of time. 

Tickets: 1ft in. (30 mm) in red, 1 in. (25 mm) in mottled stone colour, i f in. (20 mm) in white. Details somewhat crudely 
written in black ball-point, or, frequently,  in pencil. R may give source, acquisition date and purchase price. P I . 2 8 , 
C77-l,2. 
(C78) Youde, Maj. William John Crawshay (1921-64). Army officer  (Royal Berkshire Regt.), later with Huntley and 
Palmers, biscuit manufacturers.  Home address 41 The Shrubbery, Staines, Middlesex. BNS 1947-64, FRNS 1950-9. 
Collection of Norman coins bought by Spink after  his death. 

Tickets: i f in. (25 mm). Well laid-out and uncluttered, using capital letters. Rarity indicated at bottom of O, R blank. P I . 
28, C78-1. 
(C79) Ziegler, Philip (d.1943). Shipping merchant, home address Lilly Villa, Victoria Park, Manchester. FRNS 
1919-43, BNS 1921-43. Portion of collection of English coins purchased by Spink 1947, remainder offered  in NCirc 
March 1954 onwards. 

Tickets: 1ft in. (26 mm), i f in. (24 mm). Elegantly written, with careful  transcriptions of legends. PL 28, C79—1,2 (latter 
ticket records obverse inscription on O, reverse inscription on R). 

DEALERS 
(D01) A.H. Baldwin & Sons Ltd. Firm founded by Albert Henry Baldwin (1858-1936), NSL/FRNS 1902-36, BNS 
1903-36. He had initially trained as a schoolmaster, but in 1880 he began to issue comprehensive lists of coins from his 
home address in Eglington Road, Plumstead, Kent (the date 1872 given for  the foundation of the business relates to his 
initial trading in coins when still a schoolboy). In 1901, when his eldest son Percy, reputedly brilliant but erratic, was 
old enough to leave school and help him in the business, he opened a shop at 4A Duncannon Street, Charing Cross, 
London WC2, retained until 1928. Al l the firm's  subsequent addresses have been in London WC2, at 40 Craven Street 
(operating concurrently with Duncannon Street, 1922-8), 3 Adelphi House Terrace (later renamed 3 Robert Street) 
(1928-63), The Adelphi (1963-71), and 11 Adelphi Terrace (from 1971). 

In the 1930s his second son Albert Henry Frederick ('Fred') Baldwin (1889-1970), FRNS 1923-70, BNS 
1923-70, who had joined the family business as far  back as 1905 and who had developed into a formidable personality 
who enjoyed good living and golf, took over the management of the company, remaining its titular head until 1967. The 
firm's day-to-day administration had previously devolved on his elder brother Percy's son Albert Henry Baldwin 
(1912-67), FRNS 1938-67, BNS 1938-67, who had come to work for  the firm in 1936 and despite poor health was the 
mainstay of the company in the years before his early death. Within the firm,  coins in the British hammered series were 
also handled by David Dewar ('Douglas' or 'Douggie') Mitchell (1906-2000), FRNS 1932-2000, BNS 1932-2000, 
son of the original A.H. Baldwin's only daughter, who joined the firm in 1923 and did not retire until 1986. 

Peter David Mitchell (b.1933), BNS 1954-, FRNS 1967-, D.D. Mitchell's only son, joined the firm in 1949, and 
served as its managing director from his cousin Albert's death in 1967 to his retirement in 1997, when he was succeeded 
by Albert's son, Albert Henry Edward Baldwin. Michael Baruch Sharp (b.1940), BNS 1959-, FRNS 1963-, previ-
ously a collector, was recruited in 1972 to help with the British series, becoming a recognised expert on coins of Charles 
I and on Jacobite material and remaining with the firm until 2002. 

Tickets: invariably cream or white. The majority of those written for  the British hammered series are in the following hands: 
A.H. Baldwin (founder).  in. (29 mm), i f in. (24 mm). Late nineteenth century hand with looped letters 1 and g. Regal 
title in lower case, sometimes abbreviated. Seductive prices (in today's terms) at bottom of O. Some tickets also carry 
stock numbers at top of O. R: often blank but may give source of coin. Tickets may be foxed. PI. 29, D01A-1,2. 
A.H.F. Baldwin i f in. (24 mm). Small, neatish sloping hand. R. usually blank. PI. 29, D01B-1,2. 
A.H. Baldwin I f in. (35 mm), i f in. (24 mm). Small, assured flowing hand, using fine-nibbed pen. Looped letters f. 1 
and possibly g. Capital letters incline slightly to right. Regal title may be underlined. R: may include provenance and 
cost code.Pl. 29, D0IC-1. 
D.D. Mitchell i f in. (24 mm). Blue ink. Upright, informal  hand, with flourishes to some letters. R may include cost/date 
code. PI. 29, D01D-1,2. 
P.D. Mitchell l i in. (29 mm), i f in. (24 mm). Blue ink or ball-point. Small, upright hand, with connected lower case letter-
ing. O: several underlinings. Prices written in pencil. R: observations on pedigree, source, rarity, etc. PI. 29, D01E-1,2. 
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M.B. Sharp i f in. (24 mm). Blue ball-point. Small, sloping hand, using connected lower case writing for  other than 
inscriptions. O: price in pencil. R: cost/date code. PI. 30, D01F-1 ('873' encircled in red is a customer reference)  ; PI. 
30, D01F-2 ('ex 245' is also a customer reference). 

(D02) Bennett, Lloyd. PO Box 2, Monmouth, Gwent. Lists issued from 1978, now superseded by website. 

Tickets: l l in. (29 mm). Written with black felt-tip in capital letters with dates of reign. O: price in pencil. R.: cost/date 
code in pencil. PI. 30, D02-1. 
(D03) Charman, Garry William (b.1946), BNS 1994-. Trading as Format of Birmingham Ltd, 18-19 Bennetts Hill, 
Birmingham. Lists issued twice a year since 1971. 

Tickets: l f t  in. (37 mm), l f t  in. (31 mm). Black ink, currently felt tip. Informally  written in capital letters, sometimes 
with dates of reign. O: price in ink, R: blank. PI. 30, D03-l,2. 
(D04) Coins and Antiquities Ltd. 76 New Bond Street, London W l . Business founded as D.J. Crowther Ltd in 1965 
by Donald James Crowther (b.1923), FRNS 1951-88, BNS 1966-85, but name of business was changed in 1970 after 
Crowther had joined Sotheby's coin department (he was to be ordained as an Anglican clergyman in 1982). Lists issued 
until business closed in 1979. Most tickets for  British hammered coins would have been written by (Beverley) Thomas 
Curtis (b.1941), FRNS 1967- , BNS 1967-, subsequently with Baldwin. 

Tickets: l j in. (38 mm). No example traced, but they may be distinguished, apart from size and colour, by the relevant 
letters of the firm's pricing code, COUNTRY LAD, written in capitals in the exergue of O. 

(D05) Daniels, James Herbert (1864-1936). 90 Church Street, Brighton, Sussex (in business there by 1891), latterly 
trading from home address 12 Buxton Road, Brighton. BNS 1903-36. Remaining stock sold after  his death in 
Glendining sales 25-26 Mar 1936, 56 lots, and 17-18 Jun 1936, 2 lots. 

Tickets: 1 in. (25 mm), J in. (22 mm). O: fluent, slightly sloping writing with slender upward strokes. Short horizontal 
underlining or dividing lines. Condition and price in exergue. R: blank. PL 30, D05-l,2. 
(D06) B.J. Dawson (Coins). 52 St Helens Road, Bolton, Lancashire. Brian Dawson, BNS 1973-, began trading in 
1963. His son Paul Dawson joined the business in 1985 and has run it since his father's  retirement in 1997. Lists, 
including British hammered coins, issued three times a year. 

Tickets: Brian Dawson 1ft in. (30 mm). O: upright, simple hand, with separate lower case letters in black ball-point. 
Regal title underlined in red ball-point. Price at bottom. R: cost code above and stock number below horizontal line. P I . 
30,"D06-A1. 
Paul Dawson 1ft in. (30 mm). Greenish white tickets with faint, close-set, green horizontal lines. O: small, sloping 
writing, the lower case letters being partly connected. Price at bottom. R: cost code and stock number. PI. 30, D06-B1. 
(D07) Denton, Christopher. PO Box 25, Orpington. Kent. Dealer in Irish coins and antiquities. Lists issued since 1968, 
revised twice yearly. 

Tickets: I f  X I f in. (45 X 45 mm), square tickets used with clear pastic envelopes ; approx 1{ X 11 in. (32 X 32 mm), 
square tickets used for  trays. Compact, upright hand with separate lower case letters, replaced by printed details in mid 
1990s. O: price/stock code lower left. R: blank. PI. 31, D07-l,2. 
(D08) Dolphin Coins and Medals Ltd. Business conducted by Robert Clive ('Bob') Ilsley (b.1943), BNS 1969-, who 
began trading at 2C Englands Lane, Hampstead, London, in 1967. The firm moved to 22 High Street, Leighton Buzzard, 
Bedfordshire,  in 1999. Some tickets are in the hand of Joseph ('Joe') Walsh, who worked for  the firm 1970-85. 

Tickets: R.C. Ilsley If  in. (35 mm). Closely ruled horizontal lines in greenish blue, dolphin emblem on R in blue ; 1ft 
in.(30 mm). Greenish white with faint closely ruled horizontal lines in green. Writing in black felt-tip or ball-point. Neat 
hand in capital letters. Sometimes with price in pencil. PI. 31, D08A-1,2. J. Walsh If  in. (35 mm). O: very closely ruled 
in faint pencil. Regal title in lower case, remainder in delicate, markedly sloping capital letters. Price in pencil at bot-
tom. R: stock or other code reference.  PI. 31, D08B-1. 
(D09) Finn, Patrick (1942-2000). FRNS 1964-5, 1968-2000. BNS 1966-2000. Initially clerical officer,  Department 
of Coins and Medals. British Museum. Joined Spink 1965, director of firm 1978-93. Subsequently independent dealer, 
issuing, from 1994. three lists a year of British and Irish hammered coins from his home in Cumbria. 

Tickets: square, 1ft  X 1ft in. (34 X 34 mm). PF logo in top left hand corner and 'PATRICK FINN numismatist' at bot-
tom, beneath double line. PI. 31, D09-1. For examples of tickets written by him for  Spink see PI. 34, D24D-1,2. 

(D10) Forrer, Leonard Steyning (d.1968). Son of Leonard Forrer  senior (of Spink). Initially working under father  at 
Spink, then dealing on his own account from 175 Piccadilly, London W l , c. 1945 - c. 1952 (when the business col-
lapsed), and from 1955 onwards working for  the Jacques Schulman firm in Amsterdam, Netherlands. FRNS 1928-68, 
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BNS 1946-68, and first  President, AIPN. His main speciality was coins of the European continent, and British ham-
mered coins on tickets written by him are most likely to have passed through his hands in his 175 Piccadilly period. 

Tickets: 1ft in. (40 mm). Stylish, free-flowing  handwriting. P l . 3 1 , D 1 0 - 1 (describing a Chinese coin). 

(Dll) Galata (also Sacra Moneta). The Old White Lion, Market Street, Llanfyllin, Powys. Paul Withers (b.1942) , 
FRNS 1975-, BNS 1977-, began dealing in 1965 and has issued printed lists since 1972. The name Galata was adopted 
in 1974, and that of Sacra Moneta in 1981. The business moved from Wolverhampton to its present premises in 1991. 
Tickets: 1ft in. (30 mm), l j i n . (29 mm), 1 in. (25 mm). Clear, neatly laid out tickets. Regal title in capital letters, under-
lined in black or red, dates of reign beneath. Metal (e.g. /R) and denomination may also be underlined. Price in pencil, 
price code in blue ball-point. R: blank. PI. 31, Dll-1,2. 
(D12) Grover, Brian H. (b.1929) In business as a coin dealer since 1953, addresses in London and Surrey. FRNS 
1947-, BNS 1947-50, 1954-63. 

Tickets: 1? in. (32 mm), 1 in. (25 mm). Black or blue ball-point. Mixture of capital and lower case letters, with distinc-
tive letter t. O: rarity assessment at bottom. R: coded cost and/or provenance. PI. 31, D12-1. 
(D13) Lincoln, Edgar. In not very substantial business at 239 High Holborn, London, in 1890, 2 Holies Street, London, 
W., in 1900, and subsequently at 144 High Street, Kensington. He seems to have been a relative of the more prosperous 
Lincoln family in business in New Oxford Street. Residual stock sold Glendinings as part of a sale 23-25 Nov 1920, he 
then deceased. 

Tickets: specimen tickets illustrated as F i g . 2 . No actual tickets identified. 

(D14) W.S.Lincoln & Son. Firm with premises at 69 New Oxford Street, London, WC, headed successively by 
Frederick William Lincoln (d.1909), NSL/FRNS 1862-1909, and by his son Frederick William Lincoln jun. 
(1857-1928), NSL/FRNS 1900-28, BNS 1913-28. The firm was carried on until about 1932 by a third Frederick 
William Lincoln, but the business slipped through his fingers.  It is not clear which of the firm's  surviving tickets were 
written by which family member or other employee of the firm. 

Tickets: i f in. (24 mm). Distinctive lilac blue tickets, with rather scrappy writing in lower case except for  inscriptions. 
Enticing prices (as on older Baldwin tickets) at bottom of O. R: may have comment on rarity.  Pl. 32, D14-1, 2. 
(D15) C.J. Martin (Coins) Ltd. 85 The Vale, Southgate, Middlesex. Christopher John Martin (b.1954), BNS 1972-, 
FRNS 1972-, has been dealing since 1970. Illustrated catalogues produced irregularly  between 1973 and 2000. Also 
deals in medals and antiquities. 

Tickets: I f in. (35 mm), 1? in. (32 mm), 1 in. (25 mm). Stylish writing in blue ink, with lower case, separate lettering 
except for  inscriptions. Regal title underlined in red, dates of reign normally shown. Sometimes a small yellow sticker 
at bottom of O, bearing price in red. R: price code and possibly North or Seaby numbers. Pl. 32, D15-l,2. Other tickets 
(no example illustrated) exist in blue or black ink, similarly laid out but written in a small, less sophisticated hand. 

(D16) Porter, Simon R. 18 Trinity Road, Headington Quarry, Oxford,  previously of 54 Chilwell Road, Oxford.  Lists 
issued monthly since 1971. 

Envelopes only, I f f  X 1-jf in. (49 X 49 mm). Written in bold hand in pencil. Condition and price in bottom right hand 
corner. PI. 32, D16-1. 
(D17) Rasmussen, Mark Christian Searles (b.1950). PO Box 42, Betchworth, Surrey. BNS 1976-. Employed by 
Spink 1967-2001. First catalogue issued summer 2001. 

Tickets: 1ft in. (37mm). Informative,  written in blue ball point, using mainly lower case and partly connected writing, 
except for  inscriptions. Price at bottom of O. R: business codes. Pl. 32, D17-1. 
(D18) Rayner, (Peter) Alan (b.1924). 34 Lea Road, Harpenden, Hertfordshire.  Seaby employee 1948-73 (director 
1966-73), subsequently trading from home address until retirement in 1989. BNS 1948-52, 1963—91. As an independ-
ent dealer he issued monthly lists, mainly of British milled coins. 

Tickets: no example available of tickets written by him for  own business, but see Pl. 33, D22D-1, for  a ticket written by 
him for  Seaby. 

(D19) Ready, William Talbot (1857-1914). In business successively at 55 Rathbone Place, London WC, 6 
Bloomsbury Street, London WC, and 66 Great Russell Street, London WC (at the two latter addresses as manager of the 
London branch of Rollin and Feuardent (qv)). NSL/FRNS 1887-1914, BNS 1903 - still 1913. As a dealer in his 
Rathbone Place period he specialised in Greek and Roman coins, and although he did also deal in British hammered 
coins, it appears that the Ancient British, Anglo-Saxon, Norman and later English coins sold as his property after  his 
death, Sotheby 15-19 Nov 1920, 961 lots, were his personal collection. 
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Tickets: in. (37 mm), grey; ft in. (25 mm), white. His name, address and business activity printed on R. P I . 3 2 , 
D19-1, 2. 
(D20) Rollin and Feuardent. The Paris-based firm of Rollin and Feuardent, founded in 1834 and headed in the closing 
years of the nineteenth century by Camille Rollin (d.1906), its founder's  grandson, and Felix-Bienaime Feuardent 
(1819-1907) (the subject of a striking portrait  by the painter J.F. Millet sold Sotheby New York, 24 Jan 2002, lot 104), 
had an active London branch between the late 1880s and at least 1914, occupying successive premises at 19 
Bloomsbury Street and 6 Bloomsbury Street, London, WC1, and afterwards  at 66 Great Russell Street, London WC1. It 
was managed for  its French owners initially by Francis E. Whelan (d.1907), NSL/FRNS 1883-1907, BNS 1903-7, and 
then by William Talbot Ready (qv). The Paris firm subsequently traded as Feuardent Freres. 

Tickets: none identified. 

(D21) Rumney, Colin. 24 Wells Street, Ruthin, Denbighshire. Lists issued since about 1980, currently four  times each year. 

Tickets: 1ft X 1ft in. (40 X 40 mm). Square, blue, with pre-printed Country, Denomination, Date, 'Reg.No.', Grade, 
Code and Price headings. PI. 33, D21-1. 
(D22) B.A. Seaby Ltd. Business founded in June 1926 by Herbert Allen ('Bert') Seaby (1898-1979), FRNS 1917-79, 
BNS 1926-79, who had been employed by Spink 1919-26, but was then able to establish his own business, with finan-
cial backing from V.J.E. Ryan (qv). The firm traded from successive addresses in London, W l , at Oxford Circus House 
(1926-32), 65 Great Portland Street (1933-69), Audley House, 11 Margaret Street (1969-85), 8 Cavendish Square 
(1985-90), and 7 Davies Street, from where the last issue of SCMB  was issued in Feb 1991. 

H.A.Seaby was succeeded as managing director in 1966 by his son Peter John Seaby (1921-92), BNS 1945-92, 
FRNS 1948-92, who had joined the business in 1937, and who remained its head until the firm was taken over by 
Batsfords,  the publishers, in 1984. In 1991 the business was broken up, the publication side passing eventually to Spink, 
and the coin business being acquired by Classical Numismatic Group, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, USA, who maintain a 
London office  trading as Seaby Coins. 
For much of the post-Second World War period responsibility within the firm for  British hammered coins was shared 
between Peter Seaby and Peter Francis ('Frank') Purvey, BNS 1954-, FRNS 1955-, who joined the firm in 1950 and 
retired to Spain in 1984. Alan Rayner (qv) was also involved with the hammered series of the later sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries. Other employees concerned with British hammered coins included Stephen Mitchell (qv) and Robert 
Scott Sharman, BNS 1976-93, a Seaby employee 1962-82, who subsequently became an independent dealer . 

Tickets: Seaby tickets exist in a range of colours, including blue, green, grey, pink, and pale and deep yellow, besides 
white. The colours were used to distinguish the type of transaction under which coins were offered,  green e.g. being 
used for  coins which were being sold on commission. 

The majority of Seaby tickets for  British hammered coins are in one or other of the following hands: 
H.A.Seaby 1 in. (25 mm). Small, sloping, spidery hand. Equation providing acquisition information  on lower right of 
obverse is indicative of tickets emanating from the Seaby firm.  R: blank. PI. 33, D22A-1. 
Peter Seaby J in. (22 mm). Compact hand, written with broad-nibbed fountain pen. Equation lower right. PI. 33, 
D22B-1, 2. 
Frank Purvey l j in. (29 mm). Clear but somewhat uneven hand. R: year of purchase, stock numbers and cost code sep-
arated by horizontal lines. PI. 33, D22C-1,2. 
Alan Rayner l j in. (29 mm). Blue ink. Somewhat unkempt, illegible hand. Equation lower right. PI. 33, D22D-1. 
Stephen Mitchell. No ticket available, but for  an example of his handwriting for  Studio Coins see PI. 35, D24- l ,2. 
Robert Sharman l i in. (32 mm), I5 in. (29 mm), l in. (25 mm). Blue or black ball-point. Dates of reign above regal 
title, in capital letters. Lower case lettering, separately and carefully  written. Equation or simply year of acquisition 
lower right. Price in ball-point or pencil. R: stock number and cost, when not shown on O. PL 33, D22E-1, 2. 
(D23) Senior, Mark Paul (b.1947). 553 Falmer Road, Woodingdean, Brighton, Sussex. BNS 1994-. Several lists 
issued each year since 1991. 

Tickets: lJr in. (29 mm), i f in. (24 mm). Economical description with several underlinings. R: 'MPS' underlined above 
cost code, date of purchase, and source/pedigree.  PI. 34, D23-1, 2. 
(D24) Spink & Son Ltd. An old-established firm of goldsmiths and silversmiths at 2 Gracechurch Street, London EC, 
which first  became a major force in the coin trade in the early 1880s, under the management of Charles Frederic Spink 
and Samuel Marshall ('Sam') Spink (1856-1947), NSL/FRNS 1894-1942, BNS 1903-C.1939. S.M. Spink moved the 
business to 17 Piccadilly, London SW1, in 1899, and then, in 1927, to 5-7 King Street, SW1, where it remained until 
2000. The firm's  current address is 69 Southampton Row, London WC1. 

The Spink firm's  best known employee in the first  half of the twentieth century was Leonard Forrer (senior) 
(1869-1953), NSL/FRNS 1898-1953, BNS 1903-53, but he did not normally handle British hammered coins. It seems 
likely that up to 1919 they were supervised and ticketed either by S.M. Spink himself or by William John Webster 
(1848-1919), NSL/FRNS 1884-1919, BNS 1903-19, a Spink employee from 1892. At about the time of Webster's 
death the firm recruited  Herbert Allen Seaby, who left in 1926 to start his own business, B.A. Seaby Ltd (qv). 
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It is not clear who at Spink was in charge of British hammered coins immediately thereafter,  but David Flinders 

Spink (1906-85), FRNS 1936-85, BNS 1940-C.1973, one of S.M. Spink's sons by his second marriage, who had 
joined the firm on leaving school in 1923, developed an interest in the coin side of the business, and in British coins in 
particular. During the Second World War David Spink was absent on war service, as was Leonard Forrer  junior (qv), 
and the firm seems to have had no readily available British hammered specialist, for  although Howard Linecar helped 
out with the series until 1948, it was apparently the elder Forrer  who personally catalogued for  sale the British part of 
the very extensive collection made by Lord Grantley (qv). 

After  the war ended, Douglas Gerard Liddell (b.1919), BNS 1947-99, FRNS 1948-88, joined Spink's coin 
department, heading it from 1958, when David Spink became the firm's  managing director, until he in turn became 
its managing director in 1977. Patrick Finn (qv), who had joined Spink in 1965, then succeeded Liddell as head of 
the coin department, remaining until the firm's  takeover by Christies in 1993. Since Finn's departure primary 
responsibility for  British coins at Spink has devolved on the present head of the coin department, May Sinclair 
(b.1950), BNS 1994- . Recent Spink employees who are now trading independently include Mark Rasmussen (qv) 
and Nigel Tooley (qv). In 2002 the business was acquired by the banker, John Koh. 

Tickets: Early Spink tickets are normally mottled stone grey, but terracotta and white tickets are also found. More recent 
tickets, on pale green card, may have the words SPINK & SON printed at top of O; some of these have printed headings 
down their left-hand side (PI. D24E-3). Other tickets, in various colours, including green, pink and red, usually have a 
number written above a horizontal line at top of O, used in combination with the ticket colour to provide cryptic cost 
details. Smaller tickets (if in. (24 mm) or J in. (22 mm) are used to record NCirc  numbers, and may accompany coins 
sold. 

Further research needs to be done on Spink tickets for  the British hammered series - it is not clear, for  example, who 
wrote the earlier surviving tickets, or i f tickets exist in the handwriting of David Spink - but the following hands have 
been identified on tickets written for  the series: 

Early Spink (S.M. Spink or W.J. Webster (?)). If  in. (42 mm), mottled stone grey ; If  in. (38 mm), white or terra-
cotta; l i in. (32 mm), mottled stone grey; J in. (22 mm), clear or mottled grey. Markedly sloping copper-plate hand, 
more elegantly executed on larger tickets. O: may have digits (cost code) above horizontal line at top and price at bot-
tom. R: stock number. PI. 34, D24A-1,2 (possibly in two distinct hands). 
H.A. Seaby No ticket written by him for  Spink identified, but for  an example of his handwriting on a Seaby ticket see 
PL 33, D22A-1. 
Leonard Forrer (senior) 1 in. (25 mm). Mottled stone grey, written in small hand. O: regal title underlined, sparse 
details, possibly priced in ink. R: blank. PI. 34, D24B-1,2. 
D.G. Liddell I f in. (29 mm). Blue ball point. Confident, neat but slightly uneven hand, with terse information,  cost code 
number at foot. R: blank. PI. 34, D24C-1 (slate green card). 
P. Finn 1| in. (48 mm), 1| in. (32 mm), l f t in. (30 mm). Upright, almost italic hand, using connected lower case 
lettering apart from inscriptions. PI. 34, D24D-1,2 (latter a NCirc  number ticket). For an example of his hand as an 
independent dealer, see PI. 31, D09-1. 
M. Sinclair l i in. (32 mm). O: neatly presented details in capital lettering. Regnal dates below title. PI. 35, D24E-1,2,3 
(of which D24E-2 is a NCirc  number ticket). 
M. Rasmussen For example of his handwriting on a ticket written as an independent dealer see PI. 32, D17-1. 
N. Tooley For example of his handwriting on a ticket written as an independent dealer see PI. 35, D26-1. 

(D25) Studio Coins. 16 Kilham Lane, Winchester, Hampshire. Stephen Mitchell (b.1951), BNS 1973-, a Seaby 
employee 1968-87, has since traded as Studio Coins, initially from Ealing, Middlesex, and at Winchester from 1989 
onwards. Sixty-three lists so far  issued. 

Tickets: I f  in. (29 mm). Somewhat uneven hand, using mainly connected lower case letters. Regal title underlined in 
red. £ sign at bottom of ticket and price in ink or pencil. R: blank, or, more recently with stock and cost details in form 
of equation. PI. 35, D25-l,2. 
(D26) Tooley, Nigel. Of Ashtead, Surrey. BNS 1998-. Former Spink employee. Trades via website. 

Tickets: 1 in. (25 mm). Sloping capital letters in ball-point, with Seaby number at bottom of O. R: blank.Pl. 35, D26-1. 
Also computer-generated tickets, in small capital letters, A in. (1 mm) high, R again blank (not illustrated). 

(D27) Michael Trennery Coins (Ltd). PO Box 55, Truro, Cornwall. Lists issued eight times a year since 1969. 

Tickets: l f t in. (30 mm), I f in. (29 mm), 1 in. (25 mm). Blue or black ball-point. Mainly lower case, separate lettering, 
some uprights leaning backwards. R: often gives date (month/year) of acquisition, and code letters set in one or more 
angles of a saltire. PI. 35, D27-1, 2. 
(D28) Vale Coins. 21 Tranquil Vale, Blackheath, London SE3. William ( 'Bi l l ' ) Varnham started a philatelic business in 
1952, branching into ancient and hammered coins in the 1960s. His son Richard Piers Varnham (b.1950), BNS 
1980-7, 1994—, joined the firm in 1968. Occasional lists issued. 

Tickets: Richard Varnham i f in. (24 mm). Blue ball-point. Regal title underlined in green with dates of reign above. R: 
code number. PI. 35, D28-1. 
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(D29) Verity, James (1845-1910). The Headlands, Earlsheaton, Dewsbury, Yorks. NSL/FRNS 1874-1910, BNS 
1903-10. It should be noted that although he lived in Yorkshire he was an active purchaser at London coin auctions on 
behalf of such North Country collectors as Arthur Briggs and H.W.Thorburn. He also issued printed lists, and the front 
cover of the copy of a list of his of 1881 which belonged to J.H. Daniels (qv) is illustrated  P L 1 0 . 

Tickets: none identified. An example of correspondence in Verity's hand, including numbers, is illustrated  P L 1 4 . 

(D30) Vosper, Michael. PO Box 32, Hockwold, Brandon, Suffolk.  BNS 1996-. Had traded from address in Colchester 
1992-2000. Five lists issued each year. 

Tickets: t f in. (24 mm). Neat tickets using capital letters and several underlinings, priced in pencil on O. R: coded. P L 
35, D-30,1. 
(D31) Weight, William Charles (d.1923). Trading initially from Ship Street, Brighton, Sussex, and then from succes-
sive addresses in Letchworth, Hertfordshire.  BNS 1903- still 1922, FRNS 1904-23. Printed lists issued. Stock sold by 
Glendining as part of three sales in 1923. 

Tickets: none identified. 
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PLATE 11 

EAGLEN ET AL.: COIN TICKETS - EXAMPLE FROM BANKS'S MANUSCRIPT CATALOGUE 
(HENRY II, TEALBY TYPE) 



PLATE 12 
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EAGLEN £T/1Z,.: COIN TICKETS - EXAMPLE FROM MORRIESON'S ADJUSTABLE MANUSCRIPT 
CATALOGUE 



PLATE 13 
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EAGLEN ETAL.:  COIN TICKETS - EXAMPLE OF RASHLEIGH'S HAND 



PLATE 14 
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EAGLEN ET  AL:. COIN TICKETS - EXAMPLE OF VERITY'S HAND 



PLATE 15 
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C09-1 _BRAND 

EAGLEN .: COIN TICKETS (1) 
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C15-1 BURSTAL 

EAGLEN ET  AL.: COIN TICKETS (2) 



PLATE 17 
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E A G L E N C O I N TICKETS ( ) 



PLATE 18 
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EAGLEN COIN TICKETS ( ) 



PLATE 19 
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EAGLEN .: COIN TICKETS ( ) 



PLATE 20 
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EAGLEN .: COIN TICKETS ( ) 
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EAGLEN £ 7 . : COIN TICKETS ( ) 
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EAGLEN .: COIN TICKETS ( ) 
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EAGLEN .: COIN TICKETS ( ) 
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EAGLEN .: COIN TICKETS ( 1 ) 



PLATE 25 
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EAGLEN .: COIN TICKETS ( 1 ) 



PLATE 26 
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R 
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EAGLEN £7'/!/..: COIN TICKETS (12) 
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EAGLEN ETAL:  COIN TICKETS (13) 
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o 
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EAGLEN .: COIN TICKETS ( 1 ) 
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PLATE 29 
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/ 
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Vi li-uvan >, 
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o 
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EAGLEN .: COIN TICKETS ( 1 ) 
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DOI BALDWIN (cont.) 
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O 
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R 
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O 
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EAGLEN ET  AL.: COIN TICKETS (16) 



PLATE 31 
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1st issue 6d £35 
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O 
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SHORT ARTICLES AND NOTES 
AN ENIGMATIC COIN FROM EIGHTH-CENTURY NORTHUMBRIA 

GARETH WILLIAMS 
AN unusual Northumbrian coin, which was a metal detector find  from  near Malton in North 
Yorkshire, was brought to the attention of  numismatists in 1999. After  initial fears  that it might be 
sold abroad, it was acquired by the British Museum, where it has the registration number CM 
1999, 6-2, 1 (See Fig. 1). The inscriptions on the coin provoked a constructive and interesting dis-
cussion at the time, and the present note is intended less as an exhaustive publication of  the coin, 
than as an overview of  the possible different  interpretations, to which I hope that others may be 
tempted to respond.1 

The coin itself  has a high enough silver content that it is immediately apparent to the eye, 
suggesting that it is no later than the very early ninth century, and more probably the eighth cen-
tury. It was not tested for  its precise metal content, since the decline in the silver content of  the 
Northumbrian coinage did not occur so smoothly that a test would be likely to help resolve the 
dating issues very precisely.2 The style of  both the design and the lettering also agree with a late 
eighth-century date. However, the interpretation of  the coin is problematic for  two reasons: both 
inscriptions appear to be slightly blundered, and both can most easily be interpreted as obverse 
inscriptions. 

One side, which has a circle of  pellets around a large pellet in the centre, reads +ErAVTDKEAD. 
The other side, which has a circle of  pellets around a central cross, reads + MEDILRED. 
Allowing for  inverted and reversed letters, these inscriptions read +ELVALDREVD or 
+ELVALDREAD and +RAED1LRED respectively. 

The side reading +RAEDILRED is comparatively unproblematic to interpret. The spelling 
AEDILRED for  iEthelred is common on the coins of  iEthelred I of  Northumbria (774-9 and 790-6), 
and James Booth has noted that the moneyer Cuthheard has a standardised form  +AEDILREDR. 
Misplaced letters are not unknown in the Northumbrian coinage, and Booth has also noted the 
existence of  misplaced initial crosses on coins of  iEthelred I issued by the moneyer Cuthgils.3 It 
only requires misplacing the initial cross by one letter to turn +AEDILREDR into +RAED1LRED, and 
the design and appearance of  the coin are also compatible with the coinage of  /Ethelred I, so the 
obvious interpretation is that this represents a very slightly blundered obverse of  /Ethelred I. 

The other side of  the coin is more problematic, with a much greater number of  inverted and 
retrograde letters. If  one accepts the order +ELVALDREVD, this would suggest a name ELVALD, 
followed  by a secondary name or nickname, REVD or READ. ELVALD is perhaps reasonably 
acceptable for  /Elfwald,  but neither REVD nor READ suggests a plausible secondary name, nor 
are such secondary names a feature  of  the Northumbrian coinage, although they are not uncom-
mon on later Anglo-Saxon coins. No moneyer ^Elfwald  is recorded for  ^Ethelred I, but there 
were two rulers of  Northumbria with that name; iElfwald  I (779-88) and ^Elfwald  II (808-10). 
The physical appearance of  the coin suggests an eighth-century date, and the gap between the 
reigns of  ^Ethelred I and ^Elfwald  II makes muling between the two unlikely. A mule between 
dies of  iClfwald  I and iEthelred I is more plausible, given that ^Elfwald  reigned during a period 

1 The coin was published on the EMC  website by Sean Miller, with the number EMC  1999.0021. However, this presents only brief 
comments, and discusses only one possible interpretation of  the coin. I was fortunate  to have the opportunity to discuss the coin with 
Marion Archibald, Elizabeth Pirie and Lord Stewartby, and in the course of  those discussions James Booth's comments on the coin 
were also passed on to me. I am grateful  to all of  them for  sharing their thoughts with me, and while this paper will make clear what I 
personally believe to be the most convincing interpretation of  the coin, I still regard the attribution of  the coin as open to debate. 

2 I am grateful  to my colleague Michael Cowell for  a useful  discussion of  this. See also M.M. Archibald, 'The Coinage of  Beonna 
in the Light of  the Middle Harling Hoard', BNJ  55 (1985), 10-54. 

3 J. Booth, 'Coinage and Northumbrian history: c. 790-c. 810', in Coinage  in Ninth-Century  Northumbria.  The  Tenth  Oxford 
Symposium on Coinage  and Monetary  History,  edited by D.M. Metcalf,  BAR British Series 180 (1987), 57-90, at p. 67. 
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Fig. 1. Northumbrian coin (actual size and X2). 

in which /Ethelred was exiled, between his first  and second reign. This dating is also more con-
sistent with the appearance of  the coin. 

Given that the inital cross on the other side is misplaced, however, and also that the legend on 
this side is so jumbled, there is also a distinct possibility that the legend does not begin with the 
initial cross, and this has given rise to an alternative interpretation of  the legend. Taking the V of 
the EVD part of  the legend to be an inverted A without a crossbar, rather than a V, one can also 
read the legend either as AD+ELVALDRE or EAD+ELVALDR. Either version would suggest not the 
name /Elfwald,  but rather /Ethelwald, with R or RE as a contraction of  REX. This immediately 
suggests the Northumbrian king /Ethelwald Moll (758-65). Only two coins of  /Ethelwald Moll 
are so far  recorded, both quite different  from  the coin under discussion.4 

This interpretation is problematic, however. Firstly, this would indicate a coin struck using 
obverse dies in the names of  two different  kings, with a gap between their two reigns. /Ethelwald 
Moll was the father  of  /Ethelred I, but the intervening reign of  Alchred (765-74) makes muling 
less likely. Another possibility would be that /Ethelwald associated his son with his kingship, and 
that the coin reflects  their joint kingship. There is no evidence otherwise to suggest that this was 
the case, but Northumbrian history of  the eighth century is poorly documented after  Bede, and 
the lack of  supporting evidence need not be conclusive. There are certainly parallels for  such a 
joint issue in Byzantine coinage and, although such an issue would appear unprecedented in 
western Europe in this period, the fact  that the kings of  Northumbria adopted regal coinage some 
years before  their Southumbrian counterparts provides a parallel for  the innovative use of 
coinage as a reflection  of  royal power in eighth-century Northumbria. Such an explanation would 
account for  the apparent use of  a double obverse, but it is not clear that one needs to look for 
elaborate explanations for  this. Within the reign of  /Ethelred I, Booth notes the existence of  a 
double obverse, one side of  which has the inscription +AED1LRED round a plain cross. The other 
side is definitely  an obverse of  the moneyer Ceolbald, and this one probably is also.5 This sug-
gests a certain lack of  care in the striking of  coins in the reign of  /Ethelred I, which would fit  with 
the fact  that both legends on the coin now under discussion appear to be blundered. 

Another argument against the attribution of  the coin to the reign of  /Ethelwald Moll is stylistic. The 
Northumbrian regal coinage up to the 880s characteristically shows an animal design on the reverse. 
It is not certain whether a shift  to a design with inscriptions on both obverse and reverse took place 
late in the reign of  /Elfwald  I, or in the second reign of  /Ethelred I, since this depends on whether a 
double-inscription type in the name of  /Elfwald  should be attributed to /Elfwald  I or /Elfwald  II.6 In 
either case, it seems less likely that there would be a shift  away from  the use of  animal designs under 
/Ethelwald Moll and a return to them under Alchred, followed  by another shift  under /Elfwald  I or 
/Ethelred I, than that a single change took place, whether under /Elfwald  I or /Ethelred I. 

Northumbrian coins with double inscriptions are known earlier, of  course, including the two 
examples already attributed to /Ethelwald Moll, but these are all joint issues with the archbishops 
of  York. Given the blundering of  the inscriptions, it is just conceivable that +RAEDILRED could 
represent +EDILRED AR, but this would require both special pleading and the invention of  an other-
wise unrecorded archbishop. By contrast, the style of  the coin is quite consistent with the double 
inscription coins of  the second reign of  /Ethelred I. 

4 Booth, 'Coinage and Northumbrian history', as in n. 3, p. 73. 
5 Booth, 'Coinage and Northumbrian history', as in n. 3, p. 68. 
f'Booth,  'Coinage and Northumbrian history', as in n. 3, pp. 58-9, 65-6; E.J.E. Pirie, Coins of  the Kingdom  of  Northumbria,  c. 

700-867  in the Yorkshire  Collections  (Llanfyllin,  1996), pp. 26-7. 
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To conclude, the blundered inscriptions on both sides of  the coin make a definitive  interpretation 

problematic. Both the appearance of  a comparatively high silver content and the style of  the designs 
suggest a late eighth-century date. While an attribution to /Ethelwald Moll is conceivable, based on 
one reading of  the inscription, a more likely explanation is that the coin should be attributed to the 
second reign of  /Ethelred I (790-6), muling a slightly blundered obverse of  /Ethelred I with a con-
siderably more blundered contemporary reverse derived from  an obverse inscription of  /Elfwald  I 

A NORTHUMBRIAN 'STYCA' FROM WILTSHIRE: THE PROBLEM WITH SOUTHERN PROVENANCES OF 'STYCAS' 
PAUL ROBINSON 

IN 1914 the Revd A.T. Richardson, vicar of  Keevil in Wiltshire, compiled a typewritten quarto 
volume, 294 pages in length, entitled Annals of  Keevil  and Bulkington. 
One copy was deposited in the library of  the Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society 
at Devizes and was reviewed in the Wiltshire  Archaeological  and Natural  History  Magazine.'  On 
pages 8 and 9 some sixty coins are listed which had been 'found  by MrW. Ghey, mostly in 
'Henleys.' (William Ghey farmed  at Wick Leaze in Keevil, which included a field  know as 
'Henleys'.) The coins, which had been identified  and listed by G.F. Hill from  the British Museum, 
comprise: one Ancient British silver coin of  the Dobunni (type C in Allen's classification  of 
Dobunnic coins and incorrectly described as having been found  at the nearby town of 
Trowbridge);2 fifty-two  Roman coins; one Saxon coin which is the subject of  this note; and six 
Nuremberg jetons. The Saxon coin is particularly unusual as a find  from  South-West England. It is a 
Northumbrian 'styca' of  Wigmund, Archbishop of  York from  837 to 854, by the moneyer Hunlaf. 
The legends are transcribed without precision in the list as 'Obv. VIGMUND. Rev. HUNLAF'. Both 
the Dobunnic silver coin and the 'styca' were donated by Mr Ghey to the British Museum: the lat-
ter has the accession number 1914.7.11.2, but cannot now be identified  in the collection. The 
Museum's accession register records the find  spot as 'near Trowbridge', which is the nearest town, 
and transcribes the legends as +VIGMVND and +HVMLAF. 

Even though the coins listed were said to have been found  'mostly  in Henleys', inferring  that one or 
some had not been found  in that field,  there is every reason to accept the 'styca' as a genuine local find, 
whether made at that precise findspot  or not. The coin is thus important as an extremely uncommon 
provenanced Northumbrian coin from  Southern Britain, not previously noticed in numismatic literature. 

There are a number of  records of  finds  of  Northumbrian 'stycas' from  Southern England. Two small 
hoards of  'stycas' are said to have been found  respectively at Bath (Inventory  - ) and London 
(.Inventory  243),3 but both have been argued to be spurious by Michael Dolley.4 Blackburn and Pagan, 
it may be noted, retain the latter find  in their listing of  coin hoards from  the British Isles.5 These 
purported hoards, together with individual finds  made at Trewiddle and Brighton in Southern England, 
have been dismissed by Elizabeth Pirie.6 However, the recent discovery of  a hoard of  'stycas' in 
London,7 of  a 'styca' of  Redwulf  on the Thames foreshore  at Lambeth,8 and, perhaps of  lesser 
relevance, of  a Viking weight, embellished with a 'styca' probably of  Eanred which was found  at 
Faversham in Kent9 show, together with the evidence of  the find  from  Keevil, that recorded finds  from 
the extreme south of  England should not lightly be dismissed. 

1 Wilts.  Arch, and Nat.  Hist.  Magazine  39 (1915-17), 100-2. 
2 D.E Allen, 'The Origins of  Coinage in Britain: a Re-appraisal', in Problems of  the Iron  Age in Southern  Britain, edited by S.S. 

Frere (= University of  London Occasional Paper 11) (London, 1960), 97-308, at p. 249. 
3 J.D.A. Thompson, Inventory  of  British Coin Hoards  A. D. 600-1500, (Royal Numismatic Society, London, 1956). 
4 R.H.M. Dolley, 'A Spurious Hoard of  Northumbrian Copper Coins from  Bath', NC  7th. series, vol. 5 (1965), 197-200; R.H.M. 

Dolley, 'Coin Hoards from  the London Area as Evidence for  the Pre-eminence of  London in the Later Saxon Period', Trans.  London 
and Middlesex  Arch. Soc. 20 (1960), 37-50, at p. 38. 

5 M.A.S. Blackburn and H.E. Pagan, 'A Revised Check-List of  Coin Hoards from  the British Isles, c. 500-1100', in Anglo-Saxon 
Monetary  History:  Essays in Memory  of  Michael  Dolley,  edited by M.A.S. Blackburn (Leicester, 1986), 291-313, at p. 293, no. 28. 

6 Elizabeth J.E. Pirie, 'Finds of  'sceattas' and 'stycas' of  Northumbria', in M.A.S. Blackburn (editor), as in n. 5, 69-90, at p. 85. 
7 Gareth Williams, pers. comm. 
8 BNJ65  (1995), 239, no. 115. 
9 G. Williams, 'Anglo-Saxon and Viking Coin Weights', BNJ  69 (1999), 19-36. 



SHORT ARTICLES AND NOTES 161 In this respect it is worth revisiting the Bath hoard, not least as that city lies only twelve miles from 
Keevil. The argument that the Bath hoard was a false  one may be questioned on at least two counts. 
First, while it is accepted that the twenty-five  'stycas' were from  a hoard, it is not possible to show 
convincingly which other known hoard from  the north of  England they are likely to have belonged to 
originally, the suggestion being made that they might derive from  'the sizeable but ill-recorded 
Kirkoswald hoard of  1808 (Inventory  225)'10 in effect  by a process of  elimination. Secondly, it may 
be noted that at least one other Anglo-Saxon object is said to have been discovered at the same time 
on the site of  the White Hart Hotel. This is a fragment  of  a cross-shaft  with carved interlaced design.11 

However, a group of  six 'gun money' coins was also found  at the same time as the 'styca' hoard, 
and the improbable coincidence that there should have been found  here two hoards or groups of 
coins, both of  which originated a considerable distance from  Bath, means that it is stretching 
credulity too far  to see either or both of  them as genuine finds  from  the city, even though, pace 
general belief,  individual finds  of  'gun money' are not infrequently  made in at least the west of 
England. Until more conclusive evidence is discovered about their provenance, it is safer  to disre-
gard the purported Bath find.  The 'styca' of  Wigmund from  Keevil remains then the only appar-
ently genuine record to date of  the finding  of  a Northumbrian 'styca' in Wessex. 

COINS of  the Anglo-Saxon burh of  Axbridge in north-west Somerset are extremely rare: Elmore 
Jones1 recorded only nineteen, two of  which are of  jEthelred's Long Cross  type, followed  by 
eleven of  Cnut and six of  Harthacnut. It was therefore  with no little excitement that we recently 
became aware of  a coin of  Edgar's Reform  type that had apparently been found  near Winchester 
by a metal detectorist. Slightly chipped, with die axis 180°, it reads /tLFSIG M-O AXAN and 
weighs 1.64 g (25.2 grains) (Fig. 1). There is a flaw  or gouge in the obverse die at 12 o'clock, 
which obliterates the E of  the king's name. It appears incuse on the reverse of  the coin, removing 
the front  of  the letter M. 

Although AXA and AXAN are found  on coins of  vflthelred  and Cnut as abbreviations of  the 
name recorded in the early tenth-century Burghal Hidage as Axanbryge the thought crossed our 
minds that in this case we could perhaps have a misspelt reading of  Exeter, for  although the usual 
four-letter  abbreviation of  that city in jEthelred's reign is EAXE the form  EXAN is found  in 
Edgar's Reform  issue (e.g. Hildebrand 6) and occasionally in vEthelred's First  Hand  type (e.g. 
Hildebrand 464). However, no moneyer named ^Elfsige  is known at Exeter, but in First  Hand  the 
name occurs at the Somerset town of  Ilchester (e.g. Hildebrand 1014-15), which reinforces  an 
attribution to Axbridge. 

Axbridge is only two or three miles from  Cheddar, the site of  a palace of  the Anglo-Saxon kings. 
Although it was only a small burh, its moneyer is likely to have been required from  time to time to 
coin silver for  the king when he was at Cheddar. Its participation in Edgar's reform  of  the coinage 
c.973 is satisfying  to have established. Perhaps one day a coin of  the pre-reform  Circumscription 
Cross type will turn up to show that a moneyer operated at Axbridge before  then. 

111 J.D.A. Thompson, as in n. 3. 
" B. Cunliffe,  Excavations in Bath, 1950-1975 (= Committee for  Rescue Archaeology in Avon, Gloucestershire and Somerset 

Excavation Report 1), Bristol (1979), p. 140. 

AN EDGAR REFORM PENNY OF AXBRIDGE 
STEWART LYON AND MICHAEL SHARP 

Fig. 1 

1 F. Elmore Jones, 'The Mint of  Axbridge', BNJ  30,1 (1960), 61-9 and pi. VI. 
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TWO SMALL HOARDS OF WILLIAM I 
ANNA GANNON AND GARETH WILLIAMS 

COINS of  William I (1066-87) are comparatively rare finds,  so it is interesting to note two very 
similar parcels of  coins recently sent to the British Museum for  identification  under the terms of 
the Treasure Act (1996). The finds,  both of  which were found  by metal detectorists, were from 
Maltby Springs in North Lincolnshire (found  in September 1999) and from  Tiverton in Cheshire 
(found  in June 2000). Both parcels were interpreted as hoards, and were accordingly declared 
Treasure under the Treasure act. The Maltby Springs hoard has been acquired by the British 
Museum, and Cheshire Museums Service hopes to acquire the hoard from  Tiverton. 

All the coins (five  from  Maltby Springs and six, one of  them a cut half,  from  Tiverton) date from 
the reign of  William I and all but one are of  the same type: in the Maltby Springs hoard there is one 
penny of  the 'Two Sceptres' type (BMC  iv, North 844) and four  of  the 'Two Stars' type (BMC  v, 
North 845), whilst all the coins in the Tiverton hoard are of  the 'Two Stars' type. In the relative 
chronology of  William's coinage the 'Two Stars' type immediately follows  the 'Two Sceptres' type. 

If  we compare Maltby Springs and Tiverton with other known hoards, Michael Metcalf  records four 
hoards of  the 'Two Sceptres' type, from  Beddington Park in Surrey, Malmesbury in Gloucestershire, 
London St Mary at Hill, and Cranwich in Norfolk,  and only one hoard of  the 'Two Stars' type, that 
from  Scaldwell, near Northampton.1 The dates that are conventionally given for  these issues are 
c. 1072-4 or later for  the 'Two Sceptres', and c. 1074-7 for  the 'Two Stars', although there is no firm 
evidence for  these dates.2 

Michael Dolley associated the deposition of  the St Mary at Hill hoard with the plot of  Roger and 
Waltheof  in 1075, and William's subsequent revenge.3 This would mean readjusting the theoreti-
cally ascribed dating of  the 'Two Sceptres' and subsequent types, but there is no particular reason 
to associate the hoard with that event, and one must beware of  the temptation to associate hoards 
with historical events unless there is clear evidence to suggest a connection. While Maltby Springs 
and Tiverton might fit  the date of  the 1075 rebellion slightly better, there is similarly no strong 
reason to associate them with it, since there is no connection between the findspots  and the rebel-
lion. The size of  the two hoards must also be borne in mind. In both cases, the coins might repre-
sent around a week's earnings4 and, although no trace of  a receptacle was found  in either case, the 
most likely explanation in both cases might be the casual loss of  a purse rather than deliberate 
deposition. If  this is so, it is interesting to note that the two hoards are of  such similar size. 

Both Tiverton and Maltby Springs are mentioned in Domesday Book,5  which provides some con-
text for  the availability of  work and wealth in the area. Although we do not know how the coins 
came to be lost, and despite the small size of  the hoards, they contribute to our understanding of 
currency circulation in the reign of  William I. Firstly, the existence of  two more small hoards of  this 
period indicates a higher level of  circulation than previously known hoards would suggest. 
Secondly, although the search for  die-links for  the coins was not exhaustive, the fact  that a number 
of  the coins can not be readily linked with previously recorded dies also points to a more extensive 
coinage than the rarity of  finds  alone might suggest. 

As one might expect, both hoards reflect  wider trends in currency circulation.6 The Maltby Springs 
hoard, with two local coins from  Lincoln and another eastern coin from  Norwich is what one might 
expect from  a hoard from  Lincolnshire. Two London coins and one from  Canterbury give a south-
eastern slant to the Tiverton hoard but reflect  both a more general tendency for  currency to move from 

Acknowledgement:  The authors are grateful  to Marion Archibald for  commenting on this paper in draft. 
1 D.M. Metcalf,  An Atlas of  Anglo-Saxon  and Norman  Coin Finds,  973-1086  (London, 1998), pp. 183-5. 
2 Metcalf,  Atlas,  as in note 1, pp. 183-5. 
3 M. Dolley, 'Coin hoards from  the London area as evidence for  the pre-eminence of  London in the later Saxon period, Trans. 

London and Middx  Arch. Soc.  20(2) (1960), 37-50. 
4 Metcalf,  Atlas,  as in note 1, p. 14. 
5 Domesday Book  (J. Morris gen. ed.): Tiverton: Cheshire, vol. 26 (Chichester, 1978), p. 264: 2, 26; Maltby (Springs): 

Lincolnshire, vol 31 (Chichester, 1986), p. 349: 13, 29. 
6 Metcalf,  Atlas,  as in note 1, p. 277. 
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east to west, and the prevalence in the currency of  coins from  major mints. Shrewsbury may be 
regarded as a local mint for  neighbouring Cheshire, while the coin from  Warwick, like those of  Oxford 
in the Maltby Springs hoard, simply testifies  to the wide general circulation of  the coinage. 
Description of  the coins 

The 'Two Sceptres' type has on the obverse a facing  crowned bust holding two differenti-
ated sceptres; on the reverse there is a cross fleury  with annulets in the centre over a cross 
botonnee. The 'Two Stars' type has a facing  crowned bust between two stars, and on the 
reverse a cross botonnee over a quadrilateral with incurved sides, and a central annulet. Both 
hoards are shown on Plate 36. 
Maltby  Springs 
1. Two Sceptres type, BMC  iv: Mint Oxford,  moneyer Brihtred, weight: 1.36 g. 
Obv: +PILLELMREXANGL 
Rev: +BR1HTREDONOXEN 

2. Two Stars type, BMC  v: Mint Lincoln, moneyer Wihtric, weight: 1.40 g. 
Obv: +PILLELMREXAN 
Rev: +P1HTRONLINCOL 

3. Two Stars type, BMC  v: Mint Lincoln, moneyer Wihtric, weight: 1.33 g. 
Obv: +PILLE[ ]REXAN 
Rev: +PIHTRICONLINCO 

4. Two Stars type, BMC  v: Mint Norwich, moneyer Godwine, weight: 1.35 g. 
Obv: +PILLELMREXAN 
Rev: + GODPINEONNOR 

5. Two Stars type, BMC  v: Mint Oxford,  moneyer Brihtred, weight: 1.31 g. 
Obv: +PILLELMREXAN 
Rev: +BR1HTREDONOXSE 
This coin was struck from the same dies as a coin in the British Museum collection (CM 1985, 7-82, 22). 

The coins from  Maltby Springs are in good condition, and their weights are high. This might sug-
gest that the 'Two Stars' coins from  the hoard were issued early in the type, which would also fit 
with the survival of  a coin of  the 'Two Sceptres' type within the circulating currency. 
Tiverton 
1. Two Stars type, BMC  v: Mint Canterbury, moneyer Alfred,  weight: 1.16 g (slightly chipped). 
Obv: [  ]LLELM[ ] 
Rev: +IELFRDON[ ]NT[ ]LE1 

2. Two Stars type, BMC  v: Mint London, moneyer Godric, weight: 1.26 g. 
Obv: +PILLELMREXAN 
Rev: +GODR1CONLVNDE 

3. Two Stars type, BMC  v: Mint London, moneyer Godwine, weight: 1.13 g (this coin is in three fragments). 
Obv: +PILLELMREXAN 
Rev: +GODPINEONLVND 
This coin shares an obverse die with SCBI  l i b , 23-4, and a reverse die with SCBI  21, 1200. 

4. Two Stars type, BMC  v: Mint Shrewsbury, moneyer Godesbrand. A large fragment  of the coin is missing and what 
remains is in two pieces. These were crudely repaired by fastening a self-adhesive sanding disk to the obverse. At the 
time of writing, this has not been removed, since the coins are still technically the property of the finders, 
Obv: -
Rev: +GOD[ ]BRNDONSI 

5. Two Stars type, BMC  v: Mint Warwick, moneyer Thurcil, weight: 1.22 g. 
Obv: +PILLELMREXAN 
Rev: [+J-BIVRCILONPIER-

6. Two Stars type, BMC  v: Broken cut half, with piece missing, heavily corroded. Only the type can be identifed with 
certainty, as both fragments  feature  the characteristic star, but the inscription is completely illegible. 



PLATE 36 

Maltby Springs 

Tiverton 

GANNON AND WILLIAMS: TWO SMALL HOARDS OF WILLIAM I 
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With the exception of  the coin of  Godric of  London, the coins from  Tiverton are less well-pre-
served than those from  Maltby Springs, and tend to be brittle. They appear to have been in circula-
tion for  a while before  their deposition, and their weight is generally below average for  the type, 
but both of  these factors  may reflect  their state of  preservation and the soil conditions. 

TWO SCOTTISH MEDIAEVAL HOARDS 
N.M.McQ. HOLMES 

Kilvaxter, Skye (2000) 
A group of  four  long cross pennies of  Henry III was found  during the excavation of  a souterrain 
and surrounding area.1 The find-spot  was described as 'tucked into the side of  a substantial stone 
platform  to the NE of  the souterrain'. 

Although it comprises only four  coins, the hoard from  Kilvaxter is of  interest because of  its date 
and location. Three of  the pennies are of  class 5, giving a terminus post quern for  deposit of  1251, 
but the state of  preservation - corroded and covered with thick black accretion - has rendered 
attribution to sub-class impossible. 

Very few  hoards of  this period have been recorded from  Scotland, and this is the first  since 
1937, when a scattered group of  fourteen  English pennies was recovered at Newcastleton, 
Roxburghshire.2 Around 1924 sixty-five  coins were found  at Hazelrigg, Balmaclellan, 
Dumfriesshire;3  this is the largest hoard of  the period from  Scotland, and included one sterling of 
John I, Duke of  Brabant, giving a terminus post quern of  1261. The only other definitely  attested 
hoard of  the period comprised one penny and three cut halfpennies  from  Glenluce Sands, 
Wigtownshire, found  before  1880.4 Twelve coins found  before  1831 at Jedburgh may be of  the 
long-cross period or earlier.5 

Since all these groups of  coins have come from  the far  south of  Scotland, this hoard from  Skye 
represents an anomaly on the distribution map, but the evidence of  single finds  renders its pres-
ence far  from  surprising. Records of  coins found  by archaeologists and detectorists in the last 
quarter of  the twentieth century indicate that thirteenth-century silver coins circulated widely 
throughout Scotland. A distribution map of  these finds  would reveal little more than which areas 
have so far  been searched, but the fact  that coins of  this relatively early period have been recov-
ered in numbers from  sites well away from  the commercial and administrative centres of  the south 
and east of  Scotland is sufficient  to demonstrate the range of  their circulation. In particular, the 
total of  ten short cross and long cross coins found  at Finlaggan, Islay, indicates that coinage fre-
quently reached the Western Isles. 

The vast majority of  the thirteenth-century coins found  in Scotland were minted in England, 
and it is clear that, as in the much better studied Edwardian period, coins of  the Scottish kings 
made up only a small proportion of  those in circulation north of  the border. This is not entirely 
surprising, since the volume of  the English coinage was many times greater than that of  its 
Scottish equivalent. Cross-border trade ensured that coins moved freely  in both directions 
(although Scottish coins were not officially  allowed to circulate in England until 1292). It is the 
absence of  hoard evidence, and the scarcity until relatively recent times of  isolated finds,  which 
has prevented any serious assessment of  coinage in Scotland before  1280. It is now becoming 
clear that a lack of  hoards does not reflect  a lack of  coinage, but merely suggests that circum-
stances were not such as to persuade many people to bury their wealth in the ground. 

1 The excavation took place under the auspices of  Kilmuir Community Council and was directed by Roger Miket, to whom the 
writer is grateful  for  permission to examine and publish the hoard. 

2 J.D.A. Thompson, Inventory  of  British Coin Hoards  A.D. 600-1500 (Oxford,  1956), pp. 107-8, no. 283. 
3 J. Davidson, 'Coin Finds in Dumfriesshire  and Galloway', Trans.  Dumfries  and Galloway Nat.  Hist  and Ant. Soc.  26 (1947-8), 

100-13, at pp. 109-12. 
4 G. Wilson, 'Notes on a Collection of  Implements and Ornaments of  Stone, Bronze, &c. from  Glenluce, Wigtownshire', PSAS  15 

(1880-1), 262-76, at p. 275. 
5 D.M. Metcalf,  'Some Finds of  Medieval Coins from  Scotland and the North of  England', BNJ  30 (1960-1), 88-123, no. 21. 
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Summary 
A summary of  the hoard in the Inventory  format  might be as follows: 
KILVAXTER, Skye, 2001 
4 /R English. Deposit 1251 + 
ENGLAND (4 pennies) 
Henry III, 'long cross' coinage: Canterbury (1) - 5, Robert, 1: London (1) - 3(b?), Henri, 1: uncertain mint (2) - 5, 
Willem, 1; 5, uncertain moneyer, 1. 

Discovery and deposition:  Found during excavation of area surrounding a souterrain. Allocation of finds awaited. 

LIST OF COINS 
Weight  in grams 

Number  (after  cleaning) 
Henry I I I pennies, long cross series 
Canterbury 

1 Class 5, Robert, ROB / [6] RT / ONC / [ ]; ON ligatured 1.01 
London 

2 Class 3(b?), Henri, hfil / RIO / NL / VHD; HD ligatured 0.85 
Uncertain  mint 

3 Class 5, Willem (Canterbury, Durham or London), 
WILL/L [ ] / 0 [ ] / [ ] 0.98 

4 Class 5, uncertain moneyer 0.95 

Greenhill, Stirlingshire (2001) 
Forty Edwardian pennies - thirty-nine English and one Irish - were recovered in July and 
August 2001 by Messrs C. Irvine, S. McCreadie and J. Smith, using metal-detectors. The coins 
were found  at an average depth of  six inches below the surface  of  pasture land just to the south 
of  the railway line at Greenhill Upper Junction. The Antonine Wall and the Roman fortlet  at 
Seabegs lie close by, but there is no evidence of  fourteenth-century  occupation in the immediate 
vicinity of  the find-spot. 

The coins were found  spread out, and the condition of  many of  them is consistent with plough 
disturbance. The finders  are convinced that no other coins are currently present at a depth acces-
sible to their detectors, and no further  ploughing is expected to take place in the immediate 
future,  so it seems appropriate to report the find  in its present state, although it is possible that 
further  searching may eventually result in the recovery of  more coins. The hoard has been 
claimed as Treasure Trove, and allocated to Falkirk Museum. 

The latest coin in the assemblage is an Edward II penny of  class 14, giving a terminus post 
quem for  the deposit of  around 1317. By this time the armies of  Robert Bruce had effectively 
re-established Scottish independence (the battlefield  of  Bannockburn (1314) lies no more than 
about eight miles to the north of  where this hoard was found),  and Berwick was recaptured in 
1318, but no doubt the concealment of  wealth would still have been regarded as advisable. 
Summary 
A summary of  the hoard in the Inventory  format  might be as follows: 
GREENHILL, Stirlingshire, 2001 
40 /R English and Irish. Deposit c.1317 + 

ENGLAND (39 pennies) 
Edward I II: Berwick (1) - 4b, 1: Bristol (1) - 9bl, 1: Bury St Edmunds (1) - 10cf3a3, 1: Canterbury (11) - 2b, 1; 
3g3(?), 1; 4a4, 1; 4b, 1; 4d, 1; 10ab3a/10ab2, 1; 10ab5, 1; lOcfl, 1; 10cf2a, 1; l la2, 1; 14, 1: Durham (2) - 9bl, 1; 
lOcfl, 1: London (20) - lc, 1; 3c, l ; 3 g l , l ;4b, l ;4e, 1; 8b, l ; 9 a l , l;9a2, 1; 10ab5, 1; 10cfl,2; 10cf2a, 1; I0cf3bl,4; 
10cf(3bl?), 1; 10cf3b2, 1; l l b l , 1; l lb2, 1: York (Royal) (3) - 3e, l ; 9 b l , 2 . 

IRELAND (1 penny) 
Edward I: Dublin (1) - Dolley 6, 1. 

Discoveiy and deposition:  Found by metal-detector, dispersed in pasture land. Declared to be Treasure Trove and allo-
cated to Falkirk Museum. 
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LIST OF COINS 

Number  Weight  in grammes 
ENGLAND 

Edward I—II pennies (SCBI North 1989 classification)6 

Berwick 1 4b (SCBIN 1139) 1.40 

Bristol 2 9bl; unbarred 1 Ns; contractive marks; star on breast (SCBIN 378) 1.33 

Bury St  Edmunds 
3 10cf3a3 1.33 

Canterbury 4 2b (SCBIN 68) 1.30 
5 3g3(?); obverse double-struck; chipped and buckled 1.23 
6 4a4; barred A / ?; oval face; cracked and buckled 1.37 
7 4b; straight-sided lettering; broken hair 1.31 
8 4d; incomplete 1.03 
9 10ab3a/ 10ab2; hYB' 1.34 
10 10ab5; late lettering; R1 1.35 
11 lOcfl 1.33 
12 10cf2a; A2, E?, h?, N2 1.34 
13 l la2; large, angular C (SCBIN 787) 1.30 
14 14; new E; slightly chipped 1.29 

Durham 15 9b 1; plain cross; unbarred 2 / pot-hook Ns; star on breast 1.28 
16 lOcfl; cross moline 1.21 

London 
17 lc; N/N; crown 2 1.31 
18 3c; h i , SI, R l ; face 2b(?) 1.18 
19 3gl; S2; stops 3 (SCBIN 157); cracked and slightly buckled 1.30 
20 4b; broken jewel and hair; late drapery; clipped 1.12 
21 4e; incomplete 0.86 
22 8b; face 2; straight / incurved letters; unbarred N in LON 1.20 
23 9al; incurved letters; barred As; ? star on breast; slightly buckled 1.32 
24 9a2; straight letters; star on breast (SCBIN 352) 1.34 
25 10ab5; late lettering; R2 1.30 
26 lOcfl (SCBIN 578 etc.) 1.32 
27 lOcfl 1.22 
28 10cf2a; A l , E?, h3, N2 1.22 
29 10cf3bl (SCBIN 676-7); slightly bent 1.29 
30 10cf3bl 1.26 
31 10cf3bl; hYB:; slightly clipped 1.03 
32 10cf3bl; broken O; slightly broken chin; incomplete 1.08 
33 10cf(3bl?); ? letter A o f this class; fragment 0.59 
34 10cf3b2; seriffed  A and N where legible; mutilated 1.25 
35 l l b l (SCBIN 807-8) 1.37 
36 l l b 2 1.32 

York  (Royal) 
37 3e; damaged hair; incomplete 1.04 
38-39 9b 1; pot-hook Ns; star on breast (SCBIN 417) 1.39, 1.27 

IRELAND 

Dublin 
40 Edward I penny, Dolley type 67 1.22 

6 J.J. North, The  J.J.  North  Collection.  Edwardian  English  Silver  Coins 1279-1351 (=  SCBI  39) (Oxford,  1989). 
7 R.H.M. Dolley, 'The Irish Mints of  Edward I in the Light of  the Coin-Hoards from  Ireland and Great Britain', Proceedings  of  the 

Royal Irish  Academy,  vol 66, section C (1968), 235-97. 
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UNPUBLISHED SCOTTISH FRACTIONS FROM THE DAVID ROGERS 
COLLECTION 

N.M.McQ. HOLMES 
THE three coins described and illustrated here all belonged to the late D.J. de S. Rogers, whose 
tragic death in 1999 robbed him of  the opportunity of  publishing these items, which his eye for 
detail undoubtedly identified  as unusual and persuaded him to acquire.1 

The earliest of  the three is a very strange silver fraction  of  Alexander III (PI. 5, 8), belonging to 
the second recoinage of  1280 and displaying elements of  the inscriptions and designs peculiar to 
halfpennies  and farthings  - denominations which in this coinage are normally quite distinct. It 
may be described as follows: 

Obverse-. +ALEX [AND] 6RD0I [G] RA: crowned bust to left  with sceptre 
Reverse: R6X / [SGO] / TOR / VM [+]: single long cross; six-pointed mullet in each angle 
The legends are entirely correct for  a halfpenny,  therefore,  but all known halfpennies  of  this 

issue have two of  the angles of  the reverse cross blank and the others containing two mullets of 
five  or six points or one mullet and one star. A reverse with four  six-pointed mullets is the standard 
one for  farthings  of  the same coinage, but the legends for  this denomination read 
+ALQXAND6RR0X // SG / OT / OR / VM. 

In deciding whether this coin should be regarded as a halfpenny  or a farthing,  the most obvious 
clue ought to be provided by the weight. Since the theoretical weight of  Alexander Ill's pennies 
was 22.5 grains, and this coin weighs only 5.4 grains, it would seem on this basis almost 
certainly to be a farthing.  However, it should be noted that it has either been struck on an under-
sized flan  or else clipped, that a sizeable chip is missing, and that there is evidence of  con-
siderable wear. A method less susceptible to circumstances after  striking involves measuring the 
diameter of  the inner circle on this and other coins. The exterior diameter of  the inner circles on 
the new coin (i.e. including the thickness of  the circle itself)  is 9 mm on the obverse and 8.5 mm 
on the reverse. Ten halfpennies  and six farthings  of  Alexander III in the collections of  the 
National Museums of  Scotland were also measured, and the inner circle on the halfpennies 
invariably measured 9 mm on both sides. For the farthings  the figure  was 8 mm, except for  two 
reverses measuring 8.5 mm. On this basis the new coin seems more likely to have been a 
halfpenny. 

If  this were the case, it seems possible that the coin represents a very early issue, in which the 
reverse designs of  the penny, halfpenny  and farthing  were the same. A decision may then have 
been taken to remove two of  the mullets from  the reverse of  the halfpenny  in order to render this 
denomination more easily distinguishable from  the farthing.  It may be noted that there are also 
extremely rare farthings  with two of  the four  mullets apparently erased from  the die, and these 
may also have been produced during such an early, experimental period. 

A halfpenny  of  Robert II (1371-90) appears almost certain to be the first  recorded example from 
the mint of  Perth (PI. 5, 9). Unfortunately  the second half  of  the reverse legend has been partially 
obscured by abrasions, but what survives - VILL / AD6 / [ ] / [ ] h [ ] - leaves little scope for  an 
alternative interpretation. No known specimen of  a halfpenny  of  this reign from  either Edinburgh 
or Dundee displays this reading in the first  two sections, and the h is of  the same squat form, 
similar to an fl,  as appears on the Perth pennies. 

It is perhaps only to be expected that halfpennies  should have been struck for  Robert II at 
Perth, given that groats, half-groats  and pennies of  that mint are far  from  rare, and it may be 
regarded as surprising that no specimen has been recorded previously. Examples of  both 
pennies and halfpennies  from  Dundee, the groats and half-groats  from  which mint are much 

1 The writer is very grateful  to Paul and Bente Withers for  bringing these coins to his attention and allowing him to examine them. 
They have now been acquired by the National Museums of  Scotland. 
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scarcer than those from  Perth, are themselves extremely rare but have been known for  a great 
many years. (The halfpenny  in the NMS collections was acquired in 1921.) 

Also worth mentioning alongside the two preceding coins is an Edinburgh halfpenny  of  Robert 
III (1390-1406) (PI. 5,10). The coin belongs to the first  issue of  the heavy coinage, and is not in 
itself  of  any particular rarity, but it has one notable feature  in that the stops between the words in 
the obverse legend are in the form  of  three pellets arranged vertically. These also appear on some 
groats which have been identified  as among the earliest of  the facing-bust  coinage (Burns 288-90, 
nos 2-1)? This form  of  stop was not recorded by Burns on a halfpenny,  and only once on a penny 
- on two die-linked specimens with royal title on both sides (338, nos 7 and 7a) - and the writer is 
not aware of  any published specimen with this feature. 

TWO HOARDS FROM NORTH YORKSHIRE 
CRAIG BARCLAY 

Skipton Bridge, Thirsk 
BETWEEN February and May 1997 Messrs B.K. Wise and G. Fletcher recovered a hoard of  74 
coins while metal-detecting on farmland  near Skipton on Swale, North Yorkshire. The majority of 
the coins were recovered from  within an area measuring 1 0 X 6 feet. 

Upon examination, the hoard was found  to comprise three English groats, two English half-
groats, 68 English pennies, and a single Continental sterling.' All of  the English coins were found 
to have been struck between the reigns of  Edward I (1272-1307) and Richard II (1377-99), whilst 
the Continental sterling was struck in the name of  William I of  Namur & Meraude (1337-91). The 
total face  value of  the find  was Is.  Id. 

The 1997 find  represents the second group of  medieval coins to be found  at Skipton Bridge. The 
previous find  was made in July 1949 by Mr William Stanley Plant and comprised 383 coins with a 
face  value of  £2 2s. Id.,  the latest issues being five  coins of  Henry IV, struck shortly after  his 
accession in 1399.2 

The coins belonging to the 1997 find  were declared to be Treasure Trove at an inquest held in 
Richmond on 18 February 1998 and were subsequently returned to the finders. 

The contents of  the hoards may be summarised by reign as follows: 

1949 % 1997 % 
England Edward I—II 69 18.0 12 16.2 

Edward II or I I I 2 0.5 - -

Edward I I I 226 59.0 48 64.9 
Ed. I l l or Ric. I I 10 2.6 2 2.7 
Richard I I 56 14.6 11 14.9 
Henry IV 5 1.3 - -

Anglo-Gallic Edward I I I 1 0.3 - -

Ireland Edward I 2 0.5 - -

Scotland David I I 1 0.3 - -

Robert I I I 8 2.1 - -

Continental 'sterlings' 3 0.8 1 1.4 
TOTAL 383 74 

The weak tail-off  of  the 1949 hoard notwithstanding, the two parcels would accordingly appear 
at one level to be of  basically very similar composition. An examination of  the denominations rep-
resented, however, reveals a comparative under-representation of  high-value coins in the 1997 
find: 

2 E. Bums, The  Coinage  of  Scotland  (Edinburgh, 1887). 
1 The author is grateful  to Dr Barrie Cook for  his help and advice. 
2 G.K. Jenkins, 'The Skipton Treasure Trove', NC  1949, 253-7. 
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Groat 
Halfgroat 
Penny (inc.  foreign) 

1949 
number % of  face  value 

25 19.6% 
53 20.7% 

305 59.7% 

1997 
number % of  face  value 

3 14.1% 
2 4.7% 

69 81.2% 
The finders  reported that no trace of  any container was observed in association with the 

coins, but this may merely indicate that they were originally placed in a container made of  an 
organic material which has since perished. 

On the basis of  local anecdotal evidence, it would appear likely that the 1949 and 1997 parcels 
were recovered from  within the same field.  The similar compositions of  the two groups of  coins 
suggest that both were placed in the ground c. 1399-1405. 

CATALOGUE 
Edward I-II (12) 

Pence Weight  (g) 
Bury St  Edmunds 
Class 10cf5 (a2) 1.05 

Canterbury 
Class 3d ' 1.00 
Class 4a2 1.31 
Class 4b 1.07 
Class l i b 1.06 
London 
Class 2a 1.02 
Class 9b 1 1.02 
Class 10ab2 1.10 
Class lOcfl 0.97; 1.09 
Class 10cf2 1.30 
Class 15b 0.89 

Edward III (48) 
Groats 
London Pre-Treaty C N.1147 4.54 
Pre-Treaty G N.1196 4.49 

York  (Royal) 
Pre-Treaty E N.1164 4.43 

Halfgroats 
London Pre-Treaty C N.1148 2.13; 2.22 

Pence 
Durham 
Pre-Treaty C N.1150 1.13 
Pre Treaty C N.1150 1.13 
Pre-Treaty E N.1170 1.03 
Pre-Treaty G (a) N.1215 0.98 
Pre-Treaty G (b) N.1216 1.00 
Pre-Treaty G var. N. p.54 annulets on shoulders 1.09; 1.04 
Post-Treaty N.1297 annulet on breast 1.12 
Post-treaty N . - DVN [OLM] 1.04 

London 
Florin Coinage C N.1119 Lombardic ns on reverse 1.23 
Pre-Treaty A N.1136 0.98 
Pre-Treaty C N.1149 0.90; 1.02 
Pre-Treaty D N.1156 0.86 
Treaty (k) N.1265 annulet after  DOP1 1.10 
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Pence 
York  (Royal) 
Pre-Treaty D 
York  (Archiepiscopal) 
Pre-Treaty E 
Pre-Treaty G 

Pre-Treaty G (?) 
Treaty 

Post-Treaty 

unc. 4th Coinage 

N.1157 

N.1169 
N.1211/2 
N.1210-14 
N . -
N.I 268 

N.1293 
N.1295 

N.1295 
N.1295 

N . -

TA.S 

saltire stops, annulet(?) on breast 
cross on breast 

nothing on breast 
uncertain decoration on breast 

Weight  (g) 
0.99 

1.13 
1.03; 1.14 
1.10; 1.16 
1.07 
1.10; 1.12; 
1.10 
1.12; 1.11 
1.10; 0.93; 
0.93; 1.13; 
1.07 
1.10 
1.09; 
1.11; 
1.03 
Weight  (g) 
1.05; 1.06 
0.98; 0.90 
1.10 

1.12; 
1.08; 

Edward III/ Richard II (2) 
Pence 
York  (Archiepiscopal) 
unc. issue N. - 1.11; 1.13 

Richard II (11) 
Pence 
York  (Archiepiscopal) Type la N. 1329a lis on breast 0.93; 

1.02 
1.15; 

N. 1329a cross on breast 1.02; 0.86 
N. 1329a nothing on breast 1.10 
N. 1329a uncertain decoration on breast 0.98; 

1.04 
1.10; 

Local dies, Group A N. 1330a uncertain decoration on breast 0.92; 1.10 

Continental (1) 
Sterling 
Namur  & Meraude 
William I Mayhew 361 nAfTV VRC/Ens/IS+ 0.95 

A Seventeenth-Century Clippings Hoard from  Bainbridge 
On 2 September 1998 Messrs Tony Lambert and Tim Peacock discovered a small hoard of  nine sil-
ver coins while rebuilding a wall at Carpley Green Farm, near Bainbridge, North Yorkshire. On the 
following  day James Hodgson recovered a parcel of  64 coin clippings from  the same spot; he stated 
that they had 'all been enmeshed as if  they had been in a container of  sorts'. Mr Hodgson arranged 
for  the coins and clippings to be taken to the Dales Countryside Museum for  safekeeping,  from 
where they were subsequently transferred  to the Yorkshire Museum for  more detailed study. 

Upon examination the coins and clippings were all found  to be English silver issues of  Tudor or 
Stuart date. All of  the coins were extremely heavily clipped, the latest piece represented being a 
hammered halfcrown  of  Charles II (North  2761), struck c. 1660-62. The clippings were also gen-
erally substantial, in many cases incorporating the whole of  the legend. None of  the clippings 
present could be definitely  associated with any of  the coins retrieved. 

Whilst the phenomenon of  clipping was endemic in the north throughout much of  the seven-
teenth century, it is unusual to encounter coins displaying such an extreme degree of  mutilation. It 
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is accordingly probable that the Bainbridge clippers were at work during the 1696 Recoinage, at 
which time even the most severely trimmed coins could be redeemed for  their full  face  value. 

The coins and clippings were found  to be Treasure at an Inquest held in Richmond on 
11 November 1998, and were subsequently acquired by the Dales Countryside Museum. 

CATALOGUE 
COINS 

James I (1) 
Denomination Issue  Initial  Mark  Weight  (g) 
Shilling First Coinage - 3.46 

Charles I (7) 
Halfcrown 
Halfcrown 
Halfcrown 
Halfcrown 
Halfcrown 

Halfcrown 

CLIPPINGS 

Sixpence 

Shilling 
Shilling 
Shilling 
Shilling 
Shilling 
Sixpence 
Sixpence 
Sixpence 
Sixpence 

Sixpence 
Sixpence 
Sixpence 
Sixpence 
Sixpence 

Sixpence 

Group III, Type 4 
Group III, Type 4 
Group IV 
Group V 
Group I I I -V 

North  2761 

Fine issue 

1st Issue 
3rd Issue 
3rd Issue 
3rd Issue 
3rd Issue 
2nd Issue 
2nd Issue 
2nd Issue 
2nd Issue 

3rd Issue 
3rd Issue 
3rd Issue 
3rd Issue 
3rd Issue 

uncertain issue 

Charles II (1) 

Edward VI (1) 

Elizabeth I (35) 
A 
tun 
1 
coronet 
castle 
ermine 

crescent 
hand 
tun 
woolpack 

10.42 
9.49; 9.17; 8.30 
9.02 
10.04 
7.87 

12.12 

0.23 

1.69; 1.10 
1.56; 0.39 
0.50 
1.36 
0.90; 0.56 
0.90; 0.84 
0.30 
1.06 
1.06; 0.96; 0.90; 
0.89; 0.78; 0.75; 
0.28 
0.73 
1.00 
0.97 
0.82 
0.78; 0.62; 0.59; 
0.48; 0.46; 0.45; 
0.42 
0.95; 0.78; 0.69; 
0.40; 0.37 

James I (5) 
Shilling 2nd/ 3rd Coinage - 1.64; 0.93; 0.44 
Sixpence 1st Coinage - 1.30 
Sixpence 2nd Coinage escallop 0.87 

Charles I, Tower (20) 
Halfcrown - triangle-in-circle 3.98 
Halfcrown - eye 1.85 
Halfcrown uncertain issue - 1.15; 0.58 
Shilling - triangle 1.42 
Shilling - triangle-in-circle 1.86 
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Denomination Issue 
Shilling 
Shilling Group A-B 
Shilling Group C or later 

Initial  Mark 
(P) 

2.40 
0.92 

Weight  (g) 

1.27; 1.09; 1.07; 
0.92; 0.65 

Sixpence 
Sixpence 
Sixpence 

anchor 
triangle 
eye 

0.93 
0.65 
1.00 

Sixpence uncertain issue 0.83; 0.80; 0.52; 
0.14 

Charles I, Provincial (2) 
Shilling 'Declaration' issue 1.69; 0.50 

Unidentified  (1) 
uncertain issue 0.25 

THE RICARDO INGOT: EXPERIMENTAL DIES IN THE ROYAL MINT COLLECTION 
KEVIN CLANCY 

T H E R E are in the Royal Mint collection two remarkable tools that each contain four  separate 
dies. On one is a set of  obverses, dated 1819, for  the sovereign, crown, half-crown  and shilling, 
and on the other a set of  reverses for  the same denominations (PI. 37). In appearance these com-
posite dies are unlike any other tools in the collection and Mint documents are silent on their 
purpose. They were not listed in a die catalogue of  the 1840s and, although we know that there 
was awareness of  them by the 1860s, W.J. Hocking perhaps felt  them to be such unusual or 
inexplicable items that he chose not to refer  to them in his catalogue in 1910. Once they had 
faded  out of  the living memory of  those few  who would have known why they were made their 
function  passed into the realm of  speculation. In his account of  the collection published in 1988 
Graham Dyer was not prepared to venture beyond referring  to them as a curious pair of  dies. If 
they were intended as an engineering experiment, it is not clear to what end, or if  a trial pro-
duced by one of  the engravers again the purpose remains opaque. The Mint engraver Benedetto 
Pistrucci was known for  his willingness to challenge existing practices and try out new ways of 
producing dies, but no evidence has ever been found  directly linking him to these particular 
tools. With the help, however, of  letters that have recently come to light in the Matthew Boulton 
Archive in Birmingham it is now possible to raise the veil of  mystery that has surrounded them 
for  so long and to indicate a legitimate and practical purpose.1 

The origin of  the composite dies is to be found  in 1819, a year important in British monetary 
history because a commitment was finally  made to return to a system of  cash payments. This 
meant the Bank of  England was to move towards redeeming more and more of  its notes in gold 
after  two decades of  restriction. In the debate over how the resumption should be effected  the 
political economist David Ricardo argued that to have large numbers of  gold coins in circula-
tion was a waste of  public money. He proposed that gold should be made available, but only in 
relatively large units, ideally in bullion rather than coin, and that the system of  cash payments 
that would operate would therefore  do so in a fairly  limited sphere, relieving the Bank of  the 
costly responsibility of  redeeming its lower denomination notes in sovereigns. In its full  elabo-
ration his plan would have made gold coins unnecessary, the note circulation being instead 

1 Royal Mint Library, Die Catalogue, 1845. PRO. Mint 3/15, Stock Account of  the Die Department, 1 January 1863, p. 11. W.J. 
Hocking, Catalogue  of  the Coins, Tokens,  Medals,  Dies, and Seals  in the Museum  of  the Royal Mint  (London, 1906-10), II. Dies, 
Medals  and Seals.  G.P. Dyer, 'A Living Collection: Numismatic Holdings of  the British Royal Mint', Coin World  Supplement, 
28 September 1988, p. 16. 
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Extract from Rennie's letter to Boulton, 24 December 1819, showing a sketch of the obverse ingot die, reproduced by 
kind permission of Birmingham City Archives. 

backed by gold in the form  of  bullion. He had rehearsed this plan as early as 1811, but it was 
not until 1819 that he found  a sympathetic and influential  body ready to support him. This body 
was the Lords Committee that had been charged with investigating the resumption of  cash pay-
ments. The Committee was persuaded by Ricardo and, after  a report had been laid before 
Parliament, legislation followed  which, by allowing gold to be obtained in the form  of  ingots of 
sixty ounces during a transitional period of  a few  years, enshrined the greater part of  Ricardo's 
ideas and was intended ultimately to establish Britain on the gold standard.2 Once available, the 
ingots themselves, although initially attracting a certain amount of  public attention, never 
proved very popular: only thirteen were sold out of  a production of  just over 2000.3 

The two composite dies took shape in the wake of  these developments as can now be demon-
strated from  letters written by George Rennie, Superintendent of  Machinery at the Mint. He 
explained on two separate occasions to his former  employer, Matthew Robinson Boulton, who 
ran the Soho works in Birmingham, that he had made a set of  dies for  the Ricardo ingot plan that 
would be used to strike a round ingot about three inches in diameter and close to an inch thick. 
Work on the tools was certainly underway by August 1819 and rather helpfully  he included in 
both letters rough sketches of  what was intended. Although only crude in outline, it is neverthe-
less possible to see the connection with the tools in the Mint collection, even to the extent of 
being able to judge by overall size and position which of  the individual impressions was intended 
to be the crown.4 

Both of  the composite tools that Rennie prepared consist of  four  dies set into an upper housing, 
fixed  in place with locking pins; to this upper section was added a base plate sunk with four 
screws that held the two parts together. The tools measure 104.90 mm in height and have an over-
all diameter of  54.25 mm. Hardness measurements for  them are relatively high which, together 
with damage to the reverse tool, suggests ingots were almost certainly struck. There is, however, 
no material or documentary evidence for  the survival of  a round Ricardo ingot. The reference  in 
the Mint Accessions Register from  the second half  of  the nineteenth century to impressions in tin 
having been taken from  the dies is unfortunately  not now supported by the items themselves; the 
impressions were listed in 1876-7, but precisely when they were made is not known. In an effort, 

2For an account of  Ricardo's ingot plan see J. Bonar, 'Ricardo's Ingot Plan, a centenary tribute', The  Economic Journal  (London), 
XXXIII. 131, September 1923, pp. 281-304. 59 Geo. III. cap. 49. 

3 P. Sraffa  (ed.). The  Works  and Correspondence  of  David Ricardo  (Cambridge, 1951-73), V, pp. 368-70. 
4 Matthew Boulton Papers (MBP) 332/127, George Rennie to Matthew Robinson Boulton, 19 August 1819 and MBP. 332/129, 

Rennie to Boulton, 24 December 1819. 
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however, to find  out what one of  these ingots would have looked like, gold plated impressions in 
resin were recently prepared by the Mint Engraving Department5 (PL 38). 

The individual dies are in no way different  from  the sovereigns, crowns, half-crowns  and 
shillings that were released into circulation; none of  the dies appears sufficiently  polished to 
have been obviously intended as a proof.  With production of  silver coins taking place in pretty 
well every month during 1819, ordinary coinage dies would have been available, and access to 
dies would also not have been a problem in relation to the sovereign. Production of  gold coins 
was underway from  the beginning of  August, and so again there would have been no need to 
make special provision for  the ingot dies. But even though we may be dealing with individual 
ordinary circulation tools the presence of  sovereign dies of  1819 in the composites is interesting 
because of  the extreme rarity of  sovereigns of  that year. Only six have so far  been recorded, a 
rarity born out of  an extremely limited production of  roughly 3,500 coins and an as yet not 
wholly stable currency system. Of  all the dies to have chosen for  the ingot tools those for  the 
sovereign of  1819 are therefore  at once the most conspicuous while at the same the most under-
standable given the nature of  the ingot plan.6 

With the emergence of  practical difficulties  in producing round ingots the idea was shelved, 
without much of  a struggle, in favour  of  the more conventional rectangular piece of  which some 
2000 were made. The Mint, therefore,  never went into production with the original Ricardo ingot.7 
And it is perhaps their limited active life  during the autumn of  1819 that has contributed to the 
anonymity of  the composite dies. Nevertheless, these tools of  once uncertain provenance and 
unexplained purpose can now be located in their proper place, not as the frivolous  sports of 
engravers or engineers, but as items of  genuine interest. They are an element in the story of 
Britain's move towards an operational gold standard; they represent an important part of  a very 
limited body of  surviving material evidence for  Ricardo's ingot plan; and, in short, rather than 
novelties we might now fairly  regard them as significant  items. 

AN UNUSUAL PAIR OF OBVERSE DIE-LINKED BRONZE PENNIES 
DATED 1860 AND 1861 

PAUL M. HOLLAND 

THIS note reports on the surprising find  of  a pair of  bronze pennies dated 1860 and 1861 that were 
struck from  the same obverse working die. Furthermore, the progression of  a distinctive obverse 
die crack seen on both coins makes it clear that the coin dated 1861 was struck^/-.?/1. 
This unusual numismatic observation has been confirmed  by a number of  leading experts, includ-
ing careful  examination of  these coins at the Royal Mint. 

The obverse of  these coins (Figures la and 2a, respectively) displays the L.C. Wyon signature 
below the truncation of  the bust and corresponds to Peck obverse type 3, Freeman obverse 4, 
and Gouby obverse G.1 The obverse also shows a symmetrically cut ribbon end, not distin-
guished in the Peck and Freeman die classifications,  a feature  which is very rare on 1861 dated 
pennies. That the two coins were struck from  the same obverse working die is clearly estab-
lished by a distinctive obverse die crack from  a border tooth to the 'E' of  REG, and an unusual 
and strongly misaligned (repunched) upper colon dot following  F:D, and flaws  at two other loca-
tions along the rim. Of  special numismatic interest is the observation that the die crack on the 
obverse of  the 1860 dated penny is more advanced than that on the 1861 coin, allowing it to be 
unambiguously determined that the coin dated 1861 was struck before  that dated 1860. Here, 

5 Royal Mint Library, Accessions Register, 1870-1901, p. 29, nos 3010-11. PRO. Mint 3/75. I should like to thank Robert 
Matthews of  the Mint Assay Department for  assisting in the examination of  the composite dies and Gordon Summers of  the Mint 
Engraving Department for  preparing the resin impressions. 

6 PRO. Mint 7/132, pp. 44-46. NCirc,  October 2000, p. 250. 
7 A more detailed examination of  the ingot plan will appear as a subsequent paper. 
1 C.W. Peck, English  Copper,  Tin  and Bronze Coins in the British Museum  1558-1958, 2nd edn (The Trustees of  the British 

Museum, London, 1970); M.J. Freeman, The  Bronze Coinage  of  Great Britain, 2nd edn (Barrie and Jenkins, London, 1985); 
M. Gouby, The  British Bronze Penny (Michael Coins, London, 1986). 
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Fig. 1. Bronze penny dated 1860 showing (a) obverse, (b) details of die crack, and (c) reverse. 

Fig. 2. Bronze penny dated 1861 showing (a) obverse, (£>) details of die crack, and (c) reverse. 

the die crack on the 1860 penny extends from  the border tooth past the bottom of  the E (Figure 
lb), while the die crack on the 1861 penny only reaches the top of  the E (Figure 2b). It seems 
that the obverse working die employed for  these coins was first  paired with the 1861 dated 
reverse, the reverse die was then removed from  the coining press and replaced with a new 1860 
dated reverse die. This interpretation is supported by the observation of  a reverse die crack 
extending from  the border upward toward the top of  the lighthouse on the 1861 penny reverse, 
and no signs of  any flaws  on the reverse of  the 1860 dated penny. The reverse on both coins 
(Figures lc and 2c, respectively) has the initials LCW below the shield, corresponding to Peck 
reverse type C*, Freeman D, and Gouby d. 

The observation of  this obverse die-linked pair of  pennies struck in reverse date order provides 
useful  insight into the somewhat random pairing of  obverse and reverse dies that must have 
occurred during the bronze recoinage of  1860-3. Coupled with many early design changes, this 
may help explain the existence of  numerous pairings of  different  die types that are so prized by 
specialist collectors today. It also provides important direct evidence that pennies dated 1860 
were in fact  struck in 1861, supporting previously published evidence in this Journal  of  a 'flexi-
ble dating policy' based on G.P. Dyer's careful  correlation of  mint production records with 'pyx' 
numbering on bronze pennies, halfpennies  and farthings  from  1860-8.2 As a result, it is clear that 
during this era the date on a coin does not necessarily correspond to the year it was struck. 

It might also be mentioned that the author has discovered a pair of  die-linked 1860 dated pen-
nies struck from  the same reverse working die. This reverse is distinguished by a blundered repair 
of  ONE, with the letter O doubled and an 'N over sideways N' (Gouby 1860K), and is of  the LCW 
below the shield type (Peck reverse C*, Freeman D, and Gouby d). The two different  obverse 
working dies used for  these coins are of  the same type, having L.C. Wyon on the truncation of  the 
bust and correspond to Peck obverse type 2*, Freeman obverse 2, and Gouby obverse D. Of  spe-
cial numismatic interest, both penny obverses also show distinctive signs of  die repair with 
repunched lettering in the legend. The striking order can be determined from  a progression of  die 
cracks on the reverse, with the first  obverse having the letter R of  REG strongly doubled, and the 
second the letter A of  VICTORIA strongly doubled. That all three of  these linked dies show such 
features  suggests that the puncheons (or hubs) used for  producing working dies often  had dam-

2 G.P. Dyer, 'Numbered Strikings ofVictorian  Bronze Coins, 1860-68', BNJ 52 (1982). 234-40. 
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aged or missing portions of  letters. This would require that individual letters (or numerals) be 
hand punched onto individual working dies, and can account for  the frequently  observed doubling 
of  individual letters (or numerals) and the occasional 'blundered' legends or dates that occur on 
coins of  this period.3 

Finally, the two different  examples of  die-linked pennies reported here demonstrate that dies 
were not always changed out in pairs. This would suggest that other die-linked bronze coins are 
likely to exist. Such additional finds  could provide useful  numismatic insight into an interesting 
era where mint records are sparse. However, because of  the large number of  dies employed during 
the recoinage of  1860-3, discovery of  additional examples is likely to present a significant  chal-
lenge for  the collector. 

3 P.P. Gaspar, 'The 1821 BBITANNIAR: Sixpence and the Need for  Re-examination of  19th Century Blundered Die Varieties', 
Ncirc  1978, 358-61. 
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Spalding, near, Lincolnshire, 53 
Stapleford,  Cambridgeshire, 16 
Stowmarket, near, Suffolk,  57 
Surrey, 96 
Swelling, near Saxmundham, Suffolk,  41 
Swineshead, Lincolnshire, 101 
Sywell, Northamptonshire,  31 
Tan worth in Arden, Warwickshire, 112 
Thurnham, near, Kent, 94 
Tolleshunt Major, Essex, 111 
Ufton, Warwickshire, 109 
Uncertain findspot, 68, 81, 89, 98 
Upper Beeding, West Sussex, 64 
Vale of Berkeley, Gloucestershire, 59 
Warmington, Northamptonshire,  84 
Wicken, near, Cambridgeshire, 48 
Whitstable, Kent, 13, 20 
Woodnesborough, Kent, 19 
Worlington, Suffolk,  110 
Wormley, Essex, 4 
Worth, Kent, 21 
Wotton, Norfolk,  50 
York, near, Yorkshire, 72 
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Celtic  Coins 
Note: as in previous years, large numbers of Celtic coins 
were again reported during 2001. The list that follows is 
therefore  selective, concentrating on the publication and 
discussion of rare and new types. 

1. Ebusus, bronze unit (CCI 01.1799). 
Weight: 2.8 g. 
Minster in Thanet, Kent. M/d find. 

Five examples of this second century B C type (L. 
Villaronga, Corpus Nummum  Hispaniae  ante Augusti 
aetatem  (1994), p. 93, no. 22) are now recorded from 
eastern Kent. 

D.J.H. 

2. Armorica, plated half-stater,  cf. LT XX 6931, 6950 
(CCI 01.1567). 
Obv. head r. 
Rev. horse r., cauldron below, uncertain decoration (bird, 
or charioteer?) above. 
Weight: 2.33 g. 
Goring, Oxfordshire.  M/d find. 

This coin clearly belongs to the early phase of coinage 
from Normandy which features  a cauldron beneath the 
horse and either a bird (LT XX  6950) or a more familiar 
charioteer (LT XX 6931) above. The coinage is rare in 
Gaul (R de Jersey, Coinage  in Iron  Age Annorica (1994), 
pp. 46-7) and this appears to be the first  recorded exam-
ple from Britain. 

P. de J. 

3. Uncertain attribution, stater core (CCI 01.0623). 
Obv. horse 1., two-pronged motif above, uncertain objects 
around. 
Rev. horse r., uncertain motif and three rings above, ring 
in front  and below. 
Weight: 4.55 g. 
Chichester, West Sussex. 

Found by Mr Karl Linale while digging in the back 
garden of his house. This bronze core (there are a few 
flecks of gold intact on the reverse) has defied all 
attempts at identification. The presence of a horse on 
both sides is unusual, particularly on a stater. Its origins 
are perhaps more likely to lie in Belgica than in southern 
Britain. 

P. del . 

4. Gallo-Belgic, stater, class C, Scheers series 9, VA 42 ff. 
(CCI 01.1725). 
Weight: 6.60 g. 
Wormley, Essex. M/d find. 

P. de J. 

5. 'Ambiani', bronze unit, Scheers series 90c (CCI 
01.1776). 
Weight: 3.1 g. 
Folkestone, Kent. M/d find. 

D.J.H. 

6. 'Ambiani', bronze unit of NEREI MUTINUS, Scheers 
series 79 (CCI 01.1846). 
Obv. [N]EREI [MUTINUS] 
Weight: 2.2 g. 
Minster in Thanet, Kent. M/d find. 

The inscription clearly reads [N]EREI, not NIREI as usu-
ally given (see for  example J.-B. Colbert de Beaulieu and 
B. Fischer, Recueil des inscriptions gauloises IV.  Les 
legendes  monetaires (1998), no. 213). 

D.J.H. 

7. British, stater, class LZ3, VA 1507, BMCIA  347 (CCI 
01.1856). 
Weight: 5.5 g. 
Goodnestone, Kent. M/d find. 

D.J.H. 

8. British, silver unit, class LX19, VA 1611, BMCIA  388 
(CCI 01.1755). 
Weight: 0.83 g. 
Petham, Kent. M/d find. 

A Kentish origin seems certain for  this type, which has 
traditionally been classed as a north Thames issue. 

D.J.H. 

9. British, silver unit, new type (CCI 01.1621). 
Obv. Head r., pellets for  lips, six or more thick crescents 
for  hair. 
Rev. Horse r., disconnected straight legs, crudely repre-
sented lyre between the front  and back legs. 
Weight: 1.08 g. 
Pitt, Hampshire. M/d find. 

An uncertainly attributed southern British type, drawing 
on Armorican coinage for  inspiration, and best known from 
the Hayling Island temple site, from which four  examples 
are recorded (D. Briggs et al., BNJ  62 (1992), nos 36-9). 

P. de J. 

10. British, silver half-unit, class LX14, VA 474, BMCIA 
393 (CCI 01.0411). 
Weight: 0.4 g. 
Hitchin, Hertfordshire.  M/d find. 

P. de J. 

11. 'Cantii', cast bronze unit, cf. VA 1418 (CCI 01.1765). 
Rev. M[A] 
Weight: 3.99 g. 
Canterbury, near, Kent. 

D.J.H. 

12. 'Cantii', bronze unit, class LY6, VA 154-1, BMCIA 
2480 (CCI 01.1754). 
Weight: 2.39 g. 
Petham, Kent. M/d find. 

D.J.H. 

13. 'Cantii', quarter stater of Vosenos, VA 185, BMCIA 
2514 (CCI 01.1779). 
Rev. VOSII 
Weight: 1.3 g. 
Whitstable, Kent. M/d find. 

D.J.H. 

14. 'Atrebates', silver unit of Eppillus, VA 441, BMCIA 
1132 (CCI 01.1880). 
Obv. EPPIL 
Rev. EPPILL 
Weight: 0.8 g. 
Hollingbourne, Kent. M/d find. 

D.J.H. 
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15. 'Trinovantes' and 'Catuvellauni', silver unit, BMC1A 
381 (CCI 01.1709). 
Weight: not available. 
Ludford,  Lincolnshire. M/d find. 

P. de J. 

16. 'Trinovantes' and 'Catuvellauni', silver half-unit, 
BMCIA  392 (CCI 01.1553). 
Weight: 0.49 g. 
Stapleford,  Cambridgeshire. M/d find. 

M.A. 

17. 'Trinovantes' and 'Catuvellauni', stater of 
Dubnovellaunos, VA 1655-9, BMCIA  2426 (CCI 
01.0548). 
Rev. [DVBJNOVIILLA 
Weight: 5.45g. 
Kelvedon, Essex. M/d find. 

P.R.S. 

18. 'Trinovantes' and 'Catuvellauni', silver unit perhaps 
of Tasciovanos, new type (CCI 01.1495). 
Obv. Upturned crescent containing beaded lines above a 
pellet in ring; star above, ring, two pellets and single pel-
let arranged symmetrically each side of star; plain exer-
gual line below, with uncertain lettering, perhaps 
including an A. 
Rev. Horse r., crescent above, star in ring in front;  A-like 
motif below. 
Weight: not available. 
South Essex. M/d find. 

The style of the horse is extremely close to one of the 
quarter staters of Tasciovanos (VA 1692, BMCIA  1641), 
and an attribution either to Tasciovanos or one of his asso-
ciates - perhaps Andoco - seems probable. The inscrip-
tion on the obverse is frustratingly  unclear: the first 
'letter' does not appear to be a simple T, which would fit 
well with the following A, but might perhaps be a decora-
tive motif rather than a letter. The overall style of the 
obverse is more or less unparalleled in the north Thames 
coinage, but it does echo the silver unit of Eppillus (VA 
415) with R.EX CALLE above and below a large crescent; it 
is by no means impossible that the coin of Eppillus served 
as a model for  the obverse of this type. 

P. de J. 

19. 'Trinovantes' and 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Sego, 
VA 1851, BMCIA  1684 (CCI 01.1887). 
Obv. SEGO 
Weight: 1.2 g. 
Woodnesborough, Kent. M/d find. 

D.J.H. 

20. 'Trinovantes' and 'Catuvellauni', quarter stater of 
Cunobelin, VA 2038 (CCI 01.1778). 
Obv. CAM[V] 
Rev. CVN 
Weight: 1.2g. 
Whitstable, Kent. M/d find. 

D.J.H. 

21. 'Trinovantes' and 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of 
Cunobelin, VA 1973-3, BMCIA  1943 (CCI 01.1852). 
Obv. CAM 

Rev. CVN 
Weight: 3.5 g. 
Worth, Kent. M/d find. 

D.J.H. 

22. 'Corieltauvi', plated stater, class B, VA 800, cf. 
BMCIA  184 (CCI 01.1678). 
Weight: not available. 
Ludford,  Lincolnshire. M/d find. 

P. de J. 

23. 'Corieltauvi', stater, class D, VA 805-11, BMCIA  208 
(CCI 01.0980). 
Weight: 6.02 g. 
Market Rasen, near, Lincolnshire. M/d find. Information 
from Mr E.W. Danson. 

P. de J. 

24. 'Corieltauvi', plated stater of IISVPRASV, VA 
920-3, BMCIA  3270 (CCI 01.0981). 
Rev. 11SVP [R]ASV 
Weight: 3.80 g. 
Sleaford,  near, Lincolnshire. M/d find. Information  from 
Mr E.W. Danson. 

P. de J. 

25. 'Iceni', silver unit, early face/horse  Ca, VA 665, 
BMCIA  3536 (CCI 01.0286). 
Weight: 0.9 g. 
Fordham, Cambridgeshire. M/d find. 

Previously known only by the two specimens in the 
British Museum (BMCIA  3536-7). Although not in good 
condition, this example shows further  details of the area in 
front  of the face: a line descending roughly parallel to the 
nose curves outwards to enclose a pellet rosette, and 
another curved line extends from the mouth. There is fur-
ther decoration above the line from the mouth, but it 
remains largely unclear. 

P. de J. 

26. Tceni', silver half-unit, VA 736, BMCIA  4216 (CCI 
01.0388). 
Rev. ECE[N] 
Weight: 0.3 g. 
Ipswich, near, Suffolk.  M/d find. 

P. de J. 

27. Tceni', plated silver half-unit (CCI 01.0399). 
Weight: 0.6 g. 
Soham, Cambridgeshire. M/d find. 

Closest in style to the ANTED half-unit (VA 720), but 
apparently lacking any inscription on the reverse. 

P. de J. 

Greek  Coins 
28. Zeugitana, third century BC, Sear 6526. 
Obv. Head of Tanit 1. 
Rev. Horse's head r., 'o' in field r. 
Weight 4.89 g. Die axis 100°. 
Fishbourne, near site of Roman palace, West Sussex. 
Found during the excavations of 1983, 1985-6. A common 
coin type but of course an exotic find to have come from a 
British site. A find of four  Punic coins have been recorded 
from a site in NE Kent (cf. Sear 6444) Coin Register 1991 
(BNJ  61) nos 88-90 and 1992 (BNJ  62) no. 208 "̂ 
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Info, via D. Rudling of UCL Field Archaeology Unit. 
See also Excavations at Fishbourne  1994-9, J. Manly, D. 
Rudkin (forthcoming). 

R.A.A. 

Roman Coins 
29. Republican quinarius, 101 BC or later. (Crawford  326 
etc., moneyer uncertain). 
Obv. Laur. head of Jupiter r. 
Rev. Victory crowning trophy (details uncertain). 
Weight 1.49 g. Die axis 180°. 
Fishbourne, near site of Roman palace, West Sussex. 
Found during the excavations of 1983, 1985-6 [SF 
no. not supplied], A rare coin type reprising the Victoriate 
design. Denomination is rare for  Britain. 

Info, via D. Rudling of UCL Field Archaeology Unit. 
See also Excavations at Fishbourne  1994-9, J. Manly, D. 
Rudkin (forthcoming). 

R.A.A. 

30. Republican serrated  denarius,  83-83 BC, Crawford  364. 
Obv. Head of Jupiter r., S ' C behind. 
Rev. Victory in quadriga r., Q ANTO BAL B P R in ex. 
Control letter uncertain (monogrammatic ANT and AL). 
Weight 3.37 g. Die axis 200°. 
Harlow, near, Essex. M/d find by K. Stimpson. 

R.A.A. 

31. Republican denarius  (? plated), 43-42 BC, Crawford 
502/2. 
Obv. Hd. of Libertas, before L SEST1 upwards, behind PRO 
Q downwards. 
Rev. Tripod, on 1. axe, on r. simplum, around Q CAEPIO 
BRVTVS PRO COS. 
Weight 2.15 g. Die axis 0°. 
Sywell, Northamptonshire.  ?M/d find (finder not 
recorded). Info via W.R.G. Moore Northampton Museum. 

R.A.A. 

32. Barbarous denarius,  (c.late 1st -early 2nd century AD). 
Obv. Abstract head 1. 
Rev. Abstract horseman r. 
Weight 3.30 g. Die-axis 90°. 
Northern Ireland. 

An interesting copy of a Republican denarius  in highly 
'Celtic' style. The head is beyond recognition while the 
single horseman could be an adaption from either one of 
the Dioscuri or a Victory-in-chariot.  Single horseman 
designs were of course also available and had inspired 
some late British Iron Age coin types. It is said to have 
been found in Northern Ireland and, i f a local production, 
would therefore  have most likely been copied from a pro-
totype after  the Agricolan campaigns brought the Empire 
closer by and facilitated the contacts mentioned by Tacitus 
(.Agricola  24). The last such Republican denarii  disappear 
from the Romano-British circulation by the first  third of 
the second century. Info via H. Geake of the Portable 
Antiquities Scheme (finds liaison officer  for  Suffolk) 
[www.finds,  org.uk], 

R.A.A. 

33. 'Claudius' plated denarius,  c.50s- 60s AD. 
Obv. [Tl CLAVDIUS] CAESAR AVG P M TR P[ ... ]. Head of 
Claudius laur. r. 

Rev. NERO CLAVD CAES DRVfSVS GERM] PRINC IVVENT. 
Bust of Nero dr. 1., head bare. 
Weight 2.18 g. Die axis 180°. 
Fishbourne, near site of Roman palace, West Sussex. 
Found during the excavations of 1983, 1985-6. 

Variation of a rare coin type of AD 50-4 (cf.  RIC  83) 
that quickly disappeared after  Nero's debasement of the 
silver in AD 64 and thus good evidence of early Roman 
occupation in Britain. 

Info, via D. Rudling of UCL Field Archaeology Unit. 
See also Excavations at Fishbourne  1994-9, J. Manly, D. 
Rudkin (forthcoming). 

R.A.A. 

34. Barbarous ?'Antonine' as, ?late second or third cen-
tury. 
Obv. Crude head with ?long beard and bushy hair. 
Rev. Standing figure,  S C in field. 
Weight 6.03 g. Die axis 180°. 
Bassingbourne, Cambridgeshire. M/d find by David 
Stuckey. 

Unusually, the head appears to suggest a prototype of 
the time of Marcus Aurelius or his dynasty rather than the 
familiar  Claudian copies. Now B M 2001 5-6 1 (gift of 
finder). 

R.A.A. 

35. Valerian I (AD 253-60), base silver radiate, mint of 
Viminacium, cf.  RIC  89-90. 
Obv. IMP [C P] LIC VA[LE]RIANVS AVG, radiate and 
draped bust r. 
Rev. FIDES MILI[T]VM, Fides with two standards. 
Weight: 2.04 g (pierced twice). Die axis 0°. 
Quy, near, Cambridgeshire (findspot recorded confiden-
tially). M/d find, 2001. Found by Alan Litschel. Acquired 
by Fitzwilliam Museum. 

The double piercings were probably made in the early 
Anglo-Saxon period so that the coin might be sewn onto a 
garment. It is probably from a cemetery site as an early 
Anglo-Saxon brooch is said to have been found 40 metres 
away. [2001.0956] 

M.A.S.B. / M.A. 

36. Postumus, sestertius,  (260-9) cf. RIC  123 etc. 
Obv. Illegible (laureate bust, left). 
Rev. Illegible (fides militum standing between two stan-
dards). 
Weight 8.60 g. Die-axis 180° 
St Margarets at Cliffe  CP, Dover, Kent. M/d find by Gavin 
Pettet. 

M.L. 

37. Carausius (287-96), laureate silver 'denarius1,  RIC 
571 (includes the reading 'RVMANO'), Shiel - . 
Obv. IMP CARAVSIVS [P F] AVG. (laur. dr. cuir. bust). 
Rev. RENOVAT RVMAN[ ... ] /RSR in ex. (She-wolf suck-
ling twins Romulus and Remus). 
Weight 2.78 g. Die-axis 180°. 
Orston, Nottinghamshire. Metal detected by M r M . 
Meats, 2001. 

Shiel's catalogue lists the silver 'denarii'  of Carausius 
known up to 1977 (more have been discovered since). He 
lists about 150 coins in all, with many obverse and reverse 
varieties. The wolf and twins reverse is the most common 

http://www.finds
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one, but although none read RVMAN (it should read 
ROMAN for  Romanorum) such mistakes are quite common. 

R.B. 

38. Carausius (287-96), radiate (?irregular),  RIC  - . 
Obv. [ ... ] VS PF AVG, bust of Carausius, dr., r. 
Rev. Panther walking 1., on exergural line. Blundered leg-
end above and below. 
Weight 3.79 g. Die axis 300°. 
Broom Bungalows, Sutton, near Dover, Kent. Excavated 
1/7/2001 by Dover Archaeological Group. 

Possibly an uncatalogued RSR type (info via Chris 
Bailey). 

D.J.H. 

39. Nummus  copy ('barbarous'), 350s. 
Obv. (No legend). Crude dr. bust r. 
Rev. (No legend). Christogram, traces of mint-mark in ex. 
Weight 1.53g m. Diam. 11 mm. 
Essex. Found 29/11/2000. 

Initially thought to be Anglo-Saxon, it appears to be an 
unusual copy of 'SALUS DD NN AVG ET CAES' issues of 
Magnentius. 

P.J.W. 

40. 'Julian' siliqua copy, later fourth  century. 
Obv. ILCL1VLIT-SPER.PAVG Bust, beardless with diad., dr., 
cuir., r. 
Rev. VOTS / XXXX / INVLTIS / XXX ('S's recumbent) in 
wreath, LVG in ex. 
Weight 1.50 g. Die axis 0°. 
Broom Bungalows, Sutton, near Dover, Kent. Excavated 
11/11/2001 by Dover Archaeological Group (coin ref.  BB-
01-MSF 162). 

This coin is a blundered hybrid combining an obverse 
of Julian (cf.  RIC  VIII, Lyons 209) and a reverse of 
Constantius I I (cf.  RIC  VIII, Lyons 216). The obverse leg-
end with PERP AVG is only found on a light miliarensia of 
Julian (per RIC).  The reverse is a 'nomaP VOTA siliqua 
issue of Constantius II. The coin is clearly a forgery.  The 
coin was found on the base of a timber-framed  Roman 
building in a secure archaeological context; associated 
with an official  coin of Constans ( R I C  VIII , Trier 185) of 
347-8. There seems little reason, based on the site coin 
evidence, for  accepting occupation much after  375 
(although the ceramic finds are yet to be processed, noth-
ing which can be certainly dated to the very end of the 
Roman period has been noted). I would prefer  a near-con-
temporary date in the early 360s for  its production rather 
than towards the end of the century. Another factor  to be 
considered is that it shows none of the clipping so preva-
lent on coins circulating at the very end of Roman Britain. 

D.J.H. 

41. Arcadius (383-408), siliqua. 
Details regarding the coin could not be recorded as it was 
only briefly  seen at a detector club meeting. 
Weight etc. not recorded. 
Swefiing, near Saxmundham, Suffolk. 

The finder noted that fragments  of two other siliquae 
were found at the same findspot. While these latter coin 
fragments  were not seen it is worth noting that this small 
group represents another late Roman/sub-Roman siliqua 
deposit. Such siliquae deposits are becoming increasingly 
common in Suffolk  (e.g. Burgate, 'near Eye,' Stonham 

Parva, Worlington) but this findspot is unusually close to 
the coastal zone where late Roman coin finds are rela-
tively rare. (Not illustrated). 

J.N. 

42. Gold solidus  coin pendant, 5 th century, coin of 
Honorius (393-423), RIC  (X), 1287d. (402-6), mint of 
Ravenna. 
Obv. D N HONOR1VS P F AVG, bust diad., dr., r. 
Rev. VICTORIA AVGGG, R V//COMOB 
Weight (incl. frame and loop) 5.49 g. Die axis 180°. 

Reculver beach, Kent. Chance find by Mr Kingshott, 
early 1980s. Info, via Emma Young, Gabor Thomas and 
Angela Evans. 

R.A.A. 

Merovingian  Coins 
43. Gold tremissis, Belfort  ('immobilised Roman imita-
tions') cf. 5383 etc. 
Obv. Diad. and dr. bust r. Illiterate inscription. 
Rev. VICTANAAVOVTVIlVf  ] Victory holding cross and 
wreath. 
Weight 1.30 g. Die axis 180°. 
Cleethorpes Beach, Yorkshire. M/d find by Paul Collins. 

No precise catalogue match, which is not unusual for 
such a crude series (no modern standard typological cata-
logue has yet been written for  this series for  the period 
after  RIC X). 

R.A.A. 

44. Gold tremissis, Marsal (dep. Moselle), moneyer 
Landoaldus, Belfort  2416. 
Obv. MARSALLO VCO, diademed bust r. 
Rev. +LANDOALDO MON, Greek cross, with C to 1. and A 
to r., in circle of pellets. 
Weight: 1.24 g. 
Rochester, south of, Kent. M/d find, 2001. 
Information  from Paul Murawaski. [2001.0017] 

M.A. 

Early  Anglo-Saxon  Coins: 
Shillings 
45. Shilling ('thrymsa'), 'Constantine' or 'oath-taking' 
type, North 17, c.655-75. 
Obv. No legend. Bust r., pearl-diad. and dr., in front  a 
forearm  with large open hand, behind which is a cross. 
Rev. Traces of legend. A lyre-shaped object within a dou-
ble dotted J circle. 
Weight 1.28 g. Diam. 12 mm. 
Little Oakley, Essex. M/d find, early 1990s. 

P.J.W. 

46. Shilling ('thiymsa') 'Constantine' or 'oath-taking' 
type, S. 26, North 17, mid 7th century. 
Obv: no legend, diademed bust with drapery, forearm  and 
large open hand placed on a cross, facing right. 
Rev: IANOHMT 
Weight: 1.20 g Die axis 180° 
Same obverse die as British Museum Coddenham speci-
men, but different  reverse, and of paler gold. 
Norfolk.  M/d find shown at the British Museum on 
20 November 2001. 

G.W. / A.G. 
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47. Shilling ('thrymsa'), Pada type (Pa III), North 31, c. 
655-80. 
Obv. NCL VIILVC. Dr. bust r„ double pearl diad. 
Rev. [NOVI ] F FANVSPFAVG. Small cross with large cen-
tral boss superimposed on thin cross saltire, each limb ter-
minating in an annulet, all within a small dotted circle. 
Weight 1.18 g. Diam. 13 mm, pale gold. 
Little Oakley, Essex. M/d find, November 2000. 

P.J.W. 

Pennies (Sceattas) 
48. Early penny ('sceat'), Series E (Variety G2), North 
45, Continental, c.700-5. 
Obv. Porcupine curve with spines above and triangle 
beneath; three large pellets at point of triangle. 
Rev. Standard, with central pellet in annulet and two hori-
zontal lines above and two horizontal lines below. 
Weight: 1.14 g. 
Wicken, near, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, January 2001. 
Reported by Roy Whittaker. (Not illustrated). 

S.M. 

49. Early penny ('sceat'), Series E (Variety J), North 49, 
Continental, c.700-20 (plated imitation). 
Obv. Plumed bird, with cross pommee below neck. 
Rev. Standard, with central pellet in annulet and triple pel-
lets on either side, two horizontal lines above and two 
horizontal lines below. 
Weight: 1.06 g. 
Piddletrenthide parish, Dorset. M/d find, 2001. 

The silver plating is flaking off  of the reverse, showing 
the base metal core beneath. (Not illustrated). 

S.M. 

50. Early penny ('sceat'), Series E derivative, c.695-740. 
Cf. Metcalf 263/682. (Style similar to Beonna sceatta of 
moneyer Efe, ref.  N430). 
Obv. Porcupine curve as quilled serpent devouring pellet, 
central cross pommee. 
Rev. AESE divided by saltire crosses, central saltire; beaded 
inner and outer borders with chevrons between. 
Weight 1.1 g. Diam. 13 mm. (Illustrated by scan). 
Wotton, Norfolk.  M/d find, 2000 

A.A. 

51. Penny (sceatta),  Series F, Type 24a, Intermediate 
phase, c.700. 
Obv: Helmeted and diademed bust, right, with distinctive 
texture of pellets on head. 
Rev: AI VIO around a small cross and annulets. 
Weight: 1.11 g. Die axis 180°. 
East Oxfordshire.  M/d find shown at the British Museum 
on 13 December 2001. 

G.W./A.G. 

52. Penny (sceatta),  Secondary Series H, Type 48, North 
102. 
Obv: Interlace cross with four  'rosettes'. 
Rev.: Whorl of snakes. 
Weight: 0.69 g. 
East Oxfordshire.  M/d find shown at the British Museum 
on 13 December 2001. 

Variations on the design of the cross are not unusual: 
here, the arms of the cross narrow sharply to form trian-

gles, leaving a lozenge shape at the centre of the cross. As 
customary, there are five pellets in the cross, the central 
one being larger, and four  'rosettes' in the armpits. 

G.W./A.G. 

53. Early penny ('sceat'), Series J, type 36, Northumbria, 
c 710-25. 
Obv. Large featured,  crude, diad, bust r., with figure 8 
coiled snake, r. before;  beaded border. 
Rev. Distant eagle in landing posture above near eagle 
walking r., attacking serpent (?) before;  beaded border. 
Weight 0.9 g. Diam. 12 mm. (Illustrated by scan). 
Spalding, near, Lincolnshire. M/d find, 2001. 

A.A. 

54. Early penny ('sceat'), Series R, annulet cross, E. 
Anglia, c.710-60, EMC 2001.1070. Metcalf 510. Cf. 
CNG Triton V, lot 2428. 
Obv. Crude rad. bust r. NPA (?), before,  in runes (EPA?, 
SPI?), chevron behind, pyramidal neck joining curved 
exergural line, pellets in field. 
Rev. Annulet cross, small central pellet, pellet rosettes (?) 
in angles; double beaded border. 
Weight 1.0 g. Diam. 12 mm. (Illustrated by scan). 
Harston, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 28/10/2001. 

A.A. 

Stycas 
55. Eanred of Northumbria (c.810^t0), silver styca, 
Phase I, North 186, cf. CKN, nos 25-6, York, moneyer 
Cuthheard. 
Obv. +EANRED R, cross. 
Rev. +CVDHARD, cross. 
Weight: 0.78 g. 
North Newbold, East Yorkshire. M/d find, c.1993. 
Information  from Steve Critchley. [2001.0029] 

M.A.S.B./M.A. 

56. iEthelred I I of Northumbria, second reign (c.  844-8), 
styca. North 190, Pirie group Ci (cf. Pirie CKN,  nos 
994-1056), York, moneyer Eardwulf. 
Obv. +ED[ ] REX, pellet in circle. 
Rev. +EAR[ ], pellet in circle. 
Weight: 0.78 g. Die axis 0°. 
Grendon, Northamptonshire.  M/d find, September 2001. 
Found by Roy Turland. [2001.0886] 

M.A.S.B./M.A. 

Later Anglo-Saxon  Coins 
57. Cuthred of Kent (798-807), Portrait/Cross  and 
Wedges type. BLS Cd. 22, North 211, Canterbury, mon-
eyer Waerheard. 
Obv. +CV-E)RED REX/CANT 
Rev. +VERHEARD1 MONETA (HE ligated). 
Weight: 1.22 g. Die axis 0°. 
Stowmarket, near, Suffolk.  M/d find, September 2001. 
Found by Mark Frost. [2001.0980] 

M.A./M.A.S.B. 

58. Offa  of Mercia (757-96), Light issue, Blunt 9/48, 
North 262/291, Canterbury, moneyer Ealhraed. 
Obv. +0 / FF / AR / EX, cross fleury on saltire. 
Rev. +A / L / R / Ed, in Celtic cross with fleurs in angles. 
Weight: 1 29 g. Die axis 0°. 
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Peterborough area, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 
27 November 2001. Found by Michael Wordingham. 

This combination of types is not recorded by Blunt, but 
both designs were known for  the moneyer. [2001.1168] 

M.A.S.B. / A.G. 

59. Cynethryth of Mercia, Blunt 118 (same obv. die), 
moneyer Eoba. 
Obv. EOBA 
Rev. +CFNEdRFd REGINA 
Weight 1.18 g. 
Vale of Berkeley, Gloucestershire. M/d find by Mr L. 
Hobbs. 

N.J.M. 

60. Coenwulf of Mercia (796-821), Tribach type, BLS 
Cn. 19, North 342, London, moneyer Eanmund. 
Obv. +COENVVLF REX, M in centre. 
Rev. EAN / MV / ND, double tribach. 
Weight: 1.35 g. Die axis 180°. 
Broomfield,  Essex. Chance find on 19 June 2001 by John 
C.Wood. [2001.0537] 

Same dies as BMC  95. 
M.A./M.A.S.B. 

61. Coenwulf of Mercia (796-821), Cross and Quatrefoil 
type, BLS Cn. 32, North 350, Canterbury, moneyer 
Tidbeorht. 
Obv. +COENVVLF / REX M 
Rev. +TIDBERHT MONETA (HT and NE ligated). 
Weight: 1.26 g. Die axis 180°. 
Little Staughton, Bedfordshire.  M/d find, c.1993. Found 
by Clive Bottoms. [2001.0027] 

M.A./M.A.S.B. 

62. Eadwald of East Anglia (c.796-c.800), Three Line 
type. North 432, Ipswich?, moneyer Lul. 
Obv. REX / EADVA / LD 
Rev. + / L / V / L 
Weight: 0.67 g., chipped and worn. Die axis 0°. 
Northamptonshire. Found c. 1990-2001. 
Information from Robin Baker. 

Despite the uncertain appearance of this coin, it has 
been personally inspected at the Fitzwilliam Museum and 
is thought to be genuine. [2001.0564] 

M.A./M.A.S.B. 

63. Eadwald of East Anglia (c. 796-800), Circumscription 
Cross type, cf. North 433/1, Ipswich?, moneyer Eadnoth. 
Obv. +EADVALD RE (V and L inverted), cross and four  pel-
lets in beaded inner circle. 
Rev. E / AD / N / OD (N reversed), beaded long cross in 
quatrefoil  border. 
Weight: 1.30 g. 
Newark-on-Trent,  near, Nottinghamshire. M/d find, June 
2001. Information  from Paul Murawski. [2001.0150] 

M.A./M.A.S.B. 

64. ^thelstan I of East Anglia (c.825-c.845), Non-
Portrait  type. North -, moneyer Eadgar. 
Obv. +EMELSTAN REX (anti-clockwise and outwardly, let-
ters reversed), around a crossed omega. 
Rev. +EADGAR MN (outwardly, clockwise; M with three 
uprights). 

Weight not recorded. 
Upper Beeding, West Sussex. M/d find, 2001. 
Information  from Jim Lynas, recorded from an e-mail 
image. 

This combination of types (crossed-omega/cross)  was 
previously unknown for  King jEthelstan. A similar 
obverse with comparable lettering, but reading clockwise 
and outwardly, is found on a double obverse (BMA 
266-7; Pagan, BNJ  1982, pi. 1, 24). This suggests that the 
moneyer Eadgar was also responsible for  these coins. 
[2001.0902] 

M.A.S.B. 

65. Eadmund of East Anglia (855-69), North 462, 
Ipswich?, moneyer Twicga. 
Obv. +EADMVND REX AN, cross and omega. 
Rev. +TPICGA MON, cross and pellets. 
Weight: 1.21 g. Die axis 180°. 
Mildenhall, Suffolk.  M/d find, 2001. Information  from 
Alan Litschel. [2001.0957] 

M.A./M.A.S.B. 

66. Eadmund of East Anglia (855-69), North 462, 
Ipswich?, moneyer Twicga. 
Obv. +EADMVND REX AN, cross and omega. 
Rev. +TPICGA MON, cross and pellets. 
Weight: 1.30 g. Die axis 180°. 
Holme-next-the-Sea, Norfolk.  M/d find, November 2001. 
Found by Robert Greenham. [2001.1173] 

M.A./M.A.S.B. 

67. yEthelwulf of Wessex (839-58), Portrait/Cross 
Crosslets type, BMC  xi, North 610, Canterbury, moneyer 
Man. 
Obv. +E-BELVVLF REX 
Rev. +MANNA MONETA 
Weight: 1.21 g. 
Little Chesterford,  Essex (recorded on Suffolk  SMR). M/d 
find, 2000. [2001.0016] 

J.N./M.A. 

68. Alfred  (871-99), Third coinage, Two Line type, BMC 
xiv, Canterbury, moneyer Diarwald. 
Obv: + LFREDREXDO 
Rev. +DIAR/ALD 
Weight: 1.81 g. Die axis: 0°. 
Uncertain findspot. Shown at the British Museum on 
3 September 2001 by Mr Rick Coleman of Glendinings. 

G.W. / A.G. 

69. ^Ethelstan (924-39), Horizontal type, HPT1, Blunt 
370 var., North 668, Lincoln?, moneyer Ari. 
Obv. +AE-EJELSTAN REX 
Rev. ARE M / ONETA (N reversed), pellet above and trefoil 
below. 
Weight: 1.52 g. Die axis 0°. 
Ashwell, Hertfordshire.  M/d find, 20 February 2001. 
Found by Jason Baker. [2001.0018] 

Ari struck Lincoln-signed coins of Eadred, and HT1 
coins in NE I style of /Ethelstan and Edmund. In both of 
the latter reigns there are also coins in a different  style of 
lettering. This coin falls into that group. It is similar to 
SCBI  B M V 201 (of HTP1 type). 

M.A.S.B. 
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70. Penny of imitative type, tenth century, perhaps copy-
ing iEthelstan. 
Obv. +Lllt>ALD MO LONDEI (retrograde),  around small 
cross. 
Rev. E1EDO EDMO (retrograde)  in two lines, separated by 
three crosses; trefoils  above and below. 
Weight: 1.79 g (27.6 gr). Die-axis 90°. 
Monknash, Vale of Glamorgan. M/d find 
by David Williams, October 2001. 

From the same dies as Blunt ('The coinage of 
Athelstan', BNJ  42), Irregular  group, 'Two Line type', 
no. 450. There is no king's name. The coin could perhaps 
be regarded as a 'double reverse' imitation, copying a 
mint-signed Bust Crowned or Circumscription Cross coin, 
and a Horizontal Trefoil.  'Lifwald' apparently remains 
unrecorded as a moneyer on iEthelstan's regular coinage. 
The 'reverse' reading suggests that a moneyer's name 
such as jEthelwold or jEthe(l)red may have been intended. 
The weight of the coin, at over 27 grains, is high, but is 
matched in the irregular  series by Blunt 501b; several oth-
ers are over 25 grains. 

E.M.B. 

71. Edmund (939-946) or Eadred (946-955), Bust 
Crowned type, uncertain mint and moneyer (perhaps 
Manne of Norwich?). 
Obv. Bust crowned right. 
Rev. [ ]AN[N ], small cross pattee. 
Weight: 0.49g (large fragment,  pierced). 
Oxborough, Norfolk.  M/d find, 2001. Reported by Adi 
Popescu. 

Al l that can certainly said about this coin is that it is a 
Bust Crowned type of Edmund or Eadred (N 697, 698, 713, 
715). The closest parallels seem to be with coins for  Eadred 
by the moneyer Man (MANNE) of Norwich (see, for  exam-
ple, SCBI  9 - Ashmolean: 377, type N 715), but not enough 
of the coin survives for  this to be certain. (Not illustrated). 

S.M. 

72. Eadgar (959-75) reform  coinage, Reform Portrait, 
BMC  vi, North 752, London, moneyer ^ElfnoS. 
Obv: +EADGARREXANGLOR 
Rev: +/EFNO-BM-OLVND 
Weight: 1.18 g (somewhat corroded). Die axis 0°. 
York, near, Yorkshire. Shown at the British Museum on 
27 November 2001. 

G.W./A.G. 

73. jEthelred I I (978-1016), Long Cross type, BMC  iva, 
North 774, uncertain mint, moneyer Godric. 
Rev. +GODRIC ON [ ] 
Weight: 1.42 g, bent and clipped. Die axis 90°. 
Cambridge, near, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 2001. 
Information  from Alan Litchsel. 

The coin has been bent double in the Anglo-Saxon 
period, probably not for  testing the metal but for  some 
amuletic or votive purpose.1 [2001.0958] 

M.A.S.B. 

74. Cnut (1016-35), Quatrefoil  type, BMC  viii, North 
781, Lincoln, moneyer jEthelmjer. 
Obv. +CNVT REX ANGLORV 
Rev. +/E-E) / ELM / /ER M / O LN 
Weight: 0.79 g. 
Baston, Lincolnshire. M/d find, 1993. Found by Steve 
Critchley. 

Late Lincoln-style bust, consistent with light weight. 
[2001.0028] 

M.J.B./A.G. 

75. Cnut (1016-35), fragment,  Quatrefoil  type, BMC  viii, 
North 781, London, moneyer Eadweard, same dies as 
SCBI  14, 2358-9 and 30, 500. 
Obv. +C[NVT REX AN]GLORV 
Rev. [+EA / DPI / RE]D / LVN 
Weight: 0.77 g. Die axis 90°. 
Kilverstone, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 2001. Information 
from Norma Challonds, Cambridge Archaeological Unit. 
[2001.0499] 

M.A. 

76. Cnut (1016-35), Quatrefoil  type, BMC  viii, North 
781, York, moneyer Asgautr. 
Obv. +CNVT REX ANGLORV1 
Rev. +:0: / SGO / T M- / O EO 
Weight: 1.17 g. Die axis 270°. 
Horncastle, Lincolnshire. M/d find, 14 February 2001. 
Found by A. Wootton. [2001.0015] 

S.M./M.A. 

77. Cnut, penny, Quatrefoil  type, North 781, BMC  viii; 
Chester, moneyer Leofnoth. 
Obv. + CNVT REX ANGLORV-
Rev. +LE OFE NO-B ON LEI; the O of 'ON' and I of 'LEI' in 
cusps of cross-ends. 
Weight: 1.18 g (18.2 gr). Die-axis 0°. 
Bryn Maelgwyn, Llandudno, 1979. Reported to National 
Museums & Galleries of Wales in July 2001 by Mr Brian 
Jones. 

An addendum  to the Bryn Maelgwyn hoard, this coin 
came to light in 2000, apparently from the jacket worn by 
the original finder,  Mr J.S. Jones. See George C. Boon, 
Welsh  Hoards  1979-1981 (Cardiff,  1986), pp. 1-35; dif-
ferent  dies from the four  coins of Leofnoth, p. 24, 
nos. 126-9. The coin has been donated to Llandudno 
Museum. 

E.M.B. 

78. Cnut (1016-35), cut halfpenny. Pointed Helmet type, 
BMC  xiv, North 787, Norwich, moneyer Ragnulf. 
Obv. [ ]REX A[ ] 
Rev. +RIN[ ] R - D I 
Weight: 0.52 g. 
Badingham, Suffolk.  M/d find, May 2001. Found by Chris 
Talbot. [2001.0575] 

M.A. 

1 M.M. Archibald, 'Pecking and bending: the evidence of  British finds',  in K. Jonsson and B. Maimer (eds), Sigtuna  Papers 
(Stockholm. 1990), pp. 11-24, at p. 21; M. Blackburn and P. Woods, 'Coin Hoards 2001, no. IT,  NC  161 (2001), 352-3. 
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79. Cnut (1016-35), Short Cross type, BMC  xvi, North 
790, Lincoln, moneyer Godwine. 
Obv. +CNVT / RECX: 
Rev. +GODPINE ON UN. 
Weight: 0.92 g. 
Market Deeping, Lincolnshire. M/d find, 1997. Found by 
Steve Critchley. [2001.0032] 
Same dies as Mossop, pl. LI, 21. 

M.A./M.A.S.B. 

80. Cnut (1016-35), Short Cross type, BMC  xvi, North 
790, Stamford,  moneyer Leofwine. 
Obv. +CNVT / RECX " 
Rev. +LEOFPINE ON STA 
Weight: 1.01 g. 
Peterborough, near, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 1987. 
Found by Steve Critchley. [2001.0031] 

M.A. 

81. Harthacnut (1035-37, and sole king 1040-42), cut 
halfpenny, Arm and Sceptre type, BMC  ii, Hild.B, North 
811, Winchester, uncertain moneyer. 
Obv: CNU [E]CXA' 
Rev: + ONPINC (plus three dots). 
Weight: 0.54 g. Die axis 90°. 
Uncertain findspot. Shown at the British Museum on 
16 November 2001. 

G.W./A.G. 

82. Edward the Confessor  (1042-66), Radiate/Small 
Cross type, BMC  i, North 816, Ipswich, moneyer Bruning. 
Obv. +EDPR / D REX A: 
Rev. +BRVNN ON GIPESPI 
Weight: 0.92 g. 
Elmswell, Suffolk.  M/d find, by 2001. Found by Alan 
Wilbram. [2001.1066] 

H.G. /M.A. 

83. Edward the Confessor  (1042-66), Sovereign/Eagles 
type, BMC  ix, North 827, Cambridge, moneyer Eadward. 
Obv. EDPARD R ANGLO 
Rev. +EADPAR[ ]N GRANT 
Weight: 1.35 g. Die axis 180°. 
Hadstock, Essex. M/d find, by August 2001. Found by 
John Baker. [2001.1298] 

A coin brooch. Gilded on the reverse for  use as a 
brooch. See discussion of similar brooches by Gareth 
Williams elsewhere in this volume. 

M.A./M.A.S.B. 

84. Edward the Confessor  (1042-66), cut halfpenny, 
Hammer Cross type, BMC  xi, North 828, Lincoln, mon-
eyer Aslakr. 
Obv. +EDP[ ]RI 
Rev. +ASLA[ ]OLN 
Weight: 0.57 g. 
Warmington, Northamptonshire.  M/d find, c.l 989. 
Information  from Steve Critchley. [2001.0033] 

M.A. 

85. Edward the Confessor  (1042-66), Hammer Cross 
type. BMC  xi, North 828, Nottingham, moneyer Forni. 
Obv. +EADPAR / D REX 
Rev. +FORM ON SNOTINGEH 
Weight: 1.27 g. 

Peterborough, near, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 2000. 
Found by Steve Critchley. [200L0034] 

M.A. 

Post-Conquest  Coins: 
English  Coins 
86. William I (1066-87), cut farthing,  Two Sceptres type, 
BMC  iv, North 844, uncertain mint and moneyer. 
Obv. [  ]E RE[ ] 
Rev. [ ]RN ON[ ] 
Weight: 0.35 g. 
Hadstock, Essex. M/d find, December 2001. Found by 
John Barker. [2001.1299] 

Note distinctive obverse legend with error. 
M.A. 

87. William I (1066-87), Profile/Cross  and Trefoils  type, 
BMC  vii, North 847, London, moneyer Beorhtwine. 
Obv. +PILLELM REX 
Rev. +BRIHTPINE ON LVN 
Weight: 1.01 g. Die axis 270°. 
Fen Drayton. Cambridgeshire. M/d find. September 2001. 
Found by Wayne Davies. [2001.0885] 

M.A. 

88. William I (1066-87), cut halfpenny, PAXS type, BMC 
viii, North 848, uncertain mint and moneyer. 
Weight: 0.49 g. 
Freckenham, Suffolk.  M/d find, April 2001. Found by 
Mick King. [2001.0566] 

M.A. 

89. William I I (1087-1100), Cross in Quatrefoil  type, 
BMC  ii, North 852, Colchester, moneyer jElfsi. 
Obv: +PILLELMERE 
Rev: +IEFSIOCOLECES 
Weight: 1.36 g. Die axis 90°. 
Uncertain findspot. Shown at the British Museum on 
1 October 2001. 

G.W./A.G. 

90. William I I (1087-1100), cut farthing.  Cross in 
Quatrefoil  type, BMC  ii, North 852, uncertain mint and 
moneyer. 
Obv. [  ]ELM[ ] 
Rev. [ ]PIN[ ] 
Weight: 0.23 g. 
Peterborough, near, Cambridgeshire. Found by 2001. 
Information from Steve Critchley. [2001.0035] 

M.A. 

91. Henry I (1100-35), Star in Lozenge Fleury type, 
BMC  xiii, North 869, Cambridge, Algar Fresa. 
Obv. + HENRI CVS REX 
Rev. +ALGAR FRESA:ON:GRA 
Weight: 1.27 g. Die axis 270°. 
Fulbourn, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, August 2001. 
Information from Alan Fordham. Acquired by Fizwilliam 
Museum. [2001.0731] 

From the same obverse die as a coin in the 
Fitzwilliam Museum, ex Conte collection, which lacks 
the mint-signature. 

M.A. 
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92. Henry I (1100-35), Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury 
type, BMC  xv, North 871, London, uncertain moneyer. 
Rev. [ ]DENE[ ] 
Weight: 1.30 g, chipped. Die axis 270°. 
Congresbury, North Somerset. M/d find, 2000. Found by 
David Woodhouse. [2001.1026] 

M.A. 

93. Henry I (1100-35), cut halfpenny, Quadrilateral on 
Cross Fleury type, BMC  xv, North 871, London, moneyer 
Leofwine. 
Obv. [  ]S 
Rev. [  ]FPINE:ON[ ] 
Weight: 0.60 g. Die axis 90°. 
Congresbury, North Somerset. M/d find, 2001. Found by 
David Woodhouse. [2001.1027] 

M.A. 

94. Stephen (1135-54), Cross Moline type, BMC  i, North 
873, Canterbury, moneyer Willelm. 
Obv. [  ]E: 
Rev. [  ]EM:ON:CA[ ] 
Weight: 1.10 g. Die axis 0°. 
Thurnham, near, Kent. M/d find, 9 August 2001. Found 
by N. Betts. [2001.1002] 

M.A. 

95. Stephen (1135-54), Cross Moline type, BMC  i, North 
873, uncertain mint, moneyer Rodbert. 
Obv. [  ]IEFNE:R 
Rev. +RODBERT:ON[ ] 
Weight: 1.0 g. (recorded to one decimal place). Die axis 
225°. 
Aylesham, Kent. M/d find, 14 lanuary 2001. Found by D. 
Hamilton. [2001.1001] 

M.A. / D.I.H. 

96. Stephen (1135-54), Cross Voided and Mullets, BMC 
ii, North 878, Hastings?, moneyer Swine. 
Obv: +STIEFN 
Rev: INE:ON:hA 
Weight: 1.37 g. Die axis 180°. 
Surrey; shown at the British Museum on 30 October 2001 
by Mr Minty. 

G.W./A.G. 

97. Stephen (1135-54), cut farthing,  Cross Voided and 
Mullets type, BMC  ii, North 878, uncertain mint and mon-
eyer. 
Obv. STIE[] 
Weight: 0.39 g. 
Freckenham, Suffolk.  M/d find, April 2001. Found by 
Mick King. [2001.0568] 

M.A. /H.G. 

98. Stephen (1135-54), Awbridge,  BMC  vii, North 881, 
uncertain mint, moneyer Alain? 
Obv: +ST1EF.N [ ] 
Rev: +ALAI ON:[ ]'E 
Weight: 1.24 g. Die axis 90°. 
Strange spelling for  the moneyer's name: cf. SCBI  20, 
also with uncertain moneyer. 
Uncertain findspot. Shown at the British Museum on 
1 October 2001. 

G.W./A.G. 

99. Stephen (1135-54), Lozenge Fleury and Annulets 
type, BMC  iv, North 897, uncertain mint and moneyer. 
Rev. [ ]ORh[ ] 
Weight: 0.91 g, chipped. 
Langworth, Lincolnshire. M/d find, 1999. Found by Steve 
Critchley. [2001.0037] 

M.A. 

100. Stephen (1135-54), cut halfpenny, Lozenge Fleury 
and Annulets type, BMC  iv, North 897, uncertain mint and 
moneyer. 
Obv. [ ]IEFN[ ] 
Rev. [  ]N[ ] 
Weight not recorded. 
Lincolnshire. M/d find, by 2001. Information  from Steve 
Adam. [2001.0054] 

M.A. 

101. Stephen (1135-54), cut halfpenny, Awbridge type, 
BMC  vii, North 881, Cambridge, uncertain moneyer. 
Obv. [ ]IEFNE 
Rev. [  ]ON:GRAN 
Weight: 0.63 g. 
Swineshead, Lincolnshire. M/d find,  c. 1986-7. 
Information from Steve Critchley. [2001.0038] 

A new type for  the Cambridge mint, not previously 
recorded later than Stephen BMC  type i (Crescent and 
Estoile var.). 

M.A. 

102. Henry I I (1154-89), Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) 
type, class A. North 952, uncertain mint and moneyer. 
Weight: 0.76 g, large fragment. 
Congresbury, North Somerset. M/d find, 2000. Found by 
David Woodhouse. [2001.1025] 

M.A. 

103. Henry I I (1154-89), cut halfpenny, Cross-and-
Crosslets (Tealby) type, class CI, North 956, Carlisle, 
moneyer Willelm. 
Rev. +PIL[ ]:CAR 
Weight: 0.50 g. 
Grendon, Northamptonshire.  M/d find, 2001. Found by 
Peter Woods. [2001.0026] 

M.A. 

104. Henry I I (1154-89), cut halfpenny, Cross-and-
Crosslets (Tealby) type, uncertain class, Canterbury, 
uncertain moneyer. 
Rev. +[  ]:CA 
Weight: 0.68 g. 
Freckenham, Suffolk.  M/d find, April 2001. Found by 
Mick King. [2001.0567] 

M.A. 

105. Henry I I (1154-89), cut farthing,  Cross-and-
Crosslets (Tealby) type, uncertain class, uncertain mint 
and moneyer. 
Rev. [ ]N:0[ ] 
Weight: 0.32 g. 
Hadstock, Essex. M/d find, December 2001. Found by 
John Barker. [2001.1300] 

M.A. 
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106. Henry I I I (1216-72), Short Cross round farthing, 
North 981/5, London, moneyer Ilger. 
Obv. hEN-RI-RE X 
Rev. (Pellet-in-crescent) ILGERONLVND 
Weight: 0.31 g (4.78 gr). 
Pershore, near, Worcestershire.  M/d find, Spring 2001. 

This is only the fifth  example of the farthing to be 
found. One other specimen by Ilger is known, currently in 
a private collection. Acquired by Birmingham Museum 
and Art Gallery (with grant aid from Resource/V & A 
Purchase Grant Fund), accession no. 2001 C 1. 

D.J.S./A.B. 

Scottish  coins 
107. Scotland, William the Lion (1165-1214), cut half-
penny, Short Cross and Stars Phase B. moneyers Hue and 
Walter, Seaby 5029. 
Obv. [  ]WILAM 
Rev. +hVEW[ ] 
Weight: 0.66 g (10.2 gr). 
Burton Dassett, Warwickshire. M/d find by Mr J. Short, 
September 2001. 

D.J.S./A.B. 

Continental  sterlings 
108. Continental copy of an English Long Cross penny of 
class 3 (3a?). 
Obv. HEN[ ] 
Rev. [  ] [ ] DEI VND 
Weight: 1.12 g (17.3 gr), slightly chipped. 
Brewood, Staffordshire.  M/d find by Mr Robinson, 
Summer 2001. 

This is clearly struck over an earlier coin. Faint traces 
of the (unidentified) undertype can be seen on the left side 
of the king's face and on the adjacent part of the inner 
beaded circle. More clearly visible is a lis-headed sceptre, 
with pelleted shaft, which can be seen across the king's 
chin, the lis pointing to his right. 

D.J.S./A.B. 

109. Flanders, petit denier, c. second half of 13th century, 
Poey D'Avant 6971-2. 
Obv. Shield with lis; annulet above and to each side. 
Rev. L I L A, in angles of cross potent. 
Weight: 0.36 g. 
Ufton, Warwickshire. M/d find by Mr S. Wright, 
November 2001. 

(This is a different  coin to Coin Register 1997, no. 237). 
D.J.S./A.B. 

110. John of Avesnes as Count of Hainault, mint 
Valenciennes, 1280-1304. Mayhew 24. 
Obv. l:COMES HANONIE (bust garlanded with roses). 
Rev. VAL / ENC / HEN / ENS' (cross and pellets). 
Weight 1.31 g. 
Worlington, Suffolk.  M/d find in Nov 2001 by Mr J. Brown. 

H.G. 

111. Flanders, Robert of Bethune (1305-22), Edwardian 
type, Alost, Chautard 14. 
Obv. +R:COMES:[FL]ANDRIE, crowned bust facing. 
Rev. MON/ETA/A[LO]/TEN,  long cross voided, three pel-
lets in each angle. 
Weight 1.09 g.^Die axis 270°. 
Tolleshunt Major, Essex. M/d find, July 2001. (Not 
illustrated). 

P.J.W. 

Later Continental 
112. Portugal, John I I (1481-95), silver vintem, Lisbon 
mint, Reis pi. 33.18. 
Obv. +I0HANES:II:R:P:ET:A:D:0, crowned shield (N retro-
grade). 
Rev. +I0HANES:I1:R:P:ET:A:D:0, crowned Y, pellet to each 
side (N retrograde). 
Weight: 1.87 g. 
Tanworth in Arden, Warwickshire. M/d find by Mr J. 
Short, December 2001. 

D.J.S./A.B. 

113. Denmark, Christian I I I (1534-59), silver skilling. 
Obv. CHRIS T1A[ ] [ ]DG [ ], shield over long cross divid-
ing legend. 
Rev. NORWEGIEVAN[ ]GOTO[ ]REX, around 
l/SKILLI/NCKDA/[  ]/[ ]. 
Weight: 1.61 g. 
Rowington, Warwickshire. M/d find by Mr R. Brown, 
January 2002. 

D.J.S./A.B. 

114. Louis XI I I (of France) as Count of Barcelona. 
Bronze seiseno. Mint of Barcelona, 1641 or 2. Mon.  Esp. 
p. 759. 
Obv. His bust and titles. 
Rev. Coat of arms (date illegible). 
Weight 3.48 g. Die axis 180°. 
Boroughbridge, Yorkshire. M/d find by J.A. Davis, Oct 
2001. (ID via Barrie Cook). 

R.A. A. 
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An Inventory  of  Romano-British Coin Hoards,  by Anne S. Robertson, 

edited by R. Hobbs and T.V. Buttrey. London (Royal Numismatic Society), 
2001. lx +520 pages. " 

The Person (by RR) 
I first  consulted the typescript of  this great work in the second week of  February 1966. I had been 
shown two groups of  coins by the curator of  the Stroud museum in Gloucestershire, and it seemed 
possible that they were two parcels from  the same late third-century hoard. After  both groups of 
coins were identified  I compared them and they were similar. But were they more similar to one 
another than to other hoards of  the same type? To answer that question I needed to know about other 
hoards and the name of  Dr Anne Robertson came up. I wrote to say that I would be in Edinburgh in 
February and wondered if  I could come over to Glasgow and ask her advice. A pleasant letter came 
promptly back giving a time to meet. When I got there we had a short talk and I was put in a win-
do w-seat with the typescript, which I was free  to use for  the next few  hours. That would answer my 
questions. It did. The two groups of  coins were very similar to many other hoards of  the same date, 
and the only conclusion possible was that they had all been drawn from  very much the same coin 
population. Now, thirty-five  years later, that typescript of  hoards is published and available to all. 

That first  meeting with ASR led to exchanges of  letters, news, and Christmas cards up to her 
death in 1997, with the occasional meeting at conferences  or on travels. I think I got to know her 
quite well. She had very strong views on many issues which could be expressed in cutting terms, 
but as far  as my own experience goes she only did this when she believed it to be justified  or nec-
essary. In the early days of  work on her typescript an assistant at the BM Coin Room sent a sec-
tion for  approval directed to Prof.  A Robinson at her address. A major explosion was expected. 
Instead there came a brief  post-card to say that 

'... there are no epicene Robinsons in this road'. 
The assistant it was felt,  after  a dictionary had been consulted, had got off  lightly. 

I found  her a mischievous person, not perhaps a description with which many would agree, and 
I value the few  occasions on which she allowed the mischief  into print. My favourite  example is 
her discussion of  the SC factor  on Roman coins. A discussion of  the letters on the reverse of  much 
early imperial bronze would be expected, but she meant the Sheer Cussedness factor  of  coins trav-
elling the width of  the Empire in a purse to upset all the neat theories of  modern scholars. The fact 
that I helped this paper into print later drew an angry protest from  John Kent who felt  that it 
should never have been published. I am totally unrepentant because it makes an important point 
about the interpretation of  coin finds,  and at the same time has strokes of  broad humour, even 
repartee, which ASR rarely allowed out.1 

The Inventory (by PG) 
Anne Robertson registered with Mortimer Wheeler at the new London Institute of  Archaeology in 
1937 for  an MA on Romano-British coin hoards, and the work continued until about 1990. It has 
been rumoured that Ian Richmond borrowed the typescript from  her, intending to have it pub-
lished, but that his death in 1965 intervened and it was recovered from  his papers. Professor 
Robertson's Inventory was eventually published in 2000 and it can only be described, without 
exaggeration, as an Aladdin's Cave for  the numismatist and historian. On the other hand, it is truly 
sad that the author did not live to see the publication of  her life's  work. 

1 Anne S. Robertson, 'The SC Factor on Roman Coins', Bulletin  of  the Institute  of  Archaeology  29 (1992), 139-44. 
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The volume is divided into two main sections. The first  is a lengthy description of  Romano-

British hoards that ranges over a number of  themes, from  a discussion of  coinage as currency to 
the vessels used to store hoards. Somehow we get the impression that certain readers will think 
that the narrative should have been edited more ruthlessly, but ASR's knowledge of  the material 
was encyclopaedic and the volume is better with her accompanying text left  in. It also presents the 
opportunity to see how much ASR's ideas and understanding of  Roman hoards had changed since 
the 1970s. When I first  read her work as an undergraduate I felt  that it was far  too rigid and that 
her writing was overly restricted by seeing hoards as an appendix to the historical narrative of 
Roman Britain. Well, perhaps not quite in those terms, but Robertson's Inventory  shows a differ-
ent point of  view; one that embraces the complexities of  the material and relishes the fact  that this 
is only the beginning. 

The main part of  the Inventory is the catalogue of  coin hoards from  Roman Britain. Each indi-
vidual hoard is numbered, although not strictly consecutively for  some reason. Too frequently  num-
bers such as 9A are inserted into the sequence, which makes adding up hoards from  a certain period 
rather more time-consuming that it ought to be. We believe that the volume contains descriptions of 
1994 hoards in total, though this figure  is probably wrong. The circumstances of  every hoard's dis-
covery are discussed exhaustively, and references  to the most obscure publications and manuscripts 
are provided for  those who will dare to follow  these up. It is extraordinary that it is these sections 
that delayed and postponed the publication of  this catalogue, but matters of  accuracy diverted the 
editors for  too long. ASR herself  was concerned with the meticulousness of  the detail, but the 
spelling of  place names, duplication of  entries, references,  numbers and dates are all issues second-
ary to the main purpose of  her work; as the catalogue of  Roman coin hoards. For example, hoard 
823 is described as 'Malpas, St Clement, 1749 (Cornwall)'. The original account in the 
Gentleman's  Magazine  mentions a place called Mopus Passage. H. L. Douch of  the County 
Museum in Truro said in a letter written in September 1958 that he would describe Malpas: 'as 
being in the parish of  St Clement. The name properly refers  to the passage across the river'. This is 
where the editors could have been more effective,  as these lengthy introductions, while being 
informative,  are curiosities only and detract from  the listing of  the coins from  each hoard. The for-
mat of  the Fundmiinzen  der  Romischen Zeit  in Deutschland  (FMRD) or the Corpus  des Tresors 
Monetaires  Antiques de la France  (TAF) catalogues has been shown to be perfectly  satisfactory. 

Hoards are arranged in chronological order according to their latest coins, and their contents are 
described in terms of  numbers of  coins for  each emperor, empress or prince represented in that 
hoard, not to RIC  reference  as one might have hoped. This is only in a minority of  cases, however, 
as most hoards are not known in anything like this detail. It is more normal to find  that a hoard is 
not known to have been complete, or is described with phrases such as 'the coins included...'. 
Many hoards should be treated with extreme caution as the near complete absence of  the most basic 
observations, other than 'coins of  the family  of  Constantine' for  example, means that we have 
almost no idea of  how they were originally constituted. In other cases it seems that intrusive groups 
of  coins are listed under a hoard, but with reservations. Hoard 451 (Constantine), 1739 (Cornwall) 
apparently contained six denarii and three asses from  Vespasian to Philip I, and twelve coins of  the 
House of  Constantine up to AD 360. It is listed rightly with hoards of  Philip I, and the later coins are 
noted with the statement that they: 'must have come from  another find'.  That this has been done 
inevitably means that a good number of  hoards have a strong aura of  uncertainty about them. 

For the fourth  century the inventory suffers  from  the same problem as FMRD and TAF. Coins 
from  the period after  AD 296 are listed by the prince shown on the obverse, rather than by reverse 
type. This means that the many lists and tables cannot be used for  further  work as they are incom-
patible with the system of  classifying  fourth  century coins that has been accepted practice for  the 
last forty  years. In every case recourse must be had to the original published or manuscript source, 
an unnecessary diversion since many of  those sources list fourth  century coins by reverse type. A 
second edition must repair this defect,  which is a product of  the times in which the lists were made 
rather than a vagary of  the compiler. 
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Yet even these criticisms do not undermine the value of  Robertson's Inventory,  because now for 

the first  time the evidence exists that enables the study of  coin hoards to move beyond first  princi-
ples. The material gathered together, despite the faults,  is already enhancing our understanding of 
coin circulation and hoard deposition in the Roman world. It is possible that applied numismatics 
can move on from  the flat-earth  level of  debate now that ideas can be tried and tested. 

The significance  of  hoard distributions in Britain has long been recognised, although the spa-
tial patterning of  hoards was known only for  a handful  of  'peak' episodes. The publication of 
twenty-four  maps showing the distribution of  hoards in the British Isles, each for  an issue 
period of  perhaps twenty to thirty years, is a considerable improvement. I am reliably informed 
that the dots on these maps represent hoards for  which the latest coin is tolerably certain, while 
the stars only show the latest coin mentioned in the references.  The maps do not discern 
between different  denominations, which is work that desperately needs to be done if  we are to 
understand how coinages circulated together. Nonetheless, the sequence of  hoard distributions 
illustrates how dramatically and rapidly the patterns changed. Early hoards are eastern, they 
spread northwards with Vespasian, show an interesting line around the wall during Hadrian's 
reign, and move north of  the wall with Antoninus Pius. The map for  Marcus Aurelius is particu-
larly dense with hoards and Commodan finds  have a sprinkling in Scotland. Radiate hoards of 
the mid and later third century are scattered all over England, but not elsewhere. Hoards of  later 
radiate coins, however, show a gap between the wall and a horizontal line through Manchester. 
Carausian hoards reveal a concentration in north Wales and Anglesey, while Allectus is confined 
to south Wales and the part of  England south-east of  the Fosse Way. The maps of  fourth  century 
hoards are rather unreliable, partly because of  uncertainties over precise dating, although from 
AD 383 we see the almost exclusive concentration of  hoards in the south-east, a feature  that 
ASR pointed out in earlier studies. 

It is possible with the publication of  this volume to begin examining the chronological develop-
ment of  hoarding in Roman Britain. A first  step would be to arrange the hoards according to the 
terminus post quern of  their latest coins, as shown on Table 1. The real value of  the Inventory is 
shown by the fact  that this table took only a few  hours to prepare. Some of  the entries do contain 
mistakes, certain hoards should be removed, or moved from  one period of  deposition to another, 
but the general picture of  Roman coin hoards is now available for  all to interpret. With the value 
of  the volume firmly  established, we can begin to look to a more complete understanding of  coin 
hoards in the future. 

TABLE 1: Coin Hoards in Categories. 

Date Total Gold Mixed Silver Mixed Bronze Uncertain 
to 41 18 1 1 13 0 1 2 
41-54 26 5 2 4 2 11 2 
54-69 11 1 1 5 0 3 1 
69-96 60 7 5 17 8 13 10 
96-117 21 0 0 11 3 3 4 
117-138 43 1 2 20 7 7 6 
138-161 66 1 3 29 9 9 15 
161-180 97 0 1 62 10 20 4 
180-192 35 0 2 16 1 8 8 
193-222 49 0 0 31 4 7 7 
222-238 31 0 0 26 1 2 2 
238-260 36 0 0 28 1 2 5 
260-296 530 0 0 515 2 12 1 
296-317 99 0 0 0 0 99 0 
317-348 195 2 0 0 0 193 0 
348-364 119 1 0 2 2 114 0 
364-411 280 12 14 59 13 182 0 
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The Future (1): Hoards in Britain and hoards abroad (by PG) 
The fact  that Robertson's Inventory  was being brought to publication for  so long meant that a 
survey of  coin hoarding in the western empire was not able to include the British material.2 
However, it is possible to give a brief  summary of  that information  here so that the picture of 
British hoards can be seen against a wider background. Detailed information  will be included in 
the full  publication. 

The most obvious point about the information  presently available is that the number of  hoards 
known in Britain is significantly  higher than from  other countries. Of  3266 hoards in total, 1715 
come from  Britain, while the publications of  France and Germany (both incomplete), yielded only 
296 and 259 hoards respectively. Whether the remarkable quantity of  hoards from  Britain is due 
mainly to the work of  ASR or Roman hoarders will not be known until the details are checked in 
other countries. Clearly land area must come into the calculation for  the 51 hoards from  the Grand 
Duchy of  Luxembourg are proportionately a much denser scatter than the 296 so far  from  France. 

A starting point for  the analysis of  western Roman hoards might be to consider the proportion 
of  hoards with an end-date in the radiate period (AD 260 to 296). Over 40% of  the total number of 
hoards from  France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Italy and Bulgaria belong to the radiate period. In 
Romania, the former  Yugoslavia, Britain and Hungary this drops to around 30%, leaving Austria 
and Germany just above 20%. As always, when Britain is compared to the mainland of  Europe, 
the picture is complicated by the fact  that fourth  century coins are far  more common in Britain 
(both in hoards and as in site-finds)  than in more southerly countries. It remains to be seen 
whether this fourth  century material indicates different  processes of  deposition, or whether depo-
sition was relatively uniform  and this difference  is merely the result of  regional variation in the 
recording of  hoards. 

If  chronological details are neglected and only the metal of  the coins considered, then we end 
up with Table 4. It is clear that in every area studied most hoards are either of  silver alone or cop-
per alone. The elimination of  chronology makes this a very blunt instrument of  analysis because, 
while copper hoards are better represented in the early Empire in France, the copper hoards of 
Britain are more often  of  fourth  century date. 

TABLE 2: Numbers of coin hoards. 

Date Brit Fran Belg Lux Ital Aus Germ Rom Yug Bulg Hung Total 
to 41 18 13 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 34 

54 26 14 3 0 1 3 17 5 0 2 0 71 
69 11 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 1 0 19 
96 60 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 68 

117 21 3 1 0 4 1 3 4 2 0 0 39 
138 43 4 0 0 1 0 5 1 2 9 0 65 
161 66 3 2 0 2 5 4 4 5 8 2 99 
180 97 4 3 0 1 1 12 16 3 6 1 144 
192 35 5 4 2 8 11 12 21 11 15 5 129 
222 49 14 8 2 5 3 17 13 4 2 0 117 
238 31 6 8 2 5 5 26 10 4 24 9 130 
260 36 5 6 0 6 4 27 6 6 12 4 112 
296 529 141 63 23 42 17 54 49 39 157 19 1133 
317 99 37 6 4 9 7 4 1 5 7 4 183 
348 195 36 4 4 5 4 15 8 11 30 1 313 
364 119 2 3 9 5 7 35 5 14 9 2 210 
411 280 3 8 5 9 8 26 23 15 7 16 400 

Total 1715 296 119 51 105 77 259 166 126 289 63 3266 

2 R Guest (forthcoming),  Roman Imperial  Coin Hoards. 
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TABLE 3: Percentages of coin hoards. 

Brit Fran Belg Lux Ital Aus Germ Rom Yug Bulg Hung 
to 41 1 4 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 

54 2 5 3 0 1 4 7 3 0 1 0 
69 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 
96 3 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 

117 1 1 1 0 4 1 1 2 2 0 0 
138 3 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 2 3 0 
161 4 1 2 0 2 4 2 2 4 3 3 
180 6 1 3 0 1 1 5 10 2 2 2 
192 2 2 3 4 8 14 5 13 9 5 8 
222 3 5 7 4 5 4 7 8 3 1 0 
238 2 2 7 4 5 6 10 6 3 8 14 
260 2 2 5 0 6 5 10 4 5 4 6 
296 31 48 53 45 40 22 21 30 31 54 30 
317 6 13 5 8 9 9 2 1 4 2 6 
348 11 12 3 8 5 5 6 5 9 10 2 
364 7 1 3 18 5 9 14 3 11 3 3 
411 16 1 7 10 9 10 10 14 12 2 25 

TABLE 4: Hoards by metals. 

(a) numbers 

Gold Mixed Silver Mixed Bronze Uncertain 
Britain 31 31 838 63 686 66 
France 25 4 165 21 81 0 
Belgium 4 0 57 18 40 0 
Luxembourg 1 1 27 2 20 0 
Italy 4 3 29 11 56 2 
Austria 2 0 46 5 21 3 
Germany 11 0 127 20 91 10 
Romania 2 0 125 0 39 0 
Yugoslavia 10 1 59 4 52 0 
Bulgaria 0 0 182 13 94 0 
Hungary 2 1 37 4 19 0 

(b) percentages 

Gold Mixed Silver Mixed Bronze Uncertain 
Britain 2 2 49 4 40 4 
France 8 1 56 7 27 0 
Belgium 3 0 48 15 34 0 
Luxembourg 2 2 53 4 39 0 
Italy 4 3 28 10 53 2 
Austria 3 0 60 6 27 4 
Germany 4 0 49 8 35 4 
Romania 1 0 75 0 23 0 
Yugoslavia 8 1 47 3 41 0 
Bulgaria 0 0 63 4 33 0 
Hungary 3 2 59 6 30 0 
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The Future (2): Analysis of  hoard material (by RR) 
As Table 5 shows, about half  the hoards listed up to AD 296 provide enough information  for  con-
siderable work of  analysis. These are the 'good' hoards. The information  given in the 'bad' hoards 
is not firm  enough for  any further  detailed work, and in the years before  296 even examination of 
earlier original sources is unlikely to be very rewarding. 

T A B L E 5 

41- 54- 69- 96- 117- 138- 161- 180- 193- 222- 238- 260- 296- 317- 348- 364-
to 41 54 69 96 117 138 161 180 193 222 238 260 296 317 348 364 411 

Total 18 26 11 60 21 43 66 97 35 49 31 36 530 99 195 119 280 
Good 15 10 7 38 12 21 44 62 17 22 22 13 287 0 0 0 0 
Bad 3 16 4 22 9 22 22 35 18 27 9 23 243 99 195 119 280 

There are obviously two types of  analysis which proceed by different  methods, give different 
types of  information,  and appeal to different  types of  mind. Qualitative analysis would examine 
the attributes of  the coins hoarded - emperor, reverse type, legend, mint, metal, size, shape, 
weight, and so on down to the smallest possible detail. This material is not listed in ASR so the 
book must be used as a check list to get back to the most useful  basic publication of  the hoard. 
Quantitative analysis would examine the numbers of  coins of  different  types in the hoards, and 
here the listing of  hoards by emperors gives plenty of  material to work on. 

I have done some work on the material using the method which I described in earlier publica-
tions.3 The method is basically a matter of  reducing the coins in each hoard, by emperors, to a dia-
gram. The diagram is so constructed as to make the average hoard the straight mid-line of  the 
diagram with some hoards 'above' average, and some 'below'. The method does no more than 
separate out a number of  hoards into groups which resemble each other more than any other 
hoards. Since the points plotted refer  to the coins of  each emperor the similarities and differences 
can be immediately tracked back to a given point in time. That is, the difference  between groups is 
seen to be mainly in the coins of  Aurelian for  example. I hope that details of  this work will be pub-
lished in full  at some later date, but, for  the moment, several points have emerged which show 
how the evidence gathered by ASR can be used to go quite deeply into the understanding of 
hoards in Britain. The two examples on which I worked were denarius hoards from  Trajan to 
about 250, and hoards of  radiate coins. 

A first  point of  interest concerns the reliability of  numbers. Many of  the hoards listed by 
ASR are very small groups, five  or ten coins; are these worth considering beside larger groups 
of  thousands of  coins? Conventional statistical wisdom says that when a number of  samples 
are taken from  a pool of  material then the larger the sample the smaller the variation from  what 
the total pool represents. On this basis the smaller hoards and groups might be ignored and the 
larger groups should be selected for  analysis. This is no comfort  to the worker who wants to 
get information  from  the group on which he is working which contains only twenty-five  coins. 
In fact  a whole series of  diagrams of  about 120 of  the best recorded radiate hoards show that 
small groups can be just as reliable as guides to the coinage available for  hoarding as the large 
groups. 

Five hoards stand out from  the rest of  the 120 because of  their concentration on coins of  the 
Central emperors such as Aurelian, Tacitus and Probus and their apparent rejection of  the very com-
mon coins of  the Gallic and British Empires. These have often  been called legitimist hoards with the 
idea that they were put together in the reigns of  Carausius and Allectus yet included few,  if  any, of 
these rebel coins and concentrated on the legitimate emperors. It is reassuring that these hoards stand 

3 R. Reece, 'Site-finds  in Roman Britain', Britannia 26 (1995), 179-206; R. Reece, 'Roman Coin Hoards in Dacia and Beyond' 
Studii  di Cercetari  de Numismatica  11 (Bucharest, 1995), 107-18. 
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out immediately from  the rest on a purely numerical analysis and interesting that the considerable 
differences  shown in Table 6 seem to have little effect  on their composition. Totals of  coins range 
from  15,544 down to thirty-five.  Circumstances of  discovery and completeness range from  the exca-
vations which produced Cheddar and Gloucester complete to uncertain early finds.  And 833 also 
contained a coin of  Magnentius and one of  Valens. The only similarities in the hoards, apart from 
their profiles,  are this close concentration of  four  of  the five  in Somerset/Gloucestershire with an out-
lier said to have been found  at St Albans. 

TABLE 6 

ASR Number Date Carausius 
number Name County of  coins of  find Complete? Allectus? 
827 Wint Hil l Somerset 827 1967 Yes No 
833 St Albans Hertfordshire 345 1749 ? No 
859 Cheddar Somerset 99 1846 ? No 
912 Gloucester Gloucestershire 15,544 1960 Yes Both 
945 Tickenham Somerset 35 1891 ? 1 Carausius 

+ — Central 

a — Turncoat 

Car/All 

o LJ 

-1 1 h 
CO 

- 2 0 0 

-400 

- 6 0 0 - -

- 8 0 0 - -

- 1 0 0 0 

Fig. 1. Central and British Hoards, with the Turncoat (Linchmere). 

There is one other hoard which has a unique profile  (861, containing 812 coins from  Linchmere 
in Sussex). This has a profile  exactly like the five  hoards above up to the reign of  Aurelian (274). 
Issues of  Tacitus and Probus are low, Carus, Carinus, Numerian and Diocletian and Maximian are 
not there in the expected numbers, and the hoard finishes  with 534 coins of  Carausius. The profile 
is therefore  a hybrid of  legitimist up to about 278 and normal Carausian from  there onwards. It is 
almost as if  the hoarder changed his mind in the early 280s and veered from  legitimist to British 
with the Adventus of  Carausius. 

It must not be assumed that all small groups and hoards fit  into the general pattern. There is a 
collection of  ten groups and hoards which will not fit  with any other profiles  and with one excep-
tion they all contain less than sixty coins: 
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737 22 Chance discovery 1778 only a few coins of which were listed 
739 22 Chance discovery 1907 apparently complete 
745 25 Excavations at Dover, from a mixed level with other coins 
756 300 Chance find apparently complete 
852 15 Excavations at Lancaster, a scattered group 
853 15 Excavations at Lancaster 
869 6 Excavations at Dinorben 
873 9 Found in the Wisbech area, might be a hoard 
915 59 Excavations at Godmanchester, a scattered hoard 
916 35 Excavations (1846) at Borden, Kent, with many other finds 

When I was working out and plotting the profiles  I was concerned at the group which failed  to 
fit  into the larger picture. At that point only the hoard numbers were available, and it was not until 
I had consigned them to a 'rag-bag' that I looked up their pedigrees. The fact  that six out of  the ten 
problems came from  mixed levels during excavation, that one was a local group rather than a 
known hoard, another only partly listed, left  only two likely hoards which did not fit  in. All the 
information  was available in ASR and it needed only a few  hours of  work to sort out the different 
categories of  find. 

1 0 0 

-300 

-400 

-500 

Fig. 2. Early, average and late Radiate hoards. 

0 
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- •— Early 

•»— Mean 

Late 

One obvious characteristic of  radiate hoards which extend beyond the reign of  Claudius II is 
that they are either Gallic/British or one of  the five  'Central' hoards. There are virtually no hoards 
in the middle ground, or 'average' radiate hoards. While it is a detail of  the method used that 
hoards will be strung out either side of  an average there is nothing to stop a steady distribution 
from  one extreme to the other through the middle area. With radiate hoards in Britain this does not 
happen. 

The extreme similarity of  different  hoards within some of  the groups is also a matter for  comment. 
732 Amlwch, Anglesey 1937 421 Aurelian, pre-reform 
741 Agden, Cheshire 1957 2443 Probus 
752 Riby, Lincolnshire 1953 13730 Probus 
759 Longton, Staffordshire 1960 1739 Probus 
822 Much Wenlock, Shropshire 1977 2582 Carinus 
828 Monkton Farleigh, Wiltshire 1980 3466 Diocletian (285-6) 
880 Rockbourne, Hampshire 1967 7714 Carausius 
903 Caerwent, Monmouthshire 1860 1051 Carausius 
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Fig. 3. A very close group of Gallic/British hoards. 

The fact  that the profiles  of  all these hoards are almost superimposed on the diagram means that 
their composition in terms of  coins of  different  emperors is very close indeed within the more gen-
eral spread of  Gallic/British hoards. The hoards are of  different  sizes, were buried in very different 
places, and the date of  their latest coin is spread through a twenty year period. There are three dif-
ferent  explanations of  this. 
(1) The coins were all drawn from  one pool of  coin circulation in one place, and then carried 

throughout Britain to be buried at times varying over a twenty year period with the addition of 
no more than one or two of  the latest coins available. 

(2) The coins were drawn from  circulation at a similar date, in roughly the area in which they 
were buried, and the latest coins included were a matter of  chance. 

(3) The coins were drawn from  circulation at roughly the time of  their latest coin and in roughly 
the place where they were buried. 

All the explanations have their unlikely aspects, all could say something very interesting about 
radiate coin circulation in Britain if  they could be authenticated, and all could be tested by further 
work. Answer 1 has problems in supposing the gathering of  people at one spot to gain a uniform 
supply of  coin and then moving away to different  areas to add a few  coins and then bury the hoard 
later. Answer 2 depends very much on the relative numbers of  coins of  different  rulers available 
during the reign of  Carausius.Answer 3 has least problems, but it presupposes a remarkably con-
stant coin pool over much of  Britain from  about 275 to 285. That constancy lies basically in the 
conservation without change of  the pool available after  the last striking of  the Tetrici. To this a 
fairly  constant small number of  post-274 reform  coins were added. This is the 'early' pool which 
is changed after  the large issues of  Carausius into the 'late' pool with few  hoards apparently being 
drawn from  the intermediate pool which was half  Gallic and half  British. 

The question of  a coin pool changing smoothly and imperceptibly as old coin is lost and 
hoarded and new coin is added as opposed to a coin pool changing in fits  and starts can be investi-
gated through the denarius hoards of  the period 100 to 250. The hoards can be studied together, 
irrespective of  the date of  the latest coin in the hoard, and can be sorted out so that each hoard is 
very close in composition to the other hoards of  the group. Because the emperors are set in their 
appropriate sequence the hoards settle out into that same sequence moving from  left  to right 
across the diagrams. They follow  in general terms the date of  their latest coin but, as several work-
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ers have already noted, there are precocious hoards and backward hoards. This brings in the whole 
question of  thinking about the hoard as a matter of  its latest coin or its centre of  gravity. The latest 
coin, Hadrian, may be way ahead of  the 'date' of  the general composition of  the hoard which 
groups itself  with mainly Trajanic hoards - it is backward. The hoard, ending with a coin of 
Hadrian, groups itself  with other hoards ending with A. Pius or M. Aurelius - it is precocious. 
These points can be used in further  more detailed work in which the type of  coin hoarded can be 
examined, or the geographical pattern examined. Do precocious hoards belong to the Home 
Counties (i.e. in terms of  Roman Britain, Hadrian's Wall), and do backward hoards belong to the 
farmlands  of  the Cotswolds? 

As with radiate hoards a change can be seen from  early denarius hoards to late denarius hoards. 
In this case the time of  change does produce a few  hoards, but the majority are either early or late. 
The borderline comes somewhere between 175 and 195, judged as always by the latest coin. This 
might conceal a major switch in the very last years of  the second century as the debasement of 
Septimius Severus (194) had a serious effect  on the coin pool. This might well have happened 
while the new coins were uncertainly excluded from  hoards, and the transition hoards may all date 
to a very short time bracket around 196 to 200. 

What matters in all this discussion and speculation is not whether the ideas are right or wrong 
but that so much has been generated by the publication of  this remarkable work. In the Inventory 
of  Romano-British coin-hoards Anne S Robertson compiled a work whose minor blemishes are 
almost invisible in the brilliant glare of  usefulness  and inspiration. 

RICHARD REECE and PETER GUEST 
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Coins and Power in Late Iron  Age Britain, by J. Creighton 
(Cambridge University Press, 2000), xiii + 249 pages, 
illustrated. 

THERE is a particular difficulty  in studying the later Iron 
Age in Britain. Evidence is available from archaeology, 
numismatics and history, and it is obviously desirable to 
create a story using all three sources of information.  Yet 
each is fragmentary  and often intractable, each discipline 
has its own expertise, and the resulting interpretations are 
often difficult  to reconcile. John Creighton boldly 
attempts a synthesis, although when we see him ranging 
also over linguistics, mythology and folklore,  anthropol-
ogy, medieval and modern history, the boldness becomes 
breathtaking. The book is a ferment  of ideas and specula-
tions that wil l excite some but cause misgiving in others. 

It should first  be noted that for  Creighton, 'Britain' 
really means the south-eastern regions north and south of 
the lower Thames. Since the book is chiefly concerned 
with Roman influence, coin-using areas to the north and 
west scarcely figure,  while the repercussions of southern 
developments on non-coin-using regions are not dealt 
with at all. With that caution, the structure of the book can 
be briefly  summarized. 

Chapter 1 builds on previous theories about late sec-
ond-century changes in hillfort  use and the appearance 
of oppida  to suggest that individuals 'broke free from 
the Middle Iron Age social constraints on the concentra-
tion of power', aided by the 'arrival of so much 
gold'...which provided 'potential for  the display of 
authority using tores, and for  the articulation of social 
relationships and obligations through the exchange of 
coin'. Chapter 2 suggests that the newly enhanced aris-
tocracy, supported by groups of loyal horsemen, saw 
horses as a ritual basis for  their authority. Analogies are 
drawn with, among others, South African  San (Bushman, 
sic) rock art to infer  that much of the imagery on Iron 
Age coins resulted from drug-induced trances. The horse 
'symbolised a mystic union between the individual and 
sovereignty, representing 'sacral kingship" and that 
'powers of the trance world had also been invoked to 
legitimate this new structure of authority'. 

Chapter 3 brings us to the beginning of Creighton's big 
idea. Caesar's raids in 55 and 54 BC were the real con-
quest of Britain, and thereafter  Britain was so drawn into 
the Roman world that many or most of its young princes 
must have been educated in Rome as obsides  (Chapter 4), 
along with other noble scions from elsewhere around the 
fringes of the expanding Empire. In this way, future 
British rulers would have not only absorbed Roman secu-
lar and religious culture, but would have developed per-
sonal friendships with such budding monarchs as Juba I I 
of Mauretania. Familiar with the imagery of Roman polit-

ical power, the returning leaders chose these particular 
images for  their coins: 'The earliest of the rulers have coin 
types only relating to the earliest of Octavian's imagery, 
whereas the later rulers have images spanning all of 
Octavian and Augustus's visual repertoire'.  Chapter 5 
seeks to 'explore [the] inevitable conflict between cos-
mologies that would have raged in the minds of these chil-
dren', i.e. the obsides,  on their arrival in Rome. Chapters 
6 and 7 elaborate the theme of returned rulers, linguisti-
cally bilingual, establishing for  themselves a sense of aris-
tocratic identity separated from the rest of the British 
population, communicating among themselves not only 
by means of the imagery on coins, but also by Latin 
inscriptions. Far from being simple illustrations of life in 
Iron Age Britain,1 or copies of Roman denarii,  '...the 
artefacts  and imagery [depicted on the coins] strongly 
suggests that the paraphernalia of the Roman rites of sac-
rifice were being used...' The dynasts found the pleasures 
of life in Rome hard to give up, and tried to recreate this 
lifestyle back in Britain. A lapdog buried with its mistress 
at Deal, for  example, suggests that late Iron Age aristo-
cratic women were 'using dogs to mark themselves out 
above their peers'. 

Throughout the book, Creighton very properly 
declares that many of his notions are speculation, and 
maybe there is no harm in that i f speculation fuels reac-
tion resulting in better understanding. Misgivings arise, 
however. Others have already noted serious shortcom-
ings and errors of detail, not least in the numismatics,2 

which need not be repeated here except to say that they 
extend to some of the illustrations. For example, the map 
(p. 223) of the regional coin groups limits Corieltauvian 
coins to a small area south of the river Witham, whereas 
the greatest area of coin loss was in Lindsey to the north, 
here shown void. 

But what of the principal ideas? Creighton's notion 
that symbols on the earlier coins derive from drug-
induced shamanistic trances (already introduced in an 
earlier paper3) seems a misapplication of anthropology. 
Shamans are found in non-centralised societies, and 
Creighton's examples all come from these societies, such 
as the southern African  hunter-gatherer  San (the meaning 
of whose art is itself debateable, despite currently fash-
ionable theories). They are no guide to practices in the 
quite different  centralised societies of later prehistoric 
Britain. It is true that no wholly satisfactory  explanation 
has yet been offered  for  the various pellets, stars, wheels 
and circles found on Iron Age coins, other than that they 
were mint- or privy marks; but then no-one has yet made 
a properly detailed study of these motifs in Britain, their 
positions on the coins and their various combinations, 
and compared them with similar motifs in continental 
Europe. First things first  perhaps? 

1 D.F. Allen, 'Belgic coins as illustrations of  life  in the late pre-Roman Iron Age of  Britain', Proc. Prehistoric  Soc.  24 (1958), 
43-63. 

2 R. Hobbs, review in NC  161 (2001), 364-8; J. Sills, review in NCirc  108 (August, 2000), 162-3. 
3 J. Creighton, 'Visions of  power: imagery and symbols in late Iron Age Britain', Britannia 26 (1995), 285-301. 
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Many scholars have attempted to trace the derivation of 

the designs on the more classical-looking Iron Age coins, 
usually looking for  prototypes among Roman or Greek 
issues. Few have been able to suggest more than a random 
inspiration that depended on which Mediterranean coins 
happened to reach Britain. Creighton's thesis is an inter-
esting one: that the inspiration came from a conscious 
desire on the part of the south-eastern British kings to 
enhance their authority and establish an insiders' code by 
selecting images connected with Roman imperial author-
ity and sacrificial  rituals. This, at least, is a connecting 
theme in an otherwise incomprehensible story. There is, 
however, always a problem in selecting individual traits 
from two bodies of evidence rather than comparing the 
bodies of evidence in their entirety, and it can lead to the 
omission of evidence that does not fit in with the theory. 
In this case, the comparison of selected items requires an 
explanation like the obsides  theory, for  which there is no 
historical evidence. And that in turn requires an emphasis 
on the significance of Caesar's 'conquest' which few are 
likely to endorse. British potentates certainly visited 
Rome and elsewhere on the continent, and no doubt 
returned with the latest fashions from abroad. What we do 
not see in Britain so far,  however, are local attempts to 
emulate the luxury villas in which Creighton's obsides 
might have spent their youth - surely, one would think, a 
requirement second only to the consolidation of their 
power. That could be chance, yet until we have a much 
broader range and quantity of evidence for  romanization 
from the late first  century B C onwards, Creighton's view 
that rectangular buildings mark a novel element in the late 
Iron Age romanization is difficult  to sustain. There are 
very few dated to the early first  century BC, but in any case 
rectangular buildings are occasionally found, albeit some-
times disputed, in earlier Iron Age contexts, as at Park 
Brow (Sussex), Moel-y-Gaer (Clwyd), Croft  Ambrey 
(Hereford),  Danebury (Hants). Earlier still are possible 
rectangular structures at West Harling (Norfolk)  and 
Crickley Hill (Glos.) and there is even a Middle Bronze 
Age example at Down Farm (Dorset). 

The relationship between the British Iron Age coins and 
continental coins is more complex than Creighton allows. 
While his observation of similarities with the coins of 
Juba I I of Mauretania is an interesting contribution to the 
subject, he is reticent on the matter of similarities with 
Greek coins explored a decade ago by Simone Scheers4, 
and he is reluctant to explore alternative ways in which 
foreign imagery could have been adopted in Britain. 

This review is not intended to be wholly negative. It is 
commendable that the author, an archaeologist, sets out to 
bridge disciplines that have too often remained separate. It 
is good to have new ideas, whether or not one agrees with 
them. As the author's first  book, it displays enthusiasm 
and breadth of outlook. The book is well produced and the 
illustrations are well drawn. The text is generally clear 
and even racy, although there are spelling errors,  particu-
larly in names and other words not amenable to a com-
puter spell-check. 

JEFFREY MAY 

The  Coinage  of  the Atrebates  and Regni, by S.C. Bean 
(= Studies in Celtic Coinage, number 4: Oxford 
University School of Archaeology, Monograph 50) 
(Oxford (Oxbow), 2000). 

UNTIL recently, the coinage of Iron Age Britain has been 
the poor relation of the numismatic world with respect to 
its literature. Notwithstanding an explosion of numismatic 
publications having appeared over the last century, stu-
dents attempting to understand British Iron Age coins via 
their literature find themselves severely handicapped. 
Although Evans published The Coins of  the Ancient 
Britons as long ago as 1864, a hundred years were to pass 
before  The  Coins of  the Coritani  by Derek Allen appeared 
and, until recently, these were still the only major schol-
arly works on British Iron Age coins that were available. 
Fortunately the situation has now begun to change, but 
there is still only a small corpus of well-researched litera-
ture on coins of the different  regions of Iron Age Britain. 
Consequently, it was a great pleasure to receive a copy of 
Simon Bean's The  Coins of  the Atrebates  and Regni. As 
with Evans's great work. Bean has taken an integrated 
approach to his research, and has placed as much empha-
sis on the die studies, metrology, metallurgy and prove-
nances of these coins as on the designs they bear. 

The introduction to the book gives the background to 
previous studies of this series and sets out the scope and 
the methodologies adopted. This is followed by a review 
of the various issues of Gallo-Belgic staters and their 
quarters that have been found across Southern Britain, 
coins which were to provide the stimulus and models for 
early indigenous coin production. A scholarly review of 
the earliest British gold stater issues is then followed by a 
detailed study of the extensive and varied series of unin-
scribed gold fractional  staters and silver types that circu-
lated in central southern England, a very high percentage 
of which have not previously been published. Bean 
reviews each type and creates order out of what initially 
appears to be a chaotic array of different  types and 
designs. His separation of the different  types into 'thin' 
and 'dumpy' groups, while not entirely consistent, does 
appear to differentiate  what seem to be the earlier and 
later types quite successfully, although at this stage there 
is still much that is unknown about these attractive issues. 
His catalogue details are very helpful in identifying the 
various silver issues, although they are less clear where 
the extensive Q c T M l group of fractional  staters is con-
cerned, and with some coins it can prove very difficult  to 
differentiate  between types. Nevertheless, this is a very 
significant advance on anything that has previously been 
published on this fascinating uninscribed series. 
Understandably, Bean steers clear of the dangers of 
attempting to organise these coins into localised groups. 
However, it is a pity that some of the more obvious simi-
larities between types are not pointed out (such as that 
seen between the horses on the Q0D2-3 fractional  stater 
and the QsT3-2 silver unit). 

The uninscribed coinage is then followed by what are 
often referred  to as the dynastic issues. Here Bean has 

4 S. Scheers, 'Celtic coin types in Britain and their Mediterranean origins', in Celtic  Coinage:  Britain and Beyond,  edited by M. 
Mays, Tempus Reparatum, (British Archaeological Reports, British Series 222) (1992), pp. 33-43. 
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started with a clean sheet of paper and used evidence pro-
vided by the metrology and fabric  of these coins and the 
designs they bear to present an entirely radical and fasci-
nating view of the organisation and structure of these 
series. Gone is the consecutive sequence of inscriptions 
that appears in previous works - Commios, Tincommius 
(sic),  Eppillus, Verica. Instead, we have the picture of two 
separate tribal territories  ruled over by aristocrats who 
each proclaim their legitimacy as decendants of 
Commios. Bean's real success here is in identifying the 
various issues as the output of two separate mints, one at 
Calleva and one in the vicinity of Chichester, using clear 
stylistic and metrological characteristics to differentiate 
between the two series. 

It was fortunate  that the Alton hoard of 1996 appeared 
in time to confirm the name of one of these rulers 
as Tincomarus, finally refuting  a suggestion made as 
long ago as 1864 by Evans, although Bean had already 
reconstructed the legend on the TIN1-5 silver unit as 
TINCOMRVS in his PhD thesis. The even longer standing 
association between the staters inscribed COMMIOS and 
the Commius of Caesar is rightly questioned and, with the 
possible exception of a single early die, shown to be 
highly unlikely. The coinage of Tincomarus, like that of 
Commios, is shown to have circulated in the vicinity of 
Chichester. Its development from early Celtic designs to 
fully classical forms is discussed in some detail, and it is 
shown to have been issued in several phases, one of which 
is noticeable for  the crudity of the dies from which it was 
struck. It is also demonstrated that many of the designs on 
the coins were inspired by either Roman Republican 
denarii or Classical gemstones, illustrating the extent of 
contact with the Roman world in this period. Bean then 
shows that, by contrast, the coins of Eppillus are either 
clustered around Calleva, or are found in Kent, so 
Eppillus clearly was not the successor to Tincomarus. He 
also identifies coins from both regions struck from dies 
produced by the same die-cutter, which strongly argues 
that these coins were issued by the same person. The coins 
of Verica are then shown to combine the traditions of both 
the Calleva and 'Chichester' mints of Eppillus and 
Tincomarus, clearly demonstrating that Verica was the 
successor to both these rulers, unifying the territory  that 
they ruled. The various issues of Verica's coinage are 
organised on the basis of these mints which, with the 
exception of one or two extremely rare types that do not 
appear to fit the scheme, is very convincing. Finally Bean 
discusses a fascinating group of coins that apparently 
combine the names of Verica, Eppillus and Tincomarus in 
different  combinations. His proposed 'alliance' is cer-
tainly one possible reason for  the production of these rare 
coins, although it wil l be extremely difficult  to confirm 
that this was the reason for  these issues. 

A new numbering system has been developed to cata-
logue this series, which for  the inscribed issues provides 
clear and useful information  about the mint and issuing 
authority of each coin, although it is not quite so success-
ful for  the uninscribed issues. A concordance, cross index-
ing the different  catalogue numbering systems used by 
previous authors for  this series, and appendices detailing 
the various hoards that have included coins from this 
series completes the work 

Unfortunately,  the quality of the photographs in the 
plates does not live up to that of the text, a good example 

of this being the illustrations of the bronze unit EPP3-2 
on Plate X. These photographs are typical of ones sup-
plied to the Celtic Coin Index following the excavations 
of the Romano-British temple at Harlow, which generally 
do not do justice to the extraordinary  state of preservation 
of many of the bronze units that were found there. More 
enlargements of the silver minims would have been wel-
come, since the designs on many of these tiny coins are 
masterpieces of the engraver's art to which life sized half 
tone reproductions do not do full justice. However, the 
provision of line drawings of the early uninscribed coins 
and the various 'Celtic style' COMMIOS and early 
TINCOMARVS and EPPILLUS types is a welcome addition to 
the book, and they will doubtless prove to be of great use 
to collectors and scholars alike. 

With a major work of this type there are bound to be 
some errors,  although most of these are of a minor nature, 
and the reviewer has already had an opportunity to com-
ment on some of these prior to the final proofs. 
Nevertheless, note 138 refers  to the T I N l - l a stater as a 
'freak  (if genuine)' on account of its high weight, yet before 
the discovery of the Alton hoard, this was the only known 
stater bearing the full name TINCOMARVS, so it must be 
genuine. There are also coins which, with hindsight, might 
more appropriately have been allocated to other regions. 
Examples of this are the bronze unit illustrated as type 
EPPUNCl-1 on Plate X, which is an early uninscribed type 
that is almost invariably found in Kent, and the minim 
SIIC1-1 on Plate XIH, which probably belongs to the SEGO 
issues that appear to have circulated in Kent. 

This said, these are relatively trivial issues compared 
with the overall importance and quality of the work.  The 
Coinage  of  the Atrebates  and Regni is an extremely sig-
nificant addition to the literature of the pre Roman Iron 
Age of Britain and the author is to be warmly congratu-
lated on producing a book which is scholarly yet, at the 
same time, extremely readable. There is little doubt that 
this wil l be the standard work on this series for  some con-
siderable period of time. 

G. COTTAM 

Sterling.  The  History  of  a Currency,  by N. Mayhew 
(Penguin Books, 2000), xvi + 317 pp. £8.99. 

I N this nicely written and concise account of the pound 
sterling from its inception a thousand years ago to the 
present day, a most commendable attempt is made to tell 
the story of a currency which, it is argued, knew a 'golden 
age' between the Great Exhibition of 1851 and the out-
break of the First World War, receded thereafter  into the 
shade of the American dollar, and now stands threatened 
with execution by the Euro. This account is, necessarily, 
packed with information  and, equally necessarily, displays 
some speedy footwork  in moving from one important 
point of development to the next, so it is not always an 
easy read. This position is compounded by a determina-
tion to examine the relationship between credit and 
money, money and prices, and prices and the standard of 
living. All this in a relatively brief  'introductory'  survey 
which deliberately goes out of its way to eschew footnotes 
and thus threatens to leave the beginner in some doubt as 
to which parts of the text relate exactly to the items of 
'further  reading'. 
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In moving from the era which was dominated by the 

narrowest of 'narrow' money - gold and silver coins - to 
that which acknowledged a broader definition - coins, 
notes, cheques and various kinds of circulating paper - the 
critical divide is the eighteenth century (it is argued here 
that in the 1690s coin accounted for  over eighty per cent 
of the English money supply, but for  less than half in 
1800) and so at this point the story of sterling moves from 
the history of minting to the history of banking, something 
which, rightly, is elaborated at some length. As for  credit, 
the argument is that its role in the history of sterling was 
probably as fundamental in the middle ages as it is today, 
the difference  being that whereas in the earlier times 
credit was closely linked to the availability of coins, in 
today's deregulated world credit is 'now controlled only 
by its price', and hence our present preoccupation with 
interest rates. For those, like most of the readers of this 
Journal,  who are primarily interested in coins, it would 
have been most helpful i f the former  part of this proposi-
tion had been more fully elaborated. Given, also, that it is 
argued that 'the theoretical probability of a relationship 
between money supply and the price level' is assumed 
throughout this book, it would also have been helpful to 
have had further  discussion on the equation of exchange 
(PT = MV). 

There are slips to which the specialist can point - the 
mint moved to Llantrisant from Tower Hill, not the 
Tower; Latimer was not a bishop when he talked of the 
'naughtiness' of the silver; Sir Edmund Peckham and 
Thomas Stanley were respectively high treasurer  and 
undertreasurer  of the mint, not master workers; the depre-
ciation of 1526 was not 10 per cent on gold and 11 per 
cent on silver, but one eighth in each case - but, then, in a 
work of such breadth and chronological length this is 
almost an inevitability. Overall, this is a serious and well-
focused book which wil l give all those who are interested 
in sterling good guidance and help. 

C.E. CHALLIS 

English  Medieval  Coin Hoards:  I  Cross  and Crosslets, 
Short  Cross  and Long Cross  Hoards,  by M.M. Archibald 
and B.J. Cook. British Museum Occasional Paper Number 
87 (London, 2001), 169 pages, including 23 plates. 

THIS is the first  of a sub-series being published by the 
British Museum within the compass of their Occasional 
Paper series. This volume provides a vehicle for  publish-
ing in full twenty hoards of British coins found over the 
past thirty years and, in some cases, already briefly 
recorded in learned journals such as the Numismatic 
Chronicle  and the British Numismatic  Journal. 

Within this first  volume, as the title suggests, the period 
covered runs from 1158 to 1279, starting with the Cross-
and-Crosslet ('Tealby') coins of Henry I I and ending with 
the large Colchester hoard of Long-Cross coins, deposited 
before 1278. 

The British Museum, of course, keeps a full photo-
graphic record, with weights, of all hoards which pass 
through its hands, and students can have access to these. It 
is acceptable, therefore,  that in this volume not all coins 
are illustrated, and the illustrations, which are liberal in 
quantity and of good quality, are selected to show clear 
examples, features  of note, and exceptional peculiarities. 

The volume lists hoards chronologically and starts with 
four comparatively small Cross-and-Crosslet hoards, West 
Meon (dep. c. 1168-73; 34 items), Brackley (dep. 
c. 1170-4; 13 coins plus a ring), Mile Ditches (dep. 
c. 1173-80; 8 items) and Norton Subcourse (dep. c.1180; 
43 items). Hoards of coins of this series are comparatively 
scarce, so the careful  studies, descriptions and illustrations 
are very welcome, and even with small hoards interesting 
conclusion can be drawn. For example, it is significant 
that West Meon is the only hoard known that closes in 
Bust D and that although found in Wessex it has an excep-
tionally strong content from East Anglian mints. 
Similarly, it can be seen that the Norton Subcourse hoard 
provides evidence to support Allen's suggestion that mint-
ing was diverted from Norwich to Ipswich at the time of 
the riots there in 1173-4. Mile Ditches was recovered 
under controlled conditions, and one can see that on the 
balance of probabilities it was a loss rather than an inten-
tional hoard. 

The Short-Cross series is represented by 13 hoards, 
Moor Monckton (dep. c.1185; 14 items), Hurstboume 
Tarrant (dep. c,1189(?); 11 items), Scotforth  (dep. c. 1194; 
89 items), Wainfleet (dep. 1194-1200; 383 items and a 
pot), Canwell (dep. c.1200; 60 items), Bainton (dep. 
c.1200; 113 items), Waterlooville (dep. c.1205; 6 items), 
'unknown' (dep. c.1210; 114 items), Southminster (dep. 
1205-47; about 28 items, fused), Claxby (dep. c.1217; 28 
items), Tockholes (dep. c.1218; 60 items), Seasalter (dep. 
c.1230?; 29 items), and Sporle with Palgrave (dep. 
c,1250s(?); 123 items including some Long-Cross). 

The first  six hoards of this group are of special interest 
in that they were deposited before the recoinage of 1205 
and thus throw particular light on the early Short-Cross 
issues. This is particularly the case with Wainfleet, which 
is a hoard of a savings character and which contained 314 
coins of class I, of which no less than seventeen are of the 
rare class la. Friends of the late Professor  Mass will 
remember his excitement when this hoard came to light 
and his use of it in developing his studies of that class. 
Scotforth  and Tockholes had been the subject of unfin-
ished studies by the late Dr Brand, and it is pleasing to see 
that his work has been used and, of course, acknowledged 
by the present authors. 

There has been much interest in Short-Cross coins in 
recent years, and while most of the Short-Cross hoards 
have been analysed in a manner that takes account of the 
many sub-divisions of the Lawrence classes that have been 
published, it is disappointing that this has not been done in 
respect of the important group of la in the Wainfleet hoard. 
Instead, the authors have made a general reference  to 
Professor  Mass's paper in BNJ  1993. Similarly, with the 
exception of the Carlisle coin in the Hurstbourne Tarrant 
hoard, no attempt has been made to relate Carlisle and 
Durham coins to the die study published by Martin Allen 
in BNJ  1979. Not all the la, Carlisle and Durham coins are 
illustrated in this book; however, it may be said that the 
British Museum's photographic record exists, so this is 
probably no more than an inconvenience and, indeed, these 
criticisms are small when compared to the overall achieve-
ment of this volume. 

The Long-Cross hoards are Welwyn Garden City (dep. 
c. late 1250s; 46 items), Greywell (dep. c. 1265-79; 115 
items), and Colchester (dep. c.1256 [first  part] and 1268-78 
[second part]), over 14,000 items and a container). As 
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befits its size and the involvement of professional  museum 
staff  from almost the moment of its discovery, the 
Colchester hoard accounts for  more than half the book. 
The authors have presented their report in the form of sep-
arate chapters dealing with every aspect of processing and 
analysing the hoard and including contributions from out-
side experts. These include Discovery (David T.-D. 
Clarke), Recording and Disposition. It was a peculiarity of 
the hoard that it was in two distinct parts, for  laying on top 
of the 12,160 coins of the English Long-Cross series from 
classes I to Vc, there were 1916 coins of the (hitherto very 
rare) Long-Cross class VI, all die duplicates. For Part 1 
there are chapters on the English Coin, the Anglo-Irish 
Coin (W.A. Seaby), Scottish Coin (Lord Stewartby), 
Continental Sterlings and Imitations, Forgeries, 
Comparison with Other Hoards, Saving or Currency 
Hoard?, and Date of Deposition (J.D. Brand). For Part 2 
there are chapters on Date (J.D. Brand), Metrology, Metal 
Standard and Production Technique. There are separate 
chapters on Container and Ownership, and an Appendix is 
added entitled 'The Coins of Bury in the Colchester and 
Brussels hoards' by R.J. Eaglen. The catalogue presents 
full readings for  individual coins, but for  reasons of space 
individual weights are not given. This information,  how-
ever, is organised on histograms for  mints and classes 
where there is a significant representation. 

Concern may be felt as to why it has taken thirty years 
for  some of these hoards to be published. Part of the 
answer can be found in this book. No less than ten of the 
twenty hoards reported upon are acknowledged to have 
been found by the users of metal-detectors, and thus the 
volume of material required to be studied by professional 
numismatists has markedly increased while at the same 
time human resources available for  this purpose have, at 
the best, increased little. Additionally, increasing standards 
of recording and reporting of hoards, due to improved 
technologies on the one hand and raised professional  stan-
dards on the other, has made the finalisation of hoard 
reports an altogether more lengthy process. Last but not 
least the daily demands by the public on the time of staff  in 
the Department of Coins and Medals in the British 
Museum must inevitably make writing hoard reports an 
affair  for  evenings and week-ends, or, in the case of one of 
the authors, retirement.  It is only fair  to say, too, that some 
of the hoards were the subject of earlier partial publication; 
Colchester as early as 1970, as is described in the volume 
here reviewed. Despite all these considerations it remains a 
fact that full publication should not take decades. 

This is the first  time that we have seen, in this country, 
the presentation of medieval hoard reports in separate 
volumes devoted to the subject,1 and one must applaud 
the British Museum for  perceiving it as a project to which 
resources should be allocated. This has been done for 
some time elsewhere, for  example in France in the series 
Tresors  Monetaires  published by the Bibliotheque 
Nationale,  which covers hoards of all periods, and one 
can see the advantages of it. Standards of scholarship are 
generally high, comparison of hoards is facilitated and a 
uniform approach to presentation is encouraged. On the 

other hand, the British Museum is not the only public 
establishment in the country to study coin hoards, and the 
pages of this Journal  (in which hoard reports are gener-
ally published at the expense of the Society) bear abun-
dant witness to the work of numismatists in other 
museums and to the work of private individuals on this 
subject. One can see that the British Museum has allowed 
contributions by other numismatists to reports prepared 
by those on its staff  (or retired from is staff)  in this vol-
ume. One wonders whether reports from other numisma-
tists may be admitted into future  volumes. Anyway, there 
is plenty of hoard material still to be published and one 
must wish this new project, well begun, may have the 
success it deserves. 

P. WOODHEAD 

Small  Change  1: The  Farthings  and Halfpennies  of 
Edward  I  and II,  by Paul & Bente R. Withers, (Llanfyllin 
(Galata), 2001). ISBN 0 9516671 7 3. 60 pages, illustrated 
throughout. £10. 

I T would be hard to deny that recent decades have been 
something of a golden age for  anyone interested in the 
lower denominations of the English coinage. This is a 
long neglected area, a situation admittedly owing some-
thing at least to a shortage of evidence. Numismatic study 
has traditionally depended on hoards for  its raw material, 
and it is a fact that hoards from medieval and early mod-
ern England rarely i f ever contained any 'small change' at 
all, let alone in any quantity: for  example, in the last two 
decades, out of perhaps two hundred medieval and early 
modern hoards, only one, the Stanwix hoard (dep. 
c. 1351-2) contained an appreciable component of half-
pennies and farthings.  A second point is the relatively 
small numbers of the denominations which were produced 
(as discussed in the book under review, see p. 7). It is a 
numismatic irony that the production of round halfpennies 
and farthings may in fact have caused a decline in the 
availability and use of these denominations, at least to 
judge from the evidence of site finds. Thus, while during 
the Short Cross and Long Cross periods (when small 
change could be easily produced to suit user demand), cut 
fractions,  and above all halfpennies, greatly outnumber 
full pennies as single finds, this situation is reversed for 
the Edwardian sterling period, when the interests of mint 
officials  and the main suppliers of silver were paramount, 
and halfpennies become the scarcest coins, reflecting  mint 
production rates. 

In recent years the traditional shortage of low-denomi-
nation material available for  study has been considerably 
ameliorated as a consequence of the advent and wide-
spread use of the metal-detector. Although smaller coins 
remain less likely to be detected than larger ones, this 
mechanism has nonetheless provided a path to the light 
for  the largely 'unhoarded' element of the currency sys-
tem, and has begun to erode the longstanding evidential 
imbalance towards higher value coins. Much previously 
unknown material has been added to the record: for 

1 This is true for  primary publications of  medieval hoards although, as is said in the introduction, another British Museum series, 
Coin Hoards  of  Roman Britain, has shown the way and one can also point to Boon's Welsh  Hoards.  There are, of  course, several sum-
mary listings of  hoards available. 
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example, the existence of the issue of round halfpennies 
and farthings of  c. 1222 has been confirmed by actual 
coins only since 1989; and many previously 'missing' 
coins now fill out the sequence of types for  these denomi-
nations in the later fourteenth  and fifteenth  centuries. The 
opportunity for  the recording of individual coin finds from 
the later medieval and early modern periods made 
possible by the Portable Antiquities Recording Scheme is 
providing insights into the role of money in daily life not 
reflected in hoards and most documentary sources. 

This avalanche of new material needs of course to be 
collected and studied, before it can fully be made sense of. 
David Rogers (1946-99) was the main figure to take up 
the challenge in indefatigably accumulating a great collec-
tion of the English fractional  silver coinage from the ham-
mered era. His own work on the material he assembled 
was tragically cut short by his death in an accident in 
1999, but it is being built on and expanded by Paul and 
Bente Withers, and the volume here under review is the 
first  fruit  of their endeavours. They begin their book with 
a memorial and tribute to David Rogers (pp. 3-5), fol-
lowed by a discussion of the history of the halfpenny and 
farthing issues of the Edwardian period, and the basis of 
the new classification for  these denominations which the 
volume itself embodies. 

Traditionally, the halfpennies and farthings have been 
slotted into apparently appropriate places within the 
penny classification established by the Foxes and 
expanded by North, a sometimes forbidding construction 
which is nevertheless one of the crowning glories of 
English medieval numismatics. This was in some respects 
logical, and the lack of a sufficient  body of material prob-
ably made any other system impractical. However, the 
Withers have identified legitimate problems with this 
approach, as an increasing quantity of material has proven 
harder to fit into this system (too many coins that simply 
do not fit easily anywhere; others where 'mules' seem far 
commoner than the notional substantive type). The erratic 
production and longevity of die use for  these denomina-
tions resulted in a much less clear-cut sequence of types, 
in 'promiscuous muling' (to the point where it may seem 
that to speak of muling at all seems to be begging too 
many questions), and in the concurrent production of 
some classes (as the Withers point out, a phenomenon not 
unknown even among the pennies (p. 9), and their view 
that, for  the halfpennies, class 7 coins 'almost certainly' 
come before class 6 ones may indeed also hold true for  the 
pennies, i f the apparent evidence of the Ickfield (aka 
Wingham) hoard that 7a stands at the head of the 6-7 
complex is accepted). 

Liberating coinages from classificatory  straight-jackets 
has a proud history: ending the long and futile struggle to 
accommodate the Elizabethan gold and silver coinages 
within the same system is just one example in the British 
series. However, it can be a difficult  question: is it best to 
adapt a long-standing and familiar  classification schema, 
or to grit one's teeth and replace it altogether? The 
Withers' approach is the latter, to begin again from 
scratch, while of course providing a concordance with the 
traditional system (pp. 58-9). In fact, they provide two 
new systems, as the two denominations are classified dis-
tinctly, producing thirty-two types of farthing (replacing 
North/Fox classes 1 to 13) and thirteen types of halfpenny 
(North/Fox classes 3b to 10-11). Their methodology 

behind the classification and the logic which led them to 
abandon the Fox system is clearly spelled out (pp. 9-10), 
a decision which would have been made judiciously, 
though this reviewer remains uncertain whether retaining 
the Fox system, even in skeleton form, might have had the 
advantage of encouraging the easier and swifter  adoption 
of the new system into regular usage, particularly since, 
for  the most part, the sequence of types has not dramati-
cally changed (or indeed at all, for  the halfpennies). 

The detailed sequence of types is impressive and clear, 
reflecting  the development of these coinages, and with 
interesting implications for  how the die engravers and 
moneyers worked, though this reviewer has not yet had the 
opportunity of testing it out on a significant body of new 
material. It may suffer  from being too detailed, however, 
as the defining characteristic being used to establish a new 
type is a significant change in crown and/or face detail. 
Many types are thus distinguished by relatively small fea-
tures which may not be clear on many actual specimens: 
for  instance, farthing type 17 (which has no exact 
Fox/North correspondence, but would probably have been 
included within class 6-7) is defined by its 'crown as types 
12 and 16; new face with narrower cheeks, deeply hol-
lowed eye-sockets; long nose'. Some of these distinctions 
appear overly relative, even subjective. From experience in 
tutoring regional curators and archaeologists in coin identi-
fication, this reviewer can confirm that the reaction of 
many people coming new to numismatic classifications of 
this nature is for  their hearts to sink and confidence ebb at 
the sight of a flotilla of relative classification features  bob-
bing menacingly on the horizon ('bushier hair', 'larger 
crown', 'crude letters', 'narrower cheeks' and even 'long 
nose' would, one imagines, get a similar response). 
Furthermore,  a slightly weak or worn centre to a coin 
would easily put a positive identification of a potential 
'Type 17' at risk, especially distinguishing it from a Type 
16. Withers Types 9-19 (Fox/North 3c-7), however, all 
have the ER ANGLIE legend, and slightly adjusting the clas-
sification to fewer,  broader groups reflecting  this, with the 
types embedded within these as sub-types, might have 
made it more user-friendly  when dealing with the need to 
record and report less than high quality material. Indeed, 
the Withers themselves in their text do subdivide the types 
into sections defined by the different  obverse and reverse 
legend varieties, though without making this a substantive 
part of the classification system. This whole question is, of 
course, a familiar  one when dealing with immobilised 
types, and there is, perhaps, no definitive answer to it, and 
these points are only made with the thought of encourag-
ing the application of this new classification to the ever-
growing body of new material. 

The illustrations are excellent, as is to be expected from 
Galata productions. The enlarged photographs of the coins 
are mostly taken from the Rogers collection, which again 
illustrates the scope and strength of his material. The 
authors are to be congratulated on treating David Rogers's 
legacy with such enthusiasm, care and intelligence, and 
for  their promise of much more to come. 

B.J. COOK 

Tokens  of  the Industrial  Revolution. Foreign  Silver  Coins 
Countennarked  for  use in Great Britain, c.1787 - 1828, 
by Harrington E. Manville. 327 pages + 55 plates. Fully 
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illustrated throughout. (London, 2001). IBSN 
1-902040-41-4. Published jointly by the British 
Numismatic Society and Spink & Son, Ltd. British 
Numismatic Society Special Publication No. 3. Price £40. 

THIS is a splendid book, no less than we might expect 
from the author. It comprises issues of the Bank of 
England (pp. 1-6), Scotland (pp. 7-195), some 61 issuers 
in 27 different  locations, England (pp. 197-216), Ireland 
(pp. 217-24), Not Located (pp. 225-31), Non-
Countermarks (pp. 233-7) together with nine Appendices, 
Bibliography and Index (pp. 239-307). The 55 plates are 
of high quality and illustrate every variety; in the text are 
enlargements of the punches, together with maps and 
sketches, though in a few cases punch illustrations in bet-
ter condition than the British Museum specimen might 
have been used. 

For each location (and for  the issuer i f more than one) 
is given a comprehensive historical, geographic and eco-
nomic background together with a list of all the recorded 
pieces (for  the Bank of England only separate varieties). 
This listing is a mammoth piece of work, over a thousand 
specimens, mostly with their provenances. The author 
has acknowledged great credit to David McFarlan (p. 
xvi) for  recommending that all known specimens should 
be listed rather than only those in museums. Several are 
of the only known example, e.g. Beith, Campsie and 
Dairy, but others are common, e.g. New Lanark, 178 
specimens of seven varieties. Of the 14 pieces of which 
only one specimen is recorded (almost without exception 
now in the British Museum, to the chagrin of some 
enthusiasts), only two (Glasgow, John Slater, no. 42 and 
Paisley, Corser, no. 85) have a provenance pre-Cokayne 
1946 (some museums excepted) and of the 10 pieces of 
which only two specimens are recorded, only three 
(Fintry, John Stewart, no. 32, Glasgow, John Inglis, no. 
40 and Johnstone, Campbell, Hall & Watt, no. 65) have a 
pre-Cokayne provenance. This would seem to be a little 
unusual, i f not a trifle  worrying. The late William C. 
Wells, a Sanford Saltus medallist of the Society (p. 235), 
undoubtedly was responsible for  Deanston Works (x 22, 
p. 58), Yellowley's Pottery (x 107, p. 215), the Castle 
Comer forgery  (x 108b, p. 220) and, almost certainly, the 
Percy Main Colliery (x 106, p. 211). A recently exposed 
example of Wells's handiwork was a St Vincent IX Bitts, 
sold in Spink Coin Auction 50, lot 209, for  £5,200, the 
property of David Spink, whose wife came from the 
island. When going over the manuscript of the Ralph C. 
Gordon collection with Bob Lyall, we both simultane-
ously said of RCG's specimen of this coin 'that's wrong' 
and were able to prove it (see Baldwin Auction 8, lot 113, 
for  the details - it realised £100!). So more's the pity that 
when the Wells property was purchased by A.H. Baldwin 
& Sons, c. 1950, his various products and other doubtful 
pieces were not published for  posterity. It would have 
made life much easier. As it was 'Uncle Fred' sent this 
young Peter out of the room whenever the Wells property 
was discussed. Nothing would seem to be known of the 
various contemporary die sinkers of this series, but it is 
very tempting to play the Devil's Advocate and visualise 
our gold medallist beavering away to satisfy the consid-
erable demand for  rare and interesting British counter-
marks, recently created by the likes of Cokayne, Paget 
and Lingford.  However, it would appear that the series 

was collected by very few and the Cokayne sale would 
seem to be the pivotal point at which pieces began to 
appear out of the woodwork. Also, in the light of their 
considerable experience of the countermarked issues of 
the West Indies, these reviewers would agree that it is not 
easy to impart circulation wear on a countermark,  rather 
than the host coin (see the illustrations of the aforemen-
tioned x 22, x 107, x 108b and x 106). 

The nine Appendices include the Market Prices of 
Spanish Dollars from 1790 to 1828, a list of Collectors 
and Sales (including a reconstruction of the first  Cokayne 
collection, stolen c. 1918) and comprehensive details of 
Deanston Cotton Works and Rothsay Mills. The 
Bibliography is not listed alphabetically but under the 
place of issue. 

When beginning to read this book we soon began to 
realise our knowledge of Scottish geography was not up 
to locating the places of issue, so out came the atlas. We 
only got as far  as 'B' for  Blantyre which could not ini-
tially be located, for  it is eight miles southeast  of Glasgow 
(p. 29). Other minor mistakes or inconsistencies are 
Saunderson for  Sanderson (p. 13, 5c) and Cowan for 
Cowen (p. 14, 5k), Guatemala (pp. 110, 112, 114) but 
Guatemala City (pp. 114, 116); Four Shillings and 
Sixpence for  Four Shillings and Ninepence (p. 118, no. 
61), the illustration above (4/9). 

In a lighter vein, one was interested to read (p. 173) of 
the castle on Bute erected in 1098 by Magnus Barfoot, 
King of Norway, having recently had difficulty  in identi-
fying three extremely rare halfpennies of this monarch 
when cataloguing the Viking Collection, Spink Coin 
Auction 150, lots 1296-8; one now knows that Castle 
Semple Boat Club seen at Henley Royal Regatta some 
years ago hailed from Lochwinnoch (p. 129); Muspratt, a 
reference  under an illustration of Hurlet Works (p. 125) 
was H.M. Lingford's  middle name given in his sale cata-
logue, but it was actually Muschamp, his mother's maiden 
name (courtesy H.E.P.). There is no limit to the informa-
tion contained in this book, but one is incredulous to read 
that grapes could be grown at Steventon on the Ayrshire 
coast in a 'mild and fertile  valley'. Denbies Winery in the 
Mole Gap at Dorking is on chalk, and on occasion not so 
mild. 

Al l said and done, this is a superb book, and especially 
good value at the British Numismatic Society's sub-
sidised price. 

P.D. MITCHELL and K.V. ECKARDT 

The  Coins and Banknotes  of  Palestine  under  the British 
Mandate,  1927-1947,  by Howard M. Berlin (MacFarland 
& Company, Inc., Jefferson,  North Carolina and London, 
2001), 152 pp., illustrations in text + 8 colour pis. 

I N his preface,  Berlin modestly states that he is not offering 
original research, but is, rather, bringing together in one ref-
erence work information  previously existing in scattered 
sources. This is a fair  disclaimer, for  the book is essentially 
a presentation of factual information  on the coins and notes 
issued in Palestine during the British Mandate, largely 
drawn, according to the bibliographic references,  from cat-
alogues and short articles in a variety of journals. 

The first  chapter usefully provides a brief  history of this 
volatile area, from the origins of the name 'Palestine' and 
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the complexities of changing boundaries and political 
rulers, through to the Balfour  Declaration of 1917, 
the British Mandate established in 1923, and finally, the 
United Nations partition of 1947. (The full text of 
the Mandate is given in an Appendix.) This is followed by 
a chapter on the Palestine Currency Board, set up in June 
1926 and responsible for  the issue of currency for 
Palestine between 1927 and 1947. Berlin includes the 
names of the men who served on the Currency Board, 
identifying those whose signatures appeared on the notes, 
and he ends the chapter with a helpful chronology, setting 
the issue of coins and notes in the context of major politi-
cal events from 1917 to 1951. 

Chapters 3 and 5 provide catalogue listings of the coins 
and notes, with the fourth  chapter giving a brief  discus-
sion of known varieties of the ambiguous 'Holy Land 
Token' of 1927. For the coins, Berlin gives a short general 
description of common design features  and a table of 
years of issue, then goes through each denomination 
(illustrated front  and back), systematically presenting 
information such as size, weight, obverse and reverse 
designs and the numbers minted. He includes varieties, 
such as the bronze alloys issued during the Second World 
War when nickel was scarce. The chapter on notes - not, 
strictly speaking, 'bank' notes, as they were issued by a 
currency board - follows the same format,  with an intro-
ductory section including information  on printing, facsim-
iles of signatures and an illustration of the olive-sprig 
watermark. This is followed by a listing of each denomi-
nation (again, illustrated front  and back) with basic infor-
mation on size, colour, years of issue and number of 
examples known and brief  descriptions of the designs. For 
some of the scarcer issues, particularly the highest denom-
ination of a hundred Palestine pounds, Berlin recounts the 
recent provenance of remaining examples, including their 
auction histories with sale prices. 

Finding acceptable images for  paper currency in a 
divided community is difficult:  the answer in this series 
was to depict ancient monuments of significance to 
Jewish and Arab inhabitants. Images of Rachel's Tomb, 
the Dome of the Rock or the Tower of Ramlah feature  on 
the front  of the notes, while a vignette of the Citadel and 
Tower of David appears on the back of all denominations. 
Chapter 6 gives the history of each of these sites and their 
evolving religious importance, with photographs of the 
sites as they are today. The final chapter looks briefly  at 
counterfeits  of coins and notes, including comparative 
photographs of details from genuine and forged notes. 

Berlin has deliberately chosen not to create his own cat-
alogue numbering system, but in Appendix B he gives a 
concordance of the numbering in existing catalogues of 
the coins and notes. Appendix C is a checklist table of all 
the issues for  collectors, in which they may record details 
of items they have purchased. And this is very much a 
book aimed at the collector - indeed, it is collectors who 
provide the enthusiastic readers' endorsements on the 
Amazon website, and it is presumably collectors who will 
be most interested in the provenances and prices of rare 
notes. Basic information  for  each issue is clearly laid out 
in the central chapters, and succinctly put into context by 
the others, with sources of information carefully  foot-
noted. Prior knowledge is not assumed, and the notes to 
chapter 7 are particularly helpful on the background to 
biblical, Hebrew and Islamic references. 

At times, something more seems to be offered,  as in the 
chapter devoted to the monuments on the paper currency, 
and this reviewer often wished for  more analysis and 
more exploration of primary sources: for  example, to 
explain how specific designs were chosen, or more about 
the circumstances of both Arab and Jewish objections -
for  different  reasons - to the Hebrew inscription 'Land of 
Israel' on the coins and Holy Land token. However, the 
book makes no claim to be a scholarly work and the 
author has largely succeeded in his stated intention to pro-
vide an accessible reference  work. The format  does raise 
questions: sometimes information  seems to have been 
included simply because it is available; thus a section on 
Palestine notes used in Cyprus during the Second World 
War might have been better placed as an appendix, rather 
than in the main chapter on the Palestine Currency Board. 
There is also considerable repetition of facts and while 
this makes each chapter quite self-contained, it also gives 
a sense of the material being rather stretched. The colour 
plates are attractive, but perhaps superfluous given that all 
coins and notes discussed are illustrated in the text in 
black and white, and that for  the examples I could com-
pare, the colour was not very accurate. These features 
must add to the cost of what is a handsomely-presented 
hardback book and, appealing as such publications always 
are, in this case a slimmer soft-cover  volume could well 
have contained the important information  in a more 
affordable  format. 

VIRGINIA HEWITT 

The  World's  Show, Coincraft's  Catalogue  of  Crystal 
Palace Medals  and Tokens  1851-1936, by Leslie Lewis 
Allen. 276 pp. Many half tone ills, in text. 4to. casebound 
laminated heavy boards. (London, 2000). £29.50. 

T H E subject matter of this book will be familiar  to many 
and it is probably common knowledge that the Great 
Exhibition held at Hyde Park in 1851 was a great success. 
It was, in fact, visited by over six million people, the aver-
age daily attendance being nearly 43,000. 

It is not surprising, therefore,  that so many medals and 
tokens concerning the exhibition were issued and that 
they were sold in large quantities. It is, however, the first 
time that a book has been entirely devoted to the medals 
and tokens of the Great Exhibition and its associated exhi-
bition at Sydenham. Also included for  good measure are 
medals and tokens concerning the Exhibition of Art 
Treasures at Manchester in 1857 and the International 
Exhibition at South Kensington in 1862 

There are very few medals in this book which have not 
been previously listed elsewhere but the author is to be 
congratulated on bringing together all of these pieces into 
one volume and pursuing more fully his interest in the 
Great Exhibition. This, he tells us, originated in his acqui-
sition of a medal commemorating the 1911 Coronation, 
given to a friend when taken to the Crystal Palace to 
attend the Coronation Fete. Of such chance encounters are 
collectors made. 

The book is divided into four  sections, each dealing 
with a particular exhibition and having an Introduction 
giving a brief  account of the event. A catalogue of the 
medals, both official  and unofficial,  then follows, ending 
with a listing of the trade tokens and associated pieces. 
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Catalogue entries include the engraver, size, metal, 

obverse and reverse descriptions, estimated rarity and ref-
erences in other works. In many cases there are mono-
chrome illustrations above the catalogue entry. These 
illustrations, it should immediately be noted, are good. 
Considerable time and expense has obviously been 
expended to make them so and the result adds immeasur-
ably to the value of the work. 

Many entries have supplementary notes. Some state 
where the author found the description of the medal in 
other works i f he had not personally examined a specimen 
or, perhaps, note that the piece was originally sold in a 
cardboard box. 

Throughout the book additional information  is sup-
plied, perhaps in the form of an illustration of the exhibi-
tion buildings, photographs of persons connected with the 
events, tables of numbers of visitors and entrance money 
received, advertisements for  events held at the venues and 
illustrations culled from such sources as the Illustrated 
London News.  At the end of the work is a consolidated 
table giving an estimation of the rarity and value of the 
pieces. 

The layout of the book has been expertly done and 
probably constituted a not inconsiderable portion of the 
production cost. The result is a very useful book and the 
fact that it is printed on high quality paper is an added 
attraction. 

The catalogue numbering system used is, perhaps, 
somewhat cumbersome. The Great Exhibition at Hyde 
Park medals are numbered, say, HP-A050 or HP-B275, 
the A and B denoting 'A' for  the official  medals and 'B' 
for  the unofficial.  The tokens for  the same event are listed 
as 'C' and the associated pieces as 'D'. 

Catalogue entries for  the exhibition at Sydenham are 
prefixed by SY followed by the year, say 1904, and a con-
secutive number. Subsequent years each begin again at 
number 1. All this makes for  a somewhat complex num-
bering system which is not conducive to compact entries 
for  cataloguers who may wish to quote Allen as a refer-
ence. Would it not have been preferable  to list them in 
simple numerical order? A further  minor criticism is the 
way in which the catalogue numbers, medallist and size 
are delineated in white on a heavy grey ground. The rarity 
and cross references  to other works are also noted in the 
same manner but in black on a light grey ground. These 
serve to break up the entries and are not, to the reviewer's 
eye at least, particularly attractive. 

In the section dealing with tokens connected in some 
way with the Great Exhibition, there are two indexes of 
issuers, one alphabetical and the other geographical. 
These two interesting lists have, presumably by an over-
sight, been omitted from the list of contents. The issuers 
cover a wide area, not only in Britain but, perhaps surpris-
ingly, in Matanzas, Cuba; Brussels; New Orleans; 
Springfield,  Massachusetts; Cologne and Melbourne. 

The manufacturers  of these pieces were mostly situated 
in Birmingham and London and the issuers overseas were 
presumably quite happy for  their tokens, which were for 
local circulation, to bear a representation of exhibition 
buildings that the users had never seen and, possibly, of 
which they had never heard, the manufacturing  costs as a 
result being significantly less. The picture is made more 
complex by the fact that it is a distinct possibility that, 
although the presumed manufacturer  of some of these 

tokens was T. Pope & Co, the die bearing the representation 
of the exhibition buildings was possibly prepared by 
Heaton, a fact noted by Roy Hawkins on p. 409 in his 
Dictionary of  Makers  of...  Medalets,  Tallies  and Counters. 

The bibliography lists fifty-two  works consulted by the 
author in the compilation of the work. Some of these are 
numismatic but others, such as the official  catalogue of 
the Exhibition, doubtless yielded much valuable informa-
tion. The depth of research undertaken is obvious and 
makes this book an indispensable work for  those inter-
ested in the subject matter. At the very reasonable price of 
£29.50 it should be in every commemorative medal col-
lector's library. 

LAURENCE BROWN 

The  Order  of  Industrial  Heroism,  by W.H. Fevyer, J.W. 
Wilson, and J.E. Cribb (The Orders & Medals Research 
Society Publication No. 6, London, 2000), 197 pages, 
illustrated. £28.00. 

T H E idea of an 'Order of Industrial Heroism' is a noble 
one, though it was not, as one might expect, the product of 
years of consultations between Government and Royalty. 
The medal came into being as the result of campaigning 
by the left-wing newspaper the Daily Herald. 
The concept of a medal for  bravery in the workplace 
seems almost Dickensian, but many a workplace after 
World War I had changed little since Victorian times and 
industrial accidents were waiting to happen. Looking 
back, it seems amazing that the award not only survived 
the Second World War, but continued to be presented right 
up until 1964, when the Daily Herald  was taken over and 
re-born as the Sun. In forty-one years there were 440 
awards, the majority to living recipients, with just a few 
posthumous awards. The medal 'broke ranks' in another 
way, for  whilst it became recognised as the workers' 
Victoria Cross (an easy over-simplification),  it was in fact 
a small, round, patinated bronze medal designed by Eric 
Gill. In so many ways it is quite unlike any other British 
medal, and this book tells a wonderful  story. 

The book has three authors, of whom W.H. Fevyer and 
J.W. Wilson are both well known and respected in the dis-
ciplines of medal research. The third author, J.E. Cribb, is 
a numismatist of an entirely different  discipline, but his 
family connections with Eric Gill make him the ideal con-
tributor to the section on the 'Design of the Awards'. 

The book is in that now accepted, but library 
unfriendly,  A4 format,  with soft card covers. It is divided 
into sections covering all aspects of the medal. The first 
few pages are devoted to the background of the award, the 
links between the Labour Party, the Unions and T.U.C, 
and the Daily Herald. The book continues with an account 
of Eric Gill's involvement, his designs for  the medal and 
the certificate  that was issued with it, and his collaboration 
with George Friend, who was to engrave the dies. The 
obverse of the medal shows St Christopher 'bent over by 
the weight of the child', an inspirational design. Cribb's 
research gives the reader a new and fresh insight while 
following through the whole of Gill's involvement. The 
medal is firmly placed in the context of its time, and in the 
context of Gill's work. The perhaps obscure use of St 
Christopher is discussed, and it is noted that the later 
Certificates  had the St Christopher legend recorded on the 
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back. It is not known who commissioned Gill in the first 
place, though Cribb speculates and reasons as to his suit-
ability. Gill was a controversial designer who, on becom-
ing a Roman Catholic, had abandoned his socialist and 
Fabian views. With the combination of the sponsor and 
the artist, there was no way that the Order of Industrial 
Heroism would ever be seen as an 'establishment' award. 
The photographs of the medal and its designs form six 
plates at the end of the Cribb contribution. 

The book continues with the details of the recipients 
giving, in alphabetical order, a note of the award, the cita-
tion, and in a few cases some further  information.  A sepa-
rate list gives the details of the group awards, both lists 
recording where the presentations were made. In those 
days there were no trips to expensive locations (as would 
surely happen now), just The Cinema, South Kirby, the 
Salford Central Mission, the Flower Show, Llay, and the 
like. The citations that capture all these deeds of immense 
bravery in a few lines are all worth reading, and with the 
emotion of the event removed some of them make stark 
reading indeed. The reviewer writes just two weeks after 
the destruction of the World Trade Center in New York, 
where it has been made graphically clear that the tradition 
of bravery of people in their working environment has 
never been lost and is truly universal. 

The book is not without its faults. It lacks a certain 
amount of editorial style, and the A4 page size makes for 
too much 'white paper' within the text. Citations are in a 
print size too small for  the eye to follow easily along the 
160mm length of the line. The bibliography sits uncomfort-
ably on page 31, whilst pages 30 and 32 have nothing but a 
page number and running title. Perhaps the 2 column for-
mat of The  Medal  and the British Art Medal  Society  publi-
cations would have been more suitable. The photographs of 
the recipients, whilst well worth while would have been 
better presented i f they were smaller - and then perhaps 
more of the 440 could have been represented. Many details 
of the recipients would have benefited from a little further 
research, for  one knows nothing about where these brave 
people came from or what became of them in later life. 
Finally the book suffers  from that commercial block. It is of 
limited appeal to medal collectors, as the medal is an unof-
ficial award. The followers of Gill will likewise feel £28 too 
much to pay for  twelve pages of related text and six plates. 
Yet both, and indeed numismatists with any interest in the 
20th Century, should buy the book. There is much to read 
and learn and the Orders  & Medals  Research Society  is to 
be congratulated for  having the foresight  to publish the 
book regardless of commercial return. 

DANIEL FEARON 
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OUR Anniversary Meeting this evening brings to a close the ninety-eighth year of  the Society's 
existence. As with any living institution, the Society has experienced its fair  share of  ups and 
downs since its foundation  in 1903. Indeed, the time is not beyond the memory of  many present 
when, because of  its financial  straits, its very existence as an independent entity was threatened. 
Determination, loyalty and the careful  husbanding of  resources brought the Society through its 
difficulties  to the position where today, as you have just heard from  our Treasurer, our finances  are 
fundamentally  sound and where, I am confident,  we can look forward  to an assured future. 

This state of  affairs  owes much to the skilful  leadership of  a succession of  former  Presidents, 
most of  whom, I am happy to see, are here this evening. It owes a great deal, too, to the dedication 
of  our Treasurers over this period and especially to Tim Webb Ware who has held the office  for  the 
past sixteen and a half  years. As he has just told you, and as you would already have realized from 
the ballot sheets, he has decided to retire tonight from  an office  that is both burdensome in its 
responsibilities and time-consuming. He will be keenly missed from  the Council table where, 
apart from  his command of  the complexities of  accounting, he has always been a fund  of  common 
sense. We will have an opportunity of  thanking him in a more informal  atmosphere later this 
evening but I would wish here to put on record my personal appreciation of  his financial  steward-
ship over such a long period. I am deeply grateful  and I am sure that in saying so I speak for  us all. 
As you have agreed, Philip Mernick will take over Tim Webb Ware's mantle and we wish him 
equal success. He will have to contend with formidable  operational challenges in the face  of  the 
continuing fall  in our investment income but I am sure he will do so with aplomb. 

The underlying strength of  our finances  is matched by the buoyancy of  our numbers. I must 
admit that I had hoped to be able to announce tonight that we would end 2001 with a membership 
in excess of  the figure  of  six hundred that has eluded us for  so long. With the election of  thirty-one 
new members this year this target seemed more than achievable but death, resignation and the 
eleven amovals just announced have taken their toll. Our roll now stands at 598 (eight honorary 
members, 481 ordinary and junior, and 109 institutional members.1 Almost there but not quite; 
and even then I must enter a caveat and stress a point made by the late John Brand when he was 
President. This total of  598 is a nominal figure.  Amoval is effected  after  a two-year failure  to pay 
one's subscription but there are, as of  today, thirty members included in our total who are a year 
adrift  with their dues despite having received more than one reminder from  our Treasurer. I am 
sure that many of  these will shortly repair what is probably nothing more than an oversight but I 
would urge members in this category to reflect  on the financial  effect  their dilatoriness has on the 
good health of  the Society. If  simple forgetfulness  is the problem members are reminded that they 
may pay their subscription by bankers' order. 

I mentioned a moment ago that we have eight honorary members. This is a distinction that is 
conferred  sparingly and only on someone who has achieved acknowledged eminence in numis-
matics or who has served the Society in outstanding measure over many years. It was a great per-
sonal pleasure for  me that in May honorary membership was accorded to Lord Stewartby. In 
February he will have completed half  a century as a member of  the Society, having served as a 
Council member for  sixteen years, Director for  nine of  them, and subsequently as a Vice-President 
for  a further  twenty-two. His devotion to the Society has been second to none and he is always 
someone who can be counted on for  sage and positive advice. But, for  all this, it was even more 

1 Subsequent to the meeting two members who had been included in the list of  amovals renewed their subscriptions; as at 
21 December 2001 the membership of  the Society thus stood at 600: eight honorary members, 483 ordinary and junior, and 109 institu-
tional members. 
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on account of  his signally distinguished scholarship and his outstanding contributions to numis-
matic studies, made in the context of  a public life  that in itself  would exhaust most of  us, that Lord 
Stewartby was unanimously elected to honorary membership. 

In the summer, we all heard with the greatest pleasure that Graham Dyer, our immediate past 
President, had been appointed an OBE in Her Majesty the Queen's Birthday Honours List. The 
award recognized his notable work as Librarian and Curator of  the Royal Mint but I am sure that 
members will regard it too as a tribute to his achievements in establishing the study of  modern 
British coinage as a serious academic discipline. I have extended our warm congratulations to him 
on at least two previous occasions but it is not out of  place for  me to do so again at our 
Anniversary Meeting. 

On a far  less happy note I must report that our losses over the past year include three deaths. 
One, which the Society will feel  keenly, is that of  Jeffrey  Mass (1984), Ichihashi Professor  of 
Japanese History and Civilization at Stanford  University and an Honorary Fellow of  Hertford 
College, Oxford.  Jeffrey  Mass, a most human person as many of  you will recall from  congresses 
in Oxford,  was an acknowledged expert in the complex field  of  Japanese medieval history - no 
mean achievement for  a western scholar. But he will be remembered in numismatic circles as an 
authority on the English Short Cross coinage, his Journal  paper on the early issues (Volume 63) 
being of  seminal importance. It is particularly sad that he did not live to see the actual publication 
of  the forthcoming  Sylloge  volume devoted to his remarkable collection of  this series, a work that 
promises to be of  fundamental  significance.  Michael Shaip contributes a fitting  personal apprecia-
tion of  Jeffrey  Mass to the volume of  the Journal  now in the press. 

William Ferguson (1972), a banker by profession,  was a student of  Scottish medieval coinage, 
especially of  the issues of  Alexander III. As recently as February 2000 he had contributed to the 
Numismatic  Circular  a paper on the St Andrews pennies of  John Balliol and more was expected. 
A staunch promoter of  local numismatics, he was Honorary Treasurer of  the Edinburgh 
Numismatic Society, a society that he had been instrumental in re-founding  in the early 1990s. 

Both Jeffrey  Mass and Bill Ferguson were cut off  in their prime with much yet to offer.  Noel 
Woolf  (1971) was in his ninetieth year when he died in May. He was also an enthusiastic local 
numismatist and a former  Chairman of  the Worthing Numismatic Society but he will be remem-
bered primarily as a long-standing authority on Jacobite history. He made substantial contribu-
tions to its literature both in this Journal  with his papers on 'Touch Pieces' (Volumes XLIX and L) 
- republished as a BANS monograph in 1990 - and in his Medallic  Record  of  the Jacobite 
Movement  (1988), a work that will remain a major reference  for  years to come. Noel Woolf's  col-
lection, dispersed by Glendining's in 1992 was, in the view of  one expert, the finest  of  its kind 
ever put up for  sale. 

Someone who was not a member of  the Society but who will have been known to all of  you, if 
not personally then certainly through his numismatic creations, must also be mentioned: William 
Gardner, the calligrapher, engraver and designer of  coins, medals and seals, who died in 
December. He designed and, as he always stressed, also engraved, among many other choice 
works, the reverses of  the 1953 twelve-sided threepence, the English and Scottish shillings and 
what many of  you will have in your pockets tonight, that stalwart workhorse, the twenty pence 
piece with its elegant heraldic Tudor rose design. 

Turning now to internal matters I am happy to be able to say that after  a rather difficult  interim 
period, the Library is now operating regularly, under the aegis of  a designated key-holder, on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from  12 noon to 5 pm although it does close early on the Tuesdays when 
the Royal Numismatic Society meets. I am grateful  to the Librarian and the team of  duty key-
holders, who have made these arrangements possible. Naturally, we all regret the restrictions now 
imposed on members but I am sure that everyone fully  appreciates the necessity of  introducing 
such security measures following  the losses that have occurred in the recent past. 

More positively, the Library has at last been able to acquire a less archaic computer. Stuart 
Brookes has been appointed to the Library as Computer Assistant and, with the help of  Dr Blackburn 
and colleagues at the Fitzwilliam Museum, has re-formatted  the computer system. As the Librarian 
has pointed out if  this had not been done, and soon, the system would have become so outdated that, 
in the event of  a breakdown, an enormous amount of  data could have been irretrievably lost. 
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Of  donations to the Library I must mention one in particular. Harrington E. Manville has pre-

sented to the Society a complete run of  the American Numismatic Society's Colonial  Newsletter 
and has also undertaken to have the extensive series bound for  us. It is an important publication 
and vital to anyone working on the pre-Independence coinages and currency of  North America. 
We are very grateful  to Harry Manville for  his most generous gift. 

In May Mr Manville's Tokens  of  the Industrial  Revolution: Foreign  Silver  Coins 
Countermarked  for  use in Great Britain, c. 1787-1828  was published as the third volume in the 
Society's Special Publications Series. This elegantly produced book has been very well received, 
one review I have seen referring  to it as 'a work that is monumental, ground-breaking and defini-
tive', and already virtually half  of  the print run has been taken up. It is ample justification  of  the 
Society's wise decision to use Roy Osborne's bequest for  such Special Publications. As you know 
several more volumes are firmly  in prospect, the next in the Series being Martin Allen's The 
Durham Mint,  which, it is hoped, will appear in the autumn of  next year. 

The summer of  this year saw the publication of  a new edition of  Robert Thompson's Contents 
of  the British Numismatic  Journal  extended to include Volume 69 (1999). Copies are available to 
members from  the Honorary Secretary. 

As you would again have gathered from  your ballot papers, Edward Besly has decided to stand 
down as Director. When he accepted the office  he made it clear that he would not wish to serve for 
more than three years and he has now completed that span. Before  he became Director he had 
been Production Editor and then Senior Editor of  the Journal  and he has therefore  been an Officer 
of  the Society for  eleven years. None of  these assignments is, by any stretch of  the imagination, a 
sinecure and Edward Besly has had responsibility for  nine volumes of  the Journal  and has also 
devised for  us lecture programmes of  variety and appeal. All this, of  course, undertaken in tandem 
with his demanding professional  responsibilities to which, I must confess,  I had a hand in appoint-
ing him fifteen  or so years ago. His departure from  the Directorship is to be greatly regretted but 
we are fortunate  that we will not forfeit  his wealth of  experience since he will remain a member of 
Council. His successor as Director, Kevin Clancy, although relieved of  the responsibility of  organ-
izing next year's lecture programme at the Warburg Institute, is already turning his mind to our 
Special Summer Meeting in 2002. This will be in Bath on, appropriately enough for  the centre of 
the cult of  Sulis Minerva, the general topic of  'Coins and Ceremony'. 

Edward Besly's skill in putting together an imaginatively diverse sessional programme was 
demonstrated again this year. We ranged happily across the spectrum of  our terms of  reference, 
from  the Iron Age to the Festival of  Britain and from  medals to coin weights. Most of  our speakers 
were very well known to us: Graham Dyer, Stephen Minnit, Kristin Bornholm, Tim Crafter  and 
Nicholas Mayhew, Donal Bateson, Jonathan Williams and Robert Heslip; all but one members of 
the Society. Finally, it was especially pleasing to welcome Professor  James Graham-Campbell, 
FBA, Professor  of  Archaeology in the University of  London, to deliver the seventh biennial 
Linecar Lecture, an assured and polished exposition of  his thoughts on the Danelaw and its dual 
economy which was followed  by a spirited discussion. The Lecture is published elsewhere in the 
volume of  the Journal  carrying this address. 

The 2001 Special Summer Meeting was held in Birmingham with papers on varying aspects of 
Colonial and Overseas Numismatics. The contributions to a theme not visited for  some consider-
able time brought out clearly the necessary interrelationship between numismatics and other aca-
demic disciplines. Altogether, it was a particularly enjoyable and fulfilling  day, enhanced by the 
hospitality provided by David Symons and the Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery. 

For me another pleasurable occasion was the opening by Her Majesty the Queen of  the Queen 
Elizabeth II Great Court at the British Museum in December. I was privileged to attend as your 
President and it was good to see our warm relationship with the Museum underscored by the pres-
ence of  a number of  Society members at this celebration of  the remarkable transformation  of  the 
old Reading Room and its long-'lost' courtyard into a magnificent  focal  piazza with new exhibi-
tion galleries, a public reference  centre and attractive visitor facilities.  With its glazed canopy it is 
an architectural feat  worth seeing for  its own sake. 

Among other activities I addressed the Royal Institution of  South Wales in Swansea in 
September. I mention this engagement purely because it brought to mind two interconnected if 
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somewhat oblique associations with our Society that might entertain you. One of  the luminaries of 
what was founded  as a typical nineteenth-century literary and philosophical society was a local 
antiquary, Colonel George Grant Francis, FSA, editor of  the Welsh section of  Boyne's Seventeenth 
Century  Tokens.  As it happens he was the grandfather  of  Grant Richardson Francis, President of 
this Society between 1922 and 1925. Furthermore, our late President's forename  'Richardson' was 
derived from  George Grant Francis's wife,  Sarah. She was a descendant of  the armigerous 
Durham grocer, John Richardson, a seventeenth-century token issuer whom Robert Thompson 
touched upon in his talk to us about Heralds' visitations a couple of  years ago. Somehow, I do not 
think that the gallant Colonel, knowledgeable as he was about tokens, was ever aware of  this 
familial  numismatic link but it is a snippet of  historical whimsy that I can at least share with you. 

I have paid tribute to our out-going Treasurer and Director. In conclusion I must thank our other 
Officers  and Council for  their support, advice and encouragement - and for  their forward  thinking. 
However comfortable  we may think we are there is never room for  complacency. For all our 
achievements there is always more that we can do. As we approach our centenary the future  is 
much in our mind. Thoughts are turning to such questions as to how the Society might best pro-
mote research, encourage education and help young numismatists, and the extent to which the 
rapid developments taking place in information  technology can be harnessed to the Society's 
aims. These are all areas, among others no doubt, to which we must direct our attention. And as a 
first  step I have invited our Vice-President, Peter Woodhead, to form  a small working group to 
look at some of  these questions and produce a discussion paper for  Council. I am sure that many 
of  you will have contributions to make to the debate and I know that Mr Woodhead will welcome 
members' views. 

So another year comes to an end. Shortly we will adjourn to toast the future  of  the Society and 
also to express our thanks to Tim Webb Ware for  his sterling services as our Treasurer for  so long. 
This moment of  relaxation has been made possible, the Treasurer tells me, thanks to the benefi-
cence of  an anonymous donor and, even I do not know who that is. Before  the party spirit 
descends, however, I should like to say something about the productions of  the eighteenth-century 
Birmingham die-sinker and medallist, John Stubbs Jorden. 

(The President then delivered a paper entitled 'John Stubbs Jorden, Die-Sinker and Medallist', 
the text of  which is published at pages 121-137, above). 
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(For  Officers  and Council  for  2001, see Volume  70) 
23 JANUARY 2001. Mr Douglas Adrian Hunter and 
Maj-Gen. Adrian William Lyons, CBE were elected to 
Ordinary Membership and the Museum of Westphalia 
(Germany) to Institutional Membership. Mr Graham Dyer 
then read a paper entitled The  Royal Mint  and the Festival 
of  Britain, 1951. 
27 FEBRUARY 2001. The President announced the 
death of MrW.B. Ferguson, a member since 1972. 
Mr David Graham Russell Salmond was elected to 
Ordinary Membership, and the President admitted Maj-
Gen. A.W. Lyons a member of the Society. Mr Stephen 
Minnitt and Dr Jonathan Williams (in the absence of 
Mr Richard Abdy) then read a paper entitled The 
Shapwick  (Brune  Valley)  hoard  of  Roman denarii. 
27 MARCH 2001. Mr Peter John Cook was elected to 
Ordinary Membership. Kristin Bornholdt then read a 
paper entitled Coin finds  and currency of  the Isle  of  Man 
in the Viking  Age and later  Middle  Ages. 
24 APRIL 2001. The President announced the death of 
Prof.  J.P Mass. Rachel Head and Messrs. David John 
Arnold, Norman P. Brand, Colm Hugh Thomas Rooney, 
David Seaman and James Matthew Robertson were 
elected to Ordinary Membership, and The Getty Research 
Institute to Institutional Membership. Dr Nicholas 
Mayhew and Mr Timothy Crafter  then read a joint paper 
entitled The  Gayton hoard  of  Henty  II  cross and crosslet 
pennies. 
2 2 MAY 2 0 0 1 . The Rt. Hon. Ian, Lord Stewartby was 
elected to Honorary Membership, Mr Ronald David 
Haller-Williams to Ordinary Membership and Mr David 
Christopher Clark to Junior Membership. The President 
admitted Mr K.V. Eckardt a member of the Society. 
Dr Donal Bateson then read a paper entitled The  medallic 
works  of  Neil  Macphail. 
26 JUNE 2001. The President announced the death of 
Mr L.N. Woolf, a member since 1971. Dr Jonathan 
Williams then read a paper entitled Ancient British coin 
types: New  ideas, new interpretations. 
25 SEPTEMBER 2001. Messrs. Laurence John Bamford 
and Roland Giles Mumford were elected to Ordinary 
Membership. Mr Robert Heslip then read a paper entitled 
Out of  balance: Weights  and foreign  coins in early eigh-
teenth century Ireland. 
23 OCTOBER 2001. Drs David Nigel Illtyd Davies, 
Jerome J. Piatt, Jacob Y. Terner, Richard Keith Turner and 
Messrs. Stephen Alexander, Peter James Cherry, Dave 
Chetty, Robert Forbes, Stephen B. Pradier, Frank William 
Mellor, Christian-Edward Mahoney and Michael William 
Shaw were elected to Ordinary Membership, and the 
Worcester County Museum to Institutional 
Membership.There followed the 7th Howard Linecar 
Memorial Lecture (bi-annual) by Prof.  James Graham-
Campbell entitled The  Danelaw and its dual  economy. 
27 NOVEMBER 2001. Mr Richard Downs and'Rev. 

Roderick Palmer were elected to Ordinary Membership. 
The following Officers  and Council were elected for 
2002: 

President:  D.W. Dykes 
Vice-Presidents:  C.E Challis, C.S.S. Lyon, P.D. 

Mitchell, H.E. Pagan, Lord Stewartby 
and P. Woodhead. 

Director:  K. Clancy 
Treasurer:  PH. Mernick 
Librarian: A.J. Holmes 
Secretaty:  C.R.S. Farthing 
Council:  M.R. Allen, E.M. Besly, N.L. Biggs, 

K. Bomholdt, P. de Jersey, C. Eimer, 
S. Hill, N.M.McQ. Holmes, S.C. 
Minnitt, J. Porteous, P.J.E. Stevens, 
D.J. Symons, R.H. Thompson and G. 
Williams. 

Council's proposal that the subscription for  2002 should 
remain unchanged at £24 for  Ordinary Members and £10 
for  Junior Members was approved. Gratitude was 
recorded to Messrs. E.M. Besly and T.G. Webb Ware for 
their services as Director and Treasurer  respectively. The 
President, Dr D.W. Dykes, then delivered his Presidential 
Address and was thanked, on behalf of the Society, by Dr 
C.E. Challis. 

EXHIBITIONS 
January 
By Mr R.A. Merson: 
(1) Medallion dated June 21st 1833 commemorating a 
visit by HRH Prince George, Duke of Cambridge, to the 
Royal Mint (IE,  approx Farthing size). Possible unpub-
lished example of what may be a sovereign reverse die 
(cf. BHM 1645). 
(2) Royal Mint internal tokens in paper/cardboard  mate-
rial and encapsulated in clear plastic, lp, 2p, 5p, lOp, 50p 
(1972 or earlier - cf. Coins, Jan 1973) and £1 (post 1983). 
All were rectangular (2.875 X 1.875 in) except the 50p 
which was square (1.875 in). 

February 
By Lt.-Cdr. C.R.S. Farthing: 
Short-cross penny of Cnut by FARTHEIN ON EOFE (York) 
of unknown provenance. Dia. 17-18 mm and Wt. 1.13 g. 
By MrJ.G. Scott: 
Copper penny of George III, dated 1826 below the bust, 
with standard Britannia rev. and obv. similar to the Irish 
1822-3 penny. 

April 
By Mr W.A. MacKay: 
(1) Penny of Eadmund, King of East Anglia. Found in a 
small scattered hoard near Newmarket, Cambs, c. 1996. 
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Wt. 1.28 g (N.461, Fitzwilliam EMC 2001.0004). 
Obv. +EADMVNDREX, cross pattee with pellets in each 
angle. 
Rev. +BAEGHELMM, cross pattee with pellets in each angle. 
(2) Penny of Eadmund, King of England 939-46. 
Crowned bust without mint. Found in excavation spoil at 
West Fen Road, Ely in 2000. Possible unique die com-
bination (N.697, Fitzwilliam EMC 2000.0366). 
Obv. +EADMVND REX 
Rev. +FREDARD MONEIT (retrograde N for  M and N) 

May 
By Mr J.G. Scott: 
White-metal medal dated 1861 by N(eil) Macphail depict-
ing the Wallace Monument, Stirling. Dia. 35 mm. 

June 
By Mr J.G. Scott: 
Medal by N(eil) Macphail, dated 1895-6 of the Hunter 
Medical School, Glasgow. Awarded to Alexander L. 
Watson, A M in classe Physiologiae. Dia. 70 mm., JE. 

SUMMARY OF MEMBERSHIP CHANGES 
The following adjustments relate to the 12 month period which followed the most 
recently published list of members (Vol. 70): 

Honorary Ordinary Junior Institutional Total 
31 December 2000 1 476 1 107 591 
Since elected 1 27 1 3 *31 

8 *502 2 110 622 

Deceased 3 3 
Resigned 10 10 
Amoved 9 1 10 

31 December 2001 8 480 2 109 599 

*The additional Honorary Member was formerly  an Ordinary Member 



THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 OCTOBER 2000 

The British Numismatic Society was founded in 1903, and is a registered charity (No. 275906). The Society exists for 
the encouragement and promotion of numismatic science, particularly through the study of the coins, medals and tokens 
of the peoples of the British Isles and Commonwealth and the United States of America, and all territories  that are, or 
have been, subject to their jurisdiction. 

The Society's activities are governed by its rules, reprinted in 1995, by order of Council. 

The trustees of the Society for  the year ended 31 October 2000 were the officers  and members of Council comprising: 
(President) D.W. Dykes; (Vice-Presidents) C.E. Challis, C.S.S. Lyon, P.D. Mitchell, H.E. Pagan, Lord Stewartby and P. 
Woodhead; (Director) E.M. Besly; (Treasurer)  T.G. Webb Ware; (Librarian) A.J Holmes; (Secretary) C.R.S. Farthing; 
(Editors) N.M.McQ. Holmes and G. Williams; (Council) M.R. Allen, M.M. Archibald, J. Bispham, M.A.S. Blackburn, 
K. Clancy, R.J. Eaglen, C. Eimer, M.R. Mays, S.C. Minnitt, D.H. Saville and R.H. Thompson. 

The registered address of the charity is that of the Treasurer,  T.G. Webb Ware, 35 Coniston Court, Kendal Street, 
London, W2 2AN, and the Society's bankers are the National Westminster Bank, PO Box 10720, 217 Strand, London, 
WC2R 1 AL. The Independent Examiner is R.A. Merson, FCA, Tanyard House, 13A Bridge Square, Farnham, Surrey, 
GU9 7QR. 

As is usual practice, Society meetings were held on the fourth  Tuesday each month from January to June and 
September to November inclusive at the Warburg Institute, University of London, at which a substantive paper was 
read. On 8 July, a special one-day meeting on Eastern  Counties  Numismatics  was held at the Castle Museum, 
Colchester. 

In January, the Society published Volume 68 of the British Numismatic Journal. This is a hardbound volume of 191 
pages and 26 plates, and contains eight principal articles and fifteen  short articles and reviews. It also incorporated the 
1998 Coin Register, which lists in detail 202 single coin finds in Great Britain and Ireland, the 1998 Presidential 
Address and Proceedings, and the Society's financial accounts for  the year ended 31 October 1997. 

During the year, the Society established its own web-site (www.britnumsoc.org)  which gives a mix of permanent fac-
tual information  about the Society and details of its current programme of meetings and activities. 

In addition, UK members received three editions of the CCNB (Co-ordinating Committee for  Numismatics in 
Britain) Newsletter containing short and topical articles, reviews and details of meetings and exhibitions. 

The Society's premier award, the Sanford Saltus gold medal, was awarded in May to R.H. Thompson following a bal-
lot of the membership. It is awarded three-yearly to the member whose paper or papers appearing in the Society's publi-
cations receives the highest number of votes as being, in the opinion of the members, the most deserving in the interests 
of numismatic science. 

The Society holds a substantial library, jointly with the Royal Numismatic Society, which is located at the Warburg 
Institute, and actively maintains a programme of acquiring new books and rebinding existing books, as necessary. 
Books are available for  loan to members, both in person and by post. 

Annual subscriptions were paid to the International Numismatic Commission and the British Association of 
Numismatic Societies (BANS). 

The Society is financed by an annual subscription of £24 paid by both ordinary and institutional members, together 
with interest on cash held on deposit and donations from members over and above their subscription. It also holds a 
stock of British Numismatic  Journal  back-numbers which are available for  purchase by members and non-members. 

Al l officers  of the Society offer  their services on a voluntary basis, and administrative costs are kept to a minimum 
consisting largely of stationary and postage. 

The Society is actively seeking to increase its membership, both in Britain and overseas, the total of which has 
steadily risen over the last decade from 500 to approximately 600. 

http://www.britnumsoc.org


THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL 
ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 OCTOBER 2000 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 

INCOME RESOURCES 

Subscriptions and Entrance Fees 
received for  2000 and earlier years 

Interest received 

Donations 

Sale of BNS Medal 

Sale of Publications : 

Backnumbers 

Special Publications 

BNJ Index 

TOTAL INCOME RESOURCES 

RESOURCES EXPENDED 

British Numismatic Journal 

Special Publications 

CCNB Newsletter 

BNJ Index 

Sanford Saltus Medal 

BNS Medal 

Provincial Meetings 

Linecar Lecture 

London Meetings 

Council Prize 

Library 

Subscriptions 

Bank Charges 

Other printing, postage and stationery 

TOTAL RESOURCES EXPENDED 

NET INCOMING RESOURCES, 
BEING NET MOVEMENT IN FUNDS 

FUND BALANCES (B/F) 1.11.99 

FUND BALANCES (C/F) 31.10.00 

General Designated  Total  Total 
Fund  Funds  2000 1999 

£ £ £ £ 

13,083 - 13,083 12,780 

3,411 4,825 8,236 7,337 

204 - 204 63 

- 130 

3,315 - 3,315 315 

114 114 1,344 

20 - 20 862 
20,033 4,939 24,972 22,831 

12,039 

520 

129 

258 

690 

105 

120 

1,374 

15,235 

132 

132 

12,039 

520 

129 

132 

258 

690 

105 

120 
1,374 

15,367 

13,888 

4,000 

520 

624 

200 
70 

61 

644 

380 

150 

813 

115 

30 

753 

22,248 

4,798 

31,529 

36,327 

4,807 

96,212 

101,019 

9,605 

127,741 

137,346 

583 

127,158 

127,741 



THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY 
BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 OCTOBER 2000 

2000 1999 
£ £ 

GENERAL FUND 36,327 31,529 

DESIGNATED FUNDS 101,019 96,212 

137,346 127,741 

ASSETS: 

Library and Furniture at cost less amounts written off  160 160 

Stock of Medals 326 326 

Sundry Debtors 1,052 1,566 

Cash at Bankers and in Hand 

Bank-Deposit Account 164,000 154,000 

Current Account 2,034 2,098 

167,572 158,150 

LIABILITIES: 

J. Sanford Saltus Medal Fund 200 600 

Subscriptions received in advance 280 240 

Sundry Creditors and Outstanding Charges 2,179 971 

Creditors and Provision for  Journals 27,567 28,598 

30,226 30,409 

137,346 127,741 

Registered Charity No. 275906 
The accounts were approved by Council on 25 September 2001 



THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 OCTOBER 2000 

1. Accounting Policies 
General 

These accounts have been prepared under the historic cost convention and in accordance with applicable accounting 
standards and the Statement of Recommended Practice on Accounting by Charities. 

Subscriptions 
No credit is taken for  subscriptions in arrears 

2. Designated  Funds 
Individual fund movements 

Linecar 
Fund 

£ 
Balance at 1.11.99 9,842 

Income 
Interest received 494 

Sale Special Publications -

Expenditure 
Colchester Meeting -

Balance at 31.10.00 10,336 

Osborne Benefactors'  Total 
Fund  Fund  £ 

£ £ 
77,326 9,044 96,212 

3,878 453 4,825 

114 - 114 

(132) (132) 

81,318 9,365 101,019 

The General and Designated Funds are all unrestricted. 

The Linecar Fund was started in 1986 with the bequest of £5,000 and Council has designated this Fund to provide an 
endowment for  a biennial lecture in Mr Linecar's memory. 

The Osborne Fund was started in 1991 with the bequest of £50,000 and Council has designated this Fund to finance the 
series of Special Publications. 

The Benefactors'  Fund consists of other bequests to the Society. 

3. Creditors  and provision for  Journals 

£ 
British Numismatic Journal 69 (1999), published January 2001 14,717 
British Numismatic Journal 70 (2000), to be published December 2001 12,850 

27,567 



INDEPENDENT EXAMINER'S REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF 
THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY 

I report on the accounts of the Society for  the year ended 31st October 2000, which are set out on pages 2 to 4, 

Respective responsibilities of  trustees and examiner 

Council as the Society's trustees are responsible for  the preparation of the accounts; and consider that the audit require-
ment of Section 43(2) of the Charities Act 1993 does not apply. It is my responsibility to state, on the basis of proce-
dures specified in the General Directions given by the Charity Commissioners under Section 43(7) (b) of that Act, 
whether particular matters have come to my attention. 

Basis of  independent examiner's report 

My examination was carried out in accordance with the General Directions given by the Charity Commissioners. An 
examination includes a review of the accounting records kept by the Society and a comparison of the accounts presented 
with those records. It also includes consideration of any unusual items or disclosures in the accounts, and seeking expla-
nations from Council concerning any such matters. The procedures undertaken do not provide all the evidence that 
would be required in an audit, and consequently I do not express an audit opinion on the view given by the accounts. 

Independent examiner's statement 

In connection with my examination, no matter has come to my attention: 

(a) which gives me reasonable cause to believe that in any material respect the requirements to keep accounting records 
in accordance with section 41 of the Charities Act 1993; and to prepare accounts which accord with the accounting 
records and to comply with the accounting requirements of that Act have not been met; or 
(b) to which, in my opinion, attention should be drawn in order to enable a proper understanding of the accounts to be 
reached. 

R.A. Merson, F.C.A. 
Tanyard House, 
13A Bridge Square, 
Farnham, 
Surrey, 
GU97QR 

25 September 2001 
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Aberystwyth mint, coins of, 92, 95, 102-3 
ABDY, R.A.. entries in Coin Register, 180-82, 188 
AB RAM SON. A., entries in Coin Register, 183 
Addedomaros, coinage of, 6-8, 15, 17 
Aedic, coinage of, 6, 12, 17 
Aesu, coinage of, 12 
yEthelred II, pennies of, 161, 185 
/Ethelred I I of Northumbria, coin of, 183 
jEthelstan, penny of, 184 
vEthelstan I of East Anglia, penny of, 184 
jEthelwulf of Wessex, penny of, 184 
Alexander I I I of Scotland, coin of, 167 
Alfred,  penny of, 184 
ALLEN, L.L., The  World's  Show. Coincraft's  Catalogue 

of  Crystal  Palace Medals  and Tokens  1851-1936, 
reviewed, 206-7 

ALLEN, M., entries in Coin Register, 181-87 
Anted, coinage of, 6, 12, 17 
Apthorpe, John, coin-weight maker, 113-14, 117 
ARCHIBALD, M.M., The Lion Coinage of Robert Earl of 

Gloucester and William Earl of Gloucester, 71-86 
ARCHIBALD, M.M. & COOK, B.J., English  Medieval 

Coin Hoards:  I  Cross  and Crosslets,  Short  Cross 
and Long Cross  Hoards,  reviewed, 202-3 

Argyll, Duke of, collector, 142 
Arnot, A.J., collector, 142 
Ashley, W.E., collector, 142 
Axbridge mint, coin of, 161 

Bagnall, A.E., collector, 143 
Bainbridge, North Yorkshire, hoard from, 170-72 
Baldwin, A.H. (I), dealer, 152 
Baldwin, A.H. (H), dealer, 152 
Baldwin, A.H., and Sons Ltd., dealers, 142, 152-53 
Baldwin, A.H.F., dealer, 152 
BARCLAY, C„ Two Hoards from North Yorkshire, 

168-71 
BEAN, S.C., The  Coinage  of  the Atrebates  and Regni, 

reviewed, 200-201 
Bearman, T., collector, 143 
Bennett, L., dealer, 153 
BERLIN, H.M., The  Coins and Banknotes  of  Palestine 

under  the British Mandate,  1927-47,  reviewed, 
205-6 

Berwick mint, coin of, 165-66 
BESLY, E.M., entries in Coin Register, 185 
BIGGS, N., Coin Weights Made by the Founders, 111-18 
Bird, Dr.B., collector, 143 
BLACKBURN, M.A.S., entries in Coin Register, 181, 

183-86 
BLAND, R., entry in Coin Register, 181-82 
Bliss, T., collector, 143 
Blunt, C.E., collector, 143 
Bodvoc, coinage of, 12, 17 
BOLTON, A., entries in Coin Register, 188 
BONSER, M.J., entry in Coin Register, 185 
Brand, J.D., collector, 143 

Brettell, R.P.V., collector, 143 
Bridges, Doughton, coin-weight maker, 112-14, 116-17 
Brigg, M.A., collector, 143 
Bristol mint, coins of, 75-76, 84-85, 92, 102-3, 165-66 
Brooker, J.G., collector, 143 
BROWN, L „ Review of L.L. Allen, The  World's  Show. 

Coincraft's  Catalogue  ofCiystal  Palace Medals 
and Tokens  1851-1936, 206-7 

Brushfield,  A.N., collector, 143 
Bruun, L.E., collector, 144 
Burstal, E., collector, 144 
Bury St.Edmunds mint, coins of, 165-66, 169 
BUTTREY, T.V. & HOBBS, R„ eds of A.S. Robertson, 

An Inventory  of  Romano-British Coin Hoards, 
reviewed, 189-98 

Cambridge mint, coins of, 63, 186-87 
Canterbury mint, coins of, 162-63, 165-66, 169, 183-84, 

187 
Carlisle mint, coin of, 187 
Carlyon-Britton, P.W.P., collector, 139, 141, 144 
Carlyon-Britton, R.C., collector, 141, 144 
Carter, E.C., collector, 144 
Cartivellaunos, coinage of, 13 
Castle Combe mint, coins of, 76, 85 
Celtic coins, see Iron-Age coins 
CHALLIS, C.E., Review of N. Mayhew, Sterling.  The 

History  of  a Currency,  201-2 
Charles I, coins of, 92-93, 95, 100-4, 110, 171-72 
Charles II, coins of, 92-94, 102-3, 170-71 
Charman, G.W., dealer, 153 
Chester mint, coins of, 62 
Christian I I I of Denmark, skilling of, 188 
CLANCY, K , The Ricardo Ingot: Experimental Dies in 

the Royal Mint Collection, 172-74 
Clarke-Thornhill,  T.B., collector, 144 
Clippings, 170-72 
Cnut, coins of, 185-86 
Cochran-Patrick,  R.W., collector, 145 
Coenwulf of Mercia, pennies of, 184 
Coin-brooches, 60-70, 186 
Coin pendant, 182 
Coins and Antiquities Ltd., dealers, 153 
Coin-weights, 111-18 
Colchester mint, coin of, 186 
Collectors of British hammered series, coin tickets of, 

136-52 
Commios, coinage of, 8 
Congleton, Cheshire, hoards from, 91-110 
Continental coins, 168, 188 
COOK, B.J. & ARCHIBALD, M.M., English  Medieval 

Coin Hoards:  I  Cross  and Crosslets,  Short  Cross 
and Long Cross  Hoards,  reviewed, 202-3 

COOK, B.J., Review of P. & B.R. Withers, Small  Change 
1: The  Farthings  and Halfpennies  of  Edward  I  and 
II, 203-4 

Cooper, F.R., collector, 145 
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COTTAM, G„ Review of S.C.Bean, The  Coinage  of  the 

Atrebates  and Regni, 200-201 
Countermarked coins, 204-5 
CREIGHTON, J., Coins and Power in Late Iron  Age 

Britain, reviewed, 199-200 
CRIBB, J.E., FEVYER, W.H. & WILSON, J.W., The 

Order  of  Industrial  Heroism,  reviewed, 207-8 
Crompton-Roberts,  C.M., collector, 145 
Crowther, D.J., dealer, 153 
Crystal Palace, medals and tokens, 206-7 
Cunobelin, coinage of, 9, 11-12, 180 
Curtis, B.T., dealer, 153 
Cut fractions,  77, 80-81, 85-86, 185-88 
Cuthred of Kent, penny of, 183 
Cynethryth of Mercia, penny of, 183 

Dakers, Capt. C.H., collector, 145 
Danelaw, economy of. 45-59 
Daniels, J.H., dealer, 153 
Davidson, J., collector, 145 
Dawson, B.I., (Coins), dealers, 153 
Dawson, P., dealer, 153 
Dealers in British hammered series, coin tickets of, 

136-42, 152-57 
DE JERSEY, P., entries in Coin Register, 179-80 
Denton, C., dealer, 153 
De Vore, W., collector, 141, 145 
Dolphin Coins & Medals Ltd., dealers, 153 
Doubleday, G.V., collector, 141-42, 145 
Drabble, G.C., collector, 145 
Dublin mint, coin of, 165-66 
Dubnovellaunos, coinage of, 8, 180 
Dumnocoveros, coinage of, 13, 17 
Durham mint, coins of, 165-66, 169 
DYKES, D.W., John Stubbs Jorden, Die-sinker and 

Medallist, 119-35 

Eadmund of East Anglia, pennies of, 184 
Eadgar, pennies of, 161, 185 
Eadred, possible penny of, 185 
Eadwald of East Anglia, pennies of, 184 
EAGLEN, R.J., PAGAN, H.E. & MITCHELL, P.D., Coin 

Tickets in the British Hammered Series, 136-57 
Eanred of Northumbria, coin of, 183 
Early pennies (sceattas), 34—48, 183 
Early shillings (thrymsas), 182-83 
Ece(n), coinage of, 12, 17 
ECKARDT, K.D. & MITCHELL, P.D., Review of H.A. 

Manville, Tokens  of  the Industrial  Revolution, 
Foreign  Silver  Coins Countermarked  for  Use  in 
Great Britain, c. 1787-1828,  204-5 

Edinburgh mint, coin of, 168 
Edmund, possible penny of, 185 
Edward the Confessor,  coins of, 60-64, 186 
Edward I, pennies of, 165-66, 168-69 
Edward II, pennies of, 165-66, 168-69 
Edward III, coins of, 168-70 
Edward VI, coins of, 92-93, 97, 103, 171 
EDWARDS, J., WARHURST, M „ PHILPOTT, R. & 

NICHOLSON, S., Four Seventeenth Century Coin 
Hoards from Congleton, Cheshire, 91-110 

Elizabeth I, coins of, 92-99, 103, 110, 171 
Elmore Jones, F., collector, 141, 145-46 
Eppillus, coinage of, 9, 179 
ESVPRASTO, coinage of, 9. 12-13, 17 

ESVPRASV, see IISVPRASV 
Evans, Sir J., collector, 141-42, 146 
Exeter mint, coins of, 63-64, 92, 95, 102-3 

Farquhar, H., collector, 142, 146 
FEARON, D„ Review of W.H. Fevyer, J.W. Wilson and 

J.E. Cribb, The  Order  of  Industrial  Heroism,  207-8 
FEVYER, W.H., WILSON, J.W. & CRIBB, J.E., The 

Order  of  Industrial  Heroism,  reviewed, 207-8 
Financial Accounts, 216-19 
Finn, P., dealer, 153, 156 
Firth, C.J., collector, 146 
Format of Birmingham Ltd., dealers, 153 
Forrer,  L., snr., dealer, 155-56 
Forrer,  L.S., dealer, 153-54 
Founders, Worshipful  Company of, 111-18 
Fox, J.S. & H.B.E., collectors, 146 

Galata, dealers, 154 
GANNON, A., entries in Coin Register, 182-87 
GANNON, A. & WILLIAMS, G., Two Small Hoards of 

William I, 162-64 
Gantz, Rev.W.L., collector, 146 
Garrat, Thomas, coin-weight maker, 112-13, 117 
GEAKE, H., entries in Coin Register, 186-88 
Giles, Anthony, coin-weight maker, 112-14, 116-17 
Gloucester, Earls of, coinage of, 71-86 
Gloucester mint, coin of, 60-61 
Graffiti  on coins, 94-95, 104 
GRAHAM-CAMPBELL, J., The Dual Economy of the 

Danelaw. The Howard Linecar Memorial Lecture 
2001,49-59 

Grantley, Lord, collector, 141, 146^47 
Greek coin, 180-81 
Greenhill, Stirlingshire, hoard from, 165-66 
Grover, B.H.. dealer, 154 
GUEST, P. & REECE, R., Review of A.S. Robertson 

(edited by R. Hobbs and T.V. Buttrey),  An 
Inventory  of  Romano-British Coin Hoards,  189-98 

Hall, H.P., collector, 147 
Hanham, Sir J.L., collector, 147 
Harthacnut, coin of, 186 
Hastings mint, possible coin of, 187 
Hayward, William, coin-weight maker, 112-14, 116-17 
Henry I, coins of, 186-87 
Henry II, coins of, 187 
Henry III, coins of, 164-65, 188 
HEWITT, V., Review of H.M. Berlin, The  Coins and 

Banknotes  of  Palestine  under  the British Mandate, 
1927-47,  205-6 

Hird, H., collector, 147 
HOBBS, R. & BUTTREY, T.V., eds of A.S. Robertson, 

An Inventory  of  Romano-British Coin Hoards, 
reviewed, 189-98 

HOLLAND, P.M., An Unusual Pair of Obverse Die-
Linked Bronze Pennies dated 1860 and 1861, 
174-76 

HOLMAN, D.J., entries in Coin Register, 179-80, 182, 
187 

HOLMES, N.M.McQ., Two Scottish Mediaeval Hoards, 
164-66 

HOLMES, N.M.McQ., Unpublished Scottish Fractions 
from the David Rogers Collection, 167-68 

Huth, R.F., collector, 147 
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IISVPRASV, coinage of, 9, 13, 17, 180 
Ilsley, R.C., dealer, 153 
Ipswich mint, coins of, 184, 186 
Irish coins, 92, 95, 102-4, 110, 165-66 
Iron-Age coinage, 1-17, 179-80, 199-201 

Jacob, K.A., collector, 147 
Jacombe, Emmanuel, coin-weight maker, 114, 117 
James I, coins of, 87-90, 92-95, 99-100, 103-4, 110, 171 
John of Avesnes, sterling of, 188 
John I I of Portugal, vintem of, 188 
Johnstone, E.A., collector, 147 
Jorden, John Stubbs, die-sinker and medallist, 119-35 

Kerison, Samuel, coin-weight maker, 112, 114, 117 
KIERNAN, P., The Ritual Mutilation of Coins on 

Romano-British Sites, 18-33 
Kilvaxter, Skye, hoard from, 164-65 
King, H.H., collector, 141, 147 
Kirk, John, coin-weight maker, 115-16 

Lavers, S.G., collector, 148 
Lawrence, L.A., collector, 148 
Lawson, W.J., collector, 148 
LEWIS, M „ entry in Coin Register, 181 
Liddell, D.G., dealer, 156 
Lincoln mint, coins of, 162-63, 184-86 
Lincoln, E., dealer, 139, 154 
Lincoln, W.S., & Son, dealers, 141, 154 
Lingford,  H.M., collector, 142, 148 
Litchfeild, Richard, coin-weight maker, 112-14, 116-17 
Lockett, R.C., collector, 139, 141-42, 148 
London mint, coins of, 61-62, 64, 162-66, 169, 184-88 
Louis XI I I of France, seiseno of, 188 
LYON, S. & SHARP, M., An Edgar Reform Penny of 

Axbridge, 161 

Mack, Cdr. R.P., collector, 141-42, 148 
Maish, W.M., collector, 141, 148 
Maltby Springs, North Lincolnshire, hoard from, 162-64 
Mangakis, D., collector, 142, 149 
MANVILLE, H.A., Tokens  of  the Industrial  Revolution, 

Foreign  Silver  Coins Countermarked  for  Use  in 
Great Britain, c. 1787-1828,  reviewed, 204-5 

Marlborough mint, coin of, 76, 85 
Martin, C.J., (Coins) Ltd., dealers, 141, 154 
MAY, J., Review of J. Creighton, Coins and Power in 

Late Iron  Age Britain, 199-200 
MAYHEW, N.J., Sterling.  The  Histoiy  of  a Currency, 

reviewed, 201-2 
MAYHEW, N.J., entry in Coin Register, 184 
Merovingian coins, 182 
METCALF, D.M., 'As Easy as A, B, C': The Mint-Places 

of early Sceatta Types in the South-East, 34-48 
MILLER, S., entries in Coin Register, 183, 185 
Mitchell, D.D., dealer, 152 
Mitchell, P.D., dealer, 152 
MITCHELL, P.D., EAGLEN, R.J. & PAGAN, H.E., 

Coin Tickets in the British Hammered Series, 
136-57 

MITCHELL, P.D. & ECKARDT, K.D., Review of H.A. 
Manville, Tokens  of  the Industrial  Revolution, 
Foreign  Silver  Coins Countermarked  for  Use  in 
Great Britain, c. 1787-1828,  204-5 

Mitchell, S„ dealer, 155-56 

Montagu, H., collector, 149 
Morrieson, Lt.-Col. H.W., collector, 149 
Mossop, H.R., collector, 149 
Murdoch, J.G., collector, 149 
Murray, Lt.-Col. J.K.R. & J.E.L., collectors, 149 
Mutilation of Roman coins, 18-33 

Naish, S.R., collector, 149 
NEWMAN, J., entries in Coin Register, 182, 184 
NICHOLSON, S„ WARHURST, M „ PHILPOTT, R. & 

EDWARDS, J., Four Seventeenth Century Coin 
Hoards from Congleton, Cheshire, 91-110 

Norman coinage, 60-86, 162-64, 186-87 
Northumbrian coinage, 158-61, 183 
Norweb, E.M.H., collector, 139, 149 
Norwich mint, coins of, 162-63, 185 
Nottingham mint, coin of, 186 

Offa  of Mercia, penny of, 183 
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